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PENSION SIMPLIFICATION AND INVESTMENT RULES

TUESDAY, MAY 10, 1977

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCox IrEE ON PRIVATE PENSION PLANS

AN-D EmLOYEE FRINGE BEwEi
OF THY CoMmrrrE oN FINANCE AND THE

SELECT COMrMrtEE ON SMALL BUSINESS,
Vashington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 2 p.m. in room 2221,
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Gaylord Nelson and Lloyd
Bentsen presiding.

Present: Senators Nelson, Bentsen, Matsunaga, Curtis, and Pack-
wood.

Senator BENTSEN. The hearings will come to order.
This afternoon the Senate Finance Committee's Private Pension

Subcommittee, which I chair, and Senate Small Business Committee,
chaired by Senator Nelson, begin a series of joint hearings to formu-
late ways to reduce excessive paperwork and redtape under the 1974
Pension Reform Act and ways to insure that pension investments do
not impose unnecessary obstacles to economic growth. These hearings
will focus on two bills I have introduced-the Pension Simplification
Act (S. 901) and the Pension Investment Act (S. 285). In particular,
we will be looking at the impact of pension laws and pension invest-
ment policy on smaller businesses.

We are very pleased to have as our lead off witnesses this after-
noon, three outstanding administration officials-Assistant Secretary
of the Treasury Laurence Woodworth, Assistant Secretary of Labor
Francis Burkhardt and the Associate Solicitor of the Labor Depart-
ment, Steven Sacher. Over the. years, in his previous capacity as Chief
of Staff of the Joint Tax Committee, Larry Woodworth has provided
invaluable assistance to the members of the Senate Finance Commit-
tee and House Ways and Means Committee in enacting all tax and
pension laws. The President could not have selected a more qualified
individual to serve as Assistant Secretary for Tax Policy. We also
welcome two dedicated Labor Department officials who share the
concern of all Members of Congress in the need to simplify ERISA.

Many good pension plans, particularly for smaller businesses, have
been forced to terminate because of duplicate Government reporting
requirements, and a snarl of redtape. Dual enforcement of the pen-
sion reform law by two different Government agencies-the Labor
Department and the Treasury Departmefit-has resulted in a bureau-
cratic nightmare. The cost of administering pension plans have sky-
rocketed and delays have stretched out. The cost of administering

(1)
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one pension plan, with 19 participants, rose by almost half in the
year after the law went into effect. It took Labor and IRS 26 months
to agree on the procedure for handling exemptions from one pro-
vision in the law and 29 months after the law was signed only 12 out
of 600 exemptions had been granted.

To help remedy this problem, I have introduced the Pension Sim-
plification Act which would divide jurisdiction for enforcement be-
tween Labor and IRS to minimize the overlap. Under the proposal
the IRS would have complete jurisdiction over vesting, participation
and funding requirements, while the Labor Department would be
given exclusive jurisdiction over fiduciary responsibility and pro-

ibited transactions.
I have also introduced the Pension Investment Act which would

modifyv the so-called "prudent man rule" in the pension law to prevent
the rule from continuing to artificially discourage investments in new
and expanding smaller companies.

It is essential that Congress and the administration take prompt ac-
tion to alleviate these problems. This will require the cooperation of
the Departments of Labor and Treasury, the two tax-writing com-
mittees in Congress and the two Labor Committees.

The purpose of these hearings is to b(gin that effort.
Senator Nelson will arrive shortly and his statement will be inserted

in the record at this point.
[Statement of Senator Nelson follows:]

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR GAYLORD NELSON

The hearings about to begin constitute a continuation of the joint inquiry
of the Sinall Business Committee and the Subcommittees on Private Pension
Plans and Financial Markets of the Senate Finance Committee on the impact
of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) on the business
community, and particularly small business.

ERISA. which is also known as the Pension Reform Act of 1974, had the
worthy objective of strengthening the retirement security of the approximately
50% of U.S. workers who are covered by private pension plans. Since more
than 97% of the business community can be classified as "small business," it
is not surprising that the statistics show that 962% of pension plans have
less than 100 participants and 93% have 25 or less.

Accordingly, the major requirements for change under this landmark legisla-
tion fell upon smaller employers who had chosen to make financial contribu-
tions toward future financial security for themselves and for their employees.

Our investigation began during 1975, when it became apparent that problems
were arising in the implementation of the law, and especially in the paperwork
burdens involved in reporting of information to the several departments and
agencies administering ERISA. This culmination on November 18, 1975, in a
joint letter from the Chairman of the Tinance Committee (Senator Long), the
Chairman of the Financial Markets Subcommittee (Senator Bentsen), and the
Chairman of the Select Committee on Small Business and the Private Pension
Plans Subcommittee (myself) addressed to the I)epartment of Labor and the
Internal Revenue Service.

In this letter we made a number of specific requests to simplify and reduce the
Pze of the description and annual report forms that businesses would have been
required to fill out; to eliminate the requirement for an accountant's opinion;
and tn extend the unreasonably short periods of public comment and evalua-
tion. It was gratifying that in December of 1975, these requests were substan-
tially granted. In fact, the proposed EBS-1 form was reduced from 16 to 6
pages and the annual report/return (5500) was cut from 51/ to 2% pages.
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To monitor these developments and to examine the trends in pension plan
creations and terminations under ERISA, joint hearings of these committees
were conducted on February 2 and 3, 1976. Testimony was taken from a broad
spectrum of administration and small business witnesses, including those who
provided professional services to smaller pension and retirement plans.

On the basis of these proceedings, and our continuing research, the Com-
mittee provided the Senate with an interim report on September 30, 1976 (daily
Congressional Record, p. 8 17393). The report revealed that formation of new
pension plans had dropped from about 60,000 in 1973 and 1974 to about one-half
of that level in 1975 and 1976, 'The number of applications for terminations
also rose steeply in the years following the Act.

In other words, the ratio between the creation and termination of pension
plans fell from a range of 13- or 16-to-1 prior to ERISA to a ratio of 3.7-to-1
in 1975 and 1.2-to--1 for the first 9 months of 1976.

We hope that these hearings will update and refine these statistics and that we
will receive a thorough analysis of the reason underlying these trends.

Senator Bentsen and I have expressed deep concern about these developments.
We are particularly worried abo,:t the termination of private pension retire-
ment plans that would be considered sound in every respect but may have been
terminated because of compliance, administrative or paperwork burdens of the
Act.

Beyond this, although many Congressional committees, government agencies
and private organizations have examined various aspects of the Pension Reform
Act, there has been virtually no discussion about how the investment policies
will affect the structure of our economy and society. We hope in these hearings
to learn of the impact of investment policies governing the $445.4 billion in
pension assets (as of December 31, 1970). We would like to know more about
the effects of these policies upon capital markets, on opportunities for the
creation of new ventures, on productivity, the present and potential competitive-
ness and efficiency of American industry, employment, and other trends in the
labor market. We are beginning to realize also that the investment policies, as
well as the administration of these laws, will affect the quality of life for the
30 million people currenty receiving retirement benefits, as well as the millions
of our citizens who will advance to retirement age In years to come.

We have been acutely aware of the criticisms by small business relating to
administrative requirements under the Act, the structure under which multiple
federal departments and agencies are implementing the reform law, the duplica-
tive reporting requirements, and some of the substantive features of the law.

Considering the magnitude of these problems and their significance to our
economy and society, we are reminded of the words of President Lincoln that:

"The occasion is piled high with difficulty, and we must rise with the occa-
sion * 4 4 we must think anew and act anew."

It is a source of pride, however, that our committees have taken the lead in
exploring the problems under ERISA and in attempting to resolve them.

These hearings are additional evidence that the Congress is ready to review
its work and experience of the past 2% years in the pension field, in order to
grapple with the legislative and administrative problems. Hopefully, we advance
the process of working out ultimate solutions.

Senator Bentsen has prepared two bills, S. 901 and S. 285, which are before us.
These will serve as vehicles for the discussion of the general questions involved
and the alternative courses of action.

We very much look forward to receiving the testimony of eminently qualified
witnesses which are to appear before us in the next weeks and months. We
pledge the full cooperation of the Senate Small Business Committee in this
important work.

I ask unanimous consent that the announcement of these hearings (which ap-
peared in the Congressional Record of May 9, 1977, p. S 7237) be inserted in the
record of these proceedings for informational purposes.

Senator BErsE-. At this point in the record, I will include copies
of S. 285 and S. 901 and a statement describing the legislation and the
committee press releases announcing these hearings.

[The material to be furnished follows. Oral testimony continues
on p. 29.]
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PRESS RELBASS

FINANCE SUBcOMMITrS ON PRIVATE PENSION PLANS AND EMPLOTF FRINGE BENE-

FITS AND T1I S9LEOT COMMIT=r ON SMAL BUSINESS SETS HEAR NGS ON PEN-
SION SIMPLIFICATION PROPOSAL AND PENSION INVESTMENT RULES

The Honorable Senator Lloyd Bentsen (D., Tex.), Chairman of the Subcom-
mittee on Private Pension Plans and Employee Fringe Benefits, announced today
that the Subcommittee and the Senate Select Committee on Small Business,
chaired by Senator Gaylord Nelson (D., Wis.), will hold joint hearings on 8.901,
the Pension Simplification Act., and S.285, the Tax-Exempt Private Pension In-
vestment Act of 1977. Initial hearing dates are Tuesday, May 10, 1977, at 2:00
p.m. in Room 2221 of the Dirksen Senate Office Building and Wednesday, May
11, 1977, at 10:00 a.m. Additional hearings will be held in June with the dates
to be announced at a later time. The witnesses are as follows:

Tuesday, May 10, 1977.-Dr. Laurence N. Woodworth, Assistant Secretary of
Treasury; Frank Burhardt, Assistant Secretary of Labor; Steven J. Sacher,
Associate Solicitor of Labor Department.

Wednesday/, May 11, 1977.-Donald Alexander, former Commissioner of In-
ternal Revenue; WiIUa Chadwick. former Administrator of Pension and Wel-
fare Benefits Programs, Department of Labor; Richard Fay, Washington, D.C.

Panel-David Morgenthaler, Cleveland; Richard Hanschen, Dallas; Reid Den-
nis, Menlo Park, Calif.; and Steward Greenfield, Darien, Conn.

Senator Bentsen said dual enforcement of the pension reform law by two
competing government agencies has created a bureaucratic nightmare, causing
pension plan costs to skyrocket and entangling many plans in a snarl of red tape.
"We've got two government agencies--the Internal Revenue Service and the
Labor Department--each trying to outdo the other In the demands they make
under the pension reform law," Bentsen said.

"Businessmen, labor unions and others who operate private pension plans are
ordered to file one report giving information to the Labor Department, then turn
around and give the same information in another report to the IRS."

"Costs have skyrocketed and delays have stretched out. The cost of admin-
istering one pension plan, with 19 participants, rose by almost half In the year
after the law went into effect. It took Labor and IRS 26 months to agree on the
procedure for handling exemptions from one provision in the law and 29 months
after the law was signed only 12 out of 000 exemptions have been granted," the
Senator said.

-- The Pension Simplification Act (8.901) would divide jurisdiction for enforce-
ment between Labor and IRS to minimize the overlap. Under the proposal-
which follows generally the original Senate version of the pension bill-the IRS
would have complete jurisdiction over participation and funding requirements,
while the Labor Department would be given exclusive jurisdiction over fiduciary
responsibility and prohibited transactions.

In addition to the pension simplification bill, the hearings will also consider
the Tax-Exempt Private Pension Investment Act (S.285) introduced by Bentsen.
This would modify the so-called prudent man rule in the pension law to prevent
the rule from continuing to artificially discourage pension investments in new
and expanding smaller companies. "My primary concern is with efforts to sim-
plify the pension law. At present, American workers are being made to pay
In two ways: higher costs for administering their pension benefits and higher
taxes to support two identical teams of government pension exports," Bentsen
said.

"This must be stopped," Senator Bentsen said.

PRESS RELEASE

FINANCE SUBCOMMTTrF ON PRIVATE PENSION PLANS AND EMPLOYEE FRINGE BENE-
FITS AND THE SELECT CoMMITTEE ON SMALL BUSINESS ANNOUNCES FURTIIER
HEARINGS ON PENSION SIMPLIFICATION PROPOSAL AND PENSION INVESTMENT
RuLEs

Senator Lloyd Bentsen (D., Tex.i, Chairman of the Pension Subcommittee,
today said witnesses from two governmcaL agencies agreed at hearings this week
that dual enforcement of the pension reform law has proven costly and led to
lengthy, unnecessary delays.
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Bentsen announced that joint hearings he is chairing with Senator Gaylord
Nelson, Chairman of the Small Business Committee, into problems with the 1974
pension law, will continue May 24 and 25 at 10:00 a.m. in room 2221 Dirksen
Senate Office Building.

"During the first two days of hearings this week we heard some disturbing
stories about the delays and costs that have resulted from dual enforcement of
provisions of the pension reform law by the Internal Revenue Service and the
Labor Department," Bentsen said.

"We were told of the managers of one pension plan who were instructed by
the IRS to follow a certain procedure only to be told by the Labor Department
that the procedure was wrong and the application in question would have to be
resubmitted.

"I am pleased that witnesses representing both the Internal Revenue Service
and the Labor Department agreed, in general, with the concept of my bill during
testimony at the hearings this week," Bentsen said.

"I am hopeful we can move swiftly toward final approval of the measure
once the bearings are completed," Senator Bentsen said.

BEQUESTS TO TESTIFY

Senators Bentsen and Nelson advised that witnesses desiring to testify during
these hearings on 8.285 and 8.901 must submit their requests to Michael Stern,
Staff Director, Committee on Finance, 2227 Dirksen Senate Office Building.
Washington, D.C. 10510, not later than 12, Friday, May 20, 1977. Witnesses will
be notified as soon as possible after this cutoff date as to whether they are
scheduled to appear. If for some reason the witness is unable to appear as
scheduled, he may file a written statement for the record of the hearing in lieu
of a personal appearance.

CONSOLIDATED TESTIMONY
Senators Be.itsen and Nelson also stated that the Committees urge all wit-

nesses who have a common position or with the same general interest to consoli-
date their testimony and designate a single spokesman to present their common
viewpoint orally to the-Committees. This procedure will enable the Committees to
receive a wider expression of views than it might otherwise obtain. All wit-
nesses should exert a maximum effort, taking into account the limited advance
notice, to consolidate and coordinate their statements.

LEGISLATIVE REORGANIZATION ACr
Senators Bentsen and Nelson stated that the Legislative Reorganization Act

of 1946, as amended, requires all witnesses appearing before the Committees of
Congress "to file in advance written statements of their proposed testimony, and
to limit their oral presentations to brief summaries of their argument."

Witnesses scheduled to testify must comply with the following rules:
(1) A copy of the statement must be filed by the close of business two days

before the day the witness is scheduled to testify.
(2) All witnesses must include with their written statement a summary of

the principal points included in the statement.
(3) The written statements must be typed on letter-size paper (not legal size)

and at least 75 copies must be submitted by the close of business the day before
the witness is scheduled to testify.

(4) Witnesses are not to read their written statements to the Committees,
but are to confine their ten-minute oral presentations to a summary of the points
included in the statement.

(5) Not more than ten minutes will beallowed for oral presentation.

WRMN TESTIMONY

Senators Bentsen and Nelson stated that the Committees would be pleased
to receive written testimony from those persons or organizations who wish to
submit statements for the record. Statements submitted for inclusion in the
record should be typewritten, not more than 25 double-spaced pages in length
and mailed with five (5) copies by June 1, 1977, to Michael Stern, Staff Direc-
tor, Committee on Finance, Room 2227, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Wash.
ington D.C. 10510.



(1& 285, 95th Cong., 1st sess.]
A BILL To protect private pension plan participants from excenive concentration of the

investment of tax-exempt private pension assets In a small number of corporate stocks
by amending the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to impose reasonable investment
limitations on large pension managers
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United State-

of Amcrica in Congress assembled, That this Act may be cited as the "Tax-
Exempt Plivate Pension Investment Act of 1977".
SEC. 2. EXCISE TAX ON LARGE PENSION MANAGERS FOR INVEST-

MENTS IN EXCESS OF THE LIMITATIONS ON STOCKHOLD-
INGS.

(a) IN GENEAL.-Chapter 43 of the Internal Revenue Code of 194 (relating
to qualified pension, etc., plans) is amended by adding at the end thereof the
following new section:
SEC. 4976. EXCISE TAX ON LARGE PENSION MANAGERS FOR INVEST-

MENTS IN EXCESS OF THE LIMITATION ON STOCKHOLD-
INGS.

"(a) INITIAL TAx.-There is imposed on each pension manager with Invest-
ment authority for pension assets with a fair market value of more than
$1,000,000,000 a tax of 5 percent of the amount of each investment made by him
during his taxable year in violation of the provisions of subsection (c).

"(b) ADDro xAL TAx.-If a pension manager who is liable for the payment of
a tax under subsection (a) for any taxable year fails to correct the violation of
subsection (c) which resulted in that liability within the correction period, there
is imposed on that pension manager a tax of 100 percent of the amount of that
investment to the extent that, on the last date of that correction period, that
investment is still in violation of the provisions of subsection (c).

"(c) LIMITATION ON STOCKROLDINOS OF PaNsION MAiqAoERs.-NO pension man-
ager with investment authority for pension assets with a fair market value of
more than $1,000,000,000 shall invest any of the penson assets over which he has
discretionary investment authority in the securities of any corporation with a
capital account of more 'than $150,000,000 if as a result of such Investment the
pension manager holds more than 5 percent of any class of security of any
corporation with respect to his aggregate discretionary pension assets.

"(d) Drvz nTunz NOT RzqurED ix CERTAIN CAszs.-It is not a violation of
the limitation contained in subsection (c) for a pension manager to retain a
security held by a trust managed by him which he may not acquire for the trust
under subsection (c) if the acquisition of that security occurred prior to the
effective date of this section.

"(e) DEriNITION.-For purposes of this section-
"(1) PENSION MANAGER.-The term 'pension manager' means any person

who is authorized to invest the assets (or any part thereof) of a pension
plan or who invests assets which are held to provide any retirement benefits.
All pension managers under common control shall be aggregated for the
purposes of applying this section. A pension manager shall not include a
person who manages a profit-sharing or employee stockownership plan if such
plan has assets in excess of $1,000,000,000.

"(2) DiscanioNAsY IN ESTMENT AUTHOT-The term 'discretionary in-
vestment authority' means the power to invest pension plan assets (or any
part thereof) or any assets which are held to provide any retirement benefits
without prior approval of any other person.

"(3) SCURITY.-Te term 'security' means any share of common stock in
any corporation, any security other than a common stock which is convertible
into common stock, any other class of stock in any corporation whose owners
are entitled regularly to vote, and any other security determined by the
Secretary to constitute a security for purposes of this section.

"(4) CORRECT Iq PuEOv.-The term 'correction period' means the 180-day
period beginning on the date on which an investment is made by a pension
manager in violation of the provisions of subsection (C).

"(f) Runs FOR CAPITAL ACoouNT.-For purposes of this section, the capital
account of a corporation is deemed to be less than $150,000,000 if, as reported
to the shareholders of the corporation in the annual report reflecting the- most
recently ended fiscal year of the corporation, or the year in which the stock was
first acquired by the pension manager, the paid-in capital and earned surplus
of the corporation is less than $150,000,000.
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"(g) WAIVER AUTHORITY; REGuLTIONS.-The Secretary is authorized to waive
the provisions of this section with respect to any proposed Investment upon
application made by a pension manager who demonstrates to the satisfaction of
the Secretary that the requested waiver is not inconsistent with thle purposes of
this section. The Secretary shall prescribe such regulations as may be necessary
to carry out the provisions of this section.".

(b) The table of sections for such chapter is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following Item:

"Sec. 4976. Excise tax on large pension managers for Investments in
excess of the limitation on stockholding."

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The provisions of this section apply to securities ac-
quired after December 31, 1977, but all other securities held as pension assets
shall be taken into account In applying such provisions to the acquisition of
securities after the date without regard to when such other securities were
acquired.
SEC. 3. MODIFICATION OF THE PRUDENT MAN RULE.

(a) GENERAL RULE.-A trust which is part of a pension plan and which meets
the applicable requirements of subchapter D of chapter 1 of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to pension, profit-sharing, stock bonus plans,
etc.) shall not be held to fail to meet the requirements of section 401(a) (2) of
such Code, or to fail to meet the requirements or to violate the provisions, of any
other Federal or State law restricting or limiting the investment of the assets
of such a trust (other than provisions of law prohibiting self-dealing or establish-
ing prohibited transactions for persons investing such assets) on account of any
investment of such assets by a fiduciary of the trust in the securities of any
corporation with a capital account of less than $25,000,000 or any investment
company (including a partnership) not described in section 401(b) (1) whicli
invests primarily in such securities if the market value of such securities, when
added to the market value of all other such securities held by that trust, does
not exceed 2 percent of the market v.lue of all assets of the trust. The provisions
of this subsection shall be applied without regard to any Increase in the market
value of securities of a corporation with a capital account of less than $25,000,000
which occurs after the securities were acquired by the trust, and without regard
to any decrease in the market value of other securities held by the trust which
occurs Pfter the securities of that corporation were acquired by the trust.

(b) WAIVER.-For purposes of this section, trust assets invested in the securities
of a corporation described in subsection (a) shall be treated as having been in-
vested in a corporation not described In subsection (a) if the pension manager
of a trust demonstrates to the s itisfaction of the Secretary of the Treasury, under
such regulations and procedures as he may prescribe, that the seurities of that
corporation should be treated as the securities of a corporation not described in
this section.

(c) LAws Nov AFvECTrD.-For purposes of this section, the Secretary of the
Treasury shall determine and publish by regulation the provisions of law re-
ferred to in subsection (a) as "provisions of law prohibiting self-dealing or estab-
lishing prohibited transactions for persons investing such assets".

(d) DIzEINITION OF SECURITY: CAPITAL ACCOUNT RUL.- For purposes of this
section, the therm "security" has the meaning given it in section 4976 of the
Internal Revenue Code of 19-54: and the term "capital account" means the paId-in
capital and earned surplus of the company as reported to the shareholders.

(e) EFECT DATE.-The provisions of this section apply to securities of a
corporation with a capital account of less than $25,000,000 acquired after Decemn-
ber 31, 1977, but all other securities held by a trust shall be taken into account
in applying such provisions to the acquisition of securities of that corporation
after that date without regard to when such other securities wer. acquired.
SEC. 4. C.NFORI1ING AMENDMENTS TO THE INTERNAL REVENUES

CODE.
The Secretary of the Treasury shall, as soon as practicable but in any event

not later than 90 days after the date of enactment of this Act, submit to the
Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives and to the Com-
mittee on Finance of the Senate, a draft of any technical and conforming changes
in the Internal Revenue Code the changes in the substantive provisions of law
made by this Act.
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[From the Congressional Record, Jan. 1, 1977]

By K& BZlNTsZE

S. 285. A bill to protect private pension plan participants from excessive con-
centration of the investment of tax-exempt private pension assets in a small num-
ber of corporate stocks by amending the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to impose
reasonable investment limitations on large pension managers; to the Committee
on Finance.

PENSION INVESTMENT ACT OF 1977

Mr. BENTSEN. Mr. President, I am today introducing tax legislation to insure
that large managers of tax-exempt private pension assets diversify their In-
vestments to include the stocks of a larger number of corporations in their
portfolios. This legislation is needed to protect the retirement benefits of count-
less American workers and senior citizens. The legislation has been formulated
after 4 years of extensive hearings and study by the Senate Finance Committee's
Financial Markets Subcommittee, which I chair. As a member of the Senate
Finance Committee, I Intend to push for early action during the 95th Congress on
this important tax legiiiAtlon. Today there are more than $200 billion of private
pension assets and these assets receive as estimated tax subsidy of $4 billion
annually.

Mr. President, today private pension assets are managed by a very small num-ber of financial Institutions located in a very few localities. There have been in-
stances in which these pension managers tended to concentrate their investments
in the stocks of the same few companies. This creates a potentially-dangerous in-
vestment sitwition for pension plan participants. If one of this very small group
of pension managers decides to sell a major investment, on a bit of news, and
other managers attempt to follow, they find that the "gate" suddenly gets very
narrow. This situation can result in a very substantial reduction in the price of
the stock to the detriment of countless American workers and retirees.

Greater safety of pension assets can be insured if pension investments are rea-
sonably diversified and decisionmaking is spread over a larger number of advisers.
This will help avoid tendencies toward a "follow-the-leader" syndrome. It will
also help avoid precipitous fluctuations in stock prices--and self-fulfilling
prophecies.

To demonstrate the extent to which ti-e management of pension assets is con.centrated in a small number of financial institutions, let us look at some statistics.
Just 15 of the largest bank trust departments manage $140 billion of assets, In-
cluding $75 billion of private pension assets, and that $75 billion represents about
80 percent of the total pension assets managed by all 4,000 trust departments
throughout the country. Similarly, 12 of the largest insurance companies manage
over $160 billion in assets, including about $56 billion of private pension assets,
or 79 percent of the total pension assets managed by all 1,800 life insurance
companies. In addition, several of the largest self-management pension plans
have-assets in excess of $2 billion. A mere two dozen private financial managers
have responsibility for managing over $130 billion of pension assets. Such con.
centration of financial activity in a small number or large institutions tends togive them a disturbing amount of power over the Nation's economic life.

'The potential for large financial managers to exert influence over major por-
tions of our economy can be illustrated by these fact: With respect to discre-
tionary investments, In 1975 Morgan Guaranty Trust Co.. the Nation's largest
bank trust department, held 9 percent of the outstanding shares of International
Paper Co., 9 percent of the outstanding shares of Pepsico, Inc., and 8 percent of
Squibb Corp. In fact, other pension managers have held even larger portions of
the outsanding stocks of some companies.

Dominant stock market trading by the investment committee of a single pen-
sion manager can substantially Influence or even virtually set stock market prices.
During 1973, 1974, and 1975 there were 16 instances in which Morgan Guaranty
Trust Co.'s net purchases or sales of Issues on the New York Stock Exchange ex-
ceeded 20 percent of the total trading in those stocks during the year. For ex-ample, Morgan Guaranty bought 31 percent of all the shares of International
Nickel traded in 1975.

To help prevent excessive concentration, my legislation would impose reason-
able limitations on the amount of stock that a large pension manager could hold
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in any one company. Under this legislation a tax penalty would be imposed on
any large pension manager that holds more than 5 percent of the outstanding
stock of any security with respect to the manager's aggregate discretionary pen-
sion assets.

However, the limitation would not apply retroactively. Managers of pension
accounts would not be forced to dispose of current stock holdings. In addition,
these diversification requirements would apply only to those large pension man-
agers with over $1 billion of pension assets. These financial institutions are the
ones that have the potential to exert enormous influence over our economy.

A number of our Nation's largest bank trust departments recognize the wisdom
of such limits, and in fact, have already adopted very similar limits on a volun-
tary basis. The purpose of putting these limits into law is simply to insure that
all pension managers follow the example that some of the best have established
on their own.

Decades ago, Congress enacted tax incentives to encourage the growth of pen-
sion plans. Under current tax laws, qualified private pension plans receive three
tax benefits. First, employers are given a tax deduction for all contributions made
to a qualified plan. Second, the investment earnings of assets in the plan are tax
exempt. Third, employer contributions are not taxable to the employee at the
time of contribution. Rather, the income is deferred until the money is actually
distributed to the employee after his retirement-at which time he is usually in
a much lower tax bracket.

Tax-exempt private pension plans today receive an estimated tax subsidy of
$4 billion annually. Inasmuch as the Federal Government encourages the creation
of pension plans through our tax laws, these tax laws must include safeguards
to prevent excessive concentration of pension investments.

There is substantial precedent under both State and Federal law for limita-
tions on the amount of stock that a pension manager can hold in one company.
Insurance companies are so limited in practically every State. Mutual funds
are subject to holding limits established by Federal law.

There are five major reasons for imposing diversification requirements on pen-
sion managers:

HELP PROTECT THE SAJEY OF PENSION ASSETS

First, excessive concentration of pension investments in a few select stocks
raises disturbing questions about the safety of the enormous amounts of pension
money. In testimony before the Senate Financial Mprkets Subcommittee, one
trust department officer argued that those of us who advocate limits on their
holdings are Ignoring their fiduciary responsibilities for these funds. Quite the
contrary. Prior to coming to the Senate, I was involved in the management of an
insurance company, a mutual fund and a savings and loan association, as well as
several banks--all of which involved fiduciary relationships. It is precisely be-
cause of the fiduciary responsibilities that limitations are needed.

The retirement incomes of countless Americans depend directly upon the safety
of the pension investments. Excessive concentration of investments in only a few
stocks jeopardizes the safety of these assets since a major decline in value of only
two or three of these select stocks would substantially reduce the value of the
pension assets.

HELP PRMNT CONCENTRATION OF ECONOIo CONTROL

Second, limitations on the investments of pension managers will help prevent
a smaller number of large institutions from achieving too much control over our
entire economy.

We must never allow our financial institutions to control American business
to the extent that such institutions control Germany or Japanse businesses, for
example.

The Senate Financial Markets Subcommittee has obtained data indicating that
pension managers often hold large portions of the outstanding shares of a single
company. In 1978, one bank trust department held more than 14 percent of the
outstanding shares of Walt Disney, almost 12 percent of Schlumberger, and over
10 percent of Polaroid. The aggregate discretionary accounts of another large
bank included more than 1T percent of one company, close t,> 17 percent of a
second company, and over 10 percent of a third.

A follow-up study by the Senate Financial Markets Subcommittee in 1075
revealed that with respect to discretionary investments Morgan Guaranty Trust
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Company held 9 percent of the outstanding shares of International Paper Com-
pany, 9 percent of the outstanding shares of Pepsico and 8 percent of Squibb
Corp. U.S. Trust Co. held almost 10 percent of the shares of WUI, Inc., and
almost 9 percent of Hudson Pulp & Paper. Mellon lank held 10 percent of the
outstanding shares of Nalco Chemical and 8 percent of Mellon National Corp.
Continental Bank held 83 percent of Northwestern Steal and Wire and 25 percent
of Victor Comptometer Corp.

Continued Institutional acquisition of large portions of American corporations
will lead to too few individuals possessing too much economic control over the
entire economy. Limitations on institutional holdings will help prevent this.

HELP PROMOTE GREATER LIQUIDITY IN OUR STOCK MARKETS

Third, holding limitations would help provide greater liquidity In the stock
market. Thousands of individual investment decisions, occurrlng-lbur after
hour, are necessary to allow our capital markets to price securities in a manner
which reflect their true value and to provide the liquidity that has made our
capital markets unique in the world. One of the factors that detracts from
liquidity of the markets is the holding by a few institutions of a large amount of
the stocks of a limited number of companies.

Relative stock prices play an important role in the allocation of capital in our
economy. Valuations--reflected in stock prices--govern the allocation of re-
sources that produce the millions of different products and services turned out
by the American economy. Whether a company is able to issue new stock or
obtain additional debt to finance a new expansion frequently depends upon what
its stock is selling for. It is essential to the health of the country that its stock
be accurately priced.

Limits on the stock that one pension manager can hold !n one company will
limit the money this manager can pour into the market to bolster the price of
any particular stocks. This will limit the ability to create self-fulfilling proph-
ecles. The ability of pension managers to channel billions of dollars of new pen-
sion money every year into a few select stocks can have a very distorting effect
on our stock market and our economy;

The problem of stock market liquidity was comprehensively analyzed in a
1976 study by one of the Nation's foremost authorities on institutional investors,
Prof. Roy Schotland of Georgetown University Law School. According to his
study, Morgan Guaranty's trust and investment divisions brought 88.5 percent of
all the shares of Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical in 1975. Morgan Guaranty Trust
Co. has raised no question about his figures. In that same year, Morgan also
accounted for net purchases of Potlach amounting to 81.4 percent of total trading,
30.8 percent of International Nickel, 28.6 percent of Crown Zellerbach, and 24.1
percent of Manufacturer's Hanover. During 1978, 1974, and 1975 there were 128
instances where Morgan's net purchases or net sales of New York Stock Exchange
stocks exceeded 5 percent of the total purchases or sales in those stocks. In 16
of those instances, Morgan accounted for more than 20 percent of the buying and
selling.

In his study, Professor Schotland commented that-
"It is impossible to measure how much price Impact such trading does have,

because so many factors go into -ach stock's price at any moment. But it defies
belief that massive buying or mssive selling would not have ,lgnlflcant impact,
at least in the shortrun ... Even if one were not concerned by &, pattern of heavy
trading on behalf of the Morgan alone, this Is the ripest time for guarding against
the spread of such dominant or unduly influential trading. We should not allow
any single committee of investment managers in any single institution. to domi-
nate major segments of our equity markets. Such domination threatens tbe
soundness of mar.tet pricing."

Arguing that limiting the amount of trading any investor could do was Im-
practical, Professor Sehotland concluded that the solution to the problem lies in
limiting the amount of any one stock an institution could bold. He said a holding
limit would not only encourage diversification of the stock market investments
of large trust departments but would also spread assets among a greater num-
ber of'banks and other investment managers as new pension accounts avoid
trust departments already near their limit in some stocks. Professor Schotland
said :
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"The resulting Increase in diversification of holdings within the huge trust
departments, and in dispersion of trust assets among a larger number,of trust
departments and other investment managers will go far toward reducing any
one (or a few) institutional investor's domination of trading."

Of course, even with holding limits there will still be Instances of very large
trading by a single Institutional investor. However, the limits will greatly reduce
the magnitude of such instances and the frequency of occurrence.

ENCOURAGE DISPERSION Or PENSION ASSETS AMONG A LARGER NUMBER OF MANAGERS

Fourth, these limits will encourage the spreading of pension assets among a
larger number of managers. This is bound to occur as new pension accounts avoid
the handful of large trust departments which will already be at the limit of
their holdings in some securities so that a new account could not be invested
In any of those stocks. For the same reason, even some existing pension accounts
are likely to reduce their additions to funds managed by the largest institutions.

ENCOURAGE INSTrrUTIONAL INTEREST IN WZLL-MANAGED AN MEDIUM SIZED
OOMPAN1IS

Fifth, these limitations on concentration will encourage greater Institutional
Interest In the many other well-managed companies that now have seriously
limited access to our Nation's capital markets. Diversification of pension invest-
ments into these companies will substantially Increase competition ln our
economy at the same time as It provides greater safety for the funds. In particu-
lar, these limitations will promote greater investment in many smaller and
medium-sized companies that have strong historical earnings records and good
growth prospects.

'American, too often forget the indispensable role of small business In pro-
mot.ng healthy competition in our economy, creating jobs for a growing work
force and developing innovative ideas and products. It is the small businessman
who provides Jobs for about one-half of our private work force.

Traditionally, It has been relatively easy for an American to go into business
for himself, to become his own boss. This has been good not only for the millions
of individual Americans who have set up their own businesses, but also for our
economy at large. This great diversity of ownership has spurred competition,
helping keep prices down, helping assure a wide variety of goods and services
and helping bring strength and resilience to our free enterprise system.

In recent years It has become particularly difficult for small businesses to
raise the capital needed to expand or modernize or simply get off the ground.
We may never know how many potential "Xeroxes" or "Polarolds" have failed
to get started over the past few years for a lack of startup capital The Initiative
of smaller investors and smaller enterprises led to the development of the photo.
copying inditstry, of insulin, of cello-phane, or air-conditioning, the cyclotron,
and many oth,,r products and processes too numerous to list. We cannot afford
to stifle this prt Tress.

Mr. President, for these reasons prompt enactment of my proposed holding
limitations is ne dad.

Under my legislation, a tax penalty would be Imposed on any large pension
manager whose investments violated the diversification standards. These limits
would apply only to financial institutions that manage $1 billion or more of
pension assets.

If any large manager of tax-exempt funds exceeded these limitations--for
example, by purchasing an additional 1 percent of the outstanding shares of a
companyjn which it already holds 5 percent--a penalty tax equal to 5 percent
of the excess holdings would be imposed on the manager by the Internal Revenue
Service. Then, if the manager failed to dispose of the excess holding within 180
days. IRS would impose an additional penalty of 10fpercent of the excess.

Furthermore, these limitations would not apply to investments in companies
with a capital account of less than $150 million. To limit investments n small
and medium size companies would discourage institutional investors from look-
ing for opportunities among smaller companies. The institutional investor wants
a position large enough to have a real effect upon the portfolio. In addition, the
cost of analyzing a company relative to the potential dollar Investment must
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be recognized. By excluding smaller companies from these restrictions, Institu-
tions would be encouraged to take the time to analyze the smaller companies.

Before drafting this legislation, I sent detailed questionnaires to the Nation's
largest bank trust departments. Their replies enabled me to select the most
reasonable percentage limits for holdings.

Many of the Nation's leading banks have indicated that a bank should hold
no more than 5 percent of a company's outstanding shares. Several years ago
the executive vice president of the First National City Bank, stated :

"If we held more than 5 percent of a company's stock, we'd be concerned that
we could become locked in. That 5-percent limit Is our working rule for good
market liquidity."

Another bank said that as a general rule, It does not want Its aggregate dis-
cretlonary holdings to represent more than 5 percent of a company's outstanding
shares.

Some argue that holding limits cannot be applied to the aggregate holdings
of pension managers since some institutional Investors do not deal with a com-
mon pool of funds but instead deal with many different individual accounts
which must be treated separately. However, one must remember that institu-
itonal investors presently must make allocations between the various accounts
they hold. As examples, large banks must allocate purchases of the shares of
small and new companies among various accounts. In addition, bank trusts must
allocate promising new issues among their various accounts. Several banks have
indicated that they have one investment committee which makes the final decil
sion as to what stocks to buy and sell. Clearly, such a system requires an al-
location of the purchases and sales among accounts with the same investment
goals. There Is no reason why pension managers cannot adopt an allocation
policy to comply with aggregate holding limitations since they now must have
an allocation policy anyway.

MODIs-CATION OF THE PRUDENT MAN RULE

The second major provision in my bill would prevent the "prudent man" rule
which currently applies to all pension managers from artificially discourag-
ing pension Investments In new and expanding smaller companies. These are
companies in great need of equity capital which present a higher than normal
risk but offer the possibility of a higher than normal return.

A great deal of the recent growth of institutional investments has been due
to the inflow of private pension funds. The assets in private pension funds cur-
rently exceed $200 billion and the figure Is rising annually, with much of the
increase being invested In common stocks.

The 1974 Pension Reform Act (ERISA-Employee Retirement In come Se-
curity Act) includes a Federal "prudent man" rule which exposes the man-
agers and trustees of pension plans to liability for losses resulting from un-
reasonable Investments. Certainly, this is necessary to protect pension assets
against highly risky Investments but it has also had a very undesirable and un-
intended side effect. It has led to even greater concentration of investments in
companies which have been thoroughly analyzed and stamped with the approval
of giant bank trust departments. Trustees are more reluctant to reach out be-
yond successful, solid, well-researched companies toward those which are newer
and attractive but less completely tried. Yet we must not forget that at one time
IBM, Xerox, and Polaroid were new and untried companies.

My legislation would provide pension managers with leeway to Invest 2 percent
of the assests of any pension plan in companies with paid-in capital of less than
$25 million or in venture capital funds which invest in such companies. This
would be a modification of any Federal or State prudent many rule for Just 2
percent of the pension assets. However, the "leeway clause" would not relieve a
fiduciary from any existing prohibition against self-dealing or fraudulent trans.
actions. It would relieve a fiduciary from liability only with respect to the riski-
ness of an investment, Nor would the "leeway clause" imply that investments In
all companies of less than $25 million are high risk investments. Many are not.
This provision would simply allow a limited amount of pension assets to be In-
vested in a small company which presents a higher than normal risk but of-
fers a potentially higher than normal return. The leeway clause would be a
purely voluntary provision for pension plans.
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It Is essential that Congress define the prudent man investment standard in

such a way that it does not actively discourage investments by pension funds in

smaller companies. The unintended effect of the prudent man rule has been to

artificially confine the investment of pension fund assets to blue-chip securi-

Ites. Since pension funds are a major source of equity capital the result has

been to deprive many smaller and medium-sized companies of the investment

capital they need to prosper and grow.
Sixty-four percent of pension trustees surveyed by the International Founda-

tion of Employee Benefit Plans in 1976 reported that as a result of the 1974 pen-

sion law they were less willing to invest in anything other than blue-cbip-type
investments.

In response to a questionnaire, the executive vice president of Chemical Bank

told the Senate Financial Markets Subcommittee:
"A number of factors, Including the enactment of ERISA, have caused us to

reduced substantially our investment of pension funds in venture capital

situations."
An executive of the Wachovia Bank & Trust Co. stated:
"Because of ERISA, we feel it is no longer appropriate to make venture capital

Investments in a retirement fund. While our investments in this area had been

minimal prior to enactment of ERISA, we now believe that no investments of

this type are appropriate."
In earlier years, pension plans provided a large portion of the funds that

were invested in venture capital. Other venture capital investors have been
foundations, private Individuals, casualty insurance companies, and bank hold-

ing companies. However, investment by these groups has been reduced because
of these groups has been reduced because of depletion of their capital. Pension
funds today are the only major source of capital accretion, other than large cor-
porations, that could fund a significant number of developing companies.

In the 1960-49 time period, a number of pension plan investment managers
made direct investments in private equities of developing companies. After 1969
there was a substantial shift by pension managers to the recognition that effec-
tive venture investing requires specially skilled support and involvement in the
activities of the developing company. As a result a large portion of pension plan
investment in developing companies in the 1970-74 time period was through the
medium of venture capital funds.

Since passage of ERISA there has been little Investment by pension play3 in
venture capital funds even though during the 5 years preceding ERISA at least
50 venture funds had been established with a substantial part of their funding
provided by pension plans.

A 2-percent leeway clause to the prudent man rule would be analagous to
the so-called basket clauses found in a great many State insurance laws. Many
States permit life insurance companies to invest a portion or their assets in com-
panies which otherwise would not qualify as acceptable investments. A leeway
clause for pension funds would be modification of any State or Federal prudent
man rule.

A leeway clause for 2 percent of the assets of a pension trust would certainly
not Jeopardize the safety of the pension assets. The leeway clause applies only
to 2 percent of the assets of a pension trust and investments in some unsea-
soned companies can be very profitable.

Artificial legislative restrictions on investments in smaller startup companies
can severely impede economic growth. Economic growth ir our Nation depends
upon the availability of a sufficient supply of venture capital for the risk-takers
and entrepreneurs who have the initiative to start new businesses and to develop
imaginative new ideas.

Let us look at some examples of tbe importance of venture capital to our entire
economy.

Venture capital was essential in the creation of transistors. It is the transis-
tor which made possible the large central computer industry and the military
Instrumentation industry. The development of the minicomputer industry de-
pended in the availability of venture capital. The minicomputer industry not
only provides substantial jobs and tax revenues but has also been a major fac-
tor in improving the productivity of industry. Everyone is familiar with pocket
calculators. Pocket calculators are solely the product of American technology
and venture capital.

91-033-77-2
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A venture capital enterprise funded by risk investments developed the know-
how for miniaturized semiconductors called 1108's. With this know-how and
technology an entire new industry was created and America still leads the world
in the field. The total initial risk capital investment was relatively small, espe-
cially when compared to recent total industry sales.

Indeed, venture capital has bad an important impact on any number of high-
growth Industries-semiconductors, minicomputers, all kinds of other computer-
related products, hand-held calculators, automatic editing typewriters, CATV,
hi-fis, new medical instruments and a wide variety of others.

Even frozen orange juice was developed through venture capital. A great
many jobs have been brought back to the United States from Japan through the
development of the small chips that are used in hand-held calculators, and this
type of advance is now being applied to electronic watches. These were develop-
mnents by small companies that were not subject to the restrictions of a large com-
pany environment and could attract the bright young scientist, production man-
ager and marketing people to move the product into the marketplace. And it is
also the result of venture capitalists who were willing to risk their capital to
build new companies to better serve the public.

We cannot maintain a healthy, competitive and growing economy unless
there is enough capital available for the risk-takers and entrepreneurs who want
to develop their ideas into business. That capital-venture capital-is In very
short supply these days and artificial legislative restraints on how it is invested
must be removed. It has been estimated that my proposed 2-percent leeway
clause to the prudent man rule could free up hundreds of millions of dollars for
investment in smaller companies without jeopardizing the integrity of pension
funds.

In conclusion, limits on the stok market investments of tax exempt pen.
sion agset. are needed to protect private pension pan participants from excessive
concentration of pension investments and to encourage greater institutional
interest in a larger number of corporate stocks. These limits would help prevent
a small number of large pension managers from achieving too much control
over our economy. In addition, these limits would encourage the dispersion of
pension assets among a larger number of managers. A 2-percent leeway clause to
the prudent man rule would prevent this rule from artificially discouraging pen-
slon investments in new and expanding small companies that are in great need
of equity capital.

Mr. President, at this point I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the
Record, a factsheet describing the bill I am introducing today, as well as an edi.
torlal from Pensions and Investments magazine endorsing my proposed revision
of the prudent man rule.

[There being no objection, the material was ordered to be printed in the Record
as follows:]

FACTSHEET-ENATOn LLOYD BENTSEN'S PROPOSED "PENSION INVESTMENT
Aer or 1977"

Reasonable limitatous on the stock market investments of tax exempt private
pension assets are needed to protect private pension plan participants from exces-
sive concentration of pension investments. Today private pension assets are
managed by a very small number of financial institutions located in a very few
localities. There have been instances in which these pension managers tended to
concentrate their Investments in the stocks of the same few companies. This
creates a potentially dangerous investment situation for pension plan par-
ticipants. If one of this very small group of pension managers decides to sell a
major investment, on a bit of news, other managers attempt to follow, they find
that the "gate" suddenly gets very narrow. This situation can result Ia very
substantial reduction in the price of the stock to the detriment of countless
American workers and retirees.

Greater safety of pension assets can be insured if pension Investments are
reasonably diversified and decision-making is spread over a larger number of
advisers. This will help avoid tendencies toward a "follow-the-leade-, syn.
drorne. It Will also help avoid precipitous fluctuations in stock prices and self.
fulfilling prophecies.
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If one pension manager holds an unduly large proportion of the stock of a
company, that manager's decision to sell could virtually set the market price of
the stock. For example, the Morgan Guaranty Trust Company (New York),
which held 12 percent of Schlumberger's stock in 1973, sold about one out of
every eight Schlumberger shares traded in 1974 and 1975. While holding 11 per-
cent of the outstanding shares of Philip Morris, the Morgan Guaranty Trust
Company sold one out of ten, and also bought one out of 20 Philip Morris shares,
traded in 1974, then in 1975 sold one out of every 8 Phillip Morris shares traded.

Tax exempt private pension plans today receive an estimated tax subsidy of
$4 billion annually. Inasmuch as the Federal Government encourages the crea-
tion of pension plans through our tax laws, these laws must include safeguards
to protect American workers and retirees.

The stockholding limitations of the "Pension Investment Act" would apply
to approximately 20 of the Nation's large.-t bank trust departments, 12 of the
Nation's largest insurance companies and several large self-managed pension
plans. These financial institutions are the ones that have the potential power to
exert an enormous impact on the entire economy.

1. Lirstotion on the took holdings of lorge pension managere.-A tax penalty
would be imposed on any pension manager with over $1 billion of pension assets
that holds more than 5 percent of the outstanding stock of any security with re-
spect to the manager's aggregate discretionary pension assets.

The limitation would not apply retroactively. Managers of pension accounts
would not be forced to dispose of current stock holdings.

If any manager of tax exempt pension funds exceeded the limitation (for
example, by purchasing an additional one percent of the outstanding shares of
a company in which it already holds five percent), a penalty tax equal to five per.
cent of the excess holdings would be Imposed on the manager by the Internal
Revenue Service. In the event that the manager fails to dispose of the excess
holdings within 180-days, IRS would impose an additional penalty of 100 percent
of the excess on the manager.

These limitations would not apply to investments in companies with a capital.
ization of less than $150 million.

2. Modiftcation of the prudent man rule.-Pension managers would be given
leeway to invest 2 percent of the assets of any pension plan in companies with
-a paid-in capital of less than $25 million or to invest in venture capital funds
which invest in such companies. This would be a modification of any Federal or
State "prudent man rule" for two percent of the pension assets. However, the
leeway clause would not relieve fiduciaries from any existing prohibition against
self-dealing or fradulent transactions. Nor would the "leeway clause" imply
that investments in all companies of less than $25 million are high-risk invest-
ment. Many are not.

This provision would prevent the "prudent man rule" from continuing to
artifically discourage pension investment in new and expanding smaller com-
panies. Economic growth In our Nation depends upon the availability of a suffi-
cient supply of venture capital for the risk takers and entrepeneurs who have
the Initiative to start new businesses and to develop imaginative new ideas.
Yet 64 percent of the pension trustees surveyed by the International Foundtation
of Employee Benefit Plans In 1976 reported that as a result of the 1974 pension
reform act they were less willing to invest In anything other than blue-uhip
type investments. The purpose of this leeway clause Is simply to correct an
unintended side effect of the 1974 pension reform act.

Irom Pensions & Investments Magazine, Nov. 2 2 1976)

PRUDENT MAN REvISION COULD GuRATa Moss Joss

Plresident-elect Jimmy Carter and most of his Democratic colleagues in Con-
gress expressed great concern during the election campaign about the high level
of unemployment in the United State.

Congress has tried to tackle the problem by passing bills designed to put the,
unemployed on the public payroll, but this isobviously an expensive, inefficient,
short-term expedient.
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A far better approach is to encourage the creation of Jobs in the private sector.
Many of those espousing this approach speak in terms of tax incentives to busi-
ness to create new jobs for the hard-core unemployed.

But while giving money directly to the poor is acceptable, Congress usually
balks at giving money to business to create meaningful jobs, so the tax incentive
idea seems unlikely to get very far. That's a shame.

The Committee of Publicly Owned Companies (COPOC) hai-come up with aprogram which will help create Jobs without costing the government, and hence
the taxpayers, a cent.

COPOC wants Congress to define the "prudent man" investment standard insuch a way that it does not actively discourage Investment by pension funds in
smaller companies. It is campaigning to have this definition made when Con-
gress takes up revision of ERISA in 1977.

The committee argues that an unintentional effect of the ERISA investment
standard has been to largely confine the investment of pension fund assets to blue
chip securities.

Since these funds are a major source of equity capital, the committee argues,
the result has been to deprive thousands of small and medium-sized companies
of the Investment capital they need to grow, prosper, produce goods and services
and create Jobs.

It says institutional investors have been "Intimidated" by the prudent manstandard, as stated In ERISA, or are taking refuge behind it, and increasingly
limiting their investments to blue chip and fixed-income securities.

It points out that during the two years following the passage of ERISA, only
471 new issues of common stock were marketed compared with 888 new common
stock issues in the two preceding years.

Further, 64 percent of pension trustees surveyed by the International Founda-tion of Employe Benefit Plans reported that as a result of ERISA they were
less willing to invest in anything other than blue-chip type investments.

The committee has proposed that the stated objectives of ERISA should be
amended to expressly declare a policy allowing pension funds to invest in a
broad spectrum of American companies, and that the prudent man standard
should be interpreted in that light.

It has also proposed that the prudent man rule be clarified to be expressly
applicable to the total portfolio of pension plan investments rather than each
individual investment.

And it has endorsed the Bentsen bill which proposes that pension fund man-
agers should have leeway to invest up to 1 percent of the assets of any pension
plan in companies with paid-in capital of less than $25 million.

These seem to be eminently sensible proposals. Pension funds should be invested
In a broad spectrum of companies. Indeed, ERISA specifies diversification. Un-fortunately, that has been offset by fear of fiduciary liability so that only 50 or
100 major stocks are favored.

The COPOC is not alone in calling for a wider, more modern interpretation ofthe prudent man rule in terms of the whole portfolio. James Hutchinson, former
administrator of the Pension and Welfare Benefit Programs at the Labor Depart-
ment, recently lent his voice to the call.

The Bentsen bill also seems to be a responsible proposal which may do somegood without jeopardizing the integrity of pension funds. It could free up as
much as $850 million for investment in smaller companies.

These modest and sensible proposals deserve consideration by the new admin-
istration and Congress, and active support by the pension industry.

FAcTsm=i-S. 285: SENATOR LLoYD Br.Tszx'e PioposzD "PzNs~oN
INVESTMENT AoT or 1977"

Reasonable limitations on the stock market investments of tax exempt private
pension assets are needed to protect pension plan participants from excessive
concentration of pension investments. Today private pension assets are managed
by a very smali number of financial institutions located in a very few localities.
There have been instances in whfch these pension managers tended to concen-
trate their investments in the stocks of the same few companies. This creates a
potentially dangerous investment situation for pension plan participants. If one
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of this very small group of pension managers decides to sell a major investment,
on a bit of news, and other managers attempt to follow, they find that the "gate"
suddenly gets very narrow. This situation can result in a very substantial reduc-
tion in the price of the stock to the detriment of countless American workers
and retirees.

Greater safety of pension assets can be insured if pension investments are
reasonably diversified and decision-making is spread over a larger number of
advisers. This will help avoid tendencies toward a "follow-the-leader" syndrome.
It will also help avoid precipitous fluctuations in stock prices and self-fulfilling
prophecies.

If one pension manager holds an unduly large proportion of the stock of a
company that manager's decision to sell could virtually set the market price
of the stock. For example, the Morgan Guaranty Trust Company (New York),
which held 12 percent of Schlumberger's stock in 1973, sold about one out of
every eight Schlumberger shares traded In 1974 and 1975. While holding 11 per-
cent of the outstanding shares of Phillp Morris, the Morgan Guaranty Trust
Company sold one out of ten, and also bought one out of 20 Phillip Morris states,
traded in 1974, then in 1975 sold one out of every eight Phillip Morris shares
traded.

Tax exempt private pension plans today receive an estimated tax subsidy of
$4 billion annually. Inasmuch as the Federal Government encourages the crea-
tion of pension plans through our tax laws, these tax laws much include safe-
guards to protect American workers and retirees.

The stock holding limitations of the "Pension Investment Act" would apply
to approximately 20 of the Nation's largest bank trust departments, 12 of the
Nation's largest insurance companies and several large self-managed pension
plans. These financial institutions are the ones that have the potential power to
exert an enormous Impact on the entire economy.

I. LIMITATION ON THE STOCK HOLDINGS OF LARGE PENSION MANAGERS

A tax penalty would be Imposed on any pension manager with over $1 billion
of pension assets that holds more than 5 percent of the outstanding stock of any
security with respect to the manager's aggregate discretionary pension assets.

The limitation would not apply retroactively. Managers of pension accounts
would not be forced to dispose of current stock holdings.

If any manager of tax exempt pension funds exceeded the limitation (for
example, by purchasing an additional one percent of the outstanding shares of
a company in which it already holds five percent), a penalty tax equal to five
percent of the excess holdings would be imposed on the manager by the Internal
Revenue Service. In the event that the manager fails to dispose of the excess
holdings within 180-days, IRS would Impose an additional penalty of 100 percent
of the excess on the manager.

These limitations would not apply to investments in companies with a cap-
italization of less than $150 million.

2. MODIFICATION OF THE PRUDENT MAN RULE

Pension managers would be given leeway to Invest 2 percent of the assets
of any pension plan in companies with a paid-in capital of less than $25 million
or to invest in venture capital funds which Invest in such companies. This would
be a modification of any Federal or State "prudent man rule" for two percent
of the pension assets. However, the leeway clause would not relieve fiduciaries
from any existing prohibition against self-dealing or fraudulent transactions.
Nor would the "leeway clause" imply that investments In all companies of less
than $25 million are high-risk Investments. Many are not.

This provision would prevent the "prudent man rule" from continuing to
artificially discourage pension investment in. new and expanding smaller com-
panies. Economic growth in our Nation depends upon the availability of a
sufficient supply of venture capital for the risk takers and entrepeneurs who
have the initiative to start new businesses and to develop imaginative new ideas.
Yet 64 percent of the pension trustee- surveyed by the International Founda-
tion of Employee Benefit Plans in 1976 reported that as a result of the 1974
pension reform act they were less willing to invest in anything other than blue-
chip type investments. The purpose of this leeway clause Is simply to correct
an unintefided side effect of the 1974 pension reform act.
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(S. 901, 95th Cong., 1st sees.]
A BILL To make it easier to compl wtih certain Federal employee benefit plan require-ments by amending the Inteta i Revenue Code of 1954 and the Employee RetirementIncome Security Act of 1974 to eliminate dual Treasury and Labor Department Juris-diction over certain requirements, to reduce the number of reports and other paperwork

required thereunder, and for other purposes
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United Statt's

of Amerioa in Congress assembled,
SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

This Act may be cited as the "Pension Simplification Act".
SEC. 2. TERMINATION OF LABOR DEPARTMENT'S JURISDICTION OVER

PARTICIPATION, VESTING, AND FUNDING.
(a) PARTICIPATION, VESTINO, AND F'uNDIN.-Subtitle B of title I of the Em-

ployee Rertiment Income Security Act of 1974 is amended by striking out part
2 (relating to participation and vesting) and part 3 (relating to funding).

(b) YLAR or SzRvicE Ra0ULATIONs.-Section 410 (a) (3) of the Internal Rev-
enue Code of 1954 (relating to definition of year of service) is amended by
striking out "of Labor" wherever it appears.

(c) CLoA AMENDMENT.-The table of contents of such Act is amended
by striking out the items relating to part 2 and part 3.
SEC. 3. TERMINATION OF TREASURY DEPARTMENT'S JURISDICTION

: OVER PROHIBITED TRANSACTIONS.
(a) IN GENERL.-Chapter 43 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating

to qualified pension, etc., plans) is amended by striking out section 4975.
(b) CLznxcAL AMENDMENT.-The table of sections for such chapter is amended

by striking out the Item relating to section 4975.
SEC. 4. AUTHORITY TO REQUIRE REPORTS.

(a) IN GzxERAT.-Section 103 of the Employee Retirement Income Security
Act of 1974 (relating to annual reports) is amended to read as follows:

'EPORTS

"SEC. 103. The Secretary may require employee benefit plans to which this
part applies to file such reports as he determines are necessary to carry out the
policy declared in section 2 of this Act. The Secretary may require such plans
to furnish or make available for inspection copies or summaries of rep.)rts and
other information required under this section to participants and benefit ares.".

(b) REPEAL OF CERTAIN SPECIFIC REPORTINO REquIUrMENTS.-Section 104(a)
(1) of such Act (relating to filing with Secretary and furnishing information
to participants) is amended-

(1) by inserting "and" after the semicolon in subparagraph (A)
(2) striking out the semicolon in subparagraph (B) and inserting ini lien

thereof a period;
(3) by striking out subparagraphs (C) and (D) ; and
(4) by striking out ", summary plan descriptions," in the second

sentence.
(c) CLERICAL AM"DMENT.-The table of contents of such Act is amended

by striking out the Item relating to section 103 and inserting in lieu thereof the
following:

"See. 103. Reports.".
SEC. 5. CIVIL ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS BY TREASURY DEPARTMENT.

Section 3002 of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (relat-
ing to procedures with respect to continued compliance with requirements re-
lating to participation, vesting, and funding standards) is amended to read
as follows:

'"(e) The Secretary of the Treasury may bring a civil action to enforce compli-
ance by a plan or a trust with the requirements of part I of subchapter I) of
chapter 1 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. Such an action is in addition to
any procedures available to the Secretary under such Code for such purpose.".
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SEC. 6. NOTIFICATION OF JUSTICE AND LABOR DEPARTMENTS BY
TREASURY DEPARTMENT OF PROHIBITED TRANSACTION
VIOLATIONS; SINGLE ANNUAL REPORT FOR BOTH
DEPARTMENTS.

Section 3004 of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of1974 (relating
to coordination between the Department of the Treasury and the Department ofLabor) is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new subsections:

"(c) Whenever the Secretary of the Treasury knows or has reason to believethat a violation of section 400 of this Act has occurred, he shall notify the At-
torney General and the Secretary of Labor.

"(d) Within 60 days after the date of enactment of the Pension SimplificationAct, the Secretary of the Treasury and the Secretary of Labor, acting Jointly,shall prescribe a single form and a single annual filing date for employee benefitpl.no (as defined in paragraph (3) of section 3 of this Act) which will satisfythe requirements of both section 103 of this Act and sections 6057 and 60M8 of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.".
SEC. 7. DECLARATORY JUDGEMENTS.

Section 2201 of title 28, United States Code (relating to creation of declaratory
Judgement remedy) is amended-

(1) by inserting "(a)" immediately before the first word of text of such
section, and

(2) by adding at the end of such section the following new subsection:"(b) For purposes of this section a failure by the Secretary of Labor, theSecretary of the Treasury, or the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation to issueor deny a determination or ruling or to take any other action with respect to anemployee benefit plan (as defined in paragraph (3) of section 3 of the EmployeeRetirement Income Security Act of 1914) within 180 days ofter such determina-tion, ruling, or other action is requested-
"(1) shall be considered to constitute an actual controvery, and"(2) shall not be considered to be a controversy with respect to Federal

taxes
if it involves an issue arising under the Employee Retirement Income SecurityAct of 1974 of part I of subchapter D of chapter 1, or under chapter 43, of theInternal Revenue Code of 1954.".
SEC. 8. TECHNICAL'AND CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.

(a) AMENDMENT OF EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT INCOME SECURITY AcT OF 1974.-
(1) Section 3 of the Employee Retirement Incouio Security Act of 1974 isamended by striking out paragraphs (22), (25), (28), (30), and (31).(2) Subsection (i) of section 502 of such Act is amended to read as follows:"(i) (1) In the case of a transaction prohibited by section 406 by a party ininterest with respect to a plan to which this part applies, the Secretary mayassess an initial civil penalty against such party of not more than 5 percent ofthe amount involved. If the transaction is not corrected (in such manner as theSecretary may prescribe by regulation) within 90 days after notice from theSecretary (or such longer period as the Secretary may permit), the Secretarymay assess an addtlonai civil penalty of not more than 100 percent of the anio-unt

involved.
1(2) For purposes of this subsection, the termi 'amount Involved' means, withrespect to a prohibited transaction, the greater of-"(A) the amount of money and the fair market value of the other prop-

erty given, or"(B) the r.inount of money and the fair market value of the other prop-
erty received,except that, in the case of service described in section 408 (b) (2) or (c) (2), theamount involved shall be only the excess compensation.

"(3) The fair market value-
"(A) for the purpose of assessing the initial 'lvil penalty, shall be deter-mined as of the date on which the prohibited transaction occurs, and"(B) for the purpose of assessing the additional penalty, shall be the high-est fair market value during the period granted by the Secretary for correc-tion of the transaction.".
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(3) Section 2003 and 3003 of such Act are repealed, section 3004 of such
Act is redesignated as section 3003, and the table of contents of such Act is
amended-

(A) by striking out the items relating to sections 2003 and 3003, and
(B) by striking out "See. 3004." in the item relating to section 3004

and Inserting in lieu thereof "Sec. 3003.".
(4) Section 3002(a) (4) of such Act is amended by striking out "section

4975(e) (7)" -and inserting in lieu thereof "section 414(m)".
(5) Section 4042(d) (3) of such Act is amended by striking out "and under

section 4975(e) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954", and by striking out
"and of such section 4975".

(b) AMENDMENT OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE OF 1954.-
(1) Section 401(a) (13) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 is amended

by striking out the third sentence and inserting in lieu thereo? the follow-
ing: "For purposes of this paragraph a loan made to a participant or
beneficiary shall not be treated as an assignment or alienation if such loan
is secured by the participant's accrued nonforfeitable benefit and is exempt,
under section 408(b) (1) of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974, from the prohibitions imposed by section 406 of that Act.".

(2) Section 408(e) (2) (A) of such Code is amended by striking out
"section 4975" and inserting in lieu thereof "section 406 of the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974".

(3) Section 414(k) of such Code is amended-
(A) by inserting "and" at the end of paragraph (1),
(B) by striking out ", and" at the end of paragraph (2) and inserting

in lieu thereof a period, and
(C) by striking out paragraph (3).

(4) Section 414 of such Code is amended by adding at the end thereof
the following new subsection:

"(m) EMPLOYEE STOOKOWNERSHIP PLAN.-The term 'employee stockownership
plan' means a defined contribution plan-

"(1) which is a stock bonus plan which is qualified, or a stock bonus
and a money purchase plan both of which are qualified under section 401 (a),
and which are designed to invest primarily in qualifying employer securities;
and

"(2) which is otherwise defined in regulations presribed by the Secretary.
For purposes of this subsection, the term 'qualifying employer security' means
an employer security which is stock or otherwise an equity security, or a bond,
debenture, note, or certificate or other evidence of indebtedness which is de-
scribed in paragraphs (1), (2), and (3) of section 53(e).".

(5) Section 415(c) (6) (B) of such Code is amended-
(A) by striking out "section 4975(e) (7)" each place it spears and

inserting in lieu thereof "section 414 (m)", and
(B) by striking out "section 4975(e) (8)" in clause (ii) and inserting

in lieu thereof "such section".
(6) Section 503(a) (1) (B) of such Code is amended by striking out

"referred to in section 4975(g) (2) or (3)" and inserting in lieu thereof thefollowing: "a governmental plan (within the meaning of section 414(d))
or a church plan (within the meaning of section 414(e)) with respect to
which the election provided by section 410(d) has not been made."

(7) Section 1504(a) of such Code is amended by striking out "section
4975(e) (8)" and inserting in lieu thereof "section 414(m)".

(8) Section 6218(e) of such Code is amended-
(A) by striking out ", 4975 (relating to excise taxes on prohibited

transactions)", and
(B) by striking out "4971(c) (8), or 4975(f) (4)" and inserting in

lieu thereof "or 4971 (c) (8)".
(9) Section 6503(g) of such Code is amended-

(A) by striking out "or section 49751', and
(B) by striking out "4971(c) (8), or 4975(f) (4)" and inserting in

lieu thereof "4971 (c) (8) ".
(10) Section 7422(g) of such Code Is amended-

(A) by striking out "4971, or 4975" each place It appears and insert-
ing in lieu thereof "or 4971",
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(B) by striking out "4975(a) (relating to initial tax on prohibited
transactions)," in subsection (a),

(C) by Inserting "or" before "section 4971(b)" in subsection (a),
and

(D) by striking out "or section 4975(b) (relating to additional tax
on prohibited transactions)".

(c) AMENDMENT OF OTHER ACTS.-
(1) Section 273(f) (5) (A) of the Trade Act of 1974 Is amended by

striking out "section 4975(e)(7)" and inserting in lieu thereof "section
414(m)".

(2) Section 301(d) (2) (C) of the Tax Reduction Act of 1975 is amended
by striking out "section 4975(e) (7)" and inserting in lieu thereof "section
414(m)".

SEC. 9. TECHNICAL AND CONFORMING CHANGES.
The Secretary of the Treasury shall, as soon as practicable but in any event

not later than 90 days after the date of enactment or this Act, submit to the
Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives and to the
Committee on Finance of the Senate a draft of any technical and conforming
changes in the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 and the Employee Retirement
Income Security Act of 1974 which are necessary to reflect throughout such
Code and Act the changes in the substantive provisions of law made by this Act.
SEC. 10. EFFECTIVE DATE.

The amendments made by this Act, other than the amendment made by section
5, take effect 90 days after the date of enactment of this Act.

[From Congressional Record, Mar. 3, 1977]
Mr. BENsT . S. 901. A bill to make it easier to comply with certain Fed-

eral employee benefit plan requirements by amending the Internal Revenue Code
of 1954 and the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 to eliminate
dual Treasury and Labor Department jurisdiction over certain requirements,
to reduce the number of reports and other paperwork required thereunder, and
for other purposes; to the Committee on Finance and the Commitee on Human
Resources, jointly, by unanimous consent.

PENSION SIMPLIFICATION ACT OF 1977

Mr. President, I am today introducing legislation to reduce the exces-
sive paperwork and redtape which has resulted from the 1974 Private Pen-
sion Reform Act. That act is formally entitled the Employee Retirement Income
Security Act-ERISA. The legislation that I am introducing today was formu-
lated as a result of joint hearings and studies on ERISA which were conducted
last year by-the Senate Small Business Committee, which is chaired by Senator
Nelson, and the Senate Financial Markets Subcommittee, which I chaired.

Those hearings clearly demonstrated that a legislative solution is needed to
remedy the closely related problems of overlapping jurisdiction in the adminis-
tration of ERISA and the excessive paperwork and redtape which has resulted
from the 1974 law. These problems have resulted despite the good faith efforts of
many outstanding public servants to administer the existing statutory pension
rules as fairly as possible.

Unreasonably burdensome and costly reporting requirements, particularly
for smaller private pension plans, will be counterproductive and may result
in the cancellation of many good plans. A reasonable balance must be maintainted
between the necessity of protecting all pension plan participants from abuses and
the necessity of avoiding a situation where many good retirement plans terminate
simply because they are being buried in an avalanche of paperwork and redtape.
Duplicate reporting requirements impose an unnecessary time and cost burden
on businessmen, labor organizations and other administrators of pension plans.

The legislation I am introducing today has three major parts-
First, it will help eliminate dual Jurisdiction in the administration of the pen-

sion law by giving the Internal Revenue Service exclusive jurisdiction over vest-
ing, funding and participation standards and by giving the Labor Department
exclusive Jurisdiction over fiduciary responsibility and prohibited transaction
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standards. The Pension Benefit Guarantee Corporation (PBGC), which is within
the Labor Department, would continue to administer the termination insurance
program.

Second, the statutory reporting requirements under ERISA will be simplified
and reduced. Generally, pension plans will only have to file the one Federal form
annually on one filing date. Duplicate and repetitious forms will be eliminated.

Third, a procedure will be established to insure that the Internal Revenue
Service and the Labor Department make a timely determination of all requests
by pension plans or participants for rulings, exemptions or variances. This will
help eliminate the delays and backlogs now prevalent at the Labor Department
and IRS.

Mr. President, my proposal should in no way alter the existing point juris-
diction and oversight of pension legislation by the Committee on Finance and
the Committee on Human Resources of the Senate. Since private pensions have
traditionally been regulated under both Federal labor and tax laws, these two
committees of the Senate have worked jointly on this issue in the past and will
continue to do so in the future.

There are several compelling reasons for prompt enactment of this legislation.
Repetitive reporting requirements and duplicate regulations may actually be

resulting in the termination of some good retirement plans. The purpose of
ERISA was to protect private retirement benefits, not to strangle sound plans.

There have been excessive delays in the promulgation of regulations and
rulings. Some of my constituents have literally been waiting years for admin-
istrative rulings under ERISA. This is not an example of a government which
is responsive to the needs of its people.

Dual administration frequently results in some unacceptable, although unin-
tentional, regulatory requirements. For example, pension plans are required by
law to notify the pension plan participants and beneficiaries of certain changes
in the plan. In order to comply with duplicate rules and regulations, one plan
found it necessary to send three separate notification letters to participates-one
letter to participants in order to comply with the rules of the Internal Revenue
Service, a second letter, with virtually identical information, to comply with the
rules of the Labor Department and still a third letter to comply with the rules
of the Pension Benefit Guarantee CorporatIon-PBGC.

Mr. President, although legislation is needed to simplifly ERISA, Congress must
resist efforts to weaken the existing substantive standards which are essential
to protect the retirement benefits of the American worker. These minimum
standards-vesting, funding, participation, termination insurance, fiduciary re-
sponsibility and prohibited transactions--were selected after almost a decade of
comprehensive congressional hearings and Investigations, conduced primarily
by the distinguished chairman of the Senate Labor Committee, Senator Williams,
and the distinguished ranking minority member, Senator Javits. These standards
represent a fair balance between the need to protect workers from abuses and
the need to expand our private retirement system.

Nobody can doubt that effective pension legislation is needed to prevent the
countless tragic abuses that have occurred in the past. Take, for example the
case of a Wichita Falls, Texas woman who retired several years ago at the age
of 65 after 17 years of service with the same employer. She was earning a
pension during those years and she confidently approached retirement age ex-
pecting to receive her hard earned pension benefits upon retiremenL However,
due to a technicality in this women's pension plan she lost her entire pension-
every single cent of it. Because she had missed 2 years service due to family
illnesq during her employment, this worker lost her entire pension. Economic
tragedies such as this are now prevented by ERISA.

I would now like to explain the specific provisions of my simplification bill.

HELP ELIMINATE OVEULAPPINO JURISDICTION IN THE ADMINISTRATION Or ERISA

My legislation would help eliminate the serious problem of overlapping Juris-
diotion in the administration of ERISA. Under existing law, both the Labor
Department and Internal Revenue Service Joinly implement moqt provisions of
ERISA. The situation has resulted in repetitious renortint, requirements and
excessive delAys in the issuance of rules and regulations. There is simply no
justification for two Federal agencies to Administer the same portions of the
pension law. Dual Jurisdlction hns prevented efflc'ent admin1qtrition and enforce-
ment of ERTSA. This chaotic regulatory structure has been detrimental to every-
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one concerned-workers, beneficiaries, businessmen, officials, and pension admin-
istrators as well as the Federal officials responsible for administering the law.
Public' confidence in our private retirement system simply cannot be maintained
unless this dual and overlapping Jurisdiction Is reformed.

As examples, the Internal Revenue Service and the Department of Labor have
received nearly 600 requests for exemptions from prohibited transaction pro-
visions of ERISA, yet after 29 months only 12 final exemptions have been issued.
It took the two agencies 26 months just to agree to a procedure whereby appli-
cants for exemptions would be considered in a coordinated fashion. More than
2 years after the enactment of ERISA, regulations dealing with the so-called
"summary plan descriptions" had not even been issued.

Duplicate reporting requirements Impose an unnecessary time and cost burden
on businessmen, union and other pension plan administrators throughout the
Nation.

Two identical teams of pension experts have been assembled at both the Labor
and Treasury Departments at extra cost to the American taxpayer.

To remedy these problems, my legislation would carefully divide pension Juris-
diction between the Labor Department and the Internal Revenue Service so as
to minimize the existing overlap. Under my proposal, the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice would be given exclusive jurisdiction over the areas of vesting, funding and
participation while the Labor Department would be given exclusive jurisdiction
over the areas of fiduciary responsibility and prohibited transactions. The
Pension Benefit Guarantee Corporation which is within the Labor Department
would continue to Implement the termination Insurance program.

Today, most of the vesting, funding and participation requirements under
ERISA are already administered by IRS and thus the Internal Revenue Service
is clearly the most appropriate agency to have exclusive jurisdiotion over these
particular standards. Similarly, because the Labor Department has been the pri-
mary enforcement agency for prohibited transactions and fiduciary responsibility
under ERISA, the Labor Department should have exclusive jurisdiction over
that portion of the law. The Labor Department has already filed suit or is the
Intervening party in eight court cases alleging violations of the fiduciary respon-
sibility or prohibited transaction sections of ERISA.

Under my proposal, if the Internal Revenue Service, during the course of a
tax audit, learns of the existence of a prohibited transaction, this information
would be required to be referred to the Labor Department and the Justice De-
partmen'.- for appropriate action.

In addition, under my proposal the Internal Revenue Service would be given
flexible enforcement powers such as excise tax powers and general equitable
remedies to enable IRS to enforce the vesting, funding and participation stand-
atds in such a way as to best protect the rights of pension plan participants and
beneficiaries.

In addition, pension plan participants would beable to appeal all decisions of
the IRS as well as the Labor Department in Federal court under this legislation.

Traditionally, under our tax laws, qualified pension plans received three sub-
stantial tax benefits. First, employers are given a tax deduction for all contribu-
tions made to a qualified plan. Second, the investment earnings of assets In the
plan are tax exempt. Third, employer contributions are not taxable to the em-
ployee at the time of contribution. Rather the income tax is deferred until the
money is actually distributed to the employee after his retirement---at which
time he is normally in a much lower tax bracket. The tax subsidy for private
retirement plans is estimated to amount to $4 billion annually.

Congress has always recognized that these tax privileges might be abused and
accordingly, imposed various requirements for favorable tax treatment in an
effort to safeguard the rights of lower paid employees. For example, even prior
to the enactment of ERISA. section 401(a) of the Internal Revenue Code stated
that to qualify for tax privileges a plan established by an employer would have
to be for the "exclusive benefit of his employees or their beneficiaries" and
must not "discriminate in favor ofeemployees who are officers, shareholders...
or highly compensated employees." In addition, prior to ERISA, the Internal
Revenue Service imposed some limited ves ting and funding standards which
pension and profit-sharing plans had to comply with in order to qualify for fa-
vorable tax treatment.

Furthermore, our tax laws Impose limitations on allowable contributions and
deductions to private retirement plans. These limitations insure that excessive
pension contributions are not used to shelter all of taxable income of any
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business. These limitations are needed to protect the Federal tax base and in-
sure that adequate tax revenues are collected. The Internal Revenue Service is
the only agency which, has been given the responsibility to police our revenue
raising system.

It is clear that the amount of tax-deductible pension contributions is in-
extricably tied to the funding requirements under ERISA and the general
revenue raising functions of the Internal Revenue Service.

Under ERISA the Internal Revenue Service has had responsibility for ad-
ministering almost all aspects of the law but particularly the vesting, funding
and participation standards. Under ERISA, the Labor Department has been the
primary enforcement agency for the provisions dealing with fiduciary respon-
sibility and prohibited transactions. Under my proposal, these agencies would
simply be given exclusive Jurisdiction over the areas In which they have ac-
quired experience and expertise.

Three additional statutory changes In reporting are essential.
First, as recommended by the staff of the Commission on Federal Paperwork,

section 104(a) (1) (0) of ERISA would be amended to eliminate the require-
ment that a 5-year summary plan description be filed with the Department of
Labor. A November 1976 staff report of the Paperwork Commission stated-

"Employers must provide a summary plan description to each employee every
five years. ERISA section 104(a) (1) (C) requires the administrator of a plan
to file with the Secretary of Labor a copy of the summary plan description at the
same time that it is furnished to participants and beneficiaries.

"The purpose of this provision of the statute was to permit the DOL to re-
view and compare the summaries with the complete plan desW'r.ptiona to assure
their completeness, accuracy, understandability, etc. Such reviews are costly,
duplicative, and practically Impossible to perform, considering time and budget
constraints.

"Because DOL receives a copy of the complete plan description and any
amendments thereto , It is totally duplicative to forward copies of the five year
summary plan descriptions to the agency. Discussions with DOL personnel in-
dicate that they do not use such filings, and that the costs of storage could be
avolded--

"It is estimated that the DOL storage costs of more than $1,000,000 every
five years may be saved for the government and that the savings to business
would be approximately $7,2100,000."1

Second, as recommended by the staff of the Commission on Federal Paper-
work, section 104(a) (1) (D) would be amended to permit notices of amend-
ments to be filed In connection with the annual report rather than as a separate
report which currently is required within 60 days of a plan change.

The November 1976 staff report of the Commission of Federal Paperwork
stated-

"In view of the fact that employees are notified of changes in their plans, that
an annual report containing the same Information also must be filed with DOL
and IRS, and that there is no specific iise for the data in the amended EBS-1
It is believed that a notice of amendment filed with the annual report should
replace filing of an EBS-1 sixty days after each amendment. This would not
change the requirement to notify participants of plan changes nor would It have
any effect on the employer's decision to seek a determination of tax status from
the IRS. The estimated savings to business would be approximately $12,000,000."

Third, the long "laundry list" of specific information which must be Included
in annual reports of pension plans pursuant to section 103 of ERISA would
be repealed. Section 103 of ERISA is a six-page detailed list of reporting require-
wents, some of which are not necessary for full plans. Instead, the Secretaries
of Labor and Treasury would be given discretion to require only such informa-
tion as is needed to protect the rights of pension plan participants and
beneficiaries.

These reporting changes-will substantially reduce the paperwork burden
under ERISA.

HELP ELIMINATE ADMINISTRATIVE BACKLOGS AND DELAY

AMy legislation would also help eliminate the long delays that now face pen-
sion plans in obtaining administrative decisions and rulings. Under my pro-
posal, plans would be able to seek a declaratory judgment in Federal Court
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if, within 180 days after a request for any tax qualification, variance or other
exemption from ERISA, the appropriate agency has failed to make a determina-
tion. The provision would simply expand the existing declaratory judgment pro-
cedure in section 1041 of ERISA.

Mr. President, I believe my proposals to streamline Ve administration of
ERISA and reduce paperwork will strengthen our private retirement system
which is so important to tens of millions of American workers and senior
citizens.

IMPORTANCE OF MAINTAINING THE EXISTING SUBSTANTIVE STANDARDS IN ERISA IN
ORDER TO PROTECT TEN OF MILLIONS OF SENIOR CITIZENS AND AMERICAN
WORKERS
Mr. President, although it is essential to reduce paperwork under ERISA and

streamline administration of the law, Congress must resist efforts to weaken
the minimum standards of the law which are needed to protect the rights of
pension plan participants and beneficiaries. I would like to take a few moments
to briefly review the major provisions of ERISA and explain the reasons for
enacting them.

One of the fundamental pension problems prior to ERISA involved the loss of
pensions by workers who left their jobs after long periods of employement but
before their earned pensions became vested because of unreasonable vesting
requirements. Vesting occurs when an employee receives a nonforfeltable right
to the money contributed to a pension plan on his behalf. Vesting may occur
after an employee works for a company a specified number of years or after an
employee reaches a certain age and number of years of service. Different pen-
sion plans contain different vesting formulas but once an employee's pension
rights are vested, the employee is entitled to receive the benefits at the normal
retirement age even if he leaves the company before that time. Wherever an
employee goes, he retains an absolute right to any vested benefits he may have
earned.

Unfortunately, the system did not always work. There were too many ex-
amples In which employees, with many years of service with a company, he,'
been denied absolutely all of their earned pension benefits because they separate
from their jobs just prior to fulfilling unreasonably stringent vesting require-
ments. They were left without a retirement income which they had confidently
anticipated receiving, and on which they were dependent for decent survival.

For example, consider the case of Stephen Duane who worked at a New
Jersey warehouse for 32 years during which time he was accumulating a pen-
sion. The warehouse was closed down in 1970 and Stephen Duane lost his job.
He was 51 years old at the time, just 4 years short of his company's minimum
pension age. As a result he lost all of bi- pension rights. Despite 82 years of
service, during which time he was earnli a pension, Stephen Duane received
absolutely nothing.

The experience of Thomas Litchko, a father of five, is equally tragic. Mr.
Litchko had been employed by the same Pennsylvania corporation for 20 years,
during which time he was earning a pension. In the spring of 1972-when Mr.
LAtchko was 89 years old-his company closed down and he was informed that
he had no vested rights, that he was not entitled to any pension whatsoever.
Under the provisions of his pension plan, an employee had to reach the age of 40
before he would receive any vested rights. Thomas Litchko was only 1 year
short of vesting and consequently lost 20 years' worth of accumulated pensions.

Another example of unreasonable vesting requirements involved the partici-
pants of a union-administered pension plan in Chicago. Each local within this
union administered its own pension plan. Under terms of these plans a worker
had to remain within the same local for 20 years in order to acquire any vested
rights. Sometimes a slight shift In Jobs-perhaps from the loading docks to the
weighing station-involved a shift In union locals and a complete loss of all
pension rights for an employee with less than 20 years on the first job.

These are only a few examples of the way countless numbers of American
workers had been tragically victimized by unreasonable vesting provisions In
their pension plans.

Such tragic loss of pension benefits are now prevented by ERISA. Under
ERISA, the employer or union running the plan has the option of meeting one
of three minimum vesting formulas. Under one formula, a worker would beco6ne
100-percent vested after 10 years of service. Under a second graded formula, a
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workerwould become 25-percent vested after 5 years and vesting would Increase
by 5 percent a year for the next 5 -years and by 10 percent a year for the follow-
ing,5 years to provide full vesting after 15 years. The third alternative guar-
antees the worker 50 percent vesting whenever his age and service total 45
years or he has worked a minimum of 10 years and in either case, he is to
reach 100 pereept vesting after another 5 years.

Furthermore, under ERISA the worker must be allowed to join the plan at
age 25, or after a year of service, whichever is later. If he enters at age 25, he
can get up to 3 years of back credit toward vesting for years worked in the firm
prior to age 25.

These formulas would have guaranteed the pension benefits of Stephen Duane
and Thomas Litchko and countless other American workers.

However, a minimum vesting standard by itself most certainly would not pro-
vide a complete solution to the problems we witnessed in the private retirement
system. Prior to the enactment of ERISA, there had been many tragic examples
in which employees had been denied pension benefits-benefits that had actually
vested-simply because the pension "n's assets were insufficient to meet all of
its obligations.

This posed two related but very important problems-funding and termina-
tion insurance.

There is a clear need for minimum funding standards so that pension plans
are accumulating sufficient assets to meet their obligations. It is also essential
for all pension plans to acquire termination insurance to guarantee payment of
vested benefits in the event that a plan happens to terminate with insufficient
assets to meet its obligations. ERISA sets minimum funding standards and estab-
lishes a termination insurance program.

There were countless examples of pension plan failures that demonstrated
this need. A classic example involved the closing of the Studebaker plant in
South Bend, Ind., in 1964 and the accompanying termination of its pension
plan. Even though this was a liberal plan which called for the systematic fund-
ing of liabilities, there were not enough assets available to pay all claims when
the plan terminated. After the assets were distributed, 4,000 vested employees
between the ages of 40 and 60 had received only 15 percent of their anticipated
benefits. In fact, some 2,900 employees under the age of 40, some of whom were
vested were left with absolutely nothing.

Unfortunately, this was far from an isolated example.
Government statistics indicate that during 1972 alone more than 15,000 pension

plan participants lost retirement benefits because their pension plans terminated
with insufficient assets to meet all plan obligations. These amounted to more
than $40 million in anticipated retirement incomes. Several thousand of these
victims of pension plan terminations actualy lost their entire earned pension,
every single cent of it. For these individuals, the collapse of their retirement
plan resulted In the loss of 100 percent of their hard earned pension.

As a result, ERISA established minimum funding standards so that all em-
ployes will make sufficient contributions to back up all vested benefits over a
reasonable period of time. In addition, ERISA established a program of pension,
insurance-modeled after the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation for banks--
which will insure that all employees will be protected in the event that their
plan does terminate before becoming fully funded.

The assets in private pension plans exceed more than $200 billion. It is essen-
tial that those who handle these vast sums of money discharge their duties in
the interests of the plan participants and their beneficiaries. Workers, pension
funds deserve strong fiducary protection to insure that their interests are not
subc, rdipated to the self-enriching intrigues of "insiders" to the plan.

ERISA established judicially enforceable standards to insure honest, faithful,
and competent management of pension and welfare plans.

There had been some notable examples of abuse resulting from conflicts of
interest In the handling of pension plan assets. These abuses had been brought
to the attention of Congress as a result of congressional investigations, Labor
Department investigations as well as court litigation.

Let us examine some of these abuses.
For example, in 190, the pension plan of a large retail store in Washington.

D.C. purchased the real estate used for the retail store for $625,000. In 1968 the
plan sold the real estate back to the store for $625,000. The plan and its partici-
pants did not realize any appreciation In the value of this real estate while held
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by the plan. Eight months after the store repurchased this real estate from
the plan;l it sold the property for $2,885,000.

Another example occurred in 1968 when tb president of the X company took
over the Y publLshing company in Philadelphia. He directed that $6 million
of Y's pension plan be invested In the Y publishing company even though Y had
lost $62 million since 1961. The union sued the president and two other officials
of Y, charging they had "misappropriated, fraudulently converted and dissi-
pated" $6 nillion from the pension fitnds, The president got the board of direc-
tors of Y to pass a resolution saying that the Y plant in Philadelphia would be
closed unless the union dropped its Ouit and allowed the company to withdraw
another $4 million from the pension fund. In effect, the president of Y company
said: "It will be put up or shut up. What do you want, the suit or jobs?"

A much discussed example of conflicting interests involving a union official and
employee benefit plan participants was exposed by the Senate Permanent Sub-
committee on Investigations in 1M5. This investigation precipitated much of
the original congressional interest In the Federal legislation imposing fiduciary
standards on pension and welfare funds.

According to the subcommittee's report-
"George Barasch's domination of the two unions and of their employee bene-

fit plans gave him effective control of approximately $15,500,000 that rightfully
belonged to the members of the unions. This sum of money was held in the as-
sets of the several corporations he formed and capitalized with the funds of the
employee benefit plans and In the assets of the existing trust funds of the unions.
He managed to achieve this position of power because in every fund established
and maintained by the unions since they were organized, he served irrevocably
either as lifetime sole trustee or as a lifetime union cotrustee."

Additionally, with loans from the funds, the union official established a man-
agement firm to administer these funds. He also created several foreign cor-
porations, including "research foundations" in foreign countries into which vari-
ous funds were channeled with total diversions of almost $5 million.

For his efforts, the union official, was well remunerated, including an annual
salary of $35,000 from the management firm, $407,000 in life insurance coverage,
and total retirement benefits of $54,098 per year for life-the pension benefit
alone was valued at $796,925,

Under pressure from the Senate subcommittee and Federal and State agencies,
he returned $4.2 million to the employee benefit funds, resigned as trustee of
the funds, and subjected these funds to the supervision of the New York State
Insurance Department. However, he was never prosecuted for any violations of
law since State and-Federal officials apparently concluded that no existing laws
were violated.

The prohibited transaction sections of ERISA are needed to protect workers
from these kinds of fiduciary abuses.

Unless an exemption is granted by the Secretaries of Labgr and Treasury, a
pension plan administrator is generally prohibited from engaging in the follow-
ing transaction under ERISA:

The sale, exchange, or leasing of property between the plan and party-in-
interest;

The lending of money or extension of credit between the plan and a party-in-
interest;

The furnishing of goods, services, or facilities between the plan and a party-in-
interest;

The transfer of assets for the benefit of a party-in-interest; or
The deposit or investment of plan assets outside the United States.
Prior to the enactment of ERISA, such transfers or uses of pension assets

were permissible if the transaction was made for adequatee consideration." How-
ever, the "adequate consideration" requirement offered little protection for pen-
sion plan participants or the integrity of plan funds because the Government
would have the difficult burden of proving that the fiduciary's determination of
adequate consideration was not made in good faith. The better approach Is to
prohibit all such suspect transactions and avoid Inequitable results through a
liberal exemption procedure. The administrations of both President Johnson and
President Ford supported the prohibited transaction sections that were Ilcor.
porated in ERISA.

.Mr. PresideM--the paperwork imposed by the 1974 pension law is Just one
small portion of the overall Federal paperwork burden confronting all taxpayers.
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Government agencies presently churn out billions of sheets of paperwork for
the American people each year, probably enough to fill several major league
baseball stadiums. Just to print, shuffle, and store all this paper costs govern-
ment at all levels an estimated $18 billion annually.

And, at the receiving end of the red-tape tangle, It cost the American people,
businessman, and worker alike, another $18 billion to fill out the mass of forms
-Internal Revenue Forms, wage and price forms, unemployment forms, health
forms, accident forms, social security forms, quarterly this and monthly that.

For many small businesses, this added expense proves to the final straw that
drives them out of business. And for those giant corporations that can afford
accountants and lawyers to deal with all this paperwork-well, they are forced
to pass the cost along to the consumer.

In terms of dollars and cents, or frustration and irritation, the endless tangle
of paperwork imposed by the government has become unbearable.

There arb well over 5,000 forms in use in the Federal Government, excluding
all tax and banking forms. There are 10 forms to be filled out each year for every
man, woman and child in the United States. The private citizen is very literally
Inundated with requests for information.

Some have referred to the endless series of forms and documents as "strangu-
lation In triplicate." Others call it "Federal forms pollution."

It is particularly difficult for small firms to absorb the cost of this paperwork.
Small businessmen must employ outside accountants and lawyers to fill out com-
plex forms and keep the extra recordkeeping Involved. Professional assistance,
of course, is expensive. Having few employees, the small firm finds It more
difficult to spread the cost. A rise in per unit cost to cover paperwork can result
in loss of sales and loss of competitive standing for small enterprises.

Small businesses, especially the mom and pop operations, must fill out nu-
merous reports, as many as 52 tax forms In a single year. This is not an example
of a government which is concerned and responsive to the needs of its people.
It is not a government which is protecting free enterprises. It is instead of a gov-
ernment that favors only those large concerns that can satisfy repetitious re-
quess for data, statistics and Information.

I began, In the Spring of 1978, to move against this slow and steady strangula-
tion by redtape. I introduced legislation which created a Federal Paperwork
Commisssion to study the massive paperwork burden and make recommendations
to eliminate much of it.

Based upon r&mmendations of that Paperwork Commission as well as the
recommendation of others, I formulated the "IBRISA Simplification Act" which
will cut paperwork and redtape with respect to this particular law.

I urge the Senate Human Resources and Finance Committee to promptly hold
hearings on the important legislation.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that a fact sheet on this bill be
printed in the Record.

[There being no objection, tho factsheet was ordered to be printed in the
Record, as follows:]

FACT SHET--SNATOR LLOYD BENTsBN'S PROPOSIM "PiSION SIMpLrrIOATION ACT
or 1977"

1. Help eliminate overlapping jurfadid"t in the administration ot ERISA.-
This legislation would help eliminate the serious problem of overlapping juris-
diction in the administration of the 1974 Pension Reform Act. This Act ts for-
mally entitled the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA). Under
existing law, both the Labor Department and Internal Revenue Service jointly
implement most provisions 6f ERISA. This situation has resulted In repetitious
reporting requirements and excessive delays in the issuance of rules and regula-
tions. For example, the Internal Revenue Service and the Department of Labor
have received nearly 600 requests for exemptions from prohibited transaction
provisions of ERISA, yet after 29 months only 12 final exemptions have been
Issued. It took the two agencies 26 months just to agree to a procedure whereby
applications for exemptions would be considered In a coordinatcd fashion.

To remedy these problems, this legislation would carefully divide pension
jurisdiction between the Labor Department and Internal Revenue Service so
as to minimize the existing overlap. Under this proposal, the Internal Revenue
Service would be given complete and exclusive jurisdiction over the areas of
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vesting funding and participation while the Labor Department would be given
exclusive jurisdiction over the areas of fiduciary responsibility and iprohibited
transactions. The Pension Benefit Guarantee Corporation which is within the
Labor Department would continue to implement the termination insurance pro-
gram. Today most of the vesting, finding and participation requirements under
ERISA are already administered by IRS and thus the Internal Revenue Service
is clearly the most appropriate agency to have exclusive jurisdiction over these
particular standards. Similarly, because the Labor Department has been the
primary enforcement agency for prol'.bited transactions and fiduciary respon-
sibility under ERISA, the Labor Department should have exclusive jurisdiction
over that portion of the law.

Under the proposal if the Internal Revenue Service, during the course of a tax
audit, learns of the existence of a prohibited transaction or other fiduciary
violation, this information would be required to be referred to the Labor Depart-
ment and the Justice Department for appropriate action. Under this proposal, the
Internal Revenue Service would be given flexible enforcement powers such as
exclusive tax powers and general equitable remedies to enable IRS to enforce
the vesting, funding and participation standards in such a way as to best protect
the rights of pension plan participants and beneficiaries. In addition, pension
plan participants, would be able to appeal all decisions of the IRS as well as
the Labor Department in Federal court under this legislation.

2. Redcton of papervwork.-Several changes in the statutory reporting re-
quirements of ERISA are needed to simplify and reduce the paperwork. Accord-
ingly, under this legislation, the Secretary of the Treasury and the Secretary of
Labor will be directed to formulate to the maximum extent feasible, a single an-
nual form with a single filing date which would be filed with the Internal Revenue
Service every year by pension plans. Different types of forms could be provided
for different types of retirement plans. However, pension plans would generally
be required to file only one form annually with the Federal Government. A copy
of this form would then be made available to the Department of Labor. &parate
annual pension forms by the IRS, Labor Department and the Pension Benefit
Guarantee Corporation are generally unnecessary and impose an unnecessary cost
burden on businesses and unions throughout the Nation.

The long "laundry list" of specific information which must be included In an-
nual reports of pension plans pursuant to Section 103 of ERISA would be re-
pealed by this legislation. Section 103 of RISA Is a six-page detailed list of re-
porting requirements, some of which are not necessary for all plans. Instead, the
Secretaries of Labor and Treasury would be given discretion to require only such
information as is needed to protect the rights of pension plan participants and
beneficiaries.

8. Help elminate admin~,4tratve backslogs and delfys.-This legislation would
also help eliminate the long delays that now face pension plans in obtaining ad-
ninistrative decisions and rulings. Under the proposal, plans would be able to
seek a declaratory judgment in Federal court If, within 180 days after a request
for any tax qualification, variance or other exemption from ERISA, the appro-
priate agency has failed to make a determination. This provision would simply
expand the existing declaratory judgment procedure of Section 1041 of ERISA.

Mr. Ronznr C. BYRD. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the bill In.
troduced by the Senator from Texas (Mr. Bentsen), relative to the Internal Rev-
enue Code end the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, be jointly
referred to the Committees on Finance and Human Resources.

The PPs.slnuo Ornne. Without objection, it Is so ordered.
Senator B.rs . Secretary Woodworth,-we are delighted to have

you.
Senator Packwood I
Senator PACKWOOD. Mr. Chairman, I cannot stay for the duration of

these hearings. I am glad to hear this panel here, especially Mr.
Burkhardt.

What-you jiust said in your opening statement illustrates the prob-
lem we face. I sent out on April 4, 1977, a letter to Mr. Burka rdt

91-98-77-3
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bringing to his attention some details of a problem I have encountered
under ERISA. I have yet to even receive an acknowledgement of the
letter 5 weeks later, let alone the interminable delay in dealing with the
problem itself.

I am going to ask that that letter be placed in the record and ask Mr.
Burkhardt to check and see if you plan to respond to it, and when you
plan to respond, at least to acknowledge that you received the letter.

I do have one other letter from a company in Oregon called Bo-
hemia, Inc., and I would like that also placed iA the record. I think it
can speak for itself.

Senator BENTSpw. Without objection, that will be done.
[The following was subsequently supplied for the record:]

U.S. SENATE,
CoMMITTE ON FINANCE,

Was#ington, D.O., April 4, 1977.FSaNOIs BURKHAEDT,

Administrator, Labor-Management Services Adminstratlon, Department of
Labor, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. BURKHARIr : With passage of the Employee Retirement Income Secu-
rity Act of 1974 (ERISA), the Department of Labor and the Internal Revenue
Service share responsibilities for the oversight of many of the financial opera.
tons and funding standards of private pension plans. You are, I am aware,
charged with administering certain provisions of this law within the Depart-
ment of Labor.

WThile the purpose of this legislation is to set standards and provide for the
protection of participants in employer-financed pension plans, there is provided,
under Section 408 of ERISA, a procedure by which exemptions can be made to
certain of the Standards created by the law. Before any exemption may be
granted, of course, both the Labor Department and the IRS must be satisfied
that the exemption will not do harm to the coverage of employees under the
plan In question.

I have become concerned that requests for exemptions that fall within a
certain class, specifically termed the "third party note" group, have been in-
ordinately delayed. Without meaning to judge the merits of any application for
exemption, I believe that prompt discharge of this matter would naw be in
order. I understand that some applications for exemption have been made as long
as two eats ago and that the future dispodon of these requests is still in
doubt.

I would appreciate your looking into this problem for me and your assurance
that the Department's thorough review can be brought to a swift conclusion.
I hope you'll agree that we owe our constituents a restored sense of credibility
in doine not Just a good or thorough job, but a prompt one as well.

Cordially,
BOB PACK' OOD.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OV LABO
OFFICE Or THr ASSISTANT SECRETARY,

We' .&ngton, D.C., MaV 11, 1977.lion. Bon PACEWOOP,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOI PACKWOOD: I regret the delay in responding to your letter of
April 4. Under the previous Administration the Pension and Welfare Benefits
Program was an autonomous unit within the Labor-l$anagement Services Ad-
ministration, and mail addressed to me with regard to the Employee Retirement
Income Security Act wNa forwarded to the Program Administrator.

As a result of the delay in* responding to your letter, and similar difficulties in
theopast. I am -taking action to assure more expeditious handling of our
correspondence.

With regard to your inquiry about the status of an exemption application
pursuant to requirements of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act, the
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sale of third party notes to a plan by parties in interest is within the scope of a
class exemption currently under consideration in the Office o Regulatory
Standards and Exceptions.

An application for exemption relating to an individual transaction will not
ordinarily be considered separately if a class exemption which would encompass
the individual transaction is under consideration by the Secretary. Accordingly,
applications for individual exemptions are not being considered separately from
the pending class exemption and, if the pending class exemption is granted, ap-
plicants will be notified.

The large number of applications received has resulted in a delay in process-
ing. You can be assured, however, that every effort is being made to resolve
pending applications in the shortest possible time.

I hope this information will assist you in responding to any constituents.
Sincerely, FRANCIS X. BURKHARDT,

Assistant Secretary of Labor.

BOHEMIA IC.,
Eugene, Oreg., March 17, 1977.

Re: Administration of Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
(ERISA).

Hon. RoBEnr PACKWOOD,
U.S. Senate, Senate O" Building,
Wa~hington, D.C.

DzAa SENATOR PACKWOOD: Like many, if not most, substantial employers in the
United States, this Company has a qualified private retirement program and
various welfare benefit plans for its employees. The Company commits a sub.
stantial amount of money, management effort and outside consultant expense to
these programs. Through this commitment we seek to provide employee incen-
tives that will benefit all concerned, help long-term employees maintain a decent
standard of living when they retire, and protect employees from the financial
impact of personal misfortune while they are employed. In our opinion, and the
apparent opinion of our advisors, these objectives are being materially hampered
by federal administration since the passage of ERISA in 1974.

Our consultants tell us that- our plans are well within the mainstream of
responsible plan design. We recognize, nonetheless, the need for amending our
retirement plans at considerable expense primarily to conform to the relatively
rigid format of the plan design requirements in ERISA. We regret that the
government chose to regulate substance by so strictly regulating form, but we
can see that that is one legitimate approach to the problem. We also can see that
adherence to appropriate standards of fairness and Impartiality are desirable
goals and suitable for government regulation. We also strongly endorse the
principle of full communication to employees about their -benefits so they will
neither be ignorant nor misled. Finally, we can see that safeguards should exist
to prevent trustees from manipulating retirement trusts for their own interests
or for the interests of overreaching employers. We do not believe, however, that
ERISA is being administered in a reasonable and practical way to meet these
appropriate objectives and minimize possible abuses.

ERISA is a flawed congressional act. It was the subject of substantial com.
promises and last minute substantive decisions that required relatively hasty
drafting. As a result it Is often obscure, inconsistent and difficult to interpret and
administer. Nevertheless, we feel that the Department of Labor and the Internal
Revenue Service have so administered the law as to aggravate rather than
minimize the Inherent difficulties In many respects. Some of the more Important
of these are set out in the enclosed outline.

It Is indicative of the complexity of this area of the law and regulations that
the enclosed outline is as long as it is and still remains essentially superficial
Detailed explanation of the problems and the possible solutions for any one of
the areas touched upon in the outline would require extensive exposition. A
number of conclusions, however, seem evident:

ERISA Is a very imperfect attempt to regulate pension and welfare plans; its
imperfections are being aggravated by obscure and detailed regulations, and its
burdens are being increased by IRS and Department of Labor Interpretations
that complicate rather than simplify.

An Inordinate amount of the resources potentially available for creating ben-
efits for employees are being siphoned off into administration.



Employers attempting in good faith to comply with the law in designing and
administering their plans are being increasingly frustrated by the apparent
impossibility of doing so except at very great expense.

Employees are being harassed and frustrated rather than aided by regula-
tions under the law, particularly by requirements for disseminating information
that they cannot understand and in which they are not particularly interested.

Under these circumstances it seems Imperative that Congress take some steps
to accomplish the following:

1. Simplify and streamline the administration of ERISA, reducing conflicts
and overlapping Jurisdiction with resulting duplication of effort by plan sponsors
and administrators.

2. Translate regulations into readable English with maximum emphasis on
simplicity and interpretation of obscure provisions of the law rather than par-
roting the legal requirements and imposing more complex requirements. (This
cannot be overemphasized. A relatively smatLamount spent on simplification of
government regulations could save millions of dollars spent by employers in t-
tempting to comply with the law.)

3. Reduce the demand for enormous detail in reports to the government and
distribution of information to employees, concentrating on highlights that will
be more valuable when freed from related minutia.

There Is no doubt that the private pension and welfare Industry will survive
In spite of the burden of ERISA and the related regulations of the IRS and the
Department of Labor. It would be unfortunate, however, If substantial amounts
of money that could be going to employees and retirees continued to be diverted
into unnecessary administration. It would also be unfortunate if small and
medium-sized companies abandoned their retirement and welfare programs or
substantially curtailed them leaving compliance only to very large companies
with sophisticated computerized systems capable of meeting the government's
elaborate report requirements.

Congress can justify having passed ERISA in the interest of stabilizing private
pensions and protecting employees and pensioners. It cannot justify remaining
Inactive when significant deficiencies of the law have been disclosed and poor
administration threatens to subvert the primary goals for which the law was
enacted, namely, preservation of a strong and useful private pension system to
supplement social security and open and fair administration of welfare benefit
plans.

Very truly yours,
FREDERICK G. GENT,

Senior Vice President-Finance.
Enclosure-

OUTLINI, OF IMPORTANT PROCBLEMS OF FEDERAL ADMINISTRATION OF ERISA -

I. PLAN DESIGN

There are many ways in which plan design Is more cumbersome and plans more
difficult to understand and administer than in the past. Many of these cannot
be materially reduced by regulations. The following, however, are areas where
regulations seem to have aggravated the problems:
Cahout/lbuyback

The cashout/buyback provisions of ERISA are the subject of regulations so
confusing that totally inconsistent interpretations exist within the IRS and
there is widespread misunderstanding among employers. Further, the IRS has
established rules relating to defined contribution plans that force the employer
to withhold payments to partially vested, terminated employees for as long an
18 to 20 months or encumber the plan with complex accounting details. In a
defined benefit plan an employee who is cashed out on break in service and re-
turns to work is given two years after reemployment to decide whether to buy
back In. Finally, in order to qualify as a cashout in a defined benefit plan, a
payment must be delayed for up to 18 to 20 months in many cases and then
must be paid within the following 12 months. Both of these requirements are
totally irrelevant to the purpose of the statutory provision that is being
interpreted.
Joint and survivor anuittes

The IRS has timidly declined to exempt defined contribution plans from the
burdensome accounting and notice requirements of the joint and survivor pro-
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visions of EAISA eventhough everyone concedes that their application to defined
contribution plans is useless to the employee.

Final regulations on joint and survivor annuity elections require that informa-
tion be given to each employee nine months before the employee's earliest retire-
ment date. This means more record keeping and surveillance and puts out in-
formation far too soon to be of value to the employee. The regulations also
established lengthy election periods that cannot, be waived by an employee who
may wish to Start benefits sooner. This can be particularly onerous to an em-
ployee on early retirement or disability where there may be no opportunity to
start the election period in advance of the expected retirement date.
Vesting

ERISA established three standard vesting requirements, at least one of which
has to be met for a plan to be qualified. The law permits the IRS to impose more
stringent standards in special cases up to 40 percent vesting after four years
graduated to 100 percent vesting after 11 years (the 4 and 40 rule). This IRS
initially interpreted this statutory background by making 4 and 40 vesting the
standard for virtually all plans. Turnover tests were promulgated that were
complex and stringent. They could be satisfied by only a small minority of
employers; those who could not satisfy the test had to use 4 and 40 vesting. The
tests were withdrawn in the face of widespread objections from representatives
of employers and pension consultants.

In spite of the withdrawal of the specific turnover tests, plans are still being
examined under a perverse interpretation of the statute: namely, that a plan
cannot use a statutory vesting schedule unless the employer can demonstrate
nondiscrimination. The obvious statutory scheme is that every employer is en-
titled to use one of the statutory vesting scheduled unless there is something in-
herent'in the situation that suggests probable discrimination. Before ERISA the
IRS interpreted its general rules of thumb in this way. In other to get past
the transition to ERISA, the IRS has allowed existing plans to be approved if
they retain their previous vesting schedule or a more liberal vesting schedule.
All new plans, however, must present elaborate justifications that were never re-
quired before ERISA. Thus, the IRS seems to assume that all existing plans are
probably fair but all new plans, even if similarly designed, are probably unfair.
Even if plans are approved with statutory vesting schedules, a significant addi-
tional burden is placed upon the employer because of the showing required.
Model profit sharing plan and standard provislow

In an attempt to deal with come plan designxproblems, the IRS has issued
a model profit sharing plan that is one of the most badly drafted legal documents
that many attorneys and actuaries have ever seen. The IRS has also issued
standard paragraphs to use in plans to meet certain specific requirements. In
many cases the requirements met are among the simpler ones for which stand.
ard provisions are hardly necessary. The standard provisions themselves with a
few exceptions are badly designed and difficult to read. ERISA requires that em-
ployers communicate with their employees in a manner calculated to be under-
stood by the average person. The federal regulators have repeatedly failed to
apply this standard to the things they have written.

2. DISCLOSURE REQMUIRMLNTS

As stated above ERISA imposes communication requirements between em-
ployer and employees with which few employers would argue in principle. In
applying these provisions, the IRS and the Department of Labor have repeatedly
required the disemination to employees of material that is burdensome to pre-
pare and in many cases, essentially worthless. The principal areas of communi-
cation are the following:
Summary annual report

ERISA requires that a summary of the annual financial report on the plan be
given to participants. As in many other cases the law is regrettably specific about
the contents of this summary. There seems no realization of the fact that em-
ployees are not accountants, that elaborate statements of assets and liabilities,
receipts and disbursements will be largely meaningless for them. As a result th&
employer is required to prepare and disseminate annually large amounts of
financial information at great expense with very marginal benefit to employees.
A very simple balf-page statement of the financial condition of a plan, with a
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Statement that detailed information is available from the plan administrator,
would be much more valuable.

The applicable regulations fall to simplify or reduce the burden. Further, they
are so unclear that expensive help from outside consultants is necessary for an
employer to know what must be disseminated and to whom.
Summary plana description

This was originally to have been distributed within the first four months of
1976. The deadline for distribution has been repeatedly extended, most recently
to May 81, 1977 or 90 days after issuance of a favorable determination letter It
later. Final regulations on the content of the summary plan descriptions have
still not been promulgated although proposed regulations came out In June of
1W75. The proposed regulations are as detailed as one would think to be justified.
If a delay in issuing final regulations means that more elaborate requirements
are contemplated, this is disturbing. If it means that the Department of Labor
simply has not gotten around to the formality of making the proposed regulations
final, this is even more disturbing.

Most employers wish to communicate a description of their plans to their
employees as promptly as possible after the plans are modified. Restatements to
comply with ERISA have been required for calendar year plans since January
1, 1976 and in many cases have been completed. If an employer chooses to pre-
pare and distribute a summary plan description to tell the employees about the
plan, the employer runs the risk of having to make substantial changes in the
summary if the final regulations depart materially from the June 1975 proposals.

When an intermediate May 30, 1976 deadline for summary plan description
distribution was abandoned, the Department of Labor required as a condition
that an alternative notice be distributed to employees. This notice was lengthy
and obscure. Employees were confused by it and in many cases irritated. As a
result of this requirement we have already begun the process of teaching em.
ployees not to pay any attention to what is distributed to them about their bene-
fits because it will be obscure and useless.
Notice to (ntereeted persons

ERISA requires an employer to notify employees when a plan is submitted to
the IRS for a determination letter so an employee may make comments or
otherwise intervene. (The likelihood of this is very remote in almost all cases as apractical matter, but some kind of notice is required for certain purposes under
ERISA.) The IRS has devised a notice that is so elaborate and detailed that it
is highly unlikely that it will be read, much less understood, by any employee.
The notice is difficult tb prepare, requiring the assistance of the employer's pro-
fessional advisers and resulting In expense to the employer. The employee re-
teives no benefit from the notice that could be better be accomplished by a simple
announcement that the plan is being filed with the Internal Revenue Service for
qualification review and that interested parties may comment. Because of itscomplexity, however, the notice serves further to convince employees that com-
munications from an employer with respect to employee benefits should be dis-
regarded.

3. WEOMMON
ERISA seems to proceed on the assumption that substantial abuses in theadministration of plans can be discovered and remedied by elaborate reporting to

the federal government. This seems a very doubtful premise. The volume ofmaterial that is accumulated annually from employers and plan administrators
of retirement plans must be staggering. It would seem obvious that every effort
should be made to simplify and reduce the burden of reporting so as to make
the reports more valuable to the government and minimize the burden on the
employer, unfortunately, this approach has not been taken.
Plqa deuoription (DOL form EBS-1)

This form was first required in the summer of 1975, then had to be refled in
changed form In 1976. It must be amended whenever there Is a material change inthe plan, including a change In persons designated as fiduciaries under the plan.
The Information required goes far beyond the minimum required by EIRISA
(which is substantial). The form was apparently deslgned to allow the Depart
ment of Labor to make statistical studies of retirement plansL It IS not designed
t9 be any value to employees, who have a right to Inspect It. It is presdmably
mOt designed as an aid to regulation by the Department of Labor since the IRS
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is primarily responsible for examining the form of plans for compliance with the
law and does so on the basis of review of the actual plan documents. Nonethe-
less, employers are put to the substantial burden of completing these forms, then
refiling them after amendment to meet IRS comments on qualification review
(which are almost inevitable because of the newness of the law and the regula-
tions.) There is now talk of consolidating EBS-1 with IRS forms 5300, 5301
and 5302, which are filed to apply for determination of qualification. This would
be desirable.
Annual report (IRS/DOL forms 5500, 5500-0 cad 5500-K)

The Department of Labor and the IRS have Issued forms 5500, 5500-C and
5500-K, with related schedules, and companion forms 5501 and 5504 for use in
particular cases. The Department of Labor and the IRS have not been able to
agree upon a common reporting date and some portions of the forms are required
by one of the agencies and out by the other. In addition, the completion of the
forms requires a substantial amount of work by the employer's independent
accountants, consulting actuary, attorney or inside accounting personnel and
in some cases by all of them. ERISA requires plans to report substantial trans-
actions (over 3 percent of the plan assets). The applicable regulations have in-
terpreted this so as to create almost unimaginable burdens on large plans with
numerous investment managers and thousands of transactions annually.

We cannot believe that these extensive reporting burdens will result In any
significant value to anyone. The IRS and the Department of Labor will still have
to investigate and take individual action against plans that appear to be abusing
the law. When they do they can demand substantial accountings from those
plans that have aroused suspicon. It seems fundamentally in error to impose
extfrmely burdensome financial reporting requirements on all plans as an aid
to enforcement of regulations. Among other things it would seem obvious that the
government will receive such a mass of information that its very bulk will al.
most eliminate its usefulness.
Annual regration statement

This statement on IRS Form SSA is useful and, in contrast to other forms
published under ERISA, is as simple and condensed as possible. It does not ap-
pear to go beyond the specific requirements of the statute in any material respect.

Reportable eyents
Different provisions of ERISA require that a great variety of events with

respect to a plan or its administration be reported to the Department of Labor,
the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation or the IRS. These include:

Any material changes in the plan description.
Any change in the name of the plan.
Any change in the name or address of the plan administrator.
The merger, consolidation or division of the plan.
Disqualification of the plan.
Any amendment reducing accrued benefits.
Twenty percent or greater reduction in participations in a year or 25 percent

or more over two years.
Termination or partial termination for tax purposes that does not constitute a

termination for PROC purposes.
Failure to meet funding standards.
Inability to pay benefits when due.
Distribution to a substantial owner over a specified maximum in a two-year

period.
Merger or consolidation.
Any other event that the PBGC determines requires a report.
There are some duplications, and overlapping in the above list because different

sections of ERISA require reports under somewhat different language to different
agencies. This list of-requirements increases the likelihood of employer admin-
istrative error, increases the dependency upon outside consultants with resulting
expense to the plan and seems a doubtful way to Improve the ability of the
government to regulate plans effectively.

4. P, Nm0oW DWxrr SVAOARATy c01oSAVo1N

Outside of the reporting of events and the complex requirements for merger
or consolidation of plans, most of the PBOO Jurisdiction relates to plan terminal.



tion. As a result, PBGC administration has limited pertinence to, ongoing ad-
ministration of plans and does not figure largely in the problems of the employer
or plan administrator.

5. WELA=Z BENgFIT PLANS

Welfare benefit plans are not affected by most of the design requirements of
ERISA so revision of plans has not been required. ERISA requires added docu-
mentation to name plan administrators and plan fiduciaries, however, and to
create claims procedures. These requirements are of debatable value and are a
nuisance to employers. They are insignificant, however, compared to the report-
ing and disclosure requirements.

For each welfare plan an employer must meet the following reporting and
disclosure requirements:

Plan description; annual reports (except insured or unfunded plans with fewer
than 100 participants); summary annual report (except Insured or unfunded
plans with fewer than 100 participants) ; and summary plan description.

Of these, the only item of any value or interest to employees is the Summary
Plan Description. Distribution of plan booklets by employers has been routine
for such plans for years; creating a formal legal requirement in itself is not
burdensome. Because of the exaggerated specificity of FIRISA and the regula-
tions, however, all booklets will require revision. The cost of such revisions will
be almost a complete waste.

The more serious problem is with the other reporting and disclosure require-
ments. These can be extremely burdensome to the employer and provide no dis-
cernable value to employees. What employee will read or be aided by a lengthy
financial report on a Blue Cross plan? How is anyone benefited by an employer
filing an EBS-1 or a 5500 with the government?
. An employer with numerous plans with varying contract years must file a
multitude of annual reports (and distribute a multitude of summaries) at
various times throughout the year. Consolidating the plans into one fiscal year
to avoid this is artificial and requires another useless step with commensurate
waste. The management and consultant time and expense in this reporting and
disclosure are 'significant; no benefit of any kind to anyone is apparent. We
cannot imagine anyone in government using those reports for any purpose other
than gathering statistics (a questionable function that in any event could be more
easily done other ways). And we know that the impact on employees is negative.

Senator. BENTsE. Mr. WoodworthI
Mr. WooDworH. Thank you for those kind remarks.

STATEMENT OF HON. LAURENCE N. WOODWORTH, ASSISTANT
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY FOR TAX POLICY

Mr. WOODWORTH. I am pleased to appear before you today to discuss
two bills dealing with jurisdiction over employee benefit plan matters
and private pension investment&

When employee benefit plan legislation was being considered by
Congress several years ago, extensive consideration was given to Gov-
ernment agency jurisdiction over the area. The approach which ap-
pears in the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974---
ERISA-was ultimately enacted. As you know, various parts of
ERISA are administered by three separate agencies, that is, the Inter-
nal Revenue Service, the Department of Labor, and the Pension Bene-
fit Guaranty Corporation. For the most part, the jurisdiction of
PBGC does not overlap that of either of the other two agencies. How-
ever, administration under a substantial portion of ERISA is shared
by both the Service and the Department of Labor.

For example, there are parallel provisions under the tax and labor
law portions of ERISA .rpgarding participation, vesting and fund-
ing. -ome of these provisions must be implemented by regulations
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issued by the Treasury Department, while other parts must be imple-
mented by Labor regulations. In each case, the regulations of the re'
spective agency are binding on the other agency.

Perhaps the most troublesome area of dual jurisdiction has come
up in connection with prohibited transactions. If anyone wants to
engage in a transaction with an employee benefit plan which is other-
wise prohibited under ERISA, he must request an exemption from
both the Internal -Revenue Service and the Labor Department. As a

ractical matter, an exemption will be fully effective only if it is issued
both agencies. This dual jurisdiction has resulted in long delays in

the issuance of exemptions.
The reporting requirements under ERISA have also created serious

problems for plan administrators and employers. For example, annual
reports must be filed with both the Internal Revenue Service and the
Department of Labor. The agencies have developed a single set of
forms which can be filed with each agency. Duplicate filings are re-

- quired at present, although the agencies have agreed upon a procedure
for single agency filing.

S. 901 offers a legislative solution to the problem of dual jurisdic-
tion. It would retain jurisdiction in each of the three existing a ncies,
but eliminate any overlapping responsibility. The Internal Revenue
Service would have exclusive jurisdiction over those ERISA provi-
sions dealing with participation, vesting and funding as they relate
to retirement plans. The Service would also have responsibility over
a number of miscellaneous retirement plan provisions, such as quali-
fied joint and survivor annuities and the assignment and alienation
of benefits.

The Department of Labor, on the other hand, would have exclusive
jurisdiction over disclosure, fiduciary conduct, and prohibited trans-
actions. Labor Department jurisdiction in its areas of responsibility
would extend to all employee benefit plans. This would include both
retirement and welfare programs.

Both Treasury and Labor are presently studying the problems
which have been created by dual jurisdiction under titles I and II of
ERISA. Both Departments are working toward a joint recommenda-
tion in this area, which we expect to have later this year.

Based upon our preliminary analysis, however, the Treasury De-
partment believes that dual jurisdiction should be eliminated through
a clear assignment of responsibility. Our joint recommendation, how-
ever, is likely tj differ somewhat from the provisions of S. 901 as to
the assignment of responsibility. Accordingly, at this time it is pre-
mature tro discuss specific assignments of responsibility in detail.

Moreover, we have been advised by the Office of Management and
Budget that this problem will be addressed within th3 framework
of the President's Governmentwide reorganization program under
OMB leadership. It is likely to take several months to complete that
work. In the course of that review, OMB would consider the roblems
which exist as a result of different rules applied by PBOGa nd the
Service in connection with p lan terminations.

The Treasury believes the reorganization review to be undertaken
in this area should give strong consideration to allowing each agency
to continue to develop its strongest area of competence under ERISA
and prior law. The Department of Labor has developed expertise in
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connection with reporting and disclosure, fiduciary responsibility and
prohibited transactions.

The Internal Revenue Service has had a long history of implement-
ing participation, vesting, and funding requirements in the adminis-
tration of the Internal Revenue Code provisions relating to qualified
retirement plans. Th-Internal Revenue Service also has expertise in
administering provisions relating to prohibited transactions for over
25 years.

Another consideration the Treasury believes should be part of the
reorganization review is that there may be cases in which the Internal
Revenue Service or the Department of Labor has unique ability with
regard to one part of a broad area. Therefore, appropriate divisions of
responsibility might not be exclusively on the basis of broad
classifications.

The administration's position on these and other questions will be
-_ presented to the committee after the reorganization study is com-
pleted and-a policy is established as to the appropriate assignmentsof re nsbihity..S. e0i does raise a number of technical problems that we will be

discussing with the Labor Department. For example, both the tax
and labor law provisions under ERISA prescribe reporting require-
ments. As we have mentioned, an annual report must be filed with
both the Department of Labor and the Internal Revenue Service.

S. 901 would require the agencies to prescribe a single form and a
single annual filing date for these reports. In general, however, we
believe that a more orderly set of reporting requirements could be
developed if a single annual report had to be filed only with the In-
ternal Revenue Service. This would eliminate the duplication of effort
involved in filing the same form with both agencies.

Both agencies and in some instances PBGC have an essential need
for information concerning retirement plans. That need could be satis-
fied if the receiving agency were required to make the annual reports
available to other agencies in a manner that will permit them to carry
out its statutory responsibilities in a timely fashion.

S. 901 would also give Federal district courts the right to issue
declaratory judgments when Labor, the Service or PB C failed to
act with respect to an employee benefit plan in a matter arising under
ERISA. The Treasury Department questions this provision of the bill.
As a result of ERISA, the Tax Court already has the authority to
issue a declaratory judgment relating to the qualification of retirement
plans. The addition of declaratory judgment authority in other areas
would seriously hinder the administrative process. The wisdom of in-
sulating the administration of the Federal tax laws from judicial
intervention has long been recognized. The Declaratory Judgment
Act was amended by the Revenue Act of 1935 to preclude this type
of intervention. At that time, the Senate Finance Committee indi-
cated that the amendment was necessary to preserve the orderly and
prompt determination and collection of Federal taxes, noting that
existing procedures before the courts provided an effective remedy
for the correction of errors.

Let me turn now to S. 285, which would limit the amount of stock
that certain pension managers could acquire in large corporations and,
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at the same time, allow plans to invest some plan assets in small riskier
companies without regard to the "prudent man" rule. We understand
the dual purposes of the bill.

On the one hand it is designedTo prevent a pension manager from
controlling such a large portion of a corporation's stock that actions
by the pension manager have a disproportionate impact on the market
for the stock. On the other hand, it is desirable to stimulate venture
capital investments for small businesses. We agree with these objec.
tives and are pleased that the committee is moving to study solutions
in this area.

S. 285 would impose an excise tax if a pension manager, such as a
bank trustee or insurance company, with investment authority over
assets of more than $1 billion were to hold more than 5 percent of any
class of stock in a corporation with capital of more than $150 million.
The excise tax is structured in the same way as the excise tax on pro-
hibited transactions, which would be deleted by S. 901.

In other words, a tax of 5 percent would be imposed on the excess
holdings. If the violation were not corrected within the prescribed
period of time, the pension manager would be taxed at a rate of 100
percent on the amount involved. This limitation would not apply retro.
actively, so that holdings in excess of 5 percent prior to the effective
date of the bill would not have to be reduced.

As I indicated, we recognize that the "concentration" rule was de-
signed to prevent stock price manipulation by large financial institu-
tions with significant holdings in a particular stock. In principle, the
Treasury Department supports this objective. However, to the extent
that concentration in the stock market is a problem, and I don't ques-
tion whether it is, it would appear that the problem sould be addressed
not simply in the context of pension funds. Also, it would appear that
the issue of an institutional investor's domination of trading in a stock
may more appropriately be the concern of the Securities and Ex-
change Commission.

S. 285 would also give investment managers the ability to invest up
to 2 percent of the assets of any one pension plan in companies capital-
ized at less than $25 million without regard to any State or Federal
prudent man rule applicable to pension plans. However, fiduciaries
would not be relieved from any existing prohibition against self-deal-
ing or fraudulent transactions.

As I also indicated, the "leeway" rule was designed to prevent the
prudent man rule from discouraging investments in new and risky
small companies. The Treasury epartment supports to encourage
capital formation. In the case of retirement plans, however, the pro-
tection of the plan benefits has always been of overriding concern.

In this context, the prudent man rule has served to protect bene-
ficiaries from imprudent actions by plan administrators. -The preemp-
tion of the prudent man rule at both the State and Federal levels
would eliminate all protection against imprudent investments. The
Treasury Department continues to believe that the concept of prudence
should govern conduct of employee benefit plan fiduciaries, including
the extent to which they invest plan assets in new venture capital
formations.

Thank you very much.
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Senator BE.MTxs. Senator McIntyre I
Senator McIwrm. Dr. Woodworth, we had some oversight hear-

ings in the Federal Paperwork Commission and I think ERI A. could
ibe classified as a modern monster.

As we listen to the story unfold, how this legislation, so well-inten-
tioned and widely supported by the Senate with a vote of 86 to 7, it
.seems to me that there ought to be some way that we could prevent
this from ever happening again.

The paperwork that flowed out of the Department of Labor crushed
little guys all over this country trying to figure out what was expected
of them, and I think that what really happened, there was, once we
passed the bill, there was a great rush to get it. out. I believe labor
only had about 30 days to throw these regulations together.

Actually, my-recollection is that the Labor Department was not too
vell-versed in this field at all. It was IRS who knew most about the'
pension plan.

So I would like to ask this question of the Labor Department rep-
resentative. Since enactment of this bill called ERISA, what could
you say about the reduction that has been accomplished in the paper-
work as a result of this law? What have you t.en able to accomplish,
if anything, in reducing the demands, the forms, the paper that is
pushed out on the people of this country?
. Senator BENwrsEw. Vill the spokesman for the Labor Department

identify himself?
Mr. BURHARDT. I am Frank Burkhardt, Assistant Secretary for

Labor.
I am not going to apologize for all the problems of past administra-

tions in terms of administration of this law. I do think it is useful,
though, in terms of the reporting and disclosure requirements that we
did have under that law to take a look at some of the areas that we did
change that were changed in the last couple of years. One of them
has to do with the unfunded welfare benefit plans and plans funded
excessively through insurance contracts covering less than 1,000
participants.

They were made exempt August 15, 1975, from reporting with the
exception of furnishing summary descriptions. That whole bloc was
exempted at that time.

As I understand your question, what was done in the years-
Senator MCIWTYRE. You do not have to go into any detail. It may

be good for the record if you could tell us--because if you can enu-
merate the things you have done. I understand this is a continuing
effort. At least we on the Paperwork Commission are hopeful that
something is going to be accomplished.

I notice there are a couple of recommendations here that are in
Senator Bentsen's bill and we find that before the Commission on
Federal Paperwork, December 3, 1976, the Employee Retirement
Income Security Act. Do you support these recommendations 1 and
2 on page 221 1 will read them.

Recommendation No. 1, in ERISA section 104(A) (1) (d) should
be amended to require that notices of amendments to pension plans
may be filed in connection with the annual report rather than as an
additional EBS-1 which is a requirement of 60 days within plan
change.
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Do you favor that, or do you think you have to write on the 60
da s?Vou fellows are absolutely crazy about information. You want all

of the information you can get and more. You have to stop it.
* You are nodding your head. You can accept that ?

Mr. BuRwx~ur. Those recommendations are under study right
now. We expect to have changes in all of those areas, just like chang-
ing the summary plan description. We put that back because it was
unrealistic. It was ready to go, but unrealistic to assume that anybody
could have that by July 15th.

It was one of the things I did there to move that back to some time
in September so we can have the plans, procedures and regulations
out. We are looking at the whole problem. Itis catching up with what
was done in the past and trying to take care of those needs for the
future.

It requires sort of a synergistic approach to this thing. There is a
lot of overlap in terms of whether we want to correct the ills of the
past or set the record straight in the future. We are trying to do the
bost we can in that area. We do have those recommendations under
study right now.

Senator McIxins. Another recommendation in Senator Bentsen's
bill, a recommendation on page 22 on the Federal Paperwork Com-
mission report, section 104(A) (1) (c) should be amended to eliminate
the requirement that a 5-year summary plan description should be
filed with the Department of Labor.

Do you know whether or not you favor this or oppose this?
Mr. BuiKHARD, That, too, is under study.
Senator Mcy'rym. It is under study? I hope you are studying it

pretty hard. Something has to be done.
I come from a small State. I get my ears boxed and my reputation

torn up because we are imposing on the people of this country un-
reasonable regulations and paper. Every timeI get a chance to sound
off, I do.

I do not dislike bureaucrats. We have a lot of great people working
in the bureaucracy. It is getting to be a joke.

I happen to come from-one of my committees is Armed Services
where we have a whole language unto ourselves. I have to prepare
a DSOC on the ESOC.
... qe 31 of the New York Times today talks about this. That is all

right, I can catch up with that. But the people back there in New
Hampshire, really.

One thing I wonder, do you need to have an annual report? How
about a report every 2 years. Do you have to have an annual report I

We did do something about under 100, did we not ?
Mr. BuimmmuR. We made a number of changes. I would be happy

to prepare for this committee those changes that have taken place,
especially small plans and the rest. As we develop our recommenda-
tions to that particular study, how we are going to enforce it we wdl

-sup ply the committee with that, too.
Senator MoI-yrri. Thank you.
Thank you,Mr. Chairman.
S Senator BTsz. One of. the problems that you rum into is that

legislation is enacted without enough consideration being given to
the paperwork impact on smaller firms.
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Senato6rMcI TyZ. The culprit is us, the Congress. We are the real
culprit.

Senator BzNTSeN. We are going to do something about it.
Senator McINTYRE You should have a requirement in your report

on Johnny Jones and the impact on the smaller people in this country.
Senator BENTsEN. The testimony I just heard.where OMB wants

to wait months to decide on reorganization is of concern to me.
Let me ask you, Dr. Woodworth, what are you talking about in

the way of time I We-have had a great many plans that have lapsed,
for many reasons. Some of them because they did not have what we
Would think of as equitable funding and vesting and chose to use
paperwork and redtape as an excuse to quit. I know there are some
of those.

I am also convinced a lot of them threw up their hands at the paper-
work and redtape involved.

Mr. WooDwoRI. I realize what you say is true.
Senator BEwNrswn. We are soliciting the opinions and judgments

from Treasury, Labor, and OMB if they have to get into the act
too, so that we can move on this thing.

Mr. WOODWORTH. Presently I am very much aware of the need for
;action in this area. I think my colleague from the Department of
Labor is also. I think you can depend upon the two of us to do what
'we can to get it out as quickly as possible.

I have been told that OM!B is going to want to study it for awhile.
I do not know what I can do except repeat that to you and say that
I will try and urge them to make their study as short as possible and
make this one of the earliest reorganization plans adopted

Senator BENTszN. I undertand the Secretary of the Treasury had
a description of ERISA and what, it stood for. That shows his con-
cern over some of this regulatory problem that we run into in the
overlapping jurisdictions. We look at who heads OMB and he comes
from business. Certainly he has been subjected to the problems of
ERISA, the duplication, and delays. I hope we will have his strong
support in expediting this.

Mr. WooDwomRT. Would think that we would.
SenatorBN ETmEN. You referred to the fact that Treasury believes

that reorganization should give strong consideration to allowing each
agency to develop its area of competence under ERISA and prior
law. that is what I have been trying to do in this bill, S. 901. It has
been traditionally the field of IRS to handle the areas that I have
assigned to it under the vesting and funding and for Labor to look at
some of the fiduciary responsibilities. That is what we have done.

I hope you fellows do not nitpick at this thing and that you will
give it some broad responsibilities and cut out the duplication.

Mr. WOODWoarT. I have tried to indicate as best I could the view
which tended to parallel your kind of division. Obviously, the others
want to review the matter and we may differ in particular areas. Also,
I think that we certainly start from a position which is very close to
the one that you take, although undoubtedly there are some particular
areas that will need to be reviewed specifically.

Senator BrwrsE. Do I understand that Labor and Treasury are
going to a single form and a single annual filing date? Is that correct?
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Mr. WOODWORTH. We are prepared to do that. I am not quite certain
if it may take a statutory provision in order for us to do that.

Senator BErTsEr. You support the proposal in my billI -
Mr. WOODWORTH. We would like to have a single form as such. We

have a single form, as I understand it right now, but we would also
tlink an aditional simplification could be provided if it could be just
a single filing.

Senator BENTE .. I would be delighted to see that, if you fellows
can agree on who gets it and my understanding is then you would
share it with the rest of the agencies so that the people operating the
plan could just send one report to one of the agencies.

-Mr. WOODWORTH. That is the way that we would like to see it, ys,
sir.

Senator BiENTSEN. I would be very pleased to see that.
Now on the question of pension investment. I propose a limitation

in S. 285 of 5-percent maximum that one of these very major pension
managers can own in the stock of one corporation.

You refer to one of the things that we are trying to prevent is the
manipulation of stock, and that is correct. But another very major
thing we are trying to do toproteet the beneficiary of that pension.

You are getting a situation where people who have pension funds
more and more tend to protect themselves--the way I can protect
myself is to give it to the very largest bank in the country or one of
the biggest ones in the country and no one is going to question the
competence of management.

But the trouble with that, you are getting a very major concentra-
tion of economic control in a very few financial institutions dealing
in billions of dollars and when they decide that they have to have
enough trading in the stock so they can move in and out, that neces-
sarily limits them on their big investments to major corporations and
you get a few of those very big institutions who go into the same
corporations, be it IBM or any of the others, and then you let a Fed-
eral judge down in Oklahoma decide that there is a serious antitrust
question involved with IBM and they all try to get out of that gate at
the same time. That gate gets very narrow and you see a substantial
drop in the stock until 3 or 4 days later when that judge decides to
clnrif his opinion and the price begins to recover. If he had not,
if he had held to the opinion as was understood in the beginning, what
would have happened to the beneficiary of the pension I

What happened when you have a few of those major pension man-
agers who decided they wanted to invest in the so-called nifty-fifty
a nd they were the big investors in the country, and when that went out
of style, what happened'to those pension funds V How much were they
depleted How far did the investment .value go down ? How much did
that affect the pension beneficiary n this country ? Very substantially.

That'is one of the thin that I am trying to get at. I see a situation
where some of these pension funds have been the major trader in stock
for as long as 2 years. Do not tell me that does not have an effect on
the price of that stock.

You have a situation where a pension manager can get himself into
_elf-fulling propheciesi when he ha at his disposal billions of dol-
lars to invest. If he has made himself a bad investment, all he has to
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do is keep buying it, he will hold up that price and make himself look
good until the day he decides to retire.

,What you need to have a true market in this country is multiple de-
cisions by investors across the country. That is what I am trying to
bring about.

Mr. WOODWORT. Senator, we do not disagree with the objective
that you are after at all I think really that all we are trying to say-
and also, we do not question the problems which you indicate arise.

What we really are suggesting is that this is a matter which (1),
goes beyond pension funds as such to other large institutional inves-
tors, and (2), that this is really a question of regulating investments
across-the-board insofar as size in any particular company.

As such, it seemed to us as if it were more appropriately a matter
for a rule with respect to SEC. We are not disagreeing with your ob-
ectives. We are not at all sure that just picking* t out and having the

IRS handle this with respect to pension funds alone is a good solution.
Senator BrNT8Es. I am deeply concerned about the pension benefits

and I think this is one of the ways to protect them.
Pension funds receive a $4 billion tax subsidy annually and pension

funds are the largest source of stock market investments today, and
they are a rapidly growing source. You take ERISA with the speedup
that we brought about in funding for many pension funds, that means
that those assetsarie going to grow faster than they did in the past.
There is a move toward pension funds anyway.

Then you turn around and get some of these pension managers con-
cerned with their responsibilities and you see larger and larger insti-
tutions and you see a greater and greater concentration. Let me give
an example.

The Morgan Guaranty, which held 12 percent of SchlumberA~r's
stock in 1973, sold about one of every eight of Schlumberger's shares
traded in 1974 and 1975, While holding 11 percent of the outstan ing
shares of Philip Morris, Morgan Guaranty sold 1 out of 10 and bought
1 out of 20 Philip Morris shares in 1974 and in 1975 it sold 1 out of
every 8 of every Philip Morris traded. That-has to have some influence
on the price of that stock.

Mr. WOODWORTH. We really do not question that at all. I was just
wondering,-vas Morgan Guaranty acting only with regard to pension
funds, or were they eating with regard to their other fiduciary ca-
pacity, too1

In other words, is this not broader than just pension plansV That is
really all I am saying. It looks as if it is broader than pnsion funds
and as if it is the type of matter that should be a matter of regulation
by SEC.

Senator Biermws. I think that the pension funds' growing with the
rapidity that they are and the serious need to protect the benefits to
the pensioner makes It an appropriate source of legislation of this
committee.

Before we drafted this legislation, we sent out detailed'question-
nair;eq to the Nation's largest bank trust departments and the replies
helped in'selecting what we thought would be reasonable peroitap
limitations for hod ' p Itag
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Many of the banks indicated that the banks should hold no more than
5 percent of a company's outstanding shares. The executive vice presi-
dent of the First National City Bank several years ago stated if we
held more than 5 percent of a company's stock, we would be concerned
that we would become locked in. That 5-percent limit is our working
rule for good market liquidity.

Other banks, say as a general rule, they do not want aggregate
discretionary holdings to represent more than 5 percent of a com-
pany's outstanding shares.

Let me give you an example. Prof. Roy Schotland, of Georgetown
University Law School, in some of his studies shows that the Morgan
Guaranty Trust bought 381/2 percent of all the shares of Kaiser Alumi.
num & Chemical in 1975-381/2 percent.

Morgan Guaranty & Trust Co. has raised no question about these
figures. In that same year, Morgan also accounted for net purchases
of Potlach amounting to 31.4 percent of total trading, 80.8 percent of
International Nickel and 24-.1 percent of Manufacturer's Hanover.
During 1973, 1974, and 1975, there were 128 instances where Morgan's
net purchases or net sales of New York Stock Exchange Stock exceeded
5 percent of the total purchases or sales of these stocks. In 16 of these
instances, Morgan accounted for more than 20 percent of the buying
and the selling.-

Professor Schotland commented: It is impossible to measure how much price
impact such trading does have, because so many factor go into each price at
any moment. But It defiles belief that massive buying or massive selling would
not have significant impact, at least in the short run. . . . Even If one were
not concerned by a pattern of heavy trading on behalf of the Morgan alone,
this is the ripest time for guarding against the spread of such dominant or
unduly influential trading. We should not allow any single committee of invest-
ment managers in any single institution to dominate major segments of our
equity markets. Such domination threatens the soundness of market pricing.

These limitations I am talking about, these are the same kinds of
limitations you have on insurance companies today. Most States have
those kinds of limitations to try to protect the policyholder, to be sure
you have safety.

Mr. WOODWORTH. I am not questioning the desirability of limita-
tions of that type.

Senator BmrsN., On the 2-percent leeway clause, you also have that
with insura..' companies. One of the unintended results I think of
ERISA was th& iou are finding that investors and managers of these
funds are backinj way from investing in venture capital and new en-
terprises in this country, yet this is one of the major sources, or should
be, for venture capital, and it is a growing accumulation of capital.

Let me give you Ian example: 64 percent of the 'pmsion trustees sur-
veyed by the International Foundation of Employee Benefit Plans in
1978 reported that as, a,result of the 1974 Pension Reform Act they
are less willing to invest in anything other than blue chip type
investments.

Since the passage of the act, there has been little investment by pen-
sion plans in venture capital funds, even though during the 5 years
preceding ERISA, at least 50 venture capital funds had been estab-

91-933--T-7----4
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wished with a substantial part of their funding provided by the pen-
sion plans. There has been a change i ,attitude since ERISA and a
drying up of captial for venture corporations.

Senator NelsonI
Senator N wisoN. I am sorry I could not get here at the time when

you began your testimony.
I understand that the Department of Labor was asked for their

comment on the December 1976 Report of the Commission on Federal
Paperwork on the Employee Retirement Income Security Act. Has
the Department taken a position respecting ths report and the recom-
mendations in the report

Mr. BuiKHARDT. We are in the process now, as I mentioned before,
of studying each of those recommendations and we will probably issue
some regulations in some form that will attempt to achieve some of the
purposes, but we do not have any specific ones right now.

Senator N.ELSOx. When will the Department have a position on the
recommendations?

Mr. SACHEL If I am not mistaken, the Department recently sent
a letter to either yourself or one of the officials of the Paperwork
Commission explaining that several of those recommendations already
had been adopted and several others were being studied and I believe
that the Department will be concerning itself with those recommenda-
tions, some of which clearly require legislative change in the consider-
ation that we are now enraged in on other legislative matters

We hope to have a uniform administration position on that in the
near future.

Senator NELsON. Dr. Woodworth, I understand Treasury now has
a detailed compilation of figures on terminations of pension plans
since the adoption of the Pension Reform Act in 1974. Is that correct I

Mr. WOODWORTH. Yes; I think that is correct.
The totals for calendar years 1975 and 1976, the receipts that have

been received were 28,843-
Senator NELSON. 28,843 terminations?
Mr. WooDworTm. Applications for approval for termination.
Senator NELSON. Is that from the enactment of the bill, or just since

the beginning of calendar year 1976
Mr. WooDwoRM. Those are the ones that were received, applications

for it. The applications processed and closed by a determination letter
was 24, 47.

Senator NzLSoN. How many were approved, of that 24,000?
Mr. WoonwoiRr. It is my impression that all of them were.
Senator NELSoN. There wasnot any application that was acted upon

of the 24,0001
Mr. WooDworm. I am not certain of that, but I believe that is cor-

rect. I would like to have the right to correct that if it is wrong, but
it is my understanding that'we really do not have the right to prevent
a termination if that is desired by the applicant.

Senator NELSON. I think IRS has some powers in this area, do you
not I I think my impression is that there are some grounds on which
you can act.
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Mr. WOODWOETH. I do not believe we can prevent a termdnation. I
do believe that we can determine the qualification status for the past
which affects deductions and taxation based on whether the plan was
permanent or and whether there has been discrimination so we can
make changes in tax liabilities with respect to past periods. I believe
it is correct that we really cannot stop a termination, if that is what
they desire.

Senator NELSON. Why do the businesses have to bother to make ap-
plication, then ?

Mr. WOODWORTH. To see that the funds are being distributed, the
funds that are left, in a manner which entitles them to the tax bene-
fits of qualified plans. It is to protect the tax status with respect to
the distributions as such.

Senator NELs6. You also have the statistics for each of those years
on the formation of new plans ? -

Mr. Woonworu. Yes; I think that is correct.
All right. In 1975 the number of initial qualifications of plans was

80,043.
Senator NEL&N. Was 30,043.
Mr. WooDworm. In 1976, it was 29,566. I should make clear that

these figures may differ some from others, because this includes both
the defined benefit and defined contribution plans.

Senator NxsoN. Does-your chart show the breakout on that?
Mr. WOODwORTH. It did with respect to the termination. I do not

see it with respect to the new plans.
Insofar as terminations are concerned, you recall the 24,000 that I

read you before, 24,347 as to the applications processed by the IRS
closed by a determination letter. The defined benefits plans represented
13,764 of those, but defined contribution plans represented 10,583.

Senator NELSON. Have you submitted that summary for the record?
Mr. WooowoRTH. I would be glad to prepare one along this line

and submit it, yes.
Senator NrLsoN. How many pages is it?
Mr. WOODWORT. This is just an accumulation of material that we

received from the Internal Revenue Service bearing on this. The
statistics that you are referring to consist of applications received
from different districts. I do not believe that is of particular concern
to you.

On these two points that you raise, we have it by year, 1967 to 1976
as to the new plans adopted in each one of those years and also thei
other material that I read as to plan terminations, we have that by
month through 1975 and 1976.

I will be glad to submit that for the record if you like, that parl.
Senator NzmN. Yes; I would appreciate it.
Do you have the formation of pension plans and the terminations

for the prior 4 or 5 yearsI
Mr. Wooowowr. I do not have them here, but I think we could get

that for you if you like.
Senator NR:azcN. Yes; and we will put that in the record. We would

like to have both.



[The following was subsequently supplied for the record :]
DEPAirTENT 0 THE TasSuzy,

Washington, D.O7., May 20,1977.
Bon. L~oYD BENTBEN,
Ohairmon, Private Penaloa Plan Subeommittee, Senate Finance Oommittee,.

U.S. Semte, Wasengton, DO.
DzAi M. CHAm-mAN: Thank you once again for the opportunity to appear on

May 10 at the joint hearing before the Private Pension Plans Subcommittee and
the Select Committee on Small Business regarding your proposals relating to-
employee benefit plans, f. 285 and S. 901. As was requested at the hearing, I am
submitting for the record the attached Information on qualified retirement plan
adoptions and terminations for the period from 1967 through 1976.

Attachment I reflects the number of corporate plan terminations in connec-
tion with which determinations were requested from the Internal Revenue-
Service. Attachment II is a further refinement to break those terminations down
between pension plans and profit sharing plans. Because of the system employed
by the Service at the time, money purchase plans are included In the pension,
plan category. Attachment III provides an analysis of the number of initial
determination requests received by the Service, also broken down between profit
sharing plans and pension plans.

The termination of a retirement plan Is within the discretion of the employer
maintaining the plan, although that discretion may be subject to restrictions
imposed by a collective bargaining agreement or for some other reason. The
Internal Revenue Service cannot prevent the termination of a plan. The role of
the Service In connection with a termination is to determine whether the termina-
tion of the plan will cause It to lose its qualification for tax purposes. One of
the basic requirements for qualification of a retirement plan is that the plan
be a permanent program It Is presumed at the outset that a plan is permanent.
Therefore, If the plan meets the other requirements for qualification, the Service-
will issue a determination letter indicating that it is a qualified plan.

If the plan is terminated within a few years after its adoption, the early
termination will be an indication that the plan was not permanent. If the
Service determines that it was not permanent, the plan will lose Its qualification
retroactively to the time of Its adoption. However, If the plan is terminated
within a few years due to business necessity, the permanence rule will have been
satisfied, and the plan's qualification can be protected. Although there is no-
requirement that an application be made to th6 Service regarding the con-
sequences of a termination, an employer which Intends to terminate the plan
will frequently request the Service to give an advance determination regarding
the effect of the termination on the plan's qualification. The Service Is also willing
to make such a determination If the plan has already been terminated.

Sincerely your., LAURBENcE N. WO0DWOwrH,

Assistant Seortary for Tax Poltoy.
Attachment.

ATTACHMENT I
NUMBERS OF CORPORATE PLAN TERMINATIONS FOR THE YEARS 1967-76

IBD&W on applications for d#gWmItoe lete disposd of by Imsseof a detmlati ls Wa

PMang In corporate plan Percent of toW?
Caloaftr year exdstece Jan. I te€ tons plan laminated

1967 ........................................... .... 75 1&9OU .............................................. :,212 W 1,4
169... . .... ................ . ..............1970 ................................................. It ";o2
1971........................................ ...... 291,047 3, W5

..................... 719mI
1974 ....................................................... 4 9666197...................................................... 1.2
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ATTACHMENT II

HISTORICAL ANALYSIS OF CORPORATE TYPE PLAN TERMINATIONS BY DETERMINATION LETTERS ISSUED

Totaldetermination
Pension or Profit- letters

annuity sharing Stock Issued on
plans plans bonus terminations

1967 ............................................... 602 .700 1 1,303
Percentage of total .............................. 46.2 5.7 .............. 100

1968 ............................................... 672 769 2 1443
PorcentaleJof total .............................. 46 6 53.3 ..............1969 ....................... 868 857 4 1, 729

50.2 49.6 .............. 1001970 ............................................. 1 142 11 () 2,306
Percentage of total .............................. 49.5 . 5............... 100

1971 ............................................... 1,605 1.730 (1) 3,335
Percentage of total ............................. 48.1 1.9................ 1001972 .............................................. 1775 1 775 3,550
Percentage of total ............................ Ok0 &0............... 1001973 ....................................... 2 222 1,906 (,) 4,130
Percentage of total............................. &T8 46.2................ 1001974.... ....................................... 2 577 2,027 () 4,604
Prer.ntage of total ............................. 6. 0 4.0............... 100

1975 .............................................. 4664 3612 (1) 8.276
Percentage of total ............................. . 3 1 6 ............... 101976 ........................ ...... 9 6971 () 1607Percentage of total ............................. 9.6 43.4 .............. 100

I Beginning 1970 stock bonus; plans were Included wilt, pofit-sharing plans.

ATTACHMENT Ill
HISTORICAL ANALYSIS OF CORPORATE TYPE INITIAL QUALIFICATIONS

Pension or Profit- Stock Total Initial
annuity plans *srlng plans bonus plans qualifications

1967 ............................................. 11 292 9,205 25 20, 522
Percentage of total ............................ 5,.0 .9 0.1 100

1968 ............................................. 12.89 10,864 22 23,782
Percentage of total ............................ .2 45.7 0.1 1001969. ...... ............................... .14 13346 37 28,075

, Percentap of total ....-........................ 2.3 7. 0. t 100
170 ............................................ ... 16 512 16,062 (i) 32,574

Percentage of total ........................... . .7 4.3............... 10
1971 .............................................. 18 171 22 493 (1) 40,664

Percentage of total .................... , ....... 44.7 55. 3 .............. 100
1972 ......................................... 2%,265 21,070 (1) 49,335

Percentage of total .............................. 7.3 42.7 .............. 100

1974 ............................................... 270,7 () 59,19
Percentage of total .......................... ... 5 43.2............. 100

1975 ............................................... 15 321 14 722 0) 30,043
Percentage of total ......... . .... .... .1.0 i9.. . . 1001976 ...................................... 10996 ........... ). 25,
Percentage of total ............................. 42.0 0...............100

'Begnning 1970 stock bonus plus were Included with profitsharing plans.

Senator NE1;O. My memory may not be right on this. Does the
statute require that when an application is made for termination that
a reason be given for the termination?

Mr. WooDwoRH. The IRS requires it.
Senator NEXsoN. Of these 24,000 terminations, do you have computa-

tion of the reasons given ?
Mr. WOODWOIr, Let me see. Yes; for those 2 years-I am sorry, it is

a 15-month period from October 1,1975 to December 31, 1976. Change
of ownership accounted for 5.6 percent of the total, liquidation of the
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employer accounted for 1.4 percent, adverse business conditions ac-
counted for 39.3 percent, burden of ERISA accounted for 20.1 per-
cent, adoption of new plan accounted for 7.9 percent, and merger into
a new plan accounted for 2.3 percent and closure of plant accounted
for 1.6 percent.

Then there were others, 9.8 percent, which I hope will add to 100
percent.

Senator NELSoN. You said 20 percent-
Mr. WooDwowrTH. The burden of ERISA.
Senator Currm. If you would yield, is it not entirely possible that

some who gave adverse business conditions as a reason would fall in
there because of the greater liability on the owners in reference to
ERISA to make them look at their business process to see if they
could carry on?

Mr. Woowormi. That could well be, Senator Curtis. Another factor,
however, that cuts a somewhat different pattern is the fact that in
some cases we understand that they terminated plans because it was
better for the individuals to set up IRA's. How much that accounted
for, we do not have statistics for, but that was clearly an important
factor.

I would suspect that another important factor was the fact that
some of them were not adequately funded and were not anxious to
become adequately funded and were required to do so by the act. It
is hard to sort these reasons out. On the one hand, they can say what-
ever reason they want down there and it is probably often a combina-
tion of many different factors.

Senator NELSON. Did I understand your testimony to be that it is
not necessary that the business give a reason; and that no matter-what
the reason is, there will be automatic termination if it is requested?

Mr. WooDwo r. I understand that the IRS-I believe they have
the right to do so-requires a reason in order to justify the issuance
of the determination letter.

Senator NELSON. It does not make any difference what the reason
is, there is no ground on which Treasury, under the law, could refuse
to grant permission to terminate?

Mr. WooowotR,. It is our understanding that there has to be a
justifiable reason to sustain the qualification status, but there are
various-I suppose there are some things they could put down that
are not a. justifiable reason.

Senator NELsoN;. When you say "justifiable reason," does the Treas-
ury list what are "justifiable" or "are not justifiable ?" If you requirejustifiable reasons, it would appear that there are grounds on which
IRS could refuse to terminate.

Mr. WOODWOrTH. I do not know what they are. I do know that they
have permitted it -n the various grounds that I have listed. There
may be other grounds on which they have said that reason was in-
adequate, or something of that sort, I do not know.

Senator NELsoN. If somebody submitted an application and said
the reason I want to terminate is: "the horrendous amount of paper-
work that the Labor Department and IRS has imposed upon us, it
is a big mess and we do not want it," is that an acceptable reason

Mr. Woonwoirn. That would be accepted.; yes.
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Senator N oLSON. Thank you Mr. Assistant Secretary.
Senator BENTSEN. Senator (urtisI
Senator Cuwms. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am delighted that these hearings are being held. I am pleased that

the executive agencies are anxious to help us improve this law. Never
has there been any legislation such as ERISA coming out of this com-
mittee tnat has disturbed me more and has created a lot of problems.

As for myself, I was very much involved in the IRA and was not
too thoroughly familiar with the private pension plans as a total. At
the time that we considered this legislation, there were a few cases
that were held up, more or less horror cases, that working men and
women expected a pension under the old law and something-happened,
they never got it. There were not too many of those. There were a. lot
more not because of failure of pension plans but the failure to create
new plans, to extend the program to reach more people, than the
termination of plans.

With the cooperation of the college of business administration,
we had a panel in Lincoln, Nebr. There was considerable interest in
the IRA. I think that the State came in also. All day long no one asked
a question,-how do I start a pension plan. They said, how do you get
out?

The Government destroyed a lot of pension plans before they were
ever born.

As I say, I think the Congress has a very grave responsibility here
and I would hope that we could work something out. I hope also that
we will not hold it back for some big Government reorganization plan.
This is so important that it should be considered as a separate plan.

I have a few questions.
Mr. Woodwoith, ERISA provided a transitional provision to sec-

tion 414 which allowed so-called parties of interest time to conform
with fiduciary provisions. Part of this time expires on June 30 of this
year, does it not?

Mr. WOODWORTH. Yes.
Senator Cuwrs. One method provided to conform was to obtain

an exemption from the so-called prohibited transaction rules either
on an individual or class basis which you mention on page 2 of your
testimony. That is correct, is it notI

Mr. WOODWOrH. Yes; that is correct.
Senator CURTIS. My question is what are the Depatments doing

to aid those whose exemption requests are pending and may not be
acted upon by June 30?

Mr. WOODWORTH. The Department of Labor and the Internal Reve-
nue Service have entered into an agreement to streamline the handling
of exemption cases and we believe that it has resulted in a speed up
in the disposition of these cases.

Some statistics have indicated that only 12 final exemptions have
been issued by the two agencies out of more than 600 applications.
However, by the end of April, the agencies had issued 14 final or
proposed joint exemptions and a very large number of cases have been
closed for denial of exemptions and other reasons. Over 25 percent of
the joint exemption applications have been disposed of by the Internal
Revenue Service.
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In addition, the resolution of a small number of class exemptions
would allow a relatively large number of other cases to be closed.

Senator Cumrs. I am encouraged by the progress, but what happens
when the curtain goes down on June 30. That is the time fixed in the
statute is it not?

Mr. Eu~xmum. If it- were to happen that we were not to have our
exemption procedures ready-these are mostly insurance brokers that
we are talking about here, insurance companies and brokers-

Senator CURIs. Small insurance companies?
Mr. BunuxRra~ivr. Ye.
We would be prepared to extend the period if we were not ready,

but we intend to be ready by that time.
Senator Curris. That is the Labor Departmentf
Mr. BRKHARDr. We are working jointly on this.
Senator Curis. Both departments concur on that ?
Mr. BRKHARDT. Yes.
Senator Curris. If it becomes necessary, there will be an extension?
Mr. BuuwmTm,. That is correct.
Senator Cmurrs. Dr. Woodworth, in your testimony suggesting that

IRS and Labor give strong consideration to rules in the areas of
greatest competence, how would you avoid confusion and expense to
the practitioner who has to figure out these rules ?

'Mr. WooDwomm. I am not suggesting that that be left to the practi-
tioner in that regard. I am suggesting that there be statutory provi-
sions which would divide up the various activities between the Depart-
ment of Labor and the IRS and, as a result of that, that that division
be made by looking at the particular areas of competence of the two
agencies, although I also said that there are some, while yon may gen-
erally do that on a very broad basis, which is essentially what Senator
Bentsen's bill does, that there may be some areas of particular concern

- within these broad areas which might have to go contrary, in a smaller
area, to the general rule.

I think the main thing, as far as those on the outside are concerned,
is to get a clear rule as to what agency handles which particular pro-
vision and to make it clear that they are the only ones that-h-andle that
provision. That is what we are trying to work toward and achieve.

IRS and Labor are right with you, trying to work that out.
Senator Ctmrrs. Generally IRS gets matters of participation and

funding.
Mr. WooDoRwor. The bill does that, and we acknowledge those are

areas of competence of the IRS.
Senator Cuwrrs. Does the Labor Department have responsibilities

in prohibited transactions?
Mr. WooDwowT. The bill does that.
Senator CurTIs. Where does owner liability come in ? Liability on

the part of the owner ?
Mr. WooDworm. I think with PBGC.
Senator Cumwu. With whatI
Mr. WooDworm. The Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation.
Senator Cuimr. It seems to me that Congress should be in that area

too.
I just believe that we have gone too far there,-that we have created

a situation where teas of thousands, way more than that, individuals
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will never see a pension p lan organized in their company, if we in-
sist on such a provision. I want to say that I followed with a great
deal of interest the questioning by Senator Bentsen. I wholeheartedly
support that line of questioning and the objective that he seeks.

It seems to me that clearly we went too far in this field and when
we do that, we not only deprive our citizens of the benefits but we
also restrict the activity to the strongest, not necessarily to the honest
and reliable, but those institutions with superior strength who can
somehow withstand the storm and have sufficient employees and De-
partments and personnel to cope with decisions.

I am convinced that we have done more harm than good to the rank
and file of the employees with ERISA than we have done good.

Mr. Chairman, that is all I have.
Senator BENTSEN. Senator MatsunagaI
Senator MATBSUNAGA. I have no questions.
Senator BENTsEN. Let me say in defense of ERISA, I really do not

hear anyone seriously debating vesting or funding provisions. We said
to 30 million Americans in ERISA that when you reach retirement
those savings of yours are not going to turn to dust. We are going
to give you the same kind of protection that you have when you go
down to the bank and make a deposit. We are going to give you the
same kind of protection that you have in that savings and loan when
you put it into a savings account.

I think that ERISA had a wonderful objective. I think that it
accomplished much, and I think that the bill we passed in the Senate
in 1974 was an excellent bill. I think when we got to the problem
of trying to compromise the differences with the-House bill that we
ended up with all kinds of duplications of effort, conflicting jurisdic-
tions, and we buried this thing in paperwork, and that is what we
have to straighten out, and that is what I am trying to do with this
piece of legislation.

As I understand what has been said thus far by Treasury, they,
too, want to see a clarification of jurisdiction, a division of the re-
sponsibilities. They want to see that clarified, and we will try to help
in that regard.

I am urging very strongly that we not wait, that we push that, to
try to get a result. I do hope they will give further consideration to
the limitation of the amount of stock in a corporation held by a pen-
sion manager to protect that pension beneficiary. The unintended
effect of the prudent man rule was that this source of capital to new
companies in this country dried up and that the so-called basket
clause of 1 percent or 2 percent has worked very well in this country
for insurance companies and it in no way has abused policyholders
and we shQuld have something akin to that in the way of legislation.

Dr. Woodworth, do you have any closing commentsI
Mr. WooDwomrrH. No; except to say generally while there may have

been areas where perhaps we went too far in the pension act to start
with, it seems to me that it has served a good purpose of putting pen-
sion funds on a much sounder basis and footing than they were before
and I agree that there are problems you have to work out, and I can
pledge you the cooperation of the .Treasury Department toward that
objective, and I know from discussing this with the Labor Department

representatives that they also would gladly work with us-in working
these problems out.
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Senator BrNT FN. There have been suggestions that we ought to
wash our hands of both Departments and that a new administrative
agency ought to be created. Those suggestions have been made on the
House side, as I understand it, that you have a new Employee Benefits
Administration, that we forget about any areas of competence or
experience that your Departments have.

Would you care to comment as to the practicability of that
apahr. WOW m. I suppose that plans of that type may be subject

to OMB review. I personally have the feeling that to set up a brand
new agency would be to neglect all the experience and lessons that have
been learned in the development of the existing plans by the Depart-
ments of Labor and Treasury and my own reaction to that would be
that it is the best way to assure that the uncertainty and furor con-
tinues for an indefinite time ahead.Senator BENTSiEN. We would have three agencies then. I can imagine
1RS still having authority to go in and check to see that it truly
qualifies and it stayed qualified to prevent tax abuses.

Mr. Wooiwowrit. The Service would almost have to go in. If tax
deductions are taken I do not see how you can say that they should
not go in and say whether those deductions were properly taken or
not.

If that is true, acting in that way does not put the IRS out and I
think you would find there are certain areas where it would be possible
to remove the Department of Labor in their efforts in that regard.

Senator BENTSEN. If you really want something disruptive to pen-
sion plans in this country, create a new agency an have three of them
involved in there and see how long it takes for it to develop confidence,
understanding, and staffing.

I certainly do not agree with that approach. I am pleased to hear
your comments.

Thank you very much.
Now we have, Mr. Burkhardt here, Assistant Secretary of Labor.

We would be delighted to hear your statement
I noticed that comments were made about the area of responsibility.

Would you like to comment as to your competence in that area
Mr. Burkhardt.

STATEMENT OF HON. FRANCIS X. BURKHARDT, ASSISTANT SEC-
RETARY OF LABOR FOR LABOR-MANAGEMENT RELATIONS,
ACCOMPANIED BY STEVEN 1. SACHER, ASSOCIATE SOLICITOR
FOR PLAN BENEFITS SECURITY, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

Mr. BUeiKnARur. Senator, I do not have a prepared statement. I can
respond to questions that your committee might have with regard to
this legislation.

If you want me to respond in terms of objectives, as Dr. Woodworth
has said, the objectives of your bill are sound. There is a real need to
cleanly define areas of responsibility. It is an obligation we have to
plan participants beneficiaries as well as those who are responsible for
fund administration. It is important that people know who is protect-
ing whom.
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If it is a tax question, the people who are administering the plan,
who are setting it up, I think those questions rightly belong in the
Treasury Department. I think-when you are talking about our particu-
lar program it is important to note that we have had almost 20 years
of experience under the Welfare Pension Plans Disclosure Act and
we have had a substantial operation in terms of the pension plans that
existed under that particular act. We did what was possible under that
law. -- 4

The other thing that is important to remember, we are dealing with
a community clientele of perhaps 40 million participants; 25 million
or so are covered under collectively beneficial contracts. They negoti-
ate the benefits, and in many cases they negotiate the contributions.

The impact of ERISA, the regulations and the administration of
contract laws all come back to the collective bargaining table in one
fashion or another. I think that the Labor Department, over the years,
has been received by workers and the labor movement as a principal
source of Information in this area.

I personally agree with your comments with regard to setting up
still another agency on top of the two agencies that already exist. I be-
lieve that there would be'a considerable amount of overlap.

I think the most important thing is that with Treasury Depart-
ment-and we are both new at this particular game, not new in terms
of the subject matter, but new in terms of the bureaucracy and how
you negotiate these things-but we can work out and clean up some of
those areas of responsibility. As a matter of fact, we had already
scheduled a meeting with Treasury at the Assistant Secretary level
next week sometime. At that time we will be looking at some of the
very sama areas that your bill addresses itself to.

Senator Bze mTsE. Let me tell you, then, since you are new to the
bureaucracy, that if you do not want us to proceed on our own without
your counsel and advice, you had better eive it to us fairly soon because
we are goine to push this and we would like to have your counsel and
advice as to how you think the jurisdiction should be divided.

Mr. BUtx3tAYr. You can be sure that we are beginning now to look
into these areas and to define them on paper and to work out agree-
ments by which we can have common or single filing forms and dates
looking into the length of time that plais have to file; and how we
should handle summary plan descriptions. All of these things will be
addressed in our meetings. I cannot say how long that will take,
whether It takes in terms of 2. 3.4 months. I do not have a crystal ball
to predict exactly how long it will take us to satisfy the two agencies.
Even then your committee may-ot be satisfied. You may-still want to
proceed along these particular lines, but we will keen you informed of
our progress and we will let you know what kinds of arrangements we
can work out on a vohntary basis.

.%nator BxTNsEN. Senator Nelson, woidd you like to comment I
Senator NFTsoN. If they have 1 month to do it, they will do it in 1

month; if they have I year, they will do it in I year. We all know the
answer to that. You have had one-half year now.

Mr. BrRHAmt. I was checking with Senator Packwood's question,
whether I had even been here 5 weeks-he said he sent me a letter 5
weeks ago. I am not even sure I was on the job 5 weeks ago. He is
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right and there is a letter in there. I have to apologize to him-he is
not here. But he will have a response by tomorrow. I can guarantee
you, however, that I have never seen it. We have only been on the job
about 6 weeks.

Senator NilSON. I was not talking about you personally; but the
problem has been there. Our two committees have had hearings be-
fore-in February 1976 2-and the Paperwork Commission published
its recommendations 6 months ago.2 Yet the response drags on and
on. All I am saying, I do not know why it is so complicated, you could
not get together, you know. If it were a lawsuit, you could settle it in
3 days. I do not understand why you cannot do it in 30 days, What is
the problem ?

Mr. BUxxARiYr. There are many problems. They are all negotiable,
I think. I am a practitioner of collective bargaining and negotiation
and I think that any issue, any problem of this type, can be worked out
bypeople and I think we ought to be given the opportunity to try that.

Senator NzLsoN. You are new but the issues have been there for
months, for years. All kinds of complaints are-on the record, yet the
delay goes on and .;on and on and on. I am a great believer in getting
things done. How could you conceivably spend 30 days on it I I do not
know how you could spend 30 days on such a problem. If you sat down,
I would think, you know, in two 8-hour days-

Mr. BuRxHARmD. There are a number ofithings with these forms that
have to be worked out, the questions of who is going to collect the in-
formation, how the information is to be shared between the agencies,
what kind of accessibility to that information would there be. When,
for example, we are doing an investigation into a prohibited transac-
tion or some sort of violation of fiduciary responsibilities, we will want
access to those files, and the sharing arrangements have to be worked
out on a sound basis.

I do not think we should make mistakes as we did in the past of
issuing regulations that then had to be changed and probably created
many of the problems We have today. I would like to approach it on a
little more professional basis and get this thing worked out.

Senator Nmsox. Are you talking about all the problems, including
paperwork and reporting duplication I

Mr. BURKHARIYr. Duplication tf work, filings, sure. These re whire
most of the complaints are.

Senator NuLsoN. Fine. I hope we are not back here 6 months from
now saying, "why have you not done it." I do not know why 30 or
60 days is not enough time.

Senator 1B3Ewrzs. Senator Curtis I
Senatoimrs. I have no questions.
Senator BzNirsEz. Senator Matsunaga
Senator MATSUNAGA. I have no questions.
Senator NELsoN. Can you'get it done in "O days! Is there any reason

why you cannot ?
tTaperwork Requlrements ot the Pension Reform Act 'of 1974," 'ont Htarings before

the Subeommittee on Private Pension Plats ad the Subeommitte. o M Piancial Marketsof the Senate Finane Committee and the 8eleet committee on Small Bstdnes, Feb. 2 and
T~eEmoloyee Retirement income Semurity Act," a report of the Commisslon on Federal

ps.Per rko Dee, 3, 197.i
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Mr. BURKilHARtr. I cannot answer that question without having had
the first meeting. We have our own program pretty well defined and
I am-sure IRS has theirs. We will not have the first meeting until next
week.

Senator Nvlzso. Next week is the first meeting ?
Mr. Bu-KmAumvr. Yes.
Senator NLSON. Next week why do you not discuss this exact point

and then let us know how soon you will have this whole thing worked
out. Can you do thatI

Mr. BummnAPuYr. We certainly can.
Senator NELsoN. I think we ought to get it done. No use in delaying.
Senator BEgwrsm.. Mr. Secretary. your predecessors and staff lelow

the Secretary level, people who are the same people now who were
there then have been working with this problem for many, many
months and surely have done a great deal of the groundwork now and
are just waiting for the policy decisions that you folks at the Secretary
level would make.

Mr. BTRKHADYr. I think that is true. There has been a lot of work
done. We do have the areas identified that we are going to negotiate.
I am sure they have theirs. As you say, they have been working on this
for problably the last 11/h years. They would be expected to be well
along defining the problems. Finding the solutions is something else.

Senator NELsoN. Do you have any comments concerning the limita-
tions on stock ownership by the pension funds?

Mr. BuftKHAPJ'r. In terms of what, the leeway ?
Senator BF.X Ts. The legislation puts a limitation on those pension

funds where you have assets in excess of $1 billion, putting a limitation
on the ownership of stock in one corporation at 5 percent.

Mr. BUJRKHARDT. Not on the pension plans, it is on the pension
managers.

Senator BENTSEN. That is correct.
Mr. BURKHARDT. There are only four pension plans in the whole

country with assets over $1 billion. You are talking about the banks
and trusts.

Senator BEzNTsE. Yes.
Mr. BuRKHARDT. I am a believer in the antitrust-laws andibreaking

up economic concentration. I am not sure that this particular provi-
sion will really achieve that result. As Dr. Woodworth has said the
question may be a better one for the Securities and Exchange Com-
mission if we are talking about that kind of breaking up of the control
that an individual trust will have over a specific company.

Senator BENTSEN. I am trying to protect, in this situation, the bene-
ficiary, the pension holder. I think you have an undue risk when you
have an accumulation of stock in one corporation where it can run 10,
15, 20 percent, as we have seen in some instances and some of these
pension managers that get locked in, and they find themselves in the
very difficult position as far as protecting the pension beneficiaries,
and these pension funds are growing at an incredible rate.

You are seeing more and more o a concentration of the manage-
ment of them in very few hands. That means they have a tendency
of having to go into very large corporations, so they have to float to get
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in and out-and turn, and the other manager has the same problem and
he goes into the same ones too often. Then you get the herd instinct.
They follow each other.

M1r. BURRAiuYr. Exactly.
I think the question of divestiture and mixing of portfolios, could be

done in a number of ways. It is just as bad to have all of your stock in
buildings that are in San Francisco, for example. If you ever had an
earthquake, you would have a problem. It is just as bad to have all of
your stock in thc same company or a mix of it in terms of all equity.

There are a number of areas, number of concerns, that are just as
important. Yours is a very important issue. I am just not convinced
in my own mind that this particular solution, the 5-percent tax solu-
tion, will really achieve the desired result.

Senator BFNTSEN. Mr. Secretary, it will not solve all of the problems
and it will not give protection to everybody in this county.

What we are trying to do is take this one step at a time taking care
of those things that we think are obtainable and achievable.

Mr. BuRHAiwT. I think I would have to take a longer look at that.
I read your remarks in the Congressional Record when you introduced
the concept on January 18th and tried to do a little analysis in termsof how many trust funds we were really talking about how many trust
funds you were really talking about, to get a fix on that. We are still
looking at that.

Senator BENTSEN. I can tell you how many we are talking about.
According to our latest figures, we are talking about approximately
twenty banks, we are talking about twelve of the nation's largest in-
surance companies and several large self-managed pension plans. That
is what we are talking about.

Are there any other questions of the SecretaryI
Senator MATSUNAGA. Mr. Chairman?
Senator BEN TEN. Senator MatsunagaI
Senator MATSUNAGA. Mr. Secretary, you speak of not only the pos.

sibility, but I gather the probability of you being able to get together
with the Treasury Department to work out your differences and areas
of jurisdiction.

According to the figures that I have, in 1976, I think these were the
figures from Senator Nelson, 17,200 pension plans were terminated as
compared to less than half the previous year, less than one-fourth the
previous year, and so on.

Do you feel that by getting together with the Department of Treas-
ury you would be able to lessen the number of termination of pension
plans, or do you feel that even by your getting together and defining
your areas of jurisdiction you will not be able substantially to save any
of these pension plans now being terminated at an astounding rate?

Mr. BURKHADT. As I remember Dr. Woodworth's termination list
he mentioned 20 percent of them were because of alleged ERISA prob.
lems. The other 80 percent, I do not know what the reasons may have
been for termination. We cannot control the economic conditions in
the country at any specific time. I doubt even coming together will
achieve anything in that area.

Some of the areas we listed I do not think we could reasonably be
expected to touch on at all.
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Senator MATSUNAOA. We) as Members of the Congress, are primarily
interested in the beneficiaries of such plans Here is a man who works
for 40 years, puts in his monthly contribution and suddenly finds that
he is without any pension.

Can that still happen I
Mr. BurKHAPYr. We have the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corpora-

tion that insures against that for a single employer plan, and for a
multiemployer in 1978. They pay an insurance premium. They have
been paying a premium of $1 per member per year.

Senator MAruTBNAGA. Of the 80 percent failing, or terminated in
some way, how many percent of the pension is protected by the insur-
ance planI

Mr. BuxHArr. We could not give you an exact number. It would
be at least half, or probably more. We could supply that kind of
information.*

It is important for you to know that the corporation itself is right
now undertaking an examination of the terminations they had afied
with them in 1978. Hopefully it should be out this Friday. You should
get a picture there of the kinds of employees that were protected on
the plans that were filed for termination.

Senator MATSUNAoA. That is with as many as 17,200 failing a year,
up to 50 percent is not enough, is it?

Mr. BURKHAurr. I said that it would be at least that. First of all,
you have to remember-is your 17,000 80 percent with the 28,000 that
was mentioned by Dr. Woodworth? We are getting a little far afield
with numbers here.

Senator MAWTUNAG. According to figures which were given to me
by Senator Nelson's staff, during 1976, there were 17,200 pension
plans which either failed or were terminated. That is the total for all of
1976.

What I am saying here is that after a pensioner has contributed allhis years of labor, up to 20 percent protection by a pension plan is
certainly not enough.

Mr. BURKHAmyr. An individual is not protected up to 50 percent.
If he was in a plan that was paying into PBGC, he is protected at the
time it was terminated. That individual is fully protected up to the
point that he has fulfilled the vesting requirements under the particular
plan or under the law.

Senator MATSUNAGA. What is this figure of 50 percent?
Mr. BiRKTAmRT. Those are the number of plans. I thought you

were asking the question of what percentage of those plans which had
terminated were covered by PBGC.

Senator MAT8UNAOA. I am talking about the pensioner's interest.
He is protected up to 100 percent.

Mr. BURRHARmD. There is a maximum of $820 a month for all prac.
tical purposes. Most plans do not provide for that kind of pension
benefit anyway.

I would say in most all of the caes where they meet the PBGC
requirements that they are protected, ye&

Senator MATTNAGA. Am-I to assume from your patemnent that of
the-e 17200 plans we terminated, none of the pensioneis suffered at

ll e o .
* See letter on p. 61.
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Mr. BuRKHAwT. No, I cannot say that. I do not know what per-
cent of the plans were covered under the Pension Benefit Guaranty
Corporation.

Senator MA7SUNAGA. There is no requirement that they all be in the
insurance plan?

Mr. BuRxAImUYP. If it is a defined benefit plan, if the individual was
guaranteed a certain benefit, then the plan is required to be covered.
The participant in such a plan would have full protection, yes. But
there are plans that are not defined benefit plans.

Senator MATSUNAGA. There definitely needs to be further work done
in this area to protect the other 50 percent.

Mr. BURIAmYr. I agree.
Senator MATSUNAGA. I have no further questions.
Senator NELsoN. The insurance fund is $1 per enrollee, covered

enrollee, per year, right
Mr. BurxiuwT, es, for single employee plans, 50 cents for multi-

employee plans.
Senator NzLsoN. What is the status of that fund now ?
Mr. BURKHAwnr. I am informed it is fully solvent and it paid back

a small loan that it had from Treasury when it was initially set up of
$200 million, something like that. I do not know the exact asset situa-
tion right now. I seem to recall the number is around $300 million but
I'm not sure.

Senator NnoN. $300 million in the fund now?
Mr. BtmJ HAwYr. Yes. We can get you the numbers. This is really

an area for the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation. They have
their own set up there and would know the numbers better.

Senator BENTSzE. I think we have Mr. Henry Rose in the audience
now,

I understand you were not expecting to be called. If you do have
that information, you may answer Senator Nelson.

STATEMENT OF HENRY ROSE, GENERAL COUNJL, PENSION -
ENEIT GUARANTY CORPORATION

Mr. Rosy. I wculd like taj be able to give it to you in writing for the
record. I can give you a rough idea.

The last figures I saw there are $75 million in assets.
Senator NELSoN;. $75 million in assets ?
Mr. RosE. Yes.
Senator NzLSoN. What are the annual receipts 
Mr. Roeai. Annual receipts from premiums are somewhere between

$25 and $29 million.
Senator NELoS. Between $25 and $29 million I
Mr. Rosz. Yes.
Senator NiLsoN. That changes as the number of covered employees

change; and you say you have around $75 million of assets in the fund
now?

Mr. Ron. I believe so. I would like to clarify it for the record.
Senator NzuoN. I would like for you to submit the accurate figures.

precise figures, for the record. How much has been paid out since it
was started 

Senator Bzmrmx. Mr. Rose did not know I was going to call on him.
I say that in his defense.
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Mr. Rosm I appreciate that, Senator.
We are paying our approximately $550,000 -month now to some

6,500 persons. I do not know what the total cumulative payouts have
been offhand.

Senator NEuoN. You are paying out about what?
Mr. RosE. About $550,000 a month.
Senator Nnsox. Per month I
Mr. Ros. Yes.
Senator NzLsoN. To some 6,500 employees I
Mr. Ros. I believe that is it.
Senator NnLsoN. Can you submit for the record how much that

ongterm obligation is, and what the projected status of the fund is
under current circumstances I

Mr. Ros. Certainly. I would be happy to.
Senator Nsox, Is the premium high enough to cover the

obligations
Mr. RosE. We anticipate that the premium will have to rise.
Senator NELSON. Do you have projections to support that?
Mr. Ros. We have some studies that are far advanced to support

that, yes, sir.
Senator Nnow. When will you be making such a proposal.?
Mr. RosE. The studies will be completed sometime this spring. Our

board of directors will review them and we may come forward to
your committee and others some time this summer.

Senator NilsoN. Do you have any notion as of now what premium
changes you will be requesting?

Mr. Rom No, I think it is premature to say.
Senator NzLsox. Thank you, Mr. Rose.
Senator BE.N'rsr. Mr. Rose, you are the General Counsel, as I un-

derstand it, for the Corporation?
Mr. Roa Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BENTBSE. Thank you very much. If you would try to de-

velop the additional information that Senator Nelson requested for
the record it would be helpful to us.

Mr. RosE. I will be happy to supply it.
[Mr. Rose subsequently supplied the following information for

the record:]
PZNSION BZNZFIT GUMANTY CORPORATION,

Washington, D.C., May 27,1977.
Hon. LLOYD H. BENTOsN,
Ohairman. Subcommittee on Private Pension Plans and Etmployee Fringe Ben.-

file, U.S. Senate, Washilgton, D.C.
DEAR MR. CRAIRMAN: This is in further response to the questions concerning

the pension plan termination insurance program that were raised in the course
of the hearings held by the Private Pension Plans and Employee Fringe Benefits
Subcommittee on May 10, 1977.

As you know, most private pension plans that promise a defined benefit are
covered under the plan termination insurance provisions of Title IV of the Em-
ployee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 ("BRISA"). This Includes
approximately 90,000 pension plans, covering over 80 million people. When a
covered plan terminates, the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation ("PBGC")
guarantees the payment of basic pension benefits (within statutory limits) re-
gardless of the terminated plan's financial condition. By law, a covered plan
must notify PBGC before it terminates.

From September 2, 1974 through April 80, 1977, the PBGO received 16,141
notices of termination. In calendar year 1975 the total was about 4,000, rising
to about 7,800 in calendar year 1976. In r. oent months the rate of plan termina.
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tions appears to be declining, as 1,987 Lotices were received in the first quarter
of 1977.

While.therehas ee1 a large number of-c9vered plain t;rIjiiationu, the plumber
o* t~diyid ia w~o haye lpat pexlqon coverpgQ is not Ip proportion. Most of, the-
terminated plans were quite small. All told, in 1975,and 11W6, 260,000 people were'
covered by the plans terminated. Thus, while 10 percent of the.plans initiall-,
covered by tite IV of BRISA hare, terminated, tb9e, plqn4 involved, bp ut. one
percent of the covered participants. FurtherMore, PBGC estimates that iii about
28 percent of the cases, a different type of pension coverage (for example, indi-
vidual retirement accounts) was set up for the participants in the terminated.
defined-benefit plan. In view of the expressed interest of the Comnmlttee,.I: am.
enclosing a detailed analysis of, terminated pension plans which have been
processed by the PBGC, Analysis of Single Employer Define4 Benefit Plan
Termillitl's, 1976.

In most cases pl~p terxiinatton did not mean a significant loss of benefits
that had already been earned, About 97 percent of the terminated covered
plaits thus far evaluated had sufficient funds to cover all guarAnteed-liatipitiea,
270 plais, involving 36,982 participants, tetrilnated with, inadequate funis. to-
cover thq benefits that are guarantgedwby PBGC. As of Mky 2, 1077, the PROC
had become trustee of 102 of those plans, and is overseeing the continued paynient
of the partivipants' guaranteed benefits. Plan administrators of the remaining
terminated insufcient plans have been instructed by the P bGC to. corpAinue
benefit payments pending PBGC beoomingtrustee of tb9" plaps.

By law, the PBGO's guarantee of pension benefits is lliptedip several ways.
At present PBGC cannot guarantee more than $1037.50 in monthly benefits for a
single participant. Ij addition, benefit Increases made less than 12 months before
plan. termination are not guaranteed, and improvements made withiji 5, years
before termination may not be fully guaranteed, Of coiirre, PBGC only guran-
tees pension benefits to which participants were entitled on. the date of plan,
termination. By May 2, 1977, PBGC was paying out $558,000 per month to a
total of 6,6 retirees or their beneficiaries; 6,084 people had guaranteed de.,
ferred pension rights, and benefit payments will begin when, they reach retire-
nient age.

Our most recent year-end financial statement is for. the 15.mnnth,period end-
ing September 30, 1976. As of that date, the PBOC had, collected.$58.2 million
tij premiums pld by single employer plans and $10.4 million from multiemployer
plans and had nssuned approximately $144.5 million In liabilities attributable
to benefit payments under terminated single employer plans. TakJnK itt accou t
administrative expenses, the assets of terminated plans assumed by the PBGOC
and tht employer liability we expect to recover, as of September 30. 1976, PBOC's
cumulative deficit, wap $41 million for, single employer plans.

Although the single-empoyer program shows a substantial deficit, the PBGO'
$72.9 million of cash and investments, as of September 80, 176, planed it In a
highly liquid position. PBGC's liabilities, will be dispharged by paying annuities
over the rewmlping, lifetitue of pensioners and beneflciarlea and.thus only a small
fraction of the total liabilities PBGC assumes are due each year. For example,
at the end of fiscal year 1076, approximately $11 million in pension paywnts
were being made a year on an annualized basis. The PBGC is now studying
the probable need, for a premium increase in order to avoid future deficits.

Ellosed il information describing the PBGC's program andiits finapelal cort-
dition in greater detail.

I appreciate the opportunity to provide this Informatonto the.Ooinmntte and
stand ready to assist the.Committee further in any way lcan,

Sincerely,

General Oowmet,

Senator BF.Ts.I- . Are there any other questions
Tha)k, you gentlemen for your attendance. These hearings will r-

convene at 10 oc]ovk tomorrow morning.
At~this point in the hearing recordjI would like tp Ingert a excellent

study preparedby Ray Schimitt, tho pensionexpert at, the Libraryof
Congress, dealing with the termination of. pension plans since 'ths
enactment of RTISA,

[:The material referred to folloWs;]
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PENSION PLAN TERM1INATIONS-What Do the Statistics Suggest?

Considerable concern has been expressed in recent months over the large
number of pension terminations. Critics charge that the Employee Retirement
hicome Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) is the chief reason for the upsurge In
plan terminations, whereas others believe that business and economic conditions
are the primary reason. Congress is particularly concerned about the increase in
the rate of pension plan terminations since it passed ERISA for the purpose of
protecting the interests of participants in private pension plans and their bene-
Sciarles. In shaping the legislation, Congress was cognizant that no employer
had to provide a pension to its employees and tried to minimize any adverse effect
that the legislation might have on the private pension system. But at the same
time Congress was aware of the serious shortcomings that existed in the private
pension system after almost 10 years of study and debate.

Since there is as yet only limited experience with ERISA, It is both difficult
and premature to Judge the impact of the law and whether the high rate of
terminations experienced since enactment will continue into the forseeable future.
It is therefore Important to have additional information before any conclusions
are drawn concerning the effects of the law. In this regard, both the Labor De-
partment and the General Accounting Office are engaged in studies to determine
the effect of ERISA on plan terminations. In the interim, the following informa-
tion may be useful when viewing the terininution statistics.

How many pension plans hav terminated
Statistics are available on the number of plans obtaining and maintaining tax-

qualified status under the Internal Revenue Code. The data show that there have
been a substantial increase in the annual number of plan terminations and a de-
crease In new plan starts sinee the enactment of ERIA on September 2, 1974.
Thefollowing graph shows that the numwer of new pension plans increased at
a rather steady rate from 194 to 1966. It then increased rather rapidly until
1973-1974 when the number of new plans leveled off at around 60,000. In 197G,
the number of new plans dropped off sharply to about 30,000.

-- GRAPH 1
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Plan terminations grew at a rather steady rate from 1948 uml 1969. The

following graph shows that from 1970 to 1974, the rate of terminations picked
up reaching a significantly higher level in the period immediately after enact-
ment of ERISA.

GRAPH 2

Terminated Plans(1948-1975) -1/
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' It should be noted when viewing the termination graphs and statistics in this paper

that a time lag exists between the date a notice to terminate a plan is submitted to IRS
and the final action by IRS. The statistics in this paper reflect the reported IRS statistics
without adjustment for this lag. In this regard, a study by the Bureau of Labor Statisticsof plane that terminated between 1955 and 1985 indicated that on the average durin
period of increasing terminations the number of actual terminations exceeded the number
of applicaitions acted upon by IRS during any period by 20 percent. Since the enasetmeut
of E RXSA, the time lag has increased. The present IRS objective is to process the termina-
tion applications within 145 days of receipt.

Since the enactment of E RISA there has been a decrease in the annual ratio
of new plans to terminated plans. During the ten years prior to enactment, the
average ratio of new plans to terminated plans was about 14.4 to 1. In 1975, the
ratio was 3.7 to 1, and only 1.2 to 1 during the first nine months of 1970. Further-
more, since enactment of ER{ISA most of the new corporate and self-emproyed
plans have been of the defined contribution type (that is, profit-sharing and money
purchase plans). Defined contribution plans are not insured by the Pension Bene-
fit Guaranty Corporation (PBGC) and are not required to meet the funding
standards of ERISA. During the period January-September 1978, only about
10 percent (1,330) 0o: the 14,270 new tax-qualified plans were of the defined bene-
lit type.

Th~e following are the yearly totals of new plans and terminating plans froim
1965 to 1978 together with the ratio between the two.
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Tax qualified corporate plans
Ratio of

New Terminated new pluis
Year plans plans to terminated

1965 .................... ......... .. 13,532 31,6 13.1
1966 ........................................... 18,13 ,210 15.0
1967 ................................ . .. 20,521 1,307 15.7

6-- ............................................................ 23,782 1,443 16.5
1969 ........................................................ 28, 75 1,723 16.2
1970 ......................................... 32,574 2, 306 . 14.1
1971 ..................... ... . .. 40,664 3, 335 1221972 .................................................. 49,335 3, 520 14.01973 . ............... ........ "'................ 59,605 4 130 14.41974 ......................................................... 59,385 604 12.9
1975. .......... ................ ... ......... 30,039 8,108 3.719762 ................. ..... .. ..... . . . ".. 114,270 11,909 1.2

' Through September 1976.a Includes a small number of plans for the self-employed.
Source: Internal Revenue Service.

Quarterly data are available on new and terminated plans since 1969. A break-
down is available for both profit-sharIng and stock bonus plans, as well as
pension -and annuity plans. The following two graphs show that the-number
of new and terminated plans within each benefit plan category followed the
same general patterns. In recent years, however, pension and annuity plans ac-
counted for a proportionately greater amount of the increase in both new and
terminated plans.

.. Total new plans
-- Profit-sharing and stock bonus plann

-- pension and annuity plans

I OO

,..: ..

• g

4e~e .... : "

0I

i
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Qtal. terminated slans
Profit-shari~g aaWi stock bonus plans
if~sis 1AM d A n-4y plaus

S 61 68 63 641 6 89

Howo man, plans could have been expected to termnate?
Since plans have terminated In the past, It Is reasonable to assume that they

would continue to terminate In the future. But how many plains could have
been expected to terminate notwithstanding ERISA?

The number of terminations takes on meaning as a measure of the impact of
ERISA when compared with the number of plan terminations which might rea-
sonably be expected In the absence of ERISA. Based upon historical trends and
economic data, over 9,000 plans could have reasonably been expected to termi-
nate in the two years following September 1974 ERISA may therefore only
be responsible for the Incremental Increase over the anticipated number of
plan terminations. However, this In Itself Is significant since the actual number
of postenactment terminations (21,123) is over twice the extrapolated amount
(9,132).%
What is known about terminated pensfon plans?

A limited amount of Information Is available for defined benefit pension plans
that come under the termination Insurance provisions of ERISA. These plans
account for about half of all terminations.

On March 19, 1970, the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation released an
analysis of single employer defined benefit pension plans that terminated during
1975. The analysis was based upon a ten percent systematic sample of termi-
nated plans. Some of the highlights of this analysis are at; follows:

In 35 percent of the plan terminations Involving an ongoing employer, an In-
tent to provide pension coverage to plan participants through another plan was
cited.

Seventy-seven percent of the plan terminations covered by the Insurance
program did not Indicate that ERISA was the reason for termination. Adverse
economic conditions, change in ownership, or liquidation of the employer's
business were typical of the cited reaons for plan termination.

I The expected values for the 2-rear period following enactment are proJected from two
regression equationot estimated with quarterly data beginning with the first quarter of

199 thronxh the third quarter of 1974. These equations control for the effects of Inflation,as well as historical and seasonal trends.
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T*elve percent of itlie'plan terminations covered by the Insurance prdiramIndicated, thitt MRISA was the reasoi-for termination.
Al additional eleven percent cited other reasons in addition to ERISA, Silch

,as adverse ecnovimc tftditions.
The June 30, 1975, Anaul Report of the Pension Benefit Guaranty Cdrpora-

tion provides additional information on terminating plans based upon a 20-
Vercent random sampling.

The terminating plans in the sample average 30 -participants.
FPftty-three Dercent of the plans covered fewer than 10 participants.
Thirty percent of the plans were less than 5 years old.
Some pension experts question the validity of the reasons cited-by employers

tor terminating their pension plan. Under pre-existing IRS procedures (see
Rev. Rul. 69-24, 69-25, and 72-239), If a plan were discontinued within a few
years after adoption, an employer could lose prior years' tax deductions unless
-the plan were terminated for valid business reasons. Accordingly, a plan which
had been in existence only a short period of time might be reluctant to cite
ERISA as the primary reason for terminating so as not to Jeopardize prior
,years' tax deductions.

In a November 5, 1976, news release by the American Society of Pension
Actuaries it is stated that "According to 70 percent of participants in a recent
-survey of qualified plan practitioners, ERISA, not business conditions, is the
major cause of the recent upsurge in plan terminations." Concerning a small
'number of new plans being formed, the release stated that "red tape, burden-
-some funding rules, and overly liberal eligibility rules" were the factors de-
terring new plans. Also mentioned were the fiduciary provisions of ERISA as
'well as the easy availability of Individual Retirement Accounts (IRA's) as an
alternative.
Is the "Fallout" all bad?

While ERISA may have caused a number-of plans to terminate, It is important
to look beyond the termination statistics. Some employers terminating their
plans, for Instance, are reportedly converting to other types of employee benefit
plans; other employers may be taking a "wait and see" approach before adopting
a plan until all the regulations are out. Furthermore, it could be hypothesized
that the "worst" is over. ERISA may have caused a number of "poorer" or
marginal plans to terminate- precisely the type of plan which led to the enact-
ment of miulmum Federal standards.

While some individuals may have lost pension coverage. ERISA will increase
the chances of other individuals participating in ongoing plans to earn pension
benefits through the liberalization of the participation and vesting requirements.
Thus, the net effect could be an actual increase In the number of individuals who
may eventually receive pension benefits at retirement. Furthermore, Individuals
,with vested rights under a defined benefit pension plan will receive those benefits
withinn certain statuory limitations) under the termination Insurance program
established by ERISA.

It should also be noted that the statistics on plan terminations--do not reflect
the number of people who may have been reasonably expected to receive benefits
under the plans or what their current pension status is, Nothing Is known, for
Instance, about how "good" the plans were; that Is, how many participants of
these plans had earned vested rights to benefits, how long an individual was
required to work before benefits vested, or how much benefits each individual
could have been expected to receive if the plan had not been amended to comply
with ERISA. Many participants may have been covered by plans under which
*they would have received little or no benefits anyway. These Individuals would
at least now be eligible to save for their own retirement by setting up an Individ.
'ual Retirement Account.

It should also be recognivkd that the economyhas just experienced the most
serious recesson since Word War II. (The pension '"oom" began shortly after
the end of World War II.) As shown in graph 4, profitsharing plans which are
exempt from some of the provisions of ERISA (i.e., funding requirements and
termination Insurance provisions) and which often had rather liberal participa.
tion and vesting provisions followed the same sharp postenactment termination
Increase. This suggests that some factors beyond the law contributed to the sharp
increase in terminations.
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The answers to these important questions may be available when the General
Accounting Office and the Labor Department complete their termination studies.
While the GAO study covers only defined benefit plans covered by the PBGO
termination insurance program, the Labor Department study will cover all
plans. The GAO study is expected to be completed In Summer 1977. The final
report of the Department of Labor, however, will probably not be available
until fall.

[Thereupon, at 3:45 p.m., the hearings in the above-entitled matter
were recessed to reconvene Wednesday, May 11, 1977, at 10 a.m.]



PENSION SIMpPIFICATION AND INVESTMENT RULES

WEDNESDAY, MAY 1.1, 1977

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCO M E ON PRIVATE [-PENSiON PLANS

AND EMPLOYEE FRINGE BEFIrrS OF TH
-MCoMIE oN FINANCE AND THE

SELECT COMMITTEE oN SMALL BusixEss,
Washington, D.C.

The subconmittees met, pursuant to notice at 10 05 a.m., in room
2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Lioyd Bentsen (chairman
of the Subcommittee on Private Pension Plans) .presiding.

Present: Senators Bentsen, Matsunaga,.and McIntyre.
Senator BENTSFN. These hearings will come to order.
Tlis morning we begin the second day of hearings on legislation to

simplify our pension laws.
Unreasonably burdensome and costly reporting requirement, par-

ticularly for smaller private pension plans, will be counterproductive
and may result in the cancellation of many good plans. A reasonable
balance must be maintained between-the necessity of protecting all
pension plan participants from abuses and the necessity of avoiding a
situation where many good retirement plans terminate simply because
they are being buried in an avalanche of paperwork and redtape.

-- Duplicate reporting requirements impose an unnecessary time and cost
burden onlusinessmen, labor organizations and other administrators
of pension plans.

There have been excessive delays in the promulgation of regulations
and rulings. Some of my constituents have literally been waiting years
for administrative rulings under ERISA. This is not an example of a
Government which is responsive to the needs of its people.

Dual administration frequently results in some unacceptable, al-
though unintentional, regulatory requirements. For example, pension
plans are required by law to notify the pension plan participants and
beneficiaries of certain changes in the plan. In order to comply with
duplicate rules and regulations, one plan found it necessary to send
three separate notification letters to participants--one letter to partici-
pants in order to comply with the rules of the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice, a second letter, with virtually identical information, to comply
with the rules of the Labor Department and still a third letter to com-
I with the rules of the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation-
PBGC.-

Our witnesses this morning include two previous administration
pension officials--former Commissioner of Internal Revenue' Donald

(69)
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Alexander and former Administrator of the Pension and Welfare
Benefit Program at the Labor Department William Chadwick.

I would like to first welcome former Commissioner Alexander, an
outstanding public servant, who has the respect of all members of the
Senate Finance Committee. During the past 8 to 4 years as IRS~pon i 'isoppy, P1 ad lxd3 a d oafte WO strp~ coal-
mitmenitto simplify the administration of our tax and pension laws.
He has repeatedly- provided inuluabla assistance to the tax-writing
committee of Congress and we are very pleased that we will continue
to benefit from his expertise". -.

Commissioner Alexander.

STATEMENT OF DONA= (1. 4LEXAO +, FORMER COXMMIPSONER
OF INTERNAL REVENUE

Mr. ALwAnim. Thank yQ4 yery mich, Mr, Chairman. I deeply
appreciate what you said, and I appreciate even more your longstand-

g , 4 cpn~i"uing teresi staking that re~oonoble l .nce that
Ypu (e w-ee beteve estabhhng anl rotet'a rightsp-apartici-
p ants and buefciaries and iot requir'iW so mnch i the way of regu-
lation, in the Wiy of duplicate relation and in the way of paper-
work and duplicate, aometimas traplictp, paperwork, asjto impede

11 stit the gcwtlh and vitality of our system of private pensions.
Mr. Chairman, I have a statement which I would like to submit for

tb record with your permission, and to summarizeit.
I pleased to hqve the pptunity qs a private citizen to testify

in support of your bill, S. 901, the Pension Simplification Act.
Seor BENTrsu. Let me interrupt. Today many members of the

Finance Committee are down at the White House for a meeting. Some
of them are not back yet. I am sure that we will have better attendance
in r short time.

Mr. ALEXAN-DEn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
When I became Commissioner of Internal Revenue back in May-

1978, the move toward pension reform was well underway and it had
started some years before that. It was moving in two directions at
the same time: One, your bill to establish, maintain and protect rights
9f participants and beneficiaries and two, companion bills on the labor
side. These bills were quite similar in content, but different in their
jurisdictional approach.

The bills sponsored by the House and Senate Labor Committees pro,
dd for the administering agency to be the Department of Labor.

Whe tills sponsored by the tax writing committees provided for thi-
.nternal Revenue Service to continue to have responsibilities, that itha 40 at least since 1942, to administer the strengthened provisions
o aw respect to vesting, funding, and participation, as well as new
provisions with respect to prohibited transactions and duties of those
wh0 admialster plans--not what is written in the plan, but what is
done by the fiduciAry or administrator of the plan.

It is difficult enough fIor a single agency to administer a law soundly.
particularly, a new and complex law that aftcts a large number of
pepplo. Various ,groups within the agency, oi within a department,
have differing ideas and it is surprising when you readily achieve
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tonsensus.'Constsw is slow to develop, frequently, and action is. also
slow even when you have one administering agency.

In the Internal Revenue Service authority and responsibility with
respect to ERISA is assigned primarily to the Office of the.Assistant
Commissioner for Employee Plans and Exempt Organizations. The
Chief Counsel plays & major role, however, as does the Tax Legisla-
tive Counsel in the Treasury Departnient.

The problems are compounded when another agency is assigned
duplicate responsibilities and authority. There is an exponential in-
creae in the delays incident to making decisions, the difficulties in
arriving at consensus, and the delays in implementing decisions once
made.We tried to make the system work. It did not work as well as you
in Congress expected, as the public expected, or as we expected of
ourselves, despite our efforts.

Large backlogs have been built up, particularly in the prohibited
transaction areas where the statute, in both the labor provisions and
tax provisions, flatly prohibits plan fiduciaries and parties in interest
from entering into certain transactions unless the agencies, both Labor
and IRS make exceptions in situations that, among other things, are
protective of the rights of plan participants and beneficiaries.

In cases like this, you can expect that there would be delays of the
kind that you mentioned Mr. Chairman.

Another problem is duplicative paperwork. That is a problem in
which Senator McIntyre has a great interest, both in the Senate and
as a member of the Oommission on Federal Paperwork, on which I
was privileged to serve. There we tried to arrive at common ground,
a common form to be supplied at the same time to both agencies or
better supplied only to one agency and the information-given by that
agency to another. Here again we encountered problems of the kind
that you are describing.

Now, some of these problems have been worked out and some. of
them are being worked out. but you need a legislative solution. That
legislative solution should be in the long range best interest of the
employees and the employers, but it should not disregard the ac-
cumulated experience, the staff in place, and the knowledge acquired
by the IRS which, for over 30 years, has-administered provisions of
law with respect to retirement plans. These legislative actions should
not impede the current efforts to cope with backlogs and produce the
meaningful guidance and assistance that is so badly needed.

If in the effort to solve every problem, however minor, including
the possible overlap between ERISA and the Bankruptcy Act or the
Freedom of Information Act or the Privacv Act, a massive bill is
designed. I would question, in this real world, whether that massive
bill could ever be enacted and. if enacted, whether the solutions that it
contains might not be worse than the problems that it seeks to cure.

The soundest way to proceed is to eliminate overlapping jurisdiction
by allocating responsibilities between IRS and Labor. That would
leave IRS and Labor and the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation
still in the picture, but the overlap between the Pension" Benefit Gua r-
anty Corporation and IRS is not really troubesome and the creation
of a massive new agency is not going to solve all the problems of
overlap.
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If it were to solve them, then there wouli be some-overlap in that
very agency; you would be transferring overlap from one place to
another place. I doubt that such a transfer would be particularly
helpful.

Senator BENTsEWz. Let me understand that. YOu are saying you
think that creating a new agency, a new bureaucracy would not solve
all of the overlap.

We had some testimony yesterday to the same effect, that the, IRS
would still have certain areas that they would have to intervene in
insofar as seeing if there was true tax deductibility and that sort of
thing.

Mr. A NxAN)ER. Yes.
Unless authority such as the right to determine what is reasonable

compensation would be given to this new agency, there would still be
tension, there still would be overlaps between a new agency and IllS.
Our pension system is inextricably tied to our system 6f taxation, as
You ointed out in your. statement introducing S. 901. Massive tax
benefits are granted to encourage our present system of retiteme"nt
plans. These benefits nay amount to well over $4 billion in taxes
otherwise due but for theseprovsions in the statute.

IRS is the agency charge with administering the tax lhws. It has
the right and responsibility to conduct audits where necessary in ful-
fillment of this charge imposed upoli it. .

Granting a duplicating audit right and responsibility would create
far more problems, in my judgment, than it would solve. Duplicate
audits would obviously be bad, but failure to audit would be worse. It
would leave a hole, a gap, of serious and growing dimensions as those
perhaps with greater desire to reduce their tax obligations than
desire to conform to what is expected of them, take advantage of this
situation. I cannot see, as a practical matter, how enough of IRS'
present authority could be transferred to a new agency without making
a massive inroad on the tax system in a way that would make the cure
worse than the kill.

Senator BENTsEi. You have more confidence in the Labor Depart-
ment and IRS and this piece of legislation where I try to direct it
toward their areas of competence and expertise.

How long do you think it would take a new agency, starting fresh
with new people, to finally bring some order and some response to
the private pension system I

Mr. ALEXANDER. The creation of a new agency would be very seri-
ously disruptive. An order could be issued transferring all of the In-
ternal Revenue people concerned with employee plans immediately to
the new agency. if the order could be issued immediately, theoretically
the people could be transferred and working. Actually, it does not
work that wa

There would be bureaucratic jockeying for position. There would
be the writing of position descriptions which would make the HEW
Secretary's cook's position pale by comparison.

There would be further disruption as people tried to establish new
slots and competed for the top slots. Problems in creating a new agency
would make the present backlogs, the present delays, the present dis-
locations, minuscule by comparison.
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Now I notice the bill introduced in the House proposes that if a new
agency is created to take over the work presently conducted by IRS,
Labor, and presumably others, there may be a delay in the effective
date of creation of the new agency for 1 year.

As I see it, having had some experience in government and havin
been through the creation of the new- office in Internal Revenue with
the responsibility of administering IRS's authority with respect to
ERISA, that year would be a year in which people would be doing
very little constructive work on the issuance of long-delayed regula-
tions, of long-delayed exemptions, of guidance to the public, but would
be a year in which the new organization would be the focus of their
attention. The year, I think, would be down the tube as far as meeting
the objectives which those in the House, want, which you want, and
which the agencies and the executive departments want, as well.

I think a new agency is the worst of the alternatives open to con-
sideration in an effort to solve the problem.

Another solution is to give Labor the entire responsibility. Perhaps
it might seem parochial of me to suggest that that is not the better al-
ternative, but I think that suggestion is sound. The IRS has been in
this business for a long time. The IRS has used its pre-ERISA power,
the power to deny exemption or withhold exemption, reasonably well,
but it needs additional powers and rights, specifically to safeguard and
establish rights of employees. The use of the club instead of a pencil,
even though the club is swung very carefully, is not the best solution.

So your bill S 901, remedies this defect ira sound way by giving
the IAS flexible powers, like those granted to the Labor Department
under ERISA. One of the objections that I have heard stated to assign-
ing jurisdiction to IRS over vesting, funding, and participation and
removing duplicate jurisdiction this way, is that IRS does not have the
proper statutory powers to carry out the mandate. Let us give IRS
the powers.

I stated in my prepared statement that the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice, although it is the Nation's tax collector, is aware of its regulatory
responsibilities in the field of employee plans and in the field of
exempt organizations. It does not wear green eyeshades in the exercise
of these responsibilities.

Given the flexible powers that your bill provides, the IRS would be
in a far better position to protect the rights of participants and bene-
ficiaries under pension plans in a way that does not impose such
paperwork burdens on those who create or maintain plans as to
impede the formation of new plans or require the demise of present
plans.

Your bill eliminates much of the problems created by ERISA'.
section 103, more than six pages of specific paperwork requirements.
It calls for submissions of massive detail. Your bill repeals this pro-
vision and instead puts the burden on the administering agency to
require what is necessary, but only what is necessary, from the public,-and require it in a way that is understandable to the public and useful
to participants and their beneficiaries.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BzETmEw. Senator McIntyre I
Senator McINrm. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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I am delighted to see you here, Mr. Alexander, because, Mr. Chair-
Inan, Mr. Alexander was a, very active member of the Paperwork,
Commission, and a very good one. He asked a lot of difficult, tou ch
questions, embarrassing questions at times. We are sorry to see him
leave. Did you participate closely with this December 3, 1976 report
of the National Paperwork Commission on ERISAI

31r. ALEXANE. Yes, I did.
Senator McIirm. The bill being advanced by Senator Bentsen

contains recommendation I and -recommendation 2 of the Federal
Paperwork Commission's suggestions and recommenadtions. The
question that I raise in my own mind, why does it fail to include all
the recommendations

I thought I would ask you that. Did you agree with all the recom.
mendationst For example. recommendation no. 3 on page "28-em-
ployers should be required to provide simplified statements of accrued
benefits investing to employees in lieu of the complex financial state.
ments presently required?

It may be that some of these recommendations do not properly be.
long in a statute per se, but should be very convincing and heavily
endorsed report language. I would like to run through these quickly.

Did you agree with recommendation 3?
Mr. ALEXANDER. Yes. We agreed with all of the recommendations

that related to IRS' authority and responsibility.
As to the recommendations that related to the Department of Labor,

in my capacity as Internal Revenue Commissioner at that time, I noted
those recommendations and thought that the a proaches were sound.
I have to hedge a little on whether we agreed fuily on these or whether
we had some reservations. I can tell you that we-were strongly in
favor of the elimination of section 103 and similar provisions in the
statute that called for reporting detail, and the substitution of a gen-
eral provision under which the agencies would then properly apply
to make sure that they received what they needed when they needed it
from the public, and that the participants and beneficiaries received
what they needed to understand what their rights and obligations
were.

I think recommendation 3 goes to this proposition. I think it is a
sound recommendation.

Senator McIxTizm. Recommendation 4 directed the Commission of
Internal Revenue to eliminate the requirement to file forms 5498 and
5499. Do you agree with that?

Mr. ALEXANDER. Yes.
Senator McI.NTymE. Have regulations been issued to do that in the

IRS, and making it unnecessary to discus it further
Mr. ALEXANDY.U. I think they have eliminated the duplicate filing

of these forms. I think they are looking into eliminating one of the
forms completely.
. One of the forms is sent out to tell someone, not to tell the IRS,
but instead to tell the particular participant about his or her partici.
pation and account, and people do need that sort of notice. They need
toget it from the administrator of the particular plan.

Does IRS need it I The ajawer to that queion is no, and I uIr.
stand that IRS has done something about it.



Senator McIvmE.a H6* about the recbnmtendati6n to 1inAft8i
form 5504 that appears on page 34,' recommendatioh No. 5 1 Hds that
been carried ota, to-your know~hdge? I

Mr. ALmXANDER. I believe so.
Senator McAthz'r. Do you think it *ouhl be appropiate or inap-

propriate for report language to direct the IRS td eliminite the6
forms, or would that be inappropriate I

Mr. A1XANDER. I think what the report language should d--I
have already suggested what the bill should do,-what the report Ian-
guage should do is call attention to the specific forms hin question,
whether they are necessary, and question Iihether they should be elimi-
nated, if not eliminated lready. I understand this p~ftieular 0ne hi
bern eliminated.The problem of eliminating too many forms is that you find your-
self *ith too little information. One has to strike a balance, as yotu
know.SSenator McIwrr7T .That would be delightful for a change. Too few
forms. There seems to be an absolutely insatiable desire of IRS and
everybody else in the bureaucratic world to dsk too many questioft, it/
my opinion-I realize some information, of course, is necessary.

Mr. AxAN~EOR. Once in awhile it works the other way. Schedule
D in the 1976 income tax return, I hope, was considerably better than
schedule D on the prior income tax return.

That is one I had something to do with. I do not believe there were
enough people with pre-1969 carryovers to clutter the form with Jues-
tions that referred only to that 'particular type of situation. Those
were eliminated, and you had a simpler schedule D.

With the enactment of the Tax Reduction and Simplification Act
of 1977, we should have a simpler 1040A next year that will be ma-
terially helpful to the American public.

Senator McI.IRmE. I congratulate you. Did you pick up a few nreote
bucks for us that way I

Mr. ALEXANDER. I am not sure whether my successor is gbing to find
that he picked up some more bucks. I tell you he is going to solve
some headaches, not only headaches of his own, because he is a ic-
cipient of the public's complaints, but headaches of the public that had
to cope with the 1976 Form 1040.

Senator McITrm. Mr. Alexander, I got here late. I just glanced
through your statement.

Do you Egree that Labor has enough interest in this to be part of 6,
cooverseer of this ERISA plan, or do you think IRS can do it all by"
itself

Mr. A EXDER. I think there is a place for both agencies in sepa2

rate parts.df tile work. I think the problem is both agencies are now
in almost all parts of the work. There is the problem. The problem is
duplicative jurisdiction.

Think IRS knows how to cope and copes frequently ih areas Whei*
other agencies may have restricted jurisdiction or . eciflc responsi-:
bility. For example, IRS has long worked closely with the SEC. Thk
situation may create some tension, some friction of course. The nature
of a bure aracy is to wish for sole responsibility and s6le auttotitV.

The (overnnerpt, however, does not work that way and cannot w6rk.
thai'wy. Our tax system intrudes on, affects and is affected by, just
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about everything we do just about every activity ti-at we conduct.
That means that the IRS has long had the responsibility of working
together with other agencies, in areas of proper interest to both IRS
and another agency.

I think there is room here for both IRS and Labor-Labor was in
this area before with the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act-
Labor- has responsibilities and perspectives different from IRS, re-
sponsibilities with respect to labor organizations and with respect toemployees. , .There is a role for both agencies, but duplication should be elimi-

nated. I think 901 meets this issue in a sound way. One might sug-
Sest that prohibited transactions--for those not turning in fiduciary
issues--should be left to the IRS rather than having section 4975 re-
pealed, but the--olution of S. 901 to the general problem is of such
benefit to the public and the administrative agencies that I would not
recommend that enactment founder on this issue.

If you -try to do too much, I do not think you are going to do any-
thing at %ll. Some have suggested that S. 901 does not meet all of the
problems, therefore none of the problems should be met. I do not
accept that.

Senator MIlw. nz. Let me ask this. Were you Commissioner of
Internal Revenue at the time that ERISA was passed in the House
and SenateI

Mr. ALEXANDER. Yes; I was.
Senator McIN'rm. Is it true that the Internal Revenue had very

little to do with the bill in its formationI
Mr. ALeXDANeR. IRS did play a part. I was up at the Hill frequently

working with the taxwriting staffs in connection with ERISA. 1 was
quite concerned about tying two bills together with the duplicative ju-
risdiction that that entailed. I was hoping until the last minute-in the
late summer of 1974, that that would not come about.

Senator McINTm. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BEN rBE. What we ran into in Congress is the same type

of thing that-you run into time and time again, where you have two
committees involved and you have compromises that are not very
satisfactory. That happened in this legislation.

You get cases cited-I can recall on specific case where they are talk-
ing about a situation of fiduciary malfeasance and it was a serious
case, but that one serious case was used to put in restrictions that were
extreme, and we hit all sorts of people all along the way. Just like an
engineer designing a bridge--he wants to be sure that he is never
questioned about the structure, so he spends something far beyond
what is necessary.

That is what we have, in some instances, in ERISA. We had admin-
istration witnesses yesterday testifying in general support of the thrust
of S. 901 and the objectives of S 901 but talking about needing sub-
stantial amounts of time to arrive at their recommendations as to what
should be done-in the way of amendments and change to it. That con-
cerned me very much.

I also know that we have had a great mass of people working on this,
trying to work out the differences, for many, many months. I know
under your administration that those people were there working. Most
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of those people are civil servants who are still there. They are in the
IRS and they are in the Labor Department.

The changes really are at the top, in the policy people. So that this
research has, ir. general, been done, and it has now reached the point
where it is up to the decisionmakers and all of that detail, all that back-
Fround, has been accomplished by the same people who are there now.
Is that not in general correctI

Mr. ALXANDER Yes, sir. I think there has been plenty of time.
Senator BEN T 8rs. It is a matter of the new policymakers familiar-

izing themselves with a great deal of work that has been done.
Senator McIntyre I
Senator McINTTram I do not want to go into the history of the bill,

but what were the two committees, Finance--
Senator Brras N. And the Labor Committee.
Senator MoINrzR I have an' impression you could not have done

a worse job if you were directed by Beezlebub himself. We had over-
sight hearings in these two committees last year that were a horrorstor. r. A~m m. Senator Bentsen was doing his utmost to achieve

two goals, one, to establish and protect rights, two, not to overregulate.
BUTERISA was a legislative compromise among four committees.

One of the possible facets in this problem is the right of oversight
and the duty of oversight in an area that needs it, in an area that is
very important to the Congress and very important to the public. I
want to suggest that when I was in IRS we were accountable to many
different committees in addition to the tax writing committees. An ex-
ample is the Committee on Government Operations in the House-I
think they had more hearings with respect to IRS activity or lack of
activity than did the Ways and Means Committee.

Similarly, in the Senate we have testified before many committees.
Straightening out the jurisdictional problem in the statute would, by
no means, diminish the right or the obligation of committees to exercise
effective oversight responsibility to make sure that the administrative
agencies are doing what they should be doing. '

Senator BRNwtBN. Let me say to my distinguished friend from New
Hampshire, because I was a part of that conference, I would sa. what
you have before you now, S. 901 was much that was in the bill that
came out of the Senate. I think it is far superior to what finally
happened.

You have been in conference with the House. You have not always
prevailed.

Senator MoINTrrn We have tried.
Senator BrtsEtq'. I understand. So have I.
Senator MCIx-r.z. Another example is OSHA--the Occupational

Safety and Health Act. The Banking Committee on which I serve also
has some bills that we are responsible for, like fair credit reporting.

I think Mr. Alexander has heard the stories all across the board and
realizes that somehow we have to getahold of this monster.

Senator BZxrrszg. We must not neglect the good things that we have
dons when we put-in realistio funding and vesting standards. We
brought some reality to sone pension plans that were a farce, irk effect,
almost a frud, where pension beneficiaries thought they were going

91-933--77----S-
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It have something when they retired and there really was not going to
.be anything. They thought they had security and it was the farthest
.thing from it.

Those things were accomplished. What we are talking about now is
getting rid of some of this incredible redtape.

Thank you very much, Mr. Alexander.
Mr. Aix&"DEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Alexander follows:]

STATEMENT OF DONALD C A .IANDER; OLWINE, CONNELLY, CHEaE, O'DONwF.L
& WEyHEa, NEW YORK AND VASHINGTON

I am pleased to testify In support of S. 901, the Pension Simplification Act of
1977.

As Commissioner of Internal Revenue from May 1973tl*rough February 1977,
.a period beginning when the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (EBISA)
was taking shape, and extending for 2% years after its enactment, I became
deeply concerned about problems of overlapping authority and responsibility.
Little experience In the executive branch Is necessary to teach an administrator
that governmental processes, at best, work slowly. "At best" imti~les responsilbilF-
ity and authority in a single agency or department. Irrespective of the good In-
tentions ofthose charged with responsibility fa* adainistertag a law, Assigning
the same responsibility to more than one department or more than one agency
results in a disproportionate Increase In the time and trouble Iniolved In getting
something decided, announced and implemented.

So ]DRISA began its life In troubte--trouble because the Department of Labor
,and the Internal Revenue Servlce, with quite dissimilar experience, attitudes and
objectives, were given much the same Job to do. Until the final Congremlonal ac-
-tions were taken in the late summer of 1974, I had hoped that jurisdiction to
administer and enforce the new provisions of law Intended to establish arid safe-
guard employee retirement rights would be assigned to one agency or the other ov-
divided In a sound way between Labor and the Internal Revenue Service. With
-limited exceptions, such was not the case. James Hutchinson, former Administra.
tor of Labor's Pension and Welfare Benefit Programs, has aptly characterized
the legislative scheme as 'inherently unworkable."

We tried to make it work. Labor tried and the Servle# tried. It did not work
well enough, however, to meet the needs of the public, the wishes of Congress, or
vhat we wanted from ourselves. Although conditions have Improved substantially,
as Labor Secretary Marshall pointed out to the House Ways and Means Over-
sight Subeommittee on April 5, large backlogs have been built up and there
-have been long delays In Implementation of key provisions.

Remedial actions should be taken In the longrange best Interests of employees
and employers, but these actions should not disregard accumulated experience In
administering MIISA and pre-ERISA law. Nor should these actions impede the
,current efforts to cope with backlogs and to product the meaningful guidance
and actions so necessary at this time.

I believe4hat the sound way to proceed Is to eliminate overlapping Jnrledic-
tio, by allocating responsibilities between the Internal Revenue Service ant!
-I. iaor. S. 901 .would make thin en4*"vt tof respodndMI1tie. S. 901,, 1g ,rei-
meets the issue of duplicate Jurisdiction and resolves it in a way designed to b
sound for the future and sensible for the present.

The Service would be given sole responsibility over the areas of vesting, funding
.nd participation. For well over thirty years the Service ha been dealln4 with
these problems, and It has the experience, the stake and the perspective neces-
%ry to resolve them in the best Interesta of the emnpoyees and employers. In

fulfilling Its role In this area, the Service does not wear gre n eye shades or arm
garters. Its purpose Is to safeguard rights, not to collect taxes.

What the Service needs, however, Is additional remedies like those assigned
to the Department of Labor under ZRISA. Although the Service has used its
enforcement toOL denial of etoispton, with comidereble siu so as to protect
rIghts i'ther than destroy them. te 'Service nee * the O ,edpwer to reqtfe
the pmtlanar restozatoivrights. V'. 901 reeoalut, this "nd.

.bOr, whebh has recently hanMled some difficult isiUeg of fiduciaty responi-
bility WAl;,'WouE be given sole j"rtisdtctlog by . 01 In this [mpotal-,sre. -
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The Service would be no longer Involved with prohibited transactions as such. I
believe that Labor now has both the staff and the perspective necessary to ful.
fill these responsibilities. On, the other hand, the Service Is equipped to perform
this work if it is perceived as an integral pert of the whole; and in any event;
the Service would still be concerned with the basic question whether the plan
was for the execlusive benefit of empolyees or their beneficiaries.

Some have proposed that the entire regulatory responsibility be placed in the
Labor Department and. oine have proposed that it be placed in a new agency

located, perhaps, outside of both Labor and Treasury. While reasonable people
can differ, I do not believe either of these solutions Is as desirable as the one
contained in 8, 001.

In the first place, the provisions governing qualification of retirement plans
have long been in the Internal Revenue Code and the Code affords a very large
tax: stimulus-In the form of unprecedented tax benefits--to the creation and
maintenance of such plans. Under our present system of income taxation it is
not feasible to separate retirement plans from the income tax laws largely re-
sponsible for the creation of many, if not most, such plans. Would Labor or a
new agency tske over responsibilities with respect to H.R. 10 Plans for the
self-employed? What about Iudlvidhal Retirement Accounts? Tax-sheltered
Annuities?

Second, the Internal Revenue Service has more than thirty years of experience
and has a large and knowledgeable stake both In Washington and In field offices,
to administer these provisions of law. If Labor were to take oter the Service's
responsibilities, It would have to develop or take over the staff capable of carry.
Ing out these responsibilities. This i not an easy task, nor one promptly concluded.

The alternative of a new agency is even less desirable, in my judgment While
in t)ieory this should remove problems of overlapping jurthdiction, in practice
our present system of retirement planning depends upon the tax laws and the
tax status of such plans. The Service would continue to have audit responsibili-
ties, and proposing that the Service rely on the certification of another agency
as to qualification may be more of a theoretical than a practical solution. Would
the new agency attempt to decide the reasonableness of compensation? Further.
more, the problems and backlogs of the present would be greatly increased by
the dislocation and delays attendant to the transfer of people from one agency
to another, the bureaucratic jockeying for a position in the new agency, and the
other human and institutional delays which attend the start of a new govern-
mental organization. It isn't worth it. Postponing the effective date of any such
transfer recognizes the problem but doesn't solve it.

Eliminating duplicative administration should remove much of the remaining
paperwork problems created by the present dual administration. Amendments
of the statute are required, however, and 8. 901 takes a long step In the right
direction by repealing some of the present detailed statutory reporting require-
ments. The statute should contain general directions calling for the reports
needed to administer it properly, and the agency administering this statute
should then require what is needed, but only what is needed, from the public.
In deciding wiat is required, the admtntstering agency should recognize that
the primary needs are those of participants and beneficiaries to have the Infor-
matioa sufficient to advise them of their interests and their rights.

As to Section T of S. 901, I am aware of the concerns ana frustrations of
those who avWe not receiv& answers t lng-asked questions, but I woi*t.
whether iin'ng a time clock (and a sh~et one) is the best way to resolve this
problem. While this approach finds precedent in BRISA (IR Code Section
7476), the views of present Service offlias on this issue should be given great
weight.

I will be glad to try to answer any questions you may have.
Senator Bzawmz. Our second witness is William Chadwick, former

Administrator of Pension and Welfare Benefit Programs, Department
of Labor.

We are delighted to have you here. You are from California 4nd
came.with short notice so that we could have the benefit and expertise
of . f*riger Labor Department oftiaL I knovyotr had a vey difficult
task adinisteri ERISA with the problems of dual jug'sdiction and
some of the excessive reporting, part of it mandated by.statute.
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM 7. CHADWICK, ESQ., PAULt, HASTINGS,
JANOFSKY & WALKER, LOS ANGELES, CALIF.; FORMER ADMIN-
TRATOR OF PENSION AND WJELARE BEEFIT PROGRAMS,,
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

Mr. CHADWICK. As Don Alexander mentioned,, prior to joinin the
Labor Department I was with the Treasury Department in the Of&ce
of Tax Legislative Counsel. In that capacity, I attended the sessions of
the Committee of Conference on ERISA and reluctantly admit at this
point, that I participated in the sessions to draft the statute. I know
some of the problems, many of the problems, and they have been as.
a result of the statutory language.

I sincerely appreciate your invitation to testify today. My testimony
is presented as a public witness called by the subcommittee. The opin-
ions that I express are my own, and I do not have any clients or client-
interest in mind.

My testimony this morning will depart somewhat from the written
testimony you have before you. I sincerely hope that does not cause
you any inconvenience.

Yesterday's session, which I attended, compels me to cover some
additional points.

I would like to begin my testimony this morning by focusing on
the significance of the matter before this subcommittee-a matter
which, in my opinion, is of much greater significance than ERISA
itself. My focus today will be macro not micro in nature. Too often we
tend to concern ourselves with particular and not general problems.
As a result, we sometimes tend to lose sight of where we are going.

I would then like to suggest reasons for a more comprehensive solu-
tion to what I view a pending crisis in multiagency regulation of the
employee benefit plan complex. I use that term, "employed benefit
plan complex" to denote and include the entities regulated under the
employee benefit laws, plans, plan sponsors, asset managers, service
providers and, of course, the participants and beneficiaries.

While I do not want to overdramatize the current situation, I do
want to emphasize the base and range of the problem, a problem
which, in my opinion, goes to the fiber of the social and economic sys-
tems in this country. I would like to start off with a few facts and
figures.

There are currently over 1.6 million private pension and health and
welfare plans in this country and a countless number of plans main-
tained by Federal, State, and local governmental entities. Private
plans provide benefits to approximately 85 million American workers,
and the public plans provide similar benefits to approximately 16
million American workers.

This total of 51 million workers does not include the number of
workers covered by old age, survivors and disability insurance-that
is, social security. Some 147 million persons had social security earn-
ings credits at the end of 1975. Of these, 123 million had been in the
social security program long enough to qualify for p-yinents at
retirement.

These figures mean that one-half of all workers in commerce and
industry in this country and close to three-fourths of all Government
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-civilian personnel are covered by plans other than social security., The
addition of those persons covered by social security increases the per-

-sons effected considerably. These figures reflect a dramatic increase in
tbe number of persons covered by plans in 1940. I think it is fair to

.assume that these numbers will increase.
It should be clear, therefore, that the regulation of employee benefits

has had, and will continue to have, significant impact on the labor
niarket in this country.

These plans, according to the most recent figures released by the
.Securities and Exchange Commission, hold assets in excess of $445
,billion dollars. These asset holdings represent one of the largest pools
-of capital in this country.

It should .bQ equally clear, therefore, that the regulation of employee
1,eniefits has had, ahd will continue to have, a significant impact on
the capital markets in this country.

These numbers are staggering and should lead us to the conclusion
that employee benefits should be treated as a matter of priority. Un-
fortunately, employee benefits have not been treated as a matter of
priority. Rather, employee benefits have been considered on an ad hoc
basis by both the legislative and executive branches. As a result, we
have no Federal policy consistently applied.

If you look at it historically, the regulation of employees benefits
dates back to the Tariff Act of 1913. The proliferation of laws, how-
ever, did not really begin until the 1930's. At that time, the increases
in social needs that resulted from the forces of industrialization op-
erating upon the super-annuated worker culminated in the enactment
of the Social Security Act. The Social Security Act itself increased
security consciousness.

Yet the Social Security Act, and the benefits provided thereunder,
only 'provided a subsistence level of living, while public policy seemed
to (lemand assurance of greater continuity in the worker's standard
of living and other benefits.

Congress has attempted to implement this policy largely through
revenue-related incentives. For example, tax benefits, and the con-
comitant Federal regulation, were provided in the Revenue Act of
1942, the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, the Self-Employed Indi-
viduals Tax Retirement Act of 1962, and the Tax Reform Acts of
1969 and 1976. These incentives, for example the net exclusion of con-
tributions and earings, cost the Federal Government $6.45 billion
in fiscal 1976.

Tax-economic laws, however, were not the only-or necessarily the
most significant-legislative enactments to affect the employee benefit
plan complex. The various components of the plan complex were
effected by most of the labor legislation of the last four decades, in-
cluding the National Labor Relations Act, the Labor Management
Relations Act or Taft Hartley, the Welfare and Pension Plans Dis-
closure- Act. and the Labor Management Reporting and Disclosure Act
of 1959 or Landrum-Griffin.

These two sets of laws were designed for different purposes and
reflect different lRmpectives-taxeconomic and labor management
relations. Today, there are no less than 40 Federal laws of this nature
relating to employee benefits and there are at least 20 Federal de-
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apartments and agencies assigned with responsibility for administer-
ingand enforcing these laws.

Obviously, the proliferation of laws and the burgeoning bureaucracy
designed-to implement them has lead to an incredibly complex regula-
tory network-a maze of regulation which is beyond the coprehen-
sion of most of the people in this country. More importantly, thismaze has fostered the development of inconsistent policy and legal
pronouncements relating to those laws. Since there is no Federal
policy consistently applied, we have no direction.

It is clear that the present system for administering and enforc-
ing the 40 laws relating to employee benefits is not working. The
administration and enforcement of ERISA-the most comprehensive
law relating to employee benefits-is neither efficient nor iffective.

Increase& costs has een one of the results. I do not think you cas
justify costs when you are wasting money through duplication of
effortand other such things.

Let us look at ERISA just briefly. You have heard testimony
yesterday and some preceding me this morning. I would like to focus
on a few of the problems.

It is clear that the reporting and disclosure niechanism that is
inherent in ERISA and has been put in place under ERISA results
in duplication of plan descriptive and financial material.

I think we have seen considerable delay in the implementation in the
minimum participation, vesting, benefit accrual and funding
standards.

There has been a lot of confusion from the interpretation of the
exclusive purpose rule in section 404 of ERISA and the exclusive
benefit rule in the Internal Revenue Code, section 401 (a).

I also think that the procedure for granting administrative exemp-
tions from the sweeping prohibited transaction provisions contained"
in ERISA and the internal Revenue Code has caused problems, there'
delay.

In my opinion, the Department of Labor, the Department of
Treasury, including the Internal -Revenue Service, and the Pension.
Benefit Guarantee Corporation have made very genuine efforts to-
make the statute work. In my opinion, the statutory scheme, which
is a result of compromise, is inherently unworkable.

As I stated at the beginning of my testimony, the matter before this
subcommittee and the selected committee is of greater significance-
than the ERISA itself. I urge you not to lose sight of the problems,
created by other laws. The best known e x iple is evidenced by the'
case of Datiel v. International BrotAerh=oo O Teamsters, which
case is currently on appeal to the Seventh. Circuit.

In that case, the district court in Chicago held that an interest irx
an employee benefit plan was a security and, by virtue of the em-
ployment relationship, the employee gave value for the security. The
result was the sale of the seeuuity, which gave rise to the appihation
of the antifraud provisions under action 10(b) of the Securities and
Exchange Act of 1934.

This case, or oral argue ment in this case, was heard on April 4.
The Securities and Exchange Commission argued that the lower
court decision should be afirmed. In other words, thQ Securities and
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Exchange Commission argued that an interest in the plan was 9: se-
eurity and there, in fact, had been a sale.

Interestingly enough, the Labor Department also delivered oral
argument. The Labor Department argued that an' interest in the
plan was not a security.

In my opinion, two Government agencies before the court of ap:-
peals, taking two different positions, makes the Government look
absurd. Daniel is probably the.best known decision-

Senator BzETsEx. I am going to ask you to smnmarize because we-
are going to have a problem as far as our tine here. We have other
witnesses.

Mr. CHADWICK. There are other examples; they are cited in my
testimony. I think we should seriously question whether there is wis-
d9m behind the uncertainty and-, expense, of having different agencies;
taking different positions and having to go to court to get an issue'
resolved. That is an expense that many small employers in this coun--
try cannot bear.

I think that we need a more comprehensive solution than that em-
-- bodied in S. 901. 1 feel that way for a number of reasons.

We. have to solve, not only the immediate problems under ERISA-
that we all recognize, but also the problems we are starting to see,
under other laws. I think that if we just give IRS responsibility for
participation, vesting, and funding and Labor the responsibility for
fiuciary matters and prohibited transactions, we are only solving"
part of the problem.

More importantly, I am concerned with the way we have solved
that paint of the problem. These areas of concern, participation, and'
vesting of fiduciary responsibility, have both tax economic and labor-
management aspects _and considerations. Participation, vesting, and:
funding are not merely matters of tax-economic concern. Reguation
in this area has a significant impact on the substantive rights of par-
ticipants and beneficiaries. Similarly, fiduciary responsibility is not.
only an area of labor-management concern. You are talking about,
$445 billion in plan assets. Are you going to have the Labor-Manage-
ment Services Administration in the Department of Labor interpret
those provisions perhaps without the input of the Office of Capital'
Market Policy in Treasury and the Securities and Exchange Com'-
mission I That concerns me.

I would like to make a few closing comments on some of the fidu-
ciary provisions of S. 2M5. I think that it is clear that ERISA has
had a chilling effect on the acquisition and dispositon of securities
by plans. Asset managers. ba-k trust departments, for example, in-
surance companies, mutual fuh. -, other employee benefit plans, have-
reacted defensively to the specter of personal liability.

I think they have adopted overconservative investment policies.
The principal reason, I think, is the failure to understand EltISA'.4
fiduciary provisions.

ERISA's section 404 i-s largely a codification of the common law
of trusts. However, that common law rule wats modified by an ex-
plicit statement in the legislative history that interpretation of, for
example, the prudlent man rule should bear in mind the special nature
and purpose of employee benefit plns.
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That statement was put in the conference report to inject much.
needed flexibility. This flexibility should accommodate modern port-
folio theory and the agencies and the: courts should recognize that.
Modern portfolio theory focuses on the overall portfolio and not in
any individual investment. You look at the portfolio in the aggregate.

Modern portfolio theory should accommodate the leeway rule that
I fully support. We should not try and keep plans out of any particu-
lar investment. We look at the portfolio in the aggregate.

On the other hand, the concentration rule probably does not come
in under ERISA. That result may very well have to be legislative. I
would fully support that also.

At this time I would be happy to answer any questions you may
have.

Senator BzwTsEN. Senator Matsunaga? I
Senator MIATSUNAoA--I do not quite understand, in proposing that

we look at the aggregate portfolio, are you saying that you are opposed
-to the proposal made in Senator Bentsen's bill that we would permit
2 percent to be invested in high-risk ventures 1

Mr. CnA wrci. I would say that, inherent in the fiduciary responsi-
bility provisions in ERISA, there is the flexibility to invest in btth
,high-risk and low-risk debt and equity instruments. You are looking
at the total portfolio.

I do not think that the prudent mai- rule, for example, contained
in ERISA, precludesprivate placement offerings, writing covered
crlls, perhaps butterfly commodity straddles, things of that nature,
which are generally high-risk vehicles, There is a balance.

You are looking at the reaction of a total portfolio to social, politi-
cal, and economic events. The components of that portfolio willreact
in different ways. One political event, for example, may make certain
p ortions of that portfolio increase in value while at the same time,
decreasing the value of other securities.

Asset managers should be trying to construct the portfolio so that
aqgrgate risk justifies the expected return, which would be the return
which was necessary under the plan. The return that is necessary
would depend on the nature, type, and size of the particular plan.

Senator MATSUNAOA. YOU are saying that the application of the
prudent man rule to the aggregate portfolio would make it unneces-
sary to set aside a 2-percent high risk I

Mr. CHADWICK. Yes, but there is one if. The if is you have to get
the courts and the administrative agencies to recognize the validity of
what I refer to as modern portfolio theory, because I think modern
portfolio theory would permit that result.

I am a little concerned about legislating the result. Let me tell you
you start legislating something of this nature, I think you will

come under increasing pressure to legislate that type of result in for
covered calls or butterfly commodities spreads. Therefore, you would
have exceptions to the statutory scheme.

Investment managers will turn to those exceptions to the maximum
extent possible and take a very conservative approach -with regard to
the core of the portfolio, perhaps an index fund.

I do not think that, in the long run, that that is the type of result
we want to see. On the other hand, it is pretty clear that the agencies
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and the courts are going to have to speak so that people know and
understand these ru8es and we thaw the chilling effect that resulted_
from ERISA.

Senator MAT &TmAoA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BIzNT8EN. Mr. Chadwick, I would certainly agree with you

that the way they Ought to look at their portfolio is in the aggregate.
I believe that.

But there are an awful lot of people who are scared to death that
that is not the way that the courts would look at it, so the safest thing
for them to do is to invest in IBM or General Motors. If that blue-chip
investment goes down the tube, nobody is going to accuse them of
making a bad judgment, but if they invest in Widget Co., that nobody
ever heard of except in a regional area, the judge is going to have the
benefit of hindsight and use it on them, and that is what worries a lot
of people.

Sixty-four percent of the pension trustees surveyed by the Inter-
national Foundation of Employee Benefit Plans in 1976 reported that
as a result of the 1974 Pension IReform Act they were unwilling to in-
vest in anything except blue chip type of investments.

What we are trying to do with the leeway clause is to correcL an
unintended side effect.

In response to a questionnaire, the executive vice president of the
Chemical Bank told the subcommittee that a number of factors, in-
cluding the enactment of ERISA, have caused them to substantially
reduce their investment of pension funds into venture capital situa-
tions. Another banker says, "we think it is no longer appropriate to
make venture capital commitments in retirement funds." That is what
we run into, asa practical thing. What we are talking about with the
2-percent leeway clause, is what we have seen in a great many State
insurance laws.

Many States permit life insurance companies to invest a small por-
tion of their assets in companies that would not otherwise qualify as
acceptable investments. That is a source of venture capital. Itis also
a source of possible large potential profits for the pension beneficiary.

At one point, Xerox and many other companies were a small venture
profit outfit. This kind of thing we think will be helpful.

I appreciate your testimony. I particularly appreciate your comingsuch a -distance.
Mr. Cmwwicx. Thank you. It was a pleasure to be here.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Chadwick follows:]

TSTIMONY OrWnLIAM J. CHADWXCK, ESQ., PAUL, HASTINGS, JANOYSKY &
WAIxER, Los ANoGLES, CALl.

Mr. Chairman, my name Is William Chadwick and I am with the law firm of
Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker in Los Angeles, California. Prior to returning
to the private practice of law In March of this year, I played a role in the ad-
ministration of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (BRISA)
on behalf of the Labor Department, as the Administrator of Pension and Welfare
Benefit Programs (and, before that, as the Spcial Assistant to the Administrator)
and on behalf of the Treasury Department as an attorney adviser for tax policy
in the office of the Tax Legislative Counci. I attended the sessions of the Com.
mlttee of Conference On-ERISA and participated In ths seasons held to draft the,
law.
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I sincerely appreciate your invitation to testify today- on S. 901, the Pension
Simplicatlon Act of IMfl. My testimony is presented as a public witness called
by thb Subcommittee. Tbie opinions that I 6xgiresk oh my ofntabd do hot put0ft
to represent the ieWs of atty-llent.

I would like to begin my testimony today by focusing on the NuiMance Of
the matter before this subcomittee--a matter of greater significance than
ERISA itself. I would then like to suggest reasons 'for a more comprehensive
solution to the pending crisis caused by mnultl-agelcy tegulatlon df the 'eotployee
benefit plan complex. While Id not want to overdiramiktlf tEbe durrent'situatin,
I do want to emphasize the base and range of the problem-a problem which, in
my opinion, goes to the fibre of the soclo-wonomlc and political systems in this
country.

Thre are currently over 1.6 million private pension and health and wetfatr
plans in this country and a countless .umbet of plans maintained by fedekai,
state and local governmental entities. Private plans provide benefits to ap-
proximately 35 million American workers, and the public plans provide similar
benefits to approximately 16 million American workers. This total of 51 million
Workers does not include the number of workers covered by 'Old Age, Survivors
and Disability Insurance i.e., Social Secuity). oate 14T million persons hail
social security earnings credits at the end of 1975. Of these, 123 million hafi
been in the social security program long enough 'to qualify the payments at
retirement.

These figures mean that one-half of all workers in commerce and industry ih
this country and close to three-fourths of all government civilian personnel are
covered by plans other than Social Security. The addition of those persons cov-
ered by Social Security increases the persons effected considerably. These fig-
ures reflect a dramatic increase in the number of persons covered by plans in
1940. I thiuk it Is fair to assume that these numbers will Increasep

It should be cdear, therefore, that the regulation of employee benefits has had,
and will continue to have, significant impact on the labor market in this country.

These plans, according to the most recent figures released by the Securities ahd
Exchange Commission, hold assets in excess of $445 billion dollars. These asset
holdings represent one of the largest pools of capital in this country.

It should be equally clear, therefore, that the regulation of employee benefits
has had, and will continue to have, a significant Impact on the capital w'arketh
In this country.

Thiese numbers are staggering and should lead us to the conclusion that em-
ployee benefits should be treated as a matter of priority. Employee benefits, have
not been treated as a matter of priority. Rather employee benefits have beeh
,considered on an ad hoc basis by both th 'legislative 6nd executive brances.

-As a result, we have no federal policy consistently applied.
Regulation of the employee benefit plan complex can be traced back to the

'Tariff Act of 1913. The proliferation of laws, however, did not begin until the
1930's. At that time, the Increases in social heeds that resulted ftobh the forcesh
,of industrialization operating ipen the superannuated worker mitinatd in
the enactment of the Social Security Act. The Social Securtty Act 'itSelf Incremed
'security consciousness. Yet -the Secial Security Act, and the benefits provided
thereunder, only provided a dubsistance level oT living, while public policy seemed
'to demand assurance of greater continuity in the worker's standard of lllik
and other benefits.

-Congress hos attempted to implement this I6Cty largely throlth kevenue-
related incentives. For example, tax benefits, and the concomitant federal regula-
tion were provided In the Revenue Act of 1942, the Internal Revenue Oode of
I954, the Self-Employed IndiViduals Tax Retirement Act of 1962, and the Tax
Reform Acts of 1969 and 1976. These incentives, for example the net exclu-
sion of contlibutiobs and earnlats, cost the Federil '96vlrament 6.45 blion
dollar s in "lal 1076.

Tax-eeonomle laws, however, were not the only (or necessarfly the most si01gnf.
tant) legislative enacttaehts to affect th, bnrilyee benefit pla" cbl*?**. The Vati-
ous components of the plan complex e eSfetc f d by most of the labor lets0&-
tion of the last four decades, ineblding the National Labor Relations Act, the
Labor Managemtet flelatlons Adt or Thft Wattley, the **fate lid ibdf t
Maxns Dsectoere Act, and the LAbor Ma*iagemetft IteportInk ans Dilosult AOtf

of 10-6r Ladr=dAmr.
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These two!sets of laws were designed for different purposes and rlect a dif-
erent perspectlvei4tax-economic end labor management relations. Today, theme

are no es than 40-federal laws .of this nature relating to employee benefits and
there are at least 20 federal departments and agencies assigned with responsi-
bility for adMinistering and enforcing these taws

Obviously, the protiferatlom of laws and the burgeoning bureaucracy desigpel
-.1o implement tbem has lead to an incredibly complex regulatory network--*

5asse of regulation which Is beyond the comprehension of most of the peopLe bs
'this country. More importantly, this mane has fostered the development od inco-
slstent policy and legal pronouncements relating to those laws. Since there is
mo Federal policy consistently applied. We have no direction. It is clear that
the present system for administering and enforcing the 40 laws relating to em-
-ployee benefits is not working. The administration and enforcement of ERISA-
the most comprehensive law relating to employee benefits--ia neither efficienat
nor effective.

The reporting and disclosure scheme that has developed under ERISA results
in the duplication of descriptive and financial information.

There has been considerable delay in the development of the regulations relat-
ing to participation, vesting, benefit acrue land funding.

Confusion has resulted from to interpretation of the exclusive purpose re
in ERISA and the exclusive benefit rule in the Internal Revenue Code.

The procedure for granting administrative exemptions from the sweeping pro-
hibited transaction provisions contained in ERISA and the code has been, and
win continue to be, plagued with problems resulting in delay.

In my opinion, the Department of Labor, the Internal Revenue Service, and
the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation have made genuine efforts to make
the statute work. The statutory scheme, however, is inherently unworkable.

As I stated at the beginning of my testimony the matter before this subcom-
nmttee is of greater significunce than ERISA itself. I urge you not to lose sight
of the problems created by the administration and enforcement of the other
laws by the other agencies.

The best known problem Is evidenced by the case of Daniel v. fnternall*fal
Brotherhood of Teamsters, which is currently on appeal to the Seventh Circuit.
In this case, the court held that a participant's interest in a noncontributory
pension plan constituted a security and that, by virtue of the employment rela-
tionship, the employee gave value for the security. The sale of the security gave
rise to the application of the antifraud provisions of the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934. On appeal, the Securities and Exchange Commission argued in favor
of the decision while the Labor Department argued against it. In my opinion, the
different positions taken by the SEC and the Labor Department are absurd.
While Daniel v. Teamaters, Is the best known example, there are others. One
involves sex differentials in welfare plans. In the case of G. R. v. Gilkrt, the
Supreme Court recently held that the exclusion of pregnancy-related disabilities
from a disability plan does not result in unlawful sex discrimination in the
absence of a showing that the selection of an included risk creates a gender based
discriminatory effect or the exclusion is us*d as a pretext for discriminating
against women. Interestingly enough, this decision Is contrary to the guidelines
published by the EEOC under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as
amended by the Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1972; however, that
decision was in accord with the Labor Department Guidelines published by the
Office of Federal Contract Compliance under the Equal Pay Act.

Another example involves the controversy relating to whether equal con-
tributions or equal benefits are required for both sexes under pension plans. The
Labor Department's Wage and Hour Division and the OFYC, the Justice Depart-
ment's Office of Civil Rights and the Treasury Department are involved in this
problem. Again, the courts will have to decide.

I think we should all question whether the interest of Americans are furtheltd
by the uncertainty and expense connected with the appeals to the Supreme Court.
These Inconsistent policy and legal pronouncements by different departments and
agencies make compliance with the laws by entities maintaining plans both dif-
fieult and costly. Congress must take some steps to put a more functional mecha-
-nism in place.

I believe that we need a more comprehensive solution than that embodied In
S. 001. We must not only solve the most immediate and pressing problems under
ARISA, but the problems caused by the adustattratlon and 'tmoreet ot otber
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laws by other agencies. If we place responsibility for participation, vesting and
funding with the Internal Revenue Service and responsibility for fiduciary re-
sponsibility and prohibited transactions with the Labor Department we will only
be solving part of the problem.

I do not even believe that this solution to the most acute part of the problem
Is necessarily the best solution. These areas of concern have both tax-economic
and labor management aspects and considerations. Participation, vesting, and
funding are not merely matters of tax economic concern. Regulation i. this area
has a significant Impact on the substantive rights of the 40 million workers
covered by plans. Similarly, fiduciary responsibility and prohibited transactions
are not merely matters of labor-management concern. The regulation of 445 bil-
lion dollars in plan assets has very significant economic, particularly capital
formation, implications. I think we all have to search for a viable way to
coordinate and consolidate these functions.

Senator B.NTSEN. Mr. Richard H. Fay is our next witness.

STATEMENT OP RICHARD H. PAY, ESQ., WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. FAY. Good morning, Senators.
Presently I am in the private practice of law with a law firm, but

my testimony is as a private citizen called by the committee. However,
my firm provides legal services for many employee benefit plans and.
therefore I believe my experience in this area migkt be of interest.

I will summarize my statement. First, the record is clear that the.
present administration framework for ERISA is unworkable. Two,
it seems to me that S. 901 is a commendable effort to provide some
clarity in the administration of ERISA and I would support if for
the reasons stated in my testimony.

However, for the reasons stated in more detail in my testimony-t he
broad scope of the area, the large number of Federal laws, the con-
flicting policy of the Federal Government--I believe that a single,
independent agency offers the best long-term solution to the adminis-
tration of ERVA. I emphasize long term.

This, of course, would mean that the regulation of tax-qualifiecd
plans would be outside the IRS. I do not behevo that this approach is
unprecedented. I believe that it is workable.

also means to have the necessary experts, there would have to be
a transfer of IRS personnel. I think that this can be done. Such a
transfer does not mean that there would never be any legitimate IRS
concern and involvement with these plans. A tax area that comes to
mind is section 162. All of life is a seamless web, and we try to organize
our lives in manageable categories. It seems to me that an independent
agency offers thathope of a manageable category.

Starting on page 7 of my statement, I outline reasons, that are
convincing for me, why I believe that the independent agency ap-
proach is the best approach, and on page 9 1 offer some caveats to such
an approach. I

One, is that the present administration of ERISA has not been with-
out merit, a lot of the difficulty of administrating ERISA stems from
the legislation itself. Second, any such approach is a long-term ap-
proach which cannot be done overnight. One of the great advantages
of S. 901 is that it improves the present system, without disrupting
it.

I would like to"discuss a subject also contained in S..90t which bas
-not been mentioned today, and that is the declaratory judgment pro-
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ceure. As I understood it, when Congress was considering ERISA,
there was concern with the inability of taxpayers to challenge what
they thought were inapproprite and wronk determinations by the IRS.
Accordingly when Congress enacted ERISA, they provided a de-
claratory judgment procedure.

This procedure has been expanded in S. 901, and I think rightly so
because nobody can accuse the Tax Court of being promiscuous with
their favors. In fact, in only one case have the Tax Court found that
they can exercise the declaratory judgment procedure.

In my testimony I list the several cases where the Tax Court ruled it
cannot use this procedure. The most disturbing of these cases is the
Prince corporation case where they held that, even though 270 days
had expired, the declaratory judgment procedure was still not proper.

Therefore, I recommend and support the provisions contained in
Senator Bentsen's bill to strengthen the declaratory judgment pro-
cedure. On page 12 of-my testimony, I list other ways the declaratory
judgment procedure can be improved. Specifically, the Tax Court
should have jurisdiction over determinations, not only of the IRS, but
also of DOL in areas affecting employee benefits plans, there should
be clarification of the requirement of exhaustion of administrative
remedies, both in IRS and DOL.

Finally, declaratory judgment procedure should be extended, not
only to plans subject to the amendments of ERISA, but to other plans.

As I promised, I have summarized my statement, Thank you very
much.

Senator BENiTsiz. Thank yoi.
Senator Matsunaga I
Senator MATSUNAGA. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Were you here yesterday, listening to the testimony of the IRS and

Labor Department people?
Mr. FAY. I was not here, but it has been reported to me. I think I

could discuss their positions.
Senator MATSUNAGA. They indicated they are now in the process of

coordinating their efforts, that they will in fact get together and come
out with a plan which will be such that it will not be divided obviously
into jurisdictional disputes, et cetera. Do you think this can be done?

Mr. FAY. Did they promise to come back with a legislative proposal
in 60 days, or something like that ?

Senator MATSUNAGA. We tried to get that comnn-iTment and could not.
Mr. FAY. I think they will cooperate to the extent that they feel they

can. I would not have much hope.
It seem to me if you want the approach of-S. 901, it has to be done

either by Executive order or by legipJation. I think the agencies are
constrained by the present legislation.

,Senator MZkAuNoAA. The fear expressed is-that we already have
two bureaucratic agencies involved. The creation of a third, independ-
ent whatever you may call it would mean a third bureaucracy involved.

Mr. FAY. Of course , that is the secondary issue. The first issue raised
wvas the clearer allocation of functions between the two existing agen-
cies, and that is a narrow way of looking at the problem. We have at
least the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation involved in a major
way.
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t ias addnresinv the'first question, th~at iN, I beliecie in order to ob-
tahia carr delineation of ERISA functions, an Executive order
or legislation will be necesary. It does not seem to me to be something
th.agenciee cn. do.

On the second question, that is, will a separate independent agency
residt in an increased bureaucracy, certainly it can go either way. I
believe another agency would not,'hut would necessitate the transferral
of present personnel to this agency. The present arrangement results in
unavoidable duplication and increased bumaueracy, which is not
necessary.

The strange thing, is that although you have two groups of people
and-two agencies doing the same things, in many ways their knowl-
edge and oversight is limited to their jurisdiction, so you have only
partial experts. An independent agency would not increase bureauc-
racy, but in fact provide people with much broader view that they-
can have now.

Senator MATSUN'AOA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BEw'rszn. Mr. Fay, I appreciate very much having you here..

I know how much you, worked on ERISA and your knoweilge of it.
and your experience and background, and you also fully appreciate.
the fact that it accomplished many fine things although it has frus-
trated us with overregu ation.

Mr. FAY. I wish to concur with your statement; the achievements of'
ERISA do not receive the sane kind of publicity, A lot of people are
ivceiving benefits they (lid not receive before. There are a lot of norme
abuses tiiat Will not now occur. It is liko the silence in -the forest. It
does not attract attention. What we are really doing now is house-keeping,Senator BENTSEX. As I understand it, we have not had many com-
plaints from employees whose benefits are protected.

Thankyou vaty much.
Mr. FAY. Thank you, sir.
[The prepared statment of Mr. Fay follows:]

Ttsinuoxy or Ricamw U. FAT
Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the romnittee, I wish to thank.

you for this opportunity to testify at these oversight hearings, on the adminis-
tration of the Employee Retirement Income. Security Act of 1974 (ERISA).,
Although I am practicing law with the law firm of Reed Smith Shiw & 1 ay,.
I am testifying today as a private citizen. My-testimony this morning is being;
presented as a public witness called by the Committee. The opinions expresse&
are my own, and do not purport to represent the views of any client or, group.
Aeed Smith Sha, , & McClay, however,. ia responsible fort providing.legal sarvcesw
for many emple ae benefit plans, abd, therefore, I bUeve that my experience
in this area. mil &- be of Interest and value to this Commilttee,

Perhaps the most telling comment one can make about URISA is that almost
three years after its enartaent; we are still trying, to determine hew to admin-.
Iater it. Lst year, in Joint heaxrinby the Senate ¥inanoe Committee and the
Senate Select Committee on Small Buliness, an. ample lWlulattve record ww
developed here and, elsewhere to demonstrate that the present administrative.
framework is duplicative, costly. and fundamentally unworkable. As James
Hutcbenson stated within a. week. of hig; resignation- as the first administrator of,
Pension and Welfare Benefit Programs at the Depadm t e Labor (DOL),:

"... The single most pressing issue which must be adbeds. it UUISA i to.
work Is the concept, of, multi-agency Jurisdictio....1"

Senator Bentsen's bill, 8. 001, which would provide a etearer delineation of
the administrative duties between Internal Revenue Seritte jAIMQ, unit DOL, I&
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be an Improvemeht over the present chaotic and costly system. S. 901, while
cintinuing a major iol* In employee benefit regulatioiA.fQr both IRS and DOL,
would give tq ItS exclusive jurlsdlotlon over participation, -esting and funding
standlaids ald tO DOL .exclusive jurisdictign over ni4uciary responsibility and
prohibited traisactlons standards. B. 901 would, greatly reduce the statutory
report g requirements of, ERISA. S. 901 would eliminate much of; the cost and,
duplication presently required by ERISA. Also, since it. leaves a great deal of
existing admlnlstrative structure-in place, it would be the least disruptive of the
variQus legislative proposals that- have been made for dealing with the present

dministratlve quagmire. Passage of S. 901 would improve the administration of

Although I believe S. 901 is an improvement over the present system, I would
like to suggest and discuss an alternative solution-a solution that would repre-
sent, for the first time, a consistent federal policy regarding employee benefit
plans rather than the present ad hoe approach, an approach that would recognir
the diversity, growth and importance of employee benefit. plans Employee benefit
plans has become over the years an increasingly important and complex field.
but its development Is seriously threatened, by a lack ot. a comprehensive federal
p6licy.

The question of the most sensible administration of employee benefit plans
should not be viewed as a Jurisdictional battle between one legislative com-
mittee or another, or a tug-of-war between one agency and another. Employee
benefit plans have grown beyond traditional areas of government regulations
and now present a, host of national, policy issues.

In 1040, private pension plans provided benefits tQ only about 4 million
workers. Today, private pension plans provide benefits to approximately 3&
million workers, with public plans providing similar benefits to approximately
16,million American workers. Almost one-half of all workers in private Industry
are covered by private pension plans. Currently, there are over 1.6 million
private pension and health and- welfare plans in this country and countless
numbers of plene-maintained-by federali state and, loealentities. As the private
Ren'sion area has grown, the government's response has been fragmentary
and- disorgsnfed William Chadwick, a former admInlAttator for Pension and
Welfare Benefit programs, estimates that there are at least 40 federal laws,
relating to employee benefits and at least 20 departments and agencies ad-
ministering and enforcing these laws. The proliferation of these laws and grow-
ing bureaucracy has led -to a maze of regulations-a maze which few, if- any, can
tr~ver~e with success--a, maze where even the federal government loses its
wsMY.

There are countless examples where, government po~leles regarding employee
benefit plans are not ozqly confused, but contradictory. Consider, for example,
the different positions taken by the Securities and ftcauge. Commission, the
Treasury and. Labor Departments in Daniel v. 1nteruqilonal Brotherhoo& ot
Tnoeera, which is-currently on appeal to the Seventh Circult. The Depart'
meqt of 4uptlce advised the Court that it was withdrawing sod, -therefore, DOL'a
view would not represent the views of the United State% DOL an&the Securities.
and. Xxrhaqge ComMission each appeared before tbi- Court and, argsp4 for-
different Interpretations ol the application of securities Il*W to an emloyeeai
literet, in the collective bargginnk pension plan.

Anotker-exanple: is- (LU v. i G4i, In which. the Bu**ne Court held& thab
under the clcumstikees of the case the exclusion of preaanyirelated' die-.
abilities from A disability plan does not result. in unlawful sex diserilniation.,
Once agalli the government is of two minds on this issue. The Supreme. Court's,
decision was contrary to the guidelines published by lC' under Title. VII
of, the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 'bt was In accordance with DOL guidelines
ppiblisheyd by the 01" of. Federal; Contract Compliance under, the Equal Pay

Another example is the proper allocations of plan, aWe. wpm- t*r.minon oef
a de4ned benefit pipn. Title IV of ERItIA requires that aets be allocated on the
basis of' prescribed, prorltes. T2hls mandatory, ailocblopb deteimtses, among.
otber tblop, how much of a partIclpns benefit must be provide fnrom Penuioln
lgneft Guaranty Cqrporktloe (PBOC) funds, as oppos.ed-t the plan's, own'funds,
a safeguard, to lirotect the fintnclal integrity of PBGO. The aamta scrlination.
requirements of IRS, however, ils cWll for. an examliptioi_ of- the manner in.
which assets are allocated- at the termnation of, a psq. X qqqVt tb* IRS an..
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bounced that, even though a plan termination has previously received prior
approval from IRS, an allocation of the assets of the plan In accordance with
requirements of PBGO may result in a retroactive disallowance of IRS prior
qualification necessitating a further resubmisalon to IRS.

Just imagine the difficulty of pension consultants, lawyers and others attempt-
ing to advise employers on what to do. Much too often, the advice that you have
to give your client is that while certain things may be required by one agency,
a different or contrary result may be required by another federal agency. In this
area, the government surely speaks with a forked tongue. As litigation increases,
the problem will become much more intense. ERISA aids and abets litigation.
This litigation will become hopelessly, confused and unproductive If the federal
government continues to have contradictory policies as to what are the rights of
participants of employee benefit plans.

It would seem time for Congress to consider a solution as broad as the prob-
lem-an approach as courageous as it is comprehensive. I believe that the creation
of a single, Independent agency to bring this multi-faceted area Into one Juris-
diction is a desirable and administratively possible solution. Such an approach
of course, would require the regulation of tax-qualified plans to a large extent
outside the IRS. It should be clearly understood that there is nothing to prevent
application of federal tax consequences to the activities in question. Precedents
to this kind of approach can be found in various sections of the Internal Revenue
Code (Code): for example, the section dealing with determinations by the Fed-
eral Communications Commission (Code, Section 1071), the Securities and Ex-
change Commission (Code, Section 1081), and the Federal Reserve Board (Code,
Section 1011).

A new, separate, Independent agency administering the employee benefit plans
does not mean that IRS would never have a legitimate -question about such plans
Not only the law, but life itself, is a seamless web, and there Is always a nexus.
What I am merely suggesting is the grouping of the primary responsibility for
employee benefit plans in one agency. This does not means that some tax issues
will not occasionally have an impact on these plans. For example, IRS questions
about reasonable compensation under Section 162 come to mind. A separate,
independent agency to administer employee benefit plans would not prevent the
IRS from disallowing a deduction to an otherwise qualified plan If It determined
that Section 162 has been violated.

Of course a shift of most of the administrative responsibilities to a single
agency would require a shift, not only of the present functions of IRS, but also
of a substantial number of IRS personnel. In this regard, I was interested in
then Commissioner of Internal Revenue Alexander's comment at the July 11
meeting of the Advisory Council on Employee Welfare and Pension Benefit
Programs to the Secretary of Labor that, in his opinion, a transfer of IRS per-
sonnel to an Independent third party would not take long, and that "all of our
employee plan divisions could be transferred and elould be transferred imme-
diately to that third agency." I must hasten to add, however, that It was
Mr. Alexander's strong opinion that a separate agency is "unnecessary and
undesirable."

Let me state why I believe that a separate agency Is necessary and desirable.
(1) A separate, independent agency would reduce bureaucracy, not increase

It. The present system of at least three major agencies with several subsidiary
agencies regulating the same area results in tremendous duplication of govern-
mental personnel working on the same matter. Each may have his own different
and narrow perspective, but each, to a large extent, Is.learning the same area.
What is developing In the government Is partial experts. None Is developing or
asked to develop an over all view and comprehensive understanding of the area.

(2) The United States Government would start to develop a single uniform
voice and policy regarding employee benefit plans. Presently, with three major
agencies and a host of. other agencies administering the area, there is no con-
sistent policy. Presently, only the President of the United Sates can resolve such
questions as different Interpretations of benefit accrual rules or the definition
of party-in-interest, which is absurd.

(8) An independent agency, separate from DOL and the Department of the
Treasury (Treasury) would be better able to deal with and balance the sometimes
conflicting and competing Interests of the labor and tax aspects of ERISA. As
long as the administrative agency is part of either DOL or Treasury there will
always be pressure, however subtle, on the administrative agency lo conform
its view to those of the department of which it is part. The public interest would



best be served by an independ ,t a.gcy which- Is.free tg. decide, the o.ey
merits of an Issue without feeling undue pressure because of It. part of a pamtte,
u _ a g e n c y , . . I .. . " , .

(4) An Independent agency would mcb more eiigy deal with ougres, ioq 1,
committees than an admintstratIve agency affiliated *thA a exIsting departmeTBoth the tax and labor committees of the House and 8ngt *oudd have the sa 9
and coequal 'rIsdiction over. sch an agency. urthermore, congressloutl co .
mittee oversight function wdul& be imprypvd and ex#ded because each
mittee Would have JUrisdctiqn over the entire field.

(5) Finally, an Independent atenc o~ers the only hope for coordinating ap4
consolidating tlie'moltltude otfgovernraental lays and' regulations affecting eX.-
ployee benefit plais. 1 ... . , r'.

While I beleve, that a separate, Independent. agency ,ls the best tong-k t
solution to the problem of admnjitering ERISA, tt'*l i0'ot solve all of'the
problems with ERISA. There are substantive problems .with certain provIsbns
of ERISA which can We solved Ofly by legislation. Puftherm"ore, any change in
the administrative structure should not be viewed as:o0r. hive the conseque4ce,
of further delaying the administration of ERISA. A ehang in admlntstrat;bn
should be viewed as a long-term aM comprehensive polqton to meet our I.h
term needs, ou.. •

D9CLARATOBy JUDGMENTS

One of the best provisions of 8. 901 to the proposed modification of Code Sec-
tion 7476 to provide for concurrent Jurisdiction' of the Court of Claims, the
Federal District Courts and the Tax Court for declaratory: Judgment regarding
the status of Section 401 qualified~plans. In the declaratouy Judgment area, how-
ever, the problem is not multi'juriediction, but the failure of the Tax Court'to,
assert appropriate Jurisdiction. The Tak Court has taken an overly restrictive.
view of its Jurisdiction under Section 7476 with the result 4hat the purpose of that!
section is not being fulfilled. For example, in Federal Land Batli Aaaociatio.of
Ashvfle *v.- fnommltoner, the Tax C6,4rt, held that It had no JurisdIteion toi
render declaratory judgments with iepect to plans involving pre-ERISA years.

In Shepherd d Myera, Inc. v. Vommistsoner, the Tax Court also decided that.
it had no jUrisdiCtion (4 render declaratory judgments. with respect to questkns
involving continued qualification of a plan unless the questions were occasioned,
by an amendment or termination. In tnee Oorp6oratow v. Owm.Maeioxer, the lax
Court held that it- had no jurisdiction to render a declaratory. judgment with
respect-ti) a qualification of a plan, 6ven though the 270 day period had expired
since the application for determination was filed. Th' Tax Court held that
despite expiration of the period;! ebe6axpayer still had to-establi h' that he had
exhausted his *lzlntratlvrejedes.'.'

The Tax Court's approach has ely resulted In thvrting several mqq"
by taxpayers to obtain the lntendWd benefit of the declsrhtory judgment pro-'
cedure. ,ne reason the TaX.C9,9t h#; been a leoo tdo t11_ ,s. the lack of clarity
In the administrative review procedure o itS. It is not clear at what pint'tle.
administrative process has bpen eOhausted. Thi areana, # now been further
complicated'by the option provided In RISA' for tOL InterVentfon, and the
lack "' any clear determination whether or not tk~e enpplgyer must have, ex-
hausted all procedures through D)L, before the employer may proceed under
the!declaratot'y Judgment pr'tbedure. Absent such' a 'clear determinatiloh, thee.
is a question as to whether the Tax' Court has jurisdiction prior to exhaustig,
administratve procedures before DOL.

Thus, in addition to the narrow construction already taken by the Tax Court
of its Jurisdiction, there are other questions which have yet to be eonstd~iM
which, if the Tax Court Is consistent with its narrow Interprltation, will zdun)
frustration of the taxpayer's attempt to get a clean answer. For example, aupbose
DOL issued regulations on hours of service which a taxpayer believes to be.4n,
appropriate in his case. Tbe. present IRS potio i, thAt tbey will not qualify
a plan uifis it adeheres to DOL regulation& Furthermore, IRS will not listen
to arguments regarding DOL regulations, stating that they ate not in a position
to determine the validity or invality of those regulations. It the taxpayer
seeks to obtain a declaratory'Jqdgment on these regulations, it Is to be antle-
pated that the IRS, In defense of its action, fir4t will raise, the Issue of laek,f
jurisdiction In Tax Court, and secondly, will raise the Issue of Its inabilty.tb
follow any course of action other than that which It has biready done, beteAtie

91-933--77-7
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the key regulation has been legislatively determined to be under the jurisdiction
of DOL.

Even though the Tax Court has been raised to statutory court rather than an
administrative court, Its juridiction must be gleaned from the jurisdictional
authority specifically granted to it by Congress. In view of the already demon-
strated reluctance of the Tax Court to take Jurisdiction, It would seem that by a
continued strict construction of its authority, the Tax Court could easily claim
lack of jurisdiction -where the basic determination is not one initiated by the
IRS, but rather by DOL. The net effect is that the declaratory judgment pro-
cedure becomes a farce for the many highly sensitive areas such as hours of
service, years of service, etc., which are to be defined and ,determined by DOLU
not IRS.

To achieve Congress' original intent in providing for the declaratory judgment
procedure under ERISA, I would recommend that It be amended to provide that:

(1) The Tax Court has jurisdiction over determinations not only of IRS, but
also of DOL, in areas affecting employee benefit plans.

(2) Clarification aof the requirements of exhaustion of administrative remedies
In both IRS and DOL. Perhaps one solution Is to provide that the expiration of
the 270-day period, without agency action and without mutual extension, would
be conclusive evidence of the fact that the petItei has exhausted all adminis-
trative remedies an( therefore a declaratory judgment procedure Is permissible.

(8) The declaratory judgment procedures should be available to pre-ERISA
plans or a plan not required to comply with ERISA, such as a pension benefit
plan for church employees.

In closing, I would like to-state that my statement today is not meant to be a
criticism of the many dedicated persons in the federal agencies who have tried
to make ERISA work. To paraphrase Winston Churchill, if you but give them
the tools, they will complete the task. Unfortunately, the administrative frame-
work of ERISA which was recognized as an unhappy compromise is, in part
tarnishing a good law with a bad name. The administrative framework threatens
to greatly reduce the effectiveness of ERISA. It Is resulting in unnecessary
and increasing costs, and thereby reducing benefits to the American worker.

Once again, I would like to thank the members of the Committee for allowing
me to testify and to share my thoughts on these issues of vital importance to
American workers and the American economy.

Senator BtmTSr. We now have a panel representing private ven-
ture capital organizations, and if they would come forward: David T.
Morgenthaler, president, National Venture Capital Association of
Ohio; Richard Hanschen, Dallas, Tex.; Stewart Greenfield, Darien,
Conn.; and Reid Dennis, San Francisco, Calif.

STATEMENT OP DAVID T. MORGENTHALE PRESENT, NATIONAL
VENTU CAPITAL ASSOCIATION, CLEVELAND, OHIO

Mr. Moeo rfrtALm Thank you very much for the opportunity to
appear before you today. I am David T. Morgenthaler, senior partner
of Morgenthaler Associates, a private investment firm specializing
in venture capital. We currently provide capital and serve as very
active directors for some 10 corporations principally technology-
oriented enterprises four of which are public companies today.

These range in size from startup companies to over $100 million
a year in sales rates.

I have been involved in the business of starting, building, investing
in, and managing small companies since helping to start a company
right after World War II. Our concern today, and for which our panel
is present is the dsmaWe that is being done to smaller businesses and
the iobs that are not being created as a result of the unintended side
effect of some of the ERISA legislation.

We would like to enter into the record, without taking 7our time to
discuss it, a paper of the NationasBVnture Capital Association called
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"Emerging Innovative Companies: An Endangered Species." We
note in this paper that the smaller, innovative companies which create
jobs at a very-high rate-surprisingly, at a much higher rate than the
larger corporations-are in fact not being formed nearly as rapidly
as they were being formed a few years ago.

[The following was subsequently supplied for the record:]

EMEROINO INNOVATION COMIPANIES-AN ENDANGERED SPECIES

Unless some solution to the present shortage of capital for large and small coin-
panies alike can be found, America's productive resources will grow old and the
productivity of its workers will decline. Should this happen, our standard of liv-
ing will decline.

This paper has been prepared by the National Venture Capital Association.
NVCA represents professional venture capital investors as well as the companies
they back, and the association is particularly concerned by the significant drop
in new companies being started and financed In this country.

The following analysis and recom mendations were developed in order to em-
phasize the importance of the emerging innovative company and how to encourage
more such firms to get started and financed.

IMPORTANCE OF EMERGING INNNOVATIVE COMPANIES TO THE ECONOMY

Emerging innovative companies play a far more important role in our economy
than is generally understood. Through their innovations these companies offer
new products and services which improve the quality of life in this country and
keep our system competitive. Moreover, these companies provide disproportion-
ately more new Jobs per dollar of capital employed than do mature companies,
thereby facilitating the reduction of unemployment. Finally, they provide a
substantial amount of revenue to the U.S. Government through corporate in-
come taxes, and their rate of increase in income tax provision is growing far
faster than that of mature companies.

In order to flourish, innovative companies require:
The availability of capital to fund the formation of new small companies

(arising from the implementation of new technology, new ideas, or from the
spin-offs of products or services from larger corporations unwilling to devote
resources to the ongoing development of such products or services). It is the
successful new small company of today which becomes the important innovative
company of tomorrow.

The availability of capital to finance the growth of successful innovative
companies, themselves. These companies provide substantial new jobs, grow at
a rate far faster than can be financed by internally generated cash flow, and,
therefore, depend upon external capital.

A favorable market climate to encourage the Investment of capital in higher
risk small new and innovative companies vs. in lower risk equities of mature
companies or in bonds.

Appropriate incentives to attract capable management away from the high
salaries and long term security provided by mature companies and into the-
emerging innovative companies which cannot afford competitive salaries, lack
security , and can only offer the opportunity of substantial rewards if successful.
The ease for emerging innovative companies

Many products and services, unheard of a few years ago, which now benefit
our daily lives, were developed, not by mature companies, but by small Innova-
tive businesses. Semiconductors, and more recently large scale Integrated Cec-
tronic circuitry, minicomputers, microprocessors, computer peripheralm and the
expanding services they perform, hand-held calculators, automatic editing type-
writers, new lifesaving medical equipment, high fidelity recording equipment
and many other products are but a few exam,-es, Companies producing these
products and services keep our system efficient Ly challenging older, established
mature companies who do not innovate and improve. They keep America at the
cutting edge technologically and help our foreign trade balance.

Successful small companies become the suipshatitial innovative companies which
have a major Impact on new job creation and pay increasing revenues to the
Federal Government in the form of income taxes. Recently the M.I.T. Develop-
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ment Foundation completed a study on sales and employment trends among
selected young high technology companies, innovative companies and mature
companies. The companies encompassed in the study were as follows:

Young technology companies: Data General, National Semiconductor, Com-
pugraphic, Digital Equipment, Marion Labs.

Innovative companies: Polaroid, SM, IBM, Xerox, Texas Instruments.
'Mature companies: Bethlehem Steel, du Pont, General Electric, General Foods,

International Paper, Proctor & Gamble.
The study reflected the following salient facts:

(Dollar amounts "n millions

Young
technology Innovative Mature
companies companies companies

........................................................ 857.3 $21 517 36, 795
1969sales ........................................................ 1457 11:647 21,410

5-yr sales growth ........................................... 711.6 9,870 15,385
Compound annual rate of increase (percent) .......................... 42.5 13.2 11.4
1974 employment ................................................. 41, 966 555,882 812. 351
1969 employmn ...........................---------------------- 7,597 449,284 786,793

, 5-yr employment increase .................................... 34, 369 106,598 25,558

Compound annual rate of increase (percent) .......................... 40. 7 4.3 .6
1974 income tax provision ......................................... 57.4 2 296 1,506
1969 income tax ............................................. 13.2 1, 528 1,034

1-yr Increase ............................................... 44.2 768 472

Compound annual rate of Increase (percent) ......................... 34.1 8.5 7. S

The following conclusions can be drawn from this study:
The Young Technology companies, with ending sales only 2 percent as much

as those of the mature companies, nevertheless hired 34,09 people or 34 percent
isore than the 25,558 hired by the mature companies over the 5-year period.

The Innovative companies, with ending sales only 58 percent as much as those
of the mature companies, nevertheless hired 106,598 people, or over 4 times
more than the number hired by the mature companies during the 5-year period.

While the mature companies increased sales and net income over the period at
close to the same rate as the innovative companies, the mature companies ac-
complished this largely through utilizing available capital to automate pro-
duction rather than through expanding their labor forces. Employment in the
mature companies increased by only 8.2 percent over the five years compared
with 27.7 percent for the innovative companies.

Finally, the innovative companies, with ending sales only 58 percent those
of mature companies, and with ending employment only 68 percent of that of
the mature companies over the 5 years studied but throughout the whole 5-year
period provided substantially more revenue dollars to the federal government
in income taxes. In the final year alone the innovative companies provided
iiearly $2.3 billion or over 52 percent more in tax revenues than the $.5 billion
provided by the mature companies.

Emerging Innovative companies create products, services, jobs and revenue
for the Federal Government faster than do our large mature companies. Such
companies should and must be helped to flourish.

CAPITAL AVAILABILITT-AND TUE LACK THEaEOF

Mature large companies are the rMsost capable of providing for their capital
requirements out of internally generated funds. In addition, because of their
size and maturity they have the easiest access to external capital. Investors
preceive investment in such companies to be low risk. In addition, the new
Pension Reform Act, ERISA, h t tended to make pension fund managers more
cautious In their interpretation of the Prudent Man Rule. This has resulted
in making the resources of pension funds, the largest available source of capital
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in the country, largely available only to the mature companies, thereby severely
reducing the growth capabilities of most small companies.

Unfortunately, innovative companies, which have a far greater need for ex-
ternal financing, are perceived to have a higher risk, and large segments of
capital sources are not willing to fund these companies. The highest risk seg-
ment, the younger emerging companies, are having the greatest difficulty of all
In raising capital. Without such companies there will not be any innovative
companies in the future.

For the most part, innovative companies do not arise from rejuvenated mature
firms. Once a company reaches a certain size, it often approaches its future with
caution and reduced risk taking. While the policy is designed to protect the
stability of the business, the result is a decrease in its ability to grow. There
is a direct relationship between risk taking and growth in our economy.

The smaller, higher risk companies provide a good measure of the corporate
growth in the country. Yet it is these companies that have the greatest difficulty
in raising capital and in their early stage, attracting good management.

The following data on the venture capital industry show how little venture
capital is presently being invested.

The National Venture Capital Association, which includes the major venture
capital groups in the country, has commissioned a two-year study by Professor
A. Ofer, Northwestern University. on the flow of venture capital. The most re-
cent study showed the following for the Venture Capital industry (143 Venture
Capital Firms)

[In millions of doars[_

1975 1974

investments in new projects not previously In the portfolio ........................... 52.4 80.6
Investments in companies already in the protfoo ................................... 58.9 101.3

Total .................................................................... 111.3 181.9

Professor Ofer's studies Indicate that the flow of venture capital Investment is
slowing materially. His data also show how little money is now being directed
by the venture industry into start-up or barely emerging companies:

In millions of dollars]

1975 1974

Amount invested in starltups ...................................................... 15.6 12. 9
Amount invested in 1st-round financing ........................................... 8.1 37.5
Amount invested in somewhat more seasoned 2d-round financirigi .................... 17.7 23.6

Total .................................................................... 41.4 74.0

Prior to 1973, the public markets were a significant source of financing for the
successful emerging innovative companies. Firm public underwritings for com-
panies with a net worth (prior to the public offering) of less than $5 million
reflect the following pattern:

Totlt
dolar

Number of amount
offerings I (millions),

Year:
1969 ... ......................................................... 548 11,457.7
1970 -----------------------------------------------------------------------209 383.71971 ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 224 551.51972 ---------------------------------------------------------- 41 91.21973 ................................. ... .. .. ...................... 69 137.5
1974 ..................... ....................................... 8 13.14 16.2

1 Excludes regulation A, bet efforts, Government securities and fortign issues.
Source: Venture Capital Mag&zine.
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As shown above, public offering declined from 548 companies (and $1.5 billion)
In 1969 to 418 companies (and $918 million) in 1972 to an abysmal average of
6 companies (and $15 million) in each of 1974 and 1975.

Effective public markets for the successful emerging innovative companies
serve a twofold purpose. First, they provide desperately needed external capital
to companies at a time of significant growth in sales and employment. This
follows their successful emergence from the very high risk start-up and early
development stages funded privately by founders, friends of founders and, In
-inaiy cases, venture capitalists. Second, they permit the early investors and
venture capitalists, with locked-in private investments, to sell a portion of their
holdings and thereby "recycle" some funds from their more successful early stage
investments into new private emerging companies requiring venture capital.

Certainly there is no way to develop emerging innovative companies unless
capital is willing to be risked to get them started and growing. Studies by Profes-
sor Ofer indicate that the amount required to start a company has been increasing
each year since 1970. It now takes at least $2 to $3 million to launch an -merging
innovative type company and many times this amount in equity capital to finance
its growth.

This is a wealthy country and there is no shortage of capital that could be
Invested in emerging innovative companies. However, there is a distinct shortage
of capital that is willing to be invested in such companies.

There are a number of reasons for this great change from the environment in
which this country has grown and flourished:

Capital gains rates have continuously been increased over the years and the
new tax law has increased the tax on significant capital gains to levels that are
commensurate with taxes on ordinary earned income. In addition, many states
also tax capital gains.

As a result the investor is receiving back less and less after taxes In return
for taking the high risk of starting and backing new and growing enterprises.
Nothing has been done to mitigate the high risk of such investing.

It has become more difficult to sell successful venture capital investments.
New SEC rules inhibit the sale of such investments, and side effects of these
rules have generally reduced the price at which such investments can be
sold.

The stock market itself has reflected these changes. Stock prices of emerging
growth companies are low . . . so low that venture capitalists cannot make
sufficient profits on their winners to justify the high risks they must take or even
to offset the losses on their losers.

About the only way a venture capitalist can m',ke a reasonable profit is
through the merger of the emerging companies with a large corporation . . .
which only goes to consolidate the power of the larger corporations in the
country.

Basically, the question regarding capital formation is--will the system self-
correct to encourage once again the creation of new companies and the flow of
more capital into developing companies, or have basic changes occurred in the
system to prevent this from occurring?

While the answer is unclear, fortunately an increasing number of responsible
people give evidence of being vitally concerned.

A survey by the highly regarded "Cambridge Report" (19t Quarter 1976) re-
flected a substantial 64 percent majority who thought that a "very serious" (25
Percent) or "somewhat serious" (39 percent) problem existed with respect to"raising the dollars needed for business investment" in the years ahead. Even
niore encouraging, 72 percent favor private investment over government
Investment.

In another 1976 survey by the polling firm of Opinion Research Corporation
of "thought leaders in Washington" the results are encouraging. "Thought
leaders" were divided into three groupings: Legislators; Executive Branch and
Regulatory Agency leaders; and leaders of unions, public interest organizations
and the media. The question asked was, "How serious do you think the shortage
of investment capital facing U.S. industry will be over the next 10 years?" The
Answers follow:
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Executive
branch

and
regulatory

Legllators agencies Unions, etc.

Very serious ----------------------------------------------------- 57 57 20
Somewhat serious ------------------------------------------------ 21 33 45

Subtotal -------------------------------------------------- 78 90 65
Slightly serious -------------------------.------------------------ 17 5 10No shortage/or no answer ----------------------------------------- 5 5 25

Total ----------------------------------------------------- 100 100 100

Again, it is encouraging that 78 percent of the Legislators surveyed and 90
percent of the Executive Branch and Regulatory Agency personnel surveyed see
"very serious" or "somewhat serious" problems in the area of capital formation.

Our new President Is, himself, a small businessman who has expressed an
interest both in expanding business and in expanding job opportunities, particu-
larly in those areas which require minimum federal spending. New approaches
to these problems are being sought by the new administration.

Hopefully, this awareness by the new administration and Congress will en-
courage action to be taken to Improve the flow of capital to smaller and innovative
companies.

FEWER ENTREPRENEURS AND MANAGERS ARE INTERESTED IN NEW AND EMERGING
COMPANIES

There seem to be fewer entrepreneurs in the country interested and willing to
start their own companies. In addition, fewer people are willing to leave the
large corporation to participate in the risks of an existing younger company.
Once n company has been started, it can only continue to grow if it is able to at-
tract additional, highly trained and dedicated executives in such areas as market-
ing production, finance and research. Since the best such men will be earning high
salaries in large companies, the small firm must find someway to entice them to
leave their high salaried, secure positions and risk their future with the emerg-
ing Innovative company.

W\'hat can entice a man to make such a move? Surely the smaller company
can't compete with high salaries. It simply doesn't have the capital or budget,
and it can't offer job security either. But it can offer excitement, challenge and
the possibility of making a lot more money (if he can keep enough of it after tax
payments) if the venture proves to be successful.

Founder's stock rules have been made much more restrictive in recent years
and quallfled stock options were eliminated in the Tax Reform Act of 1976. Only
the non-qualified stock option is available as an incentive to Induce skilled man-
agers to associate with growing companies. With such options the recipient must
pay taxes in the year the option is exercised (when cash is not readily available)
rather than in the year of sale (when cash is available). Since the receiplent
nornially has few other liquid resources, he is usually forced to sell a substantial
portion of his stock Just as it Is received in order to fund the taxes he must
pay. Such essentially forced premature sales of stock in the very company in
whlch the entrepreneur/manager is Working to build a growing successful ihusi.
ness severely erodes his ongoing stake and hence motivation to continue building
the business .

The key building blocks for the emerging innovative company are capital and
management. Without adequate incentives for both, the ongoing formation of
these Nitally important businesses will simply not happen.

SOLVING THE CAPITAL AND MANAGEMENT PROBLLAM

Broad initial recommendaffoR
Given the evidence that, in comparison with large mature corporations, the

emerging innovative companies each year employ disproportionately more people
and provide disproportionately more revenues through federal Income taxes (to
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may nothing of the increased payroll and ancillary taxes available from the in-
creased employment base), we recommend the following:

The Carter Administration, in its plan for reorganizing the Government, should
give adequate authority to some entity within the Executive Branch which would
focus full time on the needs of smaller emerging and innovative companies. This
entity should focus on necessary incentives to promote adequate capital forma-
tion and on necessary incentives to attract qualified management from the
relative security of large corporations to the far higher risks of small growing
businesses.

The new administration should work closely with the House Ways and Means
Committee, the Senate Finance Committee, and any other committees dealing
with the problems of capital and management incentives for emerging innovative
companies. The objectives should be to develop legislative tax and regulatory
changes designed to expand the formation of these businesses and to attract
capital and qualified management to them.

Until recent years, the private sector was effective in supporting new and
smaller businesses. The Federal Government need not invest or spend valuable
public funds to develop these businesses. With proper incentives, the private
sector will again fund such businesses; qualified management will be attracted,
as in the past; and the Federal Government will become more than a 50-50
partner through income tax receipts and payroll deductions from the successful
growth of such businesses.
Longer range speotflo recommendations

The National Venture Capital Association, on behalf of its members and the
emerging Innovative businesses in which its members have invested, has a con-
tinuing program of reviewing the impact, both beneficial and adverse, of legisla-
tive and regulatory changes.

:The NVUA is in contact with the Treasury Department, the Securities and
Exchange Commission, the various staff and members of the House Ways and
Means Committee and Senate Finance Committee and others. The principal areas
ofconcern to NVCA are:

Management inventivea.-Specific proposals to retain certain key benefits of
ihcentive qualified stock options for managements of small emerging innovative
C-ompanies were unsuccessfully presented to the 94th Congress. Incentive pro-
grams for managements of these types of business must be reestablished follow-
ing the adverse impact of the 1976 Tax Reform Act if qualified managements
are to be successfully attracted in the future. We stand ready to introduce specific
proposals to the proper authorities.

Incentives to assist smaller growing business.-Graduated income taxes have
long been recognized as equitable in the taxation of individuals, The corporate
tax structure has differentiated only between those businesses either earning
less than $50,000 annually or more than $50,000. This penalizes the smaller grow-
Ing company much as the same policy would unduly penalize individuals. We
stand ready to espouse specific proposals in this area to the proper authorities.
We also stand ready to discuss the concept of providing specific deductions to
smaller growing operating companies arising from net increased employment they
may provide each year. Other proposals for the assistance of smaller growing
businesses are under study.
.,Incentives to investors.-The Tax Reform Act of 1976 has resulted in increas-

ing the minimum tax on capital gains. It has also adversely impacted the maxi-
mum 50 percent tax rate on personal service income by offsetting personal service
Income eligible for the 50 percent rate with all tax preference income, including
one-half of realized capital gains. The impact of these changes further reduces
the amount of capital gains which effectively can be retained after federal taxes
to as little as 47.5 percent of the gains in certain instances (less any further re
ductions from state taxes on capital gains) whereas the risks of capital invest-
ment continue unabated. Consideration should be given to establishing lower
rates for capital gains taxes and, simultaneously, removing capital gains en-
tirely from inclusion as a tax preference item. The effect of this proposal would
be be to clarify and simplify capital gains tax calculations and to eliminate the

'double taxation Offects of the present system.
,1l,,entives to encourage investment in already publicly owned successofl emerg-

'Elt innovatve companies by pesion funds and other Institutions.-The great
institutionalization of the stock market and the Increasing percentagebf the
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nation's capital in the hands of pension- funds.is creating a shortage of lnvestbyfit
Interest In smaller sound growing publicly. held companies with annual sales of
less than $100 millior or so.

In Peter Drucker's new book, "The Unseen Revolution," he estimates that 50
percent of the equity capital in the country will be under control'of the corporate
pension fund managers by 1986. These men, In his opinion, are temperamentally
unsuited and unqualified professionally to invest in the smaller type of publicly
owned company. Yet, unless a way is found to tap some' of this capital for
emerging growth companies who deserve and need capital In order to keep grow-
ing, they will continue, as now, to be choked.

Some means must be found to strongly encourage-penson funds and perhaps
insurance companies and banks to invest in the smaller publicly owned com-
panies. Perhaps this might entail the creation of special funds with called
professional management to make such Investments. The pension funds, bAnks
and insurance companies should be encouraged to invest a Small percentage of
their capital in such special funds and pay the somewhat higher management
fees required to support such endeavors.

Clarification of the Prudent Man Rule under the new pension fund law, ERISA,
must be issued by the Department of Labor in order to accomplish this.

Pension fund managers must also receive clearance to invest in another fund
for the purposes indicated above. The present rules on fiduciary responsibilities
often create problems and should be altered appropriately.

Increased liquidity and marketability for securities to enable investor* to turn
over and recycle investments in maturing bueiness.-NVCA is having ongoing
discussions with the Securities and Exchange Commission and has proposals cur-
rently before it to accomplish these objectives In limited fashion. We stand ready
to discuss these and other proposals with the proper authorities.

In a related area, funds devoted to Investment should be given higher priority
for the benefit of the country, its economic growth and fuller employment than
funds devoted to consumption. We recommend consideration of a program similar
to that available to homeowners, for the deferral to capital gains taxes from
profitable investments in smaller emerging growth companies, as appropriateLy
defined, so long as proceeds from the sales of any such investments are "recycled"
into similarly defined companies within an appropriate period of time.

Finally, we would urge a study of public trading In options of the larger cor-
porations. Such a study may well demonstrate that capital utilized for these pur-
poses Is unproductive for the economy and is, in fact, draining away capital from
other more productive although equally high risk uses, such as investment in. the
smaller emerging innovative companies. In this connection we would urge a
study of the feasibility of a lower capital gains tax rate for any profits arising
from funds Invested directly into a company who qualified, by appropriate defini-
tion, as a smaller emerging Innovative company. Funds so invested help to build
businesses and increase employment. This type of tax incentive might assist.
In luring funds away from alternative, less productive, Investments, such as pub-
licly traded options.

Above all, whatever specific remedies are employed, we repeat that emerging
innovative companies create products, services, Jobs and substantial revenues
for the Federal Government faster than do our large mature companies. Such
companies are presently "an endangered species." They must be helped to flourish.

A PROGRAM OF TAX RzvxsIxO PROPOSALS To ENHANCE CAPITAL FORMATION FoIL
GROWTH BUSINEassS

The broad objective of the following program of Federal income tax revision
proposals is to encourage the formation and growth of new small businesses
in order to encourage innovation, to develop technology and to stimulate
employment.

This program is presented by the National Venture Capital Association as an
addendum to its position paper "Emerging Innovative Companies--An Endan-
gered Species." As discussed in the position paper, these small to medium-sized
companies, which make a disproportionately large contribution to job creation
and production of federal tax revenues, are denied access to traditional sources
of capital at reasonable cost and are either constrained in their growth or pe-
nalized for it. The proposals set forth below would increase the availability of
external investment capital for such companies, allow additional internal fimne-
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ing of growth through increased cash flow and allow these companies to attract
and motivate key personnel. The impact of this program on Federal tax revenues
would be more than offset by the benefits of an increase in private sector em-
ploymnent and the future tax revenues generated by increased economic growth.

Capital investment is the most powerful Job creator in a free enterprise system,
with each dollar of investment contributing several times its value to economic
activity and employment. The most meaningful incentive to capital investment
Is a substantial differential between the rate of tax paid on realized capital gains
and that paid on ordinary income. With a sizeable differential, corporations are
encouraged to retain and reinvest their earnings in new plant and equipment
rather than paying earnings out in the form of dividends because shareholders
then prefer such reinvestment and the resulting increased value of their stock
as opposed to dividend income. During the 1950's and 1960.s when capital gains
were taxed at 25 percent and dividends and Interest were taxed at rates as high
as 91 percent the United States became the most powerful industrialized coun-
try in the world. In recent years the differential between capital gains and
ordinary tax rates has been decreasing (capital gains rates are now as high as
50 percent for individuals and ordinary income rates are up to a maximum of
70 percent and, logically, we have seen an erosion of capital investment.

Certain of the proposals in the program set forth in this paper seek to restore
a substantial differential between capital gains and ordinary tax rates with the
objective of stimulating investment by shareholders in smaller, growing com-
panies and, in turn, stimulating these companies to expand rapidly and create
new employment opportunities. It is only through such a constructive program
of tax incentives that the future of our free efiterprise economy, and the place
of smaller more aggressive companies in it, can be assured.

I. QUALIFIED SMALL BUSINESS INVESTMENT CAPITAL GAINS TAX DEFERRAL

Proposed legilation.-Amend the tax code to provide for a deferral of capital
gains tax liability arising from the sale of a Qualified Small Businesm; Investment
to the extent that the proceeds of the sale are reinvested in one or more other
Qualified Small Business Investments within the twenty-fofW months after the
sale. A Qualified Small Business Investment is defined as a security or securities
purchased directly from a Small Business. A Small Business is defined as any
corporation, partnership or proprietorship having less than 1.,r) employees.

E.risting legtslatton.-Capital gains arising from the sale of securities are
taxed in the fiscal year of sale.

Commentary.-There is presently a shortage of capital for ,Kmall Businesses
which is heightened by the current tax law that provides a disincentive to In-
vestors to roll over their portfolios by taking away a portion of the proceeds
when a sale is made. A Qualified Small Business Investment capital gains tax
deferral would provide proper incentives to investors in Small Businesses to roll
over their portfolios more often and to reinvest the proceeds of a sale In other
Small Businesses. The federal government would not lose tax revenue uder this
proposal; it would merely defer receipt of the revenue as long as the funds were
being put to a productive anti socially desirable purpose.

The enactment of this proposal would also redute the Internal Revenue Code's
inducement to owners of independent business. to sell out (when they wish to
sell out) to large corporations, whose shares are activity traded, in tax-free
reorganizations so that they can postpone the capital gains tax on the sale. Under
the proposal urged here owners of independent businesses whose investment was
made while the business had less than 1.5( ) employees (fuld sell the business to
any buyer or grotp of buyers for cash and( postpone the capital gains tax by
reinvesting thne cash in a Small Business of Businesses within the two years
following the sale.

11. SLIDING, SCALE, FOR CAPITAL GAINS TAX RATF FOR LONGER TERM
QUALIFIED SMAI.L BUSINESS INVESTMENTS

Proposed legialation.-Tax capital gains on sales of Qualified Small Business
Investments (as defined in Proposal I. above) at rates of .30 percent it the invest-
ment is held for less than five years. 25 percent if it is held for more than five
years but less than ten years and 12 percent If It is held for ten years or longer.

ERisting lgislation.--Currently capital gains are taxed at 30 percent for cor-
porations and at rates up to W0 percent for individuals with no differentlalon in
holding period other than that required to qualify as a capital asset.
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Conmcntary.-The present method of taxing capital gains discourages long
term investment In favor of relatively short term speculation. It requires a con-
siderable number of years and substantial risk to start a business and bring
it to a level of sustained financial independence. Adjusting holding periods and
capital gains rates with respect to Qualified Small Business Investments would
encourage investors to invest in Small Businesses and to retain their investments
in Small Businesses for longer periods and thus reward the financing and con-
tinued support of new businesses. Furthermore, the disincentive to sell a Qualified
Small Business Investment after the investment had been held for a lengthy
period of time would be substantially reduced.

1i. REMOVAL OF CAPITAL GAINS FROM THE LIST OF TAX PREFERENCE ITEMS

Proposed Icgislation.-Amend the Tax Code to eliminate capital gains from
the l4t of tax preference items which are subject to additional tax.

Existing lcyislation.-The Tax Reform Act of 1976 drastically increased the
taxatlo imlosed on tax preference items. A tax of 15 percent is now imposed
on individuals' tax preference items (including one-half of capital gains) in
excess of the greater of $10.000 or one-half of federal income taxes paid (with
11o carryover of unumd exemptions from year to year). Prior to 1976 the tax
was 10 percent and the exemption was $30,000 plus all federal income taxes paid
With a carryover from year to year of taxes not used to offset preference in-
come). In tiddition, any taxpayer otherwise benefitting by the maximum 50-
percent tax on personal service income is required to reduce his or her personal
service incoine available for this 50-percent maximum tax ratp by the amount
of all of his or her preference invomne (including one-half of capital gains),
which amount then becomes subject to ordinary income tax rates of as high as
70 percent. Prior to 1976 there was a $30,000 exemption for this purpose.

('ommetrry.-T'rhe effect of the current tax law is to reduce the attraction to
investors of capital gains income as opposed to current income. This has the
double negative effects on Siall Bulsinesses of discouraging persons from invest-
meat in Smoll BusiIness securities. which are riskier and pay less current divi-
dends, i(d of making it more ditficult for Small Businesses to compete for key
employees given the need to use stock incentives rather than current income as
their primary coileonsation tool. It further reduces capital available for invest-
Inent by increasing stockholders' desire for dividends. - -

IV, SMALL BUSINESS JOB CREATION TAX CREDIT

Proposed legitation.-Provide a standing tax credit of $2,000 per employee for
each net new employee hired by a Small Business (as defined in Proposal I.
above) with no limitation oa the amount of the credit ani with a carryover
from year to year for aniounts of the credit earned but uot yet used to offset tax
liability. Net new employment would be defined as the Increase in the average
number of full-time emlployes from one fiscal year to the next. Average em-
looyees would be computed lby averaging tile number of full-time employees at
each payroll period during the fiscal year.

E.isi aj legiAlation.-Noue. In 1977 Congress voted to grant a temporary em-
ployment tax credit to all companies but with an upper limit on the amount of
the credit.

Cuommctary.-An Increase in private sector employment Is the only permanent,
productive way to solve our country's uneniloyment problem. A stronger job
creation tax credit for Small Businesses would both provide an incentive to
young coiniallies to hire additional workers and increase their cash flow (through
reduction of taxi to fund business growth. lIoss of federal tax revenue should
beI more than offset by the increased transformation of unemployed workers
supported by public assistance into productive, tax-paying private sector
emplo. ees.

V. SMALL BUSINESS INCENTIVE STOCK OPTIONS

Proposed icgi.Ntation.-Alnend the tax code to allow a key employee of a Small
Business tas defined in Proposal I. above) who is the recipient of an Incentive
Stock Option, and who does not elect to be taxed In the year of grant on the then
value of the option, to defer payment of tax from tie exercise date of the option
to the earlier of the year of sale of the underlying stock or ten years after the
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grant of the option. Only key employees of Small Businesses would be eligibile to
receive Incentive Stock Optiqns. The taxation of ordinary stock options would
not be affected.

Existing legislation.-The Tax Reform Act of 1976 eliminated the Qualified
Stock Option. Under current law an employee who elects not to be taxed in the
year of grant at ordinary income rates on the then value of a stock option and
who subsequently exercises the stock option is taxed in the year of exercise at
ordinary tax rates on the difference between the exercise price and the market
value at the date of exercise.

Contmentary.-Smaller companies depend upon stock incentives to attract
and retain key employees as they cannot afford the high salaries paid by larger
companies. The current law unduly penalizes key employees of smaller compa-
nies who often must sell optioned stock at the time of option exercise in order to
pay the required tax, yet are unable to sell the stock obtained from exercising
the option due to the limited or illiquid market for the stock. NVCA's proposal
does not suggest a reduction in tax but merely a deferral of the tax until the
employee is able to sell his stock to generate cash to pay the tax.

Mr. MQRGENTHALER. We have assembled today a panel of venture
capitalists, one from California, one from Texas, one from Connecti-
cut-and one from Ohio to describe to you some of the problems that
the industry is encountering. We believe there are serious losses to
out' country in terms of adverse effects on small business and the lack
of formation and new technology enterprises, partly as a result of un-
intended harm of the ERISA legislation.

In summarizing, may I lay a brief groundwork about the entre-
l)reneurial process with which the country is having some difficulty
today? Basically, of course to found a business there must be an
entrepreneur, or a group oi entrepreneurs, with an idea for a new
product or a service. Such a group rarely will have enough capital,
therefore, they will have to find venture capital, either from one of
the professional groups such as we have lere, or from individual
sources.

If the business is successful in the beginning stages, it is later pos-
sible-usuallv-to attract institutional capital, later bank loans, and
ultimately, then, some or all of the com pany can be sold to public
investors who can undertake the more mod rate risk level of a success-
ful company and provide some of the additional capital that these
companies need.

Basically, of course, the sources of such capital cannot normally pro-
vide the early startup money and it is necessary to have venture capi-
tal in this process.

Fundamentally, the cycle today is not working very well in our econ-
omy, not working nearly as well as a few years ago. Yet, these are
the companies that go on to be the innovative growth companies our
society so badly needs today to give us new technology-the tech-
nology that not only advances our standard of living but a_!so enables us
to sell to foreign countries the products that will pay for our oil
imports and mineral imports and the other things that we need.

Finally, some of these will go on to be the blue chip companies of
future years. If the cycle is not working properly, the question is, who
is not doing his share in the cycle, and why

Clearly the process has become clogged up, at least to some degree.
Different people give different reasons why the entrepreneurial cycle is
not working well today. One of the problems is that everyone blames
it on some one factor in the investment process.
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It you talk to entrepreneurs, many will say" there are very fev
venture capitalists left. Those left are completely invested in com-
panice that they cannot take public, and thereby, free up some of tleir
funds for recycling.

Some venture capitalists will say, on the other hand, that there is
plenty of venture capital available but good entrepreneurs refuse to
leave the sheltered refuge of good jobs and the fringe benefits of the
larger established businesses.

Clearly I do not think we can blame the banks. Their record of losses
in recent years indicates they are taking all the risks that anybody
should reasonably expect them to take.

All agree, however, that the public market for smaller companies is
certainly not doing its share today and we believe pertinent to this
testimony that institutions, especially pension funds, are not able to
do their share in the entrepreneurial process.

Much of the reason for this is the prudent man interpretation of
ERISA. My colleagues will go on to explain how and why this bill
Senator Bentsen is sponsoring will, in our opinion, improve this situa-
tion.

The entrepreneurial process that we depend upon so heavily in this
country is little understood, but the enterprises that it produces are
job intensive rather than capital intensive as the larger organizations
are so wont to be. A recent study indicated that six of the largest
corporations in the United States-household names-in the course of
a 5-year period produced only 25,000 net new jobs while they increased
their sales by something like'50 percent. We will enter the statistics in
the record.*

Our smaller organizations, at a tiny fraction of those sales, increased
jobs by 50 percent more than these six larger organizations did. It is
probably not an exaggeration to say that the companies financed by
the four men sitting at this table over the period of time produced
almost as many additional net new jobs in the economy as did these
six large organizations.

I would like to pass you on to my colleagues at this time, and first
I would like to present Dick llanschen from Texas.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD J. HANSCHEN, DALLAS, TEX.

Mr. ITANSCIIEN. MV name is Dick 1lunsvhen. I am the founder of
the New Business Resources of )allas. Tex. I normally introduce my-
self as a venture industrialist rather than a venture capitalist, because
my activities are directed solely at stating new companies, not just
in investing.

I draw on '20 years' experience I had in industry at Texas Instru-
ments and Honeywell, and with this I explore new technologies to see
what products may be manufactured, estimate the total potential mar-
ket and lay out a business strategy for a new company. This all makes
sense.

I invest my own and other people's money, select a management team
and then, when necessary, I tend the store to make certain things work
out. In the last 8 years I have averaged starting one new company a
year. A well publicized company, Mostek, was started in 1.70 and will
do $85 million this year. They employ 2,050 people in the United

See p. 05.
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States, have a payroll tax of $6.8 million. To date, they have paid $13.2
million in corporate taxes. They are currently putting u) a new facil-
ity in Dallas of 200,000 square feet that should employ another 1,000
I)eopIe there.

Today, Mostek stockholders that have invested in common stock
have not rceived one dividend, and probably will not receive any div-
idends in theforeseeable future. The'sole incentive motivation to he
a stockholder is stock value appreciation. That appreciation is depend-
ent on Mostek's ability to continue to grow at a rate of 30 percent
per year.

Since a company like Mostek can only grow at a 15-percent rate
from internally generated profits, Mostek will need to raise long(-
term capital as well as attract long-term, competent personnel. Long-
term capital sources will require more than a hanker s return and ex-
ceptional personnel will demand more than a competitive salary. They
both look to significant stock appreciation, again, to achieve these addi-
tional returns.

Going back to my opening points on my activities. I think the
thought process necessary to form a new business must have much in
common with the thought processes of all persons managing man,
money, and machines, whether they be industrial pension fund Into,-
agers or government leaders.

The first criteria that I try to establish is the new technology will
have a cost-effective impact that should result ili a 5 to 10 times imu-
proveiment over what exists. If not, I just label it as product extension
where it is probably going to be (lone by existing companies.

Senator BENTSEN. Say that again.
Mr. IIAN-scHEN. I take. a new technology and try to see if it will lhave

a cost-effective impact that will result in a 5 to lb times imil)rOveiielit.
A specific example is a company medicus which provilc- an eloctroie
system in hospitals that will allow the medical hospital to operate
more efficiently, to reduce their cost-)ler-patient stay 30 percent br
efficient processing of people through, like running l)Io&llcts throIghi
a factory.

The reason I am in that business is because the cost of that system
to the hospital is one-fifth of an IBM system. 'Tlie four elv'trie
equipment that make up that system come from four different coumi-
panies and all fomr of those companies were financed as venture capital
companies. I (lid three.

This is the impact we are looking for. If it is a 2-pervent improve.
ment, I feel that IBM will eventually do it themselves. I am looking
at an order of magnitude impact.

Senator BENSEN. You are ale to find an average of one a year
that can do that ?

Mr. HANSCHEN. Yes.
The next thing I do, I lay a business plan based on a very simple

textbook fact, that every product has a life cycle. Each product will
go through a cycle of development, growth, maturity, and decline.
I would like to repeat that for emphasis, because it is a theme that
I am here to expound.

All products go through life-cycle phases of development, growth,
maturity, and decline. I stress that because I believe that is just as
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true of men, companies, industries, or companies. Unless one can
establish in an organization a continuing creative element that will
always be making something new to build upon, maturity will lead
to decline.

This leads me to believe that anybody investing only in mature
situations such as pension fund managers !rove interpreted the recent.
bill will be limited to investing in mature situations, may be taking
unusual risks and passage of time will turn their mature 'investments
into declining situations with rapidly eroding market values.

The erosion rate-I have seen sonic charts that show stock values
tend to fall at five times the rate that they increase in value. This is
related, really, to how quickly confidence is lost, as to how slowly
confidence can be got.

It seems to me also that a pension fund manager, much like myself,
must continuously sharpen his intelligence and inputs by intimate
knowledge and participation in developing technologies. markets,
industries, in order to invest later in growth companies and growth
industries and in that way participate in future, mature investments.

Ihe imi)aet of much of what fellows like us do has re.- ited in new
indstries. The main frame computer industry di(1 not start tlie com-
liter industry. Digital Equipment was done by 'enturi capitalists.
1he minicomlputer industries are not starting this new field of micro-
computers. It is all done initially by venture capitalists.

You can go on through that. The iml)act of our efforts is new
industries. 1 iake that point because it would seem to ine that some
of the problems our Government is trying to solve. such as miore Viil-
ployment, more tax revenue, would lead to a strategy, in the national
interest now, for putting special importance on the development and
growth of new industries, in addition, to extending the life of mature
and declining industries.

I say this because recently I did engage in assisting another country
in laying their strategic, 10-year industrial growth plans. Their prince
effort wvas aimed at (eveloping new industries for goals of exporta-
tion, partictlarlv to the United States. I declined to participate as a
venture indust rialist in these countries, although the risk-reward ratio
is one of the best I have ever been offered.

In examining ny motives for not acting in that situation. I would
say the priie vause is that I ani fully extended with the opportuni-
ties that I have close at hand. Also: with four sons, the oldest one
who has joined ne as mi partner last year, I am still not yet inclined
to sell the farm, whichhias been a p retty good producer.

I personally feel that the loss of confidence that growth capital
will flow into developing companies, those below $100 million rev-
enue, has been the prime reason for the decrease of startup capital
and development capital in new businesses in the United States.

Senator BFN'Ts.q,,'N. Say that again .
Mr. IIANscIIE,,. I personally have a conviction that the loss of con-

fidence that growth capital would follow in sequence into developing
companies, those below $100 million, this has been the prime reason
for the decrease in flow of money into startup companies and into
developing companies.
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dThis is the chain of financing that I. talked about that. we really
did not want togo out and commit yourself to the first phase of thiq,
if you do notsee sources of capital-later on. I can talk from personal
experience of what'I have done, I really have done within the finan,
cial capabilities of my own family and my sois, without ever looking
.at ..the outside world for other capital until this atmosphere clears
.up. somewhat.

.1 am really looking forward to a renewed program that will allow
responsible participation. Not being a financial man, I really do not
know the word "prudent" from a legal sense of the meaning. I really
tiink it is possible that responsible participation by pension fun;
imianagers and companies in their judgment are doing .good the things.
that will lead to significant growth, with the resulting stock value
appreciation that will feed back and give these stockholders, these
viti)loyees, these long-term capital suppliers, the same thing that the
pcnsion fund managers are looking for.

"lanlk you.
Senator BE'Tsm,'. That is very interesting.
'Mr. l)ennis?

STATEMENT OF REID DENNIS, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

MIr. D:.NIs. Senator Bentsen, I am Reid Dennis from California.
and I come to this hearing today trying to bring my points of view
fiom several different vantage poiiits.

For 21 years I was investment officer at a major financial institu-
tio i. American Express Co. and various predecessor companies that
T will not go through. with the mcst recent position there being as
P resident of the American Express Investment Management Co. and
later its chairman.

I also have been an active director and officer of numerous small
companies and have been active in the venture capital business, pri-
inarily on the west coast, for nearly 25 years.

l[ was successful in getting both American Express and one of its
predecessor companies into the venture capital business and directed
those pail icular programs for my employers, and they were both very
successful programs.

1 have a couple of technical comments on S. 285 that I would like
to make, sir, from my point of view as a professional investment man-
ager. 'he first one relates to your section 4976 on the top of page 3,
the limitation related toinore than 5 percent of any class of security.

I think the words that bother me are "any class of security" and
would think the language would make more sense to investors and
"1uild actually be beneficial to pension plait beneficiaries if the staff
would consider changing that language to read "5 percent of the vot-
ing securities" or "5 percent of the equity securities" including, for
the purpose of the calculation, any securities that were convertible,
as though they had indeed been converted.

:There are many times when a pension plan can get a benefit by hav-
iA g a senior position. I do not think they should be limited to 5 percent
df 1hat particular class of securities. I think what you are concerned
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about "here is -concentration, and I would suggest that that, be
considered.

Senator Bamszi;. I think that suggestion has ,sQme merit. We will
give it some study.

Mr. DrNis. Thank you, sir.
The second technical question I have does revolve around section 3,

modification of the prudent man rule which we are talking about today
and which we are very mucijin support of.

That is the limitation again, although it has some modifying lan-
guage, essentially is controlled by the 2-percent limitation, controlled
by market value of securities, and I question why it should not be
controlled by cost. It seems to me that my experience would indicate
that any limit-most institutions will not go close to the limit because
they do not want, to exceed it, that if you do relate it to market value.
then those that are successful in this field might exceed the limit and
therefore be prevented from doing more in the field. Those that are
unsuccessful and whose market value of unsuccessful investments may
go to 0, then they would be free to invest another 2 percent of their
assets in such things, so that I think-

Senator BEN'PSEN. It might run into a Mosstech.
Mr. DzE-wis. Yes, at least, that is the hope. That should be the ob-

jective of this kind of money, if we are looking for small and emerging
growth companies.

I frankly feel the cost is not only workable, it is more rational. In
many of these small companies it is really very hard to determine
what true market value really is.

Senator BENTsEN. That is an interesting suggestion. The 2-percent
maximum is put on there really to protect the pension beneficiary,
to be sure that someone does not go too far in going into situations,
and obviously thatjproblem does not exist if they had been very
successful.

Mr. DF.NNIS. That is correct.
Senator BENTSEN. I think it would be a good approach.
Mr. DENNIS. It would simplify the language of that particular

section. There is some modifying language that gives you exceptions
to market value. I think all of that could be done away with, frankly,
by relating it to cost.

Senator BETSEN. Let's take the other approach. Suppose they
have really picked themselves some winners and the market value
has gone to 0 and they still show themselves with a cost basis-

Mr. DENNis. There are some reliefs to that. They could, indeed,
sell the security and get it off their books, and therefore have it dis-
appear that way, but the main thing they would have to recognize
the loss and take the loss and have a transaction, which I think is
good discipline.

I do not see any disadvantage in using costs that would not also, in
effect, be here if you were using market value.

Senator BENTSEN. Let me think that one through, because I think
you make a good point.

Mr. DENNIS. Those are the only two technical questions that I have.
I think that the other thing that I would like to mention briefly is the
modifkation of the prudent man rule.

91-933-77-8S
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As you have proposed it in section 3, it is really a permissive piece
of legislation. It is not a forcing piece of leislation at all. It is not a
requirement, it is a permissive piece of legislation, and I think that it
will increase the funds that are potentially available for investment
in smaller businesses.

But, like the saying of leading a horse to water, you cannot make
him drink, it' is not going to force it to happen.. I think that this
legislation, this language, will encourage the formation of other invest-
ment firms, such as the one that I currently represent, Institutional
Venture Associates, which represents seven major financial institutions
and acts as their agent in investing money and so on in emerging
companies.

One of the things that 'is unusual about many of us who are in this
business is we frankly look at this kind of legislation as increasing
the competition of business, and I think it is unusual to find a group
of businessmen who would come before you and say, we would welcome
that increased competition.

There are more opportunities around than we frankly have the time
or the personnel to handle. The nature of the business of investing
in small companies is not one that I believe you can institutionalize.
I do not believe that it is one that you can write a rule book or. and
say to a staff, here are the set of rules that have worked for me for
the last 20 years; go out and apply them.

It is very much an individual business and it is an extremely time-
consuming business, as Mr. Hanschen has already pointed out. We
frankly recognize it will bring us increased competition; we welcome
that.

Since the formation of Institutional Venture Associates in April
1974, my partners and I-and there originally were four of us, now
three of us-have reviewed some 800 different proposals. That is at
the rate of one every business day, and we do not count, or log, in the
total those we can turn off over the telephone, those that are inappro-
priate. We try to keep our bookkeeping in keeping track of these
things to a minimum. There are still 800 of them in the 3 years we
have been in the business. Out of that 800 we have made between 7
and 8 investments. It is about a 1-percent selection process.

That number, frankly, is too low. I am convinced there are more
than 1 percent of those proposals that deserve being financed by some-
body. They did not happen to fit our particular fields of interest. They
did not happen to fit our time allotments.

Frankly in this business we run out of time before we run out of
money. What I am encouraged about in terms of your bill is the fact
that it will encourage more people to put more people to work, more
funds will put more people to work.

That is something that the next witness will also talk about. But
at the present time, this business is too selective. Those of us who have
our funds together would frankly be more selective than I think is
good for the health of the economy and the Nation.

I would say one other thing from the point of view of an institu-
tional investment manager. Institutions ave had a widely varying
experience in the venture capital business. It has depended 'largely in
its timing, and those who entered this business in 1968 and 1969 when
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it became very popular to do so largely have had disasters only since.
There have been many disasters.

It depends, No. 1, on timing. It is dependent u pon the abilities and
the experience of their personnel and staffs, whether they want to
devote that kind of personal resource to managing a very small per-
centage of their assets.

Surely one of the reasons why I left a major instjtiitonai position
is the fact because a big, financial institution cannot aford tohave its
senior officer go out and work with such a small percentage of their
assets.

Senator BENTSEN. That is why I do not think you will get a lot
more competition, for that very reason. You can have larger sources
of capital available to those people who can devote the time and have
unique capabilities of searching out and following through on those
types of ventures.

Mr. DErxNis. I think you are right, sir.
The other thing I think is important in this whole institutional

process is that you have to have a friend in court, if you are on one
of these institutional investment staffs. You have to have the interest
and support of the top management of your firms.

You have to have the interest and support of either the directors of
the firm or the trustees of the firm, whatever the setup may be. If you
do not have somebody who believes in this process at the top. it just
is plain not going to be done at the staff level. No question about it.

I think that we are fortunate in our own firm in representing insti-
tutions who believe there is a responsibility to the system to recycle at
least some small percentage of the dollars back into trying to start
these companies that are going to be the leaders of tomorrow.

Thank you very much.
MNr. 'MO1RGENTITALER. Mr. Chairman, our fourth participant is Stew-

art Greenfield. I think this is a particularly interesting example of
a very successful venture capitalist who, because he started to put a
fund together after ERISA legislation got in, has, in effect, had great
difficulty doing so.

STATEMENT OF STEWART GREENFIELD, DARIEN, CONN.

Mr GmrENFIF,.I. M name is Stewart Greenfield. I am chairman of
Charter Oak Enterprises. a venture capital services-company located in
Darien. Conn. My colleagues and I comanaged a venture capital fund
from 1,970 and 1974 a, officers of an investment banking fir.ll A sub-
stantial portion of our capital was contributed by 10 pension trusts,
one of which was the Wachavia Bank which Senator Bentson quoted
earlier.

We made investments in 36 companies and 34 of those companies are
still in operation. These companies have grown to employ an estimated
17,000 people. The total revenues of these companies is over $1 billion.

The return on the funds invested, even in these difficult times, have
ranged from 11 to 25 percent, compounded annually and will yield an
estimated total of $34 million in profits, most of which goes 'to these
pension funds. This is on an average capital employed of $13 or $14
million.
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A number of the companies that were generated are highly innova-
tive. We feel that they have made important contributions to the-
Am erican economy. . . . . , ; ,. r , ,

After our stint in managing those funds, for a number of reasons
my as ociates and I thought we could even be inere effective as. an
independent organization. On the basis of our performance record, we.
left our old firm to start a new venture fund. Our timing turned out to.
be very unfortunate, because we left in mid-1974, several months prior
to the passage of ERISA. We were making substantial progress toward'
raising our fund when the implications of ERISA became recognized
and we lost our principal potential investors.

One of those, by the way, was the Chemical Bank which Senator
Bcntsen also quoted. We had talked with them. They had expressed not
only great interest, but concern that a greater flow of venture capital'
was necessary to stimulate the economy. They thought it was their duty
to do this, but then found themselves frustrated by provisions in
ERISA.

For the last 3 years instead of managing funds, we have worked as.
advisors to a number of formative companies. We have assisted them
in solving financial problems.

It is still our intent to start a new fund and the passage of remedial
legislation is something that, we see as a key in our ability to do this.

Looking at the history of the problem, in the 1950's and 1960's, a.
number of pension fund managers experimented in investing in small
private venture companies. They soon learned that investing in ven-
tures requires a different focus and talent than investing in large com-
paniies. What they came to do was invest through professionally man-
aged venture capital funds rather than using their own staffs to do this.
kind of thing.

In most cases, in doing this they felt comfortable operating under
State prudent man statutes. In the period of 1968 to 1974, an estimated
50 venture capital funds were established with substantial capital
contributed by pension funds.
-Since the passage of ERISA pension funds have made virtually no
investment in venture capital. To our knowledge, the level was 0 in
1974 and 1975 and there was a matter of somewhere between $5 and $6
million believed to have been invested in 1976.

Certainly from all that we have gathered in discussion with members
of the committee, it appears that the intent of Congress in draft-
ing the reform act was to increase the rate of investment in smaller
com panies through an emphasis on the diversification of portfolios.

There are two aspects of the ERISA legislation that brought about
these unanticipated effects. The simpler of the two has to do with a
technicality in the act. The act charges the trustee of a pension fund'
with responsibility for the acts of those to whom he delegates invest-
Ment authority, if those parties are not registered under the Invest-
ment Advisors Act of 1940 and are not banks and insurance companies..

The act can be interpreted as reading that trustees investing as
limited partners or minority shareholders in a venture capital fund,
and having no authority whatsoever over the action of such entities, are.
personally responsible for improper acts of those venture funds..
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Trustees, as a class, are not very bold individuals and few would be
willing to expose themselves to such, albeit remote, liability.

The second major problem has to do with the question of prudence.
The section of the act on the prudent man rule does not provide a
very clear, certain standard of prudence against which venture capital
funds can be measured. In view of the exposures under ERISA, coun-
selors to investment managers advise that they are exposed to suit if
the value of the venture investment declines.

Senator BENTSEN. I would say that I have to go for a few moments
to handle an amendment in another committee and Senator McIntyre
will chair this hearing. I am deeply interested in what you have
testified to. That is quite a track record you have, and I will be ex-
aining your testimony, the part of it I missed, in the record. I hope
I can get back.

Senator MCINTY-RE [presiding]. Please continue.
Mr. GREENFIELD. Part of the problem is a question of the risk to the

pension fund manager as compared with his potential rewards. Typi-
.cally, a large pension fund will pay a management fee to its man-
agers of one-quarter of 1 percent of the assets under management.

On this basis if we compare the situation of a $1 million invest-
rnent that doubles in size and the same investment that declines 50
percent, the gain produces income to the management firm of about$2,500 whereas the decline might cost the firm $500,000, or 200 times
the potential gain, and that is very, very distasteful, of course, as a po-
tential risk to a pension fund manager.

A number of investment managers feel that the potential yields of
investment are substantially higher than other kinds of investing,
investing 1 to 5 percent of their portfolios in funds that can con-
tribute greatly to their performance.

Others feel that it is a patriotic duty to support the formative in-
dustries that have helped preserve America's technological leader-
ship and account for substantial employment growth. However, the
risks imposed by ERISA are too great, and such investment managers
have not been willing to make venture investments. The result is a
much lower rate of venture investment and many fewer growth com-
panies are being formed today.

Ve see the Bentsen bill, S. 285, as an antidote for the consequences
of the vagueness of the prudent man rule as expressed in the current
act. The provisions of the law against self-dealing are not affected by
S. 285, and it is these rules that are most effective in curbing abuse of
pension funds.

In the case of single employer defined benefit plans, which, inci-
dentally, are the source of almost all venture investment by pension
funds, the employer is required to make up for the experience losses
in the funds investments.

For these plans, and for solvent employers, the principal effect of
the prudent man rule, therefore, is not to protect the em ployee but
the employer, who generally has other, quite adequate devices for
protecting his interests. I therefore urge most strongly that section 3
of 9 285 to be enacted.

Thank you.
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Senator McINTm. Thank you.
You are nongovernment small business investment companies, are

you not ;-similar to the SBIC's--Small Business Investment Corpora-
tions which are supervised by the SBAI

Mr. Gm.ENFELD. There are many members of the organization who
are, but we are not SBIC's.

Senator MCINTREw. But, you are private, nongovernment companies
who look solely to the private sector for investments?

Mr. MOROENTHALER. That is right, sir.
Mr. GREENFI.LD. The reason we do not take advantage of the SBIC

regulations, is that we have much greater flexibility in working in
these companies as independent entities.

Senator MlcINTRE. Many States, including New Hampshire, have a
"prudent ,nan rule," so we would like to know: What is the signifi-
cance of ERISA's change from the applicable State prudent man
rules to the new, Federal prudent man rule?

Mr. GREENFIELD. It is in the garnishing of the rule rather than the
substance. Let me describe that.

Before ERISA, a fund manager investing in a venture was subject
to exposure under the prudent man rules, chiefly to the trustee of the
fund. He could achieve an agreement on policy with the trustee. Under
ERISA, the A.T. & T. fund manager, for instance, is subject to suit
from 500,000 people. He has no way of arriving at a reasonable under-
standing as to whether or not his act is going to be considered prudent
by those 500,000 people, whereas under State law, working with a
trustee, you can very readily determine that there was agreement on
that subject.

Senator MCINTYPE. You believe that was just a happenstance that
occurred? Were the people who put ERISA together looking for a
tougher, or more complex, prudent man rule than existed in the States?

Mr. GRUENFIELD. I do not think so at- l_ I think there was an at-
tempt by people who drafted the legislation to improve the prudent
man rule and render it more flexible. It is the risks and exposures
presented els6Where in the act that causes the problem.

Senator MCINTYRE. Apparently Mr. Chadwick testified that the
"modern portfolio theory' would accommodate venture capital in-
vestment. Is there anything short of legislation that would allow
agencies and courts to recognize this theory?

Mr. GREENFIELD. I woul say "No." It is necessary to provide for
legislative-relief before the fund analyzers would feel sufficiently
comfortable to invest in ventures.

Mr. Di.s. My answer is also "No." I think there are very few
people, modern portfolio theory is something that is subject to defi-
nition and changes as time changes. W hat is modern today is out-
moded tomorrow, so that you would be shooting at a moving target.

I think the problem with ERISA, whoever wants to shoot at you
there has all of the benefit of hindsight as to what was prudent based
on today's facts and based on the results of the investment many,
many years after it was made. Does it now look like, when you recon-
struct, that it was a prudent thing to do? If you lost money, probably
no, it was not, and the problems that you have-I can cite you one ex-
ample through my own experience and I am sorry Senator Bentsen is
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not here, because it was a Texas company our company invested in.
• We were an insurance company subject to all sorts of State regula-
tion. We put $1 million in a Texas company that later had a market
value of over $40 million and was the largest, single tangible asset that
the company had. The attitude of our own directors, when they look
back on it, if we were able to make that much money in that investment,
it probably was risky at the time we made the investment and we
never should have made it in the first place.

That is the kind of circuitous thinking you get into when you look
at these things in retrospect, and I do think that you definitely need
legislative relief to, in effect, give a leeway clause to the prudent man
rule, whether it is 2 percent-the number 2 percent, I understand there
is also some legislation on the Hill that has a 5-percent clause. The
rate is really immaterial, as long as there is some relief.

Senator MCINTYRE. I have an excerpt from the Kansas Federal Re-
serve Bank magazine that gives the asset size of financial institu-
tions and it says that pension funds would rate about second in hold-
ings in total assets. The figures here are $445.4 billion held in pension
funds. That is more than the saving and loan associations have, they
are at $338.4 billion.

That is exceeded only by commercial banks with $958.4 billion.
What you think of Senator Bentsen's proposal, S. 285, with the

2-percent leeway; is that 2 percent too much, or do you think it is a
good figure? That could release $8.8 billion.

Mr. DENNIS. This is permissive legislation, not forcing legislation
and there are many, many organizations included in that total.

Senator MCINTYRi. Two percent is a good figure?
Mr. DENNIs. It is a good mninimuni figure.
Mr. Gr.ENFIRLD. Before the restrictive legislation was passed,

roughly 100 pension funds made such an investment.
Senator MCINTYRE. Say that again?
Mr. GREENIFIELD. Before the restrictive legislation was passed, rough-

ly about 100 pension funds invested in venture capital funds. We think
the same pattern would apply in the future if the 2 percent basket is
enacted.

Mr. MOROENTIALER. We think strongly 2 percent is not too much.
I believe Canada and certain life insurance companies in the past
have used 5 percent. It is entirely optional. Many people will simply
not participate, no matter what, unless they are being compelled.
I really do not think that they should be compelled.

I think this will clarify the fact that these are not, by definition,
imprudent investments. This is one of our concerns about the modern
portfolio theory. I would hate terribly to have to defend my judg-
ment in an investment being viewed on an after-the-fact basis with
that kind of investment theory.

We totally agree with the belief of Mr. Chadwick in this. I would
not want to use it for a legal defense.

SenatorMCINTYRE. Treasury testified yesterday that freeing up this
2 percent from the pension plan, bringing it up from the prudent man
rule, that they would be opposed to this on the basis that it would
"eliminate all protection against imprudent investment." I suppose
that is testimony that we would have to expect from Treasury. ,
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Mr. MORIGE TIHALER. I think we would say in the first place a great
deal of it depends on how one defines prudence and I think we would
all feel that a very diversified portfolio is perhaps the most prudent
way of investing with due investment manager judgment on each of
the investments being put in,

One simply can no longer believe that it is prudent to concentrate
all of the $400 billion-plus assets that you mentioned into the stock of
200 or 300 large corporations and having the pension managers out-
guess each other, sel ing them back and forth to each other as fluctua-
tions occur in the values of each corporation.

It is far better to diversify this over the whole assets of the country
to provide capital to the smaller businesses which are going to have
the growth. I think the record of most of us is far better in this last
-6- or 7-year period than practically any pension fund that we are
aware of, although we supposedly invest in risky enterprises.

In fact, our diversification accomplishes the prudence and partic-
ipated on this basis, it is a more prudent thing for a pension manager
to put a more limited portion of his assets in these new enterprises,
some of which are going to grow far faster and provide far better
yields than merely concentrating in the few large corporations.

I also think it 'is a very unfortunate use of the country's tax sub-
sidized assets. Your writeup on the bill indicates there is something
like a $4 billion tax subsidy given to the industry and to subsidize the
concentrating of those assets into very few corporations which again
hurts the small businesses that are helping to subsidize that tax
program.

Senator McIqTyRm. You represent private venture capital ofganiza-
tions. How many such companies are there, to your knowledge, in the
county? Do you have meetings? Do you ever get together and talk
about your common problems?

Mr. MOROENTITA.ER. We are members of the National Venture Capi-
tal Association. I happen to be the current president. There are about
"70 members of our association, of people who have capital who provide
funds to new and merging businesses on a continuing basis and who
work with these companies.

In addition, of course, there are several hundred of the small busi-
ness investment companies, some of whom are also members of our
association. The directory lists about 600 sources of venture capital in
the United States, but nost of these people are not providing it on a
continuing basis. They are corporate finance people who are money
finders or facilitators in the transaction, middlemen of some sort,
rather than people who are providing the capital themselves.

Senator McIN Ty. There is no uniformity to your table of
organizations ?

Mr. MOROENMALER. No. We tend to work in a somewhat similar
,manner but are highly individual organizations.

Senator McINTYnE. Would you have, as a part of your organization,
people who work for you who mav be expert in some field ? Or, would
you go out and hire that "out of the house," so to speak, and bring in
somebody knowledgeable in A. particular field and say: "here, look at
this investment possibility, what d you think of it?
-Mr. MORGENTTALER. More customarily the latter. Would you gen-

•tlmen agreeI
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Mr. DE-NNis. My background has been in the field of finance, pri-
marily. I was originally an electrical engineer, so long ago I do not
even recognize the field anymore.

Of my partners, one has a Ph. D. in electrical engineering from
Stanford and the other is a graduate of MIT in electrical engineering
and an expert in the consumer products peripheral business. So among
my own partnership staff, among the three of-us, I have one with a
Ph. D. and a good scientist in things like electro-optics and elec-
tronics and that sort of thing and one very good man in business
equipment peripherals.

If we need something beyond that, we will go out and get expertise
from the outside.

In most of the venture capital firms that we are familiar with,
you will find the partnership staff itself usually has pretty good tech-
nical background. -

Mr. HANSCIIEN. I think that is true. Most of us tend to specialize
in the area we are going to invest in. You will not find us in real estate
and in electronics. You would find us in one or the other, and we do.
that for intelligence reasons.

We have a continuous flow of information rega ding a very narrow
segment. I have a little business model I follow and the companies
have to fit together. They have to make sense. Even a good investment,
if it does not fit my model, would be rejected. I think this is pretty
common.

Mr. MOROENTILALER. I think it is fair to say, Senator, throughout
the industry, people, while they make more investments perhaps in
some segments than others, nevertheless basically are looking for
attractive investments. My own firm has financed many computer
companies. We are also involved in -the largest pickle company in the
United States.

Senator MCINTYnE. What is the rate of mortality of these venture,
capital companies in your experience?

Mr. MOROENTHALEr. In the companies we invest?
Senator MCINTYRE. Your outfits. Do a lot of them fade away?
Mr. MOROENTHALER. In the late 1960's, there were a great many peo-

ple'who became wealthy by other means, through speculation in the
stock market, that kind of ihing, who entered the venture capital field.
I would say yes, it is true, that most of those have passed away.

Today, of the professional capital, the professional group of ap-
proximately 70 or 80 people we mentioned, these are the professionals,-
the survivors of the 1970-75 depressed period. I would say the mor-
tality now is very low in that group.

Most of our people today are survivors. They are good people who-
should be able to get funds and who are unable to do so, or who have
been unable to do so. It is rare to hear of many of our members going
out of the business today.

Mr. DFNiS. I think it is fair to say that there has been a hard core
of people who have been in the venture capital business and have stuck
with it in good times and bad.

Senator McIwryRE. How long have you been in it?
Mr. GREENFIEW. I have been actively involved in it, i'. this role for

7 years.
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Senator MCINTYRE. You, sir?
Mr. DENNIS. I have been in the business for nearly 25 years.
Mr. HANSCHEN. Eight years.
Mr. MORGENTHALER. Thirty-two years in starting up and managing

small companies, nine years continuously nothing but venture capital.
Senator MCINTYRE. I do not have the average size of the pension

fund. Could any of you give me an idea when you are talking about
assets?

Mr. GRENFIELD. The average size of the myriad of pension funds
is pretty small. It was stated that there are 1.6 million plans in exist-
ence. The average thus is about $30,000.

Senator MCINTYRE. What investment methods are used by the pen-
sion fund? I have the impression that they just want blue'chips and
government bonds? Do they use a whole flock of advisers?

Mr. HANSCHEN. Many are managed by a bank. The pension funds
that are managed by a bank, you have a bank trust officer who operates
it. They put my money that I have in the pension fund in bonds. I got
an 8 percent return.

Senator MCINTYRE. Looking at these private pension plans, I have
a question here. I would like you all t0-comment on it briefly.

Private.pension plans now provide the main source of support for
millions of Americans and millions more who will retire in the years
ahead. These retirees are not earning and must be supported out of the
gross national product that active workers are producing.

What is the role of the venture capital industry in helping to im-
prove the productive capacity that will support retirement security
in the decades ahead? Do you think there is a strong place for this
venture capital you are talking about?

Mr. HANSCHEN. I would like to speak to that.
I am absolutely convinced that our people across the Nation start

new industries and we trigger off new industries. The semiconductor
industry was very much done by venture capital. It triggered off a
whole myriad of things. It resulted in the growth potentials of the
calculator industry.

Up until that time the technology was vacuum tubes and calculators
could not utilize vacuum tubes. We have seen the calculator industry
move to the United States. We have seen the wristwatch industry
because of the semiconductor industry, move back to the United States
from overseas.

If it is necessary for a company to have new product lines it is
necessary for a co intry to have new industries continuously.

T think it is one of the most important contributions that we do,
generating these new industries. We do it with self-interest and good
return on investment. Ve aim, with our monev, to try to achieve a 30
percent ROT, return on investment, compounded annually.

Senator MCINTYRE. You mentioned small business investment com-
panies, federally chartered companies. Do they represent a sizable
portion of your industry, if you put yourself together, or just a small
segment?

Mr. MORUENT-ALER. No, they represent a very large segment of the
industry and Probably the major difference is the vrious restrictions
under which they operate. Many of them operate similar to our pri-
vate investment capital companies.
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The private venture capital companies are more apt to invest in new
ventures at an early stage when the ventures are losing money, or at
least. are making so little that they are unable to pay interests on their
investments. The SBIC's are normally substantial users of Govern-
ment-sponsored bonds and must pay interest on it, therefore, they
must have a source of income to pay that interest and the new ventures
in very early stages are often unable to afford the interest.

Mr. HANSCHIEN. There are two limitations on SBIC's. One is the
amount of capital they can invest in any one situation. It is 20 per-
cent of their equity that they have. This would mean that they have
leverage 4 times and have to invest in 20 companies to be fully invested.

The other thing, because they have to pay interest, they cannot
really make a common stock, long-term investment. They have to
make it in a venture that pays them interest sooner. Often these de-
veloping companies are forced to pay out of capital interests if they
are using an SBIC. What we really need is long-term capital. We
want this thing to work. It depends on its return and stock value
appreciation.

Senator MCINTYRE. I notice here that two of your representatives
are from Texas and California, one from Ohio and one from Con-
necticut. Is most of the activity of your membership in the South-
'vest and Far West?

Mr. MOROENTHALER. Not at all, Senator. We all invest nationally.
Unfortunately, not all of the ventures occur in ony one location, al-
though a few years ago Boston was a highly prolific source of invest-
ment. In more recent years, California; increasingly, the Southwest
has been an increasing source of opportunities.

I think perhaps we all live where we like to live or where we hap-
pen to start in business and cover investments all over the country. A
venture capitalist has to travel a great deal, unfortunately.

We do find that sources -f new investment occur, often largely
around university and research centers, therefore we are always con-
cerned when our States fail to keep up in the research and develop-
ment activities, or especially fail to get their share of Federal funds
for research and development. That often means that there will be a
falling off in the availability of venture opportunities.

Senator MICINTYRE. In closing, let me say that I wish there were
more of you who were as successful as you have been, apparently. The
other day we had an example of the problem the country has, the
energy crisis. There appeared in the Washington Post, the story of an
inventor, an inventor of a great deal of success. And, what ERDA,
the energy R. & D. outfit agency of the Government was saying was,
we do not know how to deal with one ,nan. We are just unable to
interface with you.

If you were IBM or you were Ratheon, maybe we could sit down
and do business. So up in the New England area we have all kinds of
budding ideas on solar energy. I would not know whether one is good
or one is bad. We have all of these ideas floating around.

Mr. Dennis, you did get involved with the solar possibilities. Did
you make any investments with solar energy in any form or nature?

Mr. DENNs. We just recently made, ;Within the last couple of
months-within the last months, sir, we made an investment in the
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solar energy company in California. This particular company, largely
related to the problems in its initial market as one of heating the
swimming pools, which has been done with gas, natural gas. Its second
market is going to be industrial hot water heating. It is a very small,
relatively profitable enterprise.

Senator MCINTRE. The difficulty is somewhere out there, there may
be a genius that may have an idea who is going to blush unseen.

Mr. DENNIS. We as an industry, most of us, find that we have the
same problem that anybody else would have in dealing with one in-
ventor. It is very hard to finance a man, an inventor. I have done it.
I have started a company where I shook hands with an inventor. He
agreed to do the work, Iagreed to pay all the bills. It turned out to
be a highly successful enterprise, but it was a long, hard struggle.

We have recently invested in a company that was started by three
doctors and a medical student. If there is any rigid rule in the venture
capital business, you should never invest in something run by doctors
or medical students, and yet there has to be room in our system for
exceptions to rigid rules.

I guess our rigid rule, really, is there are no rigid rules in this busi-
ness. You have to have the leeway, you have to have the leeway for
the judgment, the gut feeling that comes into those sorts of things.
This particular medical products company is going to be of great
benefit to the Nation someday. It is a long way off.

Mr. MORGENTHALER. That is a very good reason we said a little while
ago that most of us believe that certainly the country, and probably
ourselves, will benefit from the funding of additional venture partner-
ships if we average perhaps three or four professionals in each of our
organizations.

We find it is very difficult to make a new investment per venture
capital professional per year, more than one per man per year. A
venture capital professional who is supervising five investments simul-
taneously is usually pretty busy, especially if any of the investments
are in trouble. In our business, trouble is very common.

So the industry obviously has a fairly limited capacity to interface
with new entrepreneurs. Most of us follow about the same ratio that
has been mentionPd. We would look at 100 to 150 situations from each
investment that we make.

And inventors, as you say, are very time consuming and very diffi-
cult, very hard to back. Most of us break the rule occasionally and
back one. We are usually sorry we did, but now and again a great
company comes out of it.

We tlink it is a great pity there are not more organizations work-
ing in this field. We generally believe there would be enough addi-
tional good opportunities contributed that we could all invest in t&
make ourselves better off. There is no question that the country is not
getting enough of it at this point.

Senator MCINTVRE. Mr. Denniq said that his background was in
finance. What is your background?

Mr. GREN FTID. After studying classics in college, I became a
programer for IBM. I worked on computer design, self-trained, and
then worked on marketing strategy for a number of years.
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Mr. JIANSCHEN. I was an electrical engineer and went into the
marketing aspects of business. Before doing this, I was vice president
,of marketing for Texas Instruments in Dallas.

Mr. MORGENTHALER. Engineering, education, minor in business ad-
ministration, many years of management, and self-taught finance.

Senator MCINTYRE. Thank you, gentlemen.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BENTSEN. Thank you very much, Senator McIntyre. Gentle-

men, I agree with Senator McIntyre. There should be more fellows
in your business.

I remember the early fifties when you had an awful lot of venture
capital deals going. I can recall in the late fifties when your broker was
supposedly doing you a favor if he let you buy nev, issues because it
was certain to go up the next day. But a year from then, a lot of it went
away.

Mr. DF.NNIS. The business as we know it today really started with the
families in New York like the Rockefellers. I think the real first institu-
tional venture capital firm, we had to give credit to the people at
American Research and Development after World War II. That is
where the whole industry started from.

Senator BENTSEN. Absolutely.
Thank you very much for your appearance, We appreciate it.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Greenfield follows:]

,$TEWART H. GREENFIELD: THE NEGATIVE IMPACT or ERISA ON THE FORMATION OF
NEw VENTURES

-In the 1950's and 1960's, a number of pension fund managers experimented with
investing in young, privately held venture companies. It came to be recognized
however, that investing in such companies required a much different focus and
different talents than investing in large companies. Investing in large companies
principally required analytic skills. Successful investing in ventures required the
ability to assist the managements of the small companies in dealing with crises,
the problems of sudden and major requirements for cash, the redefinition Of the
business strategy, replacement of inadequate management. The successful venture
investors generally spend 90% of their time working with companies after the
investment is made, and have a high level of operational talents. They generally
do not buy an existing investment instrument, but structure, with the company
management, a financial instrument that is best suited to the company'sand the
investor's needs. For this reason, pension fund managers turned Increasingly to
professionally managed venture capital funds as intermediaries to perform this
kind of investing.

In the period from 1968 to 1976, an estimated 50 venture capital funds were
established with substantial capital contributed by pension funds. After passage
of ERISA, pension funds made virtually no investment in venture capital in 1974
and 1975, and only a minute investment was made in 1976.

This effect was intended. In discussion with committee counsel, It appeared
that the intent of Congress was to- Increase the rate of investment in smaller
companies, through emphasis on the diversification of portfolios.

'T ere ore two aspects of the ERISA legislation that brought about these
unanticipated effects.

The simpler of the two has to do with the liability of the trustee. The act
charges the trustee with responsibility for the acts of those to whom he dele-
gates investment authority, if those parties are not registered -under the invest-
ment advisors act of 1940, and are not mutual funds, banks, or insurance com-
panies. The act can be interpreted as reading that trustees investing as limited
partners or minority stockholders in a venture capital fund and having no
authority over the actions of such entities, are personally responsible for im-
proper acts of those venture funds.
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Trustees as a class are not bold individuals; few would be willing to expose
themselves to such an, albeit remote, liability.

The second and more major problem has to do with the question of prudence.
Section 404(9) (1) (B) of the act does not provide a sufficiently clear and certain
standard of prudence against which venture fund investment can be measured.
Counsel to investment managers hence have advised them that they are exposed
to suit if the value of a venture investment declines, and they may be required
to make good any losses.

To put this In-perspective, we must examine how investment management
firms are compensated for their services.

Typically, a large pension fund will pay a management fee of one-fourth of
1 percent of the assets under management. On this basis, if we compare situa-
tions of a 1 $million investment that doubles in size and the same investment
that declines 50 percent, the gain produces income ot the management firm of
$2,500, whereas the decline might cost the firm $500,000, or 200 times the poten-
tial gain.

A number of investment managers feel that the potential yields of venture
investing are substantially higher than other forms of investing, and that in-
vesting one to five per cent of their portfolios in funds can contribute greatly to
their performance. Others feel that it is a patriotic duty to support formative
industries that help preserve America's technology leadership, and account for
substantial employment growth.

However, the risks imposed by ERISA are too great, and such investment
managers have not been willing to make venture investments. The result is a
much lower rate of venture investment, and many fewer growth companies are
being formed.

My associate and I co-managed a venture capital fund from 1970 to 1974, in
behalf of an investment banking firm. A substantial portion of our funds were
contributed by pension trusts. We made 36 investments in companies that have
grown to employ an estimated 17,000 people and total revenues of over a billion
dollars. The returns to investors, even in these difficult times, have ranged from
11% to 25% compounded annually, and will yield an estimated total of $34
million in profits. A number of the companies are highly innovative, and have
made important contributions to the American economy.

On the basis of this record, we left our old firm to start a new fund. Our timing
was unfortunate, as it was In mid 1974, r-veral months prior to the passage of
ERISA: We were making substantial progress towards raising a fund when the
implications of ERISA became recognized, and we lost our principal potential
Investors. For the last three years, we have worked instead as advisors to a
number of formative companies, and assisted them in solving financing prob-
lems. It is still our hope, though, to start a new fund, and passage of a remedial
legislation is the key to our ability to do this.

The Bentsen Bill, 285, we see as an anildote for the consequences of the
vagueness of the prudent man rule as expressed In the current act. The provi-
sions of the law against self dealing are rot affected by S285, and it is these
rules that are most effective in curbing abuse of pension funds. In the case of
defined benefit plans, the employer is required to make up for experience losses
in the funds investments. For these plans, the principal effect of the prudent
man rule therefore is not to protect the employee, but the employer, who gen-
erally has other, quite adequate devices for protecting his interests.

I therefore urge most strongly that Section 3 of S285 be enacted.
RECOMMENDATION POR AMENDMENT Or ERISA To STIMULATE

DIVERSIFICATON OF PENSION PLAN PORTuOLIOS

(By Swart H. Greenfield)

The principal concern that led to the enactment of ERISA wa to protect the
beneficiaries of pension plans. One secondary interest expressed by members of
Congress was to stimulate the diversification of investments from the stand-
point of safety and from the standpoint of public policy. It was recognized that
pension funds represent the dominant source of investment funds in the United
States and that it was desirable from the standpoint of public policy that these
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funds be Invested in young and developing corporations, as well as the very
large companies that have been the dominant investments in most pension plan
portfolios.

The passage of ERISA has led to a contrary effect. The rate of portfolio con-
centration has increased. The flow of capital into developing companies through
venture funds, which had been quite large before the act was passed, has been
cut off almost completely.

A review of the act reveals that this problem and a number-of other burdens
posed by the Act can be relieved without jeopardising the rights of beneficiaries.
My analysis is as follows:

Pension funds are of two general types: Defined Contribution Plans and De-
fined Benefit Plans. Defined Contribution Plans require that specified amounts
be provided by employers, and that the eventual yield to the beneficiaries is
dependent on the subsequent management of those funds. Beneficiaries of such
a plan have great concern over the quality of management of such a fund but
have little influence over its management, ard in this case ERISA regulations
serve a very valuable function.

A second and very common form of plan is the Defined Benefits Plan. The
Defined Benefits Plan is one in which the beneficiary is assured by the employer
or multiple employer group that he will receive a defined future benefit, and
this benefit is committed no matter what the performance is of the plan invest-
ments; should the plan be underfunded for historical reasons or experience
losses, the employers are required to amortize the underfunding over a period
of time.

In some cases, such plans are managed by people other than the employers.
The employers have an obvious and considerable concern that the plan be well
regulated yet need outside assistance such as the Act provides to assure the
regulatory overview. On the other hand, most large plans are controlled by the
employer.

In such cases, the fiduciary prudence paragraphs of the Act have the sole effect
of protecting the employer from the misdeeds of the fund managers and fiduciaries
that he selects and controls. The Act, for example, protects a company like AT&T
against the imprudent gets of a major bank or fund management company. It
moreover has the effect of making that fund manager focus far more strongly on
minimizing his legal risks than on maintaining a diversified portfolio, and that
indeed is what has happened.

I would therefore recommend that plans that are both funded and controlled
by the same party and which provide defined benefits should be exempt from the
fiduciary prudence sections of the Act,1 though not against the paragraphs relat-
ing to prohibited transactions and limitations on the holding of employer secu-
rities and other provisions relating to self-dealing. (An exception of this relief
should be made In the case of companies whose unfunded liabilities for their plans
exceed 30 percent of their net worth, in order to protect the Pension Benefit
Guarantee Corporation.)

Plans that would qualify under these provisions should also be exempted from
state prudent man regulation. This proposal, if enacted, would stimulate subston-
tially greater diversification of plan investments and help satisfy the needs of
capital-starved smaller business.

[Thereupon, at 12:30 p.m., the joint hearings recessed, to reconvene
at the call of the Chair.]

'Art. Sec. 404(a), 405--In addition. Art 401(b)(1) should be amended to provide
flduclnrien with exclusions for investments in recognized venture capital funds as It does
for mutual funds. This would eliminate exposure to a fiduciary for sebsequent actions by
venture funds in which the plan had made an investment.
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The subcommittees met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m., in room
2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, lion. Lloyd Bentsen presiding.

Present: Senator Bentsen.
Senator BENTSEN. The hearings will come to order. This morning,

the Senate Finance Subcommittee on Private Pensions, which I Chair,
and the Select Committee of Small Business, which is Chaired by
Chairman Nelson, begin the second round of joint pension hearings
on S. 901, the Pension Simplification Act, and S. 285, the Pension
Investment Act.

l)uring the first round of hearings we heard disturbing stories about
unnecessary delays and costs as a result of dual enforcement of )ro-
vi mons of the pension reform law by the Internal Revenue Service
and by the )epartment of Labor.

We were told that ti managers of one pension plan were instructed
by the IRS to follow a certain procedure only to be told by the Labor
I)epartment that the procedure was wrong an( the application in
question would have to be resubmitted.

What my legislation would do is divide jurisdiction between the
Internal. evenue Service and the Department of Labor to try to
avoid some of the overlap. Under my proposal, which follows gen-
erally the original Senate version of ERISA, the IRS would have
complete jurisdiction over vesting, participation and funding require-
ments, while, the Labor Department would be given exclusive jurisdic-
tion over fiduciary responsibility and prohibited transactions.

Under existing law, businessmen and labor unions and others who
operate private pension plans are often-ordered to file one report
giving information to the Labor I)epartment and turn around to give
the same information in another report to the IRS. The costs have
skyrocketed; the delays have stretched out.

The cost of administering one pension plan with 19 participants
rose by almost half in the year after the law went into effect. That is
certainly not the intent of the Congress. Those are the kinds of things
that we ought to tiy to correct.

It took Labor and IRS 26 months to agree on a procedure for han-
dling exemptions for one provision in the law and 29 months after
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the law was signed, only 12 out of 600 requested exemptions have
been granted.

Several changes in the statutory requirements of ERSA are needed
to simplify and reduce the paperwork. Accordingly, under my legis-
lation, the Secretary of the Treasury and the Secretary of Labor will
be directed to formulate a single, annual form with a single filing date
which would be filed with the Internal Revenue Service every year by
pension plans.

We had Dr. Larry Woodworth testify on that point, saying that he
thought that there ought to be just the one form and that particular
department, the IRS, would redistribute it to other interested agencies.
Different types of retirement plans.

Under my proposal, private pension plans would generally be re-
quired to file only one form annually with the Federal Government. A
copy of this form would then be made available to the other depart-
ments. Separate annual pension forms by the IRS, Labor Department,
and pension guaranty agency are unnecessary and impose unnecessary
costs on business and unions throughout the Nation.

I am pleased to get a response from a personal conversation with
the Secretary of Labor and Secretary of the Treasury who have ex-
pressed their deep interest and concern with the duplicate work and
conflicting jurisdiction in their desire to try to eliminate it and direct
their attention to this problem.

This morning we are fortunate to have very well-qualified individ-
uals as the first two witnesses: Bruce Fielding, a member of the Fed-
eral Paperwork Commission and Mr. William Goldstein, Former
Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Tax Policy.

Both of these individuals have broad experience with respect to the
implementation of our pension laws. We look forward to hearing their
recommendations.

Mr. Fielding is a certified public accountant who helped formulate
the recent report on ERISA by the Commission on Federal
Paperwork.

Mr. Goldstein has provided invaluable assistance to the members of
the tax writing committees, as a former Treasury Department official.
We welcome Mr. Fielding and Mr. Goldstein.

I would like to insert Senator McIntyre's opening statement in the
record at this point.

[The statement follows:]

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR MCINTYRF

The sessions today and tomorrow are a continuation of Joint hearings by the
Senate Finance Committee and the Senate Small Business Committee which
began in February 1976.

We are focusing on Senator Bentsen's bills, S. 901 and S. 295, and are going
on to explore the broad economic and social issues which are involved.

As co-chairman of the Federal Commission on Paperwork, I am particularly
concerned over the dampening effects which duplicative reporting and other
red tape have had In increasing the terminations and reducing the formation of
retirement and pension plans. As n result, I have prepared a bill. whirh will be
introduced this week, proposing that the remainder of the 15 recommendations
made by the Paperwork Commission last December on ERISA paperwork be
incorporated into the law.
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STATEMENT OF BRUCE FIELDING, MEMBER OF THE COMMISSION
ON FEDERAL PAPERWORK AND SECRETARY, NATIONAL FED.
ERATION OF INDEPENDENT BUSINESS

Mr. FIFLDIO. Thank you, Senator. In addition to my duties as a
member of the Commission on Federal Paperwork, I am also an officer
and director of the National Federation of Independent Business
which now represents 507,000 small and independent businessmen and
women throughout the Nation and I am also the owner of my own
accounting business.

Your bill, Senator, S. 901, the Pension Simplification Act, is of great
interest to small business, because it attempts to correct a glaring defect
in the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA)
dual jurisdiction. This has begat dual confusion, dual reporting, dual
frustration, and multitudinous filing dates.

Whenever a business person has to cope with two or more regulatory
agencies in a given area, he or she becomes a "ping-pong" ball, paddled
by all until eventually becoming lost in the bureaucratic quagmire.
Congress and the agencies seemed to have completely overlooked the
desirability of encouraging employers to continue with their present
plans or to create new ones for their employees. The only practical way
of solving the social security dilemma is through the continued imple-
mentation of voluntary retirement plans. Simplification is the way to
achieve this goal.

Senator Bentsen's bill is certainly a step in the right direction. Sim-
plification by the establishment of guidelines and a clear division of
authority between the Internal Revenue Service and the Department
of Labor is long overdue. The bill proposes to allow IRS to continue
in the same areas of retirement plan jurisdiction it has had for years-
participation, vesting, and funding-and to make DOL responsible for
prohibited transactions and their related problems. We find this con-
cept preferable to recently proposed legislation which would create a
new agency to have sole responsibility in these same areas.

However, we would like to offer the following suggestions which we
feel would greatly enhance the premise that Congress should encour-
age, through simplification, private voluntary retirement plans:

The proposed amendment to section 103 of ERISA should make a
distinction between plans with less than 100 participants and large
plans and should specify the information required of these small plans.
The proposed language leaves too much up to the imagination-of the
respective agencies and does not instruct them that they should con-
sider the different requirements for large and small plans. For exam-
ple, the annual small plan report should be designed so that a copy
could be given to the participants. One report for all should be suffi-
cient. Whenever the vague expression "such reports as he determines
are necessary" is used, the door is wide open for a bureaucratic floodof -paperwork.Even though S. 901, section 6, specifies that there shall be a single

annual form, the latitude allowed in the proposed amended section 103,
could nullify this simplicity. The result could be a one-page report
accompanied by tons of schedules.

Also, it may not help the present duplicative requirement of filing
the form EBS-1 with DOL and form 5300 with IRS. In the case of
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prototype plans, a copy of the adoption agreement should be sufficient
for all concerned parties, including the participants.

We also feel that the 60-day gestation period for the proposed annual
form is not realistic. Forms which are begat before regulations are
promulgated are sometimes worthless. 'We would prefer that S. 901
specify that this act would become effective 60 days after regulations
are finalized and that IRS and DOL must finalize these regulations
within 90 days after enactment.

Senator BENTSEN. Do you think it is realistic for them to get all of
their regulations promulgated 90 days after enactment?

Mr. FIELDING. Senator, that is a very good question. Having never
written regulations, I am a great authority on them. I would say if we
-do not give them deadlines, we will have the results that we have now.
Ninety days may be much too short; perhaps it should be 180 days, but
without guidelines and deadlines, we will go on as we are now.

Senator BENTSEN. Let me see if I understand your other point about
section 6 where I call for a single, annual form. You say that the
latitude allowed in the amendment nullified the objective of simplicity.
What did you mean?

Mr. FIELDING. What I was referring back to was 103, where we do
say tsuch reports as he-dtermnines necessary."

Senator BENTS N. I see. Please proceed.
Mr. FIELDING. The next area is in the area of declaratory relief. I [ere

is another example of Congress failure to understand the difference
between large plans and small plans. A small employer is not going to
go to the expense of getting a determination letter from a Federal
court. What is needed is relief from the requirement of obtaining a
formal determination letter for small plans.

For example, a master or prototype plan should be deemed approved
without having to get a formal IRS determination letter.

Senator BENTSEN. Is that a case where you are automatically
dis(lualified?

Mr. FIELDING. Until you prove otherwise.
Senator BEN'rsEN. All right.
Mr. FIELDINGO. For example, a master or prototype plan should be

deemed approved without having to get a formal IRS determination
letter. Also, certain plan investments should be exempt from the neces-
sity of getting a determination letter, if they need specified guidelines:
(a) loans to employers of up to $200,000 should be allowed if secured,
loan interest at market rate, are payable in equal installments not to
exceed 20 years, and do not exceed 75 percent of the value of security;
(b) rental of assets to employer should be allowed if rent is fair accord-
ing to an independent appraiser. Large plans are now in effect exempt
from these investment restrictions because of the geographical
dispersion and market ability rules.

A single flexible master or prototype retirement l)lan should be an
alternative to tile l)resent variety ef plans-defined benefit, money
purchase, target benefit, profit slur ng, Keogh. Basically, it would

hW a corporate profit sharing plan whMich allows contributions to be
allocated as at l)resent or as a percentage of wages weighted by age.

This universal retirement l)lan would allow small businesses to
create plans similar to those now permitted for large businesses but
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without costly paperwork burdens and the obligations to make fixed
contributions' and to fund investment losses. Substantial savings
would result from the elimination of the need to incorporate, appoint
a bank trustee, prepare actuarial computations, administer multiple
plans, and file multiple reports.

In addition to the aforementioned simplification suggestions, we
would also like to recommend the mandatory creation of a small biisi-
ness retirement plan advisory committee 'which would act in an
advisory capacity to both IRS and DOL. We believe that a single citi-
zens' advisory committee would insure cooperation and communica-
tion between the two agencies.

Several months ago, the Conmiiission on Federal Paplerwork issued
a "Special Study Report on ERISA" which contained 14 specific
recommendations for the reduction of the reporting burdens imposed
bv IRS and )OL. Many of time recommendations have been or are in
tie process of being iniplemcuted by IRS and some of the recommen-
dations will become law if S. 901 is enacted. Accordingly, we urge that
those recommendations upon which no action has been taken be given
further consideration by Congress, IRS, and DOL. •

We understand Senator Mcintyre is goiii,,, to iiitroluce amncidlments
today that will recommend the balance of our recommendatiois.

Senator BINrisrx. I thought that those that were not plt inl S. 901
would be taken care ofadministratively.

Mr. FIELDI.N . They have not been imnl)lcmented. It does require a
push by Congress to get them implemented.

Senator BFrx'rszx. When you talk about a master or prototype l)lan,
as opposed to a target benefit and all of the others, you are talking
about pros)ectively, in the future, not talking about going back and
changing the plans in being, are you?

Mr. FIL.DING-. No. I am talking about the future, not compulsory,
but an option to adopt a universal plan.

Senator BENTSENX. All right. Een in the future.
Mr. FIELDINO. Yes.
Senator BENTSEN. I see.
Mr. FIFi)Ixo. As a practical matter-
Senator BEN''SEN. I would agree with you on that basis. I thought

you were. trying to force them all in one boat.

Mr. FILDIO. No. This would be an option which would be utilized
by your small employers. As 1 say, they are not that sophisticated.
They do not need all of the fancy frills that we have in the law now
to benefit their employees.

I think, Senator Bentsen, you are certainly to be commended for
taking the leadership in simplification of a very complicated section
of the law, and I think it is very gratifying to see that you have had
the foresight to set forth the simplification suggestions that you have
in our bill, and they will be extremely helpful to small business.

Senator BE,-rsEN. I appreciate all that, but now we have to see tha
implementation of it.

Mr. FIELDING. Thank you.
Senator BENTSE.q. Mr. Goldstein ?
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM GOLDSTEIN, FORMER DEPUTY ASSISTANT
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY FOR TAX POLICY

Mr. GOLDSTEiN. Good morning.
I am pleased to testify before you today with regard to S. 901 and

S. 285, two bills which address important questions pertaining to our
private pension plan system. I make no pretense of being an expert
with regard to ERISA and the issues thereunder, but in 15 years of the
private practice of law, I have had to deal with pension problems
from time to time and particularly with those of smaller companies.

In addition, during my service last year as Deputy Assistant Sec-
retary of the Treasury for Tax Policy, I became familiar with the
overlapping jurisdiction of the Treasury Department and the De-
partment of Labor with regard to ERISA and with the complexities
which this dual jurisdiction produced, particularly in the area of
promulgating regulations.

In that connection, the first ERISA problem I saw upon returning
to private practice was an example where the statute seemed to be
clear. The issue involved a profit-sharing plan that had most of its
assets concentrated in the employer's stock. The stock was market-
able and was at an all-time high; the trustees and the members of the
plan and everyone thought that it would be particularly desirable to
have that stock repurchased by the company.

However, there were no regulations in point, and to get some guid-
ance, of course, you make telephone calls to people you know at IRS
Treasury, and Labor and find each one deferring to the others and
saying that it looks all right, but it is very risky to proceed in the
absence of regulations.

Of course, this was 3 years after the bill had been enacted, the
market for any public security may not hold. We proceeded to write
an opinion letter, got an opinion letter from another law firm and
proceeded with the transaction. Given the-penalties in present law
for making mistakes, it is a very scary proposition.

Another fairly graphic example-
Senator BENTSEN. The easiest thing is to do nothing.
Mr. GOLDSTEIN. Yes. This is a case where everybody wanted to do

the transaction. If you are sitting there as a trustee, you get very
sweaty palms. I was sympathetic to them. Even for a law firm writing
an opinion letter, it is a nervous time.

Another example in a smaller situation, one of my corporate clients
before I left to work for the Government had already filed its papers
to qualify, for the first time, a profit-sharing plan under section 401.

When I returned to the firm in January of this year, the papers
were still being processed and it has only been within the past few
weeks that the qualification ruling has finally been received. Even then
it was conditioned on-some further amendments to the plan. This is a
small business, by any definition. It has sales of approximately $2.5
million and 70 employees. It has already had to spend over $10,000 in
legal and related costs in developing and processing the plan. It has
not gotten into the form-filing yet; this is just to get started.

There was an amendment in the middle of this process designed to
give employees the option to exempt themselves from coverage. Notify-
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ing everybody you had to notify about that amendment caused untold
complications and at least 6 months of delay.

Finally, and I think this is the most discouraging part, now that
the initial work has been completed, the company has been so dis-
couraged with the process that it is seriously considering terminating
the plan before it really becomes operative.

S. 901 attempts to deal with some of the serious problems of dual
jurisdiction by dividing the responsibility for the various parts of
ERISA between the Department of Labor and the Treasury Depart-
ment. The portions of S. 901 which deal with this subject should be
compared in style and approach to H.R. 4340 which purports to deal
with the same problems by creating an entirely new agency independ-
ent of both Treasury and Labor. As between the two approaches, that
of S. 901 seems superior in terms of simplicity, rapid effectiveness
and political reality.

I note that former Commissioner Alexander recently testified be-
fore you in support of S. 901. In general, I would like to associate
myself with his favorable comments. In addition, however, I would
like to raise several questions for your consideration.

For example, when bill section 2(a) removes from the Department
of Labor all jurisdiction over participation, vesting and funding, it
appears that these matters are to be dealt with by the Internal Reve&
nue Service under code sections 410,411, and f12.

The latter sections, however, deal only with plans qualified under
section 401(a), whereas present sections 202, 203, and 204 of ERISA,
even though limited by section 201, also cover certain important cate-
gories of nonqualified plans. It would thus appear that these non-
qualified plans would no longer be subject to regulation in these areas,
and the new powers given to the Secretary of the Treasury under
section 5 of the bill would not appear to fill this gap.

Assuming that this lapse of coverage is unintentional, the bill should
he amended to provide for coverage under the jurisdiction either of
the Department of Labor or the Internal Revenue Service. Choosing
Labor seems inconsistent with the general policy of transferring these
issues solely to IRS, but it should be noted that the Service has not
had extensive experience in dealing with these nonqualified plans-
that is, the tax issues presented thereby are relatively uncomplicated.

Turning to the subject of prohibited transactions, I am satisfied
that these matters are best dealt with by a single agency and that such
agency should be the Department of Labor. I question', however, how
well niew section 3004(c) of ERISA would function. Under such sec-
tion, agents of the Internal Revenue Service would be required to
notify the Department of Labor and the Department of Justice of
posible prohibited transactions uncovered in the course of their
audits.

Is it intended that this be the sole method of discovering such trans-
actions, or is the Department of Labor to have its own agents for this
purpose ?

If the IRS is to be principally relied upon, I question the efficacy of
such a program where the agents already have a heavy workload and,
as a practical matter, will get no "credit" for this work. On the other
hand, if the Labor Department is to police this field itself, a new
bureaucracy with branches in many districts would have to be created.
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Furthermore, since the Service will continue to possess the ultimate
power to disqualify a plan under the "exclusive benefit" test, it may,
on occasion, second-guess the Department of Labor with regard to
the seriousness of violations, and even with regard to transactions as
to which Labor has granted an exemption.

Indeed, if the Service feels frustrated by Labor's handling of pro-
hibited transaction matters in general, or n a particular case, it will
be left with the sole remedy of disqualification-one of the circum-
stances which ERISA sought to overcome.

Senator BENT$,rSEN. You pose a problem. What is the solution?
We also are talking about the political realities.
Mr. GOLDSTEIx. Since I have written this, I have reflected on what

I would try to do. At the outset, I think it would involve sonm coordi-
nation at the top levels, particularly in the IRS. to make it clear that
it is a responsibility which agents have. equal to any other responsi-
bility for which they would be given credit. They must identify the
situation. That is clearly an internal administrative matter.

If the two agencies go along with the spirit of division, that oult
to work.

Furthermore, I think that a rule could be promulgated-I do not
kiiow if it, needs to be in the bill or not-that a disqualification pro-
ceeding couhl not proceed until Labor had first, been given the oppo -
tunity to attempt to remedy the prohibited transactions in question.

It is not an easy question. It is easier to ask than answer, but we
should look at it.

I would like to e.-press my strong support for the provisions in
S. 901 which prescribe a single form and single annual filing date for
certain reports required under ERISA. As outlined in the report of
the Commission on Federal Paperwork of December 3, 1976, the
paperwork burden under ERISA is intolerable and any meaningful
steps to reduce this burden should be taken.

It has been suggested by the Internal Revenue Service, among
others, that much the same effect could be achieved by voluntarv ac-
tion on the part of the concerned agencies by waiving'certain reports
and consolidating others. While this may be so, I would support the
statutory solution to be sure that the result is accomplished in the
speediest possible fashion.

Senator BE.N.TsEN. I agree with that, and I will tell you one of the
reasons why I think you have to go that way. No one in an agency likes
to say we can deal with that report, and then have something come up
that vould have been taken care of by that report and be blamed for
it.

If they had a statutory requirement to limit it, they would go along
with it and say the Congriess did that.

Mr. GowismN,. When you are dealing with bureaucrats, you are
dealing with human beings. Two fellows who see eye to ey'e today
may not see eye to eve tomorrow.

Section 7 of S. 901 purports to extend the declaratory judgment
remedy to any failure by the Secretary of Labor, the Secretary of the
Treasury or PBGC to issue or deny a determination or ruling or to
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take any other action with respect to an employee benefit plan within
180 days of the request for action.

In my view, particularly in the case of a smaller company, such
remedy may prove illusory. This is because litigation is extremely
expensive and hoped-for expedition may not occur due to the great
amount of time consumed in the judicial process itself.

Needless to say, since the Government is, of necessity, the defend-
ant in any of these actions, if they are motivated to go slow, they have
-in infinite variety of ways to slow down, both legitimate and not so
legitimate, to slow down the course of litigation.

If Congress really desires prompt action, I would suggest that the
requested action be deemed to have been favorably taken if the request
is not acted upon within some specific time period. If this rule is con-
sidered too harsh, a time period in excess of 180 days might be pro-
vided; the requested action could be deemed effective for a period of 1
year only unless no response is forthcoming within that, year; and/or
the Government agency in question might be permitted additional
time to rule if it issued a, certificate within the time period that the
action is being held up for significant policy reasons.

I am suggesting a series of gradations of what you would do to
give relief if the administrators come in and say this is too tough. I
think I would give serious attention to the time period to try to come
up with something fair. I think I would put the 1-year presumption
in. I think I would wait and see before I would go to the certificate
procedure, or whatever, because if you make it so easy to issue a
certificate that it becomes routine, you have not accomplished
anything.

A final point pertains to the scope of section 3002(e) or ERISA,
as amended by section 5 of S. 901. In your floor statement, Senator,
you stated that:

Under my proposal, the Internal Revenue Service would be given flexible en-
forcement powers such as excise tax powers and general equitable remedies to
enable IRS to enforce the vesting, funding, and participation standards In such
a way as to best protect the rights of pension plan participants and beneficiaries.

Section 3002(e) would appear to give the general equitable reme-
dies to which you refer, but I do not believe that the Secretary of the
Treasury would be empowered to impose excise taxes on account of
violations of the vesting or participation standards, as opposed to the
excise tax powers for funding violations which already exist. It would
appear, however, that equitable enforcement would be sufficient in the
case of vesting and participation.

In other words, I think the bill is all right the way it is.
In summary, I conclude that S. 901 is definitely a step in the right

direction of reducing the complexities and delay in administration
of ERISA and in reducing the paperwork burden resulting therefrom.
As I have indicated, however, there are still some important questions
to be resolved, and I believe that these hearings will give rise to
amendments which could prove quite helpful.

Turning to section 2 of S. 285, 1 really feel somewhat beyond my
depth in dealing with the issues presented thereby. First of all, it
seems clear, given my earlier support for S. 901 and its proposed
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repeal of code section 4975, that it would be inconsistent co create a
new section 4976 imposing a similar excise tax on excess investments.
Also, since section 2 of the bill deals with activities more closely re-
lated to prohibited transactions than to vesting, partici ation and
funding, I would suggest that the Department of Labor should have
jurisdiction over enforcing any new policies-in this area.

More importantly, however, I am in general agreement with Dr.
Woodworth that the subjects of trading power and concentrated
ownership go well beyond ERISA considerations and should, per-
haps be regulated by the SEC rather than either Treasury or Labor.
While I concede that special tax subsidies granted to certain pension
plans may justify greater regulation and also that there is an ele-
ment of beneficiary protection through promoting diversification, the
issues presented still strike me as toobroad for treatment solely in the
context of ERISA.

With regard to the proposed modification of the prudent man rule
in section 3 of S. 285,1 should first note that I am as strong an ad-
vocate as you could find for encouraging venture capital and invest-
nment in smaller companies. I do not, however, believe that the way to
accomplish this is by encouraging fiduciaries to be less than prudent
with even 2 percent of the assets upon which employees rely for their
pensions. Rather, I would prefer to see other incentives for smaller
companies, both inside and outside the tax law, so that investments in
such businesses can be made by pension funds because they are indeed
prudent.

Thank you for hearing my views.
Senator BENTSEN. Thank you very much.
One problem you run into in the investment of pension funds is the

application of the prudent man rule. Very able lawyers differ as to
the interpretation of that prudent man rule. When you get that kind
of a difference of opinion, the natural reaction on the part of a lot of
pension. managers is, all right, we will just invest in the very large
companies so that no one will criticize us.

If a manager invests in something like IBM or General Motors and
it goes down the tube, who can criticze them? Who can criticize them
for it? But if they go into a small company that no one ever heard of,
then there is a lot of second-guessing that takes place.

The general reaction on the part of a lot of these people is, let's
stay with the big people and let the very largest of the financial in-
stitutions handle these things. That is the safest way to proceed.

We really do not want this problem anyway. We have Just divorced
ourselves from it.

We had a lot of people from venture capital companies who came
lip here, of course, and testified that pension funds were a source of
venture capital until ERISA came along and they cited numbers, the
kind of funds they were getting for venture capital.

Insurance companies traditionally have a basket clause, maybe 1
percent, 3 percent, 5 percent, depending on the State. You have over
1,500 different companies listed on the New York Stock Exchange.
You are not talking about an onerous limitations as far as
investments.

I think that there is an inherent danger for the beneficiaries of these
pension funds if you see an overconcentration. I think you need a
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spread. I am talking about two things: A limitation of stock owner-
ship, and the modification of the prudent man rule.

Talking about other incentives for encouraging venture capital situ-
ations, I am quite interested in finding other ways of doing it. I do
not negate the possibility. However, because of the concern over the
interpretation of the prudent man rule the easiest thing for a pension
manager is to leave those small companies alone.

Mr. GOLDSTEIN. A suggestion I would make, dealing with both points
covered in the bill, is that in regulations or pronouncements or what-
ever, the relevant departments could state that it can be imprudent to
concentrate in a large company and it can be prudent to invest in a
small company below your $25 million standard.

I guess what troubles me most about the way this particular bill is
set up is that it appears to give a license to be imprudent, to be able to
make your investment in a smaller company without any regard for
safety. You should not do that. As a trustee, the most important thing,
obviously, is maintenance of principal and growth.

Senator BENTSEN. I prefer the interpretation that you look at the--
entire portfolio and determine whether you have been prudent or not.
That just happens to be my preference. There are some other people
who say that is the way it ought to be. That is the approach.

I can sure cite you a lot of witnesses who will argue the other side,
that is when trustees and managers of portfolios decide the way to do
it is just to take the big one.

Mr. GoLDsTEIN. I could not agree with you more, that that is, in fact,
what happens.

Another thing which concerns me-I think it was Senate Finance
last year-where we heard testimony that pension funds should be
required to invest some portion, some very significant portion, like 10,
201percent of their assets in residential housing and so on.

Senator BENTSEN. Once you go to that kind of directing, you run
into problems and you violate the protection and security of the
beneficiary.

Mr. GOLDSTEIN. There is no suggestion that they were not to be good
investments, however. Those statutes set forth a lot of things that are
clearly all right for insurance companies and mutual funds and then
allow them to have miscellaneous investments up to some percent.

I do not know. Maybe it is a question of degree or style as to how you
phrase it.

I agree with your suggestion that you look at the entire portfolio
in making an evaluation.

Senator BENTSEN. I am afraid that what a court is going to say is,
why did you go into that company when it went broke.

Mr. FIELDING. I do not think we should necessarily accept the fact
that it follows that if. you waive the prudent man rule, everybody be-
comes imprudent. I do not think that is the case. You get the
overreaction.

Take our federation, which represents small businesses all over the
country, the largest organization of its kind. Our employee plan, the
assets in our plan, we overreacted to it, so we will not go into any-
thing less than AA bonds. Here we are, representing small business
but we are not going to invest in small business.

Senator BENTSEN. That does not make any sense.
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Mr1'. FIELDING. No, it does not.
If I might say as an aside, not on the subject matter this morning,

I really would like to take this opportunity, Senator, on behalf of our
507,000 members to congratulate you on the fine work and support
you gave to the tax credit. Without your help, we may not have had
an employment tax credit. --

Senator BENTSEN. I hope you fellows use it, so we can prove that
it works. That is the proof of the pudding.

Mr. FIELDING. It is our job to publicize the benefits.
Mr. GOLTDSThI.\,. I have to go back to my office and figure it out. It

is mind-boggling.
Senator I3ENTSEN. One of the pension proposals, of course, is that

we create a new agency to handle all of this. We have had some earlier
testimony stating thai if we do that. we really are going to give busi-
ness a problem. It is going to take at least another year, even if they
transfer people out of the Department of Labor and out of the IRS
into a new agency, while they fight for their turf and their jurisdic-
tions and find their space and the cornier window and all of that sort
of thinz. that you are really going to throw these plans into further
turmoil. Would you agree?

Mr. FIELDING. Absolutely.
I think it would set ERISA back several years if we do the separate

agency.
Senator 1BENTSEN. Do you have any comnient. Mr. Goldstein?
Mr. GoLnsTI-N. In my statement, I stated that I agreed with what

you just said. based upon my limited experience in government. Yoi
are talking about several years of delay. We would be almost back
where we started 3 years ago.

It, is a lot easier to take functions away and split them, as your
bill recommends, than to try to put a new agency together. The battles
over who is going to be whose secretary would be mind-boggling.

Senator BEETSN. Thank you very much. gentlemen.
Mr. Stults. Mr. Walter B. Stilts: executive vice president, National

Association of Small Business Investment Companies. We are very
pleased to have you and look forward to your testimony.

STATEMENT OF WALTER B. STULTS, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SMALL BUSINESS INVESTMENT
COMPANIES

Mr. S'rTs. Thank von. Mr. Chairman.
Your observations fo Mr. Goldstein just about summarize mv whole

statement. but probably the point is important enough that I should
reiterate it.

Senator BENTSEX. If they are in concurrence with my ideas, I would
be lad to have von go over'it.

M[r. STr'r M. Yes, sir.
NASBIC represents over two-thirds of the SBIC's and MESBIC's.

Its members account for approximately 90 percent of the billion dol-
lars of Psets in the SBIC industry today.

I shall confine my statement to section 3 of S. 285, the section which
deals with the prudent man rule.
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I conclude that ERISA has had a serious adverse impact on small
business. In common with every other witness who has appeared be-
fore you, I fully endorse the overall goals of ERISA as it was passed
in 1974. On the other hand, both the language of the act and its rami-
fications have brought forth severe dislocations. I am certain these
results were not intended by Congress, so we trust that Congress will
alleviate the evils promptly.

Specifically, I speak of the "prudent man" rule which became part
of the Federal Code when ERISA was enacted. The consequence of
that action was to shut off almost completely any investment by pen-
sion funds in the securities of small or medium-sized businesses-and
in the securities of SBIC's and other venture capital companies.

On May 11, your committees heard from a l)anel of four highly
qualified and articulate spokesmen for the Natienal Venture Capital
Association. I endorse every word in their statements and believe that
their answers to questions posed by Senator McIntyre illuminated
several important aspects of the problem.

The NASBIC witnesses spoke of the desirability of utilizing a cost
factor as opposed to value in coming up with a 2 percent; if you have
a real winner you may very well get out of your 2-percent basket.

The second point, I notice in section 3 you talk about capitalization
of a business with less than $25 million. Without studying it, I wonder
if that would still not leave a vast no man's land between $25 million
antl the billion dollar corporations that are in the Fortune 500. That is
just a question. I have not had a chance to research it. I would like to
do it, and go back to staff, if I may, to see if that does leave out a
number of very sound businesses which would be prludent investments
but would be outside the Bentsen basket.

Mr. Chairman. I would also like to call to your attention the fact.
that Secretary Bill Simon last year talked about-he formed a Small
Business Advisory Committee on Economic Policy. In its final report,
submitted to Bill Simon in December, the Advisory Committee said
that it felt that the prudent man rule has been extremely harmful,
and should be corrected either by statutory amendment or by executive
braniehi cooperation between the Treasury and Labor Departments.
Fiduciaries responsible for investing $210 million in pension funds
should be told that small business investments are as permissible and
acceptable as any others within the prudent man rule.

I was interested to hear that Mr. Goldstein seemed to agree with
that in answer to your question, but last year, Secretary Simon said he
did not believe that the Treasury Depertmnt ought to get. involved
in issuing such a statement.

I have understood that Larry Woodworth told the National Venture
Capital Association that lie did not believe that the Treasury Depart-
ment under this administration ought to get involved by issuing such
a statement, either. It seems to me-quite clear that legislation is the
only way out.

'tie National Venture Capital Association itself issued a report at
the end of last yeor in which it urged that there be incentives given to
encourage investments in innovative companies and venture capital
pools by pension funds, and finally the Casey task force report, a
blue ril;bn group that was set up by SBA Admiinistrator Kobelinski
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last spring filed its report in January 1977 and urged that ERISA be
amended to declare a policy that pension funds may invest in a broad
spectrum of American companies within the prudent man rule and
that the rule applies to the total portfolio rather than any individual
investment.

The Casey task force also urged a 5-percent basket. The Bentsen
bill, S. 285, has a 2 percent. It seems, indeed, a modest step in the right
direction and certainly should not raise any criticism, although last
week Larry Woodworth did tell your committee that it was a poor idea.

As to .%r. Goldstein today, it seemed to be a straight progression.
If it is not prudent---even though that word is in quotes-it must be
imprudent. We reject that completely.

Let me expand slightly. I believe that a prudent investment has
both a positive and a negative aspect. On the positive side, an invest-
ment in the venture capital pool is not necessarily imprudent. As a
matter of fact, many professional SBIC and venture capital company
managers have been extremely successful in compiling admirable
rates of asset growth over long periods of time. By avoiding disas-
trous losses and by choosing portfolio companies with good manage-
ment and good growth prospects, these venture capitalists have
chalked up investment records which far outpace the Dow-Jones or
the Standard & Poor's 500.

On the negative side, an investment in a Fortune 500 firm is not
necessarily "prudent" just because the securities have been issued by a
corporate giant. Businesses grow old, too, so I maintain that an invest-
maent adviser who constructs a portfolio consisting only of "mature"
companies stands a high risk of hanging on to a bunich of senile securi-
ties as the years go by.

Parenthetically, I would like to ask perhaps that the committee
staff ask the Library of Congress to check the Fortune 500 list for
1952 and compare it with the 1977 list. How many of those companies
did not make it? How many prudent investments of 25 years ago,
because they were a part of the Fortune 500, right now would not look
so good ?

Senator BENTSEN. It sounds like you had some Studebaker stock.
Mr. SUrLurs. I have had some losers.
Second, is the leeway given by S. 285 mandatory? Certainly not;

it is permissive. If the pension manager does-not wish to invest in any
venture capital funds or in any growth stocks, lie will not be forced to
by the Bentsen bill.- Is this a new concept? Not at all. In most States, insurance com-
panies, for example, are given a "basket" of 5 percent, which they
can invest in securities which are outside the ordinary, conservative
range of investments. We have heard no protests against that long-
time practice.

Are the present strict rules good for the Nation? We answer with
an emphatic "No." Pension trustees now hold about $450 billion in
funds, we find, with the total growing by leaps and bounds every year.
To say that this enormous source-of capital must be ruled off limits for
those who invest in the birth and growth of independent businesses is
to deny the fundamental basis of the American free enterprise system.

Let me say again that we are not advocating wild-eyed, high-risk
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investments in crazy concepts. Dollars assigned to venture capital
pools can be just as "prudent" as those placed in stocks of the triple-
A's. Therefore I conclude that the Bentsen bill can be good for both
the beneficiaries of the pension plan-and for the national welfare.

I must say that I was disappointed in the Treasury testimony on
S. 285 which opposed section 3. The Department seemed to take the
easy way out by arguing that the only alternative to "prudent man"
is "imprudence." Specifically, Dr. Woodworth said last week that "the
prudent man rule has served to protect beneficiaries from imprudent
actions by plan administrators."

That i. just too simplistic. There is clear evidence before your com-
mittee that ERISA cut off even the slow trickle of pension dollars
which went into venture capital prior to 1974. We had hoped that
the executive branch would work with the Congress in remedying
this unintended impact of ERISA. Capitol Hill must do the job alone,
it appears.

We pledge our support to advance S. 285 to final approval.
Thank you.
Senator BFN.SrEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Stults.
I think that what you are pointing out is that you can get a simplis-

tic reaction when you talk about making an excepion to something.
The concept of a leeway clause is not really a new idea. It has been
used, I am sure, for at least 50 years with the insurance industry.
. I operated on that very limitation with an insurance company. We
had no problems with that at all. That company was about 60 years old
at the time, as I recall.

I appreciate very much your testimony.
Our next witness is Mr. William C. Spencer, president of the

American Society of Pension Actuaries.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM C. SPENCER, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF PENSION ACTUARIES; ACCOMPANIED BY JIM NASH,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR AND COUNSEL FOR THE SOCIETY

Mr. SPENCER. Good morning, Senator. My name is William C.
Spencer. I am an enrolled actuary and president of the American
Society of Pension Actuaries. Also present is Mr. Jim Nash who is the
executive director and counsel for the society.

We appreciate the opportunity to appear today and endorse S. 901,
the Pension Simplification Act, as well as to comment on its provisions
in behalf of our membership. We feel that S. 901 represents an im-
portant step and significant interim solution to some of the serious
problems facing the private pension system.

The American Society of Pension Actuaries is a national profes-
sional society of plan actuaries and consultants. Our members provide
consulting, actuarial, and administrative services to a major portion
of all qualified plans, including a substantial percentage of the smaller
plans in the United States. As you know, recent statistical data in-
dicate that 96 percent of all plans have less than 100 participants. In
our statement we will comment on the need for S. 901 and its provi-
sions, as well as offer suggestions of additional areas which should be
included in a final version of the bill.
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With resl)ect to the impact of ERISA on the number of plans. The
experience of our members indicates that ERISA has adversely af-
fected the private pension system with respect to continuation of
existing as well as the establishment of new plans. The fact that plan
terminati6ns have greatly increased and plan initiations have greatly
decreased is a matter of serious concern.

Senator BENTSEN. Where do you find the most serious effect? I would
assume it is on the smaller pension plans; is that correct?

Mr. SPENCER. Absolutely. As I go further into my statement, I am
going to bring out some points with respect to the cost factors. This is
really where ERISA has had its most dramatic effect.

A recent report issued by the Congressional Research Service shows
that since the passage of ERISA the ratio of new plans to terminated
plans has gone from 14.4 to 1 down to 1.2 to 1. This data indicates that
there presently is serious trouble in the private pension system.

The major reason for the great number of terminations and con-
siderable reluctance of employers to initiate new plans is cost. Not only
do the vesting, funding, and other substantive provisions of the act
serve to increase costs, but the new very burdensome reporting and
disclosure requirements have resulted in significant increases in
administrative costs.

We have previously submitted testimony to this committee with
respect to the increase in plan costs in February 1976. The factors
which affect the ultimate cost of a pension plan are (1) the amount of
benefits to be paid, (2) expenses to be paid, and (3) investment income
received. The- formula for determining the ultimate cost is to take the
benefits paid plus administrative expenses and deduct investment
income.

There are a number of sources which have increased plan cost under
ERISA:

(1) Increased recordkeeping-to meet inimum standards;
(2) General administration-employer notification and communica-

tions requirements;
(3) Accounting audit;
(4) Actuarial-funding standards-accounting requirements;
(5) Legal-plan amendments, fiduciary responsibilities, prohibited

transactions;
(6) Investment management-fiduciary responsibility;
(7) Reporting and disclosure-IRS DOL, PBGC; and
(8) Regulatory delays-without regulations, plans have to be

amended repeatedly.
We are convinced that, regardless of the reasons indicated bv

employers for plan terminations, ERISA is a major cause. Because of
the requirement that a plan be permanent when established, the
Internal Revenue Service theoretically only permits termination on a
tax-qualified basis in cases of business necessity. We doubt quite seri-
ously that any available statistics provided by administrative agencies
accurately reflect the actual extent to which ERISA has caused plan
terminations. That is because employefi are reluctant to state that the
real reason that they are terminating their plan is because they do not
wish to comply with the burdens of ERISA.
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Instead, business necessity is usually given as a reason except in
unusual cases such as change of ownership or business liquidation. It
is obvious at this point that the business owner is actually concerned
about a loss of a past year's tax deduction or about being required to
reallocate plan assets in a detrimental manner.

Therefore, we believe ERISA has had an adverse impact on the
private pension system, especially with regard to small employers.
IHowever, much can be done to remedy this situation, at least on a
short-term basis, if legislation such as S. 901 is enacted into law.

S. 901 will do much to relieve the present regulatory confusion
which surrounds two critical areas: minimum standards and pro-
hibited transactions. However, it will only constitute an interim step
in the process of solving the multiple jurisdiction problem which now
works against the efficient and orderly operation of retirement plans.
It is clear that overlapping jurisdiction in the administration of
ERISA caused unnecessary expense and inconvenience to employers
and it has served the interest of plan participants quite poorly.

Since employers have been overwhelmed by the massive paperwork
and lack of regulatory guidance under the present system, they have
been unable to make rational decisions about the initiation and opter-
ation of plans. One result has been the upsurge in plan terminations;
another has been a decrease in the number of new plans. We feel that
S. 901, if enacted, will provide an effective short-term solution to the
problem but that more drastic measures must be taken if the private
pension system is going to continue to expand at a rate necessary to
meet the needs of the American public.

The only satisfactory long-term approach is total consolidation of
the pension regulatory process. We are certain that S. 901 will pro-
vide short-term relief but do not feel that temporary relief will con-
tinue to permit the private pension system to ex pand as rapidly as it
must in the future. The establishment of a single regulatory agency
with total responsibility for all regulation of private plans is the only
satisfactory long-term solution to the problem of providing a regula-
tory framework which will contribute to the expansion of plans at a
rate sufficient to meet the needs of workers in the future.

Senator BENTSEN. Let me say that in our first round of hearings,
Assistant Secretary of the Treasury Woodworth and the former Com-
missioner of Internal Revenue said that if a new pension agency were
established, there would still be a significant overlap of IRS even
with the new agency. For example, IRS would still look at the de-
ductibility of pension contributions as . part of business tax audits
for reasonable compensation.

Even with the new agency, you are not going to get away from this
duplicate jurisdiction. In addition, we have heard this testimony this
morning and heard it the other day, about the kind of hiatus we have
in transferring employees to a new agency over for a period of
time.

Mr. SPENCER. Senator, we testified before the House Labor Com-
mittee on their bill. One of the things we pointed out was that we did
not think that their bill would solve the short-term problems since it
would be too late by the time their bill could ever, with a 1-year delay
they have included in it, be put into effect, before 1980.

91-933-77-10
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1980 is going to be much too late to solve the problem. It is our
feeling that, ifan administrative agency, a separate agency, an ulti-
mately long-term agency, was established and it was given the
authority within the law, so that the Internal Revenue Service would
have to accept their determination with respect to qualification, that
this would be a much better solution for the private pension system.

Senator BENTSEN. When the IRS is doing an audit, looking for
reasonable compensation, for example, they would still be doing that,
would they not?

Mr. Spi'cER. That is true. I guess it is inevitable. You are going to
have a certain amount of overlay of responsibility between the reve-
nue aspects and operation of the private plan. To the extent a single
agency might minimize the amount of overlap, I think it should be
accomplished.

Senator BENTSEN. Please proceed.
Mr. SPENCER. I think you have to look at it from the standpoint of

the small 'employer. The more agencies he has to deal with, the more
frustrating it becomes. While there may still be some overlap, even
under the single agency scheme, I think that in the long term, it would
be much more desirable.

The reporting requirements of ERISA have been a continuingsource of expense and irritation for employers. S. 901, however, calls
for several steps which simplify ERISA reporting requirements.
We agree that the addition of these provisions will eliminate some ofthe needless duplication of effort and increase employer receptiveness
to retirement plans.

We also feel that the declaratory judgment provisions of S. 901
are of significant potential value. These provisions will make the
entire regulatory process more responsive to the needs of plans and
their participants.

Since S. 901 raises the question of whether ERISA has not, in some
respect, operated to the detriment of the private pension system, we
would like to see the bill enhanced through the addition of provi-
sions designed to solve some of the other serious problems employers
have experienced since the passage of the act:

With respect to the problem of "four-forty" vesting. Considerable
attention was directed during 1975 to the implications of revenue
procedure 75-49 requiring so-called "four-forty vesting" for certain
plans, but no solution has yet appeared.

The effect of this procedure is to require that many new plans,
especially those initiated by small firms, must use a vesting schedule
which is not only more costly than those provided in ERISA, butwhich carries with it a prohibition against the exclusion for vesting
purposes of years of service prior to initiation of the plan.

The exclusion of such years is specifically permitted by ERISA.
We believe that this practice is not only contrary to ERISA but is
also a great deterrent to the initiation of new plans.

With respect to salary reduction plans. Another cause of the cur-rent low rate of plan initiations may be the continued freeze on the
establishment of new salary reduction plans. ERISA contains a pro-
vision permitting the continuation of existing plans of this type, but
new salary reduction plans cannot at present be established. Accord-
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ingly, a rational and effective means of providing benefit to employees
is unavailable to employers contemplating establishment of a plan.

The restrictions on new salary reduction plans should be eliminated
at least until Congress reexamines this area and provides fair and ra-
tional rules for everyone. There is no fairness in continuing old plans
and denying the same benefits to new plans. When these rules are re-
examined, we feel strongly that they should permit salary reduction
plans for everyone. This would do more for encouraging the adoption
of new plans by small employers than any other possible action.

With respect to the eligibility rules. The requirement of ERISA
that all employees be brought into a plan within 6 months of complet-
ing 1 year of service is a major deterrent to small employers consider-
ing the initiation of a plan. Furthermore, the rule has little practical
value to participants, especially in regard to defined benefit plans.

With respect to the hour of service rules. Present rules are complex
and difficult to understand, especially for small businessmen. Congress
should take steps to simplify these rues.

Reporting and disclosure. As we have said, the provision of S. 901
simplifying the reporting requirements will be most helpful. The Com-
mission on Paperwork in its report on ERISA on December 1, 1976,
made a number of other recommendations which we feel should be
seriously considered for inclusion in this bill. The Commission worked
long and hard on its recommendations, all of which would help sim-
pl fy the difficulties of small employers in operating retirement plans.

In summary, we feel that S. 901 should be enacted as soon as possible.
We also feel that prior to enactment it should be modified to solve still
other problems of critical importance to employers. We have previ-
ously said that we believe the best long-term solution to the problem
of administering ERISA is the establishment of a single, independent
administrative agency, and we still hold to this view. However, S. 901
is an important step in the right direction.

Senator BENTSEN. Mr_. Spence, I appreciate your testimony very
much. Our problem is going to be to try to get the administration to
move on this. We sincerely solicit their opinions, but we are going to
be pushing as hard as we can to get this implemented, because there are
a lot of small plans that are just going by the boards, and it is difficult
to et them reinstated.

I was not aware of that number of yours-you say 96 percent of the
pension plans have 100 or less employees. They are the ones most
directly and profoundly affected by ERISA.

Mr. SPENCER. Yes; in addition, there are still a lot of small plans
that are in the midst of the compliance process. The IRS has indicated
that they are concerned about the number of plans that have not yet
been submitted for compliance with ERISA.

I still think something must be done rapidly so as to stop small
employers from terminating plans at this point in time.

Senator BENTSEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Spencer.
That will conclude the hearings for this morning. We will reconvene

at 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
[rThereupon, at 11:20 a.m., the hearings in the above-entitled matter

was recessed, to reconvene Wednesday, May 25, 1977.]
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U.S. SENATE,
SuBcoMMImTEE ON PRIVATE PENSION PLANS

AIND EMPLOYEE FRINGE BENEFITS
OF THE COM-m1ITEE ON FINANCE

AND TIE SELECT C03MI=,TEE ON. SMALL BUSINESS,
Washington, D.C.

The joint hearings convened, pursuant to recess, at 10 a.m., in room
2221, l)irksen Senate Office Building, Ilon. Lloyd Bentsen presiding.

Present: Senators ilentsen and Curtis.
Senator CURTIS [presiding]. The committee will come to order. It

is a pleasure to chair these hearings this morning on a topic that is
vital to the continued growth of private retirement plans. S. 901, the
Pension Simplification Act, is important to American business large
and small.

One of the key factors of the bill is the elimination of dual jurisdic-
tion of the administration of private retirement. This-dual jurisdic-
tion is a result of Congress acting in haste on complex legislation in
or(ler to meet an artificially imposed deadline.

I am pleased to note that the administration witnesses and others
who have appeared before the subcommittee have testified in favor
of allocating jurisdiction between the Internal Revenue Service and
the Department of Labor. As one witness stated yesterday, dual jris-
diction has begat dual confusion, dual reporting, dual frustration and
multitudinous filing dates.

I am hopeful that these hearings today will lead to the correction
of these problems.

The first witness, from the American Bankers Association, is
Charles Moran.

If you will come forward, please, and identify who accompanies
you.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES A. MORAN, MEMBER, EMPLOYEES TRUST
COMMITTEE OF AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION TRUST DIVI-
SION AND VICE PRESIDENT, MANUFACTURERS HANOVER TRUST
CO.; ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT L. BEVAN, ASSOCIATE FEDERAL
LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL, AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. MORAN. Mr. Chairman, my name is Charles A. Moran. I am a
member of the Employees Trusts Committee of the American Bankers
Association's Trust l)ivision and vice president of Manufacturers
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Hanover Trust Co. I am accompanied by Robert L. Bevan, associate
Federal legislative counsel of the American Bankers Association.

Some 4,000 banks serve as trustees and investment managers to em-
ployee benefit plans. Consequently, the association is vitally interested
in your efforts to address the unnecessarily complex and burdensome
administrative framework of ERISA and to legislate investment
standards.

First, with respect to S. 901. The everyday business of bank trustees
and investment managers and the interests of our trust beneficiaries
is significantly affected in an adverse manner by some of the regula-
tory provisions of ERISA. The act has enmeshed us all in a web of
conflicting, duplicative and unnecessary administrative procedures
established by the agencies with jurisdiction over employee benefit
plans.

Our institutions probably possess the ability to absorb, at substan-
tial additional cost, the burdens of regulatory excess currently found
in ERISA.

However, we are concerned that the disincentives created bv these
provisions may prove to be so great that the continued growth of bene-
fit plan coverage may be jeopardized. And further, that employers
who already have plans will be deterred from increasing benefits.
While it is too early to draw firm conclusions from the plan termina-
tion and niew plan formation data we do find it disturbing.

Just as Congress responded to isolated instances of abuse and mis-
conduct in enacting ERISA we urge it to act once again and change
those provisions which, today, threaten plan growth.

Provisions of the act which create the major problems we are cur-
rently experiencing are first, a litany of prohibited transactions; sec-
ond, a broad definition of "party in interest"; and third, shared
responsibility by the Department of Labor and the Internal Revenue
Service.

We find ourselves hard-pressed to separate these provisions in at-
tempting to find the principal cause of the current situation.

It is the interplay of the "overkill" provisions of section 406 and
the jurisdiction issue which is the culprit.

Section 406(a) of the statute, as this subcommittee well knows, pro-
hibits a number of itemized transactions between a plan and a party
in interest.

The impact of these prohibited transaction provisions can only be
fully appreciated in the light of the limitless definition of party in
interest.

The ABA has spent a great deal of time considering whether the
party in interest definition can be reduced to minimize its adverse
effects without destroying the purpose of the prohibited transaction
rule.

We found it quite impossible to achieve a satisfactory reduction in
the persons covered except there was an element of agreement that the
number could be reduced by elimination of "servicers" and employees
of the company.

So it was also with our review of prohibited transactions. Each
type of transaction was inserted in ERISA to protect participants
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against possible conflicts of interest. We have been unable to identify
any specific transaction for elimination.
.As a consequence, we must turn to the complicating factor of dual
jurisdiction. As we see it, each of the agencies has its own traditional
sphere of operation and has its own directive from Congress in the
enforcement of its responsibilities under ERISA.

Thus, the dual jurisdiction mandated by the statute is inherently
unworkable.

At this point, it might be appropriate to emphasize the fact that
each provision we have mentioned m the labor law title of ERISA
has a parallel provision in the responsibilities given to IRS. Thus,
when you read the word "Secretary" in section 406 of ERISA, it
means that IRS must also participate in all the proceedings and con-
cur in the final decisions.

During the legislative progress of ERISA we raised the problems
we anticipated in the application of its prohibited transaction provi-
sions. The automatic answer was that an exemption procedure would
be included which would alleviate the severity of the rules.

The exemption procedure which was established to eliminate hard-
ship, however, has created a monumental logjam which prevents the
orderly operation of the law.

After 2 years Mr Chairman, what has been the record? A very
small number oi exemptions have been granted. Most of the applica-
Lions granted exempted individual transactions and have no universal
application. In view of the time expended on these applications it is
manifest that something must be done. This record persists in spite
of dedicated, intelligent, hardworking people in both the Labor De-
partment and the IRS working with goodwill to interpret the law.

We have recited the ABA's experience with the exemption proce-
dure in our full statement submitted to the committee. I respectfully
request that our full written statement be made a part of the record
for this hearing.

Senator Cu-wrs. So ordered.
Mr. MonA. These applications may provide some insight into the

burdens of coping with ERISA.
There is agreement in much of the pension community that the con-

cept of dual administration by the agencies must be. reversed. Joint
responsibility creates a need for continuing dialog which, in practice,
has resulted in unintended delays.

Therefore we urge that the fiduciary responsibility provisions of
ERISA including prohibited transactions be made the responsibility
of one agency. The association believes the Labor Department is a
logical location in which to place this responsibility, so to the extent
S. 901 accomplishes this goal, it has our support.

The ABA, however, does not believe it is necessary to substitute
civil penalties assessed by th6 Secretary of Labor for the repealed
excise tax in the case of' violations of prohibited transactions. The
current enforcement authority of the Secretary under ERISA section
502 is completely adequate to protect participants and beneficiaries.

Banks serving as trustees have experienced consistent difficulty with
the implementation of the reporting and disclosure provisions of
ERISA. The provisions of section 4 of S. 901 amending section 103
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may be helpful, in that it should result in the elimination of some
unnecessary disclosures. However, since much of our problem with
current law has resulted from delays by the Labor Department and
IRS in publishing the forms and issuing the regulations we are con-
cerned over the language of section 6 of S. 901 which again directs the
Labor Department and IRS to act jointly.

The association believes the contents and filing date of the annual
report should be completely in the jurisdiction of one agency which
would be directed to consult with the other but the one agency s deci-
sion should be binding. Again, the Labor Department is a logical
choice for determining the content of the annual report and the filing
date.

If these steps are taken by Congress it would significantly ease many
of the problems caused by ERISA, however, not all the major 1)Iol)-
lenis we have encountered. W while they are not the subject of this hear-
ing, the association has discussed a number of other needed changes
in ERISA in our full statement and we urge early consideration of
I these issues.

Legislative changes in all these areas would, we believe, make the act
more workable and would serve the best interest of the participants
and beneficiaries of plans. It also might encourage additional employ-
ers to establish plans for their workers.

Mr. Chairman, turning to S. 285, the ABA believes it would unneces-
sarily interfere with the free marketplace and allocate capital through
arbitrary investment restrictions. Its enactment could well have a
diametrically opposite effect in some ways from the one intended.

Even though the bill only imposes the 5-percent limitation on those
banks managing over $1 billion in pension assets, trusts departments
of all sizes have expressed their opposition.

Five major reasons have been expressed for imposing the 5 percent
limitation on large pension managers. The first of these is that exces-
sive concentration of pension investments in a few select stocks raises
disturbing questions about the safety of the enormous amounts of
pension money.

The Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 specifically
imposes on every pension manager the duty to diversify the invest-
ients of a pension plan so as to minimize the risk of large losses.
Tius, there is no need for a flat percentage test to protect pension plan
beneficiaries from an excessive concentration of investments.

The second expressed reason for the 5 percent limitation is to help
prevent a small number of large institutions from achieving too much
control over our entire economy.

To date, even though there have been a number of studies, such as
the SEC Institutional Investor Study and the 20th Century Fund
Trust Department Study, little, if any evidence, has been found that
bank trust departments exercise, or attempt to exercise, control over
port folio companies. As indicated above, a bank trustee under ERISA
must discharge its duties solely in the interest of plan participants
and beneficiaries and for the exclusive purpose of providing plan bene-
fits. Consequently, bank trustees are prohibited by law from using
pension assets to control American business.

While any listing of trust department holdings will undoubtedly
include some company holdings of significant size, they are the ex-
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ception rather than the rule and normally there is some particular
reason why any holding is significant, that is, a company that had its
beginning locally and its stock was extensively held by members of the
community whose estates and trusts are managed by the bank. Also,
such listings of trust department holdings are seldom refined to dis-
close those stocks over which the bank has complete investment or vot-
ing discretion and those over which discretion is shared or those over
which the bank has neither. Thus, these figures provide very soft
information even as to the potential ability of a bank -to exercise con-
trol over a company.

Reference has been made-hat many banks voluntarily limit their
holdings to 5 percent. This is trite. However, because it Is voluntary,
a bank has the needed flexibility to exceed 5 percent, either by pur-
chase of securities or accepting a new account that contains such
securities, when it is in the interest of its customers.

The third expressed reason for the limitation is to help provide
greater liquidity in the stock market. Actually the limitation, if it
would have any affect on liquidity, would be to reduce it rather than
make it greater. Market decisions include not only decisions include
not only decisions to buy or sell, but decisions not to buy or sell.

Statistics which provide the percentage of transactions participated
in by any one investor in no war indicate the total number of invest-
ment decisions that were made relative to those transactions. It is all
such decisions which establish the price, not just the actual trans-
actions that are consummated. Transactions only reflect the con-
sequences of the decisions,,.

'lhie question that really should concern us regarding liquidity is
what would have happened if sellers, whether they be individuals or
institutions. bad conie to the market to sell securities and any iustitu-
tion that might purchase a large percentage of the amolint traded of
a. security had not been there, willing to buy at the offered price.

The presence of a significant buyer in the market means liquidity
to other securities holders. Banks have learned the other side of tle
coin, that is, how to deal with liquidity when they are a significant
seller. 1he record shows that trust departments have moved substan-
tial holdings without any significant impact on price. -

A list of the securities in which a hank trust department has a
significant share of the market as net seller or buyer during any one
year would again be small relative to the number of securities held by
the department or the number of securities available for purchase.
So again, it, is easy to misunderstand the sign ificance of the statistics
which have been published because they are seldom presented in the
context of the whole. Rather for shock value, a few specific situations
are enumerated without any background information.

Reference has been made to self-fulfilling prophesies, but if any
lesson has been learned in the market in the last few yeais it is that
any such plans or hopes would be illusory.

The fourth expressed reason for the limitation is that it would
encourage the spread of pension assets among a larger number of
managers. Pension investment managers are. selected because of their
ability to invest the entire pension portfolio completely. They are
seldom hired to invest in any one stock. So the fact a manager was
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up to the limitation in some stock would probably have little or no
bearing on its selection.

This demonstrates, however, one of the major objections to the 5
percent limitation. It establishes an arbitrary barrier which distorts
the decisionmaking process of pension investment managers, and pos-
sibly those who select them. Decision makers would no longer be able
to limit their thinking to investment considerations and plan needs.
Instead, they would also have to consider the legal limitation.

This may be the ultimate detriment of the 'participants and bene-
ficiaries of pension plans. We are already experiencing the adverse
impact on investment management of the fiat restriction of the pro-
hibited transaction provisions of ERISA.

The fifth expressed reason for the limitation is that it would en-
courage greater institutional interest in the many other well-managed
companies that now have seriously limited access to our Nation's
capital markets. There is no reason to believe that the limitation would
have this effect.

On a number of occasions witnesses from bank trust departments
have testified before this committee that there is a continuing search
for well managed small-and medium-sized companies. Less than 4
years ago this association testified before the Senate Financial Markets
Subcommittee that a survey had disclosed that among trust depart-
ments with more than $750 million in assets the average number of
companies whose equities were held was 2.543.

Traditionally, trust department investments have not been viewed
in the aggregate since the investment decisions are not made in the
aggregate. The many trusts and many beneficiaries involved provides
diversification in and of itself. The imposition of an aggregate limita-
tion will undoubtedly deny some beneficiaries the advantages of cer-
tain investments enjoyed by other beneficiaries.

Over the years, the prudent man rule has provided flexibility to
trust investment activity where before its adoption there had been
strict limitation-legal lists. Because of its flexibility, it has with-
stood the passage of some 150 years. Should the Congress now impose
a strict limitation on investment activity?

The association also opposes the 2 percent leeway provision which
would allow a pension manager to invest 2 percent of a pension trust
in companies with capital less than $25 million without concern for
the prudent man rule. This further erosion of the prudent man rule is
not necessaiy because of the flexibility of the rule itself.

We recognize that many investment managers have misconstrued
the prudent man rule of ERISA and have become more conservative.
The Association's Employees Trusts Committee has worked since Sep-
tember 1974, to convince pension managers that ERISA actually pro-
vides greater flexibility to the pension trustee than is enjoyed bv the
personal trust trustee. To a substantial degree we believe we have'been
successful. However, it might be very helpful if Congress were able
in some way to restate its intent. The language of the rule as contained
in ERISA should not be changed, however, since it was developed very
carefully and really states well what the law should be. Any attempt
to amend it. by adding more specific language can only in the long run
reduce its effectiveness.
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Our concern over the 2-percent provision runs not only to the poten-
tial abuse which could be made of-it but also to the standard which
might-be inferred from it. Would any investment over 2 percent in a
company with less than $25 million capital automatically be deemed,
presumed, or even suggested to be imprudent? Would any investment
in such a company be tainted for personal trust investments? Should
this occur, the proposal would prove self-defeating.

The ABA supported the adoption of a Fedeial prudent man rule for
many years before it was enacted. Time and again, we came before
Congress to urge the passage of such a law. We strongly believe the
interests of pension participants and beneficiaries as well as our Na-
tion's capital market needs will best be served by the flexibility of this
rule without any arbitrary limitations or exclusions. If specific prob-
lems exist or arise, they should be dealt with directly rather than in-
directly through investment limitations or license.

Mr. Chairman, the association would be happy to work with you
and your staff in developing solutions to any problems which may exist
but we must oppose S. 285.

Senator CuTris. I want to ask you a few questions.
For several decades we had a great increase in the private pensions--

in our country, is that not correct?
Mr. MORAN. Yes, sir.
Senator CuRTis. What happened upon the enactment of ERISA

to the growth of pension plans in the United States?
Mr. MoRAN. We certainly are not the only ones who have tried to

come up with an answer to that question. I do not think we have a
complete answer to that question.

Senator CR'RTns. What is your partial answer?
Mr. MORANx. There are a number of things that seem to have inter-

acted here. One of them has clearly been the state of the economy for a
period of time since ERISA occurred. Another has been a great deal
of the-

Senator Curcris. You have been listening to too many political
speeches. The fact is that ERISA has put a stop to pension formation,
is that not correct? The complications and the requirements has caused
many small and medium-sized businesses to have to back away from
establishing pension plans. Do ou believe that?

Mr. MoRN,. I would agree that that is a major factor.
Senator Cuirris. Yes.
I had some experience in this. I happen to be the author of the Indi-

vidual Retirement Act. It did not come into the dual committee juris-
diction, and therefore was unspotted.

A symposium was held in my State, sponsored by the College of
Business Administration of the University of Nebraska; the account-
ants, the lawyers insurance companies , bankers, and others copped
out. 1We had a fuil day. We invited businessmen, corporate and unin-
corporated, all kinds, for a discussion.

'I here was intense interest in the individual retirement act because
it opens ip an avenue for half of our population for retirement. All
day long there was not a single busnessman or company that came in
and said, how do you start a pension plan. All day long, they asked
the question, how do you end one, how do you terminate one.
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The dual reporting, the d1al complications, how do you resolve
that

Many well-meaning Congressmen and Senators thought that they
were enacting rules to serve the American people, but by complica-
tions of ERISA, they denied pensions for a period of time to a great
many men and women in the country.

Is it not true that the rate of termination of pension plans has
been greatly accelerated since the passage of ERISA ?

M)r. Mo' .,. The statistics certainly show that.
Senator CuRis. Yes. ERISA will stand as a monument of the in-

jury that can be done to the rank and file of people by overregulation.
Here you had a movement in this country which was bringing pen-

sions to more millions ever' decade and is growing. Then Washington
did too much messing.

Is it not true that the basic private pension idea rests primarily on
our tax laws? Is that not right ?

Mr. MoRAN. Historically, yes.
Senator Cun'ins. Historically, I think it does today. Could you run

a pension plan if the contributions to the plan were after taxes instead
of before?

Mr. MIoRAN,. No.
Senator CuRTis. Could you run a pension plan that paid anything

that amounted to anything if the fund itself were taxed?
Mr. MoRAN. No.
Senator Cuxns. That is wh, the Internal Revenue Service will-al-

ways have to be in the act. It is why they, through lona years of ex-
perience and trial and error, developed a plan of poicing, if you
please, private pensions in such a way that more and more com-
panies are called on to provide pension plans for their employees. In-
stead of correcting the things that needed to be corrected, they did
nothing.

We appreciate your appearance here, and thank you very much.
Mr. MoRA,. Thank you.
Senator BENTs5E. Mr. Moran, I was not here for your testimony.

Could I ask you to come back? We have differing views on this piece
of legislation.

One of the problems we have is the way that the prudent man rule
is now being interpreted 64 percent of the pension trustees siir-
veyed by the International Foundation for Employee Benefit Plans
in 1976 stated that as a result of the 1974 Pension Reform Act, they
were less willing to invest, in anything other than a large company.

One of the purposes of my proposal leeway clause is to correct this
unintended side effect of ERISA. What I have proposed is something
that has existed for a long time for insurance companies and I have
frankly heard little criticism of it with respect to insurance
companies.

Would you care to comment on that?
Mr. MORAN. First, I am not familiar with the International Founda-

tion study, so I do not know who they studied. Talking just about
my own bank-and I think- it is similar in the industry, we have a
fund that invests specifically in small capitalization companies. We
have an additional fund that invests in medium capitalization com-
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j)anies. We are actively looking for companies to include in those
funds. Those funds have broad participation from the accounts that
we manage. Both funds are set up separately from the basic invest-
ment of pension moneys and are available to'all of the pension funds
that we manage. We have, for some time, been active in that area.

I think that the problem with the 2-percent leeway is that we are
concerned about either positive or negative controls or regulations on
the prudent man rule. We think that the prudent man rule has, as it
stands, no limitation on the flexibility to invest in small companies in
the prudent man rule.

Senator BENTSON. In actuality, there is asestriction now. The reac-
tion that we are getting time and time again is they are saying, if I
go into that little-known small company and if it fails, then they are
going to second-guess me and they are going to seriously question my
judgment on it. But if I buy very large company stock, be it General
Motors or IBM, American Tel & Tel or Penn Central, and that com-
pany goes down the tube, then they say well, that is life. We made a
mistake. But it is not something that you are seriously questioned on.

M r. MoRAN. Th- number of people that are being sued for holding
Penn Central are being questioned. I would anticipate that would
happen with other large companies if the same thing happened to
them. The point is it is an educational problem more than a problem
with the law. I think that it is a matter of becoming accustomed to
and having a little experience operating under this prudent man rule.
It really is not corrective legislation we need, but further education as
to what this means and experience.

Senator BENTSE.N. Cold there not be some adverse court judvnent
along the way in interpreting, it? That is the problem. I get all of these
lawyers up here who argue that we ought to be looking at all of Iihe
securities, the total portfolio, to determine whether we are being
prudent in one investment. Others disagree in that interpretation.

Whenever you get that kind of a difference of opinion, then the
portfolio manager says the safe thing for me to do is just to take the
big ones. That is what concerns me very much. I would be delighted
to look at it as a total portfolio if all the judges were to look at it that
way.

Mr. MORAN. From my personal viewpoint I think the total portfolio
is appropriate to look at. I do not see any reason why people are up-
tight about that as being the only test. As long as you are looking at
the investments at the time they're made, rather than at the benefit,
of hindsight-I think there is no problem in investing under the pru-
dent man rule, if you are looking at small companies or largecompanies.

Senator BNTSON.. Human nature. When I cast a vote on May 25,
the electorate looks at it 6 years later when I run for re-election. So
does my opponent, and he views it in conditions as they are then, and
some folks forget what the conditions were on May 25, 1977.

The same thing happens on investments. They get so smart later
with the benefit of hindsight. That concerns me.

. Mr. Motw. One of the things that we have done about that is that
we have shored up our recordkeeping on decisionmaking as we go
along so that we have a record at some future date to show to
somebody.
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I would hope-I realize it is just a hope--that a judge is more able
to put aside hindsight than the electorate often is.

Senator BENTsEx. If I were sitting there as a portfolio manager I
would make my problems easier by investing in a great big company
and taking it away from the small one. Tell me this. Of all these years
that the insurance companies have had this investment leeway clause,
have you heard of any serious difficulties with the utilization of that?

Mr. MoRAN. Personally I am not familiar with any.
Senator BENTSEN. I personally am. I used to be in that business for

years. I have never found any problems with it.
Mr. BEVAN. I might add, normally in the case of the insurance com-

pany, this applies to the general fmd of the insurance company which
is really the insurance company's own assets. Bank trustees are spe-
cifically always dealing with somebody else's assets, managing some-
body elst,'s assets. That would make a distinction.

Senator Bi.ENTSEN. The insurance compafiy has the policyholders'
investments.

Mr. BEVAN. I might add to the statement, as we pointed out in our
f till statement, the association and our committee have recognizmd, this
problem of a misconstruction of the prudent man rule unter ERISA
since September 1974. It has constantly pursued the educational side
of it, trying to say a trustee of an employee benefit plan has more
flexibility under the Federal prudent man rule of ERISA than a per-
sonal trustee does. It was drafted for that purpose.

We have pursued that point in our efforts to educate people to avoid
this kind of a more conservative attitude.

Senator BENTSE X. What is your concern? Are you afraid that I am
going to tell you that you have to put 10 percent into homebuilding
and 10 percent into manufacturing, or something like that? Is that
your concern?

I am totally opposed to that kind of approach. I am not trying to do.
that.

Mr. MORAN. Obviously, that is a concern. I think probably all of this
falls tender the same kind of umbrella. We are very comfortable with
the prudent man rule as it is stated, and any limitations on it, I think,-
we would find troublesome.

Senator BE.NTsF..". I cited to you the survey that 64 percent of these
pension trustees say they then had to go into blue chip stocks.

Mr. MoPrAN. I am not familiar with that. I do not know what per-
centage of them are bank trustees, individual trustees, or what the
background of those people is. Unfortunately, I cannot comment on
that.

Senator BENTSEN. Do you think that there is that much difference
between a bank trustee or whatever kind of trustee we may have?

Mr. MORAN. If you look at all trustees, large trustees, small trustees,
individual trustees, there is a difference in how successful the educa-
tional efforts have been on exploring the breadth of the prIu(lient man
rule.

Senator BENTSEN. Are you saying that bank trustees are better
educated ?

Mr. MORAN. I think the large ones have listened to the education.
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Senator BENTSEN. Let us talk about the 5-percent limitation. You
prefer no limitation, I assume.

Mr. MomAw. Yes, sir.
Senator BENTSEN. Why do you think it is so onerous that my piece

of legislation would limit you when you have over 1,500 companies
listed on the New York Stock Exchange, to say that you ought toreasonably distribute your Atock. Why is that so tough?

Mr. MORAN. I am not sure that it is so onerous. I think it is the possi-
ble results rather than the presently viewed results that caused the
problem. We stated in our prepared statment that it has been suggested
that most institutions have a voluntary limit of 5 percent and I think
this is true, for the most part.

I think the concern is if you formalize that barrier, then you are in-
troducing an additional restriction in the decisionmakiing process
which may cause problems as opposed to causing problems that are
readily identified at this point in time.

For my institution, at this moment, it is not a real problem at 5 per-
cent. But certainly it is a potential problem and it introduces an arti-
ficial barrier that I am not sure we can find justification for
introducing.

Senator BENTSFN. I think you have justification by those few who
have attempted to exceed it in instances, and I have cited a number
of instances. You can get into a situation Vhere you get a portfolio
manager who has a self-fulfilling prophecy by continuing to buy and
be a very major part of the trading volume in that stock in that year.
I have cited instance after instance of that type of thing.

Mr. MorLN.. You have currently in the law that everybody has the
responsibility to diversify as to minimize the risk of large losses. I
think that is a very powerful restraint, in fact.

Also, as we mentioned in our statement, a lot of the statistics are
difficult to evaluate because they are taken out of the context of the
total number of decisions made or the total number of securities held
by a particular institution.

Senator BENTSEN. We showed one bank that held 12 percent of
Schlumberger's stock in 1973 and sold one out of eight shares of
Schlumberger traded in 1974-75. One book had 11 percent of the out-
standing shares of Philip Morris and that bank sold 1 out of 10 shares
and also brought 1 out of 20 of Phili pMorris shares traded in 1974. In
1975, it sold one out of every eight Philip Morris shares traded.

fr. MORAN. That sounds like they are coming back down to the 5
percent.

Senator BEwNTs:,N. They had better. Some of them took a real bath
with sone of their concentration, and I mentioned this when I started
these hearings before.

It shows that one of them bought 38 percent of all the shares of
Kaiser Ainiumm and Chemical in 1975, 30.8 percent of International
Nickel volume, net purchases in that year. In 1973, 1974, and 1975,
there were 128 instances where one of the bank's net purchases or net
sales on the New York Stock Exchange stocks exceeded 5 percent of
total volume in that stock. In 16 of those instances, the bank accounted
for more than 20 percent of the buying and selling.
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Obviously, they do not apply your rules. If everybody put the self-
imposed limitations on, fine. It is the aberration that we are talking
about and trying to protect the participants, plan participants in this
country. The poiision plans under ERISA are going to ,.calate sub-
.-tantially in the amount of money that is put in.

I am deeply concerned.
Gentlemen, do you have anything further to add?
Mr. .ti. lne only think 1 would add to the last statistic that

you presented, with that background, there may be some explanation.
I wouid hope that whoever was the investment manager in those cases
might be in a position to explain the specifics of those statistics, stand-
ing alone out there, they are iinpressive. There may be some back-
ground reason for them ; when you tlput them in full context of all the
facts they may not come across the same as they do as bare statistics.

SL-iator 1iE.Nrsmx. I have not heard the statistics questioned by that
ilst itut ion.

Mr. B1EviEN. 1 am not challenging the fact that those are the statistics.
I an .aying that there may be sone background information on those
particular numbers that may have some significance.

Senator BENTSEN. All right. Thank-you very much.
Mr. MoRA.N. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Morgan follows:]

STATEMENT OF CHARLES A. MORAN ON BEHALF Or THE
AMERICAN BANKEuS ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is Charles A. Moran.
I am a member of Employees Trusts Committee of the American Bankers
Association's Trust Division and vice president-of Manufacturers Hanover Trust
Co. I am acconlmnied by Robert L. Bevan, associate Federal legislative counsel
of the American Bankers Association. The American Bankers Association has
13,252 bank members which constitutes about 92 percent of the banks in the
country. Some 4,000 of these banks have fiduciary powers and most of these
serve as trustees and Investment managers to employee benefit plans. Conse-
quently, the association is vitally interested in your efforts to address the un-
necessarily complex and burdensome administrative framework of ERISA and
to legislate investment standards.

S. 901

The everyday business of bank trustee and investment managers and the
interests of our trust beneficiaries is significantly affected In an adverse manner
by some of the regulatory provisions of ERISA. The Act has enmeshed us all
in a web of conflicting, duplicative and unnecessary administrative procedures
established by the agencies with Jurisdiction over employee benefit plans. I will
not suggest to you that our problems under the Statute are beyond our capa-
Uilities to cope. Candidly speaking, our institutions probably possess the ability
to absorb, at substantial additional cost, the burdens of regulatory excess
currently found in ERISA. However, many of our customers are not so fortunate
and find themselves hard pressed to meet the added burdens required to maintain
a plan. We are concerned that the disincentives created by these provisions may
prove to be so great that the cofitfued growth of benefit plan coverage may be
jeopardized. And further, that employers who already have plans will be deterred
from increasing benefits. While it is too early to draw firm conclusions from the
plan termination and new plan formation data we do find It disturbing.

Our own experience suggests that plan sponsors are In fact substantially less
inclined to undertake the responsibility of adopting a plan than they were before
passage of ERISA. To the extent that this reluctance stems from provisions in
the Act which provide no direct benefit to participants, they should be changed.
Just as Congress responded to isolated Instances of abuse and misconduct in
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enacting ERISA we urge it to act once again and change those provisions which,
today, threaten plan growth.

In our view several provisions of the Act create the major problems we are
currently experiencing first, a litany of prohibited transactions; second, a broad
definition of "party in interest ;" and third, shared responsibility by the Depart-
ment of Labor and the Internal Revenue Service.

We find ourselves hard pressed to separate these provisions in attempting to
find the principal cause of the current situation. It is our view that it is the
Interrelationship and the interplay of these three provisions which results in
considerable confusion, delay and uncertainty. You have selected one of these
areas as one subject of your hearing today, dual jurisdiction. It is our intention
to support your efforts to alleviate the problems which have arisen as a result of
this curious arrangement. Quite frankly, Mr. Chairman, our frustration with
the status quo is such that we feel constrained to assist any initiative which
has as Its purpose the elimination of any of those elements of the Act which
operate to create the current environment.

As we have indicated, it is the interplay of the "overkill" provisions of section
406 and the jurisdiction issue which is the culprit.

Section 406(a) of the Statute, as this subcommittee well knows, prohibits
a number of itemized transactions between a plan and a party in interest, such
as sales or exchanges of property, lending of money, furnishing of goods or serv-
ices and the transfer to or use by a party in interest of any assets of the plan.

The impact of these prohibited transaction provisions can only be fully
appreciated in the light of the limitless definition of party in interest [section
3(14) of the Statute]. Who are parties in interest? Not only fiduciaries, adminis-
trators, officers, trustees, custodians, counsel or employees of the plan and
employees of the company, but also any relative of such person which Includes
a spouse, ancestor, lineal descendant or spouse of a lineal descendant. The list
goes on to include a host of others, including servicesr" as well as substantial
employers and owners. On the tax side, a definition of similar scope describes
these individuals as "disqualified persons."

The ABA has spent a great deal of time considering whether the party in
interest definition can be reduced to minimize its adverse effects without destroy-
ing the purpose of the prohibited transaction rule.

We found it quite impossible to achieve a satisfactory reduction In the persons
covered except there was an element of agreement that the number could be
reduced by elimination of "servicers" and employees of the company.

So it was also, with our review of prohibited transactions. Each type of trans-
action was inserted in ERISA to protect participants against possible conflicts of
interest. We have been unable to Identify any specific transaction for elimination.

As a consequence, we must turn to the complicating factor of dual juris-
diction. As we see it, each of the agencies has its own traditional sphere of
operation and has its own directive from Congress in the enforcement of its
responsibilities under ERISA. The Internal Revenue Service has as its primary
responsibility collection of taxes and the Department of Labor has a primary
duty to protect the interests of working people. Thus, the dual jurisdiction man-
dated by the Statute is inherently unworkable and has been recognized by most
people who were involved in the original legislation as a necessary compromise,
not a workable one.

At this point it might be appropriate to re-emphasize the fact that each pro-
vision we have mentioned In the labor law title of ERISA has a parallel provision
in the responsibilities given to the IRS. Thus, when you read the word "Secre-
tary" in section 406 of ERISA, it means that IRS must also participate In all
the proceedings and concur in the final decisions.

During the legislative progress of ERISA we raised the problems we anttci-
pated in the application of its prohibited transaction provisions. The automatic
answer was that an exemption procedure would be included which would allevi-
ate the severity of the rules. We were skeptical and unfortunately, the procedure
has not proven an effective administrative remedy.

The exemption procedure which was established to eliminate hardship as long
as the exemption was consonant with the protection of participants, has created
a monumental logjam which prevents the orderly operation of the law.

After 2 years Mr. Chairman what has been the record? A very small number
of exemptions have been granted. Most of the applications granted exempted
individual transactions and have no universal application. In view of the time
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expended on these applications it is manifest that something must be done.
This record persists in spite of dedicated, intelligent, hard-working people in
both the Labor Department and the IRS working with goodwill to interpret the
law.

To be parochial for a minute, the ABA has filed three applications for exemp-
tfon. These applications may provide some insight into the burdens of coping
with ERISA.

The first application filed in December 1976 requested Issuance of a class ex-
emption from prohibited transactions with respect to certain acquisitions of
certificates of deposit and other short-term obligations of banking organiza-
tions. The purpose of the application Is to eliminate possible violations of the
prohibited transaction rules of ERISA where more than one bank has been named
as trustee or investment manager of a single employee benefit plan. In these
situations, each bank is responsible for the investment and administration of its
own portion. The possible violation arises when one bank Invests short-term
money in the obligations of the other.

In January of this year we filed the second application for exemption. This
application requested a class exemption from prohibited transactions of pur-
chases of securities in the public marketplace by employee benefit plans when
the proceeds of sale are used by the issuer of the securities directly or indirectly
to retire or reduce Indebtedness to banks which are parties in interest or dis-
qualified persons with respect to the employee benefit plans.

The third application was filed early this month. It requested a class exemp-
tion making It clear that collective trust fund assets are not assets of the plans
holding participations or interests in such collective funds.

There is agreement in much of the pension community that the concept of
dual administration by the agencies must be reversed. It was a self-destructive
concept ab initio. Granting goodwill on the part of each participating agency,
Joint responsibility creates a need for continuing dialogue which in practice
has resulted in unintended delays. But the basic problem is more substantial;
each agency interprets the Statute from its own tradition and with a conscious-
ness of its own role in the statutory scheme.

Therefore, we urge that the fiduciary responsibility provisions of ERISA
including prohibited transactions be made the responsibility of one agency. The
Association believes the Labor Department is a logical location in which to
place this responsibility, so to the extent S. 901 accomplishes this goal, it ha.s
our support.

The ABA, however, does not believe It Is necessary to substitute civil penal-
ties assessed by the Secretary of Labor for the repealed excise tax in the case of
violations of prohibited transactions. The current enforcement authority of the
Secretary under ERISA section 502 Is completely adequate to protect participants
and beneficiaries.

Banks serving as trustees have experienced consistent difficulty with the
implementation of the reporting and disclosure provisions of ERISA. The pro-
visions of section 4 of 8. 901 amending section 103 may be helpful, in that it
should result in the elimination of some unnecessary disclosures. However,
since much of our problem with current law has resulted from delays by the
Labor Department and the IRS in publishing the forms and issuing the regula-
tions we are concerned over the language of section 6 of S. 901 which again di-
rects the Labor Department and IF1 to act jointly. The sixty day deadline may
result in a quick form but would the form be amendable to correct mistakes fi
the initial decisions of the agencies or to deal with changing times? The asso-
ciation believes the contents and filing date of the annual report should be com-
pletely in the jurisdiction of -ae agency which would lie directed to consult with
the other but the one agene",' decision should be binding and the other agency
should be prohibited from Freking such data. Again. the Labor Department is
a logical choice for determialng the content of the annual report and the filing
date.

If these steps are taken by Congress it would significantly ease many of tii
problems caused by ERISA, however, not all the major problems we have
encountered.

While they are not the subject of this hearing, the association urges the sub-
committee also to take early action on these other needed changes.

We urge the subcommittee, first, to substitute the duty of undivided loyalty
and the sole benefit test of section 404 for the strict party in Interest prohibl-
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tions of section 406(a). As pointed out earlier, we are unable to suggest a
realistic cut back on either the scope of the party in interest definition or the
type of transactons that give rise to conflict problems. Therefore, the only sound
approach seems to be the adoption of a rule that bases prohibited transactions
on the criteria of-adequate consideration. The disclosure required by the Statute
of prohibited transactions by plans would help militate against infractions.

Another problem which needs alteration is the definition of fiduciary. Fiduciary
Is defined in such broad terms under the Statute that the definition could even
be read to Include each individual employee of a corporate trustee. We believe
this does not recognize the manner in which corporations operate.

Every corporation must act through individuals. The selection of the corporate
trustee is made after careful analysis and review of its policies, reputation,
experience, performance and indeed after consideration of Its financial stability.
No review is made-or is possible-of the financial condition of the individuals
who will operate-the account.

In comments we filed with the Labor Department and the IRS dated March 13,
1975, we referred to this issue in these words: "In these cases, the sponcur of
the plan selects an entity to be its trustee or other fiduciary, not the individuals
who are associated with and who act on behalf of the entity. Without such
individuals, entities which serve as fiduciaries cannot act; however, such indi-
viduals do not act in their own right or on their own behalf, but solely onl te-
half of and in the name of the entities with which they are associated. The
Inseparability of directors, officers, and employees from a corporate trustee has
been universally recognized, for example:

'Although a corporate trustee cannot properly delegate the administration
of the trust, it can properly administer the trust through its proper officers.
Restatement, Trusts, 2d. Sec. 171e.

'The artificial legal entity which Is the corporation cannot act personally.
It can proceed only through its officers and employees or other interniedi-
aries. The use of officers and employees is not delegation but rather action
of the trustee itself. Trusts and Trustees, Bogert, 2d Ed. 190, Ch. 27.
See. 555. "

Even certain provisions of ERISA seem to recognize this inseparability. Sec-
tion 406(d) (1), protects a trustee from liability for following the instructions of
an Investment manager. If the directors, officers, and employees acting on behalf
of a corporate trustee were fiduciaries individually, they could arguably be liable
for carrying out instructions of an investment manager even though their em-
ployer was relieved from liability for its actions. Such a result could not have
been Intended.

Therefore, we urge the adoption of a very simple addition to the statutory
definition in Sec. 3(21), "If a corporation or an employee organization is a
fiduciary with respect to a plan, under subparagraph (A), a director, officer,
or employee of such corporation or employee organization when acting in such
capacity, shall not be a fiduciary with respect to such plan."

Another problem is the somewhat ambiguous language introduced by section
406(b) of ERISA into the liability created for actions of "co-trustees". III sc.
405(b) (1) (A) a co-trustee is required "to use reasonable care to prevent a co-
trustee from committing a breach."

Traditionally under the lamw co-trustees exist only in those instances in which
the instrument creating tihe trust appoints more than (one trustee to act in com-
cert over the same assets. The ERISA Conference Report seems to recognize
this when it says:

"Allocation of duties of co-trustees.-Under the conference substitute, if the
plan assets are held by co-trustees, then each trustee has the duty to manage
and control those assets. For example, shares of stock held in trust by several
trustees generally should Ire registered In the name of all the trustees, or in
the name of the trust. I, addition, each trustee is to use reasonable care to
prevent his co-trustees _rom committing a breach of fiduciary duty."

This situation is quite distinct, however, from the situation where each of
several trustees is given responsibilities, obligations and duties over a different
iortifollo of assets. To io k upon these trustees as co-trustees is quite contrary
to trust law.

The Statute and the Conference Report recognize in several filaces that pen-
sion assets of large plans way have multiple trustees as opposed to co-trustees.
Therefore, we urge that section 405 be amended to assign liability more accu-
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rately. Co-trustee liability should be limited to those situations in which trusteeir
are acting In concert. We have drafted some legislative language to achieve this
result, which we would be glad to provide the subcommittee.

Mr. Chairman, this Hat does not exhaust the problems which banks have en-
countered and most of these items are not even the subject of this hearing but
the adoption of legislative changes in these areas would, we believe, make the
Act m6?5 workable and would serve the best interest of the participants and
beneficiaries of plans. It also might encourage additional employers to establish
]plans for their workers.

B. 285

Mr. Chairman, S. 285, we believe, would unnecessarily interfere with the free
marketplace and allocate capital through arbitrary investment restrictions and
its enactment could well have a diametrically opposite effect in some ways from
the one intended.

Even though the bill only imposes the 5 percent limitation on those banks
managing over $1 billion in pension assets, trust departments of all sizes have
expressed their opposition.

Five major reasons have been expressed for imposing the 5 percent limitation
on large pension managers. The first of these is that excessive concentration of
pension Investments In a few select stocks raises disturbing questions about the
safety of the enormous amounts of pension money. The Employee Retirement In.
come Security Act of 1974 specifically imposes on every pension manager the
duty to diversity the investments of a pension plan so as to minimize the risk
of large losses. Even in exempting profit-sharing and other eligible individual
account plans from this diversification reqibIrement in the case of employer
securities ERISA subjects the holding of employer securities to the prudent man
rule and the exclusive benefit test. Thus there is no need for a flat percentage
test to protect pension plan beneficiaries from an excessive concentration of
investments.

If there is concern, however, that individual plan diversification somehow does
not provide adequate protection thus requiring a limit on aggregate holdings
it should be noted that the banks subjected to the 5 percent limitation, those
with over $1 billion in pension assets, are the banks that are the most highly
capitalized and most able to cover any losses due to imprudence or failure to
diversity as required by ERISA.

Managers who manage profit-sharing or employee stock ownership plans with
assets over $1 billion are exempted in S. 285 from the definition of pension man-
ager and thus from the five percent limitation. While the definition of pension
manager is not all that clear, presumably the managers of smaller profit.sharing
or ESOP plans would be subject to the limitation, as well as a manager of a
billion dollar proft-sharing plan who also manages other pension assets. Or,
does the management of a billion dollar profit-sharing plan exempt the manager
even though he manages other pension assets? Regardless, however, of the specific
meaning of the profit-sharing exemption, why should smaller profit-sharing plans
be subject to the limitation. Indeed, it Is discriminatory to the participants and
beneficiaries of all other plans to subject them through their pension manager
to an arbitrary limitation on investment judgment.

The second expressed reason for the 5 percent limitation Is to help prevent
a small number of large institutions from achieving too much control over our
entire economy. The 5 percent limitation, even if there were some danger of this
occurring, would not prevent it. All it could achieve at most, would be to level
out the stock holdings of large pension managers in individual companies.

To date, even though there have been a number of studies, such as the SEC
Institutional Investor Study and the 20th Century Fund Trust Departmnt Study,
little, if any evidence, has been found that bank trust departments exercise, or
attempt to exercise, control over portfolio companies. As indicated above, a bank
trustee under ERISA must discharge its duties solely in the interest of plan par-
ticipants and beneficiaries and for the exclusive purpose of providing plan bene-
fits. Consequently, bank trustees are prohibited by law from using pension
assets to control American business.

While any listing of trust department holdings will undoubtedly include some
company-holdings of significant size, they are the exception rather than the rule
and normally there is some particular reason why any holding is significant.
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e.g., a company that had its beginning locally and its stock was extensively held
by members of the community whose estates and trusts are managed by the
bank. Also, such listings of trust department holdings are seldom refined to dis-
close those stocks over which the bank has complete investment or voting discre-
tion and those over which discretion is shared or those over which the bank has
neither. Thus, these figures provide very soft information even as to the potential
ability of a bank to exercise control over a company.

Reference has been made that many banks voluntarily limit their holdings to
five percent. This is true. However, because it is voluntary a bank has the needed
flexibility to exceed 5 percent, either by purchase of securities or accepting a
new account that contains such securities, when it is in the interest of its
customers.

The third expressed reason for the limitation is to help provide greater
liquidity in the stock market. Actually the limitation, if it would have any
affect on liquidity, would be to reduce it rather than make it greater. Market
decisions include not only decisions to buy or sell but decisions not to buy or
sell. Thus, any statistic which provides the percentage of transactions partici-
pated in by any one investor in no way indicates the total number of investment
decisions that were made relative to those transactions and it is all these de-
cisions which establishes the price not just the actual transactions that are
consummated. The transactions only reflect the consequences of all the decisions,
those not .o buy or sell as well as those to do so.

A single significant percentage figure on one investor's share of the market
in a security during a year can be easily misconstrued unless one looks at the
other side of the transactions. While a single institution may account for 30
percent of the net purchases of a security, on the sellers side there were offsetting
individual investment decisions that the price was right so that amount of se-
curities was sold. Undoubtedly, there were also other security holders who de-
cided the price was not high enough and did not sell. The question that really
should concern us regarding liquidity is what would have happened If these
sellers, whether they were individuals or institutions, had come to the market
to sell these securities and the institution that purchased such a large percentage
of the amount traded of that security had not been there willing to buy at that
price.

The presence of a significant buyer in the market means liquidity to other
securities holders. Banks have learned the other side of the coin, that is, how
to deal with liquidity when they are a significant seller. The record shows that
trust departments have moved substantial holdings without any significant im-
pact on price.

A listing of the securiltes with respect to which a bank trust department bad
participated in a significant amount of the trades as net seller or buyer during
any one year would again be small relative to the number of securities held by
the department or the number of securities available for purchase. So again, it
is easy to misunderstand the significance of the statistics which have been pub-
lished because they are seldom presented in the context of the whole. Rather,
for shock value, a few specific situations are enumerated without any back-
ground information.

Reference has been made to self-fulfilling prophesies, but If any lesson has
been learned in the market In the last few years It is that any such plans or
hopes are illusory.

The fourth expressed reason for the limitation is that it would encourage the
spread of pension assets among a larger number of managers. Pension investment
managers are selected because of their ability to invest the entire pension port-
folio competently. They are seldom hired to invest in any one stock. So the
fact a manager was up to the limitation in some stock would probably have
little or no bearing on its selection. The administrator of a pension plan, after
review of the capabilities of several investment managers is very unlikely to
turn away from the one he decides on because one, two, or a few stock holdings
of the manager are at the limitation. Should such an issue arise-the problem
might be resolved by the administrator directing the purchase of the forbidden
security and the investment manager assuming discretion for the remainder of
the pension trust assets.

This demonstrates, however, one of the major objections to the 5 percent
limitation. It establishes an arbitrary barrier which distorts the decisionmaking
process of pension investment managers, and opssibly those who select them.
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Decision makers would no longer be able to limit their thinking to investment
considerations and the plan needs. Instead, they would also have to consider
the legal limitation. This may be to the ultimate detriment of the participants
and beneficiaries of pension plans. We are already experiencing the adverse im-
pact on investment management of the fiat restriction of the prohibited transac-
tion provisions of ERISA.

Another Issue related to this fourth reason for the limitation is the impact on
a plan that has certain holdings but wishes to select a new investment manager.
Is it fair to the beneficiaries of the plan to deny them the services of the new
manager who may be able to serve them better solely because the manager would
be pushed over the five percent limitation if the plan were accepted?

The fifth expressed reason for the limitation is that it would encourage greater
institutional interest in the many other well managed companies that now have
seriously limited access to our Nation's capital markets. There is no reason to
believe that the limitation would have this effect.

On a number of occasions witnesses from bank trust departments have testi-
fied before this committee that there is a continuing search for well managed
small and medium-sized companies. Less than 4 years ago this association testi-
fied before the Senate Financial Markets Subcommittee that a survey had dis-
closed that among trust departments with more than $750 million in assets the
average number of companies whose equities were held was 2,543. Among these
trust departments 68 percent reported that their largest 25 holdings represented
less than 50 percent of the equities held. Thus, it is clear that bank trust de-
partments do invest in a broad number of companies. And, the number is not likely
to be expanded by the proposed 5 percent limitation.

Traditionally, trust department investments have not been viewed in the
aggregate since the investment decisions are not made In the aggregate. The
many trusts and many beneficiaries involved provides diversification in and of
itself. The imposition of an aggregate limitation will undoubtedly deny some
beneficiaries the advantages of certain investments enjoyed by other benefici-
aries.

Over the years, the prudent man rule has provided flexibility to trust invest-
ment activity where before Its adoption there had been strict limitation (legal
lists). Because of its flexibility, It has withstood the passage of some 150 years.
Should the Congress now impose a strict limitation on investment activity?

If there are securities market problems the ABA believes they should be
dealt with as such but not through a 5 percent limitation on holdings which
has only the most tenuous chance of having any corrective impact on any
market problem that may exist.

The Association also opposes the two percent leeway provision which would
allow a pension manager to invest 2 percent of a pension trust in companies
with capital less than $25 million without concern for the prudent man rule.
This further erosion of the prudent man rule is not necessary because of the
flexibility of the rule itself. We recognize that many investment managers have
misconstrued the prudent man rule of ERISA and have become more conserva-
tive. The Association's Employees Trusts Committee has worked since September
1974, to convince pension managers that ERISA actually provides greater flexi-
bility to the pension trustee than is enjoyed by the personal trust trustee. To a
substantial degree we believe we have been successful. However, it might be very
helpful if Congress were able in some way to restate its intent. The language
of the rule as contained in ERISA should not be changed, however, since it was
developed very carefully and really states well what the law should be. Any
attempt to amend it by adding more specific language can only in the long run
reduce Its effectiveness.

Our concern over the 2 percent provision runs not only to the potential abuse
which could be made of it but also to the standard which might be inferred from
it. Would any investment over two percent in a company with less than $25
million capital automatically be deemed, presumed, or even suggested to be im-
prudent? Would any investment in such a company be tainted for personal trust
investments? Should this occur the proposal would prove self-defeating.

Ile ABA supported the adoption of a Federal prudent man rule for many years
before it was enacted. Time and again, we came before Congress to urge tho
passage of such a law. We strongly believe the Interests of pension participants
and beneficiaries as well as our nation's capital market needs will best be served
by the flexibility of this rule without any arbitrary limitations or exclusions.
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If specific problems exist or arise, they should be dealt with directly rather
than indirectly through investment limitations or license.

Mr. Chairman, the association would be happy to work with you and your staff
in developing solutions to any problems which may exist but we must oppose S.
285.

Senator CURTIS. Our next witness is Karen W. Ferguson from the
Pension Rights-Center.

STATEMENT OF KAREN W. FERGUSON, DIRECTOR, PENSION RIGHTS
CENTER, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Ms. FERGUSoNx. My name is Karen W. Ferguson. I am the director
of the Pension Rights Center, which is located at 1346 Connecticut
Avenue NW., Washington, D.C.

Senator CURTIS. How old is the Pension Rights Center?
Is. FERoUsoN. Roughly 15 months old.

Senator Cuirris. By whom was it organized?
Ms. FERoUSON. It was organized by myself. Our seed money came

from Ralph Nader. We have since gotteD foundation money.
Senator Cuxs. Is it a Ralph Nader promotion?
Ms. FERoUSON. Ralph Nader saw a need for such a group and he

gave us $10 000.
Senator 6u Ris. A personal gift?
Ms. FERGUSON. Actually, it was a gift from the Center for Study

of Responsive Law, of which he is a trustee.
Senator CuRis. I do not mean to be critical. He has such a maze

of organizations and transfer of funds. I want to get it straight.
Now, what other foundations or organizations have contributed to

the Pension Center?
MNs. FERGUSON. Unfortunately not enough. We find that most foun-

dations are not aware of the need for public interest groups in the
pension area. The grants which we have gotten so far-actually we
only have in hand one more, that is from the Lebensberger Founda-
tion.

Senator CuRTrs. Where is that located ?
Ms. FERGusoN. I believe the president lives in Washington. As I

recall, it is located in Massachusetts. Quite frankly, we have been
corresponding only with the president.

Senator CuRTis. You may proceed with your statement.
Ms. FERGUSON. I would like to address both bills under considera-

tion by this subcommittee, S. 901 and S. 285. I would like to turn
first to the provision of S. 901 that provides for divided jurisdiction.

As we understand it, S. 901 was introduced to meet the problems
of excessive paperwork and undue administrative delay. We certainly
agree that these are serious problems which must be solved but do not
think that the divided jurisdiction approach is the solution that best
serves the interests of pension plan participants and beneficiaries.

The paperwork burden can be reduced without dividing jurisdic-
tion. In fact, S. 901 has already had part of its intended effect: The
Labor Department and IRIS are reaching agreements on single forms
and single filing dates.

The agencies have also apparently reached, and are reaching, agree-
ments on the division of substantive issues. Neither these nor the more
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formal approach of S. 901 are, however, likely to reach the real causes
for most administrative delays.

To mention what from the employee's perspective is the most egre-
gious example of administrative delay: It will be more than 3 years
after the enactment of the law before most participants receive book-
lets describing the terms of their amended plans. This has meant that
many people have had to make important, irrevocable decisions-
whether to take or leave a job, whether to retire-without the bene-
fit of all-important information about their plans. Yet the reasons
for this delay had nothing to do with dual jurisdicitions. In fact, in
most instances delay in issuing regulations, granting exemptions or
qualifying plans has been the result of intra- not inter-agency
problems.

We have discovered that the root causes of delay arc not the result
of dual jurisdiction. Rather, they tend to be the result of intra-
agency problems.

We find very frequently that delay is a product of tension within
the agency between a policy staff which is under intense pension in-
dustry pressure to overlook or rewrite key provisions of the law and a
legal staff which contends that the law imst-b-a implemented as
written.

Another question is the question of priorities. Large pension groups
get their exemptions first before smaller less powerful individuals.

There is also the not insignificant factor of staff turnover. We find
time and again that the lower level staff expert on a particular regula-
tion leaves to go to a pension industry job and then somebody else
has to start in all over again. That is a very real cause of delay, and
should not be discounted.

Our concern is that divided jurisdiction is not only not going to
solve the real problems of delay and paperwork, but it also may cause
serious new problems. The fact is that within a fairly short time,
maybe even a year, most regulations will be issued, most exemptions
granted, most plans will be qualified. However frustrating the delays
may seem now, they are likely to become a matter of past history in the
near future.

In our view, this subcommittee should not act precipitously, or, the
basis of what is essentially a transitional problem. Instead, it should
look ahead to the role that the ERISA administrative agencies will
be called upon to play in the future.

The key ERISA issues at that time are likely to be, first, the en-
forcement of existing standards; and second, the formulation of pro-
posals for future legislative reform.

From the employees' point of view, divided jurisdiction in the
enforcement area would be disastrous. To begin with, it would mean
that all matters relating to their substantive rights-wheirer they
are entitled to a pension, how much they are entitled to receive-would
have to go to the IRS.

Although former Commissioner Alexander assured this subcom-
mittee that the purpose of the IRS in the pension area is to safeguard
rights, not to collect taxes, the fact remains that the IRS is just
not oriented to helping employees who are not taxpayers. It is not
oriented toward being an advocate for employee interests.
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I note in my prepared statement that IRS enforcement would, in
fact., involve another agency since, as presently structured, ihe IRS
refers its district court litigation to the Justice Department.

What would actually happen under divided jurisdiction where an
issue involved both vesting and fiduciary standardsl Would an em-
ployee under the S. 901 scheme have to go both to IRS and to Labor
to seek enforcement of his-= her rights?

We have an example in our office. It is not too hypothetical. There
is a truck driver who is covered by a pension plan which was recently
amended after ERISA to provide extremely high benefits-$700 a
month-to people who remained under the plan until age 65, and much,
much lower benefits-as low as $273-to persons who have the same
period of service, in this case 25 years, who happen to leave before
age 65.

The truck driver takes the position that adoption of these provi-
sions by the trustees was not solely in the interests of plan partici-
pants. Ile argues that these provisions were adopted to further the
interests of the union and of the trustees and of the employees of the
union and trustees. He points out that truck drivers cannot and do not
work beyond the age of 57 for safety reasons, among other, and that the
employees of the union and the employees of the trustees, who are
covered by the plan, do.

This means that the union can determine who gets that very high
benefit and who does nt.

In addition, the driver takes the position that this violates ERISA.
He contends that it violates the benefit accrual standards of ERISA.

Where would this person go, in this hypothetical situation, if he
wanted to enforce his rights? Would he go to Labor for breach of
fiduciary duty or would he go to IRS for enforcement of the benefit
accrual provisions?

If small business people have trouble mailing in two forms to two
different agencies, imagine the problems of an employee who actually
has to negotiate with two different agencies to enforce his rights.

Divided jurisdiction would be equally prejudicial to employees' in-
terests in securing much needed reforms in the-private pension
system.

ERISA was intended only to be a "first step" toward a more equita-
ble retirement income system. The facts are that Government statistics
show us that 56 percent of the full-time workers covered by private
pension plans are on their jobs less than 10 years and that ERISA
vesting schedules typically provide for 10-year vesting.

Prof. Dan McGill, of W harton School, chairman of the Pension
Research CoumIcil, has pointed out that in all Western European
nations private pension systems mandate 5 year vesting or better, and
he predicts that 5-year vesting will become a Teality in this country
within 10 years.

Under divided jurisdiction, who would take the initiative in study-
ing the possibility or feasibility of 5-year ve-sting? Would it be the
IRS who would have the actual experience with the inequities resulting
from the operation of the vesting standards or would itbe Labor which
has the authority under the law, and the money, to do the studies I

The fact that We think divided jurisdiction would be a mistake from
the employees' point of view does not mean that we support the type of
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consolidation of Labor and IRS jurisdiction proposed in H.R. 4340.
In fact, we believe that consolidation in either the Labor Department
or the IRS would be extremely detrimental to employee interests, but
for very different reasons.

We see an Employee Benefit Protection Agency as the only solution
of ERISA administration. Such an agency would have its sole man-
date the advocacy of employee pension rights. Although an agency of
this soit would require legislative action, it would meet all the objec-
tives of the Executive Reorganization Act. Its immedj&te focus would
necessarily be ERISA but in time it could serve as the cornerstone
for a National Retirement Income Agency, an agency consolidating
all agencies, commissions, and departments dealing with retirement
income.

There is another all-important reason for this subcommittee to
consider legislation to create an Employee Benefit Protection Agency.
subcommittee.

For too long, consideration of the protection of the employee pen-
sion rights has been absurdly and unnecessarily divorced from consid-
eration of the impact of pension fund investment practices. These two
subjects are two sides of the same coin. They are different, but related
aspects of the private pension system.

Contrary to Assistant Secretary of the Treasury Woodworth's sug-
gestion to this subcommittee that pension fund investment practices are
more properly the concern of the Securities and Exchange Commis-
sion, we believe that pension fund investment practices relate directly
to employee pension rights. If pension fund assets are heavily concen-
tratedin a relatively few institutions which invest in only 200 or 300
blue-chip stocks, that means that less favored larger companies, as
well as medium and smaller sized companies unable to find necessary
capital, may be forced to shut down. If companies shut down, the re-
sult is not only a loss of jobs but also, in most cases, a loss of pensions.

Also, if new companies are not able to come into existence, competi-
tion is that much less and increased demand for existing products

__vould cause prices to go up. This directly affects employee pension
rights.

What good is a fully vested, fully funded pension if pension fund
investment practices have caused costs to skyrocket to such a degree
that by the time the participant retires the pension no longer provides
enough money for him or her to buy consumer goods, medical services,
and housing?

An independent agency would be in a position to focus on pension
fund investment practices as an integral part of its mandate to protect
employee pension rights.

Turning to the specifics of S. 285, let me say that we support the
objectives of this bill, although we are by no means convinced it would
necessarily meet those objectives.

A technical problem we see with the modification of the prudent
man rule--and we certainly hope that will become a "prudent person"
or "prudent investor" rule-would permit trusts to make imprudent
investments in smaller companies as long as those investments did not
involve fraud or self-dealing.

Certainly this does not provide employees with adequate protection.
It would mean that the Teamsters Central States pension fund could
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invest $30 million in a $25 million company just as long as the corpora-
tion was not a party in interest and-no fraud was involved.

You can look at the history of the Central States Teamsters fund
and find many questionable, imprudent arrangements that did not

involve parties in interest. They involved persons with close associa-

tions with people connected to the plan, but those persons were not-

parties in interest and no fraud was involved.
We suggest that the language of section 3 of S. 285 be modified in

such a way that it makes clear that although an investment will not

violate the prudent person standard solely because it is made in a

small company, other standards of prudence must be met.

The reason we do not think certainly section 3 will solve venture
capital problems, is that we do not see that the very large financial
institutions would have any institutional self-interest in going after
venture capital investments.

We have been told that these banks and insurance companies deal

in such large blocks of stock that they are not equipped to handle
smaller investments. Also, they claim that pension fund management
is so unprofitable that they just do not have the money to research
smaller companies. It isn't worth their while to go look for the new
Xeroxes of tomorrow.

We see both the 2-percent rule and the 5-percent limitation as im-
portant provisions, whether or not they realize, their objectives. We
think they are important because they represent a beginning-just
as ERISk waswbeginning. They would not solve the problems by any
means.

Finally, I would like to turn to what is to us the most disturbing
provision of S. 901. the provision that would eliminate the so-called
laundry list of requirements in the annual report form and substitute
Labor department regulations.

No one who has watched the actions of the administrative agencies
since the enactment of ERISA can have any doubt as to what the
purpose and the effect of the proposed amendment would be. It would
gLarantee that plans would have to report far less information than
is now required by section 103 of ERISA.

In our opinion, the result of such an amendment would seriously
weaken the fiduciary standards of ERISA. I think I brought with
me the statement from there Tense report on H.R. 2 that best sum-
marizes the interrelationship of the disclosure and fiduciary provi-
sions. It points out that-

The safeguarding effect of the fiduciary responsibility section will operate
efficiently only if fiduciaries are aware that the details of their dealings will be
open to Inspection and that individual participants and beneficiaries will be
armed with enough Information to enforce their own rights as well as the obliga-
tions owed by the fiduciary to the plan In general. (ERISA Legislative History
at 3307)

Despite Senator Bentsen's statement that the intent of S. 901 was
not to change fiduciary standards, we believe that that would be its
end result.

We find implicit in the argument,--and we have been reading an
increasing number of them-for restricting the contents of the annual
report form the assumption that somehow this information is not
of any value to employees. The contention is that employees are only
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concerned with what benefits they wilfget, how much and when. After
all, their benefits are guaranteed. Why should they care how their
money is managed?

You have heard from small business people who have to fill out the
forms. I would like to share with you the experiences that we have had
with employees who are trying to use these forms for precisely the
purposes that ERISA intended. These are participants who are very
concerned with how their money is managed. One of them is here
today.

lie is a retired management employee who, after more than 31 years
of employment with one of the largest corporations in the country,
retired on pension which is equal to something less than a fifth of his
salary. He came to us with the proposition that his benefits might be
higher if his plan were not getting such a very low rate of return on
investments.

We, of course, immediately told him that everybody was getting low
rates of return. We then told him that, after all, employer contribu-
tions could go down, if performance were improved. His benefits
would not necessarily be increased.

He responded rather effetively. He pointed out that pension assets
are long-term assets. He could not imagine how the plan was getting
such a low return-in this case, it was something like 3.4 percent in
1972, going up to 4.5 percent in 1975.

He also pointed out that many plans, certainly large plans such as
his own, have voluntarily increased benefits for retirees. Moreover, his
pension fund contributions were funded largely by defense contract
money so the employer Teally would not have the incentive to reduce
contributions were investment performance to be improved.

We were intrigued, so we decided to take a closer look at his allega-
tions. We began with a statement that had been made to him many,
many years ago to the effect that the pension plan owned the company
warehouse where ht had worked. Before coming to ts, he had looked
through the D-2 forms. He had found no record of any party-of-inter-
est transactions. We looked at the form 5500, the ERISA annual re-
porting form, and that also had no record of any such transactions.

On his own initiative, the participant then undertook to go to the
county recorder of deeds where he discovered that title to the ware-
house was held by a local bank as a trustee for a service corporation
related to the company. With the help of a government agency, we
began to unravel the mystery.

Why was it that he was told that the pension plan owned the ware-
howse. et there was no record of any party-of-interest transaction?

Whlit we discovered was a disguised party-in-interest transaction,
what we believe to be a lease-back arrangement. The point is that the
participant was right: The plan was not getting an adequate return on
that investment.

From our point of view, what was significant is that he could never
have found out about the lease-back" arrangement had he not had in-
dependent knowledge of the plan's "ownership" of the property. The
forms, both the D-2's and the 5500, did not contain this important
information.

We then looked at another of his allegations. He said, look at the very
high turnover of assets here. Maybe that is why we are getting such a
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poor return on investments. In fact, a third of the plan's assets were
sold and something more than that was bought each year.

Of course, we immediately looked for brokerage commissions, evi-
dence of possibly unreasonable administrative expenses. Our only tools
now were the D-2 forms and the form 5500. There was no record of
any brokerage commissions. In fact there was no record of any
expenses whatsoever anywhere on the form. We learned that what the
company was doing was taking the position that it could avoid dis-
closing any administrative expenses by the simple expedient of say-
ing it was paying for the expenses, not the plan.

Senator BExTsEN [presiding]. Is that trueI
Ms. FxnoUSON. That is the position that they are taking.
Senator BiNrEsF. Is it true ?
Ms. FoRGusox. My point is, all we have, all that the participant has,

is these forms. This is what we see. Here is an individual who is trying
to do what he is supposed to do under the law, which is to make sure
that his money is managed prudently and in his interests, and it is
virtually impossible.

I will mention one more thing. At our suggestion, he talked to an
actuary w ,th long years of experience in the senior area to see whether
his impressions were correct. The actuary confirmed that it looked as
though there were some questionable transactions. Then he, together
with the participant, discovered that in 1974 something like 29 percent
of the plan's assets were involved in unsecured short-term loans.

We were intrigued by this and waited with eagerness to find out
what these loans were-after all, the form 5500 was supposed to tell us,
on the schedule of assets, what these investments were.

The first thing we discovered in looking-at the form 5500 is it pro-
vided less information than the D-2 form in this respect: There is no
breakdown that we could find in the form 5500 between secured and un-
secured loans. The next thing we discovered was there fas no mention
of these unsecured loans; although they were on the D-2 form for the
last day of 1974, they had disappeared by the first day of 1975.

There are other omissions. I am mentioning these here to point out
that what is needed is not less detail. If the fiduciary standards are to
work, there is a necessity for more detail. And, of course, the Labor De-
partment already has the authority to provide that detail.

We strongly urge that section 3 of S. 901 not. be adopted.
I might acid that both the participant and I would be happy to

answer questions about the issues I have just raised. I hope we have in-
terested some Government agencies in pursuing this investigation so
that perhaps more information will come to light.

Senator BFNTSEN. I appreciate your testimony. I apologize for not
being here earlier. It is the same old problem we have in the Senate, two
things taking place at the rame time.

I, too, want to protect the ability of the participant to obtain needed
information but also want to try to achieve a balance and not kill a
bunch of these plans by overloading the reporting that has to be done
for small companies.

Under my legislation, whenever the Pension Rights Center, for ex-
ample, wants information a pension participant could request it, and
could get it. I am trying to find a balance where a participant would
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have access to information if he so desires but there Would not be an
excessive reporting burden on smaller firms.

I am concerned about establishing one single pension agency. There
would be a loss of time in the set up of the agency. It would require the
transfer of the people with expertise since I assume you would not
start off with all new employees. The-administration is in a state of
quandry now in getting out EiRISA regulations, and I am afraid that
we would add substantially to existing confusion if a new agency were
established.

During these pension hearings we have solicited testimony both for
and against my proposals because that is the only way we can improve
this bill by trying to meet some of the problems and some of the chal-
lenges to it, and your testimony has been helpful and I appreciate it.

.Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Ferguson follows:]

STATEMENT BY KAREn W. FEGUSoN
Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, I am Karen W. Ferguson, direc-

tor of the Pension Rights Center, a public interest group organized to protect em-
ployee pension rights.

. 901. DIVrDED JUSIODITIrON

S. 901 was introduced to meet the problems of excessive paperwork and undue
administrative delay. We agree that these are serious problems which must be
solved but do not think that the divided jurisdiction approach is the solution that
best serves the interests of pension plan participants and beneficiaries.

The paperwork burden can be reduced without dividing jurisdiction. In fact,
S. 901 has already had part of its intended effect: The Labor Department and
IRS are reaching agreements on single forms and single filing dates.

The agencies have also apparently reached, and are reaching, agreements on
the division of substantive issues. Neither these nor the more formal approach
of S. 901 are, however, likely to reach the real causes for most administrative
delays.

To mention what from the employees' perspective is the most egregious ex.
ample of administrative delay: It will be more than 3 years after the enactment
of the law before most participants receive booklets describing the terms of their
amended plans. This has meant that many people have had to make important, ir-
revocable decisions-whether to take or leave a job, whether to retire--without
the benefit of all-Important information about their plans. Yet the reasons for
this delay had nothing to do with dual J,s.isdicton. In fact, in most instances
delay in issuing regulations, granting exemptions or qualifying plans has been
the result of intra-not inter-agency problems.

Not infrequently the delay is a product of tension between a policy staff sub-
jected to intense pension industry pressure to overlook or rewrite key provisions
of the law and a legal staff which contends that the agency has an obligation to
adhere to the law as written. In other cases it is a question of priority, large pen-
sion Industry groups get their exemptions handled before smaller, less powerful
individuals. And there is also the not insignificant factor of staff turnover. Time
and again in both Labor and IRS we bave discovered that the key lower level
staff attorney who has become an expert in a particular area has left the agency,
usually to a pension Industry Job.

Divided jurisdiction will not only not solve the problems of delay, it Is also
likely to cause serious new problems. Within a fairly short time, Possibly within
12 months, most regulations will have been issued, most exemptions will have
been granted and most plans will be qualified. However frustrating the delays
may be now, they are likely to become past history fairly soon.

In our opinion this subcommittee should not act precipitately on the basis
of what is essentially a transitional problem. Instead. it should look ahead to
the role that the F)RTSk administrative agencies will be called npon to play in
the future. Then the key FIRISA issues are likely to be the enforcement of
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existing standards and the formulation of proposals for future legislative reform.
From the participants' point of view divided jurisdiction in the enforcement

of ERISA would be disastrous. To begin with, it would mean that in all mac-
ters relating to their substantive rights-whether they are entitled to a pen-
sion and how much-they would have to go to the IRS. Former Commissioner
Alexander has assured this subcommittee that the purpose of the IRS in the
pension area "is to safeguard rights, not to collect taxes," but the IRS is not
oriented toward assisting employees, who are not taxpayers, or actively ad-
vocating employee rights. In fact, the active involvement of the IR in en-
forcing participation and vesting standards would necessarily involve still an-
other agency, since at least as presently structured the IRS refers all district
court litigation to the Justice Department.

And what would happen where an issue involved both vesting and fiduciary
standards? Would an employee under S. 901 have to go to both IRS and Labor
to seek enforcement of his or her rights?

Take, for example, a not-too-hypothetical situation under consideration in our
office. A truckdriver is covered by a pension plan that provides for $700 Ia
monthly benefits for persons with 25 years of service who work until age 65.
The plan provides as little as $2T3 (up to $525 for persons retiring in 1996) for
persons with 25 years of service who leave the plan before age 05. The terms of--
the plan are set by the plan trustees. The driver takes the position that in
adopting the $700 in-service benefit the trustees were not discharging their duties
solely in the interests of particlpants. He points out that most truck drivers can-
not drive beyond age 57 and that the only persons who will benefit are the
trustees, employees of the Union and the Union itself since it can offer nondriving
jobs to favored employees and so determine who gets the $700 benefit. The driver
also takes the position that the $700 violates the benefit accrual requirements of
ERISA. Under divided jurisdiction where would he go to seek help in enforc-
ing his claim? To Labor for breach of fiduciary duty or to IRS for enforcement
of the benefit accrual requirements? If it is burdensome for a small business
person to mail two forms to two government agencies, think how much more
burdensome it would be for the truokdriver to enforce his rights.

Divided jurisdiction would be equally prejudicial to employees' interests in
future reforms of the private pension system. ERISA was only intended to be a
"first step" toward a more equitable retirement income system. Rigidly segment-
ing administration of the law will diminish the impetus for future 'step ."
Professor Dan McGill has noted that all WestI-rn European countries have privAte
pension systems that mandate full vesting after at least 5 years and has
predicted that 5-year vesting will become a reality in this country within 10
years. Under divided jurisdiction which agency would take the initiative in study-
ing 5-year vesting? The IRS would have first-hand experience with the inequi-
ties resulting from the operation of the present vesting schedules, but would it
take the lead or would the Labor Department which would still have the au-
thority (and appropriations) under the law to conduct such studies?

The fact that we think divided Jurisdiction would be a mistake does not mean
that we think that the Dent-Erlenborn bill, H.R. 4300 would better serve employee
interests. In fact, as I noted in my testimony before the House Labor Standards
Subcommittee last month, consolidation in either IRS or the Labor I)epartment
would be equally detrimental to employee interests--for different reasons.

THE NEED FOX AN INDEPENDENT EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PROTECTION AGENCY

We see an independent "Employee Benefit Protection Agency" as the only
solution to the many problems of ERISA administration. In my testimony on H.R.-
4300, 1 outlined the structure of such an agency and its mandate--which would
be to serve as a much needed advocate of employee interests.

Such an agency would require legislative action, but would meet all the obJec-
tives of the Executive Reorganization Act. Although its immediate focus would
necessarily be ERISA, in time it could serve as the cornerstone for a National
Retirement Income Agency, an agency consolidating all agencies, commissions,
aind departments dealingvith retirement income, possibly eventually-in tho
very far future-even encompassing the retirement income aspects of social
security. Certainly one of the greatest needs of this country today is a national
retirement income policy. One the one hand we have complaints that some retirees
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are getting too much-These are people who are getting a private pension and
often a civil service and/or military pension as well as social security. On the
other hand, what we hear most is that the vast majority of retirees are getting
too little-They are barely subsisting on embarrassingly inadequate social se-
curity payments.

There is another all-important reason for this subcommittee to consider legisla-
tion to create an ,Employee Benefit Protection Agency. That reason Is implicit in
S. 285.

For too long consideration of the protection of employee pension Tights has
been absurdly and unnecessarily divorced from consideration of the impact of
pension fund Investment practices. These two subjects are two sides of the same
coin, different but interrelated aspects of the private pension system. There is
already increasing recognition that an employee's pension is likely to be the
largest investment of his or her lifetime (Peter Drucker, The Unseen Revolu-
tion). A recent American Enterprise Institute Study pointed out that for most
employees it also is likely to be the most efficient form of investment (Norman
Ture, The Future of Private Penelon Plany). Employees themselves ae increas-
ingly recognizing that they hive a legitiwte interest in how well "their money"
is being invested, that Improved performance can mean imjifoved benefits. In
the words of one commentator: Actuaries compute that for every one percent
increase in Teturns on the trust portfolio, a pension can pay out between 10 and
20 -percent more in benefits. The variation depends on age, sex and other factors
relevant to the covered group. 'ihus, if an overall yield can be boosted from 8%
percent to 5% percent for example, benefits paid to pensioners can be increased
by one-third in many cases. Noel Arnold Levin, Labor-Management Benefit Funds
at 68.

S. 285 focuses on Is where pension funds are invested. Contrary to Assistant
Treasury Secretary Woodworth's suggestion that pension fund investment
practices -re more properly "the concern of the Securities and Exchange Com-
mission," this subject relates directly to the protection of employee pension
rights.

If pension fund assets are heavily concentrated in a relatively few institutions
which invest in only 200 to 800 blue chip stocks, that means that less favored
larger companies as well as medium and smaller sized companies unable to find
necessary capital, may be forced to shut down. If so, the result is not only a loss
of jobs but also In most cases a loss of pensions. Similarly, if new companies are
not able to come into existence, competition Is that much less and increased
demand for existing product can cause prices to go up. This directly affects em-
ployee pension rights. What good Is a fully vested fully funded pension if pension
fund investment practices have caused costs to skyrocket to such a degree that by
the time the participant retires, the pension is no longer sufficient to purchase
the essential consumer goods, medical services and housing.

An independent agency would be in a position to focus on pension fund invest-
ment practices as an integral part of its mandate to protect employee pension
right.lIt could also fully explore other Telated concepts such as that of expanded
stock ownership in a pension context and the interrelationship of pension and
mandatory retirement age problems.

S. 285 DECONCENTRATION OF PENSION FUND INVESTMENTS.

Turning to the specifics of S. 285. FirSt, an objection to the phrasing of Section
8 "Modification of the Prudent Man Rule." As that Section now reads it would
permit trusts to make Imprudent investments in smaller companies, as long
as those Investments did not involve fraud or self-dealing. This does not pro-
vide employees with adequate protection. It would, for example, permit the
Teamsters Central States Southeast Southwest Areas Pension Fund to Invest
$30 million in the securities of a mafia held corporation as long as the corpora-
tion was not a party-in-interest and no fraud was Involved. Extrapolating from
the past history of that Fund it would be possible as the provision is drafted to
make an imprudent investment in R corporation controlled by the lawyer for
the Union President or a former consultant to the Fund since these persons are
technically not parties-in-interest and no fraud is Involved. We suggest that the
language be modified so that it states that a trust does not violate the fiduciary
responsibility provisions "solely because an Investment of such assets by a-
fiduciary of the trust is made in the securities of a corporation with a capital
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account of less than $25,000,000" etc. The provision should specifically state that
the investment must be prudent in all other respects.

Quite frankly, we do not think Section 8 will solve the venture capital prob-
lem. Given the long-term nature of pension fund money it would not seem im-
prudent for pension fund trustees to invest small amounts of money in new
companies that promise high returns at some risk. In fact, the prudent indi-
vidual investor often does precisely that.

Our guess is that the institutions investing the great bulk of pension plan
assets-and which have the degree of sophistication necessary for such in-
vestments-just don't have the incentive to invest in small companies or venture
capital firms. Certainly the capital starvation problem existed long before the
ERISA prudent person rule. Senator Bentsen was concerned about this problem
when he noted, on July 24, 1976, In opening the first set of hearings on institu-
tional investment practices: today there is increasing concern that institutional
Investment is seriously distorting... equity markets and making it exceedingly
difficult for small-and medium-sized firms to obtain the funds they need for
expansion.

The large banks and insurance companies apparently customarily deal In large
blocks of stock that can be sold easily and are not equipped to handle smaller
investments. Moreover, their margin of profit from the management of pension
assets is so minimal that they claim that they cannot afford the additional
expense needed to research smaller companies. It's not in their institutional self-
interest. At the other extreme you have the independently trusteed plans, such
as those surveyed by the International Foundation of Employee Benefit Funds,
who tend not to be professional investors. Their move toward blue chip stocks
was one of the anticipated and desired results of ERISA.

Given the probable long-range benefits to participants, we have no objection to
the 2-percent rule nor to the 5-percent llmtiation. At tre-uame time, we consider
these to be only very modest proposals, like ERISA, representing only a
beginning.

S. 901 ]LIMINATION AF ANNUAL nEPonrTO REQUIREMENTS

In conclusion I would like to return to S. 901 and a provision that we consider
to be potentially the most detrimental to employee rights of any proposed to date.
I am referring to section 3 and to that part of section 3 which would eliminate
the "laundry list' 'of items now required to be included in ERISA annual report
forms, replacing It with Labor Department regulations.

No one who has watched the actions of the administrative agencies since the
enactment of ERISA can have any doubt as to what the purpose and effect of the
proposed amendment would be. The Labor Department's policy of "flexibility"
guarantees that plans would have to report far less Information than is now
required by section 103 of ERISA.

Implicit in most arguments in favor of restricting the annual reporting re-
quirements is the assumption that the information serves o useful purpose.
The Labor Department can always get the information on request and, the
argument goes, employees are only concerned with whether they will get a bene-
fit and how much they will get. This presupposes that an employee is not con.
cerned with what the plan does with his or her money since In most cases plan
benefitszlre guaranteed.

I would like to take a minute to refute that assumption. Our experience has-
been that employees are concerned about how-their money Is invested. We have
discovered that more, not less, Information should be required if fiduciary re-
sponsibility standards are to be effective.

One of our projects Is the preparation of guidelines to assist employees in-
terested In examining their plan's investment practices. In part to educate our-
selves, we have begun looking into the operations of several plans. The most
interesting and instructive, in terms of additional information needed on the
form 5500, is the salaried employees' plan of one of the nation's largest
corporations.

The participant who brought the plan to our attention is a retired manage-
ment employee who, after more than 31 years of employment with the omDany,
is retired on a pension of $3,900 to supplement the $4,800 he receives in social
security benefits. His retirement income is a little over two-fifths of the amount
he was earning when he retired in 1975. (His company pension is less than 20

91-933--77-12
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percent of his salary.) H6 takes the position that his plan is getting an unreason-
ably low rate of return on its investments-3.4 percent in 1972 to 4.5 perqen
in 1975-and that if his plan assets were more prudently managed there is a
good chance that his benefits could be increased. We pointed out to him that
there is an equal chance that company contributions could go down. His re-
sponse was to point to benefit increases for retirees under other plans and to thq
fact that substantial amounts-of the company's annual pension contributions
come from defense contracts, so the company would have little incentive to
reduce contributions.

Intrigued, we started to take a closer look. At the participant's suggestion we
began with a statement made to him that the pension plan owned the company
warehouse where he had worked. We searched through the D-2 forms and the
form 5500 but found no record of any party-in-interest transactions. The partici-
pant then undertook to go to the county Recorder of Deeds and discovered that
title to the warehouse was held by a local bank as trustee (for a related com-
pany). With the help of a government agency we began to unravel the mystery.
What we now seem to have uncovered is a disguised party-in-interest leaseback.
The participant was right. The plan was not getting a reasonable return on at
least this one investment. The point to be made here iq that without the par-
ticipant's independent knowledge of the plan's invol'rement, this transaction
would never have been uncovered. There would have been no way for the par-
ticipant to have found this information in the form 5500.

The participant next suggested that another reason the plan may have been
getting such a poor return on Investments was that-it was turning over an qx-
cessive amount of plan assets each year. The plan could be paying large amounts
in brokerage commissions. Although the turnover figures were clearly stated on
the D-2 and the form 5500-from 27 percent to 42 percent of the plan's assets
were sold in the years 1972 through 1975 and larger amounts were purchased-
there was no reference to brokerage commissions. For that matter there were
no references to any plan expenses at all. There was no way to determine from
the form 5500 or the earlier forms what amounts, if any, were paid to the plan
trustee, actuary or accountant. (In fact, the only way we discovered the iden-
tity of the plan trustee was through the notes appended to the accountant's
report.) The plan is apparently taking the position that it cani avoid disclosing
any expenses on the form 5500 by the simply expedient of having the company pay
all expenses. The participant has an Interest in administrative expenses whether
the company or the plan pays those expenses. Unreasonable administrative ex-
penses mean that less of the money allocated by the company for pension costs
is available for the payment of benefits.

At our suggestion the participant discussed his allegations with an actuary
who has had extensive experience in the pension area. The actuary confirmed
that the participant's findings suggested breaches of fiduciary responsibility. The
actuary also pointed out the existence of large amounts of unsecured loans re-
ported in the pre-DRISA D-2 forms. In 1974 the unsecured loans amounted to
about 29 percent of the total plan assets. We then discovered that, unlike the
D-2 form, the form 5500 had no provision for a breakdown of secured and un-
secured loans. In addition, the form 5500 for 1975 did not show what happened
to the unsecured loans shown as outstanding at the end of 1974. These loans seem
to have disappeared between December 31, 1974 and January 1, 1975.

There are other omissions. I mention these merely to illustrate the fact that
rather than providing too much detail, the Section 103 laundry list does not pro-
vide nearly enough. Fortunately, BRISA section 104 gives the Labor Depart-
ment the authority to remedy these deficiencies and others that may come to light
in the course of this and other efforts by participants to determine whether their
plan monies are being managed In their interests.

Senator BENTSEq. Our next witness is Mr. Arthur Fox, counsel for
PROD, Professional Drivers Council.

STATEMEiT OF ARTHUR FOX, COUNSEL, PROD, INC.

Mr. Fox. Thank you, Mr. Chaimnnan, for the opportunity to testify
on behalf of PROD. First, I should mention that I am an attorney
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associated with the Public Citizen Litigation Group. I serve as coun-
sel to PROD on whose behalf I am testifying. PROD is a nationwide
Teamster rank-and-16le reform organization that has been in existence
1or 6 years.

I have submitted prepared remarks which I will not repeat. I have
-also prepared some notes which I will not follow in the interest of
brevity, and to avoid repeating what has already been said by earlier
witnesses. If you wish to interrupt j-o, please feel'free.

I would like first to address S. 285, the Tax-Exempt Private Pen-
sion Investment Act. We endorse most enthusiastically that provision
which is designed to eliminated undue influence over corporations by
pension fund managers for all the reasons that have already been cited
on behalf of that particular provision, undue influence, stock market

vicissitudes, et cetera.
I submit that possibly one of the reasons the stock market has been

slow to recover after the recession in the earlier part of this decade
may be due in part to the fact that some smaller investors are afraid
they may take a bath as a result of dumping by those who hold huge
quantities of stock. In this day and age, they are primarily large trust
fund and pension fund managers. However. there is an additional rea-
son why we. at least, support that particular provision, particularly

.the philosophy that it seeks to promote.
There is, in this country, a rather crazy quilt of interwoven busi-

-ness relationships. Money, we must admit, equals power and influence.
Not all business managers are immune to economic pressures and not all

:pension managers are completely beyond reproach.
In managing their approximately 240 separate pension funds, the

'Teamsters have frequen-tly invested the assets of those funds in a fash-
ion calculated to secure 'political rewards. Indeed, over the years, as

'Teamster reformers have approached members of the business and
even political communities asking for assistance and support, too fre-
quentlv they have been greeted only by a rather stony silence. It is
possib e, whether businessmen and politicians are even aware of the
fact tLey are a second or third cousin-beneficiary of a Teamster in-
vestnmnt, someone may lean on them and call some of their political
IO U's.

We believe, however, that there is no reason why there should be
an arbitrary $150 million corporate, or arbitrary $1 billion pension,
cutoff if. indeed, the philosophy is a worthy philosophy. We submit
to the committee that it ought to be applied perhaps on a graduated
basis on down to smaller pension funds and smaller corporations.

The Teamsters have only two pension funds, the Western States
and the Central States pension funds, which exceed $1 billion, to my
knowledge. The Western States fund has been managed by Prudential
Insurance Co., and now the Crocker National Bank has taken over
asset, management of the Central States fund. However, there are an-
other 238 pension funds concentrated primarily in the Northeastern
IU united States where the managers may continue, possibly ill spite of
the fiduciary staiidard, to invest their'funds in a fashion designed to
gain control of corporations.

With respect to the second provision in S. 285 which would relax.
if not eliminate, fiduciary duties, we are deadset opposed. I do not
think that any pension funid-
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Senator BENTSEN. Which provision I
Mr. Fox. Section 4, the modification of the prudent man rule.
We are opposed to that section because we do not feel that the

managers of any pension fund, be it a large one or small one, ought
to feel that they could treat any portion of their funds as "mad
money."

I believe, and I would in this sense adopt the testimony of
Mr. Moran, that the current fiduciary duty standard does provide the
necessary latitude to managers of pension funds to put a certain per-
cent of their funds in smaller corporations that may be considered
somewhat more venturesome.

In fact, let us face it, some of these smaller, more venturesome cor-
porations also hold out the prospect of much higher return on their
money and if, indeed, they do their homework and do investigate these
funds, the courts will sanction their loans as long as it was prudent
to have made the investment at the time that they made it.

The courts may go on to say, however, that there is a need to moni-
tor that loan more closely and bail out if the company goes down.

Nevertheless, while greater supervision by pension fund managers
will undoubtedly cost them slightly more money, the prospective bene-
fits to the beneficiaries; namely, high income, would hopefully offset
these costs.

Also, pension fund managers will always be second-guessed anytime
a corporation goes under, whether it is Penn Central or the XYZ
Widget Co. The fact is managers will always hav, to justify their in-
vestments if they are called to task. If they have done their homework,
if they can demonstrate that they have done their homework, I do not;
believe they will be in trouble.

Moreover, if they can say to a court, "Look, we have 18 companies,
small companies that are valued at under $25 million in which we have
invested and only one of them has gone down the tubes," they should
be in fine shape.

Senator BENTSEN. That may be what you think, but all I can do is
cite you the numbers and cite you the survey and cite you the fact we
had venture capital people right here. They said they previously had
pension funds for relatively a large amount of money and that money
had dried up since ERISA and the prudent man rule. I can just tell
you how it is out there, what is actually happening, not what your
legal opinion of it is, or some other lawyer's legal opinion, or what
some judge may decide.

Mr. Fox. I am very, very sensitive to that, Senator. I am not sure
that that problem will necessarily go away if section 4 should be en-
acted. Pension managers will still, I think, feel that they have to in-
vestigate loan applicants and not just give out their money on a
first-come, first served basis. This is still going to require a greater in-
vestment in personnel on their part.

Senator BxENsEs,. No question about that.
Mr. Fox. Personnel will cost money and they still may shy away

from that in the interests of preserving such expenditures.
Senator BENTs N. I can only tell you that before ERISA they did

otherwise and the funds were there and they have testified to that,
several witnesses.
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Mr. Fox. Mr. Moran also made a very valid point, I think, when he
suggested that the Congress might, without tampering with the exist-
ing prudent man rule, express a sense of the Congress or a resolution to
the effect that it did not intend to have his fiduciary standard drive
pension funds out of the money market. The Congress might even say
it expected that managers might, particularly because of the earning
potential of some smaller Xeroxes or Polaroids, invest in some more
venturesome businesses. Indeed, an argument can be made that the
only way to comply with the prudent man rule would be for managers

-to invest a certain percent of their assets in some corporations that
might offer the opportunity for very high gains without tampering,

*however, with that prudent man rule. Just a suggestion.
I will now, if I may, just briefly address S. 901, the Pension Simpli-

fication Act. I think we must first remind ourselves that pension man-
agrs are not just the Manufacturers Hanovers, the Morgans, the .irsL
INational Cities or Prudential Life Insurance Co's. Thert are thousands

.of funds out there that were created under the Taft-Hartley Act that
are managed by an equal number of union and management trustees.
Many, if not most; of these individuals are from backgrounds where
they were not accustomed to having large incomes.

These individuals, neither by experience, nor by training, know how
necessarily to invest those pension funds. Indeed, it was largely be-
cause of the abuses by these kinds of individuals, not the kind that
principally have been called to testify here, that ERISA was enacted
in my opinion, at least in the form that it currently is.

Indeed, the Teamsters in particular have been subjected to these
particular kinds of abuses. We believe that one of the most important
protections of ERISA currently is the disclosure provision. It pro-
vides the encouragement, inducement, whatever you want to call it,
to these other kinds of pension fund managers to shape up, to fly
straight. In other words, ERISA has had a terribly, terribly valuable
prophylactic effect that simply cannot be over-emphasized. If these
managers recognize that some experts, more expert possibly than they,
have the capacity to look over their shoulder because they, too, have
sufficient information to second-guess managers, then, anid in some
cases only then, will managers run their funds honestly. I do not think
that y-u -would have proposed repealing the existing statutory report-
in' requirements had you not felt that the Secretary of Labor, or some
otrier future Secretary might promulgate rules that were less specific,
less detailed, less, perhaps burdensome. Indeed, there are two good
reasons, to support such a conclusion. One, any student of the executive
branch of Government realizes that over the years. regulators slowly
but surely end up, at least in part, regulated 'by the industries or in-
dustries, or interest groups that they are suppoieU-to regulate. They
hear primarily from those people.

There are not many Ralph Naders or Karen Fergusons that can,
in fact, handle complaints by the many thousands, millions of pension-
ers in this world, and also to make regular appearances before the
Department of Labor. Nor do they have the political clout to success-
fully lean on the Department.

Second, the Department of Labor has historically been the divi-
sion of the executive branch which has been most sensitive to the in-
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terests of institutional organized labor. Once again, we must remem-
ber, at least with respect to the Taft-Hartley funds, one-half of the"

trustees and many of the administrators of these funds are the very'

labor union officials with whom the Department of Labor has such'

close alliances. I would hasten to add that all indications are that this

Democratic administration and Labor Secretary Marshall have been

doing, at 16-t thus far, a very admirable job. There are however no.

guarantees that future administrations, after this all becomes very

stale, will do an adequate job.
Senator BE.N.TSEX-. Do you not think that we can cut down the re-

porting requirements without denying the participant the right to the-
information?

All are subject to Government audit or suit by participant.
Mr. Fox. Senator, participants, in the first place, are not very likely

to sue. To bring a suit is an extraordinarily expensive proposition in

this day and age. Second, most participants are not sophisticated'
enough in the various complexities of these huge financial institutions
to know even how to begin to locate those individuals who have the
information they might need.

I do agree with you that we should continue to focus very carefully
on any regulations or requirements that may be duplicative, or incon-
sistent, or unduly burdensome in fact, while always keeping in the
back 9f our minds the purposes that these regulations were designed to.
serve.

There is no doubt that in those pension funds that have been and
will be prudently and honestly managed, the reporting requirements
may create unnecessary burdens. Those are not, however, the only
kinds of funds out there in the real world. There are so many smaller
funds that do need this kind of prophylactic, supervisory role to be
played by some administrative division of the executive branch of'
Government.

The only way to insure that there will be adequi'fe detail in these
reports is to put it in the statute. Maybe some years from now we may
want to reconsider these requiremeits.-Right now, the propensity in
the executive branch to soften and to yield to regulated class is so great
that we cannot afford to give blanket authority to anyone, whether it
is the Secretary of Labor or perhaps any department or agency in the
executive branch of government, to establish and maintain adequate"
reporting requirements.

With respect to the elimination of duplicative efforts by separate
agencies, I would subscribe, at least in part, to the remarks made by
Ms. Ferguson to the effect that it really would be most advantageous
to pool all authority for implementing and enforcing ERISA in a
single agency. I (1o not feel that I have the wisdom to say whether there
should be a new agency. You, yourself, have mentioned that there-
would be more growing pains due to the transition which would occur
when pooling the authority in a new agency. Very possibly it is tile
kind of decision that ought to be left, at Teast tentat ively left, to Presi-
dent Carter in his efforts to reorganize the executive branch of'
Government.
- I think there are more reasons that have yet to be mentioned why a,

single agency concept is the only one that would ultimately be work-
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able. I spent 4 years working in an agency, and 5 years monitoring
agencies, my entire professional life. My experience has taught me
that there are inevitably a lot of jealousies between agencies, that
they have great difficulty coordinating their efforts between one an-
other. With two agencies sharing authority, you do not have a single
boss and a clear chain of authority where jos can get done. Bureau-
crats have spent too much time holding each others' hands and salv-
ing one anothers' egos in order to get something done.

Furthermore, there are frequently inabilities for the left hand of
one agency to understand what the right hand of another ought to be
doing, or vice versa. If one agency were to write standards which
another agency is supposed to understand in order to enforce, do they
really understand them?

Suppose they really do not believe, or the second agency does not
really subscribe to the standards that were written by tie first agency,
in principle or whatever? Once again, until there is a single authority
that says, do it, it does not get done.

Finally, we oppose the provision in S. 901 which would permit
funds to go to courts for declaratory orders in order to force the Gov-
ernment to grant exemptions and grants. We, too, are sympathetic-
with those funds which have applications that have not-been acted
upon. Where exemptions would truly be in the best interests of the
beneficiaries, delays are most regrettable. It conceivably is inexcus-
able that this should take place.

I submit, however, that the log jam we face today, we will not face
in the future. Personnel are being detailed to the writing of regulations
right now that in the future would be, available to process of applica-
tions, No. 1. No. 2, many of there applications are one-shot affairs
filed in order to bring a particular pension fund into compliance with
the new complex law that we are gearing up.

I therefore believe that the rate that these applications are arriving
in Washington will decrease steadily over future years, and that this
kind of drastic surgery that .you are proposing to perform is mn-
necessary and might even be dangerous, at least in the near future.
It may 'hamstring government, and it may lead to the securing of
exemptions or variances which, in fact, are not deserved.

In conclusion, I would just say on behalf of the many thousands,
indeed there are in excess of 10,000 dues paying members in PROD
alone, that is ever so necessary that we realize how delicate or tick-
lish the job or mission we are embarking upon. We must be extraor-
dinarily sensitive to the people that ERISA was designed to serve,-
not the managers but the beneficiaries.

I thank you very much, Senator.
Senator BrEnsTSEx. On that point., I very strongly agree. I was the

author of the pension hill that passed this committee and I still take
pride in that, despite all of the criticism of ERIS A, that some 30 to
40 million Americans have security when they reach retirement, know
that those funds are going to be there.

And we put in some relatively tough funding and vesting provi-
sions to take care of those people that were not doing a job for their
employees. But I am also deeply concerned in some instances that wve
have the tendency to try to govern for the worst case and we are kill-
ing off a bunch of the small plans.
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It is no problem with the giant corporation, with their lawyers
and accountants. They can manage it. But time and time again, you
get a firm that has 40 to 50 employees a small company. They just
throw up their hands and say, let us forget it, the plan goes out of
existence for a variety of reasons. I think one of the reasons is the
incredible amount of paperwork given to some of these small plans.

Mr. Fox. If I may address myself to that, I do believe that we may
find in the future while small employers terminated their preexisting
pension plans, they may ultimately pool their interests in larger pen-
sion plans. In fact, their employers may not, in the ultimate sense,
suffer. I hope that will be the case.

Senator BENTEN. That may be, but I know how tough it is to talk
an employer into putting one of these into effect. Often, if one goes
out and have to start over again, meanwhile, a lot of employees
have suffered.

If you are talking about a new agency-there is no way you can
get IRS totally out of it, because they will always be involved in
seeing that there is reasonable compensation and that type of thing,
if there are deductions, and to see that someone is not stacking the
deck to take care just of the owner-employee.

Mr. Fox. The President might take that into account and decide
to vest the responsibility for this agency with the IRS.

Incidentally, I forgot to mention and I want to call to your at-
tention to one provision in S. 285, section 3, which is a modification
of the prudent man rule. As I understand your intent, Senator, it was
to limit tlYe total percent of the pension fund that could be used as
mad money, if you will permit me that expression, to 2 percent.

Senator BENTSEN. I do not really want to permit you that expres-
sion.

Mr. Fox. As I read that particular provision, I see a dangerous am-
biguity which would permit a manager of a pension fund to make
numerous 2 percent loans to small corporations. In line 4 on page 6
of the current bill it says, "The securities of any corporation with a
capital account of less than $25000. . . 2" If you would simply make
the word, "corporation" plural, it would be clear that no more than
2 percent of a fund's total assets could be invested in such corpora-
tions.

Senator BEN5.EN. That is certainly the intent. I appreciate your
bringing that to our attention.

Well, thank you very much. We appreciate your testimony. It has
been very helpful to us.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Fox follows:]

STATEMENT OF ATHUR IL. Fox 1I
Thank you for the opportunity to share with you some of our thoughts con-

cerning the proposed Pension Simplification Act (S. 901) and the proposed Tax-
Exempt Private Pension Investment Act (S. 285).

We share your concern in protecting pension plans from costly efforts to comply
with unnecessary, Inconsistent or duplicative Government regulatory require-
ments. After all, pension plans exist for one singular purpose and we cannot
afford to lose sight of the fact that it is to provide vital monetary security for
our retired senior citizens. Health and welfare funds provide an equally vital
financial protection for working men and women. The more money a pension or
health plan must expend to perform secondary functions, such as preparing and
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filing duplicative reports or trying to decipher inconsistent government regula-
tions, the less money there will be left to make payments to participants or
beneficiaries.

Similarly, we share your concerns reflected in S. 285 that a prerequisite for
a healthy, growing and competitive economy is access to capital by small, growing
businesses which may not yet have a triple A rating by Dunn & Bradstreet. And
there can be no doubt that major sources of capital today are private pension
funds. If their capital simply cannot be made available to small businesses due

- to the operation of a statutory fiduciary duty standard or any other legal,
political or economic phenomenon, and if small businesses cannot obtain capital
from other sources, then our economy may well atrophy. Needless to say, workers
would suffer if this should come to pass.

Thus, while PROD supports the overall objectives of these two bills, we would
like to offer some criticisms directed at several of their provisions which we do
not believe would be in the best interests of either pension fund participants or
beneficiaries. I would like first to address myself to S. 901, the Pension Simplifica-
tion Act.

5. 901

This bill would simplify the reporting requirements of the Employee Retire-
ment Income Security Act (ERISA), substantially eliminate dual jurisdiction by
the Department of Labor and the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) in the ad-
ministration of ERISA, and eliminate delays in the processing of applications
for exemptions and variances from ERISA requirements. While all of these
specific goals seem to be laudable on their face, we seriously question whether
the procedures set forth in S. 901 would ultimately serve the best Interests of the
participants and beneficiaries of pension, health and welfare funds. And, we mfst
continually remind ourselves that these are the primary interests which any
amendment of ERISA must ultimately advance.

Of course, we agree that the Congress should avoid imposition of any require-
ments on such funds which result in the expenditure of precious assets in order to
comply with truly unnecessary requirements of ERISA or the regulations adopted
by either the Department of Labor or IRS. Therefore, we must be careful to
analyze any statutory requirements we may wish to modify in light of the goals
which they are designed to promote, versus the costs of compliance, and then ask
ourselves whether participants and beneficiaries are likely to come out ahead
or behind.

In the same vein, we must be careful not to credit automatically any and all
representations which may be made by those responsible for administering such
trust funds whose jobs may have been made considerably -more complex and
demanding as a result of the enactment of ERISA. It is important to remember
that ERISA would never have been enacted, at least not in Its present form,
but for the rather egregious abuses of a substantial number of employee trust
fund managers. Indeed, a substantial percent of these funds, particularly those
created under the Taft Hartley Act (29 U.S.C. i 18(c)), are managed by in-
dividuals who have never enjoyed large incomes and who have neither experi.
ence nor training in the management of huge sums of money to which they
suddenly have ready access. To many, this pot of gold presents an enormous
temptation which only the most scrupled and self-disciplined can resist.
Potential weakneaa of section 4

Teamsters in particular have suffered from these kinds of abuses by the
trustees of their many Taft-Hartley funds which, by the way, happen to pro-
liferate the northeastern part of the country in absolute numbers, if not net
worth. Indeed, many trustees of Teamster funds would continue to abuse their
fiduciary responsibilities to their participants and beneficiaries but for the
prophylactic effect of the ERISA disclosure requirements set forth in section
103 of that act, which section 4 of S. 901 would repeal. To the extent that the
detailed disclosure requirements of ERISA will keep the trustees and admints-
trators of employee trust funds honest In the first instance, the salutory effects
of section 102 simply cannot be overemphasized.

Certainly, I have no doubt that it was not the intent of the sponsors of S. 901
to weaken ERISA in this fashion. It Is quite trne that section 4 of the bill would
still give rulemaking authority to the Department of Labor to require whatever
degree of disclosure as may be deemed to be necessary by the Secretary who,
it may be argued, should be more expert in such matters than the Congress.
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Unfortunately however, any student of government will readily attest that at
best, no matter how well intended any federal bureaucracy may be it will
ultimately come to be dominated by whatever interest group it has been given
statutory authority. to regulate, and at worst, the Department of Labor in par-
ticular has traditionally been a highly political Department of the executive
branch which has catered to the very same union officials who filso serve as
trustees of their members' pension, health and welfare funds. Let me hasten to
qualify this last remark by saying that the current Secretary, Ray Marshall, has
distinguished himself thus far in his term of office as a strong and independent
administrator and regulator under ERISA. However, we have absolutely no
assurance that future Secretaries might not relax or undo entirely whatever
reporting requirements Secretary Marshall might promulgate under section A of
S. 901. The only way to insure that the disclosure requirements remain adequate
to protect the interests of fund participants and beneficiaries is to prescribe by
statute what those requirements shall be.

Iucldentally, now Is neither the time, nor the place, to demonstrate with a
greater volume of evidence the wholly inadequate Job the Department of Labor
has done over the years in prescribing useful reporting and disclosure regulations
under Title II of the Landrum-Griflin Act. 29 U.S.C. 5 431 et seq. If your com-
mittees should be Interested in delving into the Department's miserable track
record in this very closely related area, we would be happy to provide you with
a history and analysis.

We find section 4 of your proposed legislation dangerous for several additional
reasons. In the first place, breaches of the ERISA fiduciary duty standard will
still occur. It is unrealistic to assume that the Department of Labor or any other
federal agency will be able to ascertain each and every such violation and hold
those responsible for the violations accountable in a court of law. Recognizing
this fact of life, the Congress conferzed standing in ERISA upon the participants
and beneficiaries of employee trust funds to maintain their own suits against
those responsible for violating their trust. However, without complete disclosure,
the participants and beneficiaries will never become alerted to such abuses of
trust and would not, therefore, be able to pay their intended role, and they would
be effectively prevented from enjoying their unquestionable common law right
as beneficiaries to monitor the performance of their trustees and to hold them
accountable for breaches of trust.

Finally, summary plan descriptions and modifications In plans are potentially
critical items of Information both to the participants and beneficiaries, and to
Government personnel. However, under section 4 of S. 901, these items of Informa-
tion would no longer be available to the Secretary of Labor, Journalists, re-
searchers or law enforcement personnel, and they very well might not be avail.
able even to participants or beneficiaries. Participants, in particular, have an
absolutely critical interest in becoming and staying apprised of their plan de-
scriptions and any modifications which may be made to them. r1heir employment
(lecisions may be made based in substantial part upon benefits which accompany
one joh versus auothel'. Plan modifications may even cause them to shift employ-
jient. Theyhave a right to know exactly what their benefits are, or will be, at all
times even if it should cause them to leave their Jobs. Workers are not, after all,
indentured servants of their employers and they should be free to shop for the
best deal.

Sim'iarly, those interested in, or responsible for, the enforcement of the laws
and regulations covering employee trust funds would be deprived of an important
tool If the administrators of plans were not required to provide the Secretary
with summary plan descriptions and modlfieations. Assuming that the adminis-
trator must already provide thousands of participants and beneficiaries with
this Information, it is hardly an additional burden to ask them to drop one
additional copy in the mail addressed to the Secretary. And, with this infor-
iuation, the Secretary might discover inconsistencies between the actual trust
Instrument and the summary plan description which could mislead participants
and beneficiaries. Whether or not the discrepancies may have been deliberate,
once again if the administrators of employee trust funds know that knowl-
edgeable experts may also be looking at their representations, in addition to
employees who cannot be expected to understand the Intricacies of complex
trust funds, they may be more careful in preparing their representations so as
to communicate only accurate facts and impressions. Participants and benefici-
aries deserve no less.
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In summary therefore, we would have to say that we find section 4 of S. 901
totally unacceptable. We consider the benefits of the detailed disclosure require-

.ments of DRISA to outweigh the costs from the poin4 of view of the participants

.and beneficiaries whose interests are paramount. While we would be willing to
consider some possible fine tuning of these requirements, we would have to op-
.pose the wholesale repeal of the ERISA reporting and disclosure provisions.
Sections 2 and 3: The problem of overlapping ,)r divided responlbtlities

There can be no doubt that Congress' original decision reflected In E)RISA to
-divide responsibilities for Implementing and enforcing that Act among various
,departments and agencies of the federal govern ment was not the most sensible
decision which could have been made. While I have never headed an agency,
my experience in working within an agency and more recently in monitoring
various agencies and departments in the federal bureaucracy has taught me
that whenever there is overlapping Jurisdiction betwee different agencies or
departments, very little is accomplished and that which is accomplished is often
inconsistent if not downright contradictory. Thus we strongly support in princi-
ple your objective of trying to eliminate overlapping jurisdiction among the

.agencies responsible for implementation and enforcement of ERISA.
However, while these problems may significantly abate in the event S. 901

should be enacted, they will by no means disappear. Moreover, a new set of
problems may arise. Just because the Congress originally assigned overlapping
jurisdiction to the IRS and the Department of Labor is not, in our view, sufficient
reason now to clearly divide their respective responsibilities under ERISA sim-
ply along the lines where they have been principally active since enactment.
Rather, we believe that the only sensible solution is to assign full responsibility
.to a single agency or department, whether it be a new agency or an existing
agency or department.

The advantages of a single ge-ncy are fairly obvious. First, no matter how
-clearly one attempts to delineate responsibility between agencies, the two agen-
cies must still coordinate their efforts. Coordination between agencies is difficult
at best. Lines of communication must be established which already exist within
-every agency. Agencies are Inevitably jealous of one another's authorities and
don't customarily communicate or collaborate very well among themselves. More-
over, every agency feels that it is underfinanced and understaffed and where
responsibility for implementation or enforcement of a law is divided, each will
frequently try and limit its own expenditures and shift responsibility to the

-other. A classic example was the recent episode involving the Teamster Central
States Pension Fund where the IRS simply revoked the tax exempt status of
the Fund midstream in the Department of Labor's investigation of the Fund's
-compliance with the NRMSA fiduciary duty requirements. As I understand the
.proposed legislation, this type of incident could still occur.

Addressing the specific allocation ),f responsibility proposed in S. 901, I do
not see how the Department of Labor can successfully handle enforcement
of the fiduciary standard and prohibited transaction provisions of BRISA with-
out total familiarity with the participation, vesting and funding regulations and
their objectives. Even assuming that Labor personnel could acquire such famili-
arity through tutoring by IRS personnel, should they tend to disagree with
the IRS regulations, they might simply decide not to enforce them. And, even
if they agreed, no agency likes to feel that it is simply doing all the hard, dirty
work on behalf of another agency.

Incidentally, I note that section 6 of S. 901 proposes the addition of a new
paragraph (c) to section 3004 of ERISA which would require the Secretary of
the Treasury to notify Labor and Justice only in the event he has in fact dis-
-covered a violation of fiduciary duty yet imposes no duty upon either of those
Departments to take remedial action. This provision will inevitably create ten-
sions within the executive branch. And, oven if the provision is to remain, at the
very least the Secretary of the Treasury should be instructed to call attention
to breaches of fiduciary standards which he bas reason to believe "may have
occurred", rather than only to those he Au fact knows to have occurred as re-
quired the present wording.

We also question the wisdom of delegating responsibility for enforcing just
:the fiduciary standards to the Department of Labor. Should the Department be
zshorn of broader authority under ERISA, it may well grow to feel less responsi-
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ble for enforcing the Act and yield to Its natural alliances with officers of
organized labor who are the very individuals, among others, that It would have.
to prosecute if it were to zealously enforce the Act.

In summation, we believe that responsibility for Implementing and enforcing
ERISA should be assignd to a single agency which Is capable of guaranteeing
that Congressional objectives will be achieved and protected. Whether that
agency should be the Department of Labor, IRS, Justice, SEC or some totally
new unit Is a question which might best be left to the President to answer In
conjunction with his efforts to reorganize and streamline the executive branch.
Clearly, It should be whatever agency that has the greatest level of competence
in the type of skills necessary to do the job and which is now, and is likely to-
remain, committed to doing the job.
Section 7 procedures

We, too, lament the Inordinate delays which have faced the administrators-
of funds seeking variances and exemptions. Assuming all applications are meri-
torious and that they are In the best Interests of the covered participants and
beneficiaries, lon, delays occasioned by the Government are Inexcusable. Unfor-
tunately, however, this may not be a safe assumption. To the contrary, it is
entirely possible, If not likely, that a number of the variances or exemptions
sought might have a deliterious Impact on the integrity of the fund or that they
might not best promote the objectives of the Act and protect the interests of
participants and beneficiaries. And, If those seeking the exemptions or variances
could drag the Government into court to oppose their applications for declara-
tory judgment that they are entitled to their exemptions or variances, it Is
entirely likely that they would be able to hamstring the government and the
effective enforcement of _ERISA.

We would be more than eager to consider another method for pressuring the
government to expedite Its processing of these applications. We suspect that part
of the reason for the current backlog Is that Government personnel 9:% devoting
much of their time to finalizing the regulations under ERISA. Once this task
has been completed, these experts will be able to devote their full actention- to
other matters Including the processing of such applications. Moreover, i' Is also
likely that the volume of applications will never again be as high as It has been
owing to the fact that every employee trust plan found itself rather suddenly
having to try and bring themselves into compliance with a very complicated law.
Once the necessary adjustments have been made, the rate at which the applica-
tions for exemptions and variances have been arriving In Washington may very
well drop off dramatically.

In the meantime, however, If administrators could win their applications
which should never be granted only because the government lacks the resources
to accommodate the unusual crunch of filings, the policies underlying ERISA
may be frustrated and many participants and beneficiaries may suffer. Thus,
we do not favor the particular procedures set forth In section 7 as the means for
expediting government processing of these applications.

S. 285

I would like now to briefly focus upon the proposed Tax-Exempt Private
Pension Investment Act. We strongly support the goals and the means of attain-
ing them set forth In section 2 of this bill. We agree with all the reasons that
have been related in support of this provision to limit the degree of control of'
pension fund managers in large corporations. Indeed, we suspect that one reason
why there has been such Investor uncertainty and reluctance on the part of small
investors to get hack Into the stock market in the wake of the recession of the
early 1970's Is due in part to the evezy fluctuations In price of many Issues
brought on by the purchase or sale of huge blocks of stock by pension managers
who have such vast quantities of capital at their disposal to Invest. We also
believe that corporations should be run by those who are most familiar with
their particular lines of business and that they should not be subject to undue
Influence by large financial Institurtlonsto make decisions based upon their im-
mediate Interests in high dividends or rapid stock appreciation. If pension man-
agers can develop this kind of clout through purchases of major portions of the
outstanding stock of corporations, we will be embarking upon an Ira -where the
soundness of our economy may be In Jeopardy.
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here is another reason why pension managers should be limited to a rela-
tively minor percent of ownership of corporations. Money, whether it is your
own or Just the money you have to invest, can buy political influence. We have
in this country a crazy quilt of interwoven business relationships. We also have
in this country a not unsubstantial number of businessmen and even pension
fund managers who may wish to wield political power to accomplish some
illegitimate, corrupt or even criminal purposes. Time and again, honest hard
,working members of the Teamsters Union who have sought to enlist the sym.
:pathy, aid or support of members of the business and political communities have
been met by a chilly silence if not baffling resistance The only possible explana-
lion for this phenomenon is that their support has been bought by those Teamster
-officials who have had the ability to purchase their "understanding" if not
friendship when investing the billions of dollars which reside in their many
Taft-Hartley trust funds.

By the same token, for all these and many more reasons, we question whether
pension managers should be restrained from dominating only those corporations
valued at $150 million, or more. We also question why the restriction should
apply only to those managers whose funds aggregate $1 billion, or more. We
would suggest that these limits be reconsidered and lowered significantly. We
would also suggest that further criteria be established so that the managers
of funds wishing to invest in a corporation whose net worth is $100 below the
designated level not be allowed to purchase a controlling interest in that corpora-
tion. If the basic concept of preventing pension fund managers from dominating
corporations and causing their stocks to be subjected to wild fluctuations in
value has merit, and it surely does, then why should it be applied so arbitrarily
just to certain corporations and funds? And what Is to prevent the managers
of smaller funds from collaborating among one another to accomplish the same
ends which this bill Is designed to prevent? We strongly support section 2 of
S. 285 only insofar as it goes.

We also support the goals which section 3 is designed to promote but we
must question the wisdom of a blanket repeal of the ERISA--filuciary duty
standard with regard to any portion of the assets of a pension fund. Something
less severe, yet still designed to give the managers of pension funds somewhat
greater latitude with regard to investments in business "ventures" might be
considered. We simply do not believe that the managers of pension funds ought
to be able to treat even a small percent of their funds' assets as "mad money".
By the same token, I cannot imagine that the existing ERISA fiduciary duty
standard would ever be construed as a total prohibition on the investment of a
relatively minor portion of a funds' assets In a well-researched and solid, albeit
small and more venturesome corporation.

Incidentally, I would call, your attention to the fact that while I understand
your intention in section 8 is to permit the investment of no greater than 2 per-
cent of a funds' assets, it may be possible to construe the section to prohibit only
the investment of 2 percent of the fund's assets in any single corporation which
is more highly venturesome. This ambiguity could be cured by making plural
the singular word "corporation" in line 8 on-page 6.

Senator BENTrsnN. This will conclude our hearings until June. Thank
you very much.

[Thereupon, at 11:35 p.m., the hearings in the above-entitled matter
were recessed, to reconvene at the call of the Chair.] -
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TUESDAY, JUNE 28, 1977

U.S. SENATE,
SuBcotu irrEE ON PRIVATE PENSION PLANS

AND EMPLOYEE FRINGE BENEFITS OF THE COmMITTEE ON
FINANCE, AND THE SELECT Com IrrTE ON SMALL BUSINESS,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice at 10:05 a.m. in room

2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Lioyd Bentsen (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senator Bentsen.
Senator BENTSE . These hearings will come to ordc-r. -
Our first witnesses will be Prof. Roy Schotland, Georgetown Uni-

versity Law School and Harrison V. Smith, executive vice president
of the Morgan Guaranty Trust Co.

Gentlemen please come forward and take a seat at the table. This
morning we continue joint hearings of the Senate Finance Com-
mittee's Private Pension Plans Subcommittee and the Senate Small
Business Committee. Our previous hearings clearly demonstrated that
overlapping juris'liction in the administration of ERISA by the
Treasury and the Labor Departments has created a bureaucratic
nightmare resulting in excessive regulatory delays, duplicate report-
ing requirements and inconsistent agency rulings.

This morning, while I was dressing to come, here. I listened to the
radio and heard an advertisement, saying if you are dropping your
pension plan, if you are closing out your pension plans, then these
are some of the things that you can do. Ve have seen thousands of
small pension plans that have been closed out representing thousands
and thousands of employees, particularly the smaller companies.

Much of the fault is some of the over-regulation that has resulted
from ERISA-something that has to be addressed, and addressed
soon. Legislation is needed to remedy this problem, to prevent some
of these plans from really being strangled by Government paperwork
and redtape.

I strongly believe that the only realistic approach to effectively
streamline the implementation of ERISA is to carefully divide tle
pension jurisdiction between the Departments of Labor and Treasury.
Failure of the Congress to act would constitute a loss of workers and
senior citizens throughout the Nation.

Our previous hearings also demonstrated that the prudent man rule
in ERISA has unintentionally discouraged investments in smaller
and medium-sized companies. If pension investments continue to be
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artificially channelled to larger and well-established firms, we may
see greater and greater concentration in our economy.

We must avoid governmental impediments to the.growth of inno-
vative firms if we are to maintain a healthy, competitive economy.

There seems to be an adverse trend in this country as far as equity
financing of small companies. A lot of it, I think, has been caused by
actions of the Congress and the executive branch with unintended
results. You see it in competitive commissions on stock that resulted
in a liquidation of the smaller brokerage firms around the country,
the regional firms that took an interest in their local stocks and their
local companies and maintained trading in that stock and helped in
the floating of issues for new equity.

You lave seen those brokerage firms become large national firms in
general without interest in the local shares.

In turn, you are seeing, under the prudent man rule, those people
who handle those portfolios are afraid to go into the smaller com-
panies. If they make a mistake in an investment in General Motors,
nobody is going to question it later. But if they make a mistake in
investing in 'Widget Corp., that no one ever heard of and it finally
goes down the tube, then they question them as to whether they were
prudent in putting in pension fund money) and you put a serious
limitation on venture capital in this country.

Today, private pension assets are managed by relatively small num-
bers of financial institutions. There have been instances in which these
pension managers tended to concentrate their investments in stocks
of the same few companies, and that creates a potentially dangerous
investment situation for pension plan participants.

If one of these very small groups of pension managers decides to
sell a major investment on a bit of news, and other managers attempt
to follow, they find that that gate suddenly gets very narrow, and this
situation can result in a very substantial reduction in the price of the
stock to the detriment of countless thousands of American workers

----and retirees.
Greater safety of pension assets can be insured if pension invest-

ments are reasonably diversified and decisionmaking is spread over a
larger number of advisors. This will help avoid tendencies toward a
folw-the-leader syndrome. A multiplicity of investment decisions
gives you a much truer market.

It will also help avoid precipitous fluctuations in stock prices and
self-fulfilling prophecies.

A very substantial manager of a pension fund makes an investment
in stock' and then he decides to continue to buy that stock, He is going
-to hold that price up. He can, in effect, rig the price of that stock.
He can see that it has the support that makes him look good to the
people that he reports to.

Under S. 285, a penalty would be imposed on large-pension managers
that hold more than 5 percent of the outstanding stock of a company.
However, investments in smaller firms would be exempt.

This rule would simply insure that all pension managers follow the
example that some of the best pension managers have voluntarily
adopted. Reasonable stock market holding limitations have been in
effect for decades for life insurance companies.
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In fact the New York State life insurance law specifically prevents
insurance companies from holding nmre, than 5 percent of the out-
standing stock of a company. All major insurance companies in this
country substantially comply vith this rule.

Furthermore, an executive of Citibank, one of the Nation's largest
banks, stated, if we held more than 5 percent of a company's stock, we
would be. concerned that we would be locked in. That 5 percent is our
working rule for good market liquidity. Unfortunately, that has not
been the case for a number of other instances where banks have held
a much larger percentage.

Our studies show that one bank's trust department had more than
14 percent of the outstanding shares of Walt Disney, almost 12 per-
cent of Schhmuberger and over 10 percent of Polaroid. The aggregate
discretionary accounts of another large bank included more than 17
percent of one company, close to 17 percent of a second company, over
10 percent of a third.

I do not want to see the situation develop in this country that has
developed in Germany where, in effect, time banks control the com-
panies. I do not think that situation will developp in this country, but
we have seen exceptions and situations and lack of judgment by some
large bank portfolio managers in that regard.

I think that leads to serious abuse and is a danger to the pension
holder.

We are fortunate to have several qualified witnesses to discuss these
issues this morning, and I want to ask that each of these witnesses
limit their prepared oral statement to 10 minutes in order to leave
some time for questions and exchange of views; but each of them will
lie allowed to present their full prepared text for the record.

I would like to first welcome Prof. Roy Schotland of Georgetown
University Law School. who is one of the Nation's leading academic
authorities on pensions and 1r1. Harrison V. Smith, of the Morgan
Guaranty Trust Co.

Professor Sehotland, if you would proceed with your testimony
first.

STATEMENT OF PROF. ROY SCHOTLAND, GEORGETOWN
UNIVERSITY LAW SCHOOL

Mr. Scuo'rr,-x,. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Three years ago I was p-rivileged, as today, to open your hearing on

this imiprtant Nut simple bill .to make a Inodest but significant im1-
I)rovenlent on a financial problem which is complex, pervasively im-
portant. and steadilv becoming worse. It is only an accident of historythat our law: (1) Limits the amount of stock any single investment
company or mutual fund can hold in any single company, a limit
(olgress imposed when it first "cllmtered" such funds in "1940: (2)
limits. hy State statutes, the aurount of stook any single insurance
4*9,n)1anv can 1old in any single company, statutes going hack decades
to tim period of first concern about the large size of what were our
first "institutional investors"; but (3) places no limit whatsoever upon
how much stock in any one company can be held by even the hugest
investmnemit manager of pension assets-1unless, of course, tile assets

91-933 0 - 77 - 1:
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happen to be managed by an insurance company or are directly in-
vested in all investment company.

This gap by historical accident matters-indeed, it is one of those
gaps whi i exemplifies that 0ld charge that "the law is an ass"-be-
cause, it means that the biggest institutional investor accounts, the
pension funds, which are mostly managed by the biggest institutional
investors, the bank trust. departmeltts, can concentrate pension invest-
ments mch more than can smaller institutions.

Before I briefly explain why Senator Bentsen's proposal for limit-
ing the biggest managers of pension assets to 5-percent ceilings ontheir stockiolding in any one company is both modest and sound,
I wish to comment even more briefly on two other penlingl proposals.

First, Senator Bentsen's pension' simplification bill, S. 901. would
carefully and wisely improve the jurisdictional overlap ill adininistra-
tion of ERISA between the Treasury and Labor I)epartments.

In iiy statement I spell out why 901 is the best answer to that
prolleni. Certainly, the present sit-uation imist be improved before
the typical rigor mortis of the Potomac sets in and improvement
becomes impossible.

I also would like to comment very briefly on the modification of the
prudent man rule, in which I am'hlappy to see that the Morg:in, as
so many others, agree that improvement is needed.

No one is proposing to abandon the requirements of prudence for
some portion of pension portfolios. Actually. the Iprol)lem is by no
means all the result of ERISA. though that 'treat reform is a prime
whipiiing boy these days, responsible for all ills except sa,'charin Ind
the British economy. Two other causes have been at work.

Most importantly, high bond viels. and unusually high dividend
yields from even major growth companies. have created a risk-reward
spectrumi which has crowded out smaller companies.

Second. one stupid dictum by the high court of New York in 1974
(In re Bank of Neu, York. 35-N.Y. 2d 517, 364 N.Y.S. 2d 161) said
that the test. of prudence applies to every investment in isolation, re-
gardless of its relative size and riskiness'in light of the portfolio con-
sidered as a whole. That court (lid not act on its own foolish statement.
but many lawyers who confuse woodenness with conservatism, and
many pension trustees who confuse their own invulnerability with pru-
dence, have avoided full portfolio diversification as if all'companies
outside the top 500 were lemons.

The only sure and swift solution is to amend Federal law to make
clear that mere size or newness or quietness of trading do not. in them-
selves, render an investment imprudent; and that the prudence of
every investment must be evaluated not only on its own, but also in
light of the plan's other investments taken as a whole.

Morgan's language is excellent, but it does need to be expanded to
include something to make clear that the entire portfolio could not
consist, prudently of small, new, thinly traded securities, but rather
once again, every investment must lie evaluated, not only on its own.
but. in light of the portfolio as a whole.

As for the proposed 5-percent holding limit, there are only two
arguments afrainst the bill. For one, the 30 biggest banks, those man-
aging over $1 billion in pension equities-particularly the big Z, 6
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of which are in New York City, which alone manage two-fifths of all
pension trust accounts-may not be able to continue growing unim-
peded, but will likely have to share some growth with the 4,000 other
trust departments and other investment managers around the Nation.

Since almost none of those mammoth banks hias produced good
investment performance, the only loss if the bill passes will be to this
clutch of giants themselves.

The only other argument opposing this bill is the general cry, "No
new law."' That view is misplaced here because this proposal will
preserve free, efficient market operations, not interfere with them.
This proposal is utterly simple and self-administering. Anyone who
would oppose this bill-unless he thinks our 30 biggest banks and 12
biggest insurance companies need to continue utterly unrestrained
expansion regardless of that expansion's impact on others-would
also oppose first-time requirement of traffic lights, since they too inter-
fere with unrestrained individual choice, and siace we might try to
rely on people to learn, after a few accidents, orderly driving.

This bill would reduce the risks in conflicts, it would protect the
independence of portfolio companies, it would increase equity for
smaller stockholders. I will not reiterate, but rather refer to, the 1974
hearing.

Primary is th-0 interest of pension beneficiaries. ERISA calls for di-
versification, thanks to Senator Bentsen. But that wise requirement
applies only to each plaa. A plan's own assets may be well diversified
but in fact, the plan may be unable to enjoy the protection of that
diversification if the plani's investment manager is not also reasonably
diversified as to the total of its pension assets.

Thus, ERISA's diversification provision is unfulfilled until S. 285
passes. An investment manager who runs many plans-indeed, the big-
gest manager, the Morgan, runs over $15 billion of pension assets-
may have only reasonable amounts of. say IBM or Goodyear in each
plan, but each such amount is likely to be large enough, and the number
and size of the plans under manag ment big enough, so that, again
usinr the biggest example, the Morgan, one manager holds $1 billion
in-IBM stock alone, just in its pension accounts, not counting the $570
million more IBM in its other accounts.

They hold also well over 5 percent of the outstanding shares-
well, in my prepared statement you see the list of what would hardly
be called snall companies, where their holdings are over 5 percent, just
in pension accounts. I am not counting the rest of the trust department,
nor am I counting any companies smaller than these giants.

How is the pension plan's ERISA-required diversification jeopar-
dized if the investmen-t-manager holds, as the Morgan does, $1,569,-
800,000 of IBM (end-1976), almost three-fifths of that in pension
accounts?

Well, if investment discretion decides IBM is a "sell"-and we are
talking about 1975 and 1976. not the 1977 $280 tender offer by IBM
itself-then we find the Morgan making net sales of IBM of $96.4
million in 1976 alone. To do that, they were selling IBM on 249 days.

Now the market was open at most 253 days lost year, so after those
open but dead days like the Jewish High'Holidays and the annual
picnic of stock traders, we find the Morgan "hitting the bid" in IBM
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every day. In 1975, they made another $90 million in net sales of IBM,
selling on all but 12 days the market was open.

Whether or not such concentrated selling from one source affects
the price-and in the phenomenally big lIMB, it might very well not-
it obviously is an unbelievably slow process, which costs pension ac-
counts the very protection of diversification that ERISA aims at.

Indeed, the more responsible the investment manager-and the Mor-
gan is truly exemplary-the slower will be the market moves, so as
not to distort the market prices. And in fact. while I want to em-
phasize not only my respect for the Morgan but my informed belief
that they are as responsible, if not the ver' most responsible big in-
stitutional investor of all, the fact is that their investment performance
has been unimpressive despite their great competence and resources.

I have analyzed just how large a share of the trading the Morgan
accounts for in each of only the big stocks-mostly companies worth
$200 million or more, some worth between $100 and 200 million, and all
NYSE-listed-in which it does major buying or selling. I (lid this for
1973-75 for publication in a study by the House Banking Committee,
which, with your permission. I would like to incorporate into the record
of this hearing as an appendix to my statetnnt (app. 2).

That study, also limited to trading solely-within the Morgan's in-
vestment discretion, showed the Morgan *i 1975 doing 38.5 percent
of all buying in Kaiser Aluminum: 31 percent of all buying in Inter-
national Nickel, and in 1974. another 25 percent of the buying in
Nickel; 24 percent of the buying in another New York bank. Manv-
faetiirers Hanover: and in short, over the 3 years there were 16 stocks
iii which the Morgan alone bought or sold over 20 percent of all trad-
ing (luring a year, and 128 instances in which they did over 5 percent.

For this hearing. and once again with the continuing generous co-
operation fromnlth Morgan itself. I analyzed their 1976 trading and
found another 74 instances of over-5-percent trading.

Let me comment here on the study of its own trading which the
Morgan has brought here today. For 1976. they studied 94 stocks
instead of 74. I hope the Chair vill request that they come back with
a redone study. They may come up with the same results. I am de-
lighted that they went through the list to refine my own figures on
their 1976 trading. For example, I was sorry to "lose" Deere-it
went down from 42 percent of total volume to 7 or 8 percent. I appre-
ciate their correcting that. But now I hope the Chair will ask them to
correct their own studies of their price impacts, to use their own
accurate data.

Of the 202 instances in these 4 years in which they accounted for
more than 5 percent of annual volume. 128, or 63 percent, involved
stocks in which they held over . percent of the outstanding shares.

I do not think the Senator has ever suggested that the 5-percent
limit is a cure to all of these ills. let alone the rest of the world's
problems. Obviously it is only a stop toward greatly reducing its
problems.

I speak only of the Morgan, not for any reason except their size.
I have the tables in my prepared statement with data showing the
extraordinary growth of pension equities.
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In the past 5 years, pension equities have gone up over $8 billion a
year. while all eqjuities in tie I'nited States have gone down about $11
billion a year.

One could quickly extrapolate from that to see that the most con-
centrated pension Iliaciageis-andl.they are even more concentrated
in tercics of pension accomts' equity holdings-have enormous market
impactss. Inde(l. in a wtdy app. 3) which I believe is ipre('ce-
dented., we aialyzed. for tie purpose of this hearing, trading of 139
lanks managin, 2 ili,,io in equities alone (not. I hasten to say. all
pension a.-,-ets no such data are available) in the first quarter of
1977. The study is highly con-srvative, because .Morgan is only one
of two State muwcer bankss that have the respect for the puillic that
they make t wir own fign,'e. available, even though they are not re-
(mimed to do it. Onl\- the national banks are required to report. so 1w

have Bankers irust. .S. Trust, Manufacturers Hanover and other
majors listed in mv statement giving us virtually no pulic informa-
tion. So this is conservative data.

What did we find? We found, for example. that the banks did 73
percent of all )uying,, in E. F. .Macdonald. 46 i)ercent of all the buying
in Royal I)utclh. The average share of total volume accomited for by
their bluying in t ite SS stocks in which they were heaviest, was 30 per-
cent. The average siare of totol volume for their selling in the 8
stocks in which they were heaviest was 17 percent. We analYzed !S2
stocks through the auspices of one of the finest computer firms, and
most savy with this data. in tlihe Nation.

What hap)pened to the prices on these stocks? This was a down
quarter. The umweighted NYSE avera..e the average relevant for
these purposes. was down -2.2 percent. The stocks in which the banks
were the heaviest buyers were down only 0.2 percent. The stocks in
whicl the b)anks were' the l)i,.grest sellers ,ve're down 8.1 percent.

Did those prices move that way because tie banks were smart, or
lucky, or because t hey were just s'ch a huge share of the market ? WAe
traced tle prive v10\'elents in April-May. Wo found total random-
ness. That i s the banks as a group were unable to enjoy the benefits of
their own illiquid impacts on prices.

We did the same study on ain earlier quarter. in an "lip" quarter in
1976: the same results. We did thie saume study on mutual funds, which
although smaller ill total assets ave uich i'orte active. We found the
same results.

What does this say? This says that outside of a few dozen or per-
Imps a hundred or so of the various biggest stocks. the market ish I~ ll\ illiquid.

It" me hasten to elclDuhnsize that I am not for a moment suggesting
that this was consciouslv parallel trading. although I cannot refrain
from pointing out that I would like to stui(h the role of ,orrespondent
banks (the Morgan, I believe, does no sclh work) or the kind of
putting out of cmuncon researvi that the ".S. Trust. does. and see
what would follow from those flows. Nor am I saving the two quar-
ters' data proves anything. Indeed, the first time I studied Morgan's
share of flhe market in 1973. people who think the market can never
work wrong said "it is only one year." I now have three more years;
it-comes out the same way. and even stronger.
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The short of it is that this bill will make law of the practices which
many banks already follow. What Mr. Theobald of Citibank said,
before the chairman introduced this bill to take him seriously, is what
all banks should be doing. We need more dispersion of pension man-
agers. We need more diversification under common management.

Morgan says more dispersion among managers will not lead to more
(liversificat ion of stock. They say they are more diverse-this is true-
than anybody. It is not just a matter of how many stocks. It. is also
a matter of which stocks, and when they buy and w;hen they sell, and
at. what prices.

Morgan's argument is like saying, if we enlarge the wardrobe of
1,000 ladies we would get less diversity of diess than if we enlarged the
wardrobe of the best-dressed ladies: since the fact is that the best-
dressed 7 have much more diverse wardrol)es than the other 1.000.

Mr. Chairman. as I say, we have first-hand data here on price ih-
pacts. It is not conclusive, but it is, at very least. suggestive and inter-
esting, and I hope we will have the opportunity to do tmore with such
studies.

I request the chairman to allow me to supplement 11y statements with
the computer reports (app. 3). as well as the earlier study I did
of the Morgans trading (app. 2) an(d the chair might also request
Morgan to redo their study of their price impacts on the 74 stocks
that in 1976. as they told ine throumgl their courtesy. were the right
ones to look at. and not the 94 which they and I both started out with
before the data were refined.

Thank yoin very much.
Senator B3EN'T.,E.\. Thank vou very much. Professor. We allowed

y'ou to go over your tilne soiowlat because we thought 'ouur infornla-
iion goes to the heart of this situation, and we should have it in us
much of its entirety as we could.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Schotlaid follows. Oral testimony
cot inues onl p. 246.1

TESTIMONY OF ROY A. SCIIOTLAND, 1'ROFESSOH, GEWO(RGETOWN U. LAw SciooL.

Three years ago I was privileged, as today, to oien your Hearing on this ini-
portant but simple IIll, to make a modest lint significant iiiproveient oil it finan-
cial problem which is complex. pervasively important, and steadily becoming
worse.' It Is only nil accident of history that our law:

Limits tihe a mount of stock any single investment company or mutual find call
hold in nny single company. a limit Congress inpo~sed when it first "chartered"
such funds in 1940;

Limits. by State statutes, the amount of store, k any single insurance company
call hold in any single company. statutes going back decades, to the periodi of
first concern about the large size of what were our first "institutional investors"
and

Places no limit whatsoever nmion lo'" much stock in any One company call be
held by even the highest in'estitent vi, iager (if winsion assets u iinless, of course.
the assets happen to le managed b1 an insurance conmpiany or are directly in-
vested In an Investment company).

This gajp by historlcal accident niatter,--indeed. it's one of those gaps thteh.
exeml~Ifles that l charge that "the law Is nil ass"-because it means that the
biggest institutional investor accounts. tihe pension fumds, which are mostly man-
aged by the bliggvt institutional investors, the lIank trust departments, can con-

I See Hlenrlngs on ;tockholders Investment Act of 1974. Rubcommttee on Financial
Markets, Senate Comn Ittee on Finance, 93d Cong. 2d Sess. (19T74), pp. 50-91 et seq.
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centrate pension Investments much more than can smaller institutions. Can, and
do, as I will show. These facts mean unnecessary risks are being taken by (1) pen-
sion beneficiaries and sponsors; (2) the corporations and other stockholders
where the pension accounts are invested; and also very Importantly, by (3) the
sock markets and all other investors, individuals as well as other institutions.

Before I briefly explain why Senator Bentsen's proposal for limiting the biggest
managers of pension assets to 5 percent ceilings on their stockholding in any
one company is both modest and sound, I wish to comment even more briefly
on two other pending proposals.

ADMINISTRATIVE JURISDICTION OVER ERISA

First, Senator Bentsen's pension simplification bill, S. 901, would carefully and
wisely improve the jurisdictionnl overlap in administration of ERISA between
the Treasury and Labor Departments. It makes no sense to have two Federal
agencies administer the identical portions of ERISA. Dual jurisdiction has re-
sulted in excessive regulatory delays, duplicate reporting requirements and in-
consistent agency rulings, The real victims of this bureaucratic nightmare are
pension plan participants, Every dollar spent by employers and pension plan man-
agers fighting endless paperwork and red tape is a dollar that might otherwise
lie used better, some of it toward providing additional pension benefits. Although
in theory it may sound appealing to establish a new pension agency, the fact
is that the tax aspects of pensions make total severance from IRS unfeasible, a
similar situation exists as to Labor, and so the Bentsen approach seems best.
The present situation must be improved before it becomes so established as to
defy Improvement.

In response to questions at your May 10 pension hearing, both Assistant Sec-
retary of the Treasury Laurence Woodworth and Assistant Secretary of Labor
Francis Burkhardt endorsed tbe concept of carefully allocating pension jurisdic-
tion between the Labor and Treasury )epartments. I an pleased to Join these
Administration officials la support of this pension simplification proposal.

31AKINO THE PRUDENT MAN RULE 'MORE PRUDFNT

Modification of the prudent man rule, as proposed in S. 25 and .. 1745, Is
clearly an important need, though it is not as clear just how the modification
would be best expressed. ERISA has been widely misconstrued to inhibit pension
plan investment in corporations which are relatively small, or new, or less ac-
tively traded. Pension plans are by far the largest partlcia'.nts in equity markets,
as I will partivularize in a moment. These plans' constriction of all their invest-
ing only to large, established companies, instead of their recognizing that sound
diversification of risks and rewards means modest investment in various kinds
of companies, Is a crisis and will become a disaster for the diversity of corporate
America. What would le modest investment for huge pension plans, is a rich
life-line for smaller companies.

No one is proposing to abandon the requirements of prudence for some portion
of pension portfolios. I am pleased to learn that Senator Bentsen is likely to drop
that portion of his proposal which would set a 2 percent level for smaller invest-
ments. Actually, this problem is by no means all the result of ERISA, though that
great reform is a prime wiilping-loy these days, responsible for all ills except
sac orie an( time British economy. Two other causes have been at work. Most
Importantly, high boind yields, and unusually high dividend yields from even
major growth companies. have created a risk-reward spectrum which has crowd-
ed out smaller companies. Second. Ole stupid dictuln by the high court of New
York in 1974 (i re Iank of X( it York. 35 N.Y. 2d 517, 364 N.Y.S. 2d 164) said
that ihe test of prudence applies to every investment In isolation, regardless of
its relative size and riskiness in light of the portfolio considered as a whole. That
viiurt didn't let on its own foolish statement, but many lawyers who confuse
%Voodellness with conservatism. and innay pension trustees who confuse their own
invulnerability with prudence, have avoided full portfolio diverslcation as if all
'oiltililies olitside the top 50) were lemons. Contrary to current lore, while big

institutions have iten somewhat increasing their diversification recently. hank
Ioitlings of tile Fanous Favorites have rinen, not declined. To show this, I Insert
Into the record of this hearing a June 13 Wall Street Journal article by Charles
Ella (Appendix 1).
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The only sure and swift solution Is to amend Federal law to make clear that
nere size or newness or quietness of tradiLg d not. ini themselves, reuler an ill-
vestment imprudent; and that the prudence of every investment must be evalu-
ated not only on its own, but also in light of the plan's other investments taken
as a whole.

S. 285'S 5 PERCENT HOLDING LIMIT

Three years ago, a few weeks after Senator Bentsen's flr. ;t hearing on his
proposal to, put sonic reasonable ceiling on the stoek-holding Ill ally one large
company smaller coapa nies cannot lie treated tie same, or they womid simply
be beyotid the reach of large investment managers {which may be hehl by any
onie ma nssive- numager of pension futinds. I had the privihge of speild ilg aln a fter-
noon with Carter Golemibe's "Trust Seminar", the heads of a dozen of America's
biggest trust departments. We discussed c-onflicts of interests ill truth depart-
ilnelts, bilt at the end of one discussion, one i f the tl'ust chiefs asked why I had0(
testified for the Bentsen bill, what was I worried aioit. was it (hoialets of
interests?

There are a number of reasons supIxorting the Bentsen bill. and surprisingly
little to be said against it. apart from the usual loiler-liate rhetoric trotted out
wheiiever a Menber of congress s walts to deal with a laro inen 1biefiore it Ib(( lie,
a crisis. Against this lill are only two arguments : For one, the 30 Iiggest baiks,
and particularly the big 7-six of which are In New York ('ity-which alone
manage two-flfths of all Iension trust aecOluntlS. 11:1y niot t ile ir (ih t iintio
growing imiieded. h-ut will likely have to share sonme growth with the 4.000
other trust depart ments and other investment managers :iri iimild he naiu. Since
a lost none of those 11.1niinioth a iks hlis produced g,-id investment r form-
ance, the only loss if the bill passes will lie to this u-bitch if gin tz themselves.
The only other argmnment is the general cry. "No new law". That view is mis-
placed here because this proposal will Irre'erve free. eftiie nt in-i'ki-t ioi rittiins.
not interfere wvith them. This proposal Is utterly simple and Felf-administerlng.
Anyone who w'ouuhl o ipporse this hill-unless he thinks ornr 30 b1igvi-st in"ks and 12
biggest Insurance companies used to continue utterly ulrestri-ted expansIon re-
garidless of that ,xilalsion's impact o.i others--would a is, ,i tuise first-lim re-
quirement of traffic lights. since they too interfere' with muirestrainrd individual
choice, and since we might try to rely on people to heari, after a few accidents,
orderly driving.

This bill wouiild reduce the risks in conflicts, it would protect the ind-petdence
of lportfolio companies, it wonul Increase Iqilty fir smaili st,cliholhhr-s. I will
not reiterate. hitt rather refer to. the 1974 Hearing.

Primary Is the interest of pension lieneth-haries. ElIISA calls for diversiflca-
tion. thaliks to Senatir lentsen. But that \vise reqirrnint 1plies inly tu eac-h
plan. A plan's own assets may lie well diversified lint in fact the plan may be
fItrhle to enjoy the protection of that diversificatin if t he Iun i's investmeui
maiiager is iot also reasonably diversified as to the tnt l of its ieirsirin assets.
Thus. ERISA's diversification provision is unfufifllhliI m1ll S. 2S5 pina .es. An
Investment manager who rits maony liais-indeed, tire 1h tzist man ger. flre
Morgae n rims over $15 lil Ilion of 1isloti assets- -tiy rave iily -irenslnahl
amiiunts if, say, 13I3M or Giodyear in each ilaitn. hn eah-l ch ,iti niomit i, likely
to lie large einough, adll( the numilber and size o)f the lilnwa iriiilir murairn-igient bi,
eilomllh so that. agaili 1rsing the biggest examOpl. le M'orzaii. on mnmiger hids
.Il hillirlr ill IIM ttw.k- aih1re. or wvell ov-er 5 (o i the i u st: m ing slmr. s iii:

Goodyear, International Paper. Pepsico, Armstrong Cork. Burlington In-
dnstries. Chatlolai n Initeriratie rro ], (' il iti ietnt (elri-'al it lil'ir-u',. Cr usv"
Zellerback. lIeubleii, Loutsiaia Land, Melville. l'itt.iton. Southen Raihlway.
,qulbli. Sterling I)rg, and 'AL.

Plus dozens more such unduly large holdings, all of this onting only the pen-
s ion acoilits' hrlhdigs exceedhliig 5 percent. imd oildy. as fir 'M irgan says, --hoid-
igs over which we have investment discretion." Thus I'm not even coutitig

any piece of time additional $ lihl -in-jinst Ill eMouin's--i. .Irgan 1111mgus
for Its personal trinst and linvestirient advisory accomiuts, also under their own
investment discretion.
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1How is a pension plan's ERISA-required diversification jeopardized if the in-
vestment manager holds, as the Morgan does, $1,569,800,000 of IBM (end-1976),
aimist 3/5 of that in pension accounts? Well, if investment discretion decides
IBM is a "sell"-ad we're talking about 1975 and 1976, not the 1977 $280 tender
offer by IBM itself-then we find the Morgan making net sales of IBM of $96.4
million In 1976 alone. To do that, they were selling IBM1 on 249 days. Now the
market was open at most 253 days last year, so after those open but dead days
like the Jewish High Holidays and the annual picnic of stock traders, we find
the Morgan "hitting the bid" In IBM every day. In 1975, they made another $90
million in net sales of IBM, selling on all but 12 days the market was open.
Whether or not such concentrated selling from one source affects the lorice-and
in the phenomenally big IBM, it might not-it obviously is an unbelieveably slow
process, which costs pension accounts the very protection of divlersitlcation that
ERISA aills at. Indeed. fhe more responsible the investment manager--and tile
Morgan is truly exemplary-the slower will be the market moves, so as lint to
distort the market prices. And in fast, while I want to emphasize not only my
respect for the Morgan but my Informed belief that they are responsible. if not
the very most responqlble big Institutional investor of all. the fact is that their
investment performance has been unimpressive despite their great competence
and resources.

I have analyzed just how large a share of trading the Morgan accounts for in
each or only the big stocks-mostly companies worth $200 million or Iiore. some
worth between $100 and $200 million, and all NYSE.listed-in which it does
major buying or selling. I did this for 1973-4-5 for publication in a study by the
House Banking Committee. which with your permission I would like to Incorpo-
rate into the record of this clearing as an appendix to my statement (Appendix
21. Tna4-study. also limited to trading solely within tile Morgan's investment
discretion. showed the Morgan In 1975 doing 38.5 percent of all buying in Kaiser
Aluminum ; 31 pe.-cent of all Ibying in International Nickel. and in 1974 an-
other 25 )ercent of the buying In Nickel; 24 percent of the buying Ill another
New York bank. Manufacturers Hanover; and lin short, over the three years
there were 16 stocks In which the Morgan alone bought or sold over 20 percent
of all trading during a year, and 12,1 instances in which they did over 5 percent.

For this Hearing. and once again with the continuing generous cooperation
from the Morgan itself, I analyzed their 1976 trading and found another 74 in1-
stances of over-5 percent trading. These inclt(led 38 percent of all 1976 buying
in Cincinnati Milacron. 33 percent of all selling Ill Dillon, 16 percent of all
buying in another New York bank. Chemical, etc.

It has not been possible, because of limits oi publicly available data, for any-
one outside the Morgan to evahiate what if any price Ilmlacts their trading has
had. hut I submit without hesitation that massive holdings are limind to lend too

massive trading. illiquid for pension beneficlaries and potentially price-distorting
for the markets.

Of the 202 in4tances between 1973-76 itt which the .Morgan alone accounted for
more than 5 percent of annual volume. 128 (or 63 percent) involved stocks it
which the Morgan leld over 5 percent of the outstanding shares. A 5-percent
limit will obviously greatly reduce the incidence of concentrated trading.

Why do I speak only of the Morgan? Because their equity holditigs are vai.lx-
bigger than attv other manager. They alone manage over $19 million of equities.
almost $12 billion of that for pensions. The entire insurance industry put together.
not merely otie cotipa ny, inanages . . . $19 IJlllon of Ienslons' equities.

Moreover. Morgan is merely the big tip of a concentrated iceberg. Although
there are over 4.00 trust (lelhirtmelts in America. 7 of them--six of the seven
are in New York i.Morgan. ('itibank. Bankers Trust,. Chase. '.S. Trust and

nmulfaclurers 1Ianover-plusl Pittslaurgh's Mellon. ii 5th plaee -nmage $63
billion (or 38 percent of all hank-mainaged ieanion assets. This is uver 17 percent
of all pension assets 2 In America. in the hands of seven banks.

What is to h done to help protect pension beneficiaries from iilliuldity. which
underuhies ERIXSA's diversification requirement? Simply treat tit, largest pen-
sion managers as we have long treated intutual funds a ml iisilrat-ve comipatlties:
impose a ceiling oi the holdings in any one stock. Indeed, many trusten recog-

Excluding only Federal plans, like OSDI.
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nize the need for such discipline, For example, one of the top Citibank execu-
tives, Mr. Theobald, said in 1972: "If we held more than 5 percent of a com-
pany's stock, we'd be concerned that we could become locked in. That 5 percent
limit Is our working rule for good market liquidity."

Three last points. First, why should anyone oppose this modest proposal? One
very simple reason: while no manager would be forced to divest any holdings,
lest the market be disrupted, the biggest managers which are already at or
near the 5 percent limit would find it more difficult to attract new accounts. After
all, pension trustees will say, "Why go to thnse biggest 30 banks who can't even
put any of XYZ company in our portfolio, let's go to an equally well-performing
bank which is smaller"-and here, "smaller" means (a) 41 bank trust depart-
ments with over $1 billion under management, let alone (b) the other 4,000
trust departments, (c) all but the 12 hugest insurance companies, and (d) all
but the 6 or 7 biggest investment counsellors, etc.

So we will see a greaer dispersion of big asset managers, and a greater disper-
sion of portfolios within each manager. 1How can anyone oppose this, unless he
wants to keep the giants growing without limit, or unless he opposes new law
even when it is aimed at improving market functioning?

The London Economist, in giving two pages to my study of the Morgan, head-
lined the story, "In whom do we trust?" I have unlimited faith In the Integrity
and competence of the Morgan, but I have trust only in a free and open market
with diverse participants. Only last week I received a press clipping about my
Morgan study from Tobacco International, a trade publication I'm not familiar
with. Their headline was "Another Seven Sisters." I believe our market system
works best when it enjoys vigorous competition by diverse, reasonably-sized
participants.

Your Committee, with Senator Williams' and Javits' Committee, led the Con-
gress in shaping and passing ERISA, which whatever its problem was a great
step forward. Your Committee, much earlier, essentially created pension funds.
Pension assets are steadily rising, and ERISA's funding and vesting provisions
are causing still further rises. The next page (Table 1) shows just how Incredible
is the rise in pension holdings of equities. In the last five years, such holdings
rose at over $8 billion a year, while total equities in the U.S. dropped at over
$11 billion a year. Ten years ago pension equities were two thirds of personal
trusts;-and only a little more than investment companies'; today, pensions'
equities are two thirds larger than personal trusts', and a little more than three
times as large as investment companies'. The subsequent page (Table 2) shows
that about 72 percent of pension equities is managed by bank trust departments,
and though precise figures are not available, about three fourths of the bank-
managed pension equities are at only the 30 biggest banks.

TABLE ).-THE SHARP RISE OF PENSION HOLIDAYS OF EQUITIES,
[in billions of dollars]

1966 1971 1975 1976

1. Pensions:
(a) Private noninsured ....................... 395 .7 8.6 109.7
() Private insured ........................... 2.2 11.2 15.5 I9.0
c) State and local ........................... 2.8 15.4 24.3 30. 1

Pension total (non-Federal) .............. 44.5 115.3 128.4 158.8
2. Foundations and endowments ...................... 24.9 34.0 31.5 37. 5
3. Personal trust accounts (banks) ................... . 66. 7 94. I 81.0 96. I
4. Investment companies ............................ 37.0 59.5 44.0 48. 9

Grand total, alli nstitutions (not merely abov-listed)... 193. 5 333. 0 313. 4 375. 4
Grand total, all U.S. equities ........................ 650. 7 1, 003. 7 756. 7 945. 4

I SEC reports as of each years end; except for private insured pension funds, which s a close approximation derived
from data of SEC and American Council of Life Insurance (see Life Insurance Fact Book, 1976, pp. 71,85) with aid of liter's
staff.
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TABLE 2.-BANKS AND PENSION ASSETS AND EQUITIES

in billions of dollars]

1966 1971 1975 1976

1. Total trust assets ................................................. $343 $325 (2)
(a) Number of banks----------------------------------..3,624 4,049 (5)
b) Number of banks managing $1,000,000,000 or more in pension

assets---------------------------------------...... ) 21 30
(C) Portion of total trust assets those top banks manage percenti).. () 47 52

2. Total trust pension assets ...................... ................ $123.7 $165
(a Portion of all major pension assets managed by banks (percent)'. 57 51
b Trust pension assets managed by top banks ... $6.3 $11$686.
c) Trust pension assets managed by top banks, as porbon of total

trust pension assets (percent)-.....--.................... o) 70 70 (3)3. Total trust pension equities ............................. ......... . /) $9 3.7 $92.4

a) Portion of all pension equities (percent) a. .. ............. -1) 72 72 I11
b) Trust pension equities managed hy Morgan alone (almost no

others disclose this) ..................................... (5) .......... $9.9 e1, 5
(c) Portion of trust pension equities managed by Morgan alone

(percent).. -------------...................- () ...... (s)

Not available.
2 Not availatle yet.
3 Hereafter, "top banks."
' Excludes onl Federal Government pension programs; e.g., OASDI. Source for total assets of major pension programs:

Pension Facts 1976 (American Council of Life Insurance), p. 21.
A See table i.

Having wisely, rightly created pensions and having wisely, rightly required
their sound funding, you must take the fortunately modest step in S. 285 to
prevent further concentration and Illiquidity, injuring pension beneficiaries and
all other market participants.

Let ie show how Illiquid our stock markets are, how badly we need to take
at least modest and easy steps, while considering whether more should be done
to restore :'n efficient market which will deserve public confidence.

In a study (appendix 3) which I believe Is unprecedented,' we analyzed the
trading of the 139 banks which manage $123 billion lis equities alone (not all
pension assets), In the first quarter of 1977, when they were active in 882 NYSE
and ASE stocks.

The study is highly conservative, since it necessarily seriously understates the
amount of bank trading, missing the activity of 38 percent of the biggest banks'
assets, as well as mnany smaller banks.'

With the aid of an outstanding computer firm, we ranked the 882 stocks in
10 groups of 88 each, starting with those in which the banks were the biggest
net buyers relative to total volume in those stocks, and going to stocks in which
banks were biggest net sellers relative to total volume. For example, those
banks did 73 percent of all buying in E.F. MacDonald, 56 percent and 55 percent
in Blss & Laughlin and Warner & Swasey, or to note a giant company, the
banks did 46 percent of all the buying in Royal Dutch. The banks' average
share of the buying stn these 88 stocks was 30 percent. In the 88 stocks in which
the banks did the biggest share of all selling, they averaged 17 percent of all
selling.

Now. how did such concentrated bank activity affect the prices of those
stocks? This was a "down" quarter, with the relevant index for these purposes,
the unweighted NYSE average, down 2.2 percent. The stocks in which the banks
were the heaviest buyers were down only 0.2 percent. The stocks tIn which the

21 an familiar with the SEC's lnrtltutional Investor Study. having served for a year
is i chief counsel. Its effort to conduct a study similar to this one Involvedi conceptual
harriers whose analysis I not difficult, but does go beyond the limits of this forum. Such
analysis would put aside Its findings.

' Public data are available only on national banks' trust departments and the one or two
state-chartered tanks which report voluntarily. as the .Mortan does. Thus not Included In
these data are the following major trust departments land their trust size rank) : Bankers
Trust (3). U.S. Trust (6). Manufacturer llanover (7), Chemical [tank (13). Northern
Trust (15), Wilmington Trust (10). Cleveland Trust (IT). Bnk of New York (18),
Girard Trust (19). Irving Trust (2.1) and United CalifornIa (26). The trust assets of those
non-dilclosing banks total $76 billion; the trust assets of the disclosing banks among the
blggest 26. total $12 billion.

These banks' data are unavailable because the Federal Reserve Board has never seen
fit to secure for the public the same Information the Comptroller of the Currency has se-
cured since end-1974. Soon SEC disclosure requirements will end this anomaly.
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banks were the biggest sellers were dowi 8.1 percent. That pattern held up
throughout the other , groups of SS stocks each. To make sure the differences
did not derive from sampling error, the analysis of 'variance F-test" (which
I personnally do i ot ireteld to iderstand) was "3,45. indicating greater
than 99 percent ctiofidence in the results."

Why did prices respond so to the heavy bank buying and selling?' Maybe
the stock selection was smart for lucky), maybe prices were merely responding
to the size of the bank activity.

To see which, we traced the prices of these sane stocks for Alril and May
1977. 'since somne of the buying and selling programs may have beea continuing,
and since so niny -sophisticated professional judgments were in agreement, the
concentrated buys should have risen in April and May, at least as a group, at
least in coulparisoni ivith the concentrated sells. It didn't happen; total randoni-
ness resulted. The only inference possible is that the banks, when their trading
is concentrated, are so large a share of the market that their sheer size moves
prices. This Is consistent with the banks' generally weak investment performance
over the long terri: indeed, in sonie measure this firms ul, long-suspected ex-
planations of weak bank performance. Note that this is hot a price movement
the banks thiiselvcs, as a groul. -ci get the benefit of. Note also that I have
discussed only one quarter: but we did the same analysis of the banks' trading
(this time, in 770 stocks) in a modest "up" quarter, 1976"s Second, which had
an unweighted average rise of 0.3 percent. We found the s'une results: The banks'
most concentrated buys (oi average for those 77 stocks, the banks did 31 per-
cent of all buying) were up during that quarter by 4.5 percent, their iost con-
centrated sales (on average, 25 percent of all selling in thit group of 77 stocksx-
were down 2.1 percent.

I am not saying this was consciously parallel trading (though It would be inter-
esting to study the role of correspondent banks all( other sharing of common
research sources).

I am not saying two quarters' data proves anything. But these data are not
merely interesting, they are highly suggestive. Big institutional investors, as
years of data have shown, are unable to outlperform the market averages, and
our new data suggest a good bit of why: their own size gives then a market
power which causes them to distort prices against their own interests, as well
its reducing market efficiency for everyone. Interestingly, the sane analyses al-
plied to mutual funds, although they have only /i as much equity assets and are
somewhat. but not adequately, under a 5 percent holding limit. Mutual funds are
much more active traders, they may trade more in concert, and inevitably they
are more active in smaller stocks. Analysis of their concentrated trading yielded
similar results. Indeed, the funds' concentrated buys in the first quarter of
1077 subsequently (April-May) performed worse than their concentrated sells.
which tmay aocr becaus-e of the funds' peculiar needs to meet cash redemptions
and, therefore, a propensity to sell stocks which already have gains. With the
Chair's permission, I would like to include these computer analyses as an ap-
pendix to niy statement.

In short, while our equity markets may be efficient in a few dozen or one
hundred biggest stocks, they are inefficient and seen, highly Illiquid in most
securities. Prices in most securities seeni highly vulnerable to serious iistortions
if large institutional interest is present, and it is little wonder that the indi-
vidual investor has not only fled from direct investment, but also has been
steadily saying goodbye to mutual funds.

Essentially the problems of equity Investment and equity markets will not
turn happy until the bigger economic picture improves. But the excesses of
institutoial investor participatlon. and particularly the uliinited herd-of-
dinosaur-like presence of the biggest and fastest growing sector, the pension
plans, must lie corrected at least s- far as can be without Imposing diseco-
nomniles or regulatory entanglements.

1 Actual bank activity would have b-eun even higher, since state member banks are not
requireil to report : see nbove.I The first time I anlvzed the Morgan's trading, the only data public was one year's.1973. and som lieiile who believe that no market can ever misfunctlon hastened to point
out tiat one year proviit nothing. .nalysiM of 1074-6 showed continuance, even strengthen-
ing of my origIal statements.

I cannot prove yet. but believe, that fuller examination if institutionally-iominated
stocks and those with high institutional acttvlty--xamlnatlon which requires more re-
soirces than I have--wivI sililarlv be confirmatory.
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The Bentsen bill merely makes law of the practice many banks already fol-
low, and Citibank's Mr. Theobald shows all should follow. The bill merely makes
law for the biggest pension managers like the laws which other managers are
under already. The bill will not solve all problems, but it wilt definitely cause
(1) a dispersion of pension assets among more managers, and (2) more diversi-
fication of assets under common management. This is the kind of step that helps
assure that pension plan investments will enjoy the benefits of efficient markets
instead of contributing to those markets' decline. This is the kind of step aimed
at avoiding more Intrusive and more costly regulations which are bound to
come unless we preserve free, open, efficient capital markets, and public confi-
dence in them.

TABLE 3(a).-MORGAN GUARANTY TRUST CO., 1976 TRADING DATA-41 NET PURCHASES
OVER 5 PERCENT OF ALL VOLUME

Dec. 31, 1975 Dec. 31, 1976
h oldings as " Idings as
percent ot arcent of

outstanding ojistanding 1976 1976 net 1976 total Net pur.
Stock s ares shares purchases purchase trading I chases

(percent) 2

Cincinnati Milacron ....................... 9.4 364, 550 345, 948 911,800 37.9
Continenta ICorp-- .- - ------ - 1.23 5.2 1,002,234 971,877 5,896,100 16.4
Southern Raiway Co.......... 4.17 8.5 633,757 635,477 4, 135, 400 15.3
Pittson Co .................... 1.42 7.98 2,465,811 2,429,922 16,699,500 14.5
American Standard, Inc ........ 2.27 11.89 1, 126,515 S81, 347 7,065,SOO 13.8
Chemical N.Y. Corp ... . . . .69 4.7 724,550 572,614 4,424,100 12.9
ARA Services, Inc............. 4.26 6.5 304, 750 234,550 1,959,500 11.9
National Steel ................. .57 2.9 440,705 438,701 3,825, 100 11.5
Allis-Ch alfrers Corp ........................ 9.3 1,026,460 989, 360 9,899,700 9.9
Borg Warner................. .-------- 2.2 403,900 403, 135 4,095, 100 9.8
Royal Outch Petrcleum ........ .05 .84 1,050,630 1,045,215 10,732,220 9.8
Burlington Northern ........... .70 5.0 545,800 540, (O0 5,629,6CO 9.6
UAL, Inc ..................... 3.26 9.0 1,495,400 1,427,520 15,217,800 9.4
Textron, Inc .................. 4.47 6.4 711,200 455,110 5,020, 8CO 9.1
Deere & Co .................. 1.69 5.2 2,273,740 2,202,940 24,257,800 9.0
Santa Fe Industries ........................ 3.2 832,190 809, 159 9,415,400 8.6
Norfclk & Western .......... 1.60 3.8 710,055 692,301 8,154,890 8.5
Airco, Inc.................... 1.37 4.5 470,010 380,010 4,467,CO 8.5
Tektronix, Inc .............. ... 46 2.8 208,240 207,240 2,517,0O 8.3
R. 1. Reynolds I industries ....... 1.30 2.9 806,377 781,471 9,557,8O 8.2
Allied Stores ............... -- 5.10 7.9 395,810 303,40 3,(91,20 7.2
Eaton Corp ................................. 1.5 258,050 257 750 3,247,300 7.9
Missouri Pacific .......................... 6.5 561,635 452, 703 6,098,800 8.4
Colt Industries ....................... ... 4.76 306, 865 306, 065 4,150,100 7.4
Scott Paper.... .............. 2.10 4.0 1,133,400 883,938 13,085,700 6.8
Firestone Tire & Rubber ....... .63 1.9 709,055 630.395 9,211,400 6.8
Reynolds MetaIs Co ........... 2.19 5.69 628,135 6C2.619 8,830,100 6.8
Mead Corp. ................. 5.22 8.4 1,105,484 728, 083 10. 810,200 6.7
Land Steel Co. ----------_2.65 4.48 386,135 358,465 5, 345, 0 O 6.7
ITT....................... 1.58 3.61 2,001,445 1,901,271 29, 145, 600 6.5
SouternPacificCo .17 1.28 345, 800 340,175 5,288,500 6.4
Shsll .......................... ... . 52 367, 826 338, 516 5,536,900 6. 1
Union Pacific. -................ .56 1.85 293, 205 290, 304 5,007. C0O 5.8
Bethlehem Steel ............ 1.32 3.12 879, 040 828, 440 14,487, 300 5.7
GneralElectric .__ 1.65 2.07 1,649,884 1,531,514 27 404,500 5.6
Aluminum Co.ofArerica . 5.36 7.19 698, 785 621,035 11 .264, ICO 5.5
Tenneco ..................... .06 1.63 1,302,635 1, 163, 0C5 21, 721, 1CO 5.4
Boeing Co.................... . 3.98 861, 775 797,125 14,859.200 5.4
PPG Industries ............. .-------- 1.65 333,900 332,600 6,117,80O 5.4
Smith Kline Corp .... ...... .21 2.47 257,345 243,975 4,605,000 5.3
Minnesota Mining and Manu-
facturirsi................. 1.43 2.19 1,175,670 925,527 18, 449,500 5.0

11976 total trading ofthe stocks-New York Stock Exchangecorposite, including regicrats erd 3d markets,
2 Net purchases by Morgan as a percent of Now York Stock Exchange ccirrcsite.

Sources. Col. I-Report of the Trust and Investnent Civisicn. Mcrlin Gupraety Trust to ot New Ycrk. 1975: cols
2-3-Repott of the Trust and Investment Division, Morgan Guaranty Trust Co. of New York, 1976; col. 4-ae rdedoctil
figures prepared for this table by Morgan staff; col. 5- vclun'e data adjusted to reflect stock splits, prepared fcr this
table by anulystics and interactive data, under the auspices of the Morgan.
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TABLE 3(b).-MORGAN GUARANTY TRUST CO. 1976 TRADING DATA-33 NET SALES OVER 5 PERCENT OF ALL
VOLUME

Dec. 31,1975 Dec. 31, 1976
holdings as holdings as
percent of percent of

outstanding outstanding 1976 1976 1976 total Net sales
Stock shares shares sales net sales trading' (percent)'

Dillon Cos., Inc ...............
Genuine Parts Co .........
Echlin Manufacturing Co.......
Knight-Ridder Newspapers..
Richardson Merrill ........ . .
Skaus Co ..............
Dun & Bradstreet .............
Gannett Co ...................
Em ery Air Freight -------------
Lubrozol Corp ................
Baker International ............
National Chemsearch ..........
Coca Cola Bottilig Co.-New

York ......................
International Flavors & Fia-

grance ..............
Marsh & McLennan. .
Envirotech ..................
Consolidated Freightways ......
Lowes Co ....................
Cummins Engines Co ..........
AMP, Inc ...................
American Home Products ......
Eckerd (Jack) Corp ............
First International Oncshares. .
Burlngton Industries.........
Chesebrough- Pond's Ifc.....
Schlumberger Ltd ...-....
Gillette Co ...................
Halliburton Co ................
McDonald's Corp ............
Hercules, Inc .............
Disney Productions ............
Ralston Purina ................
Perkin-Elmer Corp ..........

4. 79
10.43
9.68
2.68
7. 21
8.4
4.5
2.57
4.03
6.26
12. 35

7.79

6.63
7. 14
6. 79

15.80
9.92
73.4
7. 12
5.67
2.55
5.36

11,11
10. 3
6.01
8. 12
5.27
5. 7
2.36
8.64
4.64
5.47

2.1
6.0
1.7
.23

4.39
3.7
2.1
,54

1. 13
3.2
.66

8.56

1. I

3.97
52
1. 1

12.65
7.6

4. I
4.9
4.3
. 88

4.1
9.11
7.0
4.35
5.78
3.5
2.96
.85

5.33
3.62
2.61

231,629 231,329
638,395 ..........
489,953 .........
347,500 344,500
530,916 528,916
323,800 ............
557, 126 .
381,430 378,8g30
241,325 ---. _.......
692,340 524,640
490, 247 ............
437,081 427,081

1,037,470 ...........

1,054,691 871,291
247, 783 246,283
250,900 ....
444, 267 348, 267
325, 656 ..
268, 650 214,950
774, 757 660,907

1,976,676 1,914,801
316,900
247,315 190,615
481,035 469, 135
559,678 399, 878
886, 510 822, 370
653, 097 610, 597
992, 636 884,936
983, 535 ...-
631,124 619,976
872 287 869, 785
316,359 271,659
485,872 354,572

694,601
2,544, 600
2,047,800
2, 205, 300
3, 572, 600
2,566,600
4, 520, 000
3,305,800
2,091,800
4, 578, 300
4, 331,200
3, 783, CCO

9,853,100

8,313,200
2,564,400
2,644,300
3,811, 2C0
3,910,600
2,604,500
8,647,300

25,651,400
4,224,900
2,592,200
6,426,700
5, 717,490
12,718,200
10,445,600
16,255,500
18,077,400
11,581,800
16,450,700
5,416,300
7, 046, CO

33. 3
25.1
23.9
15.6
14.8
12.6
12.3
11.5
11.5
11.4
11.3
11.2

10.5

10.4
9.6
9.5
9, 1
8,3
8.2
7,6
7.5
7.5
7. 3
7. 2
6.9
6.5
5.8
5.4
5.4
5.3
5.2
5.0
5.0

' 1976 trading of the stock-New York Stock Exchange Composite.I Net sales by Morgan as a percent of New York Stock Exchange composite.
Source: Col. 1-Report of the Trust and Investment Division, Morgan GuarantyTrust Co. of New York, 1975; cos. 2-3-

Report of the Trust and Investment Division, Morgan Guaranty Trust Co. of New ?ork, 1976:col 4- after deducting fiures
prepared for this table by Morgan slaP; col. 51-volume data adjusted to reflect stock splits, prepared for this table by
analystics and interactive data, under the auspices of the Morgan.

TABLE 4.-MORGAN'S HOLDINGS OF 5 PERCENT OR MORE OF OUTSTANDING SHARES (OVER ALL OF WHICH MORGAN
HAS INVESTMENT DISCRETION)

1973 Holdings' 1974 Holdings' 1975 Holdinls 1976 Holdings

(a) Morgan holdings of 5 percent or
more of ccmpanies with market
value exceeding $200,000,000:

5 or more .................
10 or more .................
15 or more .................
20 or more .................
25 or more ................

(b) Mogan holdings of 5 percent or
more of companies with market
valut, under U200,000,000:

5 or more .................
lont more .................
15 or more .................
20 or more ................
25 or more .................

(c) Combined totls of items (a) and
(b):

5 or more .................
10 or mor ............
15 or more .................
for more .................
25 or more .................

96
42

61
17
S
3
2

157
59
18
4
3

61 59 41 84 43 82 35
11 23 2 23 4 15 3
1 2 .......... 3 ........... I ..... ....

48 80
12 25
4 9
2 3
I 2

109
23

1

139
4811
32

54 102
14 27
5 8
2 4
1 2

95
16
52

186
5011
4
2

so 101
12 19
4 6
2 2
1 1

123
16
42
1

183
34
72
1

77

2i

112
12
52
1

' Num ns r of holdings in Morgan's em ploye behind acco untt 11e1.K
Note: Figures are cumulative from bottom up. Thus in Item (a), for 1973, there are 54 hodiegS of 5-10 percent, 29

cf 10-15 percent, 12 of 15-20 porcemt, and I above 20 percent.
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APPENDIX 1

(From the Wall Street Journal, June 13, 1977]

BANK SECTOR OWNS MORE OF GLAMOUR SHARES IN 1977 THAN IT DID AT END OF
1974, STUDY FINDS

(By Charles J. EliJa)
Ask any 100 market players what the really big investors have been doing for

the past two years and 99 are likely to say the institutions have been dumping
their growth stocks to diversify their portfolios.

There's some truth to that, of course. Investment interest has broadened since
1974 to include a wider range of stocks than in the growth-stocks heyday of1972-73. And the weight, or value, of the earlier market favorites has definitely
been downgraded within many institutional portfolios.

But anyone who thinks this means that the biggest institutional sector-
bank trust departments-has reduced its concentration of ownership of the old
favorites has a surprise coming.

The bank sector as a whole-and that is where most pension funds are man-
aged-today owns a larger percentage of the shares outstanding of Eastman
Kodak, International Business Machines, Eli Lilly and a host of other shell.shocked glamour stocks than it did at the end of 1974, with only a few note-
worthy exceptions.

Individual banks, obviously, have restructured their portfolios, reducing glam-our stockholdings in the process. Morgan Guaranty Trust Co., of New York, for
example, has sold millions of shares of more than a dozen growth stocks since
1974. But other banks, apparently, have been the buyers. For bank trusts as agroup, the reduced portfolio weightings of the old favorites have come about more
because of their sharp drops in price than because of wholesale dumping of
portfolios.

Data are sketchy on most other Institutions' transactions, but if any mean-ingful "distribution" of the old growth stocks was done by anyone, It seems to
have been done by mutual funds. In almost every case, the mutual fund sector's
percentage of ownership of shares outstanding has been reduced since 1974.

The accompanying table shows how the percentage ownership of a group ofthe banks' largest holdings of growth stocks changed between the end of 1974 and
March 31, 1977, and what happened In the same period to holdings of those stocks
among mutual funds, The data were compiled from Spectrum, a publication ofComputer Directions Advisors, Silver Spring, Md. It covers about 170 bank
trust departments reporting to the Comptroller of the Currency and nearly all
mutual fund portfolios.

[in pfcontl

Bank-owneid Fund-owned
Dec. 31, 1974 Mar. 31, 1977 Dec, 31, 1974 Mar. 31, 1977

IBM .......... .. ............ .... 2 .5 22.5 5.1 4.5
Am. Home Prod. ............... ... ............. 17.4 20.7 4.5 3.2Merck. .................................... .. 25.5 2.8 3.3 2.0Ll ........ ................................ 26.3 26.0 4.3 4,0Lly26,3 29.g 3.3 1.9
Procter & Gamble ............ ...................... 17.3 21.6 3.3 1.3Sears Roebuck... ...... ..... .................... 15.0 5.8 1.3 1.6XeroK ..................... .. ............. 25.7 24.4 6.9Scnas.......... ............................ 29.7 33.5 2.8 2.3
Coca . .................................. 29.8 34.5 8.0 6.9Avon ,-....... " .......................... 19.3 20.3 2.0 2.Avonads........-----...................... 23.7 22.9 7.5 7.1McDonald' ................................. .. 26.2 24.3 16.3 & 0Digital Eq .......................................... 25.6 33.7 It. 1 15.7

Misconceptions of another sort lie in wait for market students who Jump toconclusions about mutual fund sales and redemption activity. Fund trends arefollowed by sO me for signs of when the funds might again become net buyers
of stock.
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On the surface, the sales redemption picture looks much Improved. The In-
vestment Company Institute's monthly reports show conventional mutual funds'
sales of their own shares to investors exceeded redemptions in two of the first
four months of this year. From January through April, ICI data show, sales
exceeded redemptions by $76 million.

But anyone who thinks this means a great turnaround for equity-oriented mu-
tual funds would be mistaken. The totals for the first four months Include a
relatively new product-municipal bond funds. These funds, which don't have
anything to do with stocks, have racked up net sales of more than $560 million
in the first four months, and they're included in the ICI totals.

When the municipal bon( funds are removed from the totals, mutual fund net
redemptions in the first four months come to nearly V5,2 million. That's a letter
showing than the $1 billion of net redemptions a year earlier, but still represents
considerable pressure on portfolio managers to raise money for Investors who
want to cash in.

In fact, mutual funds have been heavy net sellers of portfolio stocks, cutting
back portfolio holdings nearly $1.8 billion in the first four monis. Ili 014' like
months last year. fund managers were mt sellers of $3,1) million of equities.
In all 1976, they sold $2.6 billion more stock than they bought.



APPENDIX 2

FROM COMPENDIUM OF PAPERS FOR THE STUDY OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
AND TIE NATION'S ECONOMY, HOUSE BANKING COMMITTEE, 94TIH

CONG., 2D SESS, PART 1 (1976), PP. 211-232:

BANK TRUST DEPARTMENTS AND PUBLIC POLICY
TODAY

(By Roy A. SchotluWl*.)

1. The Question anl the Facts:
I there any point at which a single institutional investor-a hank

trust deparrnitent, or an insutrince eohipaily. or a ntrual flund-is
responsible for -,) much of the buyin- or selling of a 1unhcr of stocks
that that one firm crnnor avoid virtually, or actually. settig the itiIa r-
ket price for tdo.e stocks? For example. if one b.'nk- trust department
in ono year bough 30 percent of all the shares traded that year ill
Internationl Nikel stock. then th6 price of that major corporationi
stock would h:,rdl' be a public market price. That is. the price would
not reflect the balanced result of decisions by many different, people
and firms, with a-ivide diversity of view. nmilof investmnt neeis. Ili-
stead, it wooli(l be a price infliu'nced or virtmialy set by the dt.oisiom of
a handfIl of people on one cominttee ill that one trust departnllt.

This is not a hypothetical question. Il 1975, the nation's largest
institutional inve:-or. the Trust anl Investment Division of thin Mor-
gan Guaranty Tru-t Conpany ill New York. bought 31 percent of all
the shares of' International Nickel traded that year. Il 1974. the Mor-
,an bought enou,,hi International Nickel to account for 25 percent of
all trading il that i ock.'

Tho Moi'gai's activity in Nickel is not a "sport". hut rather part of
a eonsit.tent pattern of dramatic dimensionis. l 1973. 19T4. and 1975
(the only yeas oni which data are available), there ivere 12S instances

*1rr,,¢pr of Law, Grortnwi rnlyr ltr TAW Srhool. Paroo prpari for the PI'madinl
aasiffie""mn ord 11A" .VotioPA'a ICo • uA (FiX.E) Study of the tMuo Comwittee um D.ulng.

Currency. nnd iTosmint.' All voltimn virer.. intetlm,. In addition to the volume on fh NVSE itself. thm volume
tvM-aled In tht,, NrteS[..11std stor'kt on roetannl esci ances--the Miiww.tLLJ

1acIfic. P13W.
Boton Pnd CUninmnni- mld Ia the "Tird MarptL" i.e.. over Phe cmimtr.

Data on purcluio-. sales and hohlinc hare been reporrel '.n a q,:arterlv halsi to the
Comptroller of h e Ctirrenry by larile tru.r depirtmeints ti national banks sinre 1974. Th
Feteral Reserve Rnirl,. rvmsionIuilul for %eirerv-i4nt mutnt.-chirrered member hanrik' tru t
ueiparlm*0t. 411-, , TiAt sl ,ire similar teportirn byi banks wIthin Its JirIiulictlnn. ai. inex-
pll kah l d nl Ii -Iuitinool iiirlps. V within th, ].01 ,mpriulirttnn Art- s ch mnjor Irit *-tlot rt-
meat as the )Ivran. Wranker Trust (3rd). U.5. Trust VI ). and 3aaufacturers fiamiiver

Thme Morv.n voluntarilly reprrto feill data to the Comptroller. n do a few ot fip othor
stete-eharterm.d binks. lriwerer, data as coila41 for tov thli Comptroller are evro,4dlalvi.
almost doti.nifinlr. illtrirlr to 114. and r moumitInC fltnire far a veinr would hM an inorinurn
task The 3973 tind 1974 cumiplited dit.t osed here are from the toeatn's own "ann mal
respert" (Mreperr.I fI and IVI tor Ito Trtt and Invesitmnt Divilion. The 157-.1 d..ta Were
made available for wee ty rie PINg studir shortlv hofuoro thoir rouliar putbl, allon in
Comulated form -o that thl analysis could be undertaken. although not released util
after thi M ,rln'% own rnleas' (P.rrt VW.

Roy Sebotiand. a eonoultant ti th FINI, Study. and Jnmes Pre-e. the Direntor of tlhot
Ptudy. are Indlehted to the ollertm of the ,Morn for this tovaljlahle alit and eopoertthni,

apatlridlarly noteworthy In lhiht of tneir prlnr knowledge of tie *nlilvs bhlsni m il..
. pr -latln ii Ili# ninO to Vompiuter loirect ,nv Advlisnrs Ine. I.1hpr Sprina. .(,Ll. wi,

'wg losrly dl;,,r and 11iltlll. In form ilalle 61r most Puurlpi,-sl. the datA 0rhlm.rted mV l i*.s
mCosolitrollr. and pnrttciHiriy t Mr. Spiros Krl fet, n CI)A : intl to l.'thnn hllitn Slfcal
ad John I. Yunken nf the FINE stal, w ho had the patience and Z4 humor to prepare
the Ita f,,r 07l4 anot 175,.

Of coum atmy errors are the me responsibility of the author.

(205)
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ill which the Morgaiiis net pircliascs or let ,t0es of NYSE stocks
oxcecdcd 5 pcrIcIltt of t(Ital lilIrli:1 s oI ' sui's iill tlh0,. ,,of ks. Ill Wti
of those instances, the Morgan accounted for over 20 percent oa all
buying or selling.'

Nolo that these figures refer not to the amount of Nickel or other
shares outstanding, hut rather are percentages of a-.'tnr's trading in
those stocks. Stomo stocks trade or "turn over" each year only a liay
proportion of their: total shares outstaLnding, other stocks tiirit over
more thau tho total outstanding. The larger the coinp:ily. of emsI,
the less likely that its turnover will be as large as the total outstand-
ing, unless the situation is highly speculative..

Most discus.sions of whether institutional investors "control" or
"influence" the operating corporations in which they own stock has
bgen in tetins of the prol)ortion of fhe outstanding stock held by one
trtst department, or perhaps by the "big six" trust, del rtmnlcts iln
Now York City, or by trust. dep''rtments as a category. Lr, ", tra ling
is obviously also imlportant in evaluating institutional investor. It is
trading that determines the stock's price, even if total trading volume
is only a small fraction of the total shares outstanding. Thus a single
investor's large trading, by its significant if not even deteriinative
effect on 'the price, has imiportaut impacts on tihe corporation. the
other shareholders and potential sl'ehohhr. and even upon Sto.ks
in the same industry whose prices usually tend to he affected toget ler.
It is impossible to hieastme Flow much price impm't smich traldimg dos
have, because so many factors go iino each stock's price at any, amo-
mont. But it defies beplief that' massio buyin or massive sehllini
would not have at le, st significant impact, at least in the short run.
In the long run, the price will le deerniined by factors exteral to
any one institutional investor's control or ju(ngment. but of crilarse
the long run itself is likely to be affected. at least in a significant
number of instances. by those short-run impacts.

The Morgan trust "department's trading is analyzed here because
it is not only ih largest institutional investor. w*ith ii portfolio of
equities amouinting to $15.4 billion as of end-1975. bitt also beeaise it
is vastly larger than any other: The second-largest trust department.
Citibank, had only two'thirds as much equities. S10.3 billion. To gePt
perspective on such figures. note that the combined equity holding
of aU life insurance companies totalled about $2S.,V billion at the same

'The 124 Iutannes are set forth I& detail At the end nf thit niper. In tablet R-7.
ror explanatnne of the oeitrees avd emceulntiose of "net purchVsE." "'ot siles" nmid

TolnMe frurex, see Aplendlx 1.
The 128 Insfancet do not include other Instanees of heavy traollno In 'enlIstol stomrtloa

on which trAdlnr olte are not MTroilnble or hmrt only recently heco.n trnilitlylo. Fr-?
eXnniple, In 1AT4 MorUaa's fourteenth lareiett pirchose was $23.1 nlillon worth 14.A 00
barm) of BankAnierica. which trade@ over the' counter. They mlso bought $1..8 mMItin

worth (472.880 othArta) of Connecticut Gvenoral ingurane, Corp,., isl o,-er t . winter.
hos purehaU were ely..5.it end 8 porc-t of the' total trauling In thes etockm

or tat year. tl flarn idhide only corpenies with $100 million or mori.
Moreover, the pr0ese p lrentges of hyji n or sIllinv donn hi the Mori'n in 'hess

128 Iastanes e"tnnl conMulernbly "n"Arstote the' IXnifi aenc nf thN Prlert's trAdIn.
reltive to othe r Intiltional inetatori and the ret of time nbilem. This is .* b rmlts.
sebtantial prnr Itlon of It -tone Is ecIounted for hy N'SP. mombem- frns trielnr.
sone as the "pecelist" who rke wiarketa on pw mnoIr. I kr tlheimih'k Nopilanr.'M" M ,mi'hr
firm actiitrl accons for different prnportlonim of total vnljime In ifTeren stxnk%. antd
dota Are not AvAlahihe stock by stock. on Avroilge. member flrma ee omnt for 20-23 yt'r-.'mt
nf all bkyini or oilling In a stock (NeM'llAme. "OtIr Kind of a Ce-ntral Aui'lin llnrket
vratehm.," CommrIrlm & 'n-lnclat fchr, -iIe. .ept. '2). 107.I. pp. 1. 4.1 Tr'.r,.r'. rI ishn

Morgan Aceoniatrel for 1) parent of the buying In Nickel. the rent of th,. Itihlll Irrhniely
arronteod for not the rninlInlc 70 lwercnt. ht only lmemt 4.3-30 ;s-rect--it ,ven
twieo s muckmu tme Morgan aione-with the balanet accoluted for by member flrmo.

BEST GOPY AVAILABLE1
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time.3 In no way does this anaivlysis inpute any imnpropriety to tile

Morgan; indeed, like many other observers, I consider both that bank
and that trust department unsurpassed in their operation zind
integrity.

Total asset size shapes the pattern of both holdings and tr'ading.Many bank trust depairtments are large enough to siow what huge
size means in terms of holding -concentration in major corpora-
tion--hut only the Morgan is ah'eady large enough to show dra-

aintically what great size imeans for triulineg patteins. The eximina-
tion is worthwhile becanse institutional investors generally. and bank
trust departments particularly, are growiti rapidly. What is oc-
curring in significant degree at only tie Morgan today, will spread.
A protective limitation, which paradoxically has lonwg been law for
much smaller institutional investors, is recommended in Section 4 be-

low for all institutional investors.
The fullpicture of the Morgan's najor trades in 1975 aid the other

two years for which data are pmblic, W73 and 1974, appears in Table
1. showing large nde purchases or net sales, but excluding stocks in
which large activity occurred in both purchases and sales.'

TABLE i.-NUMBER OF NYSE STOCKS IN WHICH MORGAN ACCOUNTED FOR MORE THAN SUBSTANTIAL
PERCENTAGES OF TOTAL PURCHASES OR SALES IN THOSE STOCKS FOR THE YEAR, BY MORGAN'S NET PUR-
CHASES OR NET SALEs -

1973 1974 1975

Morgan alone accounted for Put. Put- Pr-
mote t1en- chases Sles Total chses Sales Total chases Sales Total

percent of total .............. 325 16 41 19 14 3 33 21 54
10 pe nlf total ............. 10 1 II 12 6 II 19 7 26
is on o f total ............. 6 5 it 6 . . is 2 17
20 percent of total ............. 3 2 5 2-. 2 9 ........ 9

Itertrent of6la I............. I 1 2 I ........ 1 6 ........ S
,, t of total ............. 1 1 2 .......................... 4 ........ 4

35percent of total ................................................................. I ....... I

'for notes eplaIxnig "ntting" and total volume, see appendix 1.
Numbers is each hae of course include numbers In lower lines. Thus, in the 1973 purchases column Mogrsn volume

was 5 to 10 percent In 15 stocks, and over IC peeoi in another i0 slcks, etc.

The dry data. of Tnble I are a mere skeletal sumininary of a stunning
story, appreciated only by remembering just how major are the stocks,
and just how massive the trading, reflected in this Table.

In 1076, the Morgan accounted for net purchases of Kaiser Aluimi-
niti amounting to :31.5/ percent of total trading; in Crown Zelleinlacl.
28.6 percent; in M1anufacturers iHanover, another New York bank,
24 percent. Iii sum, there.were 6 stocks in each of which the Morgan's

s For fuller data on aset sines, see Section 2 below, The life Insurnsce figure, up front
1974's #21.9 billion, Is a prelinulnary estimate made In April 1910 by the primary dta
souret. the Institute of I,lfe rnmsrance.

'This exclusion. fully explaimed in Appendix 1, leads to another understatement of the
lIorgsae' relative Impnact. (For the first cause of understatement, ace .n.2 aupra.) S'ion. f.w
of the excluded stocks mety have InvolverI concurrent trailing with ta .Morgan's htlyleig aud
*elUng neutraltsno each otlter, with little It any price Impact. Such stocks cannot re,,villy
he diltingitt sb froin others In witich, oy, heavy buying for live months wax followed
by a swlteh and then heavy selling for I nmiths, with etler the bnylng or selling--nr
bith-beInf large 4 oues1 In volume to affect th price. Because of the difficulty tt dis-
tingt1lehlgr between concurrentlY traded and "switch" stoeks, It teented mnrc ,n ivrvsllve
Io light at tbe theoIs of thin ijoiler, to yndertatlt the ignliieaane of the ,Morgsu'i. trading
and thoe srpnraely the exluded stocks, as i Tables ie saInd GO. (No separate data 1,re
r evenled on 1073, although there were Instances that year slailar to thoso show far

I3 In Table Uc and 11074 in Table 6c.)
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buying alone, or Morgan selling alone. accounted for more than 25
percent of total trading; in 26 stocks it was over 10 percent amld in
54 stocks, over 5 percent.

Nor is 1975 at all unusual. It 1974, the Morgan's hvina alone, or
its selling alone, accounted for more than 5 percent of total tralliniu in
33 stocks; in 1973, 41 stocks. 'l'here are no public data for earlier
years. And these total mmulmers do not include stocks in wvlich Morgan's
purchases and sales combined, amomted to over 10 percent, of total
trading. For example. in 1974 in Philip Morris Inc.. the Morvrali'S
sales accounted for 10 percent of total trading, and it also IcrmlIt
enough Philip Morris to account for yet another 5 percent. Perips
the buying and selling were concurrent, but probably a switch was
made in mid-year.

In addition to the examples already mentioned, we. find amongf tile
128 instances a number in which the Morgan's heavy volume colit hlued
beyond a single year. For example:

International Flarors & Iarrane, 'Morgim's net salhs il 11)75
were 1G percent of all sales, after 1974 had seen sales amilontin, to 7
percent as well as purchases amounting, to 9 percent of il I Fl shares
traded that year.

Ba"er Oit Tools7 net sales of 15 percent of all trading in 1975 ald
10 percent in 1974.

,rdumbeJ'qer, net sales of 11 percent of all trading in 1975 nuid 12
percent in 1974.

Ralston Purina, net, sales of 13 percent in 1975, after net plircliasc.s
of 9 percent in 1974 and .32 percent in 1973.

In order to do so much buying or selling with as low an impact on
p rice as possible, the Morgran spreads its act ivity over 1mane uilvs.1

Oven the volume of activity, any other course would produie extra-
ordinary volatility in price, probably to the detriment of te trust
accounts and certainly to the detriment of an orderly market. despite
the fact that the trading is spread out as carefully as possible, van
anyone doubt that the 'Morgan's presence is itself a virtual or )erLaps
actual price-setter when, e.g., in 1975 they were selling IBM on all
but 12 (lays that the NYSE' was open, Schluiuherger i'It tall Imt ]:,,.
days, Kodak on all but 17 days and Xerox on all bit R, days? I lere
again, these figures are part of a consistent, inevitable pattern. In 1975,
they traded each of 14) different stocks on more than 200 of the 254
possible days, in 1974 9 stocks, and in 1973 11 stocks.0

2. Why does this occur?
Commercial ba,.' trust departments are the nation's largest inves-

tors, by an immense margin. Trust departments' equity portfolios

sOne again. tlie 3Marzan hatx vnliuntarily ddirloptd the Pr le numtmr or day%, trnlng
for each of their top 50 purchases and top i10 sales, Rine# 1973. See Report% I1L, IV Andl V.

Citibank was the first major trust department to dirlose 1IjniflCant Infourmiation Wlsout
Its artivitem. early in 17.3, and also the tirst to disclose its major PturchaseA ant 14alePs
(on 1973). 'Morgan ires been only inonths behind, nn each mtnk has. each roar. lliro'ed
'and eulnrged tihe IntfrmitiIn given. CuuunarIngc those two, year by year. shtaws a fraecnat.
lg competition beneielai tr tie public interest.

It Is saIl that *o few oth r truat uioiartniuelits luavi. 11nade1 any RnInlar ulkll oluro. ouil
that the handful whi'h imh i m% hnvr' hamrly aone Ibeynld har,.'r.ione Ithainx or Iiheitr lnrg,,t
stook holldings. In Ahtrt, trust tiimrtlliumf ulluelt ure npears to be oue more IIl, tAIatuo lob
wllhie rih'nm heelor ruii. rmi wtork amhulrambly, biut do not.

* Ia 1073 there were 252 clayp of tratitug.
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are so much greater than other institutional iivestois that they are
almost double the combined stock holdings of insurance col.I:lulies,
investment companies, foundations and endowi ests.

Consider the last firm data available, end-1974:

TABLE 2.-TOTAL ASSETS AND EQUITY HOLDINGS OF INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS, END 1974'

[In billions of dollars

Total assets Equity holdings

Commercial bank trust departmen t .............................. ............ 325.3 171.3
Life insurance compaines ............................................... 263.8 21. 9
ProPerty and casualty insurance companies ............................... 81. 8 9. 8
Inv nt comp e ....................................................... 54.0 34.0
Foundations ................................................... 29.9 18. 0
Educational owmens................................................ 12.1 6. 1

ASee app. 2 for explanation of sources of, and gaps in, this kind of data.

Not only are bank trust departments a huge, even gargantuan pres-
ence in the equity markets, but there' is a high degree of concentration
among them:

TABLE 3.-SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF COMMERCIAL BANK TRUST DEPARTMENTS, DECEMBER 19741

Total
assets of

Total trust Percent those banks'
Number of Percent of department of trust commerce$

trust trust assets departments department
Size (dollar assets) departments departmwnts (millions) assets (Millons)

UnderSIO0,000 ................... 2,105 70 $5,272 2 $103863
$10,tO0.0Oto $25,000,000 ............... 418 10 6,748 2 - 44,32
2 S0,0'0 to $I00 0(00.0 ............. 454 11 22,846 7 K, 286
SI0! 00V000 to $,5O,0000000 ............ 222 6 41,419 is 120.070
S500.000000 to ll 000,l .......... 40 1 27,460 1 59,035

$1,60,000 an4 over ................ 60 2 215,582 66 335,757

Toa .......................... 3, 999 100 325, 321 100 749, 337

1 Compiled from FRBi'FOICiOCC. Trust Assets of Insured Commercial Banks, 1974.

The seven biggest trust departments, six of them ia New York City,
managed $86 million, or just over 25 percent of the total trust assets
managed by all 3,999 trust departments in 1974. (In order of size:
Morgan, Citibank, Bankers Trust, Chase Manhattan, U.S. Trust and
Manufacturers Hanover- -the Mellon National is the 5th largest.)

C,,'icentration data would be much more extreme today, as the stock
market has risen 50 percent (measured by Standard & Poor's 500,
which ended 1974 at 68.56 and stood at 102.77 at the close of 1076's first
quarter), and the larger the trust department.% the larger the propor-
tion of assets in equities. Moreover, the larger the trust department, the
larger the in-flows of additional funds: this is so because employee
benefit accounts are the major source of net new in-flows, and those
accounts cluster over whel inthgly in the biggest trust deplrtments:
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TABLE 4.-SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF EMPLOYEE BENEFIT ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT BY COMMERCIAL BANK
TRUST DEPARTMENTS, DECEMBER 19741

Total employee Percent of
Percent of benefit assets in employee bealit

Trust trust trust departments assets in trustSize (doar assets) departmmnts departments (milhons) departments

Under $10,000,0O ................... 2, 805 70 SW I
110,000.OGO to S25.000,000 ............ 418 to t 027 1
$2US000 000 to $100.00,000 454 1i 3,596 3$tooob,0 toS500C0,000 222 6 10 545 U
$500000.(0 to $1,0000,00000 ........ 40 1 7, 76t 6
Over St,000.0D0.000 ................. 60 2 t03. 107 . 1

Total ........................ 3999 100 121,16 100

I Compiled from FRBjFDICtOCC, Trust Assets of Insured Commercial Banks. 1974.

Concentration in the seven biggest trust departments as to employee
benefit assets managed is high indeed: As -of end-1974, those sevea

naged abotit -51 billion of'employee benefit plan assets, or nothing
less than 4l percent. of the total of suellt assets mIaliaged hy all .3.99))
trust departments. This category of accounts, tile fastest growing antd
most elqity-oriented. would show vastly greater dollar figures today,"
and woulvery likely also show greater concentration.

As a resIlt of the'size of the major trust departments' assets, they
are able to invest only in very large corporations, with huge values
and numbe s of outstanding shares. (Most departments do invest small
portions of their assets in small companies, even venture capital ones,
bot the total magnitude of those special positions is minor.) Smaller
stocks could not receive the hige investments major trust departments
make, without their prices becoming distorted and their companies
controlled. Also, the trust departments would face grave difficulty in
selling any holdings in smaller companies, unlike the high liquidity of
the major corporation stocks in which almost all institutional inves-
torq. by necessity, hold most of their equity assets.

The Morgan is the biggest of all-$23 billing in trust department
assets at end of 1973, $17.8 billion at the stock market bottom in end-
1974. At end of 1975, although precise figures are not available yet.
Morgan land about $22.5 billion. In equities alone, the Morgan hrcd
$15.4 billion, $14 billion of which was in NYSE companies, as of end-
1 975 So heavy is the flow of new funtds into the Morg.nn that it aver-
aged, accord-'ig to the last data available (1=i70-72), $859 million per
year siuply in existing employee benefit accounts' net in-flows.'

'Arordini to an April 1071l prellmleirtry release from th- REC. private nnnin- roll
enlon tIad awale rose $3.0 billon In 1073, and State end local Xortirament pension

,n, nsretw roq.' $12.t billion. Pank trust lepartmonts mannge mont sreh aRsets.e('lmilptr DIrectlons .Advlvers, Spectrum 4: Bank PortfolIot (Dec. 31. 1073). p. 341).
SAnswer to Qitr.tlowinlre mibmltted to 21 largest bank trast departmentok Appendil to

Irerlnts in Finneil .Markets. Subconinstttee on Financiet Markets, Senate Conasrittee on
Finance, 03rd Cong.. lot Seei. (1073). p. 0.
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Such size includes large holdings in particular companies, such as
these as of end-1975:

Mare Motpa a net sale or net purchase
hel Market value counted for S percent or more at

o rc ot f alMorgan's total
= "tStanna holding

six shares millions ) 1973 1974 975

American Noe Products ...................... t 67 $ 67 Yes ...... Yes ...... Yes.
Godyear Tie ................................ 9.17 155.3 Yes ...... yes Yes.
I ternat6oal Paper ............................ 10.09 257.7 No ....... Yes.. Bought 72

percent.
" t2.I

percnLt
Internatonal Nickel of Can ad .................. 6.58 123.8 o ....... Yes ...... yes.
Kreqsel S. S .................................. 7 1 2824 Yes ...... oo ....... .
PepsiCo ..................................... L93 165.0 Yes ...... Yes ...... Sought 8.2

cent,
d 6.1

percentPhip Mors ................................. 5.94 186.7 Yes ...... Yes ...... Ye LSlumber ................................. . it 261.0 No ....... Yes ...... Yet.

The Morgan held, at end-1975, over 5 percent of the outstanding
shares of 85 companies, taking only companies worth ,at least $200
million. This compares with 63 such holdings at end-1971 and 74 at
end-1973.

The Morgan's heavy trading situations tre overwhelmingly in stocks
in which their holdings exceed 5 percent. of the outstandinig shares.
Of the 128 "heavy net trading" instances reflected in Table 1 above,
89 involved holdings above 5 percent in the pertinen t period: that is,
if there was a "heavy" sale in 1075, there was a holdUng above 5 per-
cent at the beginning of that year; if there was a "kw ivy" purchase
in 1974, there was a holding above 5 percent by the end of that year
or of 1975. If we exclude from the 128 instances the 19 on which full
data are unavailable (2 in 1973) or on which the pertinent period
is still open (17 of the 33 purchases in 1075), we come to 109 heavy
trading instances, of which 89 involved holdings. of over 5 percent.

That the Morgan's trading pattern is the result of the size of its
holdings, and not of any propensity to trade actively, is obvious from
noting that its turnover even in its most actively traded category of
accounts, employee benefit accounts, is consistently much lower than
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found in other kinds of institutional investors-and even notably
lower than Citibank's turnover:

EQUITY TURNOVER RATES I

1i71 1972 1973 1974 197S

Monigai employ" benefit accounts ................ 16.5 11.3 9.0 8.3 15.5
Cibbank employes benefit accounts ............... 22.5 16.9 13.8 12.0 15.7
Total selected institutions ........................ 30.8 2L 23.5 19.1 23,0

Private noninsured pension funds ............. 22.1 I.? 17.3 14. 1 18.3
Open end investment companies .............. 48.2 44.8 39.0 30.3 35.

.... . Life insrfince compamiss .................... 31.0 29.5 25.0 18.8 20.6
P,'op41tty-bability Insurance compaies ......... 23.2 23.8 20. 3 22. 4 23.8

i Turnover is defined for these purposes is the avetage of total purchases and sales divided by average market value
of equity assets. This is the sWadard measure of market activity by a manager or portfolio.

Source: Securities end Exchange Commission Statistical Bulletins. and Mergan and Citibank trust reports.

It follows inexorably from slicer size that the Morgan's trading is
the largest presence, exerting the largest imipacts. 0

3. What of it?
We promote our equity markets, and since the Securities Act of 1933

we have protected oiir vast public interest in themi. becalise they are .so
crucial a system for linking savers and users of capital. The value of
any given corporation is a disputable latter, btit our public auction
markets-for all their fads and other imperfectiols-perforin it
valued price-setting function precisely because of the relatively full
disclosure of relevant information, andl participation by a great num-
ber of diverse individuals and institutions, with diverse investment
needs, timing, understanding and judgment. If inanyparticipants are,
wrong_ about what is a realistic price for a particular stock, "tie mar-
ket" is highly likely to correct that error as participants with better
information or judgment try to take advantage of what they deem
an error. As time passes, the "correct" judgment tends to become clear.

In recent years, the growth of institutional investors, combined with

IThe second-ranketi Citibank, though until very recently fnr Lhlnd Morgan In Flie,
atill seems far behind en fir ae pertinent here. At end.1O75. Clitthank' trust department
assets wer $21.8 billion, a soaring 40 percent rive from $14.11 billion In 1074, which in
turn wait only a tiny (.l fro. en,!-173'. $15.7 billion. Citibank lnvetnient Management
Group. lievlow of 105 nail It-vriew of 1914.

In contract to the .Morgan'n $1:1.4 billion in equities at eni.1075. Cltlbnk had only
$10.3 billion. Interestingly, Citibank wts vilgitl" more conreitrnted thniria was Morgan lie
NYI1. coslrlanles. .'M; pprroi-t to Horgriti'vi 91.2 pereenL More Interpstini. annI trntnbi-
some, is Citibank'x l ilh cionc,.ntration in Ioltiniri ofa is411gie Inlustry: .3.1 percent of
itill tltlex ore In ose Inluretry and 12.3 In Another. compare to the Morian s maxinia
of 1O.5 liereent ant 8.2 porrjeit. Tli'ee liinh eoneestrntion hlairee suggest rhAL when CIH.
bank does have as huge an equity portfolio as Morgan bea, Citibank'a trading in likely to
be even more cia ie f,,r concern tihsh 31 org.n'x.

Soae of Cttilenk's l rowth Ix astrifitnte In Citihnnk's willtngne s. to accept directedl
truteesbips". a trnuhlussome concept whih the Nltjrsnn rej rst , The ire nrounts over
which A bank. althosglm 1ispearing to nerve an a full. fornial trustee, exerclex no InvPst-
usent power at all, b it Instead sigreec to follow rlireetions from an nnstmdsil inywostment
adviser. Total Aewta isv such accounts st Citibank now amount to 11.8 billion, most of
Wi'leh lina rome 'viii hsi al. pat two or rhrm, ve. rs.

"'Tirieted trmat"Phelp. " itre trouhlevonme. In terlis of mlireprexentatlon to nount boni-
letarlesa--Ivlrtl lrly IIi Ihe amisiyee henefIt eltintion-ap to who Is4 exereliing what

Tesimuihllilty over their naermi, an l also In terms of ptenllil brnk livability for stch
mlirepreotentAton and for niti.re' to moot the reop nilithile ithresat it lerlits a trashl,.
A linsiteel explnsnniiton lnilalfenee of "lllrea.leil truhtestilinix". by tine Itnkera Trust trust
department officer In Charge of new buiness aMppears In Auaiericaln Ilauker, Jon. 13,

To the extent that nlst-ts "under msan.cement" in a trust department are not In feet
inder their Itivextisient iilaailirrst. of coirse tr.lllitir is likyt int li inre dil ersed. %Vhbllh

tho thees of thin paper 134 that dhrpercion of tradinst Is ImpnrI&nt. the goal Is to Ie mnet
by dl6sltrlon of aneta tinder Inany mannagetents, not by having @ame managements serve
boU am true trustees iad pseudo-trustees.
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an especially sharp decline of individual investors, has stirred wide-
spread concern. Institutional doiniance of the markets has some
affirmative aspects, such as the hope that the markets will become
more efficient. But such do(miance also has its nc-ative side, in terms
of impacts on other stockholders. on the comnauies who.-e stock is so
held, also on the companies which may lie simply too small to he of
interest io the large institutional investors, and even on the markets
themselves. These matters have been much considered elsewhere."

Concern over the growth of institutional investors generally is mag-
nified greatly if any one institution, or handful of institutions. is so
large that it (or they) dominates (or dominaie) the market in impor-
tant stocks, frequently and as a consistent pattern. Such domination
is occurring today by slicer force of size. at only one institution. As
other institutions continue the growth they lme b'leem enjoying, whiio
of course the market as a whole is also growing, the institutional share
has risen steadily with many if not most of the la.e.-t institlti s
growing fastest. This distribution of growth is occurring primarily
because the fastest growing source of new dolinis for equity invest-
mnet, employee benefit accounts, is so largely manag:ed by tlme largest
trust depailmentr. Even if one were not concerned by a Ittern of
heavy trading on 1lehalf of the Morgan alone, this is the ripest time
for guarding against the spread of such dominat or untluly iliflueutial
trading.

We should not allow any single committee of investment inamages
in any single institution to domninate major segiiient%:4 of our equity
1m1Mkets. Such domination threatens the sowu hass of ,market piciig,
the safctv of investors' portfolios-especiaily employee 1onefit port-
folios, ii; which the public interest is acute-the indepenuient judg-
ment of operating corporations' mlana.ctnm it. a1id "I'bliP ..mifidet.

leeauitso sheer size means that a giant institutional investor's major
trading must be spread over relativ-ely lengthy periods, as is the Mor-
gail's. soi people argue that those imstituiioms' performu('e will si f-
fer, m 11 lmrtfolios or 'new funds will flow awav to smaller mmiommyv
managers. In short, sonic argue that free nMirket forces will solve any
)robleml, here. Such a view rests on three questionable asslmmuptiomms:

First, that view assm nes that the giant monvy immagers' rmlssive trad-
ing has no price impact in itself. or very little, whereas sich liuge trid-
inat may well have emoutgh self-fu fil ling price inipacts to make u}) for
an *y disadvantages caused by the drawn-otut mmoves. Not even most 1ar.70
institutional investors, let alone smaller oies and individuals. are at.
all likely to validate their own investment judgments by the impact.
of their buying or selling, since their orders are too snmnll relative to
the market. Bt if one or a few institutions can frequently buy or .ell
as much as 25 percent or more of all shares traded in a sto k, self-
validation becomes likely. Second, even if the giant's performance does
suffer, will it suffer so much as to cause business to go elsewlher? Time
argument assumes highly rational selection of money managers,
whereas many factors go into such selections, including oiher relation-

11 so*. P.r.. th itotful eomp nflium. ThP Rul nf n.t ltutl4ona! tnrp tnrc In thp .tntk
Maifrkt. brleflng maetrlai for the stuboenmittee on Finandial Markes. tS.nate ComnIttte
o: Fioanne, i1ril Co... lPt ,4oux. (July 24, 11T173.

s Igo ny n tlmonv, flearin xo .an Stoetkhllder lInv mlnt Art nf 1974. SRubcommlttfq
on FSincial'Msrketa, Seate Committee on Floance, 03d Cong.. 2d Seas. (February 1974),
at oW-gi.
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stips-with the investment manager. Last, the argument, nsumes that
market self-correction will occur in siulicient inagnitude, and soon
enough, to provide adequate protection of tlho public interest. In fact,
trends thus far make clear that the riant institutional investors are
continuing to gvow very sutbstantially, not slhrinking. Moreover, there
is little reason to limit ourselves to hoping for self-correction, whelt
simnple. unintriisive corrective steps are available.

As the few major trust departments continue to grow, whether or
not the Morgan's size. leads the field as it, has in the past, we are likely
to see such massive trading presences becomin..., even more massive
and emerging in a steadily expanding number of stocks. Trading styles
differ, but the bver-riding determinant, is sheer size. Such siz, dehes
any significant improvement over what we are experiencing, during
the three years on which we have data. from the Morgan. As put unfor-
gettably by tihe master stylist of financial journalists, Alan Abelson
of Barrens, "(F)or the megabuck rnastadons to become [any other
kind of] traders is as credible as iDumbo doing a pas do deux." 1"

4. What Should be Done?
To limit the amount of trading any investor can do is utterly un-

feasible. Causes of trading activity vary, proportions of turnover
vary, and general measurements to be imposed on everyone would be
as easy to put together as a holy fleece. Also, if a particular company
or industry is suddenly struck by a blessing or a disaster, institutional
investors-which are, after all, intermediries fc'r masses of individ-
uals-must not be barred or limited from taking timely advantage of,
or timely self-protection against, such events. Last, restricting any
one period's trading by any one investor would only cause price dis-
tortions, or at the very least would lower confidence in market prices
because fears would rise of what pent-up trading miaht still be coin-
ing. Trading limits have more need and more feasibility in commodi-
ties markets, and for the small category of corporate "control per-
sons', but I know of no stock market observer who believes that trad-
inglimits on institutional investors can work in our equity markets.

Nor is disclosure an answer. Of course the recent required increase
in trust department disclosure is important and valuable, but it is
not a full solution for all problems. Simple disclosure of holding. or
of trading done, is a small corrvctive at best for the problem of domi-
nating a stock's trading. And disclosure lb(fore trading is done would
wholly distort the reliability of market prices as reflections of transac-
tions, and would nearly or wholly destroy the ability of an institution
to carry out its investment decisions.

The surest solution is indirect but sure enough, it has almost no
socio-economic (or other) costs, and it even has beneficial byproducts.
As Senator Bentsen and others have proposed for several years, no
single investment management firn, whether bank trust department,
insurance company, investment adviser or whatever, should bo able 1o
manage unlimited amounts of the outstanding stock of any single
company." (No divestitures would be required, lest the market be dis-

Is M' rrnn'*.. Th)nP hI-r $t, nI3 . 1.
e5a fle t"rn, n Financi'l a arlt nn'i nf 5tn~khold.r, Invenment Apt of 19T4. PuI-

€cramlttee on Finmocil alarkets, senate Committee on Mabee, 93rd Cong., lot and 2nd
Sof (1973-74).
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rupted and account beneficiaries possibly injured by untimely sales.
as transition is made to new legal limits nnint to improve the nark,,t
and to safeguard account beneficiaries. Also, the holding size limit,
would be subject to exceptions at least (a) for an approprimte
fraction of the assets under management to be placed in small coin-
panics, lest venture capital be yet. harder to sceure; and (b) for close
corporations held in trust or estates.)"

If a trust department can hold only, say, 5 percent of the outstand-
ing shares of any single large. corporation, then the largest trust, de-
partments will have to increase die diversification of their holding,
or slow their overall growth in assets, or both.

As a matter of fact, many major trust departments aliadv
practice a self-imposed limitation oil the relative size of their hold-
ings. Thus this proposal would merely apply to all investment manu-
agers whtt-many of the industry leaders already profess mid l)tiet(1
as sound policy,. However, many trust departm-nts do not so limit
themselves. As'of cnd-1975, Citibank had 09 above-5 percent lmoliiign.
in companies worth at least $200 million, and recall that the M,-al
had 85 such holdings. including sewn holdings of over 10 percent ill
such major firms as Internatioyal Paper, (hesebrough-Pond's. anl
Burlington Industries.

Similar holdings limits have governed insurance companies for
generations, under state laws, and investment, companies ever since
they were "chartered" by the Federal Investment Company Act of
1940.

The result of adopting a holdings limit will be two-fold. First. large
trust departments will go further to diversify (a small trend away
from the 1965-74 extremies of institutional faddism and favoritism
has developed recently). Second, trust-assets will, beginning at once.
gradually but steadily tend to spread among a greater number of
banks and other investment managers. This is bound to occur a-s new
accounts will avoid the handful of gargantuan trust departments
which will already be at their holdings limits in, say, IBM1 and similar
institutional favorites, so that a new account could not be invezted
in any of those stocks. For the same reason, even some existing
accounts are likely to reduce their additions to funds managed by the
gargantuans.

The resulting, increase in diversification of holdings within the huge
trust departments, and in dispersion of trust aets among, a lnr
number of trust departments and other investment managers, will go
far toward reducing any one (or a few) institnitional investor's domi-
nation of trading. Of course, even with a holdings limit of, say, 5 per-
cent of a company's outstanding shares, there could and will still bo
instance of relatively massive tr,,ding by a single institutional in-
vestor. But the limited size of holdings will greatly reduce the likely
magnitude of any such instances, and the frequency of occurrence Of

14W),IIe ,SP5eATr TlenteMi la* limiteM thin propAal to rpbloyoo benet plan f .tote.
t'rnhi ily that limitation aoriss rrnf iturn wn jirllletinal tnoeul ux a ifembtr of the
Finance Committe,, for the nriniplo, Ii not Po limited. On the other hanil. e .e It the
holding limitations were applied only to emply v hnofit aestx. tho hulk of our concern
would he met. for that category of assets, vast iwl od today, is growing vastly faster than
an' other. See a. 7. awr.a Ao answer' of 22 target lIktAk trupt departments to Questiounalre, Question 13, In
Appead1: to Hearings, aaero (1973).
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sulch instances Would also be greatly reduced. In the case of the
Morgan, as noted earlier, during the past three years such a hollliugs
limit wokld have prevented )) of the 109 heav-v-trmhin, ii.stance(s on
which full data are. available (or of the 12"i total heavy-tadill
instances), in which the Morgan's net baying or net setillg caric
to over 5 percent of total trading.

Thus. even if general institutional domniiance of tih stock inarkets
rises still furthell, the markets will be move healthy with a safeguard
that prices vill reflect the judgments of a buL.atontil nultd'le of in-
siitutions, with a sibstantial variet v illt their titi-in and pelspectives.
Further, as hy-pvoduct. binelits of the holdings limits, 1listit ilionl
ilivestilivelt port folios will he inov, smrV to be prlontly live-,.ilied.
and the conipatties whose shares are held in such portfolios will have
hls fear of inappropriate institutional influence. let aloe control.

Would them be any negative impact? No. unless one believes that
slowing the infinite growth of the "big six" New York City trust de-
partinents (plus the Mellon. which is No. 5), would be a negative.

The argument that a holdings limit is not needed, because private
decisionmakig will rncet any real problem-s here, ignores a great deal
of history in securities markets, in banking and elsewhere, which
shows. first. how often and how much harm to the public interest
occurs in the interim; second, history which shows the uncertainty
that the public interest will be served after all: and la,,t, history which
shows the certainty that in our fortunately pluralistic society, there
are larme divergenes between pviate interests and the public inter-
est. Often the pIblic interest is )est served 1  the eCahl of__private
-interests. blut manv other times it tmust 1W iiupletiented by special
regulatory intervention to assure that we will remain pluralistic. If
the regulatory i tervention can 1e simllple and almost entirely self-
enforcing, as here. then tle choice is easy-as it is here.
5. 1.9 This tho 00y Public Pohicy Problem Presented by Ti-ust De-
partments Today?

No. However. full consideration of such other major questions as
conflicts of interest in commercial bank trust (tepaitmeitts. or whether
comnierciai banks have uldue ecOnomic power (p.i'ticularlv because
the $300-400 billion in trust asets is managed by, intitiitlns with
another $700-800 billion in commercial as.sts), has-been fully and ably
handled elscwlwre.e

Son confitct.4 of lntrre.t. c" lTrrma. ronnicti of Tnterit--Cmnimrinr'1,lnlrlk Trott
Dletl'rtment, (Twentl.th t 2.',,tlry Flurnd. 1A75). Se nlq.i M-l.rnin's trilmnnya li e nrr,.
on Fin.cr-.al IntIiftlnnn and lie Ntln'r E ulony. Subertnimitta on FIaR.neirl Inptltrl.
tilct ,itipervi lnn, Ittottlcri .nd Jlnrjrlhee, Il o-r, Conirrlllttee on Snkinag, Currpovy and
J}or',,ng, f1i ("'r~fn., mlxt awl 2nd SK.. (1J751, 7-

Unforhtmately roziIntnry aiitlonn I'. not bern frtll nt nil. lfin.reh tl-ere I elpArtv *fi.
elent tnlutory nulhorltty-and therefore. rrr'nrlbility. The FlCll h.a ree,.1trrl'rm thi
Jrnpo rtmnrep of trylrr fri prent limir lit r-nnN'tlnn %%lth -onihtQI, It hots dnn, no rtnrp
thAn lA vlPtiig If. enxr lnerq to irtlnlrf wllthr, sitat iii or hnk trniit sloiartntent
'Illm A-vt of AIMt , m11llin or irore hrd written rmilirrP itirl torn.',rri4- no pofentnl e'rnn-
fllet or IntoreO~' In 'tim lra inlhle tinornrtAtnoii. .,'ekritle. trn'lhig. allwiatinn or hrnk rA'-O
crimnl pftsinA. ilflhIrrn lt't i teillr rAmh. jormxy wattrx. nln,.tin of ,er'rritlh . nnI Itiin g
Of 4t,.sernfttln" of ndviie, letter frnm lrentron Invilt. Ifiretr of JItt.klogI SRuprvilnta

tut ResiRtlon, to FIt Mink Pisnlnrtlrn ollio'ri. mt, 19 21. 195.
The Comptrller'. o0i".iI, whi Innlt tend t, L ,ve tire inrlmAry rpatmnltlhliitv Alnione

e4eld roll 1e1gnelei for trmst rlm artnent N-lt . l I ve' n en mllictx little attr.ntlo
(iinartinateiy ovPrlook t by the generally excellent Mtudy of the Conptroler's operations
by llapkln & Selio In IT1)7).
I The V1II nd 'oruptriller have Jointly Iermttte-1. M n etcourRel, nneb of the mnet
w14lpread patterii. of abt.e of trupt benelic tlri". the ilioilt tkf mulrtantlal aitnornt
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The aim of this paper is to awaken recognition that ve are several
years into -, considerable problem-and we are proceeding apace titt)
an acute problem n-of letting important parts of our pubite secut'itias
markets become a private jotl..ting groulid for a ha ldfull of un1e-
strainedly huge money managers. Unless one is mwe concet-ied about
half a dozen bank trust departments in Now York City and one in
Pittsburgh, than about the securities markets, the 4,000 other bank
trust departments, the other money anatiagers, the corponatios whoso
stock is being trailed, and all theo individuals who 1101 directly a1
indirectly doing the trading, this problem can be corrected simply.

TABLES (Tables 5a to Sc)

TABLE SL-33 NYSE STOCKS IN WHICH MORGAN'S NET PURCHASES DURING 1975 ACCOUNTED FOR 5 PERCENT
OR MORE Of ALL SHARES BOUGHT THAT YEAR I3 THAT STOCK'

(Morgan held--
percent of Morgan's buying

nrjtstarianrg was-percent of all
Stock shares, as of end-ll7b) shares bought

Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical ........................................ (1. 29) 38. 5
Potatch ............................................................ (7. 42) 31.4
International Nickel of Canada ........................................ (6. 58) 30.8
Textron .................................................. (4,47) 30.0
Champion Inter ation ............................................. (10.82) 2L 9
Crown Zetlerbach .......................................... (8.2 0) 28.6
Wst-Punt Pepperell ............................................. (1. 46) 24.8
Manufacturers Hanover .............................................. (S.41) 24. 1
J. P. Stevens & Co .................................................. (9.53) 23.2
Burnilon Irlnsties ................................................ (11.11) 18.5
Al-mnum Co. of Americe ............................................ (5. 36) 17.6
Parke-Elmer ....................................................... (5, 47) 17.2
Te ssril ......................................................... 14.07) 16.7
FNIps Dodge ....................................................... (6.94) i6.
Sterln Drug. (............................................... (6. ) 15.8
Armstrog Cok . ............................................. (8. 40 L4. 7
Illinos Power ....................................................... (3.43) '12.7
Marsh £ McLenstan ................................................. (7.14) 12.2
Goodyear Tire & Rubber ............................................. (9.97) 11.4
Union C de ...................................................... (3.56) 9.4
B So Cascade ...................................................... (4. ) 6
SnilMe4 Steel ........................................................ (2. 5) 8.5
Marathon Oil ....................................................... (4.71) 8.4
U.S. StM .......................................................... (3. 34) I
illett- ............................................................ (9.12) 7.9

Hercul ........................................................... (2.36) 7.1
Sperry Rand ........................................................ (4. 11 7.1
Union Oil Of C r-............................................... (1. 64) 6.6
General Electric ..................................................... (1.65) , 3
Gulf Oi ............................................................ (1.07) 6.2
1- I. dra Pcnt de Nemours ............................................ (1.35) 5.6
Stbsfie Chemical ................................................... (137) 5.3
IL. Reynolds Icdustie ............................................. ( 0) 5.3

' For sources and eaplanalioas o "netting" and of volume data, see appendix I.

of unlnrested trnst ench Into non nlerst-hernrlinc nwn honk nirrnunt. Sp- ITermnin tn1y.
awpr. at p. 111. Thie Drrrrlre girv triant deirtrr,,ntb' banks uadl.clnorI protItsi which.
patient dlctlonrre. beton tn Slip Ienchirlarlts of thir flolurlary iare. It also glves trust
depnlrrrcnta an unfair rompetltl[v rlr over non-hink iuveetrnent sitianrx.

The regulators anl most or ti Inolrr.y ore nrce asins Incxernhly far lhlIndr Citibank
lel4rIhip. a tr Infuraitlon on theIr sulioclalt i-nrr in nv,,r nto nlrrsp,- In roonncttn with
enntlrlet of Interest. e itbank lnvoestmer t 3larrnr'aer t drill. Review of 19T, pp,.
17-18 (Jlarch 1175).

tlere too. InarleialtO regrilntorY prntectlon from the bmnk reruhrlaore invtes RF.C entry.
'Tho 8C I nnw conndern: whether brink trist I,,nefielarlee nrr ndiruately protected.
St etslteasnt by Chlrnrmn 1ltt1F. WIlI SVtrt .TrrarnAh, Alms. 5. 10r70o. p. 2.

As for treltment of thre qrsnieptn of arrniie crnr'r prrre ar wu|e'sr. nm. P.C,. From onp ri"qrp .lire. %nA. The Ieronrnle Power of Crimnierril links (Novmr i9er 191). tIrpparl by
Carter 11. Golenibe Aimorilsl, i: P" also A n. of lItrglsterd I'eanl: Itolllng ('o.. An valh'urs.
flown of Truet Company SuAtlrilarles (Arrttn.t 19770. slen isr[trilre Iv Golemthe Aeso.rtates.

.ee al rilession and refervncen In Ierman bluly, aepris, ChApter It: The Cuetouser
itelattoeshtp &d tbe lank Trust De1prtsacat.
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TA ILL 5AL-I NYSE STOCKS IN WHICH MORGAN'S NET SALES DURING 1975 ACCOUNTED FOR PERCENT OR MORE
OF ALL SHARES SOLD THAT YEAR IN THAT STOCK

(Morgan held-per.
cent of Ousaleding Morlan'e selling was-
sthar, as of end- percent of all shares

1974 and end-1975) soldSack

interutionai Flavors & Fragrances ....................................
Bker Oil Tools ....................................................
RIton P n....................................................
PhIltp Morris .......................................................
Masonite .........................................................
Schlumbef rge .....................................................
Cbiesebmugh- Pond's .................................................
AMP ....................................................
McDon led's ........................................................
Squibb .............................................................
Kaftco .............................................................
Schlitz brewing .....................................................
B lck & Decker Mrg .................................................
Lubrizol .................................................
American Home Products ...........................................
He*Wein .........................................................
Johnson & Johnson ................................................
Xeron .............................................................
Procter & Gamble ..................................................
boaylon .................................................

(10.27, 6.63
(11.37, 4.22

(6.90, 4.64
(10.81, 5.95
(6.7, L00)
I. 41, 6.11

63, 10.30
(9.19, 7.12

(10.61, S.701
(10.32, 9.54
(3.. 1.90.(5.00. 3.591
(4.97, 2.57)
(7.08, 6,26)
(6.66. 5. 67
(10.69, 9.67
2.12, 1.81
5.00. 2.77
4.91, 4.35)S.29, 4.51)

15.5
15.0
13.4
12.6
12.5
11.0
10.4
9.0
&.9
S.5
L,4
L3
.1

6.9
6.8
6.5
6.4
6.1
5.6
5.4

0s Fo r Adyj ........................................................ .a .I %o.", a. 4

TABLE 5.-11 NYSIE STOCKS IN WHICH MORGAN'S PURCHASES AND SALES DURING 1975 WERE BOTH
OF MAJOR SIZE

(Morgan how---Itrcwt of
oubtandinj Petcem Percent

&Mn, a Of all 0f all
sid-1974 and Shares shore Share shares

Slack end-1975) Net percent bought bought sold sold

Citieop ............................ (4.70, 4.71) Sought... .7 631, 970 1.9 398,856 1.2
D Chemcal ...................... (1.42, 2.30) Bought... 4.4 1,001,039 5.3 17k,312 0.9
Goeral Motors ..................... (1.91, 1.99) Bouyrt... .2 82 L. 500,549 1.3
IBM ............................... (4.51, 4.07) W 2.0 129, 506 .6 $214 2.6
International Papr .................. (9.14, 10.09) Buht... 3.5 835,691 5.7 332,000 2.2
Metc & Co., Inc .................... (3.95, 3.43) Sold..... 2.2 241,315 1.7 545,633 3.9
!ei Co., Inc .................. (.69, 9.93) BoughL.. 1.6 349,355 6.1 259' 385 4.5

e og-Plougl Corp ..........- (15.16, 4.63) Sold ..... 2.3 391,725 3.3 61, 164 5.6
SearsRoebuck&Co ................. (3.39, 3.2() Sold ..... 0 286, 127 1.7 466,082 2.7
Caterpillar Trac o Co ................ (2-14, 2.521 Bought... 658: 084 5.2 220,372 1.3
Kreag(.S.)Co .................... (.01, 7.01) BoughL.. .1 787,237 2.4 760,474 2.3

TABLE 6L.-I NYSE STOCKS IN WHICH MORGAN'S NET PURCHASES DURING 1974 ACCOUNTED FOR S PERCENT OR
MORE OF ALL SHARES BOUGHT THAT YEAR IN THAT STOCK

(Morgan hed
- percent of Morgan's buying

oiut2id,4 shares, was - percent
n of etd.|S74 of all s aren

Stolk and end-1975) bought

Goodyear Tir & Rubber .......................................... . (8 3,9. 9) 25. 514hrm odl We of CAM ........................................ t .0, 0. s) 24. tlbrt....................... ................................... , 254) 11.3

FirstlateratioenaleBncsha ..................................... (4.525.369 16.3ame....................................................... ( .K 2. 5) 1.7
Marriott .......................................................... 6.83,7.05 15.0St-e la Drug .............................................. . 4.1 7, 6.9) 14.4Glltt............................................... ( L 7 .12) 13.5
P sodge ...................................................... 4.86,6.94) 13.0
L F. Goodrich .................................................... 4.39,6.44 O13.
HaIta ........................................................... (1.6 .10.t 12.3
1a11114L ......................................................... (. 1,6.,26 10.3Kmlale.. ................ ............. ..... .,............8o51.0). ,1,k.&? 90 13
Te Pura ...................................................... .. ( .3 4.64 I.

Tecm .g. ................................................. 1. 4. 07 7.6
(wo1.0At 1. 3 7.6rPe.gea hC ................................................ jE( tI 7.2

tm aP.................................................... .(1 ,0 6.0
usaeeeCam............................. .................. (t.01.&.33 S.1
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TABLE 6&-14 NYSE STOCKS IN WHtCH-MORGAN'S NET SALES DURING 1974 ACCOUNTED FOR S PERCENT ORMORE
OF ALL SHARES SOLD THAT YEAR IN THAT STOCK

(Morgan held-per.
Cant of outstanding Morgan's selling was-
shares, as of and- percent of all shares

S" 1973 and end-1975) sold

ARA .......................................... ..................... (7.42,2.81) 14.2
Howard Johnsomn .................................................... (12.10.5.62) 12.6
Schlumberger ...................................................... . It. 74. 8. 48) 12.4
Masole .......................................................... ( 1. 61. &. 7) 12.4
Baxter Laboratories ................................................ (4.06,.94) 11.2
Baker Od Tools ..................................................... 140 .11.37) i11ChesebOugh-Pond'$ ................................................. IS5. 00. 12. 6.3) 9.7
Upjoi .......................................................... .. 3.7 .29) 9.4Emery/d Al Irght ................................................... (V1 W . 73) L.9
Champion Intirnational ............................................. (5. 88, 4. 3) 8 S
AMP .............................................................. (1.29.t.19) 7.4
Avon Producs ...................................................... (7.87.6.42) 5.6
Philip Morris................................................ (11. ;1, 10.891) 5.0Scd l gh.................................................... (6.21. 5.16) 5.0

TABLE 6.--f NYSE STOCKS IN WHICH MORGAN'S PURCHASES AND SALES DURING 1974 WERE BOTH OF MAJOR
SIZE

(M"Ign held

outstalng Percent Peret
shat$$ as or of all aN
VAn-1?73 and Shares shares Shares shares

Stock end-1974) Net percent bought bought sod sold

American Home Products ............ (6.11.6.66) sought... 3.7 1,379,977 6.0 525,245 2.3
Avon Product ...................... (7.87.6.42) Sold ..... 5.0 278. 105 1.0 L.006,135 6.0
Coca-Cola .......................... (4.53.4.78) Bought... 1.8 336.990 3.3 151,571 1.5
Dow Chemincal ...................... (1. 55.1.42) Sold..... 8 20, 168 1.4 406,111 2.2
Eastman Kodak ................... (3.55,3.39) Sold..... 1 277,126 1.2 2 454 1.3
Ex ........................... (1.52,18) Sold. 1 327,255 1.7 335, 489 1.8
General Motors ..................... 1.68,1,91) Sought.. 1.9 917,072 2.9 319,046 1.0
Hllbuln......................... 8. 15.7.01 Sold. 2.3 105,149 1.5 280 3(4.65,4.5],) '27,0.. .96 33IBM ............................... (46..1 od.. 9 7236 1, 4 27,0% 2.7
lnternatwal Flavors and Fragrances.. (10. 26, 0.7) S1uft... 1. 674, 632 8.5 V6, M) 7.4
laternatafal Pape.l................ 7.279.14) ouinL.. 6.0 948,630 7.5 1 3,752 1.5
Johnson & Johnson .................. (2.95.2.82) Sold ..... 1.3 127,090 1.6 24, 363 2.9
Kresge (S. S.) ................. . (7.02.7.01) ought.. .9 772,209 2.9 524, 115 2.0
Lily (Eli) ...................... (3 37,3.35) Sold ..... .4 369,916 .0 501, 158 5.4
MWO -411 ......................... (10.94,10.61) Sold..... 3 294.500 1.2 361,231 1.5
Ma.k ............................. (4.25,3.98) Sold..... 1.5 18.,272 1.6 378,408 3.1
Minnemola Minig & Mafufacung.... (1. a5 1. 52) ughtL.. .9 294, 66 2.2 181, 28n 1.3
Philip Morris .................. ('.11,10.81) Sold ..... 5.0 43, 11 5.3 851,977 10.3
Polaroid ....................... k.0.66,. 29) Sold..... . 37,845 .9 657, 205 2.5
Procter& Gamble .................. (5.06,4.1) Sold ..... 1.0 205,320 2.3 293,95 3.3
Sears Roebuck ..................... (3.523.39) Sold ..... 1 217,575 1.7 365,591 2.8
Xeoa. ........................... (52Z,5.09) Sold......2 246,364 1.3 28%979 1.5
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TABLi 7.-25 NYSE STOCKS IN WHICH MORGAN'S NET PURCHASES DURING 1973 ACCOUNTED FOR 5 PERCENT
OR MORE OF ALL SHARES BOUGHT THAT YEAR IN THAT STOCK

(Morlan held
- percent oa Morgan's buying

outstanding shares was - percent
aot cnd.t of all slais

Stock and end. 1974) boig lt

Ralston Purina .................................................... (6,1, 6. 9) 3Z
Richardson.Merrell .................................................. (. 7.9.1) 22.5
Natioral Chemserch ................................................ (p.5, 13.9) 21.1
American Dist Tile ................................................. 3.9.15. ) Its
Schlitz (Jos.) Brewing ............................................... 4.98 5.00) 17.4

onad. Freight ..................................................... (9.2.11) 16.3
Coca-Cofa ......................................................... (4.5,4.8) 2.3
SquIb ........................................................... . (S4103) 11.7
Lubrizol ........................................................ .. (6. 3, 7: ) 10.3
American Home Products ........................................... (6.1,6.7) 10.0
Procter & Gamble .................................................. (5.1,4.9) 9.9
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co .......................................... (3,1. ,.4) 9.5
P I ip Mortis ...................................................... (IL. 11.0) 8.9
Bristol-Meyer ....................................................... (2 ,12.5) .
International Flavors & Fragrances .................................... (10.3.10.3) 8. I
Penney (J.C.) Corp ............................................... (6.0 ,5. 5) 7.7
Dow Ctsemcal ................ .............................. 1.6, .4) 7.4
PepsiCo., Inc ................. (&. 4,9.7) 7.4
Liy (Ei & Co .................................................... 3.4,3.

4
) 7.3

AV7 .............................................................. a 5) 7.0Krafto .......................................................... . (2. 5, 3. 8) 7.0
Kresge (S.S.) Co .................................................... (7.0,7.0) 6.7
Marathon O i ...................................................... (2.0,2.9) 6.7
McDonlds Corp .................................................... (10.9.10.6) 5.8
ReVlo ............................................................. (4.3,5.3) 5.1

TABLE 7b-16 NYSE STOCKS IN WHICH MORGAN'S NET SALES DURING 1973 ACCOUNTED FOR S OR MORE OF ALL
SHARES SOLD THAT YEAR IN THAT STOCK'

(Morgan held-per-
cent of outstanding Morgan's selling was-
shares, as of end- percent of all shares

1972 and erd-19?3) soldStock

Rsvco .$ ..........................................................Trwre .......................... ................... ... . . . . .Rita-Aid ............................................ .............
W.T. Gra .......................................
L.A. TirriesMirr..................................
Molvalle Shoo ......................................................-t-- ogn fn .......................................................
A A .......................................Jewel Cal .........................................:::::: ..........
Brnloe Industries ................................................Houblan ...........................................................
Carrier .......................................................Slmplicty Pattern ................................................... :
loistna Land Ep ............................................
(.1. du Post de Nemura ...........................................
Amrican Cyanamid ...............................................

c. 4.25: 1.53)~c2S; 4.08)
(NAI

r. 5. 50: 3.62)
c.10.0: 7.0)
c. 9. 25: 6.27)

(c. I1.25; 7.42)
(c.3.90; 1.21)
(10.t70; 9.S6)
Ec. 12.0_j_ 9. 34L(c.5,0; 9..2)
c. 16.75; 13.69)
c. t. 30; 8.02)

(C.1.25: .50)
(c. 5.25; 4.15)

32.2
21.3

16.1
15.9
14.3
12.8
12.0
9.3
9.1
8.5
7.7
7.7
6.9
6.1
5.7

I Predse holdings pvcentales are not available for end-1972, and so have been closely appoAmated. The 1973 figures
ite precise.
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TABLE IS.-MORGAN'S 1973 MAJOR PURCHASES. WHICH BECAME MORGAN'S 1974 MAJOR SALES I
lit percent

1973 net 1974 not
Stock purchase sale

I. Procter A Gamble Co ........................................................ 12.7 1.0
2. Penn (JI.C.) Co.. Inc ......................................................... 10.5 4.2
3. Dow Chemical Co ................................................. . .8
4. Philip Morris, Inc ................................... ........................ 9.3 5,0

I This table, and tables 8b and Sc, exclude major reversals of direction which seem to have occurred durinR the calendar
year. n distinct from those which happen to move in one direction in I year, then Ihe opoosite direction the next year.
for example, the otllownilo is excluded from these tables because of the "ntting" treatment (see app. 1):

1973 974 1975

Lilly (Eli) & Co ............... Bought 9.3 percent Bought 5 percent: Sold 4.7 percent.
of volume, sold 5.4 percent.

TABLE b.-MORGAN'S 1974 MAJOR PURCHASES, WHICH BECAME MORGAN'S 1975 MAJOR SALES

lin percent

1974 net 1975 net
Stock purchase sale

1. Squibb Corp ............ ...................................... 18.3 .6
2. Heublein Inc ............ ...................................... 12.3 6.5
3. Kra f ok Corp ............................................................... 9.3 t 4
4. Lubizol Corp ............................................................... 10.3 6.9
5. Ralston Purina Co .......................................................... 8.8 13.4
6. Schlitz ()as.) Brewing Co ..................................................... 7.6 8.3
7. International flavors & Fragrances ............................................ 1.1 15.5
8. American Home Products ..................................................... 3.7 6 1
9. Ford Motor Co ............................................................. 4.3 3.5
10. Air Products & Chemicals. Inc ................................................ 4.9 4.0
1i. Coco-Cola Co .............................................................. 1.1 2.3
12. Kennecott Copper Corp ....................................................... 2.8 4.6

TABLE 8c.-MORGAN'S MAJOR SWINGS

1973 1974 1975

Heublein ....................................... Sold tO percept. Bought 12. 3 percent. Sold 6.5 percent.
Scheing-PIough ................................ Bought 4 percent.... Sold 5 percent ...... Bought 3. 3 percent,

sold 5.6 percent.

91-933 0 - 77 - 15
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APPENDIX 1

Nows ABou-r DATA Iu' Taxn.Es

1. "Neteng".-Any ";nett ing" reduces the magnitude of tie Morgan's
ioves. For example, in Table 1 and the underlying 1974 data (Tables
6a and 61), I do not show Philip Morris at all as an active net pur-
chase, and where it. does appear, as an active net sale, it is shown as
accoilinting for only 5 percent of total trading. Similarly. Eli Lilly,
As a result of netti'ng, is excluded entirely fromn Tables 1.'(a and 6b.

But as shown in the tables showing stocks both actively bought awl
actively sold (Table 6c for 1974). in fact lhe M organa purchased
Philip MIorris actively enough to account for 5% of total trading. and
sold enough of the same stock to accoiuht for 10% of the volutile.
"Netting" eliminates the piurclhase, and reduces the sale front 10% to
5% (rounded). SimilaIy. Eli Lilly. lit for jiettinr. would appear oi
the purchase side as accounting for 5% of total volluue, anl also on
the sale side, again at 5%.

"Netting" has been done for two reasons: (1) If as a matter of fact
the purchases und sales were concurrent, l'cauise of the differing in-
vestmient needs of different accounts, then the Morgan's trading would
have little if any price impact. In that situation, the thesis of this
1)aper, that one institution is having an inordinate price impact., would
be inflated by data where sUch impacts nay iot-have occurred, and
so all data 1lhich even may represent. conucirrent trading, have been
exeluded. (2) As a matter of probabilities, the combination of large
purchases and sales in one year is more likely to-result from a change
.IPlview toward tht, stock th'ring tle 'ear, rather than froni concuirrlnnt,
otrsetti,,14 tral actions. 'lhat is. whether 0r ot it, was trie of Philip
A[orris in 19714. usually 5% of tme-voluille on the sale side in the sam10
year is 10% on the. buy side,, will reflect purchases in, sa-. the earlier
part of the year. followed by a complete swirel, in jlIdgnmemut about the
stcv'k and tius s les for.the ieinainder of the year.

Thus as a nuitter of probabilities, it is likely that time vM'rai's trad-
ing is heavily inilhutene,ig if not selling prices even in these "acttin_'
sitmutions w hich I halve excluded. lhiis the data here almost certainly
11Ie,-sh,,te the fruegmuemy of Morgan's prive impacts. That seemed
clearly the better Course than risking overstatemnent.

Al"net" purchases or "net" sales have been adjusted only to the
extent thlt the I ,'nsaction~s "in the other direction" -e.g., t'he total
sales silhtp:ut, d from total purchuss to arrive at "net purch es"-
Were substantial enu gh to rank alolig the top 50 reported. Smaller
transactions "in the other direction" have been igmu'wed eesa',a the
data are not readily available; because their lesser magnitudh, by
definition. ummde their exclusion hardly likely to matter; and ist,
because tle Morgan was active oi both sides of the market it so few
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stocks among thelit 100 largest'trades. further reduicig the likelihood
that anything of cons.uence is excluded.

2. Total Vo lume.AJ here are considerable problems to calcul eating
"total voltime," as-e-xplained fully in the letter excerpted below. Thcre
is ,Ms- the lirobleni that some Yvolume in all "ins,itutional" NLYSL .I
im.sies tends to be done on regional exchanges and in the "third
inarket." Now, in 1970, we have daily "coinl)osite NYSE vohune",
reporting, bit even that excludes most"third market" volume, and in
any event it was not available in 1975 or earlier. There.fore,substantial.
efforts were made to assemble total volume figures.

When I first malde this analysis of Morg n's trading volhimne, il
May 1974 for the Educational TV Network "Advocates" program, I
went so far as to cumulate volume data for the NYSE, three major
regionals, and SEC-reported third-market data. That resulted in
data extremely similar to simple NYSE volume, as seen by comparing
Table 1 data'for 1973, with the below figures which reflect . YSE-
only data.:

Cumulated Table
Tota NYSE only.
Total N total.

Morpa, MIn than- Purhases Sales (Stocks) (stOCks)

5-pet............................. 25 16 41 4i
10 1 26,

IS15 rcmnt ..................................... a 5 1 13
20 wcent ..................................... 3 2 5 7
25 pecent ............ ................. 1 1 z 4
30 Orcmnt ............................. 1 1 2 2
31W 04cnt ............................................................................... L

In the analysis of 1974 and 1975 trades for this paper, even fuller
data were available and, therefore, were cumulated so that the Morgai
percentages are calculated on the basis of all trading: the NYSME
itelf; the Mi(lwest. Pacific, ]BW. Bostoul ai[ ('incilimati exchangt's;
and the third market. The NYSE and regional exchange data 'are
from the Bank & Quotation Record, issues of January 1975 and Jait-
uary 1976. TIe third market data are from dealers' reports to the SEC
pursuant to Exchange Act Rule 17-a-9; tho SEC publishes such data
on 50 stocks in each i.llarterly Statistical Iulletin. and for the remaiit-
ing stocks the SEC's computer print-outs were used.

The problems of "total volume" data were set forth in the follow-
ing explanation of my analysis, included in a letter of May 15, 1974
to Mr. I -avison V. Smith, then Senior Vice President, now Executive
Vice President in cha-ge of the Trust and Investment Division, Mo6r-
gan Guaranty Tr6t Company:,
I .Enclosed are my work papers 'On the Morgin's participation In the market ITs
Its maJor moves last year. (I ap)ologize for sending you work 1hapers rather thar
a polished final piece, but I believe they are clear and want to get the datat
to you as tluh'kly as possible.) This.shows l1organ volume as relwrte in your
recent "Report Ini", relative to two tiguresi: First. relative to total reporteit
NYSIE'vohmne. f4evond, relative to total reported NYSE volume pins (a) tottl
.reported Mldwest, Pacific and Boston volume, and (b) reported third-niurket
volume ni ler ,1I4.C data secured routinely from thlr.market firmX.

Wleo I have no doluht about the aecarney of thme figures (mlesf clferil l
errors have Iet imtde nud not caught), there are minor aIfdjisnients still to
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be mnde, or which would be made If the data existed, which might cause some
increases and some decreases in the Morgan's uirticipation figures.

Thus: (1) The Morgan's participation relative to total reported NYSE vol-
ume Is understated. That is, for example, In fact the Morgan accounted for
mtore than 38% of actual NYSE public purchases and sales in Ralston 'urina
last year. This is because I do not have data on the extent of dealer iar-
ticipation in that total volume, and am told such data do not exist stock by stock.
I understand the rough average extent of total dealer participation in NYSE
volume Is '.0%. I expect that in these "Institutional" stocks, member firms'
dealer particilmtion Is usually particularly high. (2) The Morgan's participation
relative to off-board volume in these NYSE stocks may be overstated for three -
separate reasons: (a) Annual data are available only on the titree regionals in-
cluded: adding tihe other reglonals will make little change in the final figiires, but
r %lo want to add them as soon as there is time (and a research assistant) to
assemble the niomthly data for the other' regionals. (h) In the time that was
available, and with SEC's back copies of the Bank Stock Quotation Record
unavailable (they're being bound), I was unable to learn whether the three re-
glolmils' figures on the few stocks whi(h la1 splits, had blt'en aJlusted fior those
splits. I believe they were not adjusted for splits (as the NYSE data were. via
long Jeleplomne eili alnd the voiurte.-y of sthff nr the Qlltartm i Record). int while
that might matter a good deal haft a stock l!ke the Times-Mirror split and the
Pacific Exchange figures not been adjusted, I believe the few stocks which in fact
nre Involved would see little change in tinal figures when the-adjustments are
made. (c) The third-market figures ar understated somewhat, because the SIEC
secures only those firm.' sale figures, whereas the "total volume" figures thoeip
irnts-or, at least, Weeden-like to use, as in advertising how their volitmum
compares with the NYS'8s. are adjusted to be cruumpirable to NYS . reporting.
There appears to be a difference of opinion nmong highly knowleilgeable people
alxmt the extent (of the lownesss" of the .SEC's third-market data.

In Ill likelihod . thp three enu.es (if m.sIible mier~ratnir of total off-
board volume are more than likely outweighed, and probably considerably so,
by the one cause of definite overstatement of total on-board volume.

3. to'k fi7;ts.-Three stocks reflected in Table 1. ScIlmbergei in
197.5 and Philip Morris and Squihh in 1974. experienced stock splits
diir'ing those yeaRs. (lespectiw',ly. :1 for 2: 2 for 1 : an 2 for 1.) 010
other stock not in 'able 1. but in Table lw I1wn mse of very la rge netiv'ity
in both purchases and sales-International Flavors and Fragrances--
lind a 2 for 1 split in 1074. r%

'The data on these few stocks could not be adjusted to take those
-splits into account precisely because of severe limits on the data
available, but it is believed that this results in accurate though in
these few cases impreciso figures. Thus, for example. Schlinl'.,rger, in
which MMorgan's salos accounted fo,' I1% of totol trading volume
during 1975 was split 3 for 2 on April 16, 1075. The annual volune
figures available do not adjust, they simply report the cumulative
total ntimber of shares traded; that is one limit on getting precise
percentages of -ile volume. The second limit is that data nre not,
available (except in raw form. as reported to the (Comptrolleu-se,

Footnote I in text above) showing how 1u,r0h of the Morgan's aei'e-
ity was )pre-split. how much was post-split. Thus it. may be, depeuding,
noon when the bulk of their activity occurred, that they actually
did moie than 11%, or less. If thei'- trading was relatively level
throughout, the year-and in the instance of Schlumbeiger, they
traded oi 240 dlays of the 253 days the NYSE was open in 1975, an
astounding fact in itself-it seems appropriate simply to use the
total Morgant fig-tre and the total recorded volume ligmures.
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APPENDIX 2

SOURCES OF, AND GAPS i, DATA ox TOTAL SIZES OF INSTUTONAL
I.,V-%TRs' Assin-s

Delays in reporting the amount of assets managed by trust depart-
ments are so considerable that it will be late in 1976 before we have
data on end-1975. Thus, as of early April 1976, the only firiii and coni-
plete data available are end-1974. reported in a joint p~ublicat ion of the
FRB, FDIC and Comptroller, Trust Assets of Commercial Banks--
1974.

Since end.1974, stock prices have risen 50%, from Standard & Poor's
500 figure of 8.56, to 102.77 (close of 1976 first quarter, March 31,
1976).

In addition to stock price rises, bank trust departments. being the
largest managers of pension fund assets, have very" substantial and
regular net in-flows of new funds in such accounts, as well of course as
similar flows into other accounts. The last element making estimates
imlpreciso is that the composition of assets changes, especially ill a
period of dramatic market moves like tim recent one,. Thus, at endi-
1974 it is likely that substantial amounts were held in cash equivalents
which subsequently were moved into stocks.

The bank regulators' aninial publication on trist assets, although
so late, does give thorough coverage, including sucl data as the cate-
gories or kinds of accounts (e.g.. employee benefit trust, personal trust,
employee benefit agency accounts. etc.), the categories of assets, and
specific dollar amounts in each category of accounts managed by each
of the 300 largest trust (lepartiments. which includes almost all de-
partmnents with more than $100 million in assets. Unfortunately, it
does not give net new in-flows, nor distinguish at all between assets
over which there is investment discretion and other assets, nor give
any information about voting, authority.

the trust delmatment data in this paper derive from that publica-
tion, unless otherwise indicated.

Almost immediately after that publication appears each year. the
Anerican Banker puf~lishes asset and income data on the 10 largest
trust departments, mnelu'ing comparison with the prior year.

A gap in trust department data is the exclusion froiri publications,
and consequent ignorance or uncertainty, about how much money is in
custodial accounts, for which the trust depa. ment renders only strictly
ministerial services, such as collecting dividends or delivering stock
certificates to a broker for sale. (The line between such accounts and
"directed trusteesil?S," concern over which is expressed in the text
of the paper, is so thin as to raise further question about the reality
of any "trusteeship" if "directed.") Ac-rding to a leading private
publication's survey of about 1300 trust departments, total assets-
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inuid;ng custodian accounts-came to $t40 billion in end-June, 1975.
and $412 billion in end-June 1974. M.-Xoney MAfarket Directory-1976
(New York). Since our other data are end-Decemiber and the stock.
market has mov'ed so ill this period and the amomit of in-flows is uu:
known, it is difficult to ecahulate the dollar aiioml. in custodial ac-
counts. (The Money Market Directory's exclusion of 270 smaller trust
departments should also he noted, but probably matters little if at all
k.case such de'partmients likely have so little citstodial business.)
Recent fi st-time data on custodial accounts of 23 major trust depart-
ments indicates $S.0 billion in common stock in such accounts at those
banks; this includes other banks' holhii-gs, imttu.al fumds' holding...
etc. Institutional Investors' Common Stock, (mmittee Print, S,,b-
committee on Ih'porl s. Accomiting and Mamgeiment. Senate Coiuuiit-
tee on Government. Operations. 94th Cong. 2d Sess., pp. 4-0-45 (197;).
In spite of this size, the lack of knowledge about cuIstodial accomjts is
far less disturbing, because of the limited ministerial powers over those,
accounts. than the lack of routine assembly and publication on the
other quite simple matters noted above about regular trust department
accounts.

Data aboui other institutional investors conies from the secondary
assemblage of data published by the SEC, Statistical Bulletin, May"
1975, p. 440; except for the figure on life insurance companies' eqimtv
holdings, which is from the Institute of Life Insurance, Life Insuranc'e
Fact Book-1075.



APPE.DIx 3
MEMORANDUM

(A) MARKET IMPACT OF BANK TRANSACTIONS

1. Bank coverage-federally chartered and selected state chartered banks re-
porting quarterly transactions to the Comptroller of the Currency.

2. Stock coverage-all NYSE and ASE common stocks.
3. Time coverage-quarter ended March 31, 1977 and quarter ended June 30,

1976.
4. Variables:

(a) Bank trans ($000)-net quarterly shares bought or sold (-) times
end of quarter market price, expressed in thousands of dollars.

(b) Market volume ($000)-quarterly accumulation of daily consolidated
volume times daily closing price, expressed in thousands of dollars.

(c) Trans/volume-ratio of variable (a) to variable (b).
(d) QTR price change-percentage change in price for the same quarter

as variables (a) and (b).
(e) May price change-percentage change in price for the 2-month period

succeeding the March 31, 1977 quarter (i.e. March 31, 1977 to May 31, 1977).
5. Procedures:

(a) Compute the ratio of bank transactions to total market volume in
the quarter ended March 31, 1977 for each of 882 stocks bought or sold on
balance.

(b) Compute the percentage price change for the same stocks over the
period December 31, 1970 through March 31, 1,77.

(W) Rank the stocks by the ratio computed in (a).
(d) Divide the stocks into 10 groups of roughly 88 companies each-top

88 sales relative to volume in group 1, next 88 in group 2 . . . and top 88
purchases relative to volume in group 10.

(e) Determine the average percent price change during the quarter for
group; and perform a statistical analysis of variance to test the significance
of any diffeences in average performance between the groups.

(f) Repeat steps (a) through (e), but calculating percent price change
over the period March 31, 1977 through May 31, 1977.

(g) Repeat steps (a) through (e) using bank transactions, market vol-
each group; and perform a statistical analysis of variance to test the sig-
nificance of any differences in average performance between the groups.
unes, and percent price changes for the quarter ended June 30, 1976.

6. Results:
(a) There is a significant positive relationship between bank transactions

(relative to market volume) and percent price change for the quarter ended
March 31, 1977. The 88 stocks most heavily sold during the quarter were
off 8.1 percent, while the 88 stocks most heavily bought were off only 0.2 per-
cent. (The average of all 882 stocks was -4.8 percent.) The analys., )f
variance F-test was 3.45, indicating greater than 99% confidence that tA er-
ences in average performance as large as those observed could not have been
caused by sampling error.

(b) There Is a possibility that the relationship described in (a) was due
to the inarket impact of the bank trades. There is also the possibility that the
relationship existed because the banks made particularly astute investment
selections (i.e. bought stocks that later advanced, and sold those that later
declined) : However, the latter hypothesis is not confirmed when we look at
March 1977 quarterly transaction vs. performance for the subsequent period
March 31, 1977 through May 31. 1977. There is no significant relationship be-
tween the two variables (F=0.76).

(o) As a check against abnormally of the March 31, 1977 quarter, the
analysis was repeated using data for a dissimilar quarter ended June 30,
1976. (The March 1977 quarter was down 7.5 percent for the SAP 500. with
income reinvested ; while the June 1976 quarter was up 2.4 percent.) The 77
stocks most heavily sold (relative to volume) were off 2.1 percent in price
for the quarter, the 77 stocks most heavily bought were up 4,5 percent; and
the average of the 770 stocks transacted was up 1.3 percent. Again, the anal-
ysis of variance F-test, at 2.67, reflected greater than 99 percent confidence
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that sampling errors did not account for the sizeable differences between
the average performances of the 10 groups.

7. Miscellaneous :
(a) The stocks most heavily bought and sold relative to volume seem. for

the most part, to be smaller companies. Any restriction (oil trust department
holdings which Included these smaller companies might deprive these of a
secondary for evesi prisnary) market for their securities. Any restriction
wvhiclu exempted smaller companies would probably have little effect oil the
alleged problem of bank transactions impact.

(b This study appears to support the hypothesis that the banks exert a
market price, pressure N'ia their larger transactions. tIovever, no siarket-
lace is isrfinitely liquid. This study is riot addressed to, tle ussderlyissg ques-
tirns : (1 Is the pressure excessive? 121 Is the 1rres-ure harmful (and to
wihom ? and (3v What, if anything should be done about it?

TOP 88 SALES RELATIVE TO VOLUME
1139 banks $123,000,000000 in common stock holdings, Mar, 31, 1977, quarter

Name

Houdaille Industries, Inc c---------------- ............
Matsushita Electronc Indl. Ltd .......................
Allright Auto Pks. Inc ..............................
CRS Design Associates Inc ......................---.
Mercantile Stores Inc ....... ...............
Hotel Invs ...................... ...........
Edison Bros. Stores Inc .............................
V F Corp ...........................................
Sony Corp-........................................
Harvey Group Inc ..................................
M a rriott C o rp _- ------ -- -----.. .... ..... . ...
Howard Johnson Co ................................
Marsh & McClennan Cos. Inc .....................
Goodrich, B. F., Co .................................
Carrier Corp ........................................
First Chicago Corp ..................................
Zayre Corp ............................ ............
Richardson Merrell Inc ............................
Inco Ltd .........................................
Alcon Labs Inc ...................................
Cincinnati Milacron Inc ..............................
Bearings Inc ............... .......................
Rexnord Inc ...........................
Mary Kay Cosmetics Inc ...........................
Peabody International Corp ..........................
Asarco Inc .....................................
Kollrmorgen Corp ............. ......................
Ennis Busness Forms Inc ............. ..............
Chemetron Corp ....................................
Louis ille Gas & Electric Co ----- .. ... .... ... ...
Illinois Poer Co..................................
lowenstein M. & Sons Inc ........................
Skaggs Cos. Inc .......... ................ .... ...
Dow Jones & Co. Inc ...............................
Pizza H ut Inc., C ela -are .............................
Eckero, Jack, Corp ..................................
Giddings & Lewis Inc.. . ---...............
Crane Co....................................
International Fla~ois & Fragrances..............
Goodyear Tire & Rutter Co .........................
Continental Telephone Corp ..................
Bank VA Co ..............
Pioneer Corp., Texas....................... .
Disney, Wat, Productions ........ ............
Joy Manufacturing C .............. ................
First International Bancshares Inc ....... ............
Procter & Gamble Co ................................
Dr. Pepper Co ............. ..............
Lubrizol Corp ...........................
Perkin, Elm er Corp ........................... ..
Portec Inc ................................. .......
Pacific Lurber Co ........................
Burns International Security Services, Inc ............
Dun & Bradstreet Cos., Inc ........... ...............
American Arlines, Inc .....................
Black & Decker Manufacluring Co .....................
Jonathan Logan. Inc ................................
International Business Machines ......................
Mony Mortgage Investors ............................

Bank
transactions
(thousands)

-$3,035
-3. 553

-399
-329

-3,069
-379

-1,550
-1,544

-33, 311
-30

-15,405
-7, 434
-9,978
-8,179
-8.191
-6,847

-915
-3,480

-14, 767
-2,244
-1, 19
-1,229
-3, 242
-1,782
-4,020

-13,116
-340
-122-1,65€0

-1, 157
-4,820

-3H2
-1,512
-2,327
-4,223
-4, 209

-2,417
-7, 126

-14, 551
-5. C75

-660
-3,262

-24,433
-7,654
-2,959

-25, 794
-2. 712
-6, CC6
-3,592
-1,361
-1,394

-398
-4,503
-4. 135
-6, 584

-802
-195, 176

-809

Market
volume

(thousands)

$7,830
9,775
1,148

954
9,252
1,233
5,051
5,811

125,689
118

61,843
31, 149
42, 512
35, 3C5
36, U10
31, 113

4,203
16,291
70, £82
10, 763
5,753
6,291

16,638
9,10

2, J(8
(9, 772

1,029
(65

9,036
6,571
27, !E3
2,198
9,7'0

13. 7(6
2 , lo
25, 59
5,751

15, 132
44, 7t6
93, 502
32, 552
4, 364

21,612
1(E, 1( 8
42,445
20,634

179,155
18, 835
42,969
26,225
9, 966

10, 451
3,013

34,053
32,840
52,293
6,407

1, 560, 372
6,527

Quarter
Transactions' price

volume change

-0.3876 -12.1
-. 3634 -14.6
-. 3480 0
-. 3451 5.6
- 3317 -12.4

-.071 0
-. 39 -. 2
-. 26!8 -8.7
-. 2650 6.8
-. 2515 20.0
-. 291 -28.0
-. 2387 -22.0
-. 2217 1.1
-. 2317 13.5

.2233 -15.6

.21H9 -13.7
-. 2177 6.6
-. 2116 -6.8

.2C5 -4.6-. 2(15 _-14.3

.2CE6 8.3

. 13 -13.8
-. 148 4.3

-541 -26 4
-. 1914 4.9

.10 33.6

.159 -2.2

.1E41 -2.0

.18;6 -5.5

.1761 -6.1

.1751 -5.9

.17ZO -13.6
1732 -22.0
1691 -5.6
!E82 -28.1
:676 -17.7

.1(63 19.7

.1I 7 9.9

.153 -7.9
.156 -16.3

.15 0 - 9.2
1512 -5.7

.159 - .6
-. 1477 -26.5

.1459 .5

.1454 -13 5

.1440 -15.6

.1440 -17. 5

.1398 -14.6
-. 1369 -15. 5
-. 1366 -8.7
-. 1334 -17.9
-. 1122 -3.8
-. 1322 -9.0
-. 1259 -24.1
-. 1259 -18.6
-. 1251 -11.0
-. 1251 -. 9
-. 1240 -9.8
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TOP 88 SALES RELATIVE TO VOLUME-Continued
139 banks, S123.000,006,000 in common stock holdings, Mar, 31, 1977, quarter

Bank Market Quarter
transactions volume Transactons price

Name (thousands) (thousands) volume change

National Chemsearch Corp ........................... -$1,477 $12,236 -0. 1207 -29.O
Ralston Purna Co ................................... -7,645 63.465 -. 1205 15,
Bank Ne* York, Inc ................................ -1,108 9,296 -. 1192 ,3
Hall, Frank B., & Co., Inc ---------------------- -1,005 8,528 -. 1178 -20 5
Japan FD, Inc ----- _--------------------...... -- 462 3,992 -. 1158 -18.3
Delta Air Lines, Inc ............................ -6,651 57,462 -. 1157 -22. 1
General Growth Propertes .............-------------- -430 3,725 -. 1153 .6
Buehler Corp ..........--- 59 517 -. 1140 -2. 7'
Hilton Hotels Corp ------------------------------ 1,256 1,258 -.1116 -12.6
Lane Bryant, Inc ---------------------------------- -245 2,202 -. 1113 0
McDonalds Corp .....-------- _----------_------- -24. 725 228, 729 -. 1081 -25,5
Ferro Corp ......................................... - 662 6,194 -. 10E9 1.2
Medusa Corp ................................. -316 2.966 -.1066 -2.1
Knight Ridoer Newspapers, Inc ....................... -1,118 10,616 -.1053 -16.3
American Garden Products ................. ..... -168 1,627 -. 1031 27.1
Zenith Radio Corp..... ........................... -5,055 49,713 -.1017 -11. 7
Il$inois Toot Works, Inc ........................... -501 4,934 -. 1016 -15.8
Media General Inc .................................. -327 3,249 -. 1008 -16.6
Allstar Corp ....................................... -980 9,886 -. 0992 5.4
Transcon Lines ..................................... -200 2,047 -. 0977 -1?-4
Texas Utiities Co ............................. -7,903 81,028 -. 0975 -10.U3
West Point Pepperell, Inc -----------------........... -1,126 11,625 -. 069 -14.4
Lomas & Nettleton Financial Corp ..................... -694 7, 193 -. 0965 -17.4
Federated Department Stores, Inc .................. -8,931 93,043 -. 0960 -19.4
Cleveland Cl.ffs Iron Co ........................... . -1,052 11,026 -. 0954 -7. 1
Hoover Ball & Bearing Co ........................... -241 2,555 -. 0942 -. 5
Monroe Avto Equipment Co ....................... -1,674 17, 606 -. 0935 -21.1
Southland Corp ........................ ...... -1,543 16, 586 -. 0930 -18.5
Binney & Smith, Inc ............................. -169 1 830 -. 0922 3.8
MacDonald, E. F., Co ............................... 1, 165 1,597 .7298 20. 0'
Kennarnetal Inc .................................... 4,710 6,759 .6969 -53'
Carisle Corp ....................................... 1,548 2,741 5648 19.0
Bliss & Laughlin Industries Inc ...................... 1,957 3,486 5613 8.4
Warner & Swasey Co ................................ 2,945 5,270 .5588 0
Energy Research Corp ............................. 397 811 .4889 17,5
Allegheny Ludlum Industries Inc ..................... 7,854 16, 385 .4794 --C4 3'
Diamond International Corp ......................... 6, 796 14,309 .4749 -4. 0
Ex Cell O Corp ................................ 4, 346 9,436 .4606 7.8
Royal Dutch Pete Co ........... ............... 102,815 223,714 .4596 4.3
AMF Inc .......................................... 25,587 55,968 .4572 -4.7
Tropicana Products Inc .................... .... .... 8,424 18, 579 .4534 -6,5
A Sted Industries Inc ........................... . ... 8,621 20, 295 .424d -2.9
Reeves Bros. Inc .................................. 1,211 2,854 .4245 1.2
American Petrofina Inc ............ ...... 1,500 3,557 .4216 L-6
Bell Telephone Co. of Canada-Bell Canada ............ 8, 593 20, 498 .4192 -ES
Anderson Clayton & Co ........................... 3, 665 9,389 .3903 2. L
Martin Mar etla Corp .............................. 11, 551 29, 783 .3878 - . 1
Whiting Corp ...................................... 1,201 3,143 .3821 16.3
United States Shoe Corp ........................... 5,715 15, 620 .3659 -9.2
Houghton Mifftlin Co ........................... 1,072 2,947 .3637 6.0
Square D Co ................................. 6,095 16, 774 .3634 -3. 1
Grace, W. R. & Co ................................... 21,315 59. 109 .3606 -2. 6.
Alco Standard Corp ............................. 3,138 8, 863 .3541 13.4
Smiths Transfer, Staunton, Va ........................ 756 2, 136 .3540 -.7
Southern Railway Co ...................... .... 14,400 43,413 .3317 -6.5
General Tire & Rubber Co......................... 11,925 36, 215 .3293 3.0
Hobart Cor p................................. 2,414 7,402 .3262 -16.2
Ashland 01 Inc ........................... 20,657 64, 365 .3209 -5. 8
Ogden Corp ....................................... 7,319 23, 06 .3173 25.8
United States Gypsum Co ......................... 10,601 34, 541 .3069 -7. 1
Airborne Freight Corp ......................... . 1,605 5,414 .2965 -4. 3
Midland Ross Corp .............................. 3,978 13, 441 .2959 2.6
Earhart Corp., Virginia ................. ............ 5, 856 19, 735 .2958 6.5
Stepan Chemical Co .............................. 302 1, J25 .2947 13.8
McGraw H,II Inc ................................ 10,216 34,850 .2931 3.0
R public Steel Corp ................. ....... 8,457 29,195 .2897 .4
FMC Corp ....... ........................... 17,973 62, 226 .2888 3.6
Borg Warner Corp ................................... 7,081 24,643 .2874 2.9
United Industrial Corp .............................. 895 3,154 .2839 10.0
McLean Trucking Co ........................... . .. 883 3, 117 .2832 19. 1
Ryder Systems Inc ----------....................... . ,342 22,594 .2807 -5.2
ColIles Communicators I nc .......................... 2,207 8,030 .2748 7.0
Great Northern Nekoosa Corp ....................... 5,877 21, 413 .2745 -9.2
Cramer Electroncs Inc..... ...... ............. 1 12 411 .2728 19.1
National Services Industries Inc ..................... 1, 951 7, 173 .2719 -5.8
General Medcine Corp............................... 1,659 6, 125 .2709 6.4
Leaseway Transactions Corp ......................... 2,689 10,240 .2626 -10.7
ACF Industries Inc .................................. 3,526 13,527 .2607 -1. 1
Reynolds Securities International In.. .................. 491 1,893 .2596 -17.g
Esmark Inic........................................ 8,831 34,365 .2584 -151.
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TOP 88 SALES RELATIVE TO VOLUME-Continued

(139 banks, $t23,000,000,000 in common stock holdings, Mar. 31, 1977, quarter)

Bank Market Quarter
transaons volume Transactons! price

Name (thousands) (thousands) volume change

All:ed Products Corp., Delaware ................... . $243 $943 0. 2580 -3.5
Pitney Bowes, Inc ................................... 11,593 46, 621 .2487 15.1
Public Service Co., New Mexico ...................... 2,127 8,677 .2452 -10.4
Thokcl Corp -------------------------------------- .641 18,951 .2449 3.9
Great Lakes Chemical Corp., Delaware ................. 2,259 9,425 .2397 6.2
Co;il Industris, Inc .................................. 8,432 35,435 .23,80 -9.2
American Air Filter Inc .............................. 2,696 11, 398 .2366 12.0
Gardner Denver Co...-.--........... ............. 5,056 21, 584 .2342 11.4
American General Insurance Co ....................... 6,622 28, 396 .2332 -9.9
Sundstrand Corp .................................... 2,679 11,692 .2291 -. 7
Florida Gas Co ...................................... 3,408 15, 355 .2220 9.6
Texas Eastern Corp --------------------------------- 16,753 75,573 .2217 .6
James, Fred S. & Co., Inc ............................ 1.011 4,616 .2191 -. 3
Gra nger, W. W., Inc -----------..................... 2,199 10.096 .2178 -5.4
Chromalloy American Corp .......................... 1,703 8,062 .2112 9.2
Thomas Industries Inc ............................... 280 1,328 .2110 -18.6
Kidde, Walter & Co., Inc ............................. 1,987 9,510 .2090 -6.1
Cities Stryce Co ................................... .30,591 146,511 .2088 -. 6
Air Products & Chemicals, Inc ....................... 13,287 65,116 -2040 -:20.3
Eaton Corp ....................................... 4,977 24, 646 .2020 -3.7
Copeland Corp ...................................... 1,029 5,110 .2n15 -7.8
American Stores Co ................................. 1,262 6,277 .2010 -3.1
Woolworth, F. W. Co ................................ 15,456 77,143 .2004 -1.0
Chesebrough Ponds Inc ............................. 9,448 47, 279 . 1998 -12.0
Westvaco Corp ..................................... 4, 50 22, 660 .1988 1.2
Pet Ilnc ......................................... 1,523 7,687 .1981 -1.6
PPG Industries, Inc ........ .................... 13,753 69,836 .1969 -6.3
Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line Co ...................... 13, 310 67,603 .1969 -10.7
Trans Union Corp ................................... 2,471 12,653 .1953 1.4
Pneumo Corp ....................................... 2,209 11.357 .1945 4.7
Transway InternationAl Corp ......................... 1,577 8, 190 . 1926 -8.6
General Silnal Corp ................................. 4,121 21,402 .1926 -2.6
Parker Hannifin Corp .............................. 1,290 6,704 .1925 6.6
Capital Holding Co(p, Delaware ...................... 5,183 26,975 .1922 -6.2
Engelhard Minerals & Chemicals ...................... 7,630 40, 001 .1907 8.6
Huck Corp. ................................. 1,465 7,792 .1981 .9
Bell & Howell to .................................... 1, 515 8,075 .1876 2. 7

Grand squared deviations .................................................................... 105921.02103113
Squared deviations between classes ........................................................... 3644.52731460
Squared deviations within classes ............................................................. 102276. 49371678
Number of classes ........................................................................... 10N 9 D.F.)
Number of observations ..................................................................... 882(N2 =872 OF.)
F=(SDBC N1),(SOWCN2) equals ............................................................. 3.451

Quarter prce changeTransactona/ Sadr
volume Standad

Count average Average dwvratio

Class:l ..................................... 88 -0.1665 -8.0 0 12.0959
2 .................................... 8 -, 0662 -7.1226 9.4119
3 .................................... 09 -. 0294 -4. 4769 12.3876
4 .................................... 88 -. 0113 -5.8792 9. 7382
5 .................................... g .0003 -4.032 12. 5531
6 ................................... 811 .0146 -4.8278 9.6524
7 .................................... 98 .0378 -4.7326 11.0003
8 .................................... 89 .0729 -5.0928 11.0314
9 ................................. 88 .1307 -3.3801 9.7418

10 ................................... U .3043 -. 18 9.3572

Total ................................ 82 .0287 -4.7816 10.95K
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TOP 88 SALES RELATIVE TO VOLUME-Continued

1139 banks, $123,000,000,000 in common stock holdings, March 31,1977, quarter

Sank Market
transactions volume Transactions! May price

Name (thousands) (thousands) volume change

Houdaille Industries Inc --------................... -$3,035 $7,830 -0.3876 7.3
Matsushita Electronic Industrial Ltd -- _-------------- -3,553 9,775 -. 3634 -. 5
Alilright Auto Pks. Inc.............................. -399 1,148 -. 3480 1.4
CRS Design Associaton Inc ........................... -329 954 -. 3451 -1.8
Mercantile Stores Inc .............------------------ -3,069 9,252 -.- 3317 -9.4
Hotel Investors ------------------------------------ -379 1,233 -,3071 1.0
Edison Bros. Stores Inc .....------------------------- -1,550 5 051 -. 3069 -105
VF Corp ............................................ -1,544 5, 811 -. 2658 -5.1
Sony Corp ----------------------------------------- -33, 311 125, 689 -. 2650 -7.6
Harvey Group Inc ................................... -30 118 -. 2515 12.5
Marriott Corp..... . ..------------------------------- -15,405 61, 843 -. 2491 -3.8
Howard Johnson Co ------------------------ --- -7,434 31, 149 -. 2387 -1.3
Marsh & McLennan Cos. Inc ----------------------- -9, 978 42,512 -. 2347 1.5
Goodrich, B.F., Co------------------------------8,179 35,305 -. 2317 -11.5
Carrier Corp .......... ------ _------------------- -8,191 36, 60 -. 2233 8.9
First Chicago Corp -------------------------- -6,847 31,133 -. 2199 -9.5
Zayre Corp ......... -----------------------........ -915 4,203 -. 2177 -10.8
Richardson Merrell Inc ............................... -3,480 16, 291 -. 2136 -19.8
Inco Ltd ........--------------------------------- -14,767 70,482 -. 2095 -14.5
Alcon Labs Inc .................................... -2,244 10,763 -. 2085 -12.8
Cincinnati Milacron Inc --------------------------- :1, 189 5,753 -. 20(A -. 7
Bearings Inc -------------.......................... -1,229 6,291 -. 1953 5.0
ReImord Inc -------------------------------------- -3,242 16 638 -. 1948 2. 1
Mary Kay Cosmetics Inc ............................ -1,782 9,180 -. 1941 -6.7
Peabod International Corp .............. ----------- -4,020 21,008 -. 1914 9.4
ASARCIO Inc --------------------------------- 13,116 69,772 -. 1880 -17.3
Kollmorgan Corp ----------------------------------- -340 1,829 -. 1859 -3.7
Ennis Business Forms Inc ............................ -122 665 -. 1841 -8.2
Chemetron Corp .................................... -1 650 9,036 -. 1826 -2.1
Louisville Gas & Electric Co ------------------------ -1,157 6,571 -. 1761 2.0
Illinois Power Co ................................... -4,830 27, 583 -. 1751 -. 5
Lowenstein, M. & Sons Inc -------------- ---------- -382 2,198 -. 1740 -1.0
Sra s Cos. Inc ..................................... -1512 8,730 -. 1732 5.6
Dow Jones & Co. Inc ............................... -2, 327 13,766 -. 1691 -. 4
Pizza Hut Inc, Delaware .............................. -4,223 25, 110 -. 1682 37.1
Eckerd, Jack, Corp ................................ -4, 289 25 589 -. 1676 -6.8
Giddings & Lewis Inc ................................ -956 5,751 -. 1663 -4.7
Cherie Co ----------------------.-.----------...... - 2,417 15,132 - . 1597 2.4
International Flavors & Fragrances .................... -7,126 44,726 -. 1593 -6.7
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co .......................... -14 551 93,502 -. 1556 -3.8
Continental Telephone Corp .......................... -5,075 32,952 -. 1540 3. 1
Bank VA Co ....................................... -660 4, 364 -. 1512 .9
Pioneer Corp., Texas ............................... -3 262 21,612 -. 1509 -1.9
Disney, Wait Productions ............................. --24 433 165, 408 -. 1477 -7.2
Joy Manufacturing Co ........................... -7,654 52,445 -. 1459 -7.7
First Internationi Bancshares Inc .................... -2,999 20,634 -. 1454 6.0
Procter & Gamble Co ................................ -25,794 179, 155 -. 1440 -6.2
Or. Pepper Co ...................................... -2,712 18,835 -. 1440 -3.2
Lubuizol Corp ....................................... -6,006 42, 969 -. 1398 -1.6
Perkin, Elmer, Corp ------------------------------ -3, 591 26, 225 -. 1369 -2.8
Portec Inc .......................................... -1,361 9,966 -. 1366 25.1
Pacific Lumber Co ................................... -1,394 10,451 -. 1334 0
Burns International Securty Services, Inc .............. -398 3,013 -. 1322 -11.7
Dun & Bradstreet Cos. Inc ........................... -4,503 34,053 -. 1322 -5.0
American Airlines Inc .............................. -4,135 32, 840 -. 1259 12.2
Black & Decker Manufacturing Co.................. -6, 584 52, 293 -. 1259 -5.3
Jonathan Logan Inc ................................. -802 6,407 -. 1251 -3.8
International Business Machines..... -195, 176 1,560,372 -. 1251 -11.2
Mony Mortgage Investors ............................ -809 6,527 -. 1240 0
National Chemsearch Corp ....................... -1, 477 12,236 -. 1207 -3.1
Ralston Purina Co ................................... -7, 645 63, 465 -. 1205 0
Bank New York Inc ................................ -1,108 9,296 -. 1192 -2.0
Hall, Frank B. Co. Inc ................................ -1,005 8, 528 -. 1173 9.6
Japan FD Inc ...................................... -462 3,992 -. 1158 -3.0
Delta Arr Lines Inc .................................. -6,651 57,462 -. 1157 18. 3
General Growth Properties ........................... -430 3.725 -. 1153 5.6
Buehler CorP ....................................... -59 517 -. 1140 -20.8
Hihon Hotels Corp ............................. -1,256 11,258 -. 1116 6.3
Lane Bryant Inc .................................... -245 2,202 -. 1113 9.2
McDonalds Corp ................................... -24, 775 228 729 -. 1081 1.3
Ferro Corp ........................................ -662 6,194 -. 1C69 -9.2
Medusa Corp.... ........................... -316 2,966 -. 1666 2.6
Kn-ght Ridder Newspapers Inc ..................... -1, 113 10,616 -. 1053 .4
American Garden Prcductcns ....................... -IE 1,627 -. IC31 9.8
Zenith Radio Ccrp ................................... -5, C55 49,713 -. 1017 -3.6
Illinois Tool Wcrks Inc ............................... -501 4,934 -. 1015 5.4
Media General Inc .................................. -327 3,249 1-. CC 0
Amstar Corp ........................................ -980 9,86 -. 0992 -15.3
Transcon Lines ..................................... -200 2,047 -. C977 -13.5
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TOP 88 SALES RELATIVE TO VOLUME-Continued

[139 banks, $123,000,000,000 in common stock holdings, March 31, 1977, quarter

Bank Market
transactions volume Transactions May price

Name (thousands) (thousands) volume change

Texas Utilt es Co ........-.......................... -$7,903 $81,028 -0.0975 4.5
West Pont Pepl:erell Inc ...... ...................... -1,126 11,625 -. 0969 -5.0
Lonas & Nettleton Financial Corp ..................... -694 7, 193 -. 0965 -7.9
Federated Department Stores Inc ..................... -8,931 93,043 -. C960 -14.6
Cleveland Cliffs Iron Co .............................. -1, C52 11,026 -. C954 -4.9
Hoover Bal & Bearing Co ............................ -241 2,555 -. 0942 16. 1
Monroe Auto Equipment Co .......................... -1,674 17.906 -. 0935 14.7
Southland Corp ............ ........................ -1, 543 16, 586 -. 0930 -6.8
Bnney & Smith Inc ................................. -169 1,830 -. 0922 15.7
MacDonald, E. F., Co ............................... 1,165 1,597 .7298 2. I
Kennametal, Inc ................................... 4, 710 6, 759 .6969 3.3
Carlisle Corp................................... 1,548 2,741 .5648 11. 1
BIss & Laughlin Industries, Inc ...................... 1,957 3,486 .5613 2.2
Warner & Swasey Cs ............................... 2,945 5,270 .5588 -6. 1
Energy Research Corp .............................. 397 811 .4889 4.3
Allegheny Ludlum Industries, Inc .................... 7,854 16, 385 .4794 -4,9
Diamond International Corp ........................ 6,796 14,309 .4749 -11.6
Ex-Cell-0 Corp ...................................... 4,346 9,436 .4606 0
Royal Dutch Pete Co ................................ 102,815 223, 714 .4596 3.4
AMF, Inc ................................. 25,587 55,968 .4572 -7.4
Tropicana Productions Inc ............................ 8,424 18, 579 .4534 -9.5
Ansted Industries, Inc ........................... 8,621 20,295 .4248 8.2
Reeves Brands, Inc .............................. 1,211 2,854 .4245 -3.4
American Petrofina, Inc .......................... 1,500 3,557 .4216 0
BellTelephone Co. of Canada-Bell Canada ............. 8, 593 20,498 .4192 4.3
Anderson Clayton & Co ........................... 3,665 9,389 . 3903 3. 1
Martn Marietta Corp ............ .... .......... 11, 551 29, 783 .3878 15.3
Whiting Corp ...................................... 1,201 3, 143 .3821 .5
United States Shoe Corp.......................... 5, 715 15, 620 .3659 -18.7
Houghton Mifflin Co ................................ 1,072 2,947 .3637 -. 7
Square D Co .................................. 6,095 16, 774 .3634 -3.7
Grace, W. R., & Co.. ..................... 21,315 59, 109 .3606 3.5
Alco Standard Corp ............................. 3,138 8,863 .3541 4.7
Smiths Transfer, Staunton, Va ........................ 756 2. 136 .3540 -6.3
Southern Railway Co ....................... ........ 14,400 43, 413 .3317 1. 1
General Tire & Rubber Co ......................... 11,925 36,215 .3293 -3.3
Hobart Corp ........................................ 2,414 7,402 .3262 1.2
Ashland Oil Inc .................................... 20,657 64, 365 .3209 9.2
Olden Corp ........................................ 7,319 23,067 .3173 -. 9
United States Gypsum Cs ............................ 10, 601 34, 541 .3069 -8.2
Airborne Freilht Corp ............................... 1,605 5, 414 .2965 -14.4
Midland Ross Corp ................................. 3,978 13, 441 .2959 5.9
Emhart Corp., Virginia ............................... 5,856 19, 795 .2958 -2.9
Stepan Chemical Co ................................ 302 1,025 .2947 11.5
McGraw-Hill, Inc .................................... 10, 216 34,850 .2931 . 7
Republic Steel Corp ................................. 8,457 29, 195 .2897 -12.9
FMC Corp ................................. 17,973 62,226 .2888 1.5
Bori Warner Corp ................................... 7,081 24,643 .2874 -9. 2
United Industrial Corp .............................. 895 3, 154 .2839 10.5
McLean Trucking Co ................................. 883 3, 117 .2832 4.8
Ryder Systems, Inc ................................ 6,342 22,594 .2807 4.8
Cowles Communications, Inc ......................... 2,207 8,030 .2748 10.3
Great Northern Nekoosa Corp ......................... 5, 877 21,413 .2745 -4.2
Cramer Electronics, Inc .............................. 112 411 .2728 -10.8
National Service Industries, Inc ...................... 1,951 7,173 .2719 -. 9
General Medicone Corp ............................... 1,659 6, 125 .2709 -16. 1
Leaseway Transactions Corp .......................... 2,689 10, 240 .2626 22. 2
ACF Industries, Inc ................................. 3, 526 13, 527 .2607 5.4
Reynolds Securities Interrtional, Inc ................. 491 1,893 .2596 -12.8
Esmark Inc ........... ....................... 8,881 34, 365 .2584 4.5
Allied Products Corp., Delaware ....................... 243 943 .2580 1.2
Pitney Bowes Inc ........... ..................... 11,593 46,621 .2487 4.1
Public Service Co., New Mexico ....................... 2, 127 8,677 .2452 1 2
Thiokol Corp ...................................... 4,641 18, 951 .2449 23. 1
Great Lakes Chemical Corp., Delaware ................. 2, 259 9,425 .2397 -2.1
Colt Industries, Inc ................................. 8,432 35, 435 .2380 12,6
American Air Filter, Inc............................. 2,6% 11,398 .2366 3.0
Gardner Denver Co ................................. 5,056 21,584 .2342 -10.8
American General Insurance Co ..................... 6, 622 28,3% .2332 0
Sundstrand Corp ............................... 2,679 11, 692 .2291 4.6
Florida Gas Co ................................ 3, 408 15, 355 .2220 4.9
Teaas Eastern Corp ................................. 16, 753 75,573 .2217 -7.0
James, Fred S., Co., Inc ............................ 1 ,011 4,616 .2191 16.9
Grainger, W. W., Inc ................................. 2,199 10,096 .2178 4.4
Chromalloy Amern Corp ............................. 1,703 8,062 .2112 -2.3
Thomas Industries, Inc .............................. 280 1.328 .2110 9.6
Kidde, Walter, Co., Ix ........................... 1,987 9, 510 . 2090 -8.9
Cities Service Co ..................... ...... 30, 591 146, 511 .2088 -3.5
Air Produclions & Chemicals, Inc .................... 13, 287 65, 116 .2040 -14.6
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TOP 88 SALES RELATIVE TO VOLUME-Continued

1139 banks, $123,000,000,000 in common stock holdings, March 31, 1977, quarter

Bank Market
transactions volume Transactions' May price

Name (thousands) (thousands) volume change

Eaton Corp .............................
Copeland Corp....
American Stores Co ................................
Woolworth, F. W., Co ...............................
Chesebrough Ponds, Inc ......................
W eslvaco C orp ................ ........... ..------...
Pet, Inc ........................................
PPG Industries, Inc .................................
Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line Co ......................
Trans UN Corp .................. ..................
Pneumo Corp......................................
Transway International Corp ........................
General Signal Corp - . ..........................
Parker Hannifin Corp .............................
Capital Holdings Corp., Delaware ...... .........
Engelhard M minerals & Chemicals -_-------------------
Hoyck Corp .... .................................
Bell & How ell Co -------------------....o..........

$4,977
1,029
1,262

15, 456
9,448
4,5N
1,523

13, 753
13, 310
2, 471
2,209
1,577
4, 121
1,290
5,183
7,630
1,465
1,515

$24, 646
5, 110
6,277

77, 143
47, 279
22, 660
7,687

69, 836
67,603
12, 653
11, 357
8,190

21,402
6,704

26. 975
40, 001
7, 792
8,075

0.2020
.2015
.2010
.2004
.1998

13981
1969
1969
1953
1945

.19261926
1925
1922

.1907
.1881
.1876

Grand squared deviations .................. ..............................................
Squared deviations between classes ......................................................
Squared deviations within classes ...........................................................
Number of classes ...................................................
Number of observations ............ ..................................
F=(SDBC/NI) (SOWC/N2) equals ..... _ .....................................

3.6
-. 7

.4
-13.7

-4.5
-7.5

i.6
3.0
6.7

-3.4
6.0

13.6
5.4

12.8
-4.8

-13.7
-8.3

3.2

62070.66711652
484. 46208088

61586.2050357010(NI =9 D. F.)

882(N2=872 D
.762

May price change
Transactions/

volume Standard
Class: Count average Average deviation

I ..........................
2. ......................
3 ................................
4 ...............................
................................

6--.......................
7 ...........................
8 ................................
9 ................................

10 ................. .......

Total ...........................

88
88
89
88
88
88
88
89
88
88

-0. 1665
-. 0662
-. 0294
-. 0113

.0003

.0146

.0378

.0729

. 1307

.3043

-1.0893
-1.4427

.0915
-. 4077
-. 2414
1. 0798
.7304
,3776

-. 4053
.3082

882 .0287 -. 0991

TOP 77 SALES RELATIVE TO VOLUME

1129 banks, $127,000,000,000 in common stock holdings, June 30 1976, quarter]

Bank trans- Market
actions volume Transactions! Quarter price

Name (thousands) (thousands) volume change

King Radio Corp ...................................
Wallace Business Forms, Inc .................
Genuine Parts Co ........ .................
Walker Hiram Gooderham Worts ......................
Oillon Cos. Inc .............. .......................
Northwestern Mutual Life Mortgage Realty Investors....
Mass Mutual Mortgage Realty Investors ................
Gamble Skogmo Inc ....................... ........
Ensepch Corp ...................................
Echlifn Manufacturing Co .. . -.......................
Holler, Walter E. International Corp .................
Lea Royal Inc.......................................
Foster Wheeler Corp ................................
Coca Cola Bottling Co., New York ........... ......
Transohio Financial Corp .............................
Schlitz, Productions Jos. Brewing Co ..................
Johnson Productions Inc. Oelaware ...................
Louisville Gas & Electric Co ..........................

-$1, 308
-2, 125

-10,262
-1,767
-2,443
-2,551-1, 716
-2,241
-7.070
-2,803
-4, 840

-335
-3,208
-4, 700

-525
-5,249

-843
-2,145

$391 -. 33451
3,956 -. 5373

21,562 -. 4759
3, 781 -. 4674
5,387 -. 4535
5,837 -. 4370
4,409 -. 3892
5,889 -. 3805

19, 388 -. 3647
7, 767 -. 3608

14,265 -. 3393
1,012 -. 3311

10,016 -. 3203
15,576 -. 3013

1,968 -,2669
20,248 -. 2592

3,258 -,2588
8,371 -. 2562

9.4308
8.6507
8. 5885
7.7152
8.7406
7.9124
7.2911
8. 0576
8. 6148
8.3607

8.3890

-3.9
-10.9

0
7.

-13,
-8.
-4.

-11.
-2.
-9.
-6.
-37.

25.1.
0.

-5.
-3'.

1.
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TOP 77 SALES RELATIVE TO VOLUME-Continued

1129 banks, $127,000,000,000 in common stock holdings, June 30, 1976, quarter

Bank trans. Market
actions volume Transactions/ Quarter price

Name (thousands) (thousands) volume change

Roper Corp ...............................-........ -$653 $2, 559 -0.2552 1.4
Times Mirror Co ----------------------------------- -5678 22, 736 -. 2497 10.0
Lubizol Corp --------------------------------------- -10 279 41,194 -. 2495 1.9
Anderson Clayton & Co ----------------------------- -2:126 8,652 -. 2457 16.6Mayag Co --------------------------- - 3,509 14,568 -. 2409 -7.9
Malone Hyde Inc-.-------------------------.---- 697 3,094 -. 2254 -11.0
Hunt, Philip A., Chemical Corp ----------------------- -1,078 4,857 -. 2219 -17.0
Continenta Telephone Corp ------------------------- -4,702 21,512 -. 2186 -5.5
Naste Management Inc ----------------------------- - 912 4,192 -. 2176 0.
Gifford Hill Co., Inc -------------------------------- -144 664 -. 2169 -11. 1
Mercantile Stores Inc ------------------------------ -1, 309 6,074 -. 2156 -23.8
Lomas Nettleton Fine Corp -------------------------- -1,066 5,053 -. 2110 -16.9
Globe UN Inc -------------------------------------- -951 4,543 -. 2094 11.5
Jonathan Logan Inc ------------------------------- 2 482 11,974 -. 2073 -- 19.7
Knight Ridder Newspapers Inc ----------------------- -4531 21, 878 -. 2071 -7.4
Sony Corp ---------------- -15,356 77, 82 -. 1972 6.8
Louisiana Ld. & ExpI. Co-------------------------14,878 75, 707 -. 1965 12.7
Thrifty Drug Stores Inc. ---------------------------- - 465 2,390 -. 1945 -12. 7
Avery International Corp ---------------------------- 1546 8,079 -. 1914 -. 5Marsh McLennan Cos. Inc ------------- ---------- 6017 32, 956 -. 1826 9.0
t-hith Portland Cerent Co -------------------------- -344 1,901 -. 1809 -. 9
American Dist. Teler. Co --------------------------- 1,522 8,606 -. 1769 -8.5
Dun & Bradstreet Cos. Inc ------------------------- 5, 126 29,064 -. 1764 -1.3
Ecodyne Corp --------------------------------- -256 1,465 -. 1750 20.6
Gannett Inc., Delaware ............................... -4,052 23,327 -. 1737 3. 5
Scottys Ic ------------------------------------ -245 1,421 -. 1724 -16.2
Lee Enterprises Inc --------------------------------- -357 2,089 -. 1710 1.6
United Telecommunications ------------------------- -7,795 45, 777 -. 1703 -6.3
CTS Corp .......................................... -1,023 6,046 -. 1693 -2.5
Armstrong Cork Co --------------------------------- -6,265 37, 248 -. 1682 -19.1
Southern National Research Inc ---------------------- -4 264 25,454 -. 1675 ID. I
Revlon Inc ---------------------------------------- -12,' 769 77,059 -. 1657 11.3
Inland Container Corp ----------------------------- -1474 9,021 -. 1634 .9
Lowenstein M. & Sons Inc ------------------------- -850 5, 203 -. 1634 -2.9
Albertons Inc ------------------------------------- -724 4,701 -. 1541 7.3
Square D Co ........................................ - 3, 885 25,426 -. 1528 5.3
Gatx Corp ----------------------------------------- ,,498 17,451 -. 1431 -12.0
Wisconsin Electric Power Co ------------------------ -2, 3G3 17,481 -. 1352 1.4
Delta Air Lines Inc - ----------------------------- -10, 546 78, 019 -. 1352 2.9
Angelica Corp ------------------------------------- -469 3,514 -. 1336 4.0
Edison Bros. Stores Inc ---------------.------------- -635 4,812 -. 1318 -11.5
Peabody Galion Corp ------------------------------- -1 657 12,573 -. 1318 9.8
Schlumberger Ltd --------------------------------- -27, 868 211,703 -. 1316 11.2
Media General Inc --------------------------------- -315 2,453 -. 1284 -11.9
Airborne Freight Corp ............................... -86 7,117 -. 1259 5.4
Collins & Aikman Corp ------------------------------ -969 7,737 -. 1252 -14.2
Tidewater Marine Servke Inc ------------------------ -661 5,301 -. 1247 4.1
Ahmanson, H. F., & Co ----------------------------- -619 5,234 -. 1182 -2.9
Lenox Inc ...------------------------------------ -837 7,107 -. 1178 -5.8
Southeast Brokerage Corp ------------ .------------- -679 5 773 -. 1177 -4.7
Damon Corp -------------------------------------- -884 7:552 -. 1171 -10.8
Susquehanna Corp --------------------------------- -43 369 -. 1155 6.5
Richardson Merre l Inc .............. ------------- -1,946 16,978 -. 1146 -5.0
Parker Drilling Co ------------------------------ 1,958 17, 167 -. 1140 20.2
UGI Corp ----------------------------------------- -159 1,404 -. 1131 -. 8
Emery Air Freight Corp ----------------------------- -3,071 27; 172 -. 1130 4.7
Louisiana Pac Corp ----------------------------. -2,244 20 407 -. 1100 -18. 9
Pickwick International Inc -------------------------- -573 5,226 -. 1096 -14. 3
Sun Inc ------------------------------------------- -1,742 16,791 -. 1037 21.9
Bliss & Laughlin Industries Inc ...................... 1,006 I, 091 .9229 -3. 1
Castle, A. . & Co .................................. 633 817 .7754 6.9
Cincinnati Milacron Inc .............................. 6,048 7,805 7749 16.2
Wallace Murray Corp ................................ 2,934 3,931 .7464 -2.7
Warner & Swasey Co------------------------.. 2, 688 4,045 .5645 .4
Giddings & Lewis Inc ................................ 3, 609 5,618 .6425 -6.3
Parker Hannifin Corp ............................... ,753 15,447 -,5666 15.1
DuPont, E. I. de Namours & Co ...................... 148,926 264,22? .5636 -4.5
Leigh Productions Inc ............................... 220 .5501 -14.3
McLean Trucking C .......................... -5 294 10,583 .5002 7.9
Southern Ry. Co ............................ . 28,076 59,568 .4713 6.5
Ako Standard Corp .................................. 2,009 4,663 .4308 .7
Timken Co ......................................... 9, 107 22,152 .4111 17.3
Norton Co .......................................... 1,854 4,523 .4100 2.5
Proler International Corp ............................ 3, 388 8,279 .4093 4.3
Foote Cone Belding Communications .................. 237 589 .4017 0
Burmdy Corp ....................................... 2,728 6,922 .3941 4. 1
Interlake ic ....................................... 3,877 10, 350 .3746 1.3
American Finance System lc ........................ 245 671 .3654 -11.5
Eagles Picher Industries Inc .......................... 1,487 4,304 .3456 1.1
W*0 ChemKals Corp ................................ 3,234 9,459 .3419 -4.6
Tektronix nc ....................................... 10,878 32, 443 .3353 .7
Jorgensn. Earle M., Co., Delaware .................... - 1,0 5,632 .3285 3.5
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TOP 77 SALES RELATIVE-rO VOLUME-Continued

I129 banks, $127,000,000,000 in common stock holdings, June 30, 1976, quarters

Bank trans- Market
actions volume Transactions/ Quarter price

Name (thousands) (thousands) volume change

Chemical New York Corp ............................. $12,119 $37,151 0.3262 7.9
May Department Stores Co ........................... 17, 427 53, 598 .3252 -13.7
Allied Products Corp., Delaware ....................... 346 1,083 .3197 1.0
Sundstrand Corp .................................... 12, 252 39,160 .3129 22.0
Carter Hawley Hale Stores ............................ 6,332 20,781 .3047 -18.2
FMC Corp .......................................... 12 003 41,069 .2923 -. 5
Ex Cell 0 Corp ...................................... 2,355 8, 073 .2918 4.4
Olinkraft Inc ...................................... . 6,790 23: 427 .2898 7.0
Thomas & Helts Corp ............................... . 3,031 10, 496 .2888 8. 7
McGraw Edison Co .................................. 4,365 15, 544 .2808 12, 4
Inland Steel Co .................................... 22,529 81,213 .2/74 11.4
AmFac Inc ......................................... 1,127 4,076 .2764 -11.6
Continental Oil Co ................................... 62, 845 234,159 .2684 12.9
National Starch & Chemical Corp ...................... 3,008 11,255 .2671 1.7
Borg Warner Corp ................................... 6,864 26, 016 -2638 -3. 5
Trane Co ........................................... 1,741 6,662 .2613 3.9
Arzona Inc ...................................... 1,472 5,685 .2589 -13.7
Houghton Miflin Co ................................ 669 2,596 .2576 -4.S
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co ............... 68, 179 266, 577 .2558 -13.3
VSr Corp ........................................... 539 2,223 .2470 23.4
UAL Inc .......................................... 20,137 82,944 .2428 16.8
Tucson Gas & Electric Co ............................ 2 108 8,908 .2366 -5.9
Matsushita Electronics Industrial Ltd .................. 3,908 16, 747 .2334 11.9
Portec In .......................................... 1, 216 5,442 .2235 11.5
Cessna Aircraft Co .................................. 3,821 17,224 .2218 17. 8
Newmont Mining Corp ............................... 7,559 34, 168 .2212 7. 2
Hospital Corp., American ........................... 4,171 19,076 .2186 6. 3
American Standard, Inc ----------------------------- 6,787 31, 445 .2158 -6.6
Scott Fetzer Co ------------------------------------ 1 414 6,556 158 5.1
Scharing Plough Corp ................................ 28:276 132,246 .2138 -5,7
Gardner Denver Co ------------------------------- 5,249 25,071 .2094 -2.7
St. Louis-Sen Francisco Ry. Co ----------------------- 1,619 7,915 .2045 20.9
Continental of Illinois Corp ------------------------- 12,541 61,853 .2027 7.8
Beatrice Foods Co ----------------------------- 19,355 96,107 .2014 12.2
Kaiser Aluminum Chemical Corp ..........------------ 5,638 28, 219 .1998 15.2
Cominco, Ltd ---------------------------------- 537 2,704 .1986 2.6
Copperweld Corp... ..-------------------------------- 541 2,745 .1970 7.8
Fischbach & Moore, Inc ----------------------------- 705 3,582 .1968 -2.4
Bethlehem Steel Corp-------------------------- 21, 492 109,267 .1967 8.0Burroughs Corp.............................. '27 3147 13 .
GenraElctrs Co------------------------------- 60,207 311,479 . 1933 1.2GeneralElectric Co ---------------------------------- 59,178 306,324 .1932 8.8
Raytheon Co --------------------------------- 14.87S 77,316 .1924 14.4
Teradyne, Inc ------------------------------------- 798 4, 16S .1905 15.9
Outboard Marine Corp .......................... 3,378 17, 979 1879 -& I
Continental Corp - . ..------------------------------ 10773 57,590 .1871 -3.8
Senta Fe Industries, Inc --------------------------- 17, 187 92,122 .166 -3.5
Burlington Northern, Inc --------------------------- 9,837 53,465 .1840 25.6
Republic Steel Corp ------------------------------ 5 813 32,028 .1815 10.1
Johnson & Johnson --------------------------------- 25,381 140,822 .1902 -6.4
Houdaille Industries, Inc ......................... . 1,119 6,234 .17P5 21.0
Community Pub. Service Co -------------------------- 117 655 .1791 .7
American Alilines, Inc .............................. 1 9478 53,55 .1771 41.8
Ralston Purina Co ................................ i 721 661%6 .1767 6.4
National Steel Corp ................................ 6,951 40,206 .1729 10.5

Grand squared deviations ............................................... 115165.21872786
Squared deviations between classes................ ............................ 3534.21832224
Squared deviations within classes ........................................... 111631.0040571
Number of classes ...................................................... 10 (N1-9 DF.)
Number of observations .............................. .................... 770 (NZ- 760 D.FJ
F- (SOBC/N I)/(SOWC/N2) equals ............................................................ 2.673

Quarter price change

Volume Standardcount overall Average development

Class:
I ................................. 77 -0.2521 -2.0967 10.92172 ................. "............... 77 -. 0659 -. 2570 13.5202, .................. ............... 77 -. 0308 -. 4107 12.01074 ................ 77 -. 0076 -. 6663 12.77315 .............."................." 77 .0062 1.0259 12.07086 .................. 77 .0254 3.5725 12.36117 ................-............... 77 .0491 1.1890 10.86738 ....................-"............ 77 .041 4.2647 12. 54S................ .............. 77 . 131 2.1607 11.9370to ............................... 77 .3144 4,5205 10.5408
Total ............................ 770 .0257 1.3303 2. 2297
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(B) M.IARKEr IMPACT OF FUNDS' TRANSACTIONS

March 1977 quarter transaction Vs. March quarter stock price change
1. Differences in percent price change between the 10 groups is even more sig-

nificant (F equals 4.66) than for banks; however :
2. Pattern is confused. Worst price change is recorded by .th group; best

price change is recorded by 8th group.
3. Banks were net buyers; funds were net sellers.
4. Even though funds are 1/3 the size of banks, they transacted in more stocks-

but note reporting differences (banks not required to report small trades).
5. At the extremes (group 1 and 10) funds' trades relative to volume are about

as large as banks'.
6. Conclusion: definite relationship between trades and performance. Pattern

not as systematic as for banks, but most evident when comparing performance of
top 4 groups in the aggregate vs. bottom 4 groups in the aggregate.
March 1977 quarter transactions vs. March 81, 1977-May 81, 1977 stock price

change
Same as banks: no relationship.

June 1976 quarter transactions vs. June 1976 quarter stock price change
1. Extraordinary significant (F equals 6.78) and systematic relationship. Top

sales off 5.6 percent top purchases up 7.0 percent.
2. Both banks and funds net buyers; funds transacted in more stocks.
3. Funds' trades relative to volume are as large as banks.
4. Conclusion: definite relationship between trades and performance. Pattern

even nore pronounced than for banks.

TOP 117 SALES RELATIVE TO VOLUME

1582 funds, $40,000,000,000 in common stock holdings, Mar. 31, 1977 quarter]

Fund Market Quarts
transactions volume Transaction' price

Name (thousands) (thousands) volume change

Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd -.................. -$1,145 $445 -2.5702 5.3
Media General Inc ..... ........................ -2,373 3, 249 -. 7303 -16.6
Vulcan Materials Co............................ -5,936 8,562 -. 6932 -2.4
Alcolac Inc ........................ ........ -179 274 -. 6521 -16.3
Gi~atFoods, Inc ................................... -754 1,282 -. 5878 -6.3
Ethyl Corp ................................. -13,896 26,203 -. 5303 -. 3
Hobart Carp ......... ..................... -3,127 7,402 -. 4225 -16.2
National Silver Industries Inc ......................... -59 142 -. 4160 -1.6
Colwell Co ........................................ -169 409 -. 4136 -13. 1
Harsco Carp ....................................... -1,553 3,782 -. 4107 -2.0
Rochester Telephone Carp ...................... -3,354 8,283 -. 4049 -1.6
Timken Co ---------------------------------------- -8,543 21,237 -. 4023 -3.1
Brown Co ......................................... -450 1,163 -. 3869 -12.2
Akzona Inc ---------------------------------------- -2,783 7,503 -. 3709 - 8.1
Mary Kay Cosmetics Inc ......................... -3,357 9,180 -. 3657 -26.4
Seaboard World Airlines Inc. ...................... -863 2,382 -. 3621 -17.9
Allegheny Ludlum Industries Inc ..................... -5,917 16,385 --. 3611 -6.3
Idaho Power Co .................................... .-8135 22,653 -. 3591 -10.0
Brockway Glass Co ............................... -3,904 10,935 -. 3570 5. 1
Commercial Alliance Corp......................... -587 1,665 -. 3529 11.9
Interco, Inc ........... -5,864 17, 129 -. 3423 15. I
Canadian Superior Oil, Ltd .......................... -790 2,315 -. 3413 -2.8
Plantronics Inc .................................... -1,999 5, 878 -. 3401 -9.7
Spartan Food System, Inc ........................... -576 1, 706 -. 3376 -7. 5
Hall, Frank B., & Co., Inc ........................... -2,783 8,528 -. 3263 -20.3
Zimmer Homes Corp ................................ -294 904 -. 3248 -20.6
Collins Foods International, Inc. ....................- 895 2,768 -. 3232 1.2
Maremont Corp .................................... -3,905 12,194 -. 3202 -3.5
EMI, Ltd ..................................... -525 I 652 -. 3178 - -6.7
Foxboro Co ........................................ -5,019 15,904 -. 3156 -. 5
Crown Cork & Seal, Inc......................... -6,004 19,111 -. 3142 -2.9
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co .......................... -19,809 64,877 -. 3053 -15.3
Helene Curtis Industries, Inc ........................ -263 862 -. 3046 -12.5
Cities Service Co ............................ -39, 765 146, 511 -. 2714 -. 6
Bow Valley Industries, Ltd ........................ -3,269 12, 124 -. 2696 -21. 1
Sperry & Hutchinson Co .......................... -791 2,950 -. 2681 .8
Vendo Co .................... ------------ .- 131 513 -. 2558 -4.5
Capital Holdini Corp. Delaware ....................... -6,866 26, 975 -. 2545 --6.2
Raytheon Co ...................................... -20,516 81,648 -. 2513 -7.2
Standard Brands Paint Co ............................ -3,422 13, 701 -. 2497 -19. 4
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TOP 117 SALES RELATIVE TO VOLUME-Continued

[582 funds, $40,000,000,000 in common stock holdings, Mar. 31, 1977 quarter]

Fund Market Quarter
transactions volume Transaction/ price

Name (thousands) (thousands) volume change

McNeil Corp ------------------------- _ ---------- -424 1 702 -. 2493 -1. 1
Leaseway Transportation Corp ----------------------- -2,547 10,240 -. 2487 -10.7
Mobile Homes Industries Inc --- _------------------- -243 993 -. 2449 -34.3
Great Northern Nekoosa Corp ------------------------ -5,197 21,413 -. 2427 -9. 2
Staley, A. E., Manufacturing Co --------------------- -3,015 12,467 -. 2418 -8.1
Russ Togs Inc ------------------------------------ -1,196 4,963 -. 2410 -2.2
Rio Grande Industries Inc -------------------------- -4,819 20,004 -. 2409 28.6
Texas Gas Transmission Corp ------------------------ -12,114 50, 920 -. 2379 -11.0
American Natural Resources Co --------------------- - 9 456 39, 751 -. 2379 -4.8
Yates Industries, Inc ------------------------------- - 758 3,193 -. 2375 11.4
Cox Cable Communications, Inc....--------------- - -792 3,350 -. 2363 25.2
Ashland Oil, Inc ----------------------------------- -15,067 64,365 -. 2341 -5.8
Inland Container Corp ------.---------------------- -1,810 7,783 -. 2326 -. 9
Carlisle Corp -------------------------------------- -630 2,741 -. 2298 19.0

Car ------- -3,116 13,570 -. 2296 1. 1
ometco Enterprises, Inc --------------------------- -- 752 3,293 -. 2285 -15.7

Americeet Financial Systems, Inc ---------------------- -130 571 -. 2278 -7.1
Cooper Industries, Inc------------------------. -5,666 24,912 -. 2274 5.0
Flexi Van Corp ------------ ---------------------- 2824 12,440 -. 2270 -5.3
Mohasco Corp --------------------------------- 1951 8,672 -. 2250 -10.6
ICH Realty ------------- ---------------------- - 256 1,157 -. 2211 -28.8
Central Tel & Utilities Corp. .. ..----------------------- 7, 575 34,429 -. 2200 -. 5
Public Service Co. of Colorado ----------------------- -4,083 18,805 -. 2171 -8.6
Revco D. S., Inc --- _------------------- ---- - -4,750 21,996 -. 2159 -20.1
Southern Indiana Gas & Electric Co -------------------- -709 3, 297 -. 2150 -1-1-
Fischer and Porter Co --------.---------------------- -523 2,444 -. 2140 11.7
Ideal Basic In ustries, Inc--------------------. -5,689 26,644 -. 2135 -10.9
Vermont Arr'fican Corp --------------------------- 333 1,589 -. 2095 -10.3
Flight Safety International, Inc -- ------_------------ -1, 014 4,914 -. 2C64 -3.1
Canadian Pacific Ltd -------------------------------- -2,419 11,755 -. 2058 -3.7
Conchemco, Inc..-.------------------------ - - 96 468 -. 2056 -9.4
Stride Rite Corp ----------------------------------- -408 2,024 -. 2017 13.9
Crouse Hinds Co -------.---------------------- ---1,366 6,804 -. 2008 2.8
Lykes, Corporation of Delaware -------.-------------- -2,823 14, 210 -. 1987 -13.2
Gulf & Western Industries, Inc ------------------ -18,755 94,672 -. 1981 -23.3
Loews Corp -------------------------------------- -8,485 42, 837 -. 1981 -7.3
Mountain Fuel Supply Co - ..------------------------- -8,940 45, 482 -. 1966 -7.9
Northwest Industries Inc ---------------------------- -15,434 79, 202 -. 1949 13.3
Norfolk & Western Railway Co.--------------- -9,117 46,804 -. 1948 2.0
Maytag Co ------------------------------------ -3,535 18,280 -. 1934 -18.3
Northwest Airlines, Inc ------------------------- -9,572 49,929 -. 1917 -23.5
Phelps Dodge Corp ----.------------------------- -13,950 73,660 -. 1894 -17.6
Gatx Corp ----------------------------------------- -3,534 18,674 -. 1893 -12.1
Franklin Mint Corp --------.----------------------- -7,421 39, 288 -. 1889 -20.8
Sperry Rand Corp ---------------------------------- -27, 747 147,316 -. 1884 -17.3
Boeing Co .......------------------------------ -24,719 132,335 -. 1868 -2.0
Texasguif Inc ------------------------------------ -5, 195 27, 978 -. 1857 1.3
Republic Steel Corp --------_----------------- -5,405 29, 195 -. 1851 .4
Ehrenreich Photo Optical, Inc ------------------------- -230 1 249 -. 1842 -14.9
Harte Hanis Newspapers, Inc----------------. -344 1,886 -. 1827 -6.6
Duplex Products, Inc ------------------------------- -147 805 -. 1824 20.5
Lubrizol Corp -------------------------------------- -7,829 42, 969 -. 1822 -14.6
Host International Inc ----------------.------------ -562 3 096 -. 115 -14.0
Purex Corp ------------------------------- -2,715 -. 1812 -4.6
Sherwin Williams Co --------.-------.----------- - -1,731 9,578 -. 1807 -15.5
Lenox, Inc ......................................... -1,363 7,622 -. 1789 -2.7
Union Oil Company of California ...................... -15,425 87 166 -. 1770 -6.1
Panhandle Eastern Pipeline Co ....................... -11,961 67,603 -. 1769 -10.7
Standard Manufacturing Products Inc .........-- ..-. -581 3,294 -. 1763 -7.8
Southern Pacific Co ---------------------- -6....... 7 44, 334 -. 1756 -7.0
Denniso'n Manufacturing Co ......................... -1, 026 5,859 -.1750 10.7
McDonnell Douglas Corp ------------........ .... ---- -6,194 35, 391 -. 1750 -15.8
Morton Norwich Products, Inc., Delaware ..........- - -3, 44 20, 576 -. 1742 -9.0
Ryan Homes, inc -------------- ------......... --1, 149 6,710 -. 1713 -14.5
Kansas Power & Light Co ........---- - ---------- -1 248 7,332 -. 1703 1.9
Champion Home Builders Co ........................ -1, 195 7, 075 -. 1690 -22.6
Jostens, Inc ------------------------------------. - -1,131 6,739 -. 1678 19. 7
Burndy Corp ...-...---- _----------------------- - 647 3,878 -. 1668 -11.3
Miles Laboratories, Inc ..................---------- -2,104 12,630 -. 1666 3.1
Wyly Corp -_---------_------------------------ -274 1,649 -. 3664 -14.3
Pubic Service Co., Indiana, Inc .................. -7,252 43,880 -. 1653 -12.6
BIC Pen Corp ....... --------.................... -388 2,350 -. 1651 .9
Entex, Inc. (Washington United Gas) . .-----.---------- -2,390 14,646 -. 1632 0
Nevada Power Co .---------------.................. -706 4,356 -. 1622 -10.0
Long Island Lighting Co _-------------- ---------- -3,692 22, 767 -. 1622 4. 1
Gino s, Inc..........------------.. ...... . _ -- 770 4,778 -. 1612 -22.8
Tektronix, Inc ------------------------------- -5,232 32,886 -. 1591 -13.5

91-933 0 - '7 - 16
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- TOP 117 SALES RELATIVE TO VOLUME-Continued

[582 funds, $40,000,000,000 in common stock holdings, Mar. 31, 1977 quarter]

Fund Market Quarter
transactions volume Transaction/ price

Name (thousands) (thousands) volume change

International Couriers Corp -------------------------- ,620 1,016 1.5951 -10.7
Petrie Stores Corp ---------------------------------- 6, 577 9 350 ,7035 -. 7
Wels Markets Inc -------------------------------- 572 1,121 .5102 1.0
Sysco Corp- .................................. 484 1,115 .4342 -10.1
Scuivoer Inc-- -------------------------------- 104 244 .4268 2.3
American Business Products, Inc----------------------134 329 .4063 -14.3Stndex International Corp --------------------------- 333 903 .3688 -3.7EckSd Jack Corpona Co------------------------- 9 284 25, 589 .3628 -17.7

Financial Federation, Inc----------------------------- 3,765 10,651 .3535 11.0
Roper Corp -----------------------------........... 1,087 3,233 .3364 -7.4
Domtsr Ltd ---------------------------------------- 154 458 .3356 -2.4
Mercantile Stores, Inc ............................... 2,834 9,252 .3063 -12.4
Unity Buying Service Inc -------------------------- 140 460 .3037 0
Great Lakes Chemical Corp, Delaware------------------2,794 9, 425 .2964 6.2
Golden West Financial Corp, Delaware ---------------- - 2,442 8,770 .2784 -. 7
Kaneb Services, Inc -------------------------------- 6,106 22,297 .2738 29.3
Pepcom Industries, Inc----------------------... 225 830 .2705 -10.5
National Distillers & Chemical----------------------6, 824 25,466 .2680 -. 5
Bank New York, Inc -------------------------------- 2,487 9,296 .2675 .3
Child World, Inc ----------------------------------- 221 .833 .2655 -21.8
Flintkote Co --------------------------------------- 2,899 11,037 .2627 -10.2
PNB Mortgle & Realty Investment ................... 335 1,314 .2549 -9.5
General Cinema Corp ------------------------------- 1,748 6,998 .2498 -13.6
Oakwood Homes Corp ------------------------------- 79 323 .2448 0
Marathon Manufacturing Co .......................... 1,435 5,996 .2393 ---. 5
First Chica oCorp .................................. 7,375 31,133 .2369 -13.7
Kansas ;e=aska National Gas, Inc .................... 3, 28 16, 181 .2365 10.6
Edison Bros., Stores, Inc ---------------------------- 11181 5,051 .2337 -. 2
Massmutual Mortgage & Realty Investment ------------- 656 2,895 .2275 -7.1
Eason Oil Co --------------------------------------- 939 4 133 .2273 25.9
Molycorp, Inc ------------------------------------- 8,140 35, 040 .2271 16.0
United Financial Corp. of California .................... 1,631 7,301 .2234 7.3
Narco Scientific Industries, Inc ........................ 360 1,619 -. 2227 2.0
Campbell Tangart Inc ------------------------------ 1,354 6,125 .2211 5.2
Seaboard Allied Milling Corp ......................... 34 155 .2179 18.5
United States Tobacco Co --------------------------- 1,903 8,736 .2178 6.8
Johnson Coastlines, Inc ----------------------------- 4,934 22 747 .2169 44.1
Southern New England Telephone Co ------------------ 974 4,612 .2112 -6. 1
Allied Maintenance Corp ----------------------------- 289 1, 378 .2097 8.1
Milton Roy Co ------------------------------------- 382 1,838 .2080 -9.8
Soo Line Railroad Co ------------------------------- 652 3,139 .2077 -. 6
Smith's Transfer, Staunton, Va ....................... 435 2,136 .2036 -. 7
Central Maine Power Co ----------------------------- 864 4,252 .2033 -1.5
General Refractories Co .............................. 139 687 .2029 -1.6
Bluebird Inc --------------------------------------- 420 2,089 .2011 -10.6
Cearhart Owen Industries, Inc ------------------------ 2,717 13,848 .1962 11.8
Chemical New York Corp ---------------------------- 10 300 53,067 .1941 -5.8
Varian Associates, Inc ------------------------------ 7,604 40,594 .1873 11.7
Anderson Clayton & Co ----------------------------- 1,752 9,389 .1866 2.1
Cowles Communications. Inc ...-.................. 1,471 8,030 .1832 7.0
Del Monte Corp ..................................... 2 710 14,973 .1810 4.6
Stanley Works ...................................... 1 183 6 548 . 1806 -3.5
Nashua Corp ....................................... 1,126 6,439 .1748 -7,6
Wood Industry Inc .................................. 13 78 .1725 -15,6
Champion International Corp ......................... 10,582 61, 363 .1724 -13,2
Gannett Inc. Delaware ............................... 4,151 24,154 .1719 --15.2
United Merchants & Manufacturers, Inc ................ 1,141 6,662 .1713 -9.8
Lone Star Industrial, Inc ............................. 3,183 18,723 .1700 -6.2NCR Corp .......................................... 20,420 120,489 .1695 -3.3
Slant Corp ........................................ 142 .42 .1693 1.7
Foremost McKesson, Inc ............................. 1,444 3,592 .1681 -3.2
INA Corp .......................................... s,75 .1659 -13.2
Campbell Soup Co ................................... 4,175 25,285 .1651 -5. 1
Harland, John H. Co ................................. 566 3,468 .1632 3.4
Republic Texas Corp ................................. 1,45 11 575 .1594 -2 6
Vornado Inc ........................................ 210 1,324 .1586 -8.7
CTS Corp .......................................... 1,135 7,333 .1548 .6
Northwestern Steel & Wire Co ........................ 910 5,917 .1538 -10.0
Heller Walter E., International Corp. .................. 1,471 9, 778 .1505 -20.6
Stone & Webster Inc ............................... 1,873 12, 747 .1469 -4.4
Hart Schaffmer & Marx .............................. 1,159 8,009 .1447 2.0
Potomac Electric Power Co ........................... 3,835 26, 717 .1436 4.3
Segs Corp .......................................... 96 4,163 .1432 -8.2
Gerber Products Co ............................. 1, 528 10,721 .1426 22.8
Quaker State Oil Refining Corp ........................ 3,482 24,461 .1424 -7.0
Longs Drug Stores Inc ............................... 1,323 9 401 .1408 -21.4
Mandy & Harman ................................... 360 2:579 .1398 9.9
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TOP 117 SALES RELATIVE TO VOLUME--Continued

(582 funds, $40,000,000,000 in common stock holdings, Mar. 31,1977 quarter]

Fund Market Quarter
transactions volume Transaction) price

Name (thousands) (thousands) volume change

Ahmanson, F. E. & Co .............................. 1,254 9,027 .1389 11.5
Lomas & Nattleton Mortgage Investments .............. 775 5,630 .1377 3.3
Akan Aluminum Limited ............................. 8,813 64,702 .1362 12. 7
Chase Manhattan Corp ............................... 15,027 111,078 .1353 -2.4
Cole National Corp .................................. 198 1,462 .1352 -2.1
Fleming Cosmetic Inc ................................ 429 3,181 .1348 1.5
Braun, C. F. & Co ................................... 3,384 25, 321 .1336 -8.1
Alexanders Inc ..................................... 331 2,508 .1321 -12.3
Winn Dixje Stores, Inc., Co ........................... 2,536 19,624 .1292 -8.5
Flying Diamond Oil Corp ............................. 3,045 23, 871 .1275 10.9
AMP Inc .................................... 7 201 56,651 .1271 -8.4
U.S. Life Corp .................................. 4003 31,598 .1267 -12.5
Ford Motor CO., Canada, Ltd .......................... 82 645 .1264 -2. 8
Neptune International Corp .......................... 525 4,165 .1260 21, 6
City Investing Co .................................... 5,118 40,636 .1259 2.8
Purolator, Inc ....................................... 1,263 10,163 .1243 -27. 8
Oklahoma Natural Gas Co ........................... 3,438 27, 773 .1238 8.3
Maryland Cup Corp .................................. 483 3,923 .1230 -10.9
Florida Gas Co ...................................... 1,885 15, 355 .1228 9.6
Magic Chef Inc ... ............................. 1,374 11,385 .1207 -5.1
Keystone Construction Industry, Inc ................... 127 1,065 .1190 -13.0
Pillsbury Co ........................................ 6,563 55,147 .1190 -12.5
Hayes Albion Corp .................................. 236 1,989 .1186 -2.9
Adobe Oil & Gas Corp .............................. 1 113 9,425 .1181 .9
Morgan, J. P. & Co. Inc .............................. 11206 95,086 .1179 -10.2
Federal Co ....................................... 318 2,872 .1177 6.1
Crutcher Research Corp ........................... 1,696 14, 481 .1171 0
Allis Chalmers Corp ............................. ."" 5,486 46,937 .1169 9.6
Pargas Inc .................................. 1787 15,359 .1164 11.2
Getty Bil Co... ......................... 11739 101,927 .1152 -6.1
Allied Chemical Corp............................... 13,463 116,959 .1151 5.9
Cleveland Electric Illunnating Co ..................... 3,657 32, 029 .1142 -5.8
Reynolds Metals Co ................................. 8,346 74,059 .1139 -2.8
Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp .................... 3,690 32,659 .1130 -1.7
Rio Algom Ltd .................................. 68 605 .1118 -6.7
National Medect Enterises, Inc..................... 815 7,314 .1114 11.5
Lehigh Portland CementCo .......................... 338 3,059 .1104 5.1
IU International Corp ................................ 3,161 28,749 .1100 2.1
randycrafts, Inc ................................... 658 5, 986 .1099 -19.0
Pamida, Inc ........................................ 308 2,802 .1098 -13.2

QUARTER PRICE CHANGE
Grand squared deviations .............................................................. 202051.71150345
Squared deviations between clams ..................................................... 7061.21936831
Squared deviations within classes ....................................................... 194990.49213538
Number of classes ............. ............................... .......... 10(N I-9 OF.)
Number of observations .............................................. 1, 169(N2-1, 159 OF.
F-(SO8CjNl)(SDWC/N2)equels ....................................................... 4.663

Quarter prkc a
Transaction] Quarter price Change

volume change standard
Count average evrage deviation

Clans:
s ............................................. 117 -0.2780 -6.2981 11.0105
2 ............................................. 117 -. 1248 -6.4549 7.8905
3 ............................................. 117 -. 0745 -2.7829 15.2607
4 ............................................. 117 -. 0471 -7.3406 11.2392
5 ............................................. 116 -. 0264 -2.8868 11. 5705
6 ............................................. 117 -. 0094 -. 9728 16.6347
7 ............................................. 117 .0080 -. 7141 14.4347
8 ............................................. 117 .0326 -. 3250 14.6194
9 ............................................. 117 .0758 -2,7217 13.1019

10 ............................................. 117 .2061 -1.4366 10.9858

Total ........................................ 1,169 -. 0238 -3.1936 13.1469
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TOP 117 SALES RELATIVE TO VOLUME-Continued
1582 funds, $40,000,000,000 in common stock holdings, March 31, 1977 Quarter]

Fund Market May
transaction volume Transaction/ price

Name (thousands) (thousands) volume change

Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd ------------------- -$, IA5 $445 -2.5072 5.0
Media Gen., Inc ------------------------------------ -2,373 3,249 -. 7303 0
Vulcan Materials., Co ------------------------------- -5.936 8,562 -. 932 -16. 4
Alcolac, Inc --------------------------------------- -179 274 -. 6521 - 3.5
Giant Foods, Inc --.------------------------------- -754 1,282 -. 5878 4.5
Ethyl Cpor p .................................. -13,896 26,203 -. 5303 -. 9
Hobart Crp --------------------------------- -3,127 7,402 -. 4225 1.2
National Silver industries, Inc ------------------------ -59 142 -. 4160 14.7
Colwell Co ---------------------------------------- -169 409 -. 4136 3.8Harsco Corp --------------------------------------- -1,553 3,782 -. 4107 8. 5
Rochester Telephoo;e., Corp ------------------------- -3, 354 8,283 -. 4049 -1.6
Timken Co ---------------------------------------- -8,543 21,237 -. 4023 2.9
Brown Co ----------------------------------------- -450 1,163 -. 3869 -2.8
Akzona, Inc ....................................... -2,783 7,503 -. 3709 -8.2
Mary Kay Cosmetics Inc ---------------------------- -3,357 9, 180 -. 3657 -6.7
Sea bard World Airlines, Inc ------------------------- -863 2,382 -. 3621 13.0
Allegheny Ludlum Industries, Inc -------------------- -5,917 16 385 -. 3611 -4.9
Idaho Power., Co ----------------------------------- -8,135 22,653 -. 3591 3.3
Brockway Glass Co --------------------------------- -3,904 10, 935 -. 3570 -8.4
Commercial Alliance Corp --------------------------- -587 1,665 -. 3529 -3.2
lnterco, Inc ........................ -5,864 17, 129 -. 3423 .6
Canadian Superior Oil, Ltd ------------------------- -790 2,315 -. 3413 9.5
Plantronics, Inc ------------------------------------ -1,999 5,878 -. 3401 3.4
Spartan Food System Inc ...................... -- 576 1, 706 -. 3376 24.0
Hall Frank B. & Co., inc.. -2, 783 8,528 -. 3263 9.6
Zimmer Homes Corp- ------------------------- -294 904 -. 3248 -6. 4
Collins Foods I international, Inc ---------------------- -895 2,768 -. 3232 -3.2
Maremont Corp ------------------------------------ -3,905 It, 194 -. 3202 -2.2
EMl, Ltd ------------------------------------------ -525 1,652 -. 3178 7. 1
Foxporo Co ------------------------------ - -5,019 15, 904 -. 3156 2.0
Crown Cork & Seal, Inc ------------------------------ -6,004 19,111 -. 3142 4.8
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co .......................... -19,809 64,877 -. 3053 -6.8
Helene Curtis Industries, Inc ............------------- -263 862 -. 3046 19.0
Cities Service Co -- ------------------------------ 39, 765 146, 511 -. 2714 -3.6
Bow Valley Industries Ltd --------------------------- -3,269 12,124 -. 2696 4.3
Sperry & Hutchinson Co ---------------------------- -791 2,950 -. 2681 9.1
Vendo Co ----------------------------------------- - 131 513 -. 2558 -7.1
Capital HLDG., Corp., Delaware ---------------------- -6,866 26, 975 -. 2545 -4.8
Raytheon Co --------------------------------------- -20,516 81,648 -. 2513 13.1
Standard Brands Paint Co --------------------------- -3,422 13, 701 -. 2497 - 10. 6
McNeil Carp p------------------------------------- 424 1, 702 -. 2493 -5.4
Leaseway Transn., Corp ----------------------------- -2,547 10,240 -. 2487 22,2
Mobile Homes Industries Inc ------------------------- -243 993 -. 2449 -13.0
Great Northern Nekoosa Corp ------------------------ -5,197 21,413 -. 2427 -4.2
Staley, A. E., Manufacturing Co --------------------- -3,015 12,467 -. 2418 -10.1
Russ Togs Inc ------------------------------------- -1,196 4,963 -. 2410 -3.4
Rio Grande Industries, Inc -------------------------- -4,819 20,004 -. 2409 2.8
Texas Gas Transmission Corp ------------------------ -12,114 50,920 -. 2379 5.3
American National Res., Co -------------------------- -9456 39,751 -. 2379 4. 2
Yates Industries, Inc ------------------------------- -758 3,193 -. 2375 -4.1
Cox Cable Communications, Inc ----------------------- -792 3,350 -. 2363 2.3
Ashland Oil, Inc --------------.------------------ -15, C67 64 365 -. 2341 9.2
Inland Container Corp ---------------------------- 1,80 7,783 -. 232
Carlisle Corp....-----------.---------------------- -630 2,741 -. 2298 11. I
Tyler Corp.... .. .. . ......... .. -3,116 13,570 -. 2296 -13.0
Woretco Enterprises, Inc --------------------------- -752 3,293 -. 2285 -2.3
American Financial Systems, Inc ..................... -13 571 -. 2278 -3.8
Cooper Industries, Inc ............................... -5,666 24,912 -. 2274 -1.8
Flexi Van Corp -------------------------------- -2,824 12, 440 -. 2270 25.6
Mohasco Corp ------------------------------------- -1,951 8,672 -. 2250 -12.6
ICM Really ...................................... -256 1 157 -. 2211 13.5
Central Telephone & Utilities Corp .................... -7,575 34,429 - 2200 A. 0
Public Service Co., Colorado ---------------------- -- -4,083 18, 805 -. 2171 - 6.5
Revco, D. S., Inc ----------------------------------- -4,750 21,996 -. 2159 -26.3
Southern Indiana Gas & Electric Co ...................- 709 3,297 -. 2150 -5.6
Fischer & Porter Co -------------------------------- -523 2,444 -. 2140 2.6
Ideal Basic Industries, Inc -------------------------- -5, 89 26, 644 -. 2135 3. 1
Vermont American Corp ............................. -333 1,589 -. 2095 -11.3
Flight Safely International, Inc..................... -1,014 4,914 -. 2C64 -1. 1
Canadian Pacif, Ltd ------------------------------- -2,419 11,755 -. 2058 5.4
Conchemco, Inc ------------------------------------ -96 468 -. 2056 6.5
Stride Rite Corp .................................... -408 2,024 -. 2017 -2.6
Crouse Hinds Co ------------------------------------ -1 366 6, 804 -. 2008 -8.3
Lykes Corp., Delaware .............................. -2823 14 210 -. 1987 -18.5
Gulf & Western Industries, Inc ........................ -18,755 94,672 -, 1981 -4.5
Loew's Crp ................................ -8485 42, 837 -. 1981 -7.1
Mountain Fuel Supply Co ........................... -8,940 45,482 -. 1966 .6
Northwest Industries, Inc ........................... -15,434 79, 202 -. 1949 6.7
Norfolk & Western Railway Co ....................... -9,117 46,804 -. 1943 -4.3
Maytag Co ...............................---------- -3,535 18,280 -, 1934 1. 7

110
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TOP 117 SALES RELATIVE TO VOLUME-Continued
1582 funds, $40,000,000,000 In common stock holdings, March 31, 1977 quarter

Fund Market May
transaction volume Transaction/ price

Name (thousands) (thousands) volume change

Northwest Airlines, Inc ------ _--------------------- $9, 572 $9,929 -0.1917 15.4
Phelps Dodge Corp --------------------------------- -13, 950 73,660 -. 1894 -11.0
Gatx Corp ----------------------------------------- -3,534 18,674 -. 1893 -3.8
Franklin Mint Corp --------------------------------- -7.421 39, 288 -. 1889 -41.0
Sperry Rand Corp --------------------------------- -21, 747 147,316 -. 1884 -2.8
Boeing Co ----------------------------------------- -24,719 132, 335 -. 1868 15.4
Texasgult, Inc ------------------------------------- - 6. 195 27,978 -. 1857 -14.0
Republic Steel Corp ------------------------------- -5,'05 29,195 -. 1851 -12.9
Ehioenreich Photo Optical, Inc ------------------------ -230 1,249 -. 1842 -2.5
Harte Hanks Newspapers, Inc ------------------------ -344 1,886 -. 1827 -1.9
Duplex Products, Inc ------------------------------- -147 805 -. 1824 -3.7
Lubrizol Corp ....................................... -7,829 42,969 -. 1822 -1.6
Host International, Inc ------------------------------ -562 3,096 -. 1815 3.8
Purex Corp --------------------------------------- -2, 715 14,987 -. 1812 -6.9
Sherwin Williams Co ................................. - , 731 9,578 -. 1807 -5.8
Lenox, Inc --------------------------------------- -1,363 7,622 -. 1789 -3.8
Union Oil Co., California ---------------------------- -15, 425 87, 166 -. 1770 -8.8
Panhandle Eastern Pipeline Co ----------------------- -13,961 67,603 -. 1769 6.7
Standard Motor Products, Inc ------------------------ -581 3,294 -. 1763 6. 7
Southern Pacific Co --------------------------------- -7,786 44, 334 -. 1756 7. 1
Dennison Manufacturing Co .......................... -1,026 5,859 -. 1750 1.9
McDonnell Douglas Corp --------------------------- -6, 194 35, 391 -. 1750 13.8
Morton Norwich Products Inc., Delaware --------------- -3,584 20, 576 -. 1742 11.9
Ryan Hcmes, Inc ----------------------------------- -1,149 6,710 -. 1713 -8.8
Kansas Power & Light Co ----------.--------------- -1,248 7,332 -. 1703 1. 2
Champion Home Builders Co ------------------------ -1,995 7,075 -. 1690 -20.8
Jostens, Inc --------------------------------------- -1, 131 6,739 -. 1678 -1. 1
Burndy Corp -------------------------------------- -647 3,878 -. 1668 9.7
Miles Laboratories, Inc......................... - 2, 104 12,630 -. 1666 - -6.6
Wyly Corp ----------------------------------- -274 1,649 -. 1664 8.3
Public Service Co. of Indiana, Inc ------------------- -7,252 4380 -. 1653 1.8
Bi Pen Corp - ---------------------------------- -388 2,350 -. 1651 -14.0
Entex Inc. (was United Gas) ----------------------- -2, 390 14,646 -. 1632 11.3
Nevada Power Co .................................. -706 4,356 -. 1622 .6
Long Island Lighting Co ------------------------- -3,692 22, 767 -. 1622 -1.3
-inos, I ........................................ -770 4,778 -. 1612 -8.2

Tektronix, Inc ----------------------------------- -5,232 32,886 -. 1591 13.9
International Couriers Corp -------------------------- , 620 1,016 1.5951 - I. 0
Petrie Stores Corp ---------------------------------- 6,577 9,350 .7035 -5. 7
Weis Markets, Inc ---------------------------------- 572 1,121 .5102 3.9
Syso Crp -------------------------------------- 484 1,115 .4342 16.4
Scrivner, I ....................................... 104 244 .4268 -13.0
American Business Products, In -------------------- 134 329 .4063 .9
Standex International Corp ........................... 333 903 .3688 7. 7
Eckerd Jack Corp ................................... 9, 284 25, 589 .3628 -6.8
Financial Federation, Inc ........................... ._ 3, 765 10, 651 .3535 5.6
R o p e r C o rp - .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . - -- --- --- -- - - - - 1 , 0 8 7 3 , 2 3 3 . 3 3 6 4 2 0 . 1
Domtar, Ltd .......................... 154 458 .3356 -12. 6
Mercantile Stores, Inc ............................... 2, 834 9,252 .3063 -9. 4
Unity Buying Service.-Inc --------------------------- 140 460 .3037 -20.8
Great Lakes Chemical Corp, Delaware ................. 2,714 9,425 .2964 -2.1
Golden West Financial Corp., Delaware ----------------- 2,442 ,770 .2784 -7.4
Kaneb Services, Inc ................................ 6,106 22, 297 .2738 -2. 4
Pepcom Industries, Inc .............................. 225 830 .2705 10.9
National Distillers & Chemical ........................ 6,$24 25, 466 .2680 -4. 5
Bank New York, Inc ................................. 2,487 9,296 .2675 -2.0
Child World, Inc .................................... 221 833 .2655 -11.4
Flintkote Co .......... ............................. 2,899 11,037 .2627 -11.4
PNB Mortgage & Realty Investment ................... 335 1,314 .2549 -7.5
General Cinema Corp ...---------------------------- 1,748 6,998 .2498 -7.6
Oakwood Homes Corp ............................... 79 323 .2448 1.3
Marathon Manufacturing Co .......................... 35 5, .2393 29.0
First Chicago Corp ............................. 7375 31, 133 .2369 -9.5
Kansas-Nebraska Natural Gas, Inc .................... 3,82 16, 181 .2365 9.6
Edison Bros., Stoes, Inc ............................- 1,181 5,051 .2337 -10.5
Massmutual Mortgage & Realty Investment - - 656 2,885 .2275 4.3
Eason Oil Co ....................................... 939 4 133 .2273 41.3
Molyco , Inc ....................................... 8,140 35,840 .2271 10.5
United Financial Corp., California ..................... 1,631 7,301 .2234 13.6
NARCO Scientific Indvstries, Inc ....................-- 360 1,611 .2227 -8.7
Campbell Taggart Inc ............................... 1,354 6,12S .2211 5.2
Seaboard-Allied Manufacturing Corp ................... 34 155 .2179 . 3
United States Tobm Co ............................ 1,903 8,736 .2173 9.1
Johnson Ctls. Inc ..........................--------- 4,934 22,747 .2169 21.4
Southern New England Telephone Co .................. 974 4,612 .2112 1.0
Allied Maintenance Corp ................ --------- 289 1,371 .2097 -3. 7MtonRoy Co ...................................... 382 1,83 .2060 -5.5
Soo Line Railroad Co ........................ .52 3,139 .2077 21.4
Smiths Transfer. Staunton, Virginia .................... 435 2,136 .2036 -6. 3
Central Maine Power Co ............................. 864 4,252 .2033 0
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TOP 117 SALES RELATIVE TO VOLUME-COntinued

582 funds, $40,000,000,000 in common stock holdings, March 31, 1977 quarter]

Fund Markt May
transaction vol,,me Transaction/ price

Name (thousands) (thousands) volume chinl

General Refractories Co ----------------------------- $139 $687 0.2029 19. 4
Bluebird, Inc ....................................... 420 2,089 .2011 .0
Gearhart Owen industries, Inc ........................ 2,717 13 848 .1962 18. 7
Chemical New York Crp ............................. 10.300 53, 067 .1941 10. 2
Varian Association, Inc .............................. 7,604 40,594 .1873 11.2
Anderson, Clayton & Co .............................. 1,752 9,389 .1866 3. 1
Cowles Communications, Inc ----------------------- , 471 8,030 .1832 10. 3
Dl Monte Corp--------------------------------- 2:710 14, 973 .1810 -8.3
Stanley Works ------------------------------------ 1, 183 6,548 .1806 6.4
Nashua Corp ....................................... 1126 6,439 .1748 17.3
Wood Industries, Inc ................................ 13 78 .1725 14.8
Champion International Corp ......................... 10, 582 61,363 .1724 -5.8
Gannett, Inc Delaware ............................... 4,151 24, 154 .1719 -3.6
United Merchants & Manufacturers, Inc .............. 1,141 6.662 .1713 -34.9
Lone Star Industries, Inc ............................. 3,183 18,723 .1700 .6
NOR Corp .......................................... 20,420 120,489 .1695 -5.9
Salant Corp ........................................ 142 842 .1693 -5.3
Foremost McKesson, Inc......................... 1,444 8,592 .1681 0
INA Corp .......................................... 8,585 51,751 .1659 10.1
Campbell Soup Co ................................... 4,175 25, 285 1651 .3
Hardand, John H., Co ................................. 566 3,468 .132 4
Republic Textile Corp ------------------------------- 1,845 11,575 .1594 -2.3
Vonado, Inc ........................................ 210 I 324 .is86 -7.1
CTS Corp .......................................... 1,135 7,333 .1548 1.9
Northwestern Steel & Wire Co ........................ 910 5,917 1538 -3.7
Holler Walter E., International Corp ................... --1, 471 9,778 1505 5.6
Stone & Webster, Inc ............................... . 1,873 12, 747 .1469 12.1
Hart Schaffner & Marx ------------------------------ 1,159 8,009 .1447 -5.8
Potomac Electric Power Co ........................... 3,835 2, 717 .1436 0
Sap Corp .......................................... 596 4,163 .1432 -8.9
Gerber Products Co ...... 1.......................... I,528 10,721 .1426 19.4
Quaker State Oil Refining Corp ........................ 3,482 , 461 .1424 -15.6
Longs Drug Stores, Inc ............................ 1323 '401 . 140 -12.2
Handy & Hepman -------------------------------- 360 2,579 .1398 -1.7
Ahmanson, H. F. & Co ............................... ,254 9,027 .1389 -7.5
Lomas & Nettleton Marketing Investors ................ 775 5 630 .1377 5.6
Alcan Aluminium Ltd ................................ ' $17 64 702 .1362 3.3
Chase Manhattan Corp --------------------------- 15027 111,078 .1353 5.0
Cole National Corp .................................. - 198 1. 42 .1352 -12.9
Fleming Con, Inc .................................... 429 3,131 .1348 -5.3
Braun, C. F. & Co ................................... 3,384 2321 .13% 1.8
Alesanders, Inc ..................................... 331 2,50 .1321 -4.0
Winn Dixie Stores, Inc. Com ........ 2, 536 19,624 . 1292 2.4
Flying Diamond Oil Corp ----------------------- 3,045 23 871 .1127S -12.0
AM P Inc-------------------7,201 56651 .1271 1.4
U.S. Life Cop.::.-------------4,003 1.598 .1267 3.2
Ford Motor Company Canada Ltd-----------------------82 645 . 1264 .9
Neptune International Corp--------------------------5 25 4,16 .1260 0
City I sating .................................... 511 40,6% .1259 L 4
Purolator, Inac..----- ..-.-.---..... ------------- 1,263 10,183 . 1243 -2.4
Oklahoma National Gas Co .......................... 3,438 27, 773 .1238 -7.0
Me-----------------------------------------..... 483 3,923 .1230 -3.5
Floi Gas ........................... IS1 15356 .in$ 4.9
Magic Chef, Inc--------------------------------..... 1,374 11,385 .1207 2.7
Kejsone Coosfuction lnds, Inc...................... 127 1,065 .1190 -11.6
Pillsbur6 Cr .................................. ,147 .1190 .
Hay" Albon Copy ........ 31......................, 99 .1136 3.8

Adobue ONter G a Cp .......................... 1511 0425 . 11111 0

M $on,J.P. & Co . .............................. 11,206 3',06 .1079 -4.2
FedealCo- ........................................ in 2 82 .1177 -1.0
crotchet ReseNach Corp ........................... 166 1't .111 -7.4
Allia CtWsa Crp .................................. 5 46,97 .113 -. 6
Po das C ....In .................................. 1,78 0 .1164 -. I
at Oil Ce-, ...................................... 11,739 101,927 .1152 -. 7

Aytoed C tm Cr-tio -I...-...................... . 1--3,443 Ils .1151 10.3
Cleveland C..ic...minati.g.Co...................... 3,657 32,029 .1142 1.1
Reynolds Mo Co- .................................. 2 74,059 .1138 3
Kaise Alunuleum & Chemical Corp ........... 69 2 " .10-.

Adioe OHli Lt ......~............................... 1, 05 4 .118 &0

Raiom AlioinsL Enterprise, INC----------------------815ls 7,314 .1114 1.2

Lengh Portlad Cement Co .......................... 3318 3059 .1104 -. 7
IU Itere.oaa. Corp .............................. X,111 8,749 .11100 2.1
Tandycros-, c ................................. %--8 S .19 - ..
Patida, Inc ......................................... I 0,2, o10to -3.0
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MAY RICE CHANGE
Grand squared deviations ------------------------------------------------------------ 110566. 30385755
Squared deviations between classes......--------------------- --- ---------------- - 797. 56086448
Squared deviations with classes ......................................................... 109768. 74299319
Number of c'asses -------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 0 (NI-9D0F)
Number of observations ............................................................... 1, 169 (N2. 1, 1590F)
F-(SAG/NI)(SOWC/N2) equal ------------------------------------------------------- .936

May price
Transaction! May price change

volume change standard
Count average average deviation

Class:
1 ............................................. 117 -0.2780 -0.1645 9.8507
2 -------------------------------------------- 117 -. 1248 -1.228 8.1065
3 ............................................. 117 -. 0745 .5272 10. 3336
4 -------------------------------------------- 117 -. 0471 .0307 9.3044
5 ............................................. 116 -. 0264 .6992 9.4551
6 ............................................. 117 -. 0094 -. 1376 10.2613
7 ............................................. 117 .0080 .1374 8.5779
8 --------------------......................... 117 .0326 .3917 11.4759
9 ..............-.....-------------------------- 1 17 .0758 2,1416 8.90u

10 ............................................. 117 .2061 .9162 10.1764
Total ........................................ 1,169 -. 0238 .3312 9.7253

TOP 104 SALES RELATIVE TO VOLUME

1378 funds, $44,000.000,000 in common stock holdings, June 30,1976 quarter

Fund Market Quartertransactions volume Transaction/ price
Name (thousands) (thousands) volume change

Colonial Coal Corp ................................ -302 $190 -1.5869 -6.9
Placer Developer, Ud ................................ -709 528 -1.3417 -2.6
Oriole Homes Corp .................................. -156 125 -1.2552 -22.2
National Kinney Corp ................................ -605 620 -. 9766 -11.8
International Couriers Corp ........................... -2 !11 2.468 -. 8554 -30.5
Vulcan Materials Co ................................ -7'445
Tonks Corp ........................................ - ,489 1 M -. 7723 -10.9
Elgin Natinal Industries, Inc ......................... --1, 581 2338 -. 7022 10.2
Hospital Mortgage Group ............................. -461 683 -. 6646 -21.7
Lenox Inc ................................. --4428 7,107 -. 6231 -5.8
Eftra -o9p:... ............................ 9, 160 15. 107 -. 6064 6.9
Barber Oil Corp ..................................... -2,836 871 -. 5821 .9
Parker Pan Co. Delaware ............................. -1,916 32 -. 5755 2.6
Dtona Corp ....................................... -1,024 2 065 -. 4960 -37.3
Zae Crp .......................................... -4359 083 -. 4799 -27.3
Stop & Shop, Inc .................................... -- 1209 552 -. 4736 -24.3
Slant Corp ........................................ -1 330 2,879 -. 4621 -21,7
Komorgan Corp ................................... - ,211 2,625 -. 4612 21.8
Lloyd S. Electronics, Inc ............................. -371 IN -. 450 -24,3
Washngton Gas Light Co ............................ -1.020 2,29 -. 4475 -1.3
Wolf, Howard 9., Inc ................................ -64 144 -. 4453 -26.2
Fleetwood Enterprises, Inc ........................... -11,65 26,201 -. 4450 -9.6
Tropicana Products, Inc ........................ -18,67 42,452 -. 43M -. 9
House Fabrics, Inc ............................... -25 6,406 -. 3M5 -19.6
Soundsil Corp ............................. -1679 4,268 3-.93 0
Purolator, Inc ............................... -4,873 12, 562 -. 3879 -32. 4
Time, Inc ...................... ................... -1 128 39,078 -. 371 -. 3
Pittway Corp...................................... -2 541 6,573 -. 3867 1.0
Cutler Haammer, inc ................................ . -3,032 8, 001 -. 3M .6
OPF Inc ........................................... -725 1,926 -. 3764 7.4
late national Rectiker Corp ........................... -230 621 -. 36i -11.1
Crr wn Zellrbech Cop ............................... - 19,47 52,939 -. 3609 -2.5
Wallace Business Forms, Inc ......................... -1, 423 3,956 -. 358 -10.8
Leslie Fy, Inc ................................ -"1 2,761 -. 3591 -19.
Molean Trucking Co ......................... -3 77 10.583 -. 3570 7.
Sherwin Williams Co ................................. -429 12,00 -. 3562 8.
Warner £ Swaws Co ................................ -,41 4,045 -. 35,84
IPCO Hospital SUpply Corp ........................... -416 I. 182 -. 3516 -L
Hartz Mouain Cop ................................ - 6 4,960 -. 404 -18
Camptel Soup Co ................................... -6977 20,677 -. 3374 -L1
Womeco Enterprses, Inc ............................ -1,040 3,13$ -. 3315 L.2
Ranchers E.pioret. & Developuee Corp ............. -1424 4,307 -. 3306 35.1
Ethyl Cr ................................... -6 221 1%161 -. 3247 -6.1

Corp ............................... -4112 12,-05 .3186 5.3loyl Crown C co............................... -0 6,53 -317 -C60
Fligot Safety Internatioail .......................... -- 352 1, 145 -. 3077 7.2
A Corea Wp .................................. -1,077 3,514 -. 3065 4.0...................................... 1110 300 -4.0NLT Cvp ......................................... -10, 2 3,248 -. 3006 - .7
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TOP 104 SALES RELATIVE TO VOLUME-iontnued
1378 funds, $44,000,000,000 in common stock Ioldings, June 30, 1976 quarter

Fund Market Quarter
transactons volume Transaction' price

Name (thousands) (thousands) volume change

U.S. Home Gro ..........................
Hougthton Mifflin Co .................................
Fieldcrest Mxterials, Inc ......................
Peabody Glion Corp ........................
Rohr Industries, Inc .................................
Preston Mines. Ltd ................................
Great Lakes Chemicol Corp., Delaware ------------
Circle K Coro ......................................
Sargent Welch Scientific Co..........................
Integon Corp ............................ ..........
W ackenhut Corp--------.... ........................
Kawecki Berylco Industrie, Inc.......... . ....
Southwestern Putl:c Servce Co .......................
Richmond Corp .........................
May Department Stores Co ......................
Walter, Jim, Corp ..................................
Standard B-ands Paint Co ...................
St. Ratis Paper Co ..................................
Tiler International, Inc .... ............. ........
Anchor Hocking Corp ...........................
Flowers Industries, Inc ..............................
Gannett Inc., Delaware ...............................
Jewel Con., Inc .......................... .........
Imperial Corporation of America ......................
Paciric Lumber Co ...................................
Superior Oil Co .................... ...........
Flintkote Co ........................................
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co ..........................
Pillsb ry Co ........................................
ScovIll Manufacturing Co .............................
Pennwalt Corp ......................................
Wang Laboratories, Inc ..............................
National Gypsum Co .................................
Northrop Corp ......................................
Ryan Homes. Inc ....................................
Cole National Corp ..................................
Carter Hawley Ha!e Stores ...........................
Beryen Carpets Corp ................................
Waste Manaeement. Inc.. ...................
Associated Dry Goods Corp ...........................
American General Insurance Co ...................
McDonalds Corp ...................................
Duplex Products, Inc ................................
Russ Tots, Inc ......................................
Supermarkets General Corp ...........................
Superstope, Inc ............................---------
Sambo's Restaurants, Inc .....................
Kaneb Services, Inc .................................
Federal National Morillee Association .................
Garfinckel Brooks Bros , M. & R...............
Hall. Frank B., & Co., Inc ............................
Cooper Industries, Inc ...............................
Martin Processinl, Inc ...............................
Golden West Financial Corp.. Delaware.......... ..
Phelps Dodge Corp .................................

-$4,014
-746

-1, 487
-3,487

-579
-122

-2.853
-347
-0
-339
-139
-233

-2.954
-3.648

-13.402
-10.509-a, 984

-13.674
-5,%5
-3,402

-77
-5,502
-2,443
-5, 464
-1,857
-8,701
-2.221

-10.076
-7.627
- .54
+3,315
-1,107
-3,057
-9,052
-1,761

-304
-4.288

-170
- 850

-3 81
-3,171

-50,924
-273
-772
-413

-3,661
-3,811
-1,818

-12,982
-597
-6W5

-3, 412
-1.460
-1.637

-10,901

$13. 6)
2, 596
5, 226

12,573
2,094

443
10 478

1,279
1,912
1,300

540
916

11, 619
14. 433
. , 598
42, 273
20, 190
S5, A61
24, 715
14,122

320
23. 327
10,515
23, 842

8,121
38, 261
9.771

44,988
34,129

6,978
15,012
5, 087

14, 474
43, 366
8, 44
1,459

20,781
$38

4,192
19,162
15, 735

253, 580
1, 362
3, 81
2,082
18, 569
19, 598
9, 371

67,356
3,098
3,232

18,427
7,913
, 925

59,491

-0. 2947
-. 2875

2773
-. 2766

2757
2722

-. 2715
-. 2615
-. 2603
-. 2569
-. 2542-. 2 si

-. 2S28-. 2SO1
-. 2456
-. 2468
-. 2466
-. 2413
-. 2409
-. 2406
-. 2359
-. 2324
-. 22q2
-. 2287
-. 2274
-. 2273
-. 2240
-. 2235
-. 2218-. 2208
-. 2177
-. 2112-. 2097

-2085
-. 2080
-. 2063
-. 2028
-. 2028
-. 2025
-. 2015
-. 2008
-. 2004
-. 1989

-. 1971
-. 1945
-. 1941
-. 1927
-. 1927
-. 1371
-. 1852
-. 1845
--. 183
-. 1832

-22.2
-4.5

4.6
9.8

-10.9
3.1

-2.2
-9.6

0
-11.9
-3.2

25.0
-4.0
19.5

-13.7
-24.3
-20. 4

-4.2
-3.0

.1
61.7

3. 5
-3.2
1.0

-6.3
9.0

-10.0
-1.1
-3.6
-6.3

5.4
-12.5
-7.9

40.7
-22.5

3.2
-18.2
-32.0

0
-19.6
-9.7
-8.6-20.3

-20.4
-17.0

-25.0-11.1
23.1-11,5
-1.6
-. 5
18.7

-17.4
-7.1-1. 4

TOP 104 PURCHASES RELATIVE TO VOLUME

Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd .....................
Matsushita Electric Industrial, LId .....................
Ford Motor Co. Canada, Ltd ..........................
New York Times Co .................................
Northwest Industries, Inc ............................
Interpublic Group Cos, Inc ........ ...........
Lehigh Portland Cement Co ....... ...........
Philips Industries, Inc ...............................
Medusa Corp .......................................
Block H. & P., Inc ...................................
Cox Broadculing Corp... ............................
Chieftain Developers, Ltd ........................
Pay Less Drugstores No thwest ......................
British Ptrolum, Lt ...............................
General Cnema Corp ................................
Babcock &. Wilcox Co ................................
Lone Star Industries, Inc .............................
Borden, Inc ........................................
Munsimp r, Inc ...................................
Grean Giant Co ....................................
Castle & Cooke, Inc .................................
Taft Broadcasting Co ................................
Champion Internationl Corp .........................
Sank New York, Inc .................................

2,664
85,187

934
3,003

33,023
1, 603

93
994

1,587
4, 872
2,756

531
1,562
3,550
2,541

14,575
3,217

15,313
255839

2,147
1,152

13,557
2,096

65 4i,2724 -18,3
16,747 .w086 11.9
936 9987 -2.5

3,308 .9077 0
48,996 .6740 13.7
2.919 .5508 -7.7
1,901 .5223 -. 9
1,955 .508 0
3,329 .4769 0

10,274 .4742 -3.6
5, 973 .4614 11.0
1,211 .4443 26.0
3,549 .4401 -3.3
8,249 .4303 -8.6
5,930 .4286 2.4

34.639 .420M 26.0
7,90 .4125 -6.5

37.967 .4033 7.6
638 .3N -6.2

2,164 .3878 -5.3
5,90S .3636 -1.5
5,242 .3534 23.5

52,5211 .3533 9.1
5,91 .3512 -2.7
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TOP 104 SALES RELATIVE TO VOLUME-Continued
[378 funds, $44,000,000,000 in common stock holdings, June 30,1976 quarter

Fund Market Quarter
transactions volume Transaction price

Name (thousands) (thousands) volume change

Ogden Corp ........................................ $2,754 $8, 072 0.3412 12.3
Baltimore Gas & Electric Co .......................... 6,947 20, 499 .3389 2.7
Chouse-Hinds Co .................................... 4,211 12,772 .3297 25.6
Tektronix, Inc ...................................... 10, 509 32, 443 .3239 6.7
Freeport Minerals Co- .............. ----........ 4,260 13,383 .3183 1.4
First International Bancshares, Inc- ................. 6,569 21,014 .3126 3.4
Emery Industries, Inc ............................... 765 2,504 .3055 --73
Martn Marietta Corp ................................ 13, 306 44,290 .3004 19. 3
Reliance Electric Co ................................. 8,566 28, 636 .2991 25.8
Mayer Oscar & Co., Inc .............................. 643 2,158 .2981 -7.6
Dravo Corp ......................................... 1,351 4,984 .2711 -1.6
l Paso Co ............ ............................ 6,091 22, 506 .2706 -1.8

Gearhart, Owen Industries, Inc ....................... 3,377 12,918 .2614 22.6
Hobart Corp ........................................ 997 3,840 .2598 -1,4
Texas Oi & Gas Corp ................................ 8,185 31.736 .2579 31.8
Zimner lFores Corp ................................. 447 1,738 .2573 -5.7
McDonnel IDouglas Corp ............................. 13,117 51,066 .2569 33.8
Washington Real Estate Inventory Training ............. 183 713 .2566 7.4
Smiths Transfer, Staunton, Va ....................---- 550 2,185 .2518 2.2
Bemis, Inc ......................................... 363 1,466 .2478 -5.1
ITEL Corp .......................................... 3,575 14,555 .2456 20.9
Parker Hannf n Corp ................................ 3,677 15,447 .2380 15.1
Missouri Pacif.c Railroad Co .......................... 2,402 10,153 .2366 2.9
Combustion En ineer, Inc ............................ 9,125 38,619 .2363 20.9
Great Western Financial Corp ......................... 7,522 32,658 .2303 .7
Fluke, John, Manufacturing, Inc ....................... 462 2,024 .4281 -9.3
Smith Kline Corp ................................ --- 15, 813 69, 383 .2279 4.2
McGraw Hi l,Inc .................................... 2,394 10,712 .2235 -. 8
Gould,lnc ----------------------------------------- 13,238 59,724 .2217 26.1
Robefison, H. H., Co ................................ 404 1, 8 .2161 -11.2
Rex oreco, Inc .............................. . 70 328 .2135 50.0
Brown Forman Distillery CL B ........................ 483 2,281 .2118 -18.6
Lea Ronal,lnc ------------------------------------- 213 1,012 .2100 -7.2
Kerr McGee Corp ..........................---------- 24, 208 115,401 .2098 13.7
Airco, Inc ----------------------------------------- 7,634 36, 747 .2077 26.4
Sedco,lrc .... . ..----------------------------------- 5,121 24,682 .2075 26.8
Fa;rchild Camera & Instrument Co ......... ----------- 14,990 72,344 .2072 24.2
Saul 8. F. Real Estate Investment Trust ................ 323 1,562 .2070 3.4
Inland Container Corp -------------------------- 1,863 9,021 .2065 .9
Interway Corp ------------------------------------- 241 1,195 .2014 -1.3
Florida GLs Co- . ------------------------------- 1,603 8, 040 .1994 8.5
Union Oil Co., California -------------------------- 20,947 105, 961 .1977 19.3
Morton Norwich Products Inc., Delaware ........... --- 2,192 11,132 . 1969 -4.8
Coachmen Industries, Inc ------------ _-------- - 2,631 13, 370 .1968 -10.1
Prentice Hall, Inc ---------------------------------- 1,258 6,427 .1957 -9.6
Loews Corp ----------------------------------- 3,628 11,825 .927 -6.1
Cleveland Cliffs Iron Co .............................. 1,514 7896 1917 11.4Tampa Electric Co ---------------------------------- 3,424 17,930 :910 -4.3
Mountain Fuel Supply Co ------- _--------------- -5,173 27,359 1891 8.4
Gerber Products Co ........................ _:._ - 1,837 9,846 1866 6.8
Midland Ross Corp --------------------------------- 1,525 8- 355 .1825 5.0
Molycorp, Inc .........---------------------------- 2,680 15, 081 .1777 33.8
Polaroid Corp ....................................... 35,952 203,718 .1765 8.7
Boeing Co ----------------------------------------- 27,307 156,184 .1748 51.6
American District Telegram Co ------------------ - 1,501 8,606 .1744 -8. 5
Crocksjr National Corp ............................... 2, 782 15,973 .1741 5.4
Ideal Basic Industries, Inc------------------.... 1,323 7,677 .1723 8.3
Norris Industries, Irc ------------------------------ 3 ,025 17,563 .1723 14.5
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich ........................... 1, 126 6,555 .1718 7.2
Seligman & Litz, Inc ............................... 507 3,050 1664 -4.6
Fruehauf Corp ------------------------------------- 3,613 21,905 .1649 11.5
Rockwell International Corp .......................... 7,391 45, 338 1630 5.9
Parker Drilling Co ................................... 2,785 17,167 .1622 20.2
Ryder Systems, Inc--------.... --------------------- 4,735 29, 488 .1606 24.2
United Realty Trust ... 1............................. S0 952 .1576 4.3
10 Industries, Inc ................................... 1,661 10, 606 .1573 6.8
Oak Industries, Inc .................................. 186 1,194 .1560 28.9
Mohawk Rubber Co ................................. 173 1,114 .1555 -1.8
Wrigley, Win. Jr., Co ................................. £,646 11,028 .1493 18.0
Enter, Inc ......................................... 1,000 6,721 .1488 16.8
Allied Stores Corp ................................--- 6,927 46, 879 .1478 -12.9
Rosario Research Corp ............................... 1,455 9,913 .1467 2.9
Potlatch Corp ....................................... 2,680 18, 427 .1454 9.0
Utah Power & Light Co ............................. - 2,959 20, 416 .1449 9.1
P4L Industries, Inc ................................... 5, 241 36,272 1 s445 20.1
Ranger Oil Canada, Ltd .............................. 355 2,460 .1443 22.4
Sybron Corp ......................... ........ 998 6,977 .1431 -5.3
First Chapter Financial op .......................... 4,042 23. 666 .1410 -5.6
Wtell Pittsburgh Steel Corp ....................... 436 3,094 1409 7 9Edisca8ros, Stores, I nK .............................. 670 4, 821 13I.9 -11.5
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QUARTER PRICE CHANGE

Grand squared deviations ...........................---------------.................... 201614. 33843849
Squared deviations between classes ----------------------------------------------------- 11299. 3926286
Squared deviations within classes .......................................... ------------- 190314. 94581007
Number of classes ..................................................................... 0 (N ,=9 D.F.)
Number of observations ------------------------------------------------ 8 1............
F-(SDBCNI)(SDWCN2) equals .........................................................

Quarter price
Transaction/ Quarter price change

volume change standard
Count average average development

Class:
I ------------------------------------------- 104 - 0.3614 - 5.6179 13. 7541
2 -------------------------------------------- 104 -. 1432 -2.5905 11.8343
3 ............................................. 103 -. 0865 1.9884 12.9507
4 .............-............................. 104 -. 0494 .8645 12.0747
5 ---------------------------------- - --- 104 -. 0219 1.444 15.5559
6 ............................................. 104 .0011 2.6510 14.6468
7....-- ----------- _----- ............. 104 .0235 3.1846 13.8610
8 -------------------------------------------- 103 .0529 3.5979 13.5793
9 ........................................... 104 .1051 2.7948 13. 0595

10 ............................................ 104 .7112 7.0085 13.6750

Total ........................................ 1,038 .0232 1.5702 13. 9368 -

Senator BE.N'TSEN. As a courtesy to Mr. Smith, we will let him have
the same amount of time.

Mr. Smith.

STATEMENT OF HARRISON V. SMITH, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
OF THE MORGAN GUARANTY TRUST CO.

fr. SMI1TH. My name is 1tarrison V. Smith. I am an executive vice
president of Morgan Guaranty Trust Co. of New York andhead of its
trust and investment division. We have submitted a statement, but I
will summarize our views on S. 901 and S. 285.

On S. 901. we have been asked if we have comments on this bill and
we do. They are basically favorable, because we are pleased with the
committee's constructive efforts to remedy deficiencies in the workings
of ERISA. We do have four suggestions that are set out in the state-
ment. They deal with the assigning of responsibility for the adminis-
tration of ERISA through the Department of Labor; replacing the
list of prohibited transactions with a more work-a-day rule: dropping,
as unnecessary, the provisions for civil penalties for l)arty-in-interest
transactions; and amending section 404(a) to assuage the concern of
some investors about ERTSA's authority about investment in smaller
companies. Language for such an amendment has been submitted with
my full statement.

-Turning now from S. 901. I am sorry to say that we have a muchJpss
favorable view of S. 285.

We believe that this hill is based on important misconceptions of the
nature of the pension investment business and that. if it became law.
it would diminish rather than increase the prospects for the safe and
successful investment of the $240 billion in private pension-plan assets
that are to provide retirement income to millions of American
workers.

Tn our view. there are four principal misconcel)tions.
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One, investments would be more diversified if smaller managers as
a group had more assets under management and large managers had
less. The fact is that larger bank trust departments are more diversified
than smaller ones and that Morgan Guaranty, instead of being an ex-
ample of poor diversification, is ahead even of the other large trust
departments.

Two, pension managers need the provisions of this bill to invest in
smaller companies. The fact is the Morgan Guaranty has been invest-
ing pension assets in small and medium companies for more than 15
years. We believe that this can be done prudently under existing laws,
although it requires resources of people and money not available to
smaller institutions.

Three, large pension managers have a dominant power over secu-
rities prices. A stringent examination of the actual effect of institu-
tional activity on market prices disproves this belief.

Four, unless certain pension managers are limited in their invest-
ments. they will achieve too much control over the economy. The fact
is that there is no such danger.

As to the misconception about diversification, we have found no
reliable evidence indicating that institutionally managed pension port-
folios are inadequately diversified and, hence, exposed to undue risk.
On the contrary, the weight of informed thinking on the subject is
that diversification is more than adequate for the purpose of mini-
mizing risk.

In the case of Morgan Guaranty, the data show that our holdings
are more diversified than those of banks in our own category of size
as well as smaller banks. Specifically, the number of stocks we hold
and follow is five times as large as that in the average bank trust
department and 85 percent greater than the average of the other
largest ones.

Over 800 equity issues are held for our pension clients, of which
only 9 account for more than 1 percent each of pension assets. In terms
of equities only, the 10 largest holdings in our pension trusts accounted
for '22.6 percent of the value of total pension equities. compared with
37 percent for other large banks and about 29 percent for the Standard
& Poor's Composite Index of 500 stocks.

The reason we can diversify prudently is that we have the re-
sources to do so and these resources are a function of size. They include
a research staff of 70 analysts and the investment and administrative
capability of maintaining 14 commingled pension trust funds so that
even the smallest trust under our management can be diversified as
broadly as the largest. As a consequence. the typical pension account
has an interest in 642 entities.

Another misconception is the idea that investment managers need
additional legislation before they can invest pension funds in smaller
companies. The provisions of ERISA are often cited in this connection.
We find these concerns somewhat puzzling. It is true that ERISA
made a lot of people fiduciaries who had not so regarded themselves
previously, but this obviously did not change the status of banks like
ourselves; we have always been fiduciaries and are accustomed to the
status.

Nor is there an thing in the legislative history of ERISA to indicate
that one of its purposes is to discourage the invesfihent of pension
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money in smaller companies. Instead. the law mandates diversifica-
tion--certainly encouraging to broadly invested portfolios such as
ours. The Federal prudent man rule in'ERISA is.-4f anything. more
liberal than the rule we had been operating under.

Although I know this committee is clear on the point, perhaps some
people confuse venture capital investments with all investments made
in small companies. Of course, they are not at all the same thing. A
venture capital investment is an investment in a company which is
not only in an early state of development but has only securities which
are privately held

In other words, venture capital companies have Yet to go public.
Venture capitalists are entrepreneurs who must be prepared to tie
up their money until there is a public market for the company's se-
curities, to participate actively in the direction and management of
the company and to run the risk of what is often said to be a 70 per-
cent to 90 percent failure rate-all in the hope of commensurate gain.

We believe that this important function is not a suitable one for
bank trust departments investing pension funds. In our view. it should
be left to the numerous venture capital firms that specialize in this
activity.

Although we have generally staved away from venture capital in-
vestments as we define them and feel that we should continue to do so,
we have a long history of investing in small and medium-sized
companies.

One of our division's commingled funds, the special situation in-
vestments equities fund, has invested in more than 400 companies
since it was created 16 years ago. The smallest of these had a market
capitalization at the time of investment of less than $10 million and
the largest approximately $100 million.

I should perhaps add that from its inception in its present form in
1964 through the end of 1976. this fund showed a time-weighted com-
pounded annual rate of return of 9.1 percent a figure which can be
compared with a 5.8 percent annual return for our portfolio of large
companies over the same period and 5.9 percent for the S. & P. 500-
all of which gives us every incentive to continue to seek unt smaller
companies with attractive prospects.

Nor is this fund small or otherwise insignificant in our scheme of
things. Its holdings in 218 companies had a market value of $656
million at the end of last year and typically represented 6.7 percent of
the market value of the common stocks in a participating pension fund.

An even larger proportion-8.3 percent-was invested in another
of our commingled funds that concentrates on medium-sized com-
panies. Its year-end market value was $817 million, representing hold-

T-igs in 136 equities.
Partly as a consequence of the investment in these funds, the com-

panies in which we have concentrations are for the most part not the
giants. For instance, more than SO percent of the companies in which
our division at year-end held more than 5 percent of the outstanding
shares had market capitalizations of less than $500 million and 55
percent had market capitalizations of less than $100 million. Of our
123 pension-trust holdings that exceeded 5 percent of common stock
outstanding at the end of last Year. fully 98 were in companies having
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a net worth of less than $150 million, the line of demarcation that
would be set by the bill.

When our analysis leads us to conclude that a smaller company's
future is sufficienily attractive to offer a return commensurate with
the risk involved, we are able under existing legislation to invest our
pension client's money in that company. At. the same time, we would
not under any circumstances invest in a small company where our
analysis suggests the risk outweighs the possible return.

S. 285 is also, in our view, based on misconceptions concerning the
power of large trust departments over securities prices. We have seen
no hard evidence contradicting the conclusion of the SEC's 1971
institutional investor study that "institutional trading overall has
not impaired price stability in markets." More recent studies by highly
respected academic theor:eticians have confirmed the SEC study's
finding.

Mr. Schotland is right that t would have been better if we had used
our in-house information and we will recast them in that form and
submit them to your committee. We do not believe that this would
result in a substantial change in the conclusions.

[The following was subsequently supl)hied for the record. Oral testi-
moniy continues on p. 287.]

MORGAN GUARANTY TRUST COMPANY OF NXEW YORK,
New York, July 20, 1977.

Hon. LLOYD BENTSEN,
Chairman, Suboorninittce on Private Pension Plana and Employee Fringe Bene-

fits, Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : During my testimony before your subcommittee on June

28, 107T, I agreed to supply a revised appendix F to my statement using Morgan
Guaranty's own trading data rather than the commercially prepared data used
by Professor Schotland and in our original study. This document, denoted as
revised appendix F to distinguish it from its predecessor, is enclosed.

In our Judgment, the results again clearly reveal the absence of a significant
and consistent link between our proportion of a stock's trading volume and hls.
price behavior.

As to your questions about statistical tests of our appendix F, it should be
noted that our examination was designed to test Professor Schotland's allegation
that what he called our "dominant" trading in certain stocks determined their
price behavior. The stocks examined were those selected by Professor Schotland
In support of his contention. The data plottings in revised appendix F do not
appear to provide justification for extending the analysis to Include stocks In
which we accounted for a lesser proportion of total trading or for applying
tests of significance that would appear to be Irrelevant in the absence of any
indication of statistically meaningful relationships.

We have responded in the enclosures to two of your other requests, for the
print-out of all the underlying data, and the average hnd the standard deviation
data on the price change during the period in question for the "buy" group and
for the "sell" group.

Your other request, for "all correlation and regression 8tatistlcs," is not so
easily satisfied. For one thing, there Is a considerable volume of such statistic s,
and it is not feasible--or meaningful-for anyone to interpret them without
first defining the kind of analysis that Is contemplated. We are perfectly willing
to discuss at an appropriate time this essentially technical matter with statis-
ticians the subcommittee may have assisting it.

In connection with the indications of your desire to test the validity of testi-
nony presented at the hearing, we have requested from your staff an opportunity
to see Professor Schotland's studies and underlying data on reporting banks
and reporting mutual funds as well as the analysis he claims would set aside
some of the findings on the Securities and Exchange Commission's Institutional
Investor Study. We believe you and your colleagues should have the benefit of
thorough analyses of the Schotland study which has led to conclusions so com-
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pletely at odds with the findings of the many other studies that have been per-
formed on this same subject. Assuming we receive the studies soon, we plan to
analyze them and send our findings to you while the record is still open.

Sincerely,
H. V. SMITH.

Enclosures.

ANALYSIS OF WHETHER MORGAN GUARANTY'S TRADING DETERMINES
SToCx PaIcEs

In a paper entitled "Bank Trust Departments and Public Policy Today"' Pro-
fessor Roy Schotland has suggested there is a point beyond which a single iusti-
tuitional investor accounts for so much buying or selling of stocks that the
institutional investor cannot avoid setting the market price for those stocks. He
further suggests Morgan Guaranty has passed that point. In support of his con-
tention, those stocks in which the bank's net purchases or sales for clients
accounted for over 5 percent of annual trading volume in the respective shares
for the years 1973, 1974, and 1975 were listed. Specifically, in 1975 he cited 33
companies in which Morgan Guaranty's net purchases for clients accounted for
5 percent or more of the total trading volume in those stocks. Likewise, he
listed 21 companies in which net sales for clients accounted for 5 percent or more
of the total volume in those stocks. Similar data was presented for the years 1973
and 1974. The inference he draws is that, at least for the stocks indicated, Morgan
Guaranty's activities on behalf of its clients resulted in setting the market prices
for these stocks.

Professor Schotland has raised an important question. Specifically, does the
fact that an Institution may account for a sizable percentage of a stock's volume
imply that the institution will have a measurable, and presumably adverse,
impact on the stock's price? Our initial response would be to express doubt, since
several generations of experience in the investment business show that customers
tend to be happier when we buy low and sell high. That is, it is strongly in our
own self interest to be sure that our trading for clients does not have any im-
pact on market prices. Furthermore, in recent years our view has been shaped
by conclusions such Ps those presented in the 1971 st-tdy of Institutional Invest-
ors conducted by the Securities and Exchange Commission. This study concluded
that "institutional trading overall has not impaired price stability in markets." '
And that, "Banks ... tend to be price neutral : their net trading imbalances tend
to be in the opposite direction to price change as frequently as they are in the
same direction." " Nevertheless, our respect for Professor Schotland and his deep
interest in public policy issues relating to bank trust departments has led us to
employ statistical tools in an effort to expand on his initial analysis of this
matter. Specifically, we have sought to determine whether Morgan Guaranty's
percentage of trading in the stocks he mentioned did, in fact, have an impact on
the price behavior of these same stocks. A description of this effort and the overall
conclusions are presented in the following sections. Subsequently, a somewhat
more technical discussion of the statistical analysis is presented.

Brief description of thc analysis
The stocks in which Morgan Guaranty's trading for clients accounted for a

substantial portion of annual volume have been examined to see if there was any
common trend in price change. The study has focused on stocks cited by Professor
Schotland as those transactions for which Morgan Guaranty accounted for 5 per-
cent or more of total 1975 or 1976 trading. This relationship wts examined for
32 of the net purchases and 16 of the net sales in 1975 which Professor Schotland
cited, as well as for all 74 ' stocks in which Morgan Guaranty's trading amounted
to over 5 percent of total volume in 1976.' The revised study has eliminated 26
trading volume was below the 5 percent criterion set by Professor Schotland.

I Prepared for the financial institutions and the Nation's economy (FINE) Study of the
Committee on Banking. Currency and Housing. U.s. House of Representatives tJune. 1976).

' Institutional investor study report of the Securities and Exchange Commission (1971)
summary volume, v. XXI.8 Op. oft., p. 84. .

4 There were 41 net purchases and 33 net sales.
3fMorgan's quarterly volume was extracted from internal records- New York Stock Ex-

change volume data were provided by Compustat.
stocks examined in the original study (six in 1975 and 20 in 1976) because our
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(The study was limited to 1975 and 1976 since quarterly trading volume was not
readily available for prior years.) Since trading was not necessarily continuous
or evenly distributed throughout 1975 and 1976, the relationship between volume
and share price movement was examined on a quarterly basis. That is, the pro-
portion of quarterly volume accounted for by Morgan Guaranty's transactions
was calculated for 48 stocks in 1975 and for 74 stocks In 1976. Subsequently, the
quarterly price changes for these same stocks was derived; These price changes
were then adjusted to remove the effect of price movement trends for the stock
market as a whole-a factor which typically explains 30 percent-40 percent of a
single stock's price variability. For example, where a stock rose 15 percent and
the S.&P. rose 10 percent, the market-adjusted price change would be 5 percent
(15 percent minus 10 percent). These data are presented graphically in charts
1 through 16, which are attached and further described.

Conclusions
Visual examination of these data provides little evidence that there has been

any meaningful relationship between the percent of a stock's trading attributable
to Morgan Guaranty and its price behavior. For the most part, the data appear
wildly behaved and generally unpredictable. Statistical analysis of the data, dis-
cussed in the subsequent section, confirms this visual examination. We have not
been able to find any relationship between percentage change in price and the
fraction of trading that Morgan Guaranty accounts for. Consequently, we con-
clude very strongly that Morgan Guaranty has not, in fact,-set prices for this
group of stocks.

We would further note that this test has been limited to those stocks in which
Morgan Guaranty's 1975 and 1976 trading activity has been described as substan-
tial. As such, the group of stocks is not representative of the-bank's overall trad-
ing activity. In fact, it dramatically overstates Morgan Guaranty's overall pres-
ence in the trading of common stocks, which amounted to only 2 percent-3 percent
of total N.Y.S.E. volume in 1975 and 1976.

The overall conclusion is not surprising in light of the generally held belief
that domestic security markets are reasonably efficient. For this to be so, there
must be a willing seller of every share Morgan Guaranty, or any other Investor,
wishes to purchase and a willing buyer for every share .Morgan Guaranty wishes
to sell. Furthermore. the conclusion is quite consistent with policies our traders
have followed for many years, namely, that every effort should be made to ensure
that the-bank's transactions for clients do not Impact securities prices.
Summary of statistical analysis

The objective in the various analyses we have done is to attempt to test the
hypothesis suggested by Professor Schotland that our equity trading above 5
percent of the volume In some sense "determines" price.

Professor Schotland's concern was qualitatively stated; he did not specify a
particular mathematical equation for this determiningg" relationship and so we
have applied various plausible particular model specifications. We used linear
regression models based on ordinary least squares, The formal statistical tests
of significance are based upon the assumption that the dependent and independent
variables are jointly normally distributed. All the models we tested exhibited
great Instability in the coefficients from quarter to quarter and between pur-
chases and sales. We modeled purchases and sales both separately and together.

We have not been able to find any meaningful relationship between percentage
change in price and the fraction of trading volume that we have accounted for in
our purchasing and selling programs.

The purchases and sales data are displayed In charts 1-16. The data presented
in these charts are quarterly data. The first eight charts are for the four
quarters of 1975, the last eight are for 1976. In charts 1-16 the variable plotted
on the vertical axis is the percentage change in equity price normalized by the
simultaneous percentage in market price (P). The variable on the horsontal
axis Is the percentage of trading volume accounted for by Morgan Guaranty (M).
We adopt the convention that buying volume is positive and selling volume is
negative, The "zeros" in the charts are symbols for individual observations on
companies, The numerals show coincident data points, a "2" for two such points,
a "3" for three. etc. For Illustrative purposes, several companies are Identiflelby
name on each chart.
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In the cases-a distinct minority-where coefficients appear to be "significant,"
we find that the coefficients are very sensitive to the presence or absence of a
small number of outliers. This is a very familiar problem in the statistical analy-
sis of data which is non-nornial because of astationarity or contamination of the
process. For example, in testing the model: P equals a plus bM. on the fourth
quarter sales data for 1975 shown in chart 8 we found a marginally significant
b-coefficient of about 0.8. Removal of two outliers changes the estimate of h to
-0.02 and the t-statistic from 2.02 to -0.03.

The coefficients are not consistent even with respect to sign. In both the third
and fourth) quarters of 1976 the sales data--charts 15 and 1--coefficients are
negative which implies that the "effect" of Morgan Guaranty's trading is the
opposite of what Professor Schotland would expect. Indeed, seven of the 16 b-
coefficicnts found by testing the above model on the data in charts 1-16 are
negative.

Inspection of these charts and analysis of the data exhibited there lead us to
believe that no meaningful relationship in fact exists. If the Committee should
care to pursue this investigation further, we shall be happy to offer continued
assistance. I
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Deacriotion of Data Inclu4ed in Tables I through 16

The universe of companies under study for 1975 and 1976 cons iets of
those companies identified by Ray Schotlasd as companies in w ich Morgan Guaranty's
net trading volume for the year exceeded five percent of total trading volume
where in fact our trading volme actually did exceed five percent. In 1975
there were 48 such companies (32 purchases and 16 sales) and in 1976 there were
74 companies (41 purchases end 33 siles).

The Data

The data presented in tables I to 16 conists of organ Guaranty's
quarterly trading as a percentage of total quarterly trading volume and the
quarterly net percent price change 2 for the above identified companies. The
Company nme is in column (A), Morgan Guaranty's quarterly trading as a percent
of total quarterly trading volume is in colum (3) and the quarterly not percent
price change is in column (C).

Separation of Quarterly Data into "Purchase" and "Sale" Groups

For ease of presentation of the data in table form we employ the con-
vention that if our net purchase as a percent of total trading volume exceeded
five percent for the year than the company would be classified as a "purchase"
for all four quarters of that year, and if our net sales as a percent of total
trading volume exceeded five percent for the year than the company would be
classified as a "sale" for all four quarters of that year. A positive value for
Morgan Guaranty's net trading volume as a percent of total trading volume indicate.
that we were a not purchaser during the quarter. However, it sust be noted that
for some companies we were net sellers in one or more quarters where our net
purchases exceeded five percent of the total trading volume for the year, and
vice versa. For example, on Table 6 we show a negative value for our net
purchases as a percent of total trading volume for the first quarter of 1976 for
Chemical Now York Corp., indicating that we sold the company, even though it is
listed in the purchase group for that quarter.

1 Ray A. Schotlend, "Bank Trust Departments and Public Policy Today," prepared
for The Financial Institutions and The Nation's Economy (FINE) Study by The
Committee on Banking, Currency and Housing, U.S. House of Representatives (1976)
and Roy A. Schotland's Testimony before The Subcomittes on Private Pension
Plans and Employee Fringe Benefits of the Comittee on Finance, U.S. Senate,
June 28, 1977.

2 The percent price change for the market is subtracted out of the individual
company's price change for the quarter. The Standard and Poor's 500 price index
was used as a surrogate for the price performance of the market.

21-933 0 - 77 - IS
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1 FAISSA ALB 6 CiBA CO 0.0 0.51

2 POTIAYCd CO" 0.000 3.s36
3 loco LTD 39.944 -5.311
4 19T1O5 INC 10.436 47.74
S CIAAIION INTL COL. 47.60 24.630
4 CPnA) 6Is SAC eoa, 44.21 14.13,
7 NUT POINT ?aUpJILL, o.oo 31.071
I N AUACgShJS I9MOVIu 9.s1 -4.114

V SMSVU . r & CO INC 4.766 -1.4,2
10 SU ,rLIOTod INDS INC 41.304 34.037
11 ALISzU CO AMU o.000 3.936
12 131Xn1 £Uzia COa. 19.717 47.313
33 TSXANULt INC 23.760 -12.411
14 NSLPS ooa COa 20.00 4.90
is TSTL o N G 13IC 22.3t3 -31.539
16 AAIPSUWiG COtl CO 16.963 - -14.063
17 ILLIOIS FowlS CO 0.000 6.147

13 IAkUi , ,CL3dnA0 CO$ 16.606 -4.54S
19 OODY& TI U 6 51J5 31.13 13.361

20 UNION ClAUD1 CO" 3.604 1S.170
21 bOIls C"AMO CORP S.720 42.6
22 INLAID SIL CO -3.324 4.191
23 0AAT"O OIL CO 28.63 -27.705-
24 -UNISD SATU STL CORP 0.451 33.015

21 GILLBITI CIMPANT 7.154 4.51#
26 sta"L4s INC -0.00 -20.544
27 s5s11 LUAD CORP -. 200 4.w94
24 G5UAAL EL$C CO 2.606 16.23t
21 GULP OIL COD. 13.110 -12.4.2
31 DU VON? 9 I Ot dAOUU 1.039 -14.135

31 STAWISI Cdli CO 2.127 5.805

32 9L.StNGO a i iD INC 1.012 -21.113
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(A) (S) (c)

AIO7sS Gs PC'V2&75G5 'PC PF27SGS

I KAISER ALUM & C9AN CP 97.837 26.027
2 POITLAC CORP 40.414 45.231
3 ICO LTD 41.40S -2.690
4 TIETROM INC 38.341 6.292
s C0AMeIow 1lL CORP 74.011 -u.36v
, CWO N 1ELLCRAC CORP ,9.160 6.964
7 OSS? POINT PFMPIRLL 3m.814 IS.172
a AA uACNuZPS jMAOVIA 52.941 12.256
0 ST,9I s J1 P S CO INC 2.1054 44.143

10 6URLZNGIA INDS 1INC 24.526 -1.247
11 ALUAIINUN Co AxiE 34.121 17.354
12 PRARN &TAIR CORP 11.412 -V.344
13 TSAASW4J INC 26.338 1.739
14 P1ILPS 000O1 CORP 41.102 -0.447
i5 TIRLING DRUG INC 30.54 -21.167
16 AR UAISRG CORI CO 11.875 -4.110
17 ILLIMOI 9WR CO 4.296 4.006
is IARSA 6 N1CIESiA[ COs 15.49V 1.829
it G UOOAR TIRR b RUBR 21.41 -.4.638
2) 11100 CAREIDE SCOR 22.871 -5.1st
21 50151 CASCADI CORP 14.622 18.419
22 Ia ILAD SL. CO 36.216 -11.016
23 VARATO OIL CO 13.446 40.216
24 UNITED STAIRS ISt. CORP 23.794 -9.722
25 GIULTTS COAPANY 24.365 -16.534
26 EERtCULtS INC 14.71# 17.769
27 SPURT RAND CORP 1$.633 25.682
20 GgdNERAL CC CO 14.465 0.212
2* GULF OIL CORP 13.534 2.477
31) OJ POol? I I D9 NAOUSJ 14.181 15.0166
31 SAUMIK CORN CO 9.144 28.929
32 RIVIOLOI R J3 IODS INC 3.357 -1.124
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(A) (i) (C)
SAAIM7IS PMT3875S PCU37,'Gs

I IAIS91 Aau, & CNdI CP 27.653 -16.405
2 POTLATCN CORP 54.162 4.435
3 INCO LTD 47.741 2.47)
4 TIXTRON INC 61.276 -S.110
s CdAPIO, INTL CORP -2.671 -l.424
-6 CtOdN ELLEIA.ACU CORP 13.116 1.414
7 dEST POINT PSPPIRLL 31.845 11.232
6 ,ANUACTURIS NAAOVIZ 20.968 -20.790
9n STIVENS J f k CO INC 36.032 -3.81i10 BURLINGTON 1006 INC 2.753 3.319
11 ALUMIN01U CO AMA 11.061 -8.003
12 PERXIN BLA o CORP 17.071 -10.7*1
13 T9XASGULf INC 11.300 0.016
14 Pastrs 0OOGB CORP -22.68 -4.723
is sTIRLING DRUG INC 2.9#6 -6.110
16 ATSROG CORK CO 3.523 -14.110
17 ILLINOIS POVER CO 34.6,8 0.77
is MAR11 I *CILIAI COS 14.0d2 2.615

Gv00001A TIRS G ROSl -2.612 11.8110
20 UNION CARDIDE CORP 10.119 3.001
21 60111 CASCADR CORO 9.21) *.1s$
22 INLAND STE CO 3.536 8.276
23 AMAIAOM OIL CO -0.132 7.175
24 UNITED STATES STL CORP 2.259 11.149
as GILLrTT6 COAPA. V -2.137 -2.510
26 NERCJLES8 INC 11.112 -11.117
27 SPIRA! AND CORP 13.391 -6.112d GENERAL rLC CO 9.642 -4.100
2* GUL OIL CORP -0.941 1.646
30 0 PONT a I 01 MOuRS 6.54 -4.305
31 STAURPIA C lA CO 4.006 6.762
32 REINOLDS R J INDS, INC 6.682 1.167
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(A) (3) (C)
MAWdS3G CI41GS eCiI#4d17CaS

I AISER AL4 CdKA Ci? -11.17
a POILAICd COMP 27.22d 1.071
3 TIC') LTD) 2).652 -7.540
4 • fA td 11C 15.656 -6.915

CdAAPIOd IATL COl -1.301 4J3.92
CA'Odd 1ELLENIMCd CO0 -J.u27 -6.476

7 aEt1 eQItf FIa'FkEZLL 54.301 -11.d4S
d AAUIAC'RSU tANfd'3 36.576 5.iol
1 SUUNM$ J F & CO TIC 34.610 :.523

10 &IJRLI31Jd IDO INKC -6.456 ods
11 ALUWXAIUA CO AASA 20.494 -v.lJ2
12 AIERXIs ZLMER CORO 23.151 -!#.9S3
13 1CA"WLF IAC -j. 71su -lu.570
14 PdLPS WDOG COQA 12.1V4 3.571
15 SURLuIwt DiU'G TiC 3.624 . d64
16 A.SIdROiG CORA CU 37.634 1v.434
17 ILLIOIS POdEt CO 27.515 8.764
16 .AR~d & *CLUMAN.1 COS 'j0.136 -0.167
19 GOOUOAR TIRE & RUaR -4.071 6.134
20 0.4104 CAR6IOK COR? 5.7) U.846
21 BOISE CASCADE CORO 7.511 -1.340
22 INLAND 5TL CO 2.943 -5.66S
23 A4ARAfs. OIL CO . 3.605 -21.342
14 U0lf9D srArES STL CORO 12.471 -4.476
as GILLVIr COAPMV 3.025 17.226
26 d1eRCUL Iic 3.506 4.135
27 SPIer SAiD CO"l 2.314 -d.79d
44 GENERAL ELEC CO 1.314 -2.711
2o OULf OIL COl 0.Ud4 -11.634
34 0') ~f C I , *4l*10*S 0.973 10.271
il S.AUtegb Cd&i CO 5.246 7.325
J2 RCI*JLO A J INDS 116C P.lv4 J.271
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(A) (3) (c)

dAA, l7SG5 crIVns7isS K,0167GS
1 1,aTIMI .OAL VLAVeA -6.102 -0.371s
* BIKIlL COR -21.46 -1e.dlu

3 ALfItM POUjtiA CO -6-79S -12.4654 FiLIP MORAIS KIOC -23.213 -JU.540
s AASOIls CORP -26.422 10.7d4
6 SCd1 AdltJ3te LTD -t.yTJ -17.76b
7 CdSidtlW0d 0P iC -2.523 40.444

A " tioC -7.240 15.0S5v
ACODOAAOS COR -6.471 26.V21

10 50(1355 CB? -OS.lu 14.1142
11 RAfT tic -7.ob7 -6.405
14 *CdLIlt J"0 aitoiti CO -3.154 45.VIO
li BACt & O EC9KA AtO CO -7.656 26.624
14 ARINtICAS IORia 1*005 Cr -0.644 -5.001
15 JOdiSO" G JO&L$Od -5.071 -1.340
I* flCICA G 3AML5 Co -es*4 -4.1u5
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HOMAN OAMT' S WAOR IM7 SALES: MCIN WARM7

(A)

!N Ti41ATIO4AL iLAV&FAit
aAK~Eo IAi CUR?

RALSrO" 12JRIA CO
PdILIP .4ORR!S INC

AASO4Ite CORP
SCdLUMd RGE. LTD

CdEEdROU~od PONDS 104C
AAh? INC

ACOONALDS. CORj?
souadJ CuRe
£KRAal INC

SCSLMtL JOS MRWING CU
dL.ACi 6 DECic~& A CO

K44.IhCAM NOAE ORUOS Co
JO4iASqO1 & J3dqSiq

PROUCt"9 & GAAJL6 CO

"" (s)

PC',V2s75Gs

-12.7ld
"i 1.TJ0
-17.1-1
-5.741

-16.11b
-11.731

-16.6U3
-17. 564
-7.o3u

-4.174
-20.240

-!4.O6J
-5 .ou1

2

3
4

7
V

!I

11

14

lb

(c)

- .69
-1.67
-j.u7v
-4. 1 j
-3.064

2.32d
-0.614

io,461
-16.?754-0..694

-:2. 747

-b.440
-!1 .710
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(A)

4A.SU70SG5

I,4UMAtIONAL eLAV~fxA
dAAER INuL COi

RALS?'J 1 PUAIWA CO
PHILIP AORi IS INC

e. S+ i ,t CORP
SCd LU,6MEARR LO

CdisigROUGH POdDS INC
AAP 114C

A4CO NALOS CORO
£(w~Id6 Cv"i

it AAI INC
SCdL!fi JJdS DRYING CO

LACA A D"CgA9 A. Co
AAii iCAM dods m')OO$ Cp

JO$dSON & JOd4SA
IPRJC'fgR & GAA3LZ CO

(3)

PC" 'J35GS

-4w. 3 27
-3o.374
-u.64V
-10 350
-6. oil2

-34.712
-7.274
-1.71
-1.715

-22.6 ts
-5.712

-IU .665

-4.443

1
2
3
4
S
6
7

11
12
Ii
14

1.

(c)

-14. 40
11. . u
2.723

-0.90 1
-15.6Vb

-5.206

-1. .42
-6.531
-7 l.iN

6.to5S
-24.717
-20.344
-11.164
-6.ld€u
-3.524
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Poom OUARMAMf' KM 1975 SAMK: ?JMM GIAWM

(A)

N AASd75

INTMAATIUAIAL ILAVIEatA
dAKER INTL CAR

RALS Ocd LUMINA CO
PdILIP aOAIS WiC

,ASOJ' IB coA
MCdLUM6MEM LTD

CdESEBRUUGd 40)6 I&C
A.A INC

.ICDO NALDS CUR#
SQUlB CoRI

KRiAFT IdC
SCHIITZ JOS BRdING CO

BLACA I DECKER AfG CO
AEAICA4 4046 PAUOD Ct

JOdNSON & JON.SOR
PROCTER & GALE CO

(3)

PCTV4S7SUS

-14.31a
-10.264
-6.2lo
-5.614
-o.Od*
-9.uo 11

-0.045

-2.066
-i.107
-0.57

-12.379

1

3
4

7

10
11
12
13
14

16

cc)

-. 7Sb
-1d .474

d.362
6.430

-4.130
-2.167
11.v11

-12.047
17.9id
U. StI

-7.UOJ
-3.6496.00s
-0.311
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MMIAN OUARAITT U& NA§ 197UOLS8S 113 QUANYM

(A) (B) (c)
MAAsNGU5OO PClISi Ot op 1B

S CINCINATI UILACRO 2J.462 40.655
2 CONTINUI'TAL CORP 17.205 U. oib
3 SOUTdERd 8? CO 11.d65 -2.724
4 PIflrod CO 11.710 -1.065
S AatiCAs 51o INC 23.567 45.005
6 CdEAICAL, Hid YORU CORP -6.35 lu.v43
7 ARA SVCS INC lv.3u4 3.75d
4 .ATIONAL STL CORP 17.523 d.741
* ALLIS CdAL4CRS CORP 14.697 24.671

10 3ORG AARN R CORP 2.22$ 24.s11
11 RtIAL DUtCd ME16 CO 0.015 -2.37
12 OUALINGtsJM Ik)RTNNl INC 12.20)6 u.503
13 UAL INC 6.027 -Ju.251
14 OURB & CO 5.596 6.7o1
1$ CATKOW INC 31.547 24.559
1 SAIA P INDS I C 5.741 1b.503
17 AIRCO liN 23.663 J3.556
I* NoJOLEA & NESfA RI CO 12.266 6.714
iv "TURTOdx INC 4.00€o 16.755
A6 ALLIEO STORES CORP 3.310 9.274
21 KNINOLOSD R J MINDS INC 11.ub4 -11.131
22 EATOM CONS 0.5v6 6.216
23 mISSOURI AC CUR? . 6.406 3.593
24 COLt 10OS I4C 09L 9.291 4.,J32
2:0 VIRL'NoIc PIRL&RJSiA 4.304 -9.456
26 MEVNOLOS HiTALS CO 2.51 61.756
27 scO/yt lAPitN CO 19.691 44.170
46 aCAD CORD 1.1U36 44.26
26 INLAIO e'L co V.262 *.363
31 Ic1SR.AIIONAL TO LC.,&hL 2.774 12.161
31 SOUIN IM PAC CO 11.762 9.604
32 SdLL OIL CO -u.011 -3.236
33 UNlON PAC CORP 0.076 -3.Ob
34 S'dLi IdgA STI. COR 1.156 14.1*7
31 GNIRAL lLC CO 2.332 -J.120
36 ALIWSUA CO MAZA 5.201- 11.616
37 FPO INDS INC 0.761 15.732
31 BOEING CO 0.000 -3.664
36 ITIIdNco INC -0.94) -6.343
40 ITtMLINS CORP 3.23V U.640
41 AINNESOTA s" & fG, CO 3.40s 1.51
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?ABU 10

ImAR OIJAAM'sINf 1976 MMIAS C WIARI

(A) CD) (c)

1 CIICINNA AILACRo b2.946 14.713
a CoWrTI TAiL CORP 14.431 -5.22i
3 SoUlINI R¥ CO 35.323 5.032
4 PITSTIOd Co 15.0d9 2V.244
S A ,AIICA:i SID INC 20.116 -d.43
6 CdZAICAL Ngd YORK CORP 28.136 6.477
7 ARA SVCS INC 12.146 -7.32
* NATIONAL SIL COW? 12.192 0.9d6

ALLIS CSALJ4I CORP 6.819 36.30d
10 BORG WARMECR CORP 29.586 -4.979
11 ROYAL o01CM Pdl CO 15.036 -u.i3v
12 uAi LIMGNM OMA INC 1d.203 24.127
13 UAL INC 16.645 15.372
14 DMERS & Co 12.541 7.764
is ?gx*ON INC 10.436 2.566
!6 SANfA tS INOS INC 16.174 -4.940
17 AIRCO INC 4.3518 24.972
If ORFOLK & NEStM Al CO 9.514 5.623
1 TKTRONIZ INC 21.466 5.107
2 ALLIED STORES CORP 7.587 -14.330
A1 REYOLDOS A J MINDS INC 7.461 -10.906
22 tAOd CORP 6.424 15.313
23 NISSOURI ?AC CORI 12.410 -3.9*7
24 COld INDS INC OIL v.3d4 13.275
22 flISltOdE TIRLBRUdER -10.174 -2.545
4. RE9NOLDS NETALS CO 11.1501 -4.465
27 SCOT? PA#ER CO 2.486 -7.5s
ad AZAD COk# 12.101 6.32
29 AIO STL CO 10.266 A.v73
o IiREl4ATlONAL UgL6TtLI 7.611 -1.470
31 SOUTNgiM PAC CO 9.715 -9.4v7
32 sdeLL OIL CO 11.ul 1W.124
33 US1Od PAC CORP 0.616 6.571
34 ITdLEdgA OIL CORD 12.003 6.542
35 GENltAL .LEC CO 7.164 7.339
36 ALUAINUn CO AAgA 5 .563 15.u2s
37 PPO IADS INC 7.615 17.604
3d SUIG* CO 9.054 50.151
31 TENNECO INC -u.693 11.362
40 JlZTNALINI CORP 13.534 2.773
41 A4INgESOTA ^we 6 Ato CO 17.624 -14.725
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TABIZ It

NMOAN GUARANTYI WO MACU196 pWOIAS: ThD WARM-

(A) ) {c)

AAENdGTSOB PCTV3S K-1033

1 CINCINNATI AILACRCI 40.432 -Iu.206
2 COc4IENTAL CO? 13.372 1u.ulS
3 sourEBRN ar Co 1.737 -3.657
4 PIjfSTOd Co 15.836 -15.126
6 A4RICAN LID INC -1.60d 13.150
6 CdEMICAL Mid YORK CORP 34.96) -4.601
7 AM SvCS INC 0.7b -5.432
0 NATIONAL STL CORP 1.272 -!0.143
9 ALLIS CdALeIIRS CORO 11.513 14.134

10 3ORG WAMNR CORP 4.,l3 3.171
11 ROJAL OU'TCd PErt CO 14.14--- -2.772
12 SJALINGTON dOutdN INC 3.32U -7.n
13 UAL INC 5.651 -4.576
14 DEUME 6 CO 12.241 -9.553
is TEXtArON INC -6.367 1.666
16 SAdTA FE INOS INC 7.17 -1U.347
17 AIRCO INC -4.95 -6.i0s
16 NORFOLK A diEt'. Ri CO 4.593 7.36d
19 TCKfORCX INC 3.44$ -0. V0
20 ALLIED STORES CORP - 11.396 -10.335
21 -KBNNOLDS R J IDS INC 6.204 V.45
22 EATUA CORO 1d.667 1.475
23 niSSOUai PAC COP? 7.437 6.487
24 COLT INDS INC OIL 3.173 -15.406
25 F tikoali TIRESRUmex 4.758 1.254
20 RSt#OLD ITALS CO 5.173 2.734
47 LCCUf PAPEK CO -1. .d -4.434
24 iXAD CORP 9.260 -12.6d
a* INLAND SIL CO 2.245 -11.165
30 iNrcRAIIONAL TeLATfLE 0.243 11.415
31 SOUtdtd PAC CO 2.264 -4.556
31 SdNLL OIL CO 9.700 12.3o
33 UlON PAC CuR? 10.203 -7.145
34 d~rNLESBA JTL COKA? 14#.340 -12.459
is d;NtAL ELEC C% 11.175 -6.172
30 ALUNINUn CO AMEN 2.002 5.275
37 FOG INDS Itc i.663 -13.506
Jo 601NG CO 4,0d2 11.657
30 1ER.ECO IdC 1.963 4.962
40 SAt'rKLIlN COR 4.346 14,476
41 uIMdESOrA AtG & AI CO -0.425 14.11)
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wriN 0Z1937'Y UMAS 12Q7
RO(ASZ! PNUWgf wia

(A)

NA EdGISOS

CINCIIdAII sILACROW
COW .IedIAAL CORP

SOUTENA IV co
PIT S'?Ot CO

AAERICAN $1D IdC
CdEnICAL MEN YORK CORP

ARA SVCS INC
dATIOAAL 51. CORP

ALLIS CdALAERS CORP
6ORG dAR.WAiA CORP

ROYAL O-TCd Prfg-C--
aBiALoOi WoR'rd.4 INC

UAL INC
DEE -9 6 Co
TEATRO$ INC

SAJrA 19 MINDS IBIC
AIRCO INC

NlORf£LE G ESt RY C:0
rtiRoix INC

ALLIED STORES COA?
R9E4ULD, R J 110.$ INC

EAWON CORP
AISSOUMI PAC CORP
COLT 1I0. INC DEL

PIR.TSTON TIREIRU.dER
kSDSOLDS AETALS CO

$cart PAPE Co
.49AD CORP

INLAND Si1L CO
!N4TeRAAIONAL ?ErLITdLE

souJttleaR PAC CO
9dLL OIL CO

UWION PAC CORP
dE'MLEdCn SF1. CORP

GENERAL ELEC CO
ALUINU.1 CO AMR

VPG ENDS INC
S09ING CO

TeNNeco INC
SAIlNKLINB CORP

nINNESOIrA MAG A nfG CO

I

3
4
S
6
1

i4

IV
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17

2d

20

21
22
23
34

as

26

31
30
31
34
31

31
35
39
40
41

(B)
CTV4&

19.001
20.031
10.326
16.130
-2.020
0.670

10.ol
7.162
1.170
5.293

11.2"1
1.700
6.607
6.941

-5.159
0. 91p
6.14o
4.012
4.515

14.5.0
6.50d
3.111

-1.401
3.103
1.314

17.233
-3.604

0.012
2.164
6.27
0.4%7
0.522
6.136
5.4d
3.623
9.140

10.140
4.742

14.01d
2.u60

-2.259

(c)

6.945
0.7u
5.249

-11.346
-1.b70

7.126
-0.551
-5.5 6
-4.9t.,4

4.440
10.42o
0.514
2.766

-2.!PU4
-J.673
11.669
-0.044

3.74d
4.921
1.261
6.090
U.Ski

lu.o49
i7 .olb
-1.046

v.454
1.640

11.51-0..MII
-lo. vib6
4.165
6.192
3.762

16.216
-1.1799

0.661
-6.s93
10.301
-4.562
6.7 9

-4.717
-14.14*

OUMANY'S X&M 10%PjltCKASZS: 7MIM WAMM
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mD OWJAITT Smaf 1976 SAIMS suntf UAM

(A)

NAAEdGTSO$

DILLOA COs INC
GfuUIdI PARTS CO

ICdLII 4iG CO
61Gd'-f RIDDER liIISPaIRs

R!CdARDSOd AIRMLL INC
SAAG41 COS INmC

Dodt 6 SRADSRit! COS
,eMtf AIR 113d1 CORP

LdaRIZOL CORP
GAdni INC

dAMBA ITIL CUR
dATIOdAL Cd.4SIARCd CO
COCA COLA SW)fLIiIG 94 6
IN M-iATIONAL ILAV6FAA

AAMS6 6 nCLeNAAZ4 COS
E VIR,flICd CORD

COOSOLIDATCo PRIGdId1
CQAiES C4GIdM INC

A S INC

sCKRD JACA CORP
AA4MIICA1 WAS.4 PRODS CP
fIRST IItL BA.CSdARLS

,ORLI G rOi 1003 IfC
CdCSEBRtnJ~d PONDS IN4C

SCdLUnatRGIA LTD
GILLZ'ftE COAIPANI

dALLISUATOd CO
ACOOIALOS CORO

dIRCULIS INC
DIS111 ALr POOThS
PUKIN BlAZA CORP
RALSTON UJ INA CO

(3)

-36.740
-19.430
-13.579

-2.772
-6.7.4

-17.612
-10.116

-5. S3d
-2.917
-7.32#

-16.v66
-17.660

-6.676
-3.64a
-7.321

-10.3no
-V.! ili

-14.41w

-13.470
-0. 2646

-- 6.547
-0. Ubw
-3.111
-S IS3
-i.142
-12. 64
-7. 23
-S.Oul
-d., 607-10.177

-1.331
-7.661

(c)

-0. 942
-v.626
-3.312
12.113

-13.448
12.300

-14.627
-22.5026
-14.wu2
-'. 47-

-25.971
-lw.U'1

-4.575
-JJ.,1b3

14.w-)
-13.vSO

4!0. 512
3.175

-1.950
-7.206

6.320
-7.644

-10.V
-16 . 97

-4.314
11.505

7.654
11.411

-11.57S

3
4

76
7
S

lb

11

I2

13
14
15
16
17

1w

1w

20
21
22
23
24

26
27
24

29
i0
31
33J
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MMAN OUAAM 'U M 1-976 SAWl: 01W AS

(A) (3) CC)

MAAtdGISOS VC2Aclio"2

IDILIM CoS C -4.5 -1.13
2 GtdUINi PARTS CO -46.047 -1.474

9 ECMI.d nf CO -30.131 -1l.ugs
4 fiii;uet RIDooN Hi4SU991 -11.133 -. 677
$ M ICSAMOSON AZUALL ISC -29.051 -6.470
I dlA0OS COS IAC -v.13j -14.341
7 UUd I 8kADSTtT COS -13.51 -2.7?
4 Ws£AYi AIR tIX CORP -23.!24 3.2id
i LUSRISOL COat -20.476 0.453

10 GALMZt? 1K -1w.557 2.0,2
11 SAMBA INTL CONP -1b.0i3 10.731
1A NATIO14AL CdtASCARCd Cl? -6.040 -22o13
13 COCA COLA BOI)ILlIO w 1 -21.3? 0.061
14 INflA4AJOOAL ILAV.FRA -15.205 -5.240
Is A. d 6 nCLEOdA.4 COS -J.306 7.4v2
16 INVIROTECd LO" O.UJI0 29.Vil
17 CmdSOLIODAICO f&IGNdNl -7.304 -1.wl1
15 LAMES COS INC -6.04 -14.932
iv CaAIdS .iGdt 1IC -7.uel 22.0$v
go Aa, INC 0.3i5 4.63d
A1 EC6IAO JACA CORP' -11.00o -11.541
22 AAtLICAA9 &P llODS Cl -12.471 -5.33d
43 FIt S IdtL flSCdACd -4.620 1.101
a4 UALINGON IN". INC -9.6U6 -15.o1
4: CdddROJU" WNW INC -6.A1 -5.01V
26 SCdLUSSINSR LTO -14.764 9.73
21 GILL ,I'J CO 43tAN -0.400 -5.31w
4 4ALLIJSUfOd CO -N.646 14.31

2sC *lOALOM CORP -4.301 -Iu.0e4
it dUCLILZS INC -4.360 -1.wVt

l 01601 dALI 9R300'3 -4.7S2 -a. 240
32 Ptk ls ILsiI CORl -4.001 -V.163
33 RAL TON "lsA CO -3.1* 4.973
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mwAN o RraN s Kwt 19%6 szsA 1ri4D ARIm

(A) (D) (C)
" AABNGf SO PCFV3S PcTvi3s

1 DILLOCos ic -41.S 16.334
2 GENUINe PATS CO -2U.6VU -4.d4
3 CdLIN AIN CO -3.351 J.o67
4 KEIGd RIDDER NZdSPIAS -31.273 S.9di
S RICSAROSONW IaERLL INC -1o.744 12.74
6 SKAG, COS INWC -15.30t.S J0
7 DUd BRADJ T9AL COS -10. U3 -3.611
d Until AIR Id CORP -1.iU31 -16.234
i LUdRIZOL CORP -11.335 -4.U65

10 GANNt IoC -14.535 4.449
11 dAK£E INTL CORP -2.u2! 11.5!5
12 NATIOAL CdE4ASARCd CP -1.074 -14.viI1
Ii COCA COLA BOflLt.iN £ f -14.431 -w.4w6
14 IAT0UAflOAL fLAVIeA -12.024 -3. dJ s
1s MASN G 4CLIdANM COS -4.626 2.17b

-1i e-iviRO UCd COKit -11.162 J.VlO
17 COdSOLIOAU9O IiBGISU -17.04 14.161
16 LOWTE$1 CO INC -o.*44 -1.u72
I k CUAMUli 0IS ti lowIN -25.105 4i.t36
2u AAP IvC -4.62f 3.215
21 ECiALAO JACK CUP 0.Uo i1.250-
42 AsaLRICA4 60.4 P"0D5 CO -7.40)2 I.000j
23 FIRST INtL dAI4CSdARES -16.473 -!5.514
24 dUALINGON liDS INC -1J.4sU 4.n41
42 CIEseIROU~d PONIDS INC -22.37d -1.145
26 SCdLUaSZROSR Lito -j.ii27 14.U23
27 GILLUMtE COdPANV -5.IJ4 -d.Y2o
26 SALLdURTO CO -3.2do 4.056

p ACOODAALOS CORP -4.611 -6.bov
30 deRCOJ1ES INC -6.130L -1.63S
31 OZSN9V dAL, RODTS14 -3.615 -16.373
Ji 1?19RMl BEAIR CORP -8.761 -4.643
33 RALMtON PURIMA CO -2.432 -2.11



TABLE 16

WMW WIARAA~t' B XA.X3 IM7 WAZS: 1O(3?M qU

(A) (3) (c)

lAA 4dGf SOS PC'V46 Kl'P4$

1 DILLOW COS Idol -1.210 -V.71S
S eCiuI46 PARTS Ci) -14.VyoI -1.776

S ZCdLIi mNiV CO) -7.26, 11.516
4 lJlGNd? 1064 NwsPitpS -le.54v 4.312
s XICNARD8OIN t ALL INC -2.147 -0.74 0
* SKAGGS CoS INC -1.duV - 216
7 DOW 6 eMADdA.Cr Cu -15.u# 15.332
* AEt4 AIR PGd? COR# -11.23
4 LU6AIlZ)L CORR -11.7b1 -I.mu4

1 GAA& l INC -5.745 U.756
11 BAXSA IUPL CO" -,.bla -14.161
12 NAIfOIdAL CdM,46ARCI C# -12.623 u.6v
13 COCA COLA BO'MLIW Aii 1 -0.U2) 7.726
14 IIdkiAtIOVAL FLAVjfhiA -11.77) -l1.0034
is AAk4d 6 *CLIeAJA COS -11.i47 -7.527
14 iVIWRortd CORI -11.234 -3.1.3
17 CONSOLI OA O iFlRGdNVT -4.760 -3.V62
Id LOillS COS INC -3.00 13.275
IV CUiiuoU s lomGI laC -6.463 4.4d3
2A INC -1.312 -2i.522
1 IEC~AD JACI CO"U -15.393 4.416
42 AAICAS d 4l PRODS CI' -3.573 -11.33U
23 1 l ST EIL 6AACS4ARI. -14.11V a.30
24 8URLIdifl)N IdND INC -3.439 4.463
25 Cd"COdROOGI FON4 INC 6.107 -7.770
26 &CdLU *OA EK LTD -!.754 -5.735
27 GILLEt19 COAPA,4 1.U60 -5.153
id iALLI4ait-1Od CO -1.366 -S.,45
at ACIJNALDS CO"l -7.256 -5.265
30 dd*CVJLS INC -0.231 -b.741
AI 01691 dALT PRUOTuS -2.541 -0.455
32 *&AIN CLAs CO" -4.245 -9.20
33 RALSTON PURINA CO -4.665 J.0357

91-953 0 * 71 - 19
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t s am agdmd. Detioa for at price ge f a! ptbam ad &I* gin

For 1975 am 1976 by Qmtw - n aNreest

Stamdmx4 Dslatto

Sale

Mean

Stanard, Deviation

aws size

5 8h 7.3 -1.79 -. 97 14.48 6.36 -1.93 2.50

23.15 16.98 9.19 9.9, 20.03 13.7% 9.32 6.91

25 32 26 27 37 4i 36 38

3.75 2.-6 -5.01 2.5

20.80 12.05 9.81 10.1.

i8 16 22

-2.73 .-.83 .8

15.40 10.91 9.71

36 32 37

-2.39

8.50

36

Note r To be el...dit.4 s a "Pcbww* vs mit em bees I nt pehaae of d e
in the rtquae. to be elasdifol4 a 'eaels ve mat bevs bm a net nler o

ae the qerter. So steaaMe evitioL tLo elGletei by divLidlag
the am of 8 e tevtetlms fIGS the ms by a (the name of observations
in the saI ) siaM 1.
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Mr. SNITH. Another point I would like to make is that it is impor-
tant to realize that when the size of the market is taken into account,
we are not as big as we at first appear. For instance, the total value of
the securities managed by our division for all kinds of accounts is less
than 1 percent of all United States financial assets, and the total value
of the equities which we manage for all accQuts is slightly lcss than
2 percent of the total value of all American equities.

In 1975, our trading in equities accounted for less than 3 percent of
total transaction volume, and in 1976 the figure was lower. Professor
Schotland, whose article was referred to by the chairman in the course
of introducing S. 285, cited instances in which our division's trading
accounted during a particular period for a substantial portion of the
total trading in a security and then stated-that "it defies belief" that
such trading did not have a significant impact on price movements.

To the contrary, the analysis I referred to earlier, also attached to
our statement, shows quite clearly that there was virtually no discern-
ible relationship between our share of the trading in the stocks Profes-
sor Schotland mentioned and the movement of those shares' prices.
This should not be surprising in light of the fact that-it is very much
in our own self-interest to minimize price impact since the perform-
ance of our clients' accounts is helped if we buy at the lowest possible
price and sell at the highest possible prices.

The last of the misconceptions to which I wo--d draw your attention
concerns the possibility that large pension managers will eventually
achieve too much control over the economy through holdings in pen-
sion trusts. Speaking for Morgtan Guaranty, I can assure your com-
mittee that investments are made for investment reasons and not for
control, and that we have procedures to avoid situations which could
put the division in the position of a controlling shareholder -within
the meaning of the various securities laws and regulations.

Now I should like to talk about the ways in which S. 285, if adopted,
would be counterproductive. In general, I feel that the bill's provisions
are an attempt to substitute arbitrary measures for the interplay of
independent financial analyses and judgments by numerous market
participants acting on their own behalf or on the behalf of many dif-
ferent clients. Such interference-With the capital allocation process can
only. make markets less efficient and must work to the detriment of com-
panies seeking to raise capital and investors seeking to invest
rationally.

Has the committee considered how many companies' stocks would
be instantaneously subjected bv the bill to inefficiencies in the mar-
ket's pricing? One cannot tell from existing data the number of com-
panies in which a pension manager owns over 1 percent of the
outstanding shares. However, the Comptroller of thmreurrency's data
indicates that there are 180 companies which have at least one large in-
stitutional holder of 5 percent or more of the outstanding shares. In
effect, the respective pension managers holding 5 percent of these
stocks could make only one portfolio action decision-that is, to sell-
no matter how attractive the outlook for the stock appeared to be.

Clearly, this would produce a negative drag on the market for
those shares, making the raising of equity capital more difficult and
costly for those companies. The resulting inefficiency is far from trivial
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when one considers that the group of literally "one decision" stocks,
which S. 285 would create would be at least three times as large as the
so-called "nifty 50" which at one time was of major concern. I would
note that the iinarkeCs ability to work its way out of the two-tier pat-
tern of the early 1970's without. legislation further illustrates the effi-
ciencv of the free market in achieving self-correction.

Ironically, the arbitrary 5 percent limitation would not necessarily
result in better diversification. Should the law encourage new money
flows to go to smaller investment institutions, there is no guarantee
this money will be invested in the shares of corporations the legisla-
tion seeks to help. In fact, as discussed previously, the available evi-
dence suggests that transferring assets from larger to-smaller institu-
tions will actually diminish diversification.

An extraordinary feature of the bill is that its avowed intention is
to slow or reverse the growth of those institutional investment man-
agers who have been most successful in attracting business. Morgan
Guaranty, since it is one of the largest and most successful investment
managers, is intended as a target of S. 285. It is indicative of the com-
petitive vigor of the investment field that our equity holdings account
for somewhat less than 2 percent of the total value of American equity
securities. And, as I also noted earlier, the assets we hold represent
less than 1 percent of all American financial assets.

I cannot stress too strongly the fact that our pension business is
in no sense tied to us in the intensely competitive market for invest-
ment management services. Each one of our pension plans permits the
sponsoring organization to hire and fire trustees at will. These changes
are frequent and involve large sums of money. An investment organi-
zation that fails to perform will soon find itself facing a very sub-
stantial shrinkage in the amount of assets under management.

To suggest punishing precisely those investment managers who have
been successful in attracting and managing pension plans would be a
disservice not only to those in the business of investment management.
but especially to those beneficiaries whose retirement incomes are to
be funded from the plans we manage.

We believe that S. 285 might well inhibit our ability to produce
the best investment results we are capable of, and we can see no public
good to be served from so hobbling our efforts and those of other
managers of private pension funds.

Thank you for this opportunity to present our views. I would be
glad to respond now to questions you might have, particularly con-
cerning S. 285.

Senator BE.rsE-.. Thank you very much, Mr. Smith. We appreciate
your testimony.
" Mr. Schotland has testified that the big 7, 6 of which are in New
York City alone, manage two-fifths of all pension trust accounts.
Would it concern you if they managed four-fifths of all-pension trust
accounts? Do you think that that would be a healthy thing for our
country?

They now manage two-fifths, seven of them. and if they were con-
centrated to the point that they managed four-fifths?

Mr. Sxrrt. Mr. ChairmRn, I believe that the thrust of your ques-
tion ignores the very substantial differences in opinion, methods and
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results of the large trust companies in New York. They are not at all
monolithic in what they do. In fact, they tend, very often, to act in
opposite directions.

Senator BE.NTSEN.,. Would you mind answering me whether you
think it would be good or not if they went from two-fifths to four-
fifths?

Mr. SMITH. It would not bother me, as long as their method of
management and their results are as diverse as they are at the present
time.

Senator BEN-TSE-S. Do you think there is any advantage at all to re-
gional diversification in the thought process of investments, the local
knowledge of local situations?

31r. S3MITH. Yes, I do. I think that regional investment firms, includ-
ing investment banking firms like the 11 that we deal with in the
southwest, can provide a great deal to the more efficient functioning
of the economy and regional trust companies can also have a more
intimate knowledge of the companies in their area.

Th-i-s-hot to say that the investments of large trust companies
like ourselves are at all parochial or limited to the Northeast. The
contrary is true.

Senatgr BEINTSENX. I noted your comments, that the portfolio man-
agers do not have an excessive amount, or go beyond the 5 percent,
with an idea of controlling the company. I think that is true in the
vast, vast majority of instances, and I have listened to stories about
there being a wait between the trust department and the commercial
section of the bank. But in man-y-instances, I think that is a pretty
leaky wall-a Chinese wall.

Lok at the situation, as I recall-I think it was Leasco-making a
bid on Chemical, and all of a sudden the walls came tumbling down
and it became very apparent that the commercial side of the bank
had full knowledge of what the trust side of the bank had in the num-
ber of shares of easco, and there was a question of whether that was
taken advantage of.

I question whether that "Was for the benefit of the pension recipi-
ents. Look at a situation where a major bank trust department has
very substantial holdings in a major oil company, and the head of that
oil company sat on the board of directors of that bank. I cannot help
but have thie hunch that he understood that the trust department of
that bank had major holdings of stocks in his company.

This leads me to the conclusion that, even though that wall is there,
it is what is happening on the other side of that wall. It does give-ine---
concern. Sometimes when we talk about not having a major effect on
the stock's price, the numbers may not show a major effect, but just
holding the price can be a major impact in influencing its price.

Several years ago, a Federal judge imposed a fine on IBM down in
Oklahoma on antitrust violations. In 2 days, the value of that stock
dropped 37 points. Over the weekend, the judge thought better of it,
and modified his opinion and stated what he really meant, and the
price recuperated.

Does that not indicate that pension managers should be very careful
about excessively large holdings in stocks, even in very large
companiesI
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Mr. SMrrH. Could I ask whether I could make a comment on what
you said about the Chinese wall?

Senator BE.NTSEN. Yes.
Mr. SmITH. It was not in the form of a question, but I would like

the opportunity to say, speaking for ourselves alone, although we
never had a crisis situation similar to the Leasco incident, and I do
not believe we ever will, the Chinese wall is a reality.

I think it would be an interesting exercise, if not probably a futile
one, to look at the members of our board of directors and the activities
of the stocks in their companies while they sit on the board. I think it
would reveal no correlation at all.

The fact is the communication between the Trust and Investment
Division on 57th Street and the Commercial Bank at '23 Wall Street
is very effectively controlled and the Chinese wall is a reality in our
life, not at all leaky.

I regret to say that I have forgotten what your question actually
was.

Senator BEN.TSE.N. My question was on IBM.
Mr. Smrrir. If we have a fault in our trading practices, and I am

sure we do, it is not in jumping the gun and reacting very quickly
to news events. It is our custom to analyze them thoroughly' perhaps
to death, on some occasions.

It is very unlikely that we would be acting as precipitously as
whoever it vas -who made those sales of IBM in the incident that you
quoted.

Senator BF.NTSF.N. Do you not think it is a problem if, over a year's
time, that it takes you a year to produce a holding and you are selling
every day that the stock is traded except 12? That puts a limitation
on it, in trying to represent your pension holder.

Mr. SITl. It is a characteristic, for better or worse, of our style of
investing that our turnover in equities is relatively low as compared
to institutional managers as a class.

Senator BENTSE-N. Is that not a characteristic of a very large hold-
ing. and you are deeply concerned about depressing the price and
having illiquidity as far as making an expeditious sale of the stock?

Mr. SMITH. In the cases where we have been making substantial
sales in the last 3 years, we do-not feel that there is any hurry at all.
It is a cestion of over-representation in individual 'accounts. In the
case of Schlumberger for instance, one of our largest and most success-
ful holdings. we have been redueina our holdings. The stock has" con-
tinued to rise. That is true of IBM.

There is no element in crisis of any- of those decisions.
Senator B.xTqF.x. Is there a situation where. once you have made

the decision, it is wise to reduce it ? Are you not in a position where you
are. penalized by-the size of your holdings?

Mr. S.MITI. That would be most likely not in very liquid stocks like
IBM, particularly ones that provide opportunities.

Senator Bentseii. Even though it took a year on IBMI
Mr. SMITH. That is corrwt. A year is not very long in our life. It is

more likely to haplpen-
Senator BFNTSEN. It may be a long time in a pensioner's life.
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Mr. SmrrH. It is more likely to ha ppen in the smaller and medium-
sized companies with less liquid markets, particularly these days with
the contraction of the street you mentioned in your statement.

That is the danger in investing in small companies and is one reason
why the research effort has to be very good.

Senator BENTSENt. Do you believe that you are so necessarily differ-
ent from the insurance companies with the 5 percent limitation in
the State of New York that affects the major life insurance companies
of this country, that they are able to operate under that but you
could not?

Mr. SMITH. The life insurance companies that we are essentially
talking about, the rules on their investing their own funds, so to speak,
or in the case of mutual funds--

Senator BENTSEw. You are talking about the policyholders funds.
Mr. SmITH. That is right. Not fun s held for clients, as in separate

accounts.
In any case, while it would be possible, certainly, for us to live with

the 5 percent limitation I think that it would have bad, rather than
good effects. It may haie had those effects in the case of insurance com-
panies. I am not sure.

Mr. SCHOThAND. Mr. Chairman, may I have a moment to make one.
or two points?

Senator BENTSEN. Yes.
Mr. SCHOThAND. First: I am puzzled by Mr. Smith's overlooking

the fact that the insurance companies do manage money for persons
other than policyholders. I guess if you manage $19 billion equities
as the Morgan does you forget that there is an entire industry out there
that manages only $19 billion in equities, the very figure that all life
insurers combined manage for pension accounts.

This points up one of the flaws both in the Morgan's statements this
morning and the studies to which they point, the flaw of aggregating.
For example, they say they have only 2 percent of all equities. They
have as much in equities as the entire life insurance industry has for
pension plans. They, alone, have half as much in equities as the entire
investment company industry put together.

They say they only do 3 percent of all the transactions, but my stud-
ies show that in just NYSE-listed stocks and only big ones at that,
the Morgan has accounted for over 20 percent of the year's total trad-
ing in 20 different instances over the last 4 years. Consider: In 1975,
they bought 39 percent of all volume in Kaiser Aluminum; 31 percent
in International Nickel, and 25 percent in Nickel the year before. In
1975, they bought 24 percent of all the trading in Manufacturers Han-
over, and in 1976, 13 percent of all the trading in Chemical Bank.
Those are both New York City banks..

Two: on the Chinese walt, I had the pleasure of addressing the
American Bankers' Association Trust Division on the Chinese wall
back in the autumn, with a representative of Citibank and a repre-
sentative of a San Antonio bank. After Citibank set forth the kind
of incredible care and thoroughne-s with whch they do erect a will,
I am sure the same kind of thing that Morgan and some of the otherA
have done-I thought the San Antonio gentleman put it perfectly
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when he said, "We cannot afford a second dining room; we do not
even have a first dining room."

The wall may be quite impervious, actually, at the most giant banks
although there are crisis situations like Leasco. On the other hand,
there are some major banks-I know of a major west coast bank, which
I will not name-and saying that, I need to say it is not the Bank of
America-where the committee selecting stocks consisted one-half of
officers from the commercial side. That is within the past 3 years. Even
if the wall is absolutely gorgeous at a few banks, there are a few others
where we may have some problems.

A 5-percent holding limit is not an answer to the "wall" problems.
What it does do is reduce the incentive to abuse, to take advantage of,
any conflicts.

Just two other points. The Morgan accurately points out their ex-
emplary diversification, but in making that very point they are show-
ing how undiversified, how much thoroughly less diversi~ed, are the
others. The question is not whether this legislation ought to change the
Morgan. The question is whether it ought not make the best practice
of the best of the banks a more general practice.

One last point. They say they show there are not price impacts, but
they say "overall," for example, the institutional investment study
which they quote, "institutional trading overall has not impaired
price stability."

That is like looking at the whole population of America and saying
that because there are 2'20 million people and probably not even 1
million are affected by crime, we have no crime problem.

There are particular stocks that are severely impacted by heavy trad-
ing, with prices distorted upward or downward.

At the very last, I was quite struck that one of the studies Morgan
appends to its very good statement this morning, an article by one
Mr. Reilly, says on page 8:

Even if a stock Is actively traded, an attempt to sell a substantial percent of
the outstanding stock will cause a significant price adjustment. Therefore, for
their own protection, institutions will normally not own more than 5 percent of
even the most active stocks.

Senator BEXTsEN. Thank you, Professor Schotland.
Let me touch on another point-the prudent man rule-and I want

to look at what you have recommended.
I am concerned that the prudent man rule has inadvertently dis-

couraged investments in new and expanding sraaller companies and,
at some pRoint. you have a line-I do not know where that is-between
venture capital and something that is more stable. I guess it isa matter
of judgment, almost.

I do not believe venture capital is just limited to the first issue. Sixty-
four percent of the pension trustees surveyed by the International
Foundation of Employee Benefit Plans. in' 1976 'reported tsJ It, as a
result of the 1974 Pension Reform Act that they were less willin,, to
invest in anything other than blue chip-type investments.

• I do not know if the pension trustees are correct or not in their in-
terpretation and I get lawyers on both side of the line before us as to
what that prudent man rule really means.

What happens is the portfolio manager says. if there is a question,
then I will do what will keep me from being criticized and I will just
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go into the blue chips. Too often, I think that is the reaction that we
get. I proposed a 2-percent limitation and some people are afraid of
that. I would frankly be delighted if we could get a prudent man rule
of a portfolio rather than an individual stock approach. I assume,
perhaps, that is something in line with the recommendations you are
making. I have not had a chance to study them.

If we could rewrite the prudent man rule where we-could get across
the true intent, I would be very interested in doing that.
-Would you like to comment on that?

Mr. SMITH. I would be glad to.
Perhaps I am inclined to put too much emphasis on the fact that we

do not feel that a modification in the Federalprudent man rule is nec-
essary for our own operation. That is probably because we have been
investing in small companies for a long time under the New York
prudent man rule and we feel comfortable doing it.

I must say that your survey was rather compelling. One has to take
seriously the attitudes of these people. Perhaps some of them are think-
ing of investing in small companies for the first time. If they are ac-
tually being discouraged by the working in the Federal prudent man
rule, they could not be discouraged by the legislative history behind
it.

If they are discouraged by the wording, I think it is very reasonable
to do what can be done to remove some of those fears and I think a
change suc'h-as the simple one that we recommend is preferable to the
2 percent that was originally in your bill.

Senator BEXTSEN. What we are seeking is a way to encourage these
pension funds to give some consideration to the newer and smaller
companies and we certainly are amenable to recommendations and
suggestions to accomplish that same suggestion that I think we should
share.

Professor Schotland, do you have further comment?
Mr. SCHOTLA.xD. I agree entirely with what Mr. Smith has said.
Senator BExTsEN. I will leave you in agreement on that point. Thank

you.[The prepared statement of Mr. Smith follows. Oral testimony
continues p. 40.]

STATEME.NT or HARMSON V. Srtu, Extuvrvz Vice PEws IDET, MomqAi
GuARANTY TRUST 0OMPAXY O NEW YoK

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee': My name is Harrison V. Smith.
I am an Executive Vice President of Morgan Guaranty Trust Company of New
York and head of its Trust and Investment Division. I welcome this opportunity
to appear before you to present our views on S. 901 and S. 286.

Morgan Guaranty's Trust and Investment Division manages assets which were
valued on March 31, 197 at approximately $24 billion. Of this amount, approxi-
mately $14 billion of assets were in trusts for some 600 pension and other em-
ployee benefits plans.

The Division recently published its annual report describing in considerable
detail the composition of assets under management, comparisons of performance
and annual activity rates, major transactions, and equity holdings with a market
value exceeding $1 million. This report, -like its five predecessors beginning In
1972, was prepared voluntarily and distrbuted in an effort to dispel any mystery
about our activities. Copies are included'with my statement for the Committee's
use.

The Trust and Investment Division is a specialized, essentially separate activ-
ity of Morgan Guaranty. Its survival rests on the investment and administra.
tive services provided to meet the individual circumstances of a large number of
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clients. We are very conscious that the purpose of the pension plans for which
we are trustee Is to help fund the retirement needs of at least 8 million Ameri-
cans. Since meeting these fiduciary responsibilities is the cornerstone of the serv-
ice we provide, we share-the Committee's Interest In protecting the retirement
benefits of the Nation's workers and retirees and In enhancing 'the economic
and Investment environment,

I should like first to comment briefly on S. 901;-with the understanding that
others in our Division are more directly involved with the workings of ERISA
than I and would be better able to respond to questions. In fact, I have appended
to my statement (Appendix A) a sPeech, "Should ERISA Be Amended?" by Ber-
nard F. Curry, our Senior Vice President In charge of Pension Trust Adminis-
tration, who Is expert on this subject.

We are pleased with. the Committee's constructive efforts through S. 901 to
remedy deficiencies in the workings of ])RISA. We have only four points to
suggest.

First, we have been asked whether we have any specific views about the
sharing of responsibilities for the administration of ERISA. We concur with
the Committee that the Department of Labor be charged with all responsibility
for Interpretlng, administering, and enforcing ERISA, Including fiduciary re-
sponslbility and prohibited transactions, with the exception of those matters
that are strictly questions of Federal tax law. We feel that those matters should
be left to the oupervison of the Internal Revenue Service.

Second, while the Committee Is focusing on elimination of the problems arising
from'ilual administration, I would urge It to eliminate the list of prohibited
transactions snd replace It with a rule that judges the validity of transactions
between fiduciary and party-in-interest on the basis of adequate consideration.
We think that most everyday transactions will be acceptable when viewed In that
light. We believe they are within the spirit expressed by. $en#tor Javits that,
although -Section 406 prohibits conflict of interest situations, "the plstive bene-
fits achieved by existing arms-length legitimate practices must be maintained.
The Act was passed to prohibit abuse, not to 'abort legitimate transactions."1I

Third, S. 901 amends EBRISA to provide that civil penalties may be assessed
by the Department of Labor where a party.ln-interest transaction has taken
place. Because the bill so broadly defines partyin-interest, this provision would
put fiduciaries in the position of continuing on uncertain groined in makingIn-
vestments. We think this section should be deleted. We are confiCtent that M;SA
as It stands provides sufficient protection to participants and their beneficiaries.

Finally, we share the concern of this Committee that too strict Interpreta-
tions of the Prudent Man Rule are inhibiting some pension plan managers from
Investing in small companies. We do ndt believe that a proper interpi'etatiou of
the statute so constricts investment by trustees. On the contrary, we are con-
fident that 1DRISA provides great flexibility for pension Investment managers
to Invest In small companies. My testimony today will demonstrate our strong
belidf in such investment. While we consider that the Act as it now standsipro-
rides sufficient authority for such investment, my colleagues have suggested that
amendment to Section 404(a) might be in order to assuage the concern of others
about investment in smaller companies. Our counsel has drafted language which
we believe is worthy of' consideration by the Committee and I have included It In
the material I have submitted (Appendix B).

Turning now from S. 901, 1 am sorry to say that" we have -a much less
favorable view of S. 285.

We believe that this bill Is based on Important misconceptions of the nature
of the pension investment business and that, if It became law, it would diminish
rather than increase the prospects for the safe and successful investmentLof
the $240 billion in private pension-plan assets that are to provide retirement
Income to millions of American workers.

In our view, there are four principal misconceptions.
1.) Investments would be more diversified if smaller managers as a group

had more assets under management and large managers ha4 less.
The fact Is that larger bank trust departments are more diversified than

smaller ones and that Morgan Guaranty, Instead of being an example of poor
diversification, Is ahead even of the other largetrust departments.

Hon. Jacob K. Javita. "Pension Reform: Legislative Event. Administrative Progress
and Future 'oinressional Action" (Seventh Annual Conference of Human Resource Sys-
tem Veers, Chicago, Nov. 8. 1976).

/
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2). Pensiot managers need the provisions of this bill to invest in smaller com-
panies.

The fabt Is'that Morgan Guaranty has been investing pension assets In small
and medium companies for more than 15 years. We believe tat-this can be
done pru-dently under existing laws, although It requires resources of people
and money not available to smaller institutions.

3). Large pension managers aave a dominant power over securities ,prices.
A stringent exanpinatlon of the actual effect of Institutional activity on mar.

ket prices disproves this belief. •
4). Unless certain pension managers are limited in their investments, they

will achieve too much control over the economy.
The fact is that there Is no such danger.
AA- to the misconception about diversification, we have found no reliable

evidence indicating that Institutionally managed pension portfolios are inade-
quately diversified 'and, hence, exposed to undue risk. (fn the contrary, the
weight of informed thinking' on the' subject Is that diversification is more
than adequate for the purpose of minimizing risk.

In addition, large trust divisions, against which S. 285 Is directed, are more
diversified In their equity investments than smaller ones. This should not be
surprising. It takes money and people to invest prudently in a broad range of
companies and there is no way smaller investment organizations can do this.
Just the same, the facts are striking: Banks with managed equities of over $1
billion had nearly twice the number of stocks in their portfolios than did banks
holding between $500 million-and $1 billion of equities and nearly three times
the issues held by banks In the $250-to-$500-million category. Furthermore, the
concentration of stocks in the largest dollar holdings was 20 percent to 50 per-
cent greater in those banks with equity holdings of under $1 billion In equities
than for those whose holdings amounted to more than that figure (appendix C).

In the case of Morgan Guaranty, the data show that our holdings are more
diversified than those of banks in our own category of size as well as smaller
banks. Specifically, the number of stocks we hold and follow is five times as large
as that in the average bank trust department and 85 percent greater than the
average of the other largest ones. Over 800 equity issues are held for our pension
clients, of which only nine account for more than 1 percent each of pension assets.
In terms of equities only, the 10 largest holdings in our pension trusts accounted
for 22.6 percent of the value of total pension equities, compared with 37 percent
for other large banks and about 29 percent for the Standard & Poor's Composite
Index of 500 stocks.

The reason we can diversify prudently Is that we have the resources to do so
and these resources are a function of size. They Include a research staff of 70
analysts and the investment and administrative capability of maintaining 14 com-
mingled pension trust funds so that even the smallest trust under our manage-
ment can be diversified as broadly as the largest. As a consequence, the typical
pension account has an Interest in 042 equities.

Another misconception Is the idea that Investment managers need additional
legislation before they can Invest pension funds In smaller companies. The pro-
visions of ERISA are often cited in this connection. We find these concerns some-
what puzzling. It is true that ERISA made a lot of people fiduciaries who had
not so regarded themselves previously, but this obvluosly did not change the
status of banks like ourselves; we have always been fiduciaries and are accus-
tomed to the status. Nor Is there anything in the legislative history of ERISA to
indicate that one of its purposes is to discourage the investment of pension money
in smaller companies. Instead, the lw mandates diversification---certainly en-
couraging to broadly invested portfolios such as oukrs. The federal Prudent Man
Rule in ERISA is, if anything, more liberal than th6 rule we had been operating
under.

Although I know this Committee is clear on the point, perhaps some people
conuNse venture capital Investments with all Investments made In small com-
punkies. Of course, they are not at all the same thing. A venture capital invest-
ment is an investment in a company which is not only in an early state of devel-
opment but has only securities which are privately held. In other words, a venture
capital company has yet to go-public. Venture capitalists are entrepreneurs who

I laurence Flbber and Jasme H. Lorle, " Some Studies of Variability of Returns on In-
vestments In Common Stocks," Jours. o Buuis"# Vol. 43, No. 2 (Aprtl, 19T0).
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must be prepared to tie up their money until there Is a public- market for the
company's securities, to participate actively in the direction and management
of the company and to run t he risk of what is often said to be a 70 percent to
90 percent failure rate---all la the hope of commensurate gain. We believe that
this important function is not a suitable one for bank trust departments Investing
pension funds. In our view, it should be left to the numerous venture capital
firm who specialize in this activity.

Where we come in is in participating In the market for these companies after
they go public with an offering registered with the SEC. This Is a vita_ link in
the chain of events that produces capital for companies in a startup stage be-
cause most venture capital investments are made in the anticipation of a public
offering if they should reach a point of success that makes their stock attractive.

Although we have generally stayed away from venture capital investments as
we define them and feel that we should continue to do so, we have a long history
of investing in small and medium-size companies.

One of our Division's commingled funds, the Special Situation Investments-
Equities Fund, has invested In more than 400 companies since it was created 16
years ago. The smallest of these had a market capitalization at the time of
investment of less than $10 million and the Igrgest approximately $100 million.
I should perhaps add that from its inception in its present form In 1964 through
the end of 1976, this fund showed a time-weighted compounded annual rate of
return of 9.1 percent, a figure which can be compared with a 5.8 percent annual
return for our portfolio of large companies over the same period and 5.9 percent
for the S. & P. 500--all of which gives us every incentive to continue to seek out
smaller companies with attractive prospects.

Nor is this fund small or otherwise Insignificant in our scheme of things. Its
holdings in 218 companies had a market value of $656 million at the end of last
year and typically represented 6.7 percent of the value of the common stocks in
a participating pension fund.

An even larger proportion--8.3 percent-was invested in another of our com-
mingled funds thit concentrates on medium-sized companies. Its yearend market
value was $817 million, representing holdings in 186 equities.

Partly as a consequence of the investment in these. funds, the companies in
which we have concentrations are for the most part not the giants. For instance,
more than 80 percent of the companies in which our Division at yearend held
more than-5 percent of the outstanding shares had market capitalizations of less
than $500 million and 55 percent had market capitalizations of less than $100
million. Of our 123 pension-trust holdings t--t exceeded 5 percent of common
stock outstanding at the end of last year, fully 98 were in companies having a
net worth of less than $150 million, the line of demarcation that would be set
by the bill.

When our analysis leads us to conclude that a smaller company's future is
sufficiently attractive to offer a return commensurate with the risk involved,
that company. At the same time, we would not under any circumstances invest
we are able under existing legislation to invest our pension client's money in
in a small company where our analysis suggests the risk outweights the pos-
sible return.

The fact that the proposed legislation is designed to protect us legally from
the consequences of making certain investments does not change this view. After
all, it does not propose to protect the pension beneficiaries against the conse-
quences of risky investing nor would it protect us against the wrath of our
clients, the plan sponsors. S. 285 recognizes that investing in the smaller com-
panies requires taking larger proportionate positions to Justify the additional
costs and to make the holding meaningful to a portfolio. However, as I will

discuss later, imposition of any artificial ceiling in terms of net worth or other
measure introduces numerous problems, all of which could be avoided if the
percentage ownership limitation were not introduced in the first place.

S. 285 is also, in our view, based on misconceptions concerning the power of
-large trust departments over securities prices. We have seen no hard evidence
contradicting the conclusion of the SEC's 1971 Institutional Investor Study"
that "institutional trading overall has not Impaired price stability in markets."
More recent studies by highly respected academic theoreticians have confirmed

Ia itutional investor Rtudt.' of the Securities and E#change Commi#on (Washing-
ton: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1971) Summary Volume, p. XXI.
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the SEC Study's finding. One of them, Dr. Irwin Friend, professor cf finance at
the Wharton School, stated:

There is no theoretical or empirical basis for believing that market efficiency,
and hence the quality of market prices paid by... Investors, has been or will be
impaired by institutional trading. A number of different analyses cf the impact
of institutional vs. individuals, trading In stock on volatility of stock prices or
on more sophisticated measures of the market's allocational efficiency have shown
no important effects.'

Other empirical analyses by Frank K. Reilly, professor at the University of
Illinoiu7-came to the conclusion that "the evidence suggests that Institutions
neither contribute to market volatility nor trade together. Efforts to restrain their
freedom will be counter-productive."

Tfes-estudies are appended to this statement (appendixes D and E).
It is important to realize that when the size of the market is taken into account,

we are not as big as we at first appear. For instance, the total value of the securi-
ties managed by our Division for all kinds of accounts is less than 1 percent of
all United States financial assets, and the total value of the equities which we
manage for all accounts is slightly less than 2 percent of the total value of all
American equities. In 1975 our trading in equities accounted for less than 3 percent
of total transaction volume, and in 1976 the figure was lower. Professor Schot-
land, whose article ' was referred to by the Chairman in the course of introduc-
ing S. 285 cited instances in which our Division's trading accounted during a
particular period for a substantial portion of the total trading in a security and
then stated that "it defies belief" that such trading did not have a significant im-
pact on price movements. Nevertheless, our analysis (Appendix FI shows quite
clearly that there was virtually no relationship between our share of trading In
the stocks Professor Schotland mentioned and the movement of those shares!
prices. This should not be surprising in light of the conclusions drawn by acad-
emic studies or those in the 1971 Institutional Investor Study by the Securities
and Exchange Commission: "Banks . . . tend to be price neutral: Their net
trading imbalances tend to be in the opposite direction to the price changes as fre-
quently as they are in the same direction.7 Furthermore, it Is very much in our
own self-interest to minimize price impact, since the performance of our clients'
accounts is helped if we buy at the lowest possible prices and sell at the highest
possible prices. __

Professor Schotland's conclusion Is particularly hard to accept in the total
absence of any persuasive evidence to Indicate that large bank trust depart-
ments, either singly or in the aggregate, affect stock prices in a major way through
their trading. We have seen no evidence that a diminution in the amount of
assets under the control of large bank trust departments, a stated goal of S. 285,
would have any effect on market liquidity.

The last of the misconceptions to which I would draw your attention concerns
the possibility that large pension managers will eventually achieve too mueld con-
trol over the economy through holdings in pension trusts. Speaking for Morgan
Guaranty, I can assure your Committee that investments are made for invest-
ment reasons and not for control, and that we have procedures to avoid situations
which could put the Division In the position of a controlling shareholder within
the meaning of the various securities laws and regulations.

While It Is our duty to vote the stocks for which we have authority, that duty
Is shaped entirely by our responsibility to protect the Interests of the bene-
ficiaries of the plans that own the secr ties. In voting we are naturally con-
cerned with the overall quality of man ement of portfolio companies, but we
know that we do not have the time and .Aleve that we do not have the talent to
second-guess the decisions being made every day by the managements of such
companies. If our ongoing analysis of a portfolio company gives us reason to
believe, rightly or wrongly, that the management of the company is not doing
its Job well, we would consider reducing or eliminating our holding. but we would
not attempt to assume a role in the active management of the business.

, Irwin Friend. "The Increase In Institutional Holdings Does No Harm to the Stock
Market." Pfsoacfer. Vol. 1. No. 2 (February. 1977), p. 31. (Aprnendix D)

& Frank TC. Reilly. "Inatitutionst on trial : Not -guilty!"' The Journal o1 Portfolio Mon-
noirment, Vol. 3. No. 2 (Winter 1977). n. 5 (Anpondiv El.

,' or . .Sebntsnd. "Bank Hnlding Comnanles and 'Publie Policy Today," orepared for
isto Vinnnial. institutions am the Xntion's Reonotar (FINE) Stoilv by the Sflbcomtwitte

on fl~nkinc. Currency andl 1-ousiug. MS.. House of Representatives (1910).
1I4stlflo(at fit eetor Stady, op. cit., p. 84.
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While we cannot speak for every institutional investor, we have not seen em-
prical evidence which would indicate that large bank trust departments exericse
the power, or even possess the power, to influence significantly the managerial
decisions being made by the companies in which such trust departments invest.

Now I should like to talk about the Ways in which 8. 285, if adopted, would be
counterproductive. In general, I feel that the bill's provisions are an attempt to
substitute arbitrary measures for the interplay of independent financial analyses
and judgments by numerous market participants acting on their own behalf or
on the behalf of many different clients. Such interference with the capital alloca-
tion process can only make markets less efficient and must work to the detriment
of companies seeking to raise capital and Investors seeking to invest rationally.

Has the committee considered how many companies' stocks would be instan-
taneously subjected by the bill to Inefficiencies In the market's pricing? One cannot
tell from existing data the number of companies in which a pension manager owns
over 5 percent of the outstanding shares. However, the Comptroller of the Cur-
rency's data indicates that there are 180 companies which have at least one
large Institutional holder of 5 percent or more of the outstanding shares. In
effect, the respective pension managers holding 5 percent of these stocks could
make only one portfolio action decision-that is, to sell-no matter how attractive
the outlook for the stock appeared to be. Clearly this would produce a negative
drag on the market for those shares, making the raising of equity capital more
difficult and costly for those companies. The resulting inefficiency is far from
trivial when one considers that the group of literally "one decision" stocks, which
S. 285 would create would be at least three times as large as the so-called "nifty
50." which at one time was of major concern. I Would note that the market's
ability to work its way out of the "two-tier" pattern of the early 1970s without
legislation further illustrates the efficiency of the free market in achieving self
correction.

Ironically, the arbitrary 5 percent limitation would not necessarily result in
better diversification. Should the law encourage new money flows to go to smaller
investment institutions, there is no guarantee this money will be Invested In
the shares of corporations the legislation seeks to help. In fact, as-discussed previ-
ously, the available evidence suggests that transferring assets from larger to
smaller institutions will actually diminish diversification. To underscore the point
that the intentions of the bill's sponsors would not necessarily be served by the
bill's implementation, I would note that if under S. 285 we were to reduce our
clients' holdings to 5 percent in the 23 companies whose Individual net worth
exceeds $150 million and in which our pension holdings now exceed 5 percent we
would realize proceeds of perhaps $300 million. This amount could theoretically
be Invested in the stock of only one large company, A.T.&.T., without raising our
total pension holding of this stock above I percent of the outstanding shares.
Clealf, such action, possible under the proposed law, would hardly accomplish
the stated purposes of the bill.

I am afraid that establishing a mechanistic rule designed to fit all circum-
stances would only create an entirely new set of problems. In recognition that a
5kprcent limitation Is not realistic in the case of smaller companies, .4. 285 would
exempt companies with a net worth of $150 million or less. Yet there is little
intrinsic reason to treat differently the 180 publicly held companies whose net
worth would fall In a range between $150 million and $200 million from the
240 companies whose net worth Is between $100 and $150 million. Yet permitting
unlimited ownership in the companies with it net worth below $150 million and
limiting ownership to 5 percent for companies with a net worth exceeding
$150 million alters the market forces which influence each group's share prices.
There seems little Justification for impeding the ability of companies in the
$M5G-200 million net worth group to raise capital relative to those In the
$100-150 million group.

Now let's carry this analysis a step further. Presumably, well-run companies
with net worth below $150 million will be profitable and retain some earnings,
causing net worth to expand year by year. Consequently, some of these companies
can be expected to 4ross the $150 million mark at some time. It would appear
quite likely that there would be a rush by institutions to establish "grandfather"
positions as an attractive company's net worth approaches $150 million, which
represents an artificial interference In the--market's ability to allocate capital
on solely investment grounds. On the other hand. as stated before. once a com-
pany surpassed $150 million in net worth, it would then have a "one-decision"
element to it.
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An extraordinary feature of the bill Is that Its avowed Intention Is to slow
or reverse the growth of those Institutional investment managers who have
been most successful in attracting business. Morgan Guaranty, since it Is one
of the largest and most successful investment managers, is intended as a target
of S. 285. It is indicative of the competitive vigor of the Investment field that
our equity holdings account for somewhat less than 2 percent of the total value
of American equity securities. And, as I also noted earlier, the assets we hold
represent less than 1 percent of all American financial assets. I cannot stress
too strongly the fact that our pension business is In no sense tied to us in the
intensely competitive market for Investment management services. Each one of
our penslo4 plans permits the sponsoring organization to hire and fire trustees
at will. These changes are frequent and Involve large sums of money. An invest-
ment organization that fails to perform will soon find itself facing a very stib-
stantial shrinkage in the amount of assets under management. To suggest
punishing precisely those Investment managers who have been successful in
attracting and managing pension plans would be a disservice not only to those
in the business of investment management, but especially to those beneficiaries
whose retirement incomes are to be funded from the plans we manage. We be-
lieve that S. 285 might well inhibit our ability to produce the best investment
results we are capable of, and we can see no public good to be served from so
hobbling our efforts and those of other managers of private pension funds.

Thank you for this opportunity to present our views. I would be glad to
respond now to questions you might have, particularly those concerning H. 285.
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APPENDIX A
Statement of Harrison V. Smith

Should ERISA be amended?

Should ERISA be
amended?

Remarks by Bernard F Cury, senior Yike
president of Morgan Guaranty That Company,
before the Natinal Dust Conference of the
Amerkas Binkes AUtlaion, Febray 9,
1977.

ERISA may have done more for Bible scholar.
ship than any event since the flood. At least It
has driven me to the Good Book for solace,
such as this comment in St. Luke's Gospel,
which I felt I must share with you:

A lawyer then spoke up. "Master," he
said, "when you speak like this you
insult us too." "Alas for you lawyers
also," he replied, "because you load
on men burdens that are unendurable,
burdens that you yourselves do not
move a finger to lift."

In the spring of 1975 oversight hearings
were begun by Congressmen Dent and
Erlenbom to discover how ERISA was working,
particularly in the area of fiduciry response.
bilty. A great deal of complaint was raised by
members of the public, representatives of labor
unions and other interested parties, including
your Employees Trusts Committee. One of the
principal points for complaint was the potential
liability arising from the very broad definition
of "parties in interest," the broad definition of
"fiduciary," and the list of prohibited trans-
actions. In addition, much testimony was
adduced that ERISA was hampering day-to-day
operation of employees trusts. One labor re-
presentative spoke most clearly when he said,
"We're all In violation and we want out, now!"
The rest of these hearings was H.R. 7597, the
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legislative proposal introduced by Congressmen
Dent and Erlenborn, which was approved by
the full Committee on Labor In 1976 but not
acted upon by the House of Representatives.

Members of the House and Senate have indi-
cated in recent months that the time has come
to consider amending ERISA. For example,
Senator Javits in a speech last November said:

This coming year may be the first year
when we will be ready to consider
amendments to ERISA which will deal
with these questions of the prohibited
transaction section and of the re-
porting and other paperwork require-
ments. For it now seems clear that the
two department administration of
ERISA by the Department of Labor
and the Internal Revenue Service
needs to be reviewed.

At the request of the Administrator, Pension
and Welfare Benefit Programs, the Advisory
Council to the Labor Department has recently
completed an extensive review of suggestions
for amendment to ERISA. These suggestions
were compiled by the Labor Department from
many sources, and were not intended as recom-
mendations of the Department. The Advisory
Council has within this past month reported to
the Administrator its recommendations as to
legislation.

Past and present staff members of the
Department of Labor, speaking as individuals,
have made a number of suggestions as to how
ERISA might be improved.

Chlef coynrns.
What should be our principal concerns after

two years' experience in the application of
ERISA and in the law Itself?

So much has been written about the Prudent
Man Rule that it is imperative at the outset to
put the rule into perspective. I am appalled by
the number of strict interpretations nude of
this rule, the recognized standard.of conduct
for trustees since Harvad College Vs. A mory,
which Congress intended to liberalize. It is
worthy of note that these crepe hangers are not
on the staff of either of the agencies. The rule
as it now stands is basically that suggested by
the American Bankers Association to the
Congress in 1966. The ABA Committee which
proposed this version of the Prudent Man Rule
certainly felt that It was liberalizing the
applicable rule rather than constricting the
permissible limits for investment by trustees.

Flexibility for investment
George P. Shultz, former Secretary of

Labor, expressed the intention of the proposed
rule in these words:

Our formula has a built-in flexibility
to allow for fair judgments to be made
whether the fiduciary is an individual
administering a small plan with in
uncomplicated portfolio or an insti-
tution administering a large plan with
millions of dollars invested in many
types of assets. Under H.R. 16462, a
fiduciary will be judged by a standard
of prudence in light of all the circum-
stances prevailing at the time he acts.
Thus in any given transaction, a trust
company, for example, would be
evaluated in terms of other trust
companies under similar circum-
stances, Including the prevailing
economic conditions, nature, size, and
goals of the plan, the nature of the

S1-0$3 0 - 7 - 30
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transaction itself, as well u the stan.
drds expected of such specialized
financial institutions. This does not
mean that the standard will necessary
be a higher or lower standard than
would be imposed under the tradi-
tional formulation. It will be a fairer
standard, which recognizes the vast
diversity and. other characteristics of
private pension and welfare plans.

Many of you were hemmed in by statutes
for investment as trustees which included legal
lists. We. In New York worked for years to
oveltum an anachronistic statute requiring
adherence to legalistic provisions. We now have

-a statute In New York which permits more
flexibility In investments. The Prudent Man
Rule enunciated by ERISA provides us with an
even greater degree of flexibility. And yet we
have voices crying out for Ironclad rules as to
what Is and what Is not prudent. It should be
obvious that ironclad guarantees are possible
only if we have a set of rules requiring strict
adherence. We who have grown up in the trust
business have been conscious of our responsi-
bility to deal with our accounts without a
scintilla of self-dealing but with undivided
loyalty and consciousness of the need to
manage the account for the sole benefit of Its
beneficiaries.

Submitted views
In a submission made to the two agencies b)

the American Bankers Association in 1975, we
said:

Section 404(aKJKB) requires that all
fiduciaries dischar their duties, re-
sponsibilities, and obligations to a plan
in a prudent manner. Bankers have

adhl-iie-to similar standards for yar,
and it has been their experience that it
is Impossible to define what is prudent
in a given case by means of specific
rules and regulations. Whether an act
or failure to act is prudent must be
determined in light of all of the facts
and circumstances existing at the time.
Therefore, the ABA strongly believes
that it would be inappropriate to Ism
regulations interpreting "prudence."

We oppose any effort to tinker with the Pru-
dent Man Rule, or to require the agencies to
prescribe acceptable modes of conduct.

The prohibited transactions sections of
ERISA offer a substantially different challenge,
Our everyday business Is affected by the inter-
play of three provisions of the law: first, a
litany of prohibited transactions; second, a
broad definition of "party in interest"; and
third, shared responsibiUty by the Departnent
of Labor and the Internal Revenue Service over
fiduciary responsibility.

It is hard to decide which provision is the
real culprit. It is more likely that it s the Inter-
relationship and the interplay of these three
prPvislons which result in confusion, delay,
uncertainty, and potential liability.

Effect of prohibitln tanctions
Let us consider the prohibited transactions

-._-- _ua..leh-are spelled out in Section 406(a) of the
Statute. The Senate, with reluctant Houe
acquiescence, concentrated on prohibiting a
number of Itemized transactions between the
fiduciary and a party In interest, such a sales or
exchanges of property, ending of money, fur-
nishing of goods or services, and the transfer to
or use by a party In interest of any assets of the
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plan. hease prohibitions were adopted rathe
tMan4Nod of conduct.

The prohibited tramactions, hoewrer, must
be Interpreted it the light of a limitless defnl-
tian of party in interest [Sectio 3(14) of the
Statute). Now, who are parties in interest? Not
only fiduciaries admllstrators, officers,
trustees, custodan counsel, or employees of
the Flan and employees of the company, but
alse any relative of such person, which Includes
a spouse, ancestor, lineal descent, or spouse
of a lineal descendant. (Wouldn't Gilbert and
Sullia have had fun with that set of words?)
The list of pariahs includes also a hoet of
others, Including service, n aw as substantial
employers and owners. On the tax ide, a defi-
nition of dmilar scope describes these indi-
viduals as "disqualified persons."

We have spent a greet deal of time con-
udernS whether the "party in Interest" defi.
nition can be reduced to minimize Its delete-
rious effects without eviscerating the purpose
of the prohibited transaction rule.

We found it quite Impossible to achieve a
satisfactory reduction in the persons covered.
There was an element of agreement on elimi.
nation as parties in interest of servicers and
employees of the company other thin em.
ployees of the plan.

So it was with our review of prohibited
transactions. Each provision was Inserted in
ERISA to protect participants apai possible
conflicts of Interest.

TWo cooks at work
As if the foregoing combination didn't cause

enough difficulty, we have another compli-
cating factor in dual jurisdiction of the two
agencies. Each of the agencies has Its own
traditional sphere of operation and Its own

directive from the Congress in the enforcement
of these responsibilities accorded Ii under
ERISA. Internal Revnu SerUic has had re-
sponsibility fpr collection of taxes. Department
of Labor has been dedicated to protection of
working people. Dual Jurisdiction mandated by
the statute was an abomination from the begin-
ning and was recognized by moat people in.
volved In the legislation as a necessary cos-
promise, but not a workable one.

At this point It is important to recognize
that I'm not harping on the labor provisions of
the law. Each provision we have considered has
a parallel provision in the responsibilities given
to the IRS. This dual responsibility has com
pounded the problem. When you read "Sere-
tary" anywhere in the Statute, you should
recognize that the IRS must also participate in
e1l the proceedings and concur in final decisions
that are made.

Exemptions as a remedy
During the progress of the legislation we

dismissed with Individual congressmen and stff
* the problems we anticipated in the application

of these rules. The automatic answer was that
an exemption procedure would be included
which would alleviate the harshness of the
rules. When we had the opportunity of re-
viewing the exemption provisions we stated
quite plainly that they wouldn't work. Unfor-
tunately, we have been promn rit.

Senator Javlts In his November speech re-
ferred to 480 exemption applications on file, of
which approximately 60 have been resoved.
There has been some good progress since then,
but the basic problem remains.

-A review of the procedure for exemptions
from prohibited transactions will iluate the
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problems we foresaw. The Statute [Secioin
408(Jf.provi e:

The Secretary may not pant an ax-
epton under this subsection unless
he finds that such exemption is
(1) administratively feasible,
(2) in the interests of the plan and of
its participants and beneficiaries, and
(3) protective of the roghts of pati-
cipents and beneficiaries of such plan.
Before Pnting an exemption under
this subsection from Section 406(a) of
407(a), the Secretary shall publish
notice In the Federal Regter of the
pendency of the exemption, shank re-
quire that adequate notice be given to
:nterested persons, and shall afford
interested persons opportunity to
present views. The Secretary may not
Pant an exemption under this sub-
section from Section 406(b) unless he
affords an opportunity for a hearing
and makes a determination on the re-
cord with respect to the findings re-
quired by paragraphs (1), (2), and (3)
of this subsection.

The procedure was established to eliminate
hardship a long as the exemption was conso-
nant with the protection of participants. But it
has created a monumental log jam which pre-
vents the orderly operation of the Law.

The two-yew record
After two years what has been the record?

Fewer than two handfuls of exemptions have
been granted by the agencies. Most of the
applications panted exempt I iual tnuu-
actions and have no universal application. In
view of the time expended on these appli-

nations clearly something must be done. This
record persists in spite of dedicated, intellignt,
hardworking people in each group laboring with
good will to Interpret the Law

Two applications for exemption already
filed by the ABA and another scheduled for
early filing will provide some lnsgit into the
burdens of coping wit ERISA.
(1) The first application filed in December
1976 requested Issuance of a class exemption
from prohibited transactions with respect to
oirtain acquisitions of certifitates of deposit
L id other obligations of bakig organizations.
Its purpose Is to eliminate possible violations of
the prohibited transactions rules of ERISA
where more than one bank is trustee or invest-
ment manager of a single employee benefit
pla, responsible for the investment and admin-
istration of Its own portion. The possible vio-
lation arises when one bank invests short-term
money in the obligations of the other.
(2) In January of this yer we filed another
application to request a class exemption from
prohibited trnactions of purchase of securities
by employee benefit plans when the proceeds
of se are used by the Issuer of ecurltiet-
directly or indirectly to retU4 )r reduce indebt-
edness to banks which are parties in interest or
disqualified persons with respect to the em-
ployee benefit plans.
(3) Operation by corporate trustees of collec-
tive investment funds presents additional pos-
sible prohibited transactions. At sue here is
the question of whether you "look throuSh"
the collective trust to the participating plns for
determination of parties in Intereit and prohi-
bited transactions. We believe that an Aler-
standing of the nature and operation, of the
collective trust fund will permit an exemption
which will eliminate then problems.
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Thene three applications exemplify obvious
problems we have in coping with ERISA. They
by no means exhaust the subject. Each time a
group of interested people meet we discover
new sets of problems.

Many of the problems we rc: sizedd in the
drafting stage - but not all. Those we ?Jd see
Impelled us to support the prohibited trans-
actions provision in the House version of the
legislation; It, stated quite simply, would permit
transactions with a known party In interest in
return for no less than adequate consideration.

Beyond these recommendations for in-
provement in ERISA, there are strong feeling;
In the penson community that the concept of
dual admlnstration of the agencies must be
reversed. It was a self-destructive concept ab
Enitlo. Even with good will on the part of each
participating agency, joint responsibility creates
a need for continuing dialogue which in prac-
tice has resulted in unhealthy delays. The basic
problem is more substantial: Each agency Inter-
prets the Statute from its own tradition and
with consciousness of its own role in the statu-
tory scheme.

Redefine /urisdiction
Therefore, we recommerkd that the Depart.

ment of Labor be charged with all responsi-
bility for interpreting, administering and en-
forcing ERISA, including fiduciary responi-
bility and prohibited transactions, with the
exception of matters which are strictly ques-
tions of Federal tax law. Excise tax provisions
relating to prohibited transactions should be
removed. Prohibited transactions should be
enforced by the Department of Labor through
the courts.

We recommend further that the Congress
repeal Sections 406(2) and 2003 of ERISA and

permit transactions with a known party in
interest for adequate consideration. Such trans-
actions are ordinary business transactioM, the
validity of which is provable by extraneous
evidence and they should be permitted within
the rules provided. This rule would permit
arm's length transactions within the intent of
the Statute and would not result in abuse.
Knowledge of transactions in employee benefit
accounts resulting from the reporting and dis-
dosure requirements of the Statute will militate
against infractions.

We believe they are within the spit of the
statement in Senator Javita' November 8th
speech recognizin8 that, although Section 406
prohibits conflict of interest situations, "The
positive benefits achieved by existing rn's
length legitimate practices must be maintained.
The Act was passed to prohibit abuse, not to
abort legitimate transactions."

As part of this recommendation, we urge
that Congress increase staff and equipment of
the Department of Labor for monitoring the
operation of plans.

I mentioned eadler that the Advisory
Council to tht Se'.retry of Labor had made
suggestions for amendments to ERISA. Dual
administiatlon and adequate consideration were
covered in recommendations similar to those
just expresed.

Other tecesx'y changes
There are several other changes in the law

we believe necessary. While not as basic to the
orderly application of the law, they are of sub-
stantial importance to us as corporate trustees
and as employees of such organizations.

"FiducIary" Is defted in such broad terms
under the Statute that the definition could even
be read to include each individual employee of
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a corporate trustee. We believe this does not
recognize the manner in which corporations
normally operate.

Every corporation must act through indi-
viduals. The selection of the corporate trustee is
nde after careful analysis and review of its
policies, reputation, experience, performance,
and indeed consideration of its financial sta-
bility. No review is made of the financil con-
dition of the individuals who will operate the
account, nor is one possible.

in our comments to the agencies dated
March 13, 1975, we referred to this question in
these words:

In these cases, the sponsor of the plan
selects an entity to be Its trustee or
other fiduciary, not the individuals
who are assocleted with and who act
on behalf of the entity. Without such
individuals, entities which serve as
fiduciaries cannot act; however, such
individuals do not act in their own
right or on their own behalf, but
solely on behalf of and in the name of
the entities with which they are asso-
clated. The inseparability of directors,
officers, and employees from a corpo-
rate trustee has been universally re-
cognized, for example:

Although a corporate trustee cannot
properly delegate the administration
of the trust, it can properly administer
the trust through its proper officer.
Restatement, hatrs, 2d, Section
171e.

The artificial legal entity which is the
corporation cannot act personally. it
can proceed only through its officers
and employees or other inter-

mediarles. The use of officers and em-
ployees is not delegation but rather
action of the trustee itself. Dust and
Trustees, Bogert, 2d Eition 1960,
Chapter 27, Section 555.

Furthermore, the act seems to recognize this
inseparability in Section 405(df'), which pro-
tects the trustee frqm liability for following the
instructions of an investment maag. r. If the
directors, officers, and employees acting on
behalf of a corporate trustee were fiduciaries,
they could arguably be liable for carrying out
instructions of an Invitment manager even
though their employer was relieved from lia-
bility for their actions. Such a result would be
intolerable, and could not have been intended.

We sugest that this problem can be resolved
in a very simple addition to the statutory de-
finition in Section 3(21) such as was proposed
inH . 5797.

(c) If a corporation or an employee
organization is a fiduciary with respect
to a plan, under subparagraph (A), a
director, officer, or employee of such
corporation or employee organization
when acting In such capacity, shall not
be a fiduciary with respect to such
plan.

Section 405(a) of ERISA creates liability for
breach of fiduciary responsibility by a co-
fiduciary. Liability requires some complicity in
the breach, specifically a knowing act or
omission on his part enabling the other fidu-
chuy to commit a breach in the course of his
administration of his specific responsibilities of
having had knowledge of a breach, no: making
reasonable efforts under the circunstances to
remedy the breach.
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Section 405(b) of the Statute introduces
somewhat ambiguous language into the liability
created for actions of "co-trustees" - in
405(bJ(IXA) a co-trustee is required "to use
reasonable care to prevent a co-trustee from
committing a breach."

You and I consider ourselves co-trustees
only in those instances in which the instrument
creating the trust appoints us to act in concert
over the same assets. The Conference Report
seems to recognize this when it says:

Allocation of duties of co-trustees. -
Under the conference substitute, if the
plan assets are held by co-trustees,
then each trustee has the duty to
manage and control those assets. For
example, shares of stock held in trust
by several trustees generally should be
registered in the name of all the trust.
ees, or in the name of the trust. In
addition, each trustee is to use reason-
able care to prevent his co-trustees
from committing a breach of fiduciary
duty.

This status of being a co-trustee is quite at
variance with the situation where each of
several trusts is given responsibilities, oblige.
tions, and duties over a different portfolio.

The Statute and the Conference Report
recognize in several places that pension sets of
large plans have multiple trusteeships and
multiple managers. It is to be regretted that
Section 405 of the Statute does not more
accurately assign liability in recognition of the
existing practice.

We have been troubled by this language
since passe of ERISA and commented on it in
our March 13, 1975 submission to the agencies.
We are having drafted proposed amendments to

Section 405 for Congress' consideration. These
amendments will have the effect of limiting
co-fiduciary liability to those situations In
which fiduciaries act in concert over the same
assets.

Many of our clients are concerned with the
cost, the burden, and the utility of the exten-
sive reporting and disclosure requirements of
ERISA. Several of them have made-their con-
cerns known to the Federal Paperwork Com-
mnisson, which has filed a rather exhaustive
report of its findings.

We believe that reporting to the Department
of Labor and Internal Revenue Service should
be limited to that information which will
enable them to uncover unusual or illegal In--
vestments or other harmful actions by fidu-
ciaries. Dutiful reporting of routine transactions
obfuscates the important transaction which
should be the subject of agency overview.

I am confident the Congress will resolve the
jurisdictional problems and provide a more
efficient supervisory method If it i made to
understand the serious difficulties of the
pendbn community in coping with ERISA. It is
up to us to encourage our clients to provide
Congress with the hard facts.
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APPENDIX B
Statement of Harrison V. Smith

Suggested amendment to be added as Paragraph (3)
to Section 404(a) of ERISA:

(3) Neither the acquisition nor the

holding of any investment in securities

shall be deemed to violate the require-

ments of paragraph (1) (B) merely because

the issuer of such securities is relatively

small or because its securities are not

widely held or regularly traded.
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The Increase in Institutional Holdings
Does No Harm to the Stock Market
by Irwin Friend

Contrary to widespread assumptions
the increase in the relative Importance of
institutional stock trading has not hurt
the quality of the stock market, nor
created any disadvantage to small inves-
tors DL Friend told the Salomon
Brothers Center conference on the na-
tional securities markets at New York
Univenity. He found no need, therefore,
for new laws to discipline further the ac-
tivity of ta institutions in the mar-
ketplace. An excerpt from his talk:

There is no theoretical or empirical
basis for believing that market efficiency,
and hence the uali of market prices
paid or received by either institutional or
individual investors, has been or will be
impaired by institutional trading. A
number of different analyses of the im-
pact of institutional vs. individuals' trad-
ing in stock on volatility of stock prices
or on mote sophisticated measures of the
market's allocational efficiency have
shown no important effects. Thus, if the
market's allocational efficiency in the
U.S.A. is measured by the ability of the
stock price structure at any time to pre-
dict the subsequent flow of per share
earnings, holding constant risk and di-
vidend payout policy, I have been able to
fin no significant change in the market'
efficiency in the entire post-World War It
period in spite of the greatly increased
stock activity by institutional investors
over this period.

Turning to a more direct test, if we re-
late the relative importance of inatitu--

tional net stock purchases of different
stocks to the ability of the prices of these
stocks to predict the subsequent flow of
share earnings, we again fin4 no evidence
that institutions either add to or detract
from the market's allocational efficiency.
Tb assume that this situation is
change in the future is to imply that in-
stitutions are less likely than small indi-
vidual investors to ma e informed deci-
sions when they buy or sell stock. Such
an assumption would mean that institu-
tions have less insight into intrinsic
stock value than the rest of the market-
which seems implausible. If this were
true, one consequence which would be
expected is that institutions would have
a poorer investment performance than
individu41s, but in fact on the average
they appear about equal.

Slight Price Effect
While there is no reason for believing

that the basic allocational efficiency of
the market is impaired by expand in-
stitutional trading, there is some weak
evidence that sales of large blocks may
have a small adverse effect on market
price in the sense that prices recorded on
the ticker may temporarily fall. Pur-
chae of large stocks apparently do not
have a correspoing temporarily stimu-
lating effect. The adverse price effect of
sales of lage blocks in 1968 and 1969, ac-
cording to this analysis, seems to have
averaged somewhat over .7 of one per-
cent, but since only blocks associated
with down ticks were included and total
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sales of the stock were not held constant,
even this relatively small figure probably
overstates the block effect. Moreover, the
small temporary discount necessary to
bring in willing buyers quickly seems to
have been largely dissipated by the end of
the day of the block trade.

Even this apparent temporary and
short-lived effect on price, however, may
be the reflection of an incomplete
analysis. In a recent more complete but
-as yet unpublished analysis it is found
that the short-run volatility of the prices
of different stocks is not significantly re-
lated to the ratio of institutional to total
holdings of these stocks, once longer-run
price movements (and other rilevant var-
iables) are held constant) and there Is no
indication of any adverse effect of institu-
tions on the market even in the short-
run. Thus, the frequently cited examples
of large institutional purchases and sales
being associated with substantial short-
run movements in stock price may sim-
ply reflect the fact that the institution in-
volved is acting on the basis of significant
new information which in an efficient
market would be expected to appreciably
change stock price.

If there is any short-term adverse im-
pact of institutional trading on price,
though the evidence is not at all clear, the
effect is quite small and may be regarded
as an increase in transaction costs to the
institutional sellers of these blocks
necessary to mitigate a short-term
supply-demand imbalance. However,
while the institution may have to pay a
small cost for speedy execution of a large
block, there is no significant harm to
other investors on a net basis. Investors
buying the stock fror institutional sel-
lerson a day of a block trade- a period
when individuals and other non-
institutional invedtors are presumably
net purchasers of stock-benefit from the
temporarily depressed prices.

if attention is directed to the normal
bid-ask spread of stocks in which institu-
tional investors are active rather than to
the short-run effect of block trades, there
is some indication that institutions by
their presence in the market may reduce
rather than increase transaction costs for
the average investor. Thus, an earlier
analysis suggests that the larger the
number of institutional investors hold-
inga position in an issue (for given values
of trading volumes and other relevant
variables) the smaller the bid-ask spread.
A more recent and more comprehensive
analysis not yet published similarly indi-
cates that holding the relevant variables
constant, the higher the ratio of institu-
tional holdings to total holdings of a
stock, 'the smaller the bid-ask spread.
Bond Market Questions

While there is no evidence indicating a
worsening of stock market efficiency as-
sociated with the past institutionaliza-
tion of trading, attempts have been made
to point out the dangers of this trend by
reference to the supposed deficiencies of
the bond markets in which institutions,
large transactions and dealers predomi-
nate. It has been argued that the bond
markets-especially those for U.S. Gov-
ernment and corporate issues-are largely
institutional and dealer markets) that in-
dividuals have been relatively unimpor-
tant in these markets since the 1920's as a
result perhaps because of factors as-
sociated with the growing institutional
participation, and that, as a result, these
markets are inferior to the auction mar-
kets which are associated with a large
number of individual trades.

It is not clear inwhat sense the market
for U.S. Governments can be considered
inferior to the markets which are more
heavily auction in characters The Gov-
ernment bond market handles the largest
volume of any of the securities markets
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at probably the lowest transaction costs,
reflecting the ability of dealers with sub-
stantial capital to manage successfully
the problems posed by large blocks. The
market for corporate bonds is charac-
terized by significantly higher transac-
tion costs with more sizable bid-ask
spreads, but even here there is no evi-
dence that comparable costs are on the
average higher than those for corporate
stock.

Moreover, there does not appear to be
any reason to ascribe the diminished role
of individuals in these markets to factors
associated with the growing institutional
participation. Individuals probably found
U.S. Government and corporate bonds
less attractive but, at least in part, be-
cause bond yields remained extremely
low for several decades relative to other
yields, and increases in personal income
tax rates lowered further the effective
yield on bonds as compared with stock.
Most groups of institutions on the other
hand were largely legislated out of the
stock market in the U.S.A. until about
1950 and were not subject to the same in-
come tax deterrent. With the rapid rise of
bond yields in recent years individuals
have become a more important part of
the bond market, especially for corporate
issues. Thus, for corporate and foreign
bonds, the share of households in total
holdings rose from well under 10% in
1965 to 20% in the early 1970's.

Capital-Raising Not Impaired
Any inference that the comparative

absence of individuals from the corporate
bond market has impaired its usefulness
for raising new capital for corporations is
contradicted by the historical rise in the
share of new corporate financing ac-
counted for by bonds at the expense of
equity securities. The rise since the
1920's has been substantial. Again, how.

ever, non-institutional factors -such as
the increase in corporate income taxes
which makes debt financing relatively
less expensive - probably accounted for
this development.

Another argument which has been
made is that instituti6ialization of trad-
ing might harm new equity investment
in the U.S.A., apparently in part because
of its allegedly adverse effect on the mar-
ket for outstanding stock issues. I have
already indicated that there is no reason
to believe that the market for outstand-
ing issues would be adversely affected,
and indeed the growth in institutional
stock ownership in the 1950's and 1960's
may have contributed to the marked rise
in stock prices during this period and to
the apparent decline in the-relative cost
of equity financing, Institutions may
have had such an effect in two different
ways) i.e., by adding to the overall de-
mand for stock, and by reducing transac-
tions costs, at least compared with small
individual investors, on the acquisition
of a diversified portfolio of stocks.

Turning to the relevant evidence for
the new issue market the decline in the
relative importance onew equity financ-
ing in the U.S.A. immediately after the
1920's obviously had nothing to do with
the institutionalization of equity mar-
kets, which really did not start until after
1950. Only starting in 1970, at a time
when the institutionalization of markets
was at a peak, was there a marked re-
surgence of new equity financing, with
only a temporary dip during the depress-
ed stock market in 1974. This resurgence
has apparently not been effectively deter-
red by institutionalization.

While the total supply of new equity
financing has probably not been depress-
ed by-the growing institutionalization of
the mar-k-et, the supply of unseasoned or
risky, new issues may be adversely a(-
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fected. It is true that institutions are
more risk-averse than individuals, so
that, other things equal, a shift in stock
ownership to institutions might be ex-
pectedto lead to an increase in the cost of
capital to risky seasoned firms and to un-
seasoned new enterprises. However,
there is no reason to believe that this ef-
fect has been large and perhaps the main
result may have been to reduce or elimi-
nate an apparent historical inefficiency
in the U.S. new issues market, where the
rates of return realized on unseasoned
new issues have generally been lower
than for seasoned stocks.

InatIoaallty Not Expected
Finally, some students of finance have

suggested that the rapid growth of in-
stitutional equity investment will, in the
absence of a substantial rise in new stock
flotations, lead to dangerously high stock
prices, especially for large seasoned is-
sues, and may require the imposition of
curbs on such investment. Neither our
analysis nor any other I am familiar with
lends much support to this concern,
though there is reason to believe that the
pension funds and mutual funds may
have contributed to the postwar rise in
stock prices of the 1950's and 1960's. So
far, it appears that the growth in institu-

tional investment may have helped to re-.
duce the former substantial disparities
between the returns on equities and
those on other investments rather than
to inflate stock prices in relation to pros-
pective returns. There is no reason to ex-
pect that in the future, even if the date of
new stock flotations does not increase
markedly, institutional investors as a
whole would be any more irrational than
other investors in bidding up the prices of
stockbeyond their intrinsic values.

A growing rate of institutional equity
investment might, of course, be detri-
mental to the economy, totally apart
from the dangers of an unduly high level
of stock prico, if - because of faddism,
excessive speculativeness, or other rea-
sons- the structure of stock prices were
distorted in such a way as to diminish
market efficiency and the stability of
stock prices were adversely affected.
Again, however, the evidence referred to
in this paper suggests that institutions
were about as efficient in their equity in-
vestments as the market as a whole and
did not adversely affect market stability.
As a result, market efficiency considera-
tions do not seem to provide any justifi-
cation for new securities regulation
limiting the role of institutional equity
investors. 0 0 0
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Institutions -on trial:
Not guilty! ,,
The evidencesuggests that institutions neither contribute to market
volatility nor trade together. Efforts to restrain their freedom will be
counter-productive.

Frank K. Reilly

Tsubstant:l increase n equity trading by
large institutionalnv and an iresse in the
proportion of total trading done by the institutions
(see footnotes 1, 2,5,6,8,9,18,26, 301 have dilurbed
many observers who feel that trading by institutions
leads to increases in the variability of stock prices.
They believe that this happens either because institu-
tions trade large blocks of stockor because institutions
tend to trade together (1, 4,12,14,16,17, 231. Unfor-
tunately, there Is very little direct empirical evidence
on this important question of the relatlonshp between
trading by institutions and stock price volatility.

Moreover, the prevailing ad hoc belief on Wall
Street is that there Is a pouitiw relationship between
institutional trading and aggregate stock price volatil-
ity. This belief prevails even though several studies on
the specific effect of block trades on the price of the
individual stocks have generally indicated there Is not
a significant liquidity cost involved In block trades (7,
10; 19, 24). Further, another study indicated that in-
stitutions do not trade together 1111.

Apparently, there is a very real divergence be-
tween the prevalWl belief on Wall Street and Indirect
empirical evidence. Because of such a divergence, this
paper is concerned with a direct analysis of the rela-
tionship between institutional tansactions and stock
price volatility during the past twelve years Although
further analysis is hindered by the lack of data, this
empirical examination of the relationship for the re-
cent period p evides some insights into the influence
of institutional trading on stock pric volatility.

Other relted concern has been that the in-
stitutions have caused a tierd market for common
stock because of thoi unique portfolio requirements
- I.e., they must invest in large firms with liquid sec-

ondary markets i1, 8, 1Z 15, 25, 28, 321. A paper by
Reilly on the effect of a tiered secondary market on
corporate financing'considers these Institutional
needs in detail 1211.

The important point is that the tiered equity
market was caused by the increased impact of Institu-
tions and their unique needs. Further, since the im-
pact of institutions on the equity market will remain
and probably grow, In fact, no reason exists for their
unique needs to change. Therefore, one would expect
the tiered market to be a continuing phenomenon.
Given a tiered market; the financing implications for
the firms in the top tier ar generally favorable and
improving as discussed in West and Tinc 131).

In contrast, the financial outlook for the major-
ity of finns in the bottom tier is quite discouraging.
Specifically, the many companies In the bottom trad-
in$ tier wi probably have very poor secondary mar-
ketrior their stocks and consequ*ntly will find it
difficult to attract new equity capital. The several
alternatives outlined by Reilly 1211 available to firms in
the bottom tier are not very appealing at best, and ac-
tually are discouraging for the firms Involved and for
the aggregate economy.

Because of the relatively adverse implications of
the tiered market, a number of suggestions have been
proposed to solve the problems of thq tiered markets.
Notably, some of the "solutions" to the problem are
&o solutions suggested by those who contend that
institutional trading causes an increse in stock price
volatility. Therefore, it seems appropriate to consider
the volatility concern and the tiered market solutions
together.

The initial section of this article contains a de-

The &uthow aknowlepdg the sistane o John Frohn-
ham and the use o the computer fai at the University
of Ilinois
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scription of the data and the tests employed in the
analysis of the relationship between institutional trad-
ing and stock price volatility. The subsequent section
sets forth the results and dicuss them in terms of
the prevailing belief that there is a positive relation-
ship between Institutional trading activity and aggre-
gate stock price volatility.

The results dowlt support the belief that there is
a strong positive relationship between institutional
trading and stock price volatility. Given these results
and the results of other studies, some of the rather
drastic solutions proposed to alleviate the tiered mar.
ket problem and reduce stock price volatility deserve
critical evaluation. These solutions include breaking
up the institutions, severely limiting their holdings in
individual stocks, and restricting the trading of the
stocks in institutional portfolios.

The conclusion is that many of the solutions to
the two problems are either unnecessry or would not
solve the problem. In some instances, the solutions are
possibly counterproductive. The paper ends with a
summary and conclusion that considers the implica-
tons of these results fpr those who advocate legisla-
tion for the institutions.

INTFlVfONAL TOADIN DATA

A major reamo for the lack of analysis of the
relationship between institutional trading and stock
price volatiity Is the difficult of findings series that
indicates institutional trading activity during reason-
able time intervals for a long period. The series em-
ployed in the current study is "Stock Transactions of
Major Finandal Institutions" (referred to as Inst.
P&S). The financial Institutions Included are: (1) non-
Inured private pension funds, 42) Wen-end invest-
ment companies, (3) life insurance companies, and (4)
fire and casualty companies. The data are reported
qurterly and are derived from the SEC "Statistical
Bulletin" for the period from the beginning of 1%4
through the second quarter of 1975 (46 quarters) 1271.
There are ao annual figures for the thirteen years,
1962-74.

In addition to examining the absolute level of
pu'ches ad saies, a relative measure of Institutional
activity was considered. Specifically, a ratio was de.
rived of the purchases and sales by institutions com-
pared to the total dollar value of stock volume on
United States Securities Exchange during the quarter.
This total value of trading fgure encompasses all
round-lot sales and odd-lot sales and Is lkw is con-
tmed In the Statistical Bulletin. Some observe may
prefer an adjustment to the total volume figure be-
cause the institutional transaction figure includes pur-

chases and sales. Notably, if both series are consistent
over time, the only change would be a matter of scale.

STOC " VOLATInIMy

The stock prie series used is the Standard and
Poor's Composite Index of 500 stocks (291. This series
is appropriate because it includes a large cross section
of stocks listed on the New York Stock Exchange. This
segment of the total market seemed appropriate, since
the bulk of institutional trading takes place on the
NYSE and, therefore, if there is an effect it should
show up in these figures. Three measures of stock
price volatility were considered:
1. Percent change in stock prices during the period.

Speifically, the percent change from the dose on
the last day of period t-1 to the close on the last day
of period t. CIA, - C1O ,1/C1u,)
This variable is referred to as PC S&P.

2. The absolute value of the percent change in stock
prices. This is the same as the first measure except
that it Ignores the sign of the change and only con-
siders the size of the change. This variable is re-
(erred to as Abe. PC.

3. The difference between the high closing price dur-
ing the period and the low closing price during the
period, divided by the low pri. igh Price-- Low
PriceLow Price
This variable is refeyd to as HI-Lo.

A summary of the data used is as follows:
Ist. P & S ..... the dollar value of stock purchases and

sales by major financial institutions.
T. Stk. Vol ..... the total dollar value of stock volume on

United States Secuities Exchanges.
PeK€. Inst. Tr ... institutional putchsesoa sals ass per-

cent of total dollar volume. I

PCS& P ....... percent change in S & P S0 Index during
the period.

Abe. PC ........ theabsoluteivatueof theperentchanStin
the S & P 500 Index during the period.

Hi-tL .......... the difiemm€c between the hASK closing
price and thi low closing price during the
period, divided by the low closing price.

We analyzed the correlations among the mea-
sures of institute tiona trading activity and the measure
of stock price volatility. Thow who hypothesize that
Institutional trading activity contributes toward an in-
crease in stock price volatility would expect si$Mian
positive correlations between theailternative measures.
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PRESENTATION OF RESULTS

Table I contains the bask descriptive statistics
for the quarterly and annual data. These figures indi-
cate a wide range of values for all the series involved.

UNA I

bUIRlTfIVl II FOE YAIASUS1-
"tnM)Lt Me AuI.JSL 0211VATIONI

qsaut,. us tlI/64 - 1131

lest. a 8 1,|1 6,1 U." A."

T. 1'.. 51%. 36..4 .33 14.3 54.02
Fort. tlst. Tr . 05 .106 .615 ,lit

IC 6 1 S .007 0 .IA -.ll1

LWbe. K .061 0S1 . .1 .NI

IL-t •1• .010 .. 34 .0)"

lid.

Emi P ,1 13.3 M3t6 I.tll 11.54

1. It1. We.. 131.62 52.4$ '106.9t $4.1

Iete. laet t,. .345 .116 ."a .130

PIl a .009 .119 .101 -.50?
Abe. KC .17 .016 .ST9 .001
IL-L, 154 .11 .6"2 .1)5

I'tip ans'ng thc institutions trading variales and the
altrnafative meas urLs of stldx price vitality were generally
either positive and statistically insignificant or negative and
statistically insignificant. The only exception was the
correlation between the percent of institutional trad-
ing variable andthe hi-ko volatility measure. This cor-
relation of .28 is significant at the .05 level.

The correlations with the annual observations
were consistent with the quarterly data results. The
correlations among the alternative trading variables
were large positive values and significant. Again, the

-correlations among the institutional trading variables
and the stock price volatility measures did ndt support
the folklore. Specifically, all the correlations among
institutional purchases and sales and the three price
volatility measures were negative but Insignificant.
Further, two of the three correlations with percent of
institutional trading were also negative but insig-
nificant. The only positive correlation was with hi-to
volatility and it was insignificant. Notably, the largest
correlation was a negative value (-.250) between per-
cent of Institutional trading and percent change in the
price index. While none of the correlations was statis-
tically significant (with the numberof observations the
correlations had to be about .50to be significant), note
that five of the six correlations ure negaite. One would
certainly be hard put to infer from this any support for
the belief that a strong positive relationship exists be-
tween institutional trading aM stock price volatility.

omtes Alan 1049 Of D117 utttut

own u amNooo es"TU

An important institutional activity variable is institu-
tional purchases and sales as a percent of total trading -

volume. The quarterly data for this variable ranged ,A,. s UMI. LAL A "M :.
from a low of about 23% (in 1965) to a high of about- - . ...s-- --
56% (in 1970). The quarterly absolute percent change i. g-. P I s . ...
stock price figures ranged from almost no change P-.. t-, ,,0,5, t. .- .51A
(.001) toa 26%change, There was no secular patternIn A, 0 1" .,0 -.O, -

the changes based upon an analysisof the time series. ,0 -.6 . t .34% -.10 ...

The range of hi-lo price changes is larger for annual 05.4 .,, .MI .M ..1, III ...

changes as one might expect.
We can readily see that a significant range of

values for all the variables prevailed during this lot. t. s .ft. It P A. i.
period. This Indicates that significant relationships lo. ., ..
among the variables can be derived if the rletionships I.. ,. ,..
exislt. he., ss. s-, ti t ..

Table 2 shows that correlations among all the PC F .. r . .".
quarterly trading variables (Inst. P&S; Total Stock . , .,, .10 ., .
Volume; and Percent Inst. Trading) were in fact posi- ,t... .M . 1 ..,, .5 ..
tive and statistically significant. In contrast, the re ittio-
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THE TIERED MARKET PROBLEM

As noted, the tiered equity market will probably
be a relatively permanent part of our financial envi-
ronment and thus has dire consequences for the many
firms in the bottom tier. Specifically, firms with stock
in the lower tier will experience very poor secondary
markets for their stock because they will be of very lit-
tle interest to the financial institutions who will be
doing the majority of trading. Poor secondary markets
imply poor marketability andliquidity for theirshares,
which will cause a substantial increase in their cost of
new equity.

How, then, can we provide liquid secondary
markets for small bottom tier firms in a market domi-
nated by institutions? Put another way, how can one
increase the trading in the common stock of small
firms that presently areof no interest to large financial
institutions that dominate trading in equity markets?

Most of the suggested solutions either attempt
to increase participation by individual investors in the
belief they can and will invest in these small firms, or
they attempt to legislate against the large institutions
to restrict their trading activities or make them small in
the belief that small institutions will consider investing
in small firms.

UMIT PERCENT OF COMPANY OWNED

A relatively popular solution to the problem is
to put a ceiling on the percent of any one company that
a given financial institution can own. With a limit, In-
stitutions will supposedly be forced to own more
stocks and may consider investing in small firms. The
usual figure suggested is 10%. The effect of this pro-
posal would obviously depend upon the size of the
restriction - i.e., 10% or 2%. A 10% limit would have
little effect on most institutions because very few in-
stitutions own anywhere near 10% of any of the com-
panies in their portfolios. More important, few institu-
tions would consider such a figure because they are
vitally concerned with the liquidity of their holdings.

An obvious way to attain liquidity is to own a
small percent of a stock that Is widely traded. Under
these conditions, when the Institution wants to sell
their total holding, itcanbedone without major price
adjustment. Hence, even if a stock is actively traded,
an attempt to sell substantial percent of the outstand-
ing stock will cause a significant price adjustment.
Therefore, for their own protection, institutions will
normally not own more than 5% of even the most ac-
tive stocks.

In contrast, withalimitof 2% the effect could be
substantially different, because many Institutions cur-
rently own more than this and other institutions

would coni-der owning more than 2% for some large,
active stocks. More important, one should consider
whether this suggested solution might actually in.
crease the problem.

Consider the following: if one assumes that in-
stitutions feel strongly about limiting the number of
securities in their portfolio, such a requirement would
not change the average value of each of the stocks in
their portfolio, but would increase the required size of
the companies they will consider. As an example, as-
sume an institution with a $1 billion portfolio wanted
to limit itself to a portfolio of fifty issues based upon
the belief that this number would provide adequate
diversification and minimize research and administra-
tion costs. Such a limit would imply an average hold-
ing of $20 million ($1 billion + 50). If it is further as-
sumed that the institution was willing to buy up to 5%
of a company, the average required size of each com-
pany would be $400 million ($20 million - .05). If the
maximum percent of ownership was reduced to 2%,
the average required size of each company ,eteris
paribus would become $1 billion ($20 million + .02).
Therefore, even fewer firms would qualify fothe top
tiers.

In addition to this undesirable scenario, con-
sider the potential effects if the proposal is successful
and causes institutions to increase the number of
stocks in their portfolios. The first and most obvious
effect is that thecostof research and administration for
the portfolio will increase and, all else remaining the
same, the returns to the clients of the institutions will
decline. Further, one should seriously question
whether an average increase in the number of issues
from 50 to 100 or from 100 to 150 will cause the institu-
tions to invest in bottom tier firms. Specifically, in the
Reilly paper [211, it was estimated that there were
about 700 firms that would qualify for the top tiers and
there are about 8,600 companies in the bottom tier.
Therefore, even if the institutions increase the number
of issues, there are still many eligible firms to consider
in the top tiers, and certainly no guarantee, nor even a
very high probability, that the institutions will select
the additional 50 or 100 issues from the bottom tier.

LIMIT DAILY TRANSACTIONS

Another suggestion is to imit the amount of
stock that an institution could sell during a day or
some other time interval. The logic of this suggestion
and its expected benefits are obscure. Apparently, this
requirement should reduce the number and the size of
block trades made by institutions. Given this ultimate
goal of reducing the number of block trades, one
would expect that someone had found that block
trades were disruptive to the market.

1-9533 0 - '77 - 31
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Yet, no evidence existsof a positive relationship
between block trades and stock price volatility. In con-
trast, we can find some evidence that indicates a small
negative relationship between block trades and stock
price volatility.

Specifically, there was an analysis of the effect
of block trades on the volatility of individual issues by
Crier and Albin 17). They related the daily price range
for a sample of stocks (a measure of price volatility) to
the trading volume in the stock and a dummy variable
indicating a block trade. Based upon the significant
negative coefficient for the block dummy variable, the
authors concluded that the blocks had a dampening ef-
fect on the price variability.

In addition, Reily analyzed the relationship be-
tween the aggregate amount of blcgk trading and
aggregate stock price volatility 122). Any positive rela-
tionships were generally insignificant and the analysis
found several instances in which a strong negative rela-
tionship prevailed between the percent of block vol-
ume and various measures of stock price volatility.
Such evidence would indicate no need for such a re-
striction. In addition, such a trading constraint would
obviously increase the costs to the institutions and re-
duce returns to their customers.

Further, one might even speculate that such a
restriction would cause an increase in price volatility.
Specifically, with such a restriction, a purchase or sale
by an institution might be taken as a signal that further
transactions might be forthcoming and other institu-
tions might attempt to trade in anticipation of this. The
result would be toencourage parallel trading by institu-
tions that could cause an increase in volatility.

BEAK UP THE INSTTUTIONS

Should the large financial institutions be bro-
ken up Into smaller institutions? This argument runs
that, if the institutions are smaller, they will be able to
invest in smaller firms - i.e., if the total portfolio is
smaller, with a given number of stocks in the portfolio,
the average value of each holding will be smaller; as-
suming a limit on the percent of the company owned,
the value of the firms considered could be smaller.

Unfortunately, there are two major problems
regarding this suggestion. I -

First, this solution ignores the significant
economies of scale that exist in investment manage-
ment. As an example, there are only slightly higher
costs to managing a $2 billion account than the costs of
managing a $1 billion account. Obviously, any such
proposed break-up would result in substantially
higher costs for all institutional customers.

Second, although the proposed break-up
means that the smaller institutionsare ale to invest in

smaller firms, what assurance have we that they will?
Put another way, although the institutions are
smaller, why wouldn't they continue to invest in top
tier companies? The author knows of no study that has
shown that small institutions lend to invest in smaller
companies. Without such evidence, this suggestion
entails very substantial costs to the customers of large
financial institutions and apparently no certain ben-
efits for companies in the bottom tier.

TAX INCENTIVES FOR INDMIDALS

Tax incentives for individual investors have
been proposed, based upon the belief that if individual
investors return to the stock market, they will invest in
smaller, lower tier stocks.

Two problems exist for this suggestion. First,
even with tax incentives, it is questionable whether
individuals are willing to return to investing as indi-
viduals rather than through institutions. The second
problem seems more critical - even with the tax
incentives. Why will individual investors invest in
lower tier stocks? Specifically, why wouldn't indi-
viduals feel that the better stocks are the institutional
favorites? Therefore, unless the tax break were spe-
cifically limited to smaller firms, the individual inves-
tors would probably invest in top tier stocks. The ad.
ministrative costs of a tax incentive restricted to a lim-
ited number of stocks would be prohibitive.

A MODEST ALTERNATIVE SUGGESTION

The following proposal is not fully developed
regarding details, but is intended to provide an idea
that has some merits for the prevailing environment.
Notably, any proposed solution must recognize the
additional riskand added costsof research and admin-
istration incurred by investors in lower tier stocks.
Therefore, the proposal must include a package of
incentives that will make such portfolio management
saleable and profitable.

Simply stated, the government should provide
tax incentives Iorinstitutions toestablish mutual funds
that will be reqsured to invest in lower tier companies.
The establishment of mutual funds to do the investing
would recognize the trend toward investing through
institutions. Then individuals might be willing to in-
vest in small firms if an institution did the analysis, etc.
- especially if tax incentives meant the mutual fund
owners might receive an above average return.

To get the tax breaks (to be determined by a
government agency), the "Small Business Fund"
would have to invest in companies with market values
of less than $200 million or $100 million (this is an ap-
proximation of where the lower tiers begin, because it
is hard for institutions to invest in these companies).
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The tax breaks should probably be similar to those
given to Small Business Investment Companies.

These funds also should be allowed somewhat
higher investment management fees to encourage the
establishment of the funds. Also there should be legal
protection against Law suits because of commitments
to high risk investments. The funds should be limited
with regard to the proportion of a company they can
own, but the percent should probably not be lower
than 5% or it could create problems for the portfolio
managers. Notably, the costs to the government of
administering such a solution are substantially less for
a limited numberof mutual funds than several million
individual stockholders.

CONCLUSION: OOWT NEGLECT THE tAKEr?

Our large financial institutions and our capital
markets have shown substantial ability to adapt to a
changing environment - especially if economic
incentives are provided. Prior to legislating against the
institutions, there should be strong empirical proof
that the institutions have caused the problem. The
bulk of the empirical evidence to this point does not
indicate that the institutions are the cause of any in-
crease in stock price volatility. Therefore, any legisla-
tion In this area is unfounded. Regarding legislation to
alleviate the tiered market problem, one should be
convinced that it will provide the desired result. Ap-
parently, most of the proposed solutions are inade-
quate in this regard. A major advantage of the pro-
posed solution is that it provides an incentive and en-
courages the market to adapt.
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APPENDIX F
Statement of Harrison V. Smith

ANALYSIS OF WHETHER MORGAN GUARANTY'S
TRADING DETEMINES STOCK PRICES

In a paper entitled "Bank Trust Departments and Public Policy Today" (1)
Professor Roy Schotland has suggested there is a point beyond which a single
institutional investor accounts for so much buying or selling of stocks that the
institutional investor cannot avoid setting the market price for those stocks.
He further suggests that Morgan Guaranty has passed that point. In support of his
contention, those stocks in which the bank's net purchases or sales for clients
accounted for over 5% of annual trading volume in the respective shares for the years
1973, 1974, and 1975 were listed. Specifically, in 1975 there were 53 companies in
which Morgan's net purchase for clients accounted for 5% or more of the total trading
volume in those stocks. Likewise, there were 21 companies in which net sales for
clients accounted for 5% or more of the total volu~e in those stocks. Similar data
were presented for the years 1973 and 1974. The inference he drew is that, at least

,_for- the stocks indicated, Morgan Guaranty's activities on behalf of its clients
resulted in setting the market prices for these stocks.

Professor Schotland has raised an important question. Specifically, does
the fact that an institution may account for a sizable percentage of' a stock's volume
imply that the institution will have a measurable, and presumably adverse, impact
on the stock's price? Our initial response would be to express doubt, since several
generations of experience in the investment business show that customers tend to be
happier when we buy low and sell high. That is, it is strongly in our own self interest
to be sure that our trading for clients does not have any impact on market prices.
Furthermre, in recent years our view has been shaped by conclusions such as those
presented in the 1971 Study of Institutional Investors conducted by the Securities and
Exchange Comission. This study concluded that "institutional trading overall has not
impaired price stability in markets"(2). And that, '"anks.. .tend to be price neutral:
Their net trading imbalances tend to be in the opposite direction to price change as
frequently as they are in the same direction"(s). Nevertheless, our respect for
Professor Schotland and his deep interest in public policy issues relating to bank
trust departments has led us to employ statistical tools in an effort to expand on his
initial analysis of this matter. Specifically, we have sought to determine whether
Morgan Guaranty's percentage of trading in the stocks he mentioned did, in fact, have
an impact on the price behavior of these same stocks. A description of this effort
and the overall conclusions are presented in the following sections. Subsequently,
a somewhat more technical discussion of the statistical analysis is presented.

(1) Prepared for the Financial Institutions and the Nation's Economy (FINE) Study
of the Comittee on Banking, Currency and Housing, U.S. House of Representatives
(June, 1976).

(2) Institutional Investor Study Report of the Securities and Exchange Comission (1971)
Summary Volume, p. 0(I.

(3) Op. cit., p. 84.
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Brief Description-of the Analysis

The stocks in which Morgan Guaranty's trading for clients accounted for
a substantial portion of annual volume have been examined to see if there was any
common trend in price change. Specifically, the analysis centered on companies in
yfhich the bank's net transactions accounted for over 5% of total volume in 1975 and
1976. This relationship was examined for the 53 net purchases and the 21 ntt sales
in 1975 which Professor Schotland cited, as well as for all 94 stocks in which Morgan
Guaranty's trading amounted to over 5% of total volume in 1976(4). (The study was
confined to 1975 and 1976 since quarterly trading volume was not readily available for
prior years.) Since trading was not necessarily continuous or evenly distributed
throughout 1975 and 1976, the relationship between volume and share price movement
was examined on a quarterly basis. That is, the proportion of quarterly volume
accounted for by Morgan Guaranty's transactions was calculated for 54 stocks in 1975
and for 94 stocks in 1976. Subsequently, the quarterly price changes for these same
stocks was derived. These price changes were than adjusted to remove the effect of
price movement trends for the stock market as a whole - a factor which typically
explains 30%-40% of a single stock's price variability. For example, where a stock
rose 15% and the S.&P. rose 10%, the market-adjusted price change would be 5% (15% minus
10%). These data are presented graphically in Charts through 16, which are attached
and further described.

Conclusions

Visual examination of these data provides little evidence that there has
been any meaningful relationship between the percent of a stock's trading attributed
to Morgan Guaranty and its price behavior. For the most part, the date appear wildly
behaved and generally unpredictable. Statistical analysis of the data, discussed in the
subsequent section, confirms this visual examination. We have not been able to find any
relationship between percentage changes in price and the fraction of trading that Morgan
accounts for. Consequently, we conclude very strongly that Morgan Guaranty has not,
in fact, set prices for this group of stocks.

We would further note that this test has been limited to those stocks in
which Morgan Guaranty's 1975 and 1976 trading activity has been described as substantial.
As such, the group of stocks is not representative of the bank's overall trading
activity. In fact, it dramatically overstates Morgan Guaranty's overall presence in the
trading of con stocks, which amounted to only 2%-3% of total N.Y.S.E. volume in 1975.

The overall conclusion is not surprising in light of the generally held belief
that domestic security markets are reasonably efficient. For this to be so, there must
be a willing seller of every share Morgan Guaranty, or any other investor, wishes to
purchase and a willing buyer for every share Morgan Guaranty wishes to sell. Furthermore,
the conclusion is quite consistent with policies our traders have followed for many
years, namely, that every effort should be made to ensure that the back's transactions
for clients do not impact securities prices.

(4) Morgan Guaranty's quarterly volume was extracted from the "Spectrum Reports" of
Computer Directions Advisors, Inc.; New York Stock Exchange volume data were provided
by Compuatat.
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Summary of Statistical Analysis

The objective in the various analyses we have done is to attempt to test
the hypothesis suggested by Professor Schotland that our equity trading above 5%
of the volume in some sense "determines" price.

Professor Schotland's concern was qualitatively stated; he did not specify
a particular mathematical equation for this "determining" relationship and so we have
applied various plausible particular model specifications. We used linear regression
models based on ordinary least squares. The formal statistical tests of significance
are based upon the assumption that the dependent and independent variables are jointly
normally distributed. All the models we tested exhibited great instability in the
coefficients from quarter to quarter and between purchases and sales. We modeled
purchases and sales both separately. andtogether.

We have not been able to find any relationship between percentage changes
in price and the fraction of trading volume that we have accounted for in our
purchasing and selling programs which would appear to be meaningful.

The combined purchases and sales data are displayed in Charts 1-8. The
data presented in these charts are quarterly data. The first four charts are for the
four quarters of 1975, the last four are for 1976. The variable labeled "Y axis"
is the percentage change in equity price normalized by the simultaneous percentage
change in market price (P). The variable labeled "X axis" Is the percentage of
trading volume accounted for by Morgan Guaranty (K). We adopt the convention that
buying volume is positive and selling volume is negative. The letters in the charts
are symbols for individual companies. The numerals show coincident data points, a "2"
for two such points, a "3" for three, etc.

In the cases - a distinct minority - where coefficients appear to be
"significant," we find that the coefficients are very sensitive to the presence or
absence of a small number of outliers. This Is a very familar problem in the
statistical analysis of data which is non-normal because of astationarity or
contamination of the process. For example, in testing the model:

P - a + bM

on combined purchases and sales with data for the second quarter of 1975 shown in
Chart 2, we found that b a .17 with a t-statistic of 2.1. However, when we stripped
outliers for 1 above 41% and P greater than 20% or less than -2$, we found that
b - .07 with a t-statiatic of 1.4 (not significant at tba- 95% confidence level).

The coefficients are not consistent even with respect to sign. In the
most recent year 1976, the coefficient of the volume term is positive in the scatter
diagram shown in Chart 5. On the other hand, using the same model, in the third
quarter of 1976 which is shown in Chart 7, the coefficient is negative which implies
that the "effect" of Morgan's trading is the opposite of what Professor Schotland
would expect. Charts 3 and 4 for the third and fourth quartersiof 1975 appear to
show no relationship at all.
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Charts 9 through 16 show purchases and sales separately for the ye'r
1975 - the msat recent year on which Professor Schotland focused. Again using
the model:

P -a+ bM

as an example, we find no significant relationship except for Chart 13, first quarter
sales, which shows a positive relationship. If one strips the outliers below
4 - -15%, the coefficient on M becomes insignificant.

Infection of these charts leads us to believe that no meaningful
relationship in fact exists. If the Committee should care to pursue this
investigation further, we shall be happy to offer further assistance.
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Senator BEXTSEN-. Our next two witnesses are Mr. C. V. Wood, Jr.,
chairman of McCulloch Oil Co., Los Angeles, Calif.; and Mr. Maurice
Kig, chairman of Technology, Inc., Ohio.

,Would you gentlemen please come forward ?
We are delighted to have you back. This is 1977. In July 1973,

Mr. Wood, you were testifying before this committee about the enor-
mous capital needs facing our economy. You and I were voices in the
wilderness at that time.

I fully agreed with you then. There were not too many people listen-
ing in 1973 about the capital shortage, but we have gained considerable
support since then. In fact, President Carter has promised thit the
administration's tax reform bill will include major incentives for
capital formation.

I believe that there is strong support in the Congress for incentives.
We have come a long way since July 1973 in gaining that support. I
hope now that we can reap some of the benefits of it by some actual
legislation that comes to fruition.

I welcome you again and I want to thank you for the strong support
that you have given to my pension simplification and pension invest-
ment bills.

STATEMENT OF C. V. WOOD, JR., CHAIRMAN, McCULLOCH OIL CO.

Mr. WooD. Thank you. Senator. I would like to say that you have
been a great, friend of the small- and medium-sized companies and
yow staying up here fighting and trying to help us keep) us all going.

I amkratfulto you for your consideration ofthe extremelyIm
portant matters before you, and for giving me an opportunity to be
heard.

I am C. V. Wood, Jr., chairman of MeCulloch Oil Corp., but, I
appear here as chairman of the Co-mmittee of Publicly Owned Com-
panies. With me today is Maurice F. King. chairman of Technology,
Inc., who, with your permission, will make a short statement follow-
ing my remarks.

I believe some or all of you are familiar with the Committee of
Publicly Owned Companies: It is composed of about 700 chief execu-
tives of corporations located in practically ever, State of the Union.
Most of our members are small- or medium-sized companies, but some
large companies like Chrysler. ITT, GTE, and LTV have joined us
because they share our concern.

Our companies emqloy more than 2.8 million workers and account
for $140 billion in sales. They are deeply concerned about the need for
equity capital in order to continue to produce the goods and services
and to supply the jobs that America needs.

I think I may fairly say that the Committee of Publicly Owned
Companies, some years ago. was in the forefront of those who began
to call attention to the national problem of capital formation, par-
ticularly to the inadequacies of available equity capital. I think we
may share in the feeling of -gratification that *there is now genera)
agreement that this problem exists and that reforms of tax laws and
fiscal policies are needed if we are going to provide the goods and
services and jobs necessary for our country.
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Your committees are today considering vital aspects of this prob-
lei. You are considering the chief vehicle in our Nation that deter-
mines how capital, once it has been accumulated, is allocated; namely,
the private pension plans. As you know, the total assets of private
pension plans now exceed $450 billion, and about $30 billion of new
money goes into these money pools each year.

Under the leadership of'some of the members of your committees,
the Congress has quite properly enacted legislation to govern the
management of the enormous assets in the private pension funds and
to assure that the workers-their intended beneficiaries-receive the
full benefit of those assets, as the pension plans intended. But in so
doing, some unnecessary complications have been created and some
adverse, unintended results have followed. I am delighted that your
committees are now addressing themselves to these matters.

S. 901, introduced by Senator Bentsen, addresses itself to a problem
which more than any other has discouraged businesses from adopting

pension plans and has caused the abandonment of some of them.
This is the incredible complexity and confusion of the jurisdictional
and reporting requirements of ERISA.

S. 901, introduced by Senator Bentsen, addresses itself to a problem
which more than any other has discouraged businesses from adopting
pension plans and has caused the abandonment of some of them. This
is the incredible complexity and confusion of the jurisdictional and
reporting requirements of ERISA.

S. 901- corrects some of the burtdens of dual jurisdiction in the
Treasury and Labor Departments which has resulted in conflicts, in-
consistencies and duplications serving no purpose except confusion,
aggravation, and expense. The bill will also reduce the number of re-
ports and paperwork required by ERISA-a move which all of us
who are gradually drowning in a sea of paper will applaud. After
all, ERISA is not a bill for relief of lawyers and accountants, nor was
it supposed to be a mandate to destroy our forests in order to produce
paper. I am confident that the entire business community applauds
S. 901 and will be grateful to you for its speedy enactment.

S. 285, also introduced by Senator Bentsen, is, in our strongly held
view. a measure of the greatest urgency and of fundamentalimpor-
tance. A wholly unintended result of ERISA has been to encourage
the diversion of the huge pension fund assets to companies that have
the least need for them, and to starve the smaller and medium-sized
companies that desperately need access to equity capital.

This has come about largely because of apparently sensible provi-
sions in ERISA designed to impose high standards of conduct on the
fiduciaries responsible for administering the pension plans. Basically,
the trouble stems from the "prudent man" rule of section 404 of thie
act coupled with the formidable penalties provisions to which the
act subjects fiduciaries.

For example, sections 405 and 409 make fiduciaries liable to make
good any losses resulting from a breach of duty and provides that one
fiduciary may be liable for the acts or omissions of a fellow-fiduciary.

Now, I want at the outset to make it clear that we do not object
to the requirement that a fiduciary must act. prudently, or that he is
responsible for his acts. On the contrary, what is needed-and what
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S. 285 attempts to supply-is to make clear that the act permits and,
indeed, encourages fiduciaries to invest pension funds in a manner
that we believe will be in the greater interest of the beneficiaries of
the pension plans, and which will certainly be in the greater national
interest.

At the present time, the vast preponderance of pension plan funds
is being invested in the securities of blue-chip companies-in a few
"religion" stocks-and in fixed-interest securities--corporate debt ob-
ligations. The effect of this is pervasive.

First, smaller companies-the red and white chips-are starving.
Their value, as measured by the stock market value of their securl-
ties-is vastly diminished because of the absence of money to buy their
equities. Because investment of pension plan moneys is largely con-
fined to the glamour stocks, the market value of these stocks are
increased.

Since pension fund managers do not buy the stocks of smaller or
less known companies, the market value of those stocks is drastically
reduced.

Here is the dramatic evidence of that fact-the Value Line index,
that includes stocks of smaller companies as well as the blue chips-
declined 31 percent between 1966 and 1976; the Dow Jones average,
including only blue chips, increased by 14 percent.

The result of this is to lower the market value of the securities of
the second tier companies and to decrease their ability to get financing
from banks or anywhere else, and actually to foreclose them from
equity financing. The result-ls also to make them vulnerable to raids
in the form of tender offers. The members of our committee can supply
you with graphic details about this and its destructive effects.

Second. Smaller companies are not able to update their plant and
equipment or to expand in order to supply the jobs America needs.
In this connection, I want to urge you to consider recent studies by
the MIT Development Foundation and the Commerce Technical Ad-
visory Board which show that it is these companies-young, smaller,
more aggressive-that are the most effective in supplying new jobs,
and that their ability to do so is relatively much greater than the bluechipS.Pam attaching a summary of the conclusions of these studies as

exhibit A to my statement, and I ask that this and an editorial com-
ment. exhibit B. I* received in evidence.

Third. The concentration of available funds in the religion or glamor
stocks, and the neglect of the stocks of smaller and less glamorous
companies is increasing-not decreasing-despite the enormous
amounts that are annually added to pension funds. I attach a Wall
Street Journal summary as exhibit C on the increase in bank holdings
of such stocks.

I also want to call your attention to the ominous fact that only 658
new issues of common stock were marketed in 1974, 1975, and 1976
compared to 2.922 new issues in 1971. 1972. and 1973-a sure indication
that smaller companies are not getting equity capital. This is also
shown by the fact that corporate debt-equity ratios have increased
from 24 percent in 1960 to 43 percent in 1975-a fact which demon-
strates the dangers in the present situation and which, again, indi-
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cates that smaller, less glamorous companies are not getting the equity
capital flow that they need.

Now, there is no doubt that the prudent man rule of ERISA has
contributed to this situation-or rather, that the construction placed
on that rule or the fear which it has introduced, has done so. As SEC
Chairman Williams remarked in a recent interview:

ERISA's standards of fiduciary responsibility have spawned a defensivenessamong pension fund managers that is having a major reallocation effect. By and
large, the losers are small, thinly capitalized issuers.

Exhibit D to this statement includes additional observations to this
effect.

S. 285 proposes two measures to deal with this problem: first, it
would, in effect, require managers of the largest pension funds to in-
vest in no more than 5 percent of the outstanding stock of any company
with a capitalization of $150 million or more. This proposal would
tend to prevent further concentration in a few glamour companies, and
thereby encourage diversification.

Second, the fill would expressly provide that a fiduciary does not vio-
late the prudent man rule of ERISA or any other law solely because it
invests up to 2 percent of the assets of the trust in the securities of any
corporation with a capital account of less than $25 million.

Both of these proposals would, in our view, represent commendable
measures in the direction of encouraging a more flexible and expansive
usb of pension funds and would provide a signficant measure of relief
from a situation which we believe is not in the interest of either fund
beneficiaries or the Nation.

We believe that investment in red and white chip companies would
provide a real measure of diversification for the protection of benefi-
ciaries who may otherwise suffer by a decline in the value or yield of
glamour stocks."

It would also increase the ultimate returns to the beneficiaries, be-
cause the yield from well-selected red and white chip securities-both
debt and equity-may well be greater than from the glamour securi-
ties. And we know that all of us will suffer unless some of these vast
funds are directed to the younger, vigorous and job-creating companies
of our Nation.

We endorse Senator Bentsen's bill, but as your committees proceed
to consider the specific measures which should be incorporated in
the bill, we would like you to consider the following additional
suggestions.

rirst, we propose that the prudent man rule should be amended
so as to provide explicitly that determination of the prudence of
the investment judgment of fiduciaries should be based upon the total
portfolio rather than upon the quality of each individual investment.
This would expressly encourage a reasonable amount and degree of in-
vestment in securities of less mature companies which involve some
degree of risk-taking.

Second, we propose that the stated objective of ERISA should be
amended to declare as the national policy that there. tax-exempt funds
should be invested in a diverse selection* of American companies, cov-
ering the entire spectrum and including those that are smaller or less
seasoned, so that the capital which the funds have accumulated will
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promote the growth and development of innovative and competitive
business entities.

I want, to thank you and members of the committee for the oppor-
tunity to be here before you. I will be happy to try to answer any
questions you might have.

Senator BENTSEN.. Mr. Wood, we have several committees meeting
today, unfortunately. We have gone through a reorganization of the
Senate to bring us a great deal more efficiency, and now I have three
committees meeting at the same time, rather than five. That is one of

.the problems that we do run into here.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Wood follows. Oral testimony con--

tinues on p. 350.]

STATEMENT OF C. V. WOOD, JR., ON BEHALF OF THE COMMITTEE OF PUBLICLY

OIN NED COMPANIES

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committees: I am grateful to you for your
consideration of the extremely important matters before you and for giving me
an opportunity to be heard.

I am C. V. Wood, Jr., Chairman of MeCulloch Oil Corporation, but I appear
here as Chairman of The Committee of Publicly Owned Companies. With me to-
day is Mr. Maurice F. Krug, Chairman of Technology, Inc., who, with your per-
mission, will make a short statement following my remarks.

I believe some or all of your are familiar with The Committee of Publicly
Owned Companies. It is composed of about 700 Chief Executives of corporations
located in practically every State of the Union. Most of our members are small-
or medium sized companies, but some large companies like Chrysler, ITT, GTE
and LTV have joined us because they share our concerns.

Our companies employ more than 2.8 million workers and account for $140
billion in sales. They are deeply concerned about the need for equity capital in
order to continue to produce the goods and services and to supply the jobs that
America needs.

I think I may fairly say that The Committee of Publicly Owned Companies,
some years ago, was in the forefront of those who began to call attention to the
national problem of capital formation, particularly to the inadequacies of avail-
able equity capital. I think we may share in the feeling of gratification that
there is now general agreement that this problem exists and that reforms of
tax laws and fiscal policies are needed if we are going to provide the goods and
services and jobs necessary for our Country.

Your Committees are today considering vital aspects of this probelm. You are
considering the chief vehicle in our Nation that determines how capital, once
it has been accumulated, is allocated; namely: The Private Pension Plans. As
you know, the total assets of Private Pension Plans now exceed $450 billion,
and about $20 billion of new money goes into these money-pools each year.

Under the leadership of some of the members of your Committees, the Con-
gress has quite properly enacted legislation to govern the management of the
enormous assets in the private pension founds and to assure that the workers-
their intended beneficiaries-receive the full benefits of those assets, as the
Pension Plans intended. But in so doing, some unnecessary complications have
been created and some adverse, unintended results have followed. I am delighted
that your Committees are now addressing themselves to these matters.

S. 901, introduced by Senator Bentsen. addresses itself to a problem which
more than any other has discouraged business from adopting Pension Plans and
has caused the abandonment of some of them. This is the incredible complexity
and confusion of the jurisdictional and reporting requirements of ERISA.

S. 901 corrects some of the burdens of the dual jurisdiction in the Treasury
and Labor Department which has resulted in conflicts, inconsistencies and dupli-
cations serving no purpose except confusion, aggravation and expense. The Bill
will also reduce the number of reports and paper work required by ERISA-a
move which all of us who are gradually drowning In a sea of paper will applaud.
After all. ERISA is not a Bill for relief of lawyers and accountants, nor was
it supposed to be a mandate to destroy our forests in order to produce paper. I
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am confident that the entire business community applauds S. 901 and will be
grateful to you for its speedy enactment.

S. 25, also introduced by Senator Bentsen, Is, in our strongly-held view, a
measure of the greatest uiuency and of fundamental importance. A wholly un-
intended result of ERISA has been to encourage the diversion of the huge pen-
sion fund assets to companies that have the least need for them, and to starve
the smaller medium sized companies that desperately need access to equity
capital. This has come about largely because of apparently sensible provisions
in ERISA designed to impose high standards of conduct or the fiduciaries re-
sponsible for administering the Pension Plans. Basically, the trouble stems from
the "prudent man" rule of Section 404 of the Act coupled with the formidable
penalties provisions to which the Act subjects fiduciaries. For example, Sections
405 and 409 make fiduciaries liable to make good any losses resulting from a
breach of duty and provides that one fiduciary may be liable for the acts or
omissions of a fellow-fiduciary.

Now, I want at the outset to make clear that we do not object to the require-
ment that fiduciary must act prudently, or that he is responsible for his acts.
On the contrary, what is needed-and what S. 285 attempts to supply-is to make
clear that the Act permits and indeed, encourages, fiduciaries to invest pension
funds in a manner that we believe will be in the greater interest of the bene-
ficiaries of the Pension Plans, and which will certainly be in the greater national
interest.

At the present time, the vast preponderance of pension plan funds is being
invested in the securities of blue-chip companies-in a few "religion" stocks-
and in fixed-interest securities--corporate debt obligations. The effect of this
is pervasive.

First: Smaller companies-the red and white chips--are starving. Their value,
as measured by the stockmarket value of their securities-is vastly diminished
because of the absence of money to buy their equities. Because invest-
ment of pension plan monies is largely confined to the glamour stocks,
the market value of these stocks are increased. Since previous fund managers
don't buy the stocks of smaller or less known companies, the market value of
those stocks is drastically reduced.

Here's dramatic evidence of that fact-the Value Line index, that includes
stocks of smaller companies as well as the blue chips-declined 31 percent be-
tween 1966 and 1976; the Dow Jones average, including only blue chips, in-
creased by 14 percent.

The result of this is to lower the market value of the securities of the second
tier companies and to decrease their ability to get financing from banks or any-
where else, and actually to foreclose them from equity financing. The result is to
make them vulnerable to raids In the form of tender offers. The members of our
Committee can supply you with the graphic details about this and its destruc-
tive effects.

Second: Smaller companies are not able to up-date their plant and equipment
or to expand in order to supply the jobs America needs. In this connection, I
want to urge you to consider recent studies by the MIT Development Founda-
tion and the Commerce Technical Advisory Board which show that it is these
companles-young, smaller, more aggressive-that are the most effective in sup-
plying new jobs, and that their ability to do so is relatively much greater than the
blue chips. I am attaching a summary of the conclusions of these studies as Ex-
hibit A to my statement, and I ask that this and an editorial comment, Exhibit
B, be received in evidence.

Third: The concentration of available funds in the religion or glamour stocks,
and the neglect of the stocks of smaller and less glamorous companies is in-
creasing-not decreasing-despite the enormous amounts that are annually
addled to the pension funds. I attach a Wall Strect Journal summary as Exhibit
C on the increase in bank holdings of' such stocks.

I also want to call your attention to the ominous fact that only 658 new
issues of common stock were marketed in 1974, '75 and '76, compared to 2,922
new issues in 1971, '72 and '73-a sure indication that smaller companies are
not getting equity capital. This is also shown by the fact that corporate debt-
equity ratios have increased from 24 percent in 1960 to 43 percent in 1975--a
fact which demonstrates the dangers in the present situation and which, again,
indicates that smaller, less glamorous companies are not getting the equity capi-
tal flow that they need.
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Now, there is no doubt that the "prudent man" rule of ERISA has contrib-

uted to this situation-or rather, that the construction place on that rule or
the fear which it has induced, has done so. As SEC Chairman Williams remarked
in a recent interview: "ERISA's standards of fiduciary responsibility have
spawned a defensiveness among pension fund managers that is having a major
reallocation effect. By and large, the losers are small, thinly capitalized is-
suers." Exhibit D to this statement includes additional observations to this
effect.

S. 285 proposes two measures to deal with this problem: Firat, it would, in
effect, require managers of the largest pension funds to invest in no more than
five percent of the outstanding stock of any company with a capitalization of
$150 million or more. This proposal would tend to prevent further concentration
in a few glamour companies, and thereby encourage diversification. Second, the
Bill would expressly provide that a fiduciary does not violate the "prudent
man" rule of ERISA or any other law solely because it invests up to two per-
cent of the assets of the trust in the securities of any corporation with a capital
account of less than $25,000,000.

Both of these proposals would, in our view, represent commendable measures
in the direction of encouraging a more flexible and expansive use of pension funds
and would provide a significant measure of relief from a situation which we
believe is not In the interest of either fund beneficiaries or the Nation. We be-
lieve that investment in red and white chip companies would provide a real
measure of diversification for the protection of beneficiaries who may otherwise
suffer by a decline in the value or yield of glamour stocks. It would also in-
crease the ultimate returns to the beneficiaries, because the yield from well-
selected red and white chip securities-both debt and equity-may well be
greater than from the glamour securities. And we know that all of us will
suffer unless some of these vast funds are directed to the younger, vigorous and
job-creating companies of our Nation.

We endorse Senator Bentsen's Bill, but as your Committees proceed to con-
sider the specific measures which should be incorporated in the Bill, we would
like you to consider the following additional suggestions:

Fir&(: We propose that the "prudent man" rule should be amended so as to
provide explicitly that determination of the prudence of the investment judgment
of fiduciaries should be based upon the total portfolio rather than upon the
quality of each individual investment. This would expressly encourage a reason.
able amount and degree of investment in the securities of less-mature companies
which involve some degree of risk-taking.

Second: We propose that the stated objective of ERISA should be amended to
declare as the national policy that these tax-exempt funds should be invested
in a diverse selection of American companies, covering the entire spectrum and
including those that are smaller or less-seasoned, so that the capital which the
funds havo accumulated will promote the growth and development of innova-
tive and competitive business entities.

Third: We suggest that the committees consider whether Section 3 of S. 285
should be amended as follows: (1) To broaden the category to which it relates
'y increasing the maximum capital account of companies to which it relates from
$25 million to $50 million, and (2) by removing the two percent limitation.

The effect of this would be merely to provide that in appraising the invest-
ment prudence of fund managers, the mere faot that they have invested in smaller
companies, as defined, would not be considered as evidence of a failure to satisfy
the "prudent man" standard. This would not be giving the managers a blank
check. The conservatism or lack of thereof of the entire portfolio would still
be subject to scrutiny on a "prudent man" basis; but the mere fact that invest-
ments have been made in companies of $50 million capital or less would not, in
and of itself, be considered to indicate a departure from this standard.

We suggest the $50 million target figure rather than the $25 million figure
because, in these days, a company with $25 million is not small-it's minute!
We suggest removal of the 2-percent limit because we do not believe it Is needed
and because it may, perversely, be regarded as a top limit in situations where
fund managers would want to invest more in the smaller companies, and a larger
amount would nevertheless be prudent.

I again want to thank the members of your two Committees for this oppor-
tunity to appear before you, and I shall be glad to respond to your questions.
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ExHIBT A

A recent study by the MIT Development Foundation campared the perform-
ance of six mature companies (Dupont, General Foods, International Paper,
Proctor & Gamble, G.E. and Bethlehem Steel) with five innovative companies
(IBM, Xerox, Polaroid, 3M and Texas Instruments) and with five young high-
technology companies (Digital Equipment, Data General, National Semicon-
ductor, Marion Labs and Compugraphics). From 1969 to 1974, the results were
as follows:

I1n percent]

i Sales growth Job growth

Mature ........................................................................ 11.4 0.6
Innovative ........................ ............................................ 13.2 4. 3
Young high technology ........................................................... 42. 5 40.7

A study by the Commerce Technical Advisory Board showed that between 1945
and 1974, selected innovative companies such as Polaroid and Xerox grew at an
average annual rate of 16.5% in sales and 10.8 percent in Jobs. Over that period,
selected mature companies such as Bethlehem Steel and General Foods grew at
annual averages of only 7.8 percent in sales and 1.9 percent In new Jobs. The
Board noted that in the past six years, some high technology companies have
far outrun either group.

ExHIBIT B
PRUDENT MAN REVISION, COULD CREATE JOBS

President-elect Jimmy Carter and most of his Democratic colleagues in Con-
gress expressed great concern during the election campaign about the high level
of unemployment in the United States.

Congress has tried to tackle the problem by passing bills designed to put the
unemployment on the public payroll, but this is obviously an expensive, ineffi-
cient, short-term expedient.

A far better approach is to encourage the creation of jobs in the private sector.
Many of those espousing this approach speak in terms of tax incentives to busi-
ness to create new jobs for the hard-core unemployed.

But while giving money directly to the poor is acceptable, Congress usually
balks at giving money to business to create meaningful jobs, so the tax incentive
idea seems unlikely to get very far. That's a shame.

The Committee of Publicly Owned Companies (COPOC) has come up with a
program which will help create jobs without costing the government, and hence
the taxpayers, a cent.

COPOC wants Congress to define the "prudent man" investment standard in
such a way that it does not actively discourage investment by pension funds in
smaller companies. It is campaigning to have this definition made when Con-
gress takes up revision of ERISA in 1977.

The committee argues that an unintentional effect of the ERISA investment
standard has been to largely confine the investment of pension fund assets to blue
chip securities.

Since these funds are a major source of equity capital, the committee argues,
the result has been to deprive thousands of small and medium-sized companies
of the investment capital they need to grow, prosper, produce goods and services
and create jobs.

It says institutional investors have been "intimidated" by the prudent man
standard, as stated in ERISA, or are taking refuge behind it, and increasingly
limiting their investments to blue chip and fixed-income securities.

It points out that during the two years following the peasage of ERISA,
only 471 new issues of common stock were marketed compared with 888 new
common stock issues in the two preceding years.

Further, 64 percent of pension trustees surveyed by the International Founda-
tion of Employee Benefit Plans reported that as a result of ERISA they were
less willing to invest in anything other than blue-chip type investments.
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The committee has proposed that the stated objectives of ERISA should be
amended to expressly declare a policy allowing pension funds to invest in a
broad spectrum of American companies, and that the prudent man standard
should be interpreted in that light.

It has also proposed that the prudent man rule be clarified to be expressly
applicable to the total portfolio of pension plan investments rather than each
individual investment.

And it has endorsed the Bentsen bill which proposes that pension fund man-
agers should have leeway to invest up to 1 percent of the assets of any pension
plan in companies with paid-in capital of less than $25 million.

These seem to be eminently sensible proposals. Pension funds should be in-
vested in a broad spectrum of companies. Indeed, ERISA specifies diversifica-
tion. Unfortunately, that has been offset by fear of fiduciary liability so that
only 50 or 100 major stocks are favored.

The COPOC is not alone in calling for a wider, more modern Interpretation
of the prudent man rule in terms of the whole portfolio. James Hutchinson,
former administrator of the Pension and Welfare Benefit Programs at the Labor
Department, recently lent his voice to the call.

The Bentsen bill also seems to be a responsible proposal which may do some
good without jeopardizing the integrity of pension funds. It could free up as
much as $850 million for Investment in smaller companies.

These modest and sensible proposals deserve consideration by the new admin-
istration and Congress, and active support by the f[ension industry.

EXHIBIT C

[From the Wall Street Journal, June 13, 19771

BANK SECTOR OWNS M ORE Or GLAMOUR SHARES IN 1977 THAN IT DID AT END
OF 1974, STUDY FiN*DS

(By Charles J. EiJa)
Ask any 100 market players what the really big investors have been doing

for the past two years and 99 are likely to say the institutions have been dump-
ing their growth stocks to diversify their portfolios.

There's some truth to that, of course. Investment interest has broadened since
1974 to include a wider range of stocks than in the growth-stocks heyday of 1972-
73. And the weight, or value, of the earlier market favorites has definitely,
been downgraded within many institutional portfolios.

But anyone who thinks this means that the biggest institutional sector-
bank trust departments-has reduced its concentration of ownership of the old
favorites has a surprise coming.

The bank sector as a whole-and that Is where most pension funds are man-
aged-today owns a larger percentage of the shares outstanding of Eastman
Kodak, International Business Machines, Eli Lilly and a host of other sheel-
shocked glamour stocks than it did at the end of 1974, with only a few noteworthy
exceptions.

Individual banks, obviously, have restructured their portfolios, reducing glam-
our-stockholdings in the process. Morgan Guaranty Trust Co., of New York, for
example, has sold millions of shares of more than a dozen growth stocks since
1974. But other banks, apparently, have been the buyers. For bank trusts as a
group, the reduced portfolio weightings of the old favorites have come about
more because of their sharp drops in price than because of wholesale dumping
of portfolios.

Data are sketchy on most other institutions' transactions, but if any meaning-
ful "distribution" of the old growth stocks was done by anyone, It seems to have
been done by mutual funds. In almost every case, the mutual fund sector's per-
centage of ownership of shares outstanding has been reduced since 1974.

The accompanying table shows how the percentage ownership of a group of
the banks' largest holdings of growth stocks changed between the end of 1974
and March 81, 1977, and what happened in the same period to holdings of those
stocks among mutual funds. The data were compiled from Spectrum, a publica-
tion of Computer Directions Advisors. Silver Spring, Md. It covers about 170
bank trust departments reporting to the Comptroller of the Currency and nearly
all mutual fund portfolios.
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tin peenq

Bank owned Fund owned

Dec.31 Mar.31 Dec.31 Met 31
1974 iff 19A74

IBM ............................................... 21.5 22.5 5.1 4.5
Kodak ............................................. 17.4 20.7 4.5 .2
Americn Home Products ........................... 2. 5 28. 8 3.3 2. 0
Merck ............................................. 26.3 26.0 4.3 4.0
Lilly ........ ....................... ......... 2.3 29.9 1.6 1.9
Procter & Gambi ...................... 1.3
Sears Roebuck ..................................... 15.0 15.8 1.3 1.6
Xerox ............................................. 25.7 24.4 6.9 5.5
Schering-Plough .................................... 29.7 33.5 2.8 2.3
Kresge ............................................ 29.8 34.5 8 0 6 9
Coca-Cola .......................................... 19.3 20.8 2.0 2.1
Avon Products ...................................... 23.7 22.9 7.5 7.1
McDonald's ........................................ 26.2 24.3 16.3 8.0
Digital Eq .......................................... 25.6 33.7 19.1 15.7

'Misconceptions of another sort lie in wait for market students who jump to
conclusions about mutual fund sales and redemption activity. Fund trends are
followed by some for signs of when the funds might again become net buyers of
stock.

On the surface, the sales-redemption picture looks much improved. The Invest-
ment Company Institute's monthly reports show conventional mutual funds'
sales of their own shares to investors exceeded redemptions in two of the first
four months of this year. From January through April, ICI data show, sales
exceeded redemptions by $76 million.

But anyone who thinks this means a great turnaround for equity-oriented
mutual-funds would be mistaken._!rhe totals for the first four months include a
relatively new product-municipal bond funds. Thwe funds, which don't have
anything to do with stocks, have racked up net sal of more than $1M million In
the first four months, and they're included in the ICI totals.

When the municipal bond funds are removed from the totals, mutual fund net
redemptions in the first four months come to nearly $582 million. That's a better
showing then the $1 billion of net redemptions a year earlier, but still represents
considerable pressure on portfolio managers to raise money for investors who
want to cash In.

In fact, mutual funds have been heavy net sellers of portfolio stocks, cutting
back portfolio holdings nearly $1.8 billion in the first four-mouths. In the like
months last year, fund managers were net sellers of $880 million of equities. In
all 1976, they sold $2.6 billion more stock than they bought.

ExuterT D

SZLrZCr OBs4,VATroNS ON THE ERISA PRUDENT MAN RULE

1. A ZEICAN BANKS ASSOCIATION

"We recognize that many investment managers have misconstrued the prudent
man rule of ERISA and have become more conservative ... It might be very
helpful if Congress were able in some way to restate its intent."--Testimony,
Bentsen Subcommittee, May 25,1917.

2. 53 O CHAXMAI IIAROLD WILiAUM

"IERISA's standards of fiduciary responsibility have spawned a defensive.
ness among pension fund managers that is having a major reallocation effect.
By and large, the losers are small, thinly capitalized issuers. I think what's
happening here is that as a result of trying to remedy a situation where Inappro.
prite investments were made, or really maybe careless investments were made,
we may be at a point where the fiduciary consequence of taking what appears
at the time to be a reasonable risk and ending up being wrong Is too high ....
A responsible fiduciary may have to behave more conservatively than good judg.
meant would necessarily dictate, because f you're wrong, the oonaequenem may
be too high, In terms.of potential liabillity.-IntervieW, Sempa4e8 Week, Iay 2$
1917.

91-O88--77-23
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3. SENATOR LLOYD ENTBSZ
"It Is essential that Congress define the prudent man Investment standard in

such a way that it does not actively discourage investments by pension funds in
smaller companies. The unintended effect of the prudent man rule has been to
artificially confine the investment of pension fund assets to blue-chip securities.
Since pension funds are-a major source of equity capital, the result has been to
deprive many smaller and medium-sized companies of the Investment capital
they need to prosper and grow."--Congressional Record, January 18, 1977.

4. SENATOR TACO R. ILJAvMS

"If trade developments have shown any pattern, they have shown us that
innovation is quickly transferred abroad and soon becomes the subject to intense
competition; thus, domestic industry must continually be fed by new ideas that
we must continue to develop . . [Yet] . . . small, innovative firms, which are
the backbone of technological development and greater productivity find them-
selves starved for capital and confronting hostile markets which simply do not
permit them to expand or innovate further."-Javits Speech, May 2, 1977.

Senator BENTSEN. Why do we not let Mr. Krug proceed with his
testimonyI

STATEMENT OF MAURICE KRUG, CHAIRMAN, TECHNOLOGY, INC.

Mr. KEuo. Mr. Chairman, I am chief executive officer of Technology
Inc., Dayton Ohio-we have operations in Ohio, Michigan and Texas
with sales offices at various other locations.

I believe that I represent a significant number of relatively young
companies whose growth has been seriously retarded due to the un-
availability of needed expansion capital. Therefore, I believe that I
can best describe the plight endured by such companies by describing
what has happened to our company.

For your information, Technology Inc. is a diversified company
engaged in instrumentation, custom metal fabrication, and technical
services with sales to industry and Government. Our present net worth
is $5 million. Our company has revenues of approximately $20 million
a year and employs 519.

It was started by me in January of 1960. I had $2,500 in cash, bor-
rowed another $1,000 and a few other individuals put up the remaining
money to give us the grand total of $5,000 to begin business.

We worked hard, solxe days working around the clock. It was a
long time before I was able to draw a full salary and even longer
until I earned the salary I was receiving from the University Research
Center where I had previously been employed.

But I had faith in the country as I do now, and with the innocence
and ignorance that comes from heing 30 years ol/K and having little
business experience, and a lot of good luck, we grew and prospered.
In 1965, we took the company public raising a little over $1 million
in capital that was promptly reinvested into the company which
created more jobs and paid more taxes to the U.S. Treasury. By 1968,
we had 2,500 shareholders--at least one in every State of the Union.
The stock, which hid originally traded at an adjusted price of about
$5.30 per share rose to over $28 per share.

During this time, the company was engad in a series of high
technology development projects thatlooked extremely, promisinf
aMd we madea few acquisitions, but at that time, if you will recall,
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the stock market broke sharply and the ensuing credit crunch forced
us to drastically revise our plans.

For us, that market-that equity market-never came back. We
did retain some institutional investors who originally expected that
things would get better. In the meantime, with only bank credit to
rely on, the company was forced to sell off or dispose of existing opera-
tions that required additional capital to bring them to fruition.

For example, we discontinued investing in a subsidiary that con-
verted chicken and livestock wastes into edible animal food. We sold
the assets of the FR Corp., a manufacturer of specialty photographic
chemical products, formerly of New York.

We merged the Lundell operation, a manufacturer of utility power
plant alarm systems, formerly of Chicago, into an existing division
and are now considering its sale or discontinuance. Just recently, we
sold part of the business and liquidated the remaining assets of our
HF photo systems division in Los Angeles, formerly known as the
Houston Fearless Corp.

Although small, it was one of the leading manufacturers of photo-
graphic film processing equipment and related systems in the United
States. There is no doubt in my mind that the employment of Tech-
nology Inc. could be an additional 1,500 or more employees had funds
been available.

Certainly, the mood of the country being antibusiness at the time
was harmful to industry, but especially to those of us who are small
to medium sized. Additionallv. the change in the capital gains tax
laws further reduced the desire by an individual to risk his money in
a smaller enterprise. The tax preference law and other laws and regu-
lations unfavorable to business have made it extremely difficult lor
capital formation, the creation of new jobs and just doing business
generally.

However bad all these things have been on small and medium-sized
companies, the prudent man rule of ERISA may well be the last straw
for us as far as capital formation is concerned. Briefly, and before
I deal with the ERISA pndent man rule, the reason Congress adopted
ERISA was because of the enormous and ever-expanding role that
retirement and other employee benefit plans play in the life of our
country. They have vast social as well as economic impact. And these
plans involve staggering amounts of money-presently approaching
$500 billion-making them clearly the most influential of investors.
Thus, the importance of their role in the capital markets is obvious.

Before the advent of the prudent man rule, our company was being
followed by some institutions, and we still had one or two who owned
our stock. Since then, I can think of no instance where a fund or a
broker seeking to place securities with an institution has even-Asked
for information concerning our company. .

Not long ago, and after ERISA, our last institutional holder, Value
Line, sold their holdings. I believe it had nothing to do with the per-
formance of the company which is reasonably good. The fact is, our
company, in spite of having made substantial disposals of assets, is
still about the same size as before.

In other word, our internal growth has approximately offset the
dispositions of those businesses I referred to earlier. This. in spite of
the fact that the rules of the game were changed in the middle of the
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game. And the rules are continually being changed to discourage
equity investment.

The result is that companies like ourselves sell at 50 or 60 percent
of book value and four or five times earnings, and are ripe forpick-
ing by the large corporations. I am sure that is just the opposite of
what most of you gentlemen and the writers of previous bills had in-
tended-that small businesses be gobbled up by the large ones and
that funds not be available for those who wish to start an enterprise
and to create jobs that did not exist before.

I sit on the board of a bank that has a little less than $400 million
in assets. This bank manages pension funds for various companies
and individuals. I have also talked with officers of large banks, and
Ave now have what is known as the nifty 50--the 50 so-called best in-
Yestments, and I might add, the largest companies for the most part,
in this country.

These are the companies most sought after by pension fund man-:agers. They are almost always in the Fortune first 500 list of com-
panies, which start at sales of $321 million and on occasion will in-
rlude some in the second 500 which goes down to about $100 million
in sales.

The managers of pension funds have always been aware of their
Aduciary responsibilities, but with the new ERISA prudent man rule,
they are in general most reluctant to risk investing in any other com-
panies. This is because they feel confident that their investment deci-
sions will not be subject to later challenges since they were following
the herd.

I hope you will agree with me that these people cannot afford to
risk thle penalties that could be imposed on them for what may prove,
after the fact, to be an imprudent act. They are not about to invest
someone else's money in a company such as ours even though we have a
current ratio of almost 3 to 1 and a net worth of $5 million. We do not
even begin to come close to meeting their criteria, and unless we can
interest these money managers who control the investment of half a
trillion dollars, our stock price and that of many similar companies
will stay in the basement, and the equity market will be forever closd
to us.

Now that I have told you my tale of woe, I would like to offer a sug-
gestion or two as to how the rule could be modified in order to assist
worthy companies, hopefully including ourselves, in raising needed
capital. Senator Bentsen has proposed that the law be amended so
that 2 percent of any fund coul be invested in companies having a net
worth of $25 million or less without violating the prudent man rule.

I think this type of action is certainly a most welcome move in the
right direction and merits enthusiastic support. However, I would like
to urge consideration of reducing the size of eligible companies from
$2 million to $5 million or thereabouts, and specifically including
start-up situations. My reason is simple.

If the breaking point is $5 million, I am concerned that the fund
managers, in the exercise of the excess caution for which they are
noted, will tend to gore companies with net worth of less than, say,
$15 or $20 million. the breaking point is $5 million, it would, by
implication, clearly bless investments in companies with net worth& in
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excess of $5 million and still permit capital investment in small
companies.

And I am not trying to relieve a fund manager of his fiduciary re-
spsonsibilities, but to put in writing for all to see that investing in
start-up situations or in small or medium sized companies in itself is
not a bad thing and on th-surface is not construed to be imprudent.

With respect to the portion of a pension fund which may be in-
vested in small companies, I would personally prefer that there be no
percentage limitation. However, recognizing that excesses could oc-
cur, I can understand why the committee may feel that such a limita-
tion is essential, but I am of the opinion that the 2 percent limit should
be increased.

In *conclusion, the important thing is that some positive step be
taken to amend this prudent man rule so that funds managers will not
feel compelled-in order to avoid possible future liability-to hide be-
hind the nifty 50, the Fortune 510, or whatever large companies are in
vogue at any particular time.

Although it will take many positive moves on the part of Congress
to facilitate capital formation, this is a very good start. I ask your
committee for support.

I appreciate your attention. It has been a pleasure to be able to dis-
cuss my problem and the problem of many, many similar companies
with you, and I would be pleased to answer any questions that you
may have.

Thank you.
Senator BE..NTsv. Thank you.
On your recommendation, somewhat similar to what Mr. Krug is

talking about., talking about the entire portfolio being looked at rather
than an individual stock on a prudent man application, that is what
you are stating?

Mr. WooD. Absolutely.
Senator BExmi_ . I think that that is a good suggestion. we will see

what the rest of the committee members think.
Mr. Woon. It is about the only way you can do it. You cannot do it

just on an individual stock basis. Otherwise you can have bad luck
and wind up in trouble.

If you look at is on an overall basis, then pension funds can help
little companies. That is how big companies got here. They had to be
little once to get started. That is what built our country people in-
vesting in little companies.

Senator BENTSEN. I note your testimony on that. You point out that
only 658 new issues of common stock were marketed in 1974, 197, and
1976 as compared to 2,922 issues in 1971,1972, and 1973.

Corporate debt/equity ratios have doubled since 1970. If you try to
expand, now you have to do it through debt instead of equity, or if
you are taken over by some of the very large companies and all of the
obligations that go with it.

Mr. WooD. There is no way to raise equity money today, It is out of
the question for small companies. N e cannot afford to pay dividends.
That hurts us. We have to keep the money, to keep growing.

We cannot pay stock dividends. That hurts us in the eyes of the pen-
sion funds, without any questions.
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Senator BENrsEN. I note that some of the Nation's leading bankers
state that the prudent man rule has discouraged investments in new
and smaller firms. In response to a questionnaire, the vice president of
the Chemical Bank told this committee-

A number of factors, including the enactment of ERISA have caused us to re-
duce substantially our investment of pension funds in venture capital situa-
tions. We had an executive of Wachovia Bank and Trust Co. who stated: Because
of ERISA, we feel it is no longer appropriate to make venture capital invest-
ments in retirement funds.

That is the type of thing that we are running into, that dictates
that we change the interpretation of the prudent man rule.

Gentlemen, unless you have something further to add, we are very
appreciative of your presentation. Thank you very much.

We have the representatives of the Computer & Communications
Industry Association. Mr. Alfred A. King, chairman, MRI Systems
Corp., Austin, Tex.; Air. John E. Jones, president, Cummins-Allison
-Corp., Glenview, Ill.; and Mr. A. G. W. Biddle, president, Computer &
Communications Industry Association, Arlington, Va.

STATEMENT OF A. G. W. MIDDLE, PRESIDENT, COMPUTER & COM-
MUNICATIONS INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION, ARLINGTON, VA.

Mr. BMDLE. If I might, I would like to lead off.
My name is Jack Biddle. I am president of the Computer & Com-

munications Industry Association. As the chairman noted, I am ac-
companied by Mr. Alfred King, chairman of the board, ' MRI Systems,
and Mr. John Jones, president of Cummins Allison, and Mr. John
Chapman, our counsel.

TRie CCIA was formed 5 years ago next week and it represents 40
member companies with combined revenues in excess of $2 billion an-
nually, employing more than 60,000 persons. The member firms range
in size from under a million dollars in annual sales to over $300 million.
Our members manufacture products which cover the full spectrum of
goods and services associated with computers,--data processing, and
data communications.

I might note that in April of this year our association scheduled a
major security analysts conference where it was our intention to bring
together the chief executives and chief financial officers of many of
our member companies on an intimate, get to know each other basis
with a number of the leading securities analysts who monitor our
industry.

Some 20 of our member companies signed up to participate in this
conference and represented companies growing at 25 to 30 percent a
year. A number of them had revenues in excess of 100 million. We
invited some 1,200 securities analysts. Only 15 deemed tiese companies
worthy of their time and attention.

When we polled the ones who did not sign up to participate in the
conference, we found that the general response was that these com-
panies were too small to bother with. They could not afford to invest
ii companies under $500 million in revenue so they would not be in-
vesting in them in any case, so why take time to be ome familiar with
themI
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This is one of the reasons we have come before this committee today.
The association, in working intimately with its member companies,

is well aware that capital has come a scarce resource in the computer
and communications industries. We are all aware of the phenomenal
economic growth resulting from product innovations representing ad-
vances in computer and communications technology. It must be rec-
oganized that capital has been the sustenance for the growth of these
industries, and the availability of capital or the lack thereof will
affect the extent to which these vital industries will continue to develop.

Senator Bentsen, i-n introducing S. 285 in January of this year, noted
that venture capital was essential in the development of the central
computer industry and the minicomputer industry, including the con-
comitant benefits oif more and better jobs, increased tax revenues, and
improved industrial productivity.

External sources of working capital will be necessary for the con-
tinuing growth of these industries. For example, the capital require-
ments over the next 5 years for the minicomputer companies have been
estimated to be $500 million and for the medium- and large-scale com-
puter companies over $1 billion, excluding IBM's needs. In addition,
an emerging new industry, the microcomputer or microprocessor in-
dustry, has been spawned from earlier risk inveitments in the semi-
conductor industry. This new industry requires $400 million in outside
capital for sustained growth.

Projected capital shortages are not just unique to the industries
which the CIAA directly represents. In general, business investment
and external financing needs are expected to increase substantially
over the next decade. While capital funding may be provided from
internal cash flow, borrowings, and equity financing, the role of new
equity capital is central to the formation of new businesses, to modern-
ization and diversification within existing businesses, and to the
provision of a healthy balance against borrowed capital.

In March of this year, it was reported that for the 10 years ended
in 1975, total fund requirements of nonfinancial corporations for plant
and equipment expenditures and other physical investment and ac-
quisition of financial assets, averaged $108 billion a year. Capital
generated internally provided 60 percent of the total sources of funds,
while outside financing provided 40 percent. Debt financing was seen
to be the predominant form of outside financing, with net additions to
debt averaging $41 billion a year, or more than twice the $19 billion
average increase in equity capital. Equity capital, on average per year,
was derived from retained earnings of $13 billion and new equity
financing of $6 billion.

Over the next 10 years, a more substantial level of investment is re-
quired to meet economic and social goals and legislated mandates re-
garding environmental and safety standards. Just to maintain the
standard of living enjoyed in the United States, which has been per-
ceived to be under attack by inflation and substantially higher energy
costs, would require more investment funds in the future.It has been
estimated that the American economy over the next 10 years needs an
average of $274 billion in total investment a year for the maintenance
of general economic growth.
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Outside capital has always been necessary to meet investment needs.
Over the past 10 years debt financing has been relied upon primarily to
serve the outside capital requirements. In fact, the role of debt capital
has become overly. dominant in the investment equation. For manu-
facturing companies alone, liabilities rose from 64 percent of net
worth at the end of 1965 to 86 percent at the end of 1975. For manu-
facturing companies with assets of less than $50 million, liabilities in-
creased from 76 to 100 percent of net worth over the same period.

I did an informal survey of the recently published Forbes 500's. I
was shocked, and sympathetic with the statements of the prior witness,
to find among those 500, over a third of the companies have a net worth
three or more times greater than the total market value of their out-
standing stock. In a sense, this sets up some one-third of our largest
companies for takeovers and can lead to further corporate concentra-
tion in our country.

Such reliance has placed a high demand on loan funds resulting in
higher interest charts which in turn have led to a deterioration in
retained earnings. This phenomenon has reduced the availability and
significance of internal financing. Moreover, it is not certain that debt
financing to the extent encountered in recent years may even be avail-
able for new investment needs. The forces of economic uncertainty and
almost certain inflation in the years ahead have induced corporations
to strive for long-term financing, while the same factors are causing
banks and other institutions to prefer placing funds on a short-term
basis.

In any case, any undue reliance by business on debt financing leads
to an increase in bankruptcies and at the very least, instability in in-
dustrial strength. A reduced emphasis on debt as a source of capital
is desirable, and will require a corresponding increase in external
equity financing if overall investment needs are to be met.

I am not here today to advocate a program for forming the necessary
capital to meet these investment needs. Such a program, however, is
desperately needed. I am here today endorsing S. 285 and providing
testimony in support thereof because the CCIA is concerned that
the existing distribution of investment funds is inequitable and
imprudent.

The result has been an extraordinary commitment by pension funds
to a -handful of securities of the giants of American industry, which
have been euphemistically referred to as the "Nifty Fifty." The struc-
ture of the American capital markets is inherently unstable with such
substantial capital resources hanging on a single tier of the economy.

The illiquidity of the situation has been manifest often by the par-
allel rush in and out of certain of these securities upon the negative
or positive poles of short-term news.

The precipitous price changes in the short-term valuation of such
securities has frightened away the private investor who was tradi-
tionally relied upon to add liquidity to the stock market, provide risk
apI Ior new ventures, and fund secondary investment markets
which permitted many companies in the past to 1'go public."

If the giants of the industry always outperform the rest, then per-
haps the parallel investment decisions by the pension funds could be
justified. This is simply not the case. The "Nifty Fifty" stocks 'have
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not always outperformed the market averages. Consider, too, that any
one of the "Nifty Fifty" stocks had a significantly better return on in,
vestment during its younger growth years than it does today.

Not only would a diversification of investment funds by portfolio
managers be sound economically, but the fiduciary responsibilities that
the managers have with respect to pensioners and beneficiaries man-
date that these improved yields be attained through diversification of
investment funds into small and medium-sized businesses which
may realize more substantial growth than that of the mature giant
corporations.

We may realize that the present conduct of the portfolio manager
is defensive in nature, but it is certainly not defensible conduct in view
of the pensioner's entitlement to the best yields he or she can get from
the service of a more diversified portfolio.

In enacting ERISA, the Congress evidenced its intention to sig-
nificantly broaden portfolio investment beyond the "Nifty Fifty,"
ERISA was intended to allow a flexibility in the selection of invest-
ments not found in personal trust law. In connection with one of the
very first bills introduced in 1970 H.R. 16462, which contained es-
sentially the same prudent man rule language of present-law. Secre-
tary of 'Labor George Schultz testified:

The Administration rejected the old, common law prudent man rule because
it was too- inflexible and did not recognize the differences that exist among the
plans of different else and nature.

Similarly, the American Bankers Association supported the 1970
language, stating:

Reformation of the common law prudent man rule was intended to eliminate
the straitjacket on investments that the common law prudent man rule has Im-
posed in the field of personal trusts.

Finally, the conference committee report on ERISA stated:
The conferees expect that the courts will Interpret the prudent man rule--

and the other fiduciary standards--bearing in mind the special nature and
purpose of employee benefit plans.

S. 285 is a much needed first step toward a reform of the too con-
servativ6 investment standard of the pension funds. Section 2, in re-
quiring a 5-percent limit with respect to any class of a corporate se-
curity which meets the statute, puts pressure on the portfolio manager
to distribute a fund's assets over a greater number of investments.

hopefully, section 3 will remove an excuse which some managers
have made against investing in small and medium-sized companies.
Pension-fund managers have argued from the enactment of ERISA
that fiduciary standards imposed by the prudent man rule have pre-
vented them from placing investments in other than large blue-chip
and fixed-income securities. Moreover, attorneys advising trust officers
have interpreted ERISA regulations too conservatively.

Clearly this is not what Congress intended under ERISA. None-
theless, until Congress' intention is clarified through legislation or the
ERISA rulemaking process, the plain fact is that investments will
not be made ift small companies or in venture capital situations.

The association would like to suggest that section 3 could be broad..
ened to insure that pension funds may flow to a broad spetrum of
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American companies. First, we would like to see a full 5-percent basket
of trust funds to be permitted for investments in small to medium-
sized corporations. We feel that they should have a capital account
of less than $100 million.

There is a growing realization that the capital formation process is
a continuum. You must create a secondary market to create new issue
markets.

Second, we would like to suggest the additional wording contained
on page 10 of our prepared statement relative to revision of the pru-
dent man rule. -

I would like at this time for Alfred King to address the committee.
Senator BENTSv,;. We have been friends foremost of our lifetime,

and I am delighted to have him here to testify.

STATEMENT OF ALFRED A. KING, CHAIRMAN, KRI SYSTEMS CORP.,
AUSTIN, TEX.

Mr. KINo. Mr. Chairman, I am Alfred King, chairman of the board
of MRI Systems Corp., in Austin, Tex. MRI Systems is a small, butrapidly growing computer software firm. We have designed, devel-
oped, and marketed a large and sophisticated data base management
program that makes it possible to organize and manage huge computer
files of information. I appear before you today as a concerned citizen
and business executive in support of the Pension Investment Act of
1977, identified as S. 285. My understanding is that this bill is de-
signed to protect private pension plan participants from the capital
losses which might occur as- a result of the current trend toward
excessive concentration of pension investments in the stocks of a very
few large companies.

I an aware that private pension assets are under the control of a
small number of financial institutions that concentrate their invest-
ments in a select group of stocks which represent only a narrow seg-
ment of the broad spectrum of companies which contribute to the
economy and to the general welfare of the United States. I believe
that those who have proposed this act have correctly assessed .that
the continuance of this situation presents a danger to the welfare of
pensioners and to the Nation as a whole.

As a businessman, I am aware of the transformation in the character
of the capital markets upon which American businesses depend to
finance their current activities and future growth. Until the late 1960's
or early 1970's, qualified business organizations were able to obtain
financing in a mix of debt and equity which provided stability both
for the organization and the economy. Because a businessman had the
alternative of turning to equity markets for financing, the cost of.
borrowed capital was maintained at reasonable interest charges.

Over this last decade, however, we have seen a growth in various
institutions, such as mutual and pension funds, which have come to
dominate trading in the securities markets. Because of the impact on
these markets of fewer and fewer people trading larger and larger
blocks of the stock of the same huge corporations, the large numbers
of small investors who formerly gave diversity and body to the stock
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market are apparently withdrawing in confusion from equities and
are committing their investable funds elsewhere.

The growfl of these large funds with their increased control over
the Nation's capital markets, combined with restrictive security regu-
lations and increasing taxation of capital gains, has caused capital
to cease flowing to the small and medium-sized businesses which most
need this capital to finance future growth. One of the causes of this
cessation is addressed by this proposed legislation-that is, that in
the main, the institutions which control the allocation of capital in
this country do not invest in anything but the very large, heavily
capitalized companies which dominate their particular industries.

Thus, the present situation, as I perceive, it, is a frightening one.
Small- and medium-sized businesses have been stalled and shut off
from funds badly needed for productive growth and are not able to
contribute their 'full share of vigor to the American economy. After
all, the activities of small- and medium-sized businesses account for a
majority share of the gross national product. Small businesses alone
comprise 97 percent of all businesses, unincorporated and incorpo-
rated, in the United States. More than half of all business receipts are
generated by their operations. Perhaps more important, these small
businesses employ more than half the U.S. business work force.

The Nation, then, must strongly encourage a wider distribution of
control over the vast capital resources of this country; and we must
do all in our power to permit and encourage much wider diversification
in the investment of these critical resources. We cannot permit so
basic a natural resource to be used primarily for the benefit of giant
corporations to the detriment of the smaller corporations which have
been the key components of America's economic successes to date.

I do not need to point out that over a period of 20 years the Haloid
Corp., a small producer of photographic products, turned the concept
of xerography into the substantial reproduction industry of today. At
the time that Haloid, now the Xerox Corp., committeditself to that
growth industry, IBM and Kodak did not see the merit in pursuing
the potential of this new technology.

I do not believe that we can expect mature and dominant corpora-
tions, who today are siphoning off the bulk of investment capital, to
originate and follow through on new technologies in the same way
that small- and medium-sized businesses function in a free economy.
These large corporations have large sums invested in the technology
they are currently exploiting, and are generally committed to pro-
grams of gradual 'linear progress rather than to the exciting new tech-
nology and quantum jumps in existing technology that are vital to
the profitability and sometimes to the existence of smaller corpora-
tions and individual entrepreneurs.

Senator BENSnF.N. What I feared most has come to pass. We have a
roll call on the floor of the Senate.

Could you summarize your statement ?
Mr. KiNo. Fortunately, I believe the entrepreneurs are still around

and if the funds were available, they would be ready to use them in a
way that would benefit the economy of the United States.

I have a couple of suggestions that are in my prepared statement
about the bill itself and a suggested tax modification that might help
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unblock funds. I think that there are a number of causes which are
contributing to the drying up of funds to smaller businesses The
problem addressed b t act is one: In my own case, I have taken
considerable risk and have played a major part in the financing of
MRI Systems Corp. and its product which I believe to be of some
small importance to this country. At least, it has provided employ-
ment for more than 190 people. In any event, I would not attempt to
start such an enterprise in todays tax and investment climate.

We must work together to restore the proper economic environ-
ment in this country, one which will foster continued growth and
new growth industries. If we are to solve our employment and social
problems, we have no other responsible choice. I believe S. 285 is a
step in the fight direction.

Senator BE-rs.N. Thank you.
Mr. King, let me comment for just a minute. There am two philoso-

phies, I guess in this country. One is that you ought to have some-
thing for the Iree enterprise out there to compete for, and I think you
do that through the tax system, to achieve some objectives of the
country, energy, housing whatever it might be; and I tiink that is the
most effective and most ekcent way.

The other way is to say, well, it is a subsidy, label it as such, and
hand it all out by the government. I think that is a very infective way
of doing it.

In this country, we have always had risk takers and we have had
caretakers. Unless you have some incentives for the risk takers, you
are not going to havee anything left for caretakers. That meamis you
have to have some reward for the fellow who succeeds.

When I hear about the Xerox Corp. I am also reminded of the fellow
who wins the daily double at the racetrack. You read about them. All
you have to do is go out there and look at that race track and see all
those torn-up ticket stubs on the pavement of the people who do not
collect,.

That is what happens. New companies starting. a vast majority of
them never succeed, but there are a few who do, if the incentives are
there, and if they pay the price and take the risks and get to keep some
of it.

I bave seen a limitation put on interest deductions in our tax laws
that I have opposed. That was originally put on because of the capital
gains situation where they talk about they hold something with low
return and borrow the money to build and convert it to capital gains.

Now your capital gains go up to as much as 49.2 percent. They
forget that when they continue to put limitations on the deductions
for interest. Whatever I build, I build on OPM--other people's
money, borrowed money. That is what it is with the venture capitalists
in this country.

If the young fellow starting out, taking the risk, boot strapping his
way up. That kind of thing the tax law does not bother. The weathy
man, who has a lot of investment income.

But you have a real move in this country to punish savings and
earnings from savings and investment in that situation.

Mr. Jones, why do you not make your comments. When they ring
those bells, I have to go out the door.
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STATEMT OF JOHN E. JONES, PRESIENT, CUXK SALLISON
CORP., GLIILW, ILL.

Mr. Jo-Ns. I am here to verify that it is difficult to get equity capital
today. The importance to a small company of the availability to it,
because if you come to the point where you have product that has
great potential, you have got to penetrate the market sufficiently so
you are not pushed out of it, and you cannot just grow at a 10 or 15
percent rate. You have to grow at a faster rate. That requires equity
to match up against the debt to make that safe.

Senator BENwT. Thank you very much, gentlemen, for your tes-
timony. I apologize for the limitation upon your time.

Thank you for coming. We will have your full statements in the
record, and we will be working to try to assist you.

Mr. BWDLE. Senator Bentsen, if it has not already been done, I
would urge the committee to consider including the Casey Commis-
sion study as a part of the record of these hearings. It certainly shows
that the RISA problem is one part of the total capital formation
problem, something perhaps your colleagues do not fully appreciate.

Senator BE.TsEN. We will see how extensive that is, and if we
can-

Mr. KiNo. The SBA Task Force on Venture and Equity Capital.
Senator B&NrsEN. We will put it in. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statements of Messrs. Biddle, King and Jones and

the report of the SBA Task Force follow:]
STATEMENT OF A. G. W. MIDDLE, PR18IDENT, COMPUTER AND COMMUNICATIONS

INDU8Tay As80CIATION
Mr. Chairman and members of the Committees, my name is Jack Biddle, and

I appear before you today as president of the Computer & Communications
Industry Association, a trade association referred to as the CCIA. The CCIA,
formed over 4 years ago, represents today approximately 40 member companies
with combined revenues in excess of $2 billion annually and employing more
than 60,000 persons. The member firms range in size from under $1 million in
annual sales to over $300 million. Our members manufacture products which
cover the full spectrum of goods and services associated with computers, data
processing, and communications.

The CCIA in working inUmately with its member companies is well aware
that capital has become a scarce resource in the computer and communications
industries. We are all aware of the phenomenal economic growth resulting from
product innovations representing advances in computer and communications
technology. It must be recognized that capital has been the sustenance for tie
growth of these Industries, and the availability of capital or the lack thereof
will affect the extent to which those vital industries will continue to develop.

Senator Betten, In introducing S. 285 in January of this year, noted that
venture capital was essential In the development of the central computer industry
and the minicomputer industry, including the concomitant benefits of more
and better Jobs, increased tax revenues, and improved Industrial productivity.

External sources of working capital will be necessary for the continuing
growth of these industries. For example, the capital requirements over the
next 5 years for the minicomputer companies have been estimated to be $500
million and for central computer companies over $1 billion, excluding IBMs
needs. In addition, an emerging new industry, the microcomputer or micro-
processor industry. has been spawned from earlier risk Investments in the semi.
conductor industry. This new industry requires $400 million in outside capital
for sustained growth.

Projected capital shortages are not Just unique to the Industries which the
COIA directly represents. In general, business nvestment and external financing
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needs are expected to Increase substantially over the next decade. While capital
'funding may be provided from Internal cash flow, borrowings, and equity financ-
ing, the role of new equity capital is central to the formation of new businesses,
to modernization and diversification within existing businesses, and to the pro-
vision of a healthy balance against borrowed capital,

In March of this year, it was reported ' that for the 10 years ended in 1075,
total fund requirements of non-financial corporations (for plant and equipment
expenditures, other physical investment and acquisition of financial assets)
averaged $108 billion a year. Capital generated internally provided 60 percent of
the total sources of funds, while outside financing provided 40 percent. Debt
financing was seen to be the predominant form of outside financing, with net
additions to debt averaging $41 billion a year, or more than twipe the $10 billion
average increase in equity capital Equity capital, on average per year. was
derived from retained earnings of $13 billion and new equity financing of $6
billion.

Over the next 10 years, a more substantial level of Investments is required
to meet economic and social goals and legislated mandates regarding environ-
mental and safety standards. Just to maintain the standard of living enjoyed in
the United States, which has been perceived to be under attack by Inflation and
substantially higher energy costs, would require more investment funds In the
future. It has been estimated that the American economy over the next 10
years needs an average of $274 billion In total investment a year for the ma in-
tenance of general economic growth.

Outside capital has always been necessary to meet investment need,. Over the
past ten years debt financing has been relied upon primarily to serve the outside
capital requirements. In fact, the role of debt capital has become overly dom-
Inant in the investment equation. For manufacturing companies alone, liabilities
rose from (4 percent of net worth at the end of 1965 to 86 percent at the end
of 195. For manufacturing companies with assets of less than 50 million, liabili-
ties increased from 76 to 100 percent of net worth over the same period.

Such reliance has placed a high demand on loan funds resulting in higher
interest charges which in turn have led to a deterioration In retained earnings.
This phenomenon has reduced the availability and significance of internal
financing. Moreover, it is not certain that debt financing to the extent encountered
in recent years may even be available for new investment need. The forces of
economic uncertainty and almost certain inflation in the years ahead have in-
duced corporations to strive for long-term financing, while the same factors
are causing banks and other institutions to prefer placing funds on a short-term
basis.

In any case, any undue reliance by business on debt financing leads to an in-
crease in bankruptcies and at the very least instability in industrial strength.
A reduced emphasis on debt as a source of capital Is desirable, and will require
a corresponding Increase in external equity financing if over-all Investment needs
are to be met.

I am not here today to advocate a program for forming the necessary capital
In meeting such investment needs. I am here today endorsing .. 285 and provld-
Ing testimony In support thereof because the CCIA is concerned that the existing
distribution of investment funds is inequitable and imprudent.

The investment community has become institutiondlized to the extent that
Institutions now account for 70 percent of the volume of trading on the New York
Stock Exchange. Assets which provide the necessary resources for investment
have become increasingly concentrated in the hands of the few, with access to
them more diffmeult particularly for small- and medium-sized businesses. Since
1962, deposits in the ten largest banks have Increased from 20 percent to 83 per-
cent of all deposits. Mutual fund assets have doubled in the same time period.
Pension fund assets have tripled, and it is estimated that by 1985 more than
half of all external equity capital will be in the hands of pension-fund managers.

Have pension-fund managers met their fiduciary responsibilities In managing
the more than $200 billion of private pension assets under their ,voatrol? The
answer Is an emphatic NO. It is becoming Increasingly clear that pension-fund
managers in general bave made primarily defensive investments in pursuit of
their personal interests, such as convenience and Job security. It Is considered

t Waltor S. McConnell and Steven D. Lelt, "Inflation, Stock Prices and Job Creation,"
PfocmNal Analysis Journal, 3arch-Aprhl 1977, page 27.
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safe for the fund manager to invest the assets under his control In the same
securities accepted by his colleagues. The portfolio manager who may be tempted
to venture out from the accepted Investments to seek higllnr yields may even be
prevented from doing so by policy considerations established by his duperviSors,
who may themselves be motivated to secure a track record based on conventional
action which cannot later be criticized.

Tihe result has been an extraordinary commitment by pension funds to a
handful of securities of the giants of American industry, which have been
eulhemistically referred to as the "Nifty Fifty." The Structure of the American
capital markets is inherently unstable with such substantial capital resources
hangibg on a Mdngle tier of the economy. The illiquidity of the situation has been
manifest of teL by the parallel rush in and out of certain of these securities upon
the negative or positive poles of short term news.

The precipitous price changes in the short term valuation of such securities has
frightened away the private investor, who was traditionally relied upon to add
liquidity to the stock market, provide risk capital for new ventures, and fund
secondary investment markets which permitted many companies in the past to
"go public."

If the giants of the industry always outperform the rest, then perhaps the
parallel investment decisions by the pension funds could be justified. This is
simply not the case. The "Nifty Fifty" stocks have not always outperformed
the market averages. Consider too that any one of the "Nifty Fifty" stocks had
a significantly better return on investment during Its younger growth years.

I would like to provide you with an example, which I find interesting, of how
this failure of responsibility to diversify investments on the part of a portfolio
manager is tantamount to imprudent conduct. Some years ago, First National
Bank of Chicago bought an investment portfolio from Booth Computer which
became known as "Bay Equities," which represented investments in small- and
medium-sized companies in the San Francisco Bay area Over the past five years
the Bank recognized a rate of return of some 12 percent from Its venture capital
portfolio against a mere 1 percent return on other investments. In view of this
case, inprudence would be staying with the so-called safe investment to the
exclusion of investments with greater potential.

Not only would a diversification of Investment funds by portfolio managers be
.sound economically, but the fiduciary responsibilities that the managers have
with respect to pensioners and beneficiaries mandate that these improved yields
be attained through diversification of investment funds Into small, and medium-
sized businesses which may realize more substantial growth than that of the
mature giant corporation. We may realize that the present conduct of the port.
folio manager is defensive In nature, but It is certainly not defensible conduct in
view of the pensioner's entitlement to the best yields he or she can get from
the service of a more diversified portfolio.

In enacting ERISA, the Congress evidenced its intention to significantly
broaden portfolio Investment beyond the "Nifty-Fifty." ERISA was intended to
allow a flexibility in the selection of Investments not found in personal trust
law. In connection with one of the very first bills introduced In 1970 (HR. 16462),
which contained essentially the same "prudeuit man" rule language of present
law. Secretary of Labor George Shultz testified:

"The Administration rejected the old (common law prudent man) rule . ..
beecause it was too inflexible and did not recognise the differences that exist
among the plans of different size and nature."
Similarly, the American Bankers Association supported the 1970 language,
stating:

"Reformation of the common law prudent man rule was intended to eliminate
the straitjacket on investments that the common law prudent man rule has
imposed in the field of personal trusts."

Finally the Conferenf* Committee Report on ERISA stated:
'-The conferees expect that the courts will interpret the prudent man rule (and

the other fiduciary standards) bearing in mind the special nature and purpose
of employee benefit plans."

S. 2S5 is a much needed first step towards a reform of the too conservative
investment standards of the pension funds. Section 2, In requiring a 5 percent
limit with respect to any class of a corporate security which meets the statute.
1its pressure on the portfolio manager to distribute a fund's assets over a
greater number of investments Hopefully, Section 8 will remove an excuse which
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some managers *have made against nvesting In Smal- and medium- ded corm-
panies. Pention-ftwd managers have argued from the enactment of EBRIA that
fiduciary standards Imposed by the prudent-man rule have prevented them
from placing investments in other than large blue-chip and fixed-income securi-
ties. Moreover, attorneys advising trust emeers have interpreted ERISA regula-
tions too conservatively.

One major problem seems to be the applicability of the 1974 decision of the
New York Court of Appeals in Bank of New York v. Spit sr, 85 N.Y. 2d 512 (1974)
to the prudent man rule of ZRISA. In that case, the highest court of the State
of New York held that the fact that a trust portfolio shows a substantial overall
Increase in value during an accounting period does not insulate the trustee from
responsibility for imprudence or negligence with respect to a particular Invest-
ment. While at first blush it may seem appropriate to impose liability for neg-
ligence and/or imprudence, the thrust of the decision is that the appropriateness
of a particular investment Is to be measured in a vacuum-totally without regard
to the overall portfolio investment strategy, diversity, risk and results. In other
words, negligence and/or Imprudence may not be measured by the courts, as they
should be, within the context of the total portfolio.

Clearly, this is not what Congress Intended under ERISA. Nonetheless, unless
and until Congress' intention Is clarified through legislation or through the
ERISA rule-making process, the plain fact is that investments will not be made
in small companies or in venture capital situations. Such an amendment or rule
would complement the approach taken In 8. 285 and would facilitate such invest.
ments even within the 2 percent rule. Certainly, it is a prerequisite to encourage
such investments beyond the 2 percent proposal of the Bill. What we are witness-
ing today was predicted In 1975 by Martin Lipton, adjunct professor of law at

'New York University:
"While this language would appear to protect the well researched, well con-

sidered venture capital investment, the Spitter case will still deter many trustees
and investment managers 'from all but the commonly accepted "sound" Invest.
ments. In addition to dryingup venture capital, this could exacerbate the two-tier
market problem for equities and, along with the actuarial disadvantages to equity
Investment built Into the Pension Reform Act of 1974, could result in a long-terni
fundamental shift by Institutional investors from equities to debt."

We believe that 8. 285 will redirect the flow of investment funds to provide
some degree of investment In medium- and small-size companies which other-
wise would not take place. This process, we believe, will result in enhanced port.
folio yields for the pension funds to provide increased benefits to pensioners and
benefciaries. You have already heard testimony in May from Karen Ferguson.
Director of the Pension Rights Center, who stated that, for every 1 percent in-
crease in returns on a trust portfolio, a pension can pay out between 10 percent
and 20 percent more in benefits. The process serves the American economy as a
whole by the additional benefit of a more uniform distribution of capital funds
across the economic sectors of the nation, with badly needed capital flowing to
small and medium corporations. Thus, the ultimate benefits of 8. 285 Is the
nourishment of the critical growth sectors of the American economy.

The CCIA would at this time like to provide specific recommendations on how
Section 8 could be broadened to ensure that pension funds may flow to a broad
spectrum of American companies. First of all, we would like to see a full 5-per.
cent "basket" of trust funds to be permitted for Investments in small- to medium-
sized corporations havlai a capital account less than 0100.000 million or any In-
vestment company which invests primarily in such securities. It ought to be
recognized by all that the 2 percent leeway provision of 8. 285 does not set aside
"mad money" for imprudent investments. Rather. this leeway clause merely
removes a technical obstacle not Intended by the enactment of HRISA which has
given cause to portfolio managers to trade exclusively In the large, blue-chip
corporation with their mature standing and massive capital accounts.

We also propoee that iauage be ineludd within Section 8 to clarify that
the prudent man standard of ERISA I applicable not to individual investments
on an Isolated basis, but to such investment within the context of the total port-
folio of pension fund Investments. For example, under Section 1104 of EoRISA.
the fiduciary duties met forth therein under subparagmphs (a) (1) (0) could be
clarilled as followsW. .. a fidudary shal disd age his duties with reqet to a plan solely in the
interest of the participants and beneficiaries and-... (0) by diversifying the
investments of the plan s as to minimize the risk of large losses, unless under
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the circumstances and oosdlering the portfolio of diversified investments as a
whole it Is clearly prudent not to do so; ... " (Added text i emphasized.)

Such a statutory or rule-making clarification of the prudent man standard
would resolve the unsettled question as to whether a fund manager is held to a
minimum risk analysis with respect to each and every investment or he may
take prudent investment risks which business theory teaches us should be part
of every sound investment portfolio.

- STATEMENT o ALlIrE A. Kqo

Good morning, Mr. Chairman, members of the Committees. I am Alfred A.
King, Chairman of the Board of MRI Systems Corporation In Austin, Texas. MRI
Systems is a small, but rapidly growing computer software firm. We have de-
signed, developed, and marketed a large and sophisticated data base management
program that makes it possible to organize and manage huge computer files of
information. I appear before you today as a concerned citizen and business exec-
utive in support of the Pension Investment Act of 1077, identified as 8. 285. My
understanding is that this Bill is designed to protect private pension plan par-
ticipants from the capital losses which might occur as a result of the current
trend toward excessive concentration of pension investments in the stocks of a
few very large companies.

I am aware that private pension assets are under the control of a small num-
ber of financial institutions that concentrate their Investments in a select group
of stocks which represent only a narrow segment of the broad spectrum of com-
panies which contribute to the economy and to the general welfare of the United
States. I believe that those who have proposed this Act have correctly assessed
that the continuance of this situation presents a danger to the welfare of pen-
sioners and to the nation as a whole.

As a businessman, I am aware of the tranformation in the character of the
capital markets upon which American businesses depend to finance their current
activities and future growth. Until the late 1960's or early 1970's, qualified busi-
ness organizations were able to obtain financing in a mix of debt and equity
which provided stability both for the organization and the economy. Because a
businessman had the alternative of turning to equity markets for financing, the
cost of borrowed capital was maintained at reasonable Interest charges.

Over this last decade, however, we've seen a growth in various institutions,
such as mutual and pension funds, which have come to dominate trading In the
securities markets. Because of the impact on these markets of fewer and fewer
people trading larger and larger blocks of the stock of the same huge corpora-
tions, the large numbers of small investors who formerly gave diversity and body
to the stock market are apparently withdrawing In confusion from equities and
are committing their investable funds elsewhere.

The growth of these large funds with their increased control over the nation's
capital markets, combined with restrictive security regulations and increasing
taxation of capital gains, has caused capital to cease flowing to the small- and
medium-sized businesses which most need this capital to finance future growth.
One of the causes of this cessation is addressed by this proposed legislation-that
is, that In the main, the institutions which control the allocation of capital In this
country do not invest In anything but the very large, heavily-capitalized com-
panies which dominate their particular industries.

Thus, the present situation, as I perceive it, is a frightening one. Small- and
medium-sized businesses having been stalled and shut off from funds badly
needed for productive growth are not able to contribute their full share of vigor
to the American economy. After all, the activities of small and mediumsized
businesses account for a majority share of the gross national product. Small
businesses alone comprise 91 percent of all businesses, unincorporated and
incorporated. in the United States. More than half of all business receipts are
generated by their operations. Perhaps more Important, these small businesses
employ more than half of the U.S. business work force.

This nation, then, must strongly encourage a wider distribution of control over
the vast capital resources of this country; and we must do all In our power to
permit and encourage much wider diversification i the Investment of these
critical resources. We cannot permit so basic a natural resource to be used
primarily for the benefit of giant corporations to the detriment of the mailer
corporations which have been the key composn8t of America's economic suc-
cesses to date.

91-933- 7-24
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I do not need to point out that over a period cif twenty years the Halold Cor-
poration, a small producer of photographic products, turned the concept of
xerography Into the substantial reproduction industry of today. At the time that
Halold, now the Xerox Corporation, committed itself to that growth industry,
IBM and Kodak did not see the merit in pursuing the potential of this new tech-
nology. I do not believe that we can expect mature and dominant corporations,
who today are siphoning off the bulk of investment capital, to originate and follow
through on new technologies in die same way that small- and medium-sized busi-
nesses function in a free economy. These large corporations have large sums
invested in the technology they are currently exploiting, and are generally com-
mitted to programs of gradual linear progress rather than to the exciting new
technology and quantum Jumps in existing technology that are vital to the profit.
ability and sometimes to the existence of smaller corporations and individual
entrepreneurs.

I am sure that fund managers have a myriad of defenses to the close relation-
ship that exists between them and very large corporations. None of them, how-
ever, can be persuasive against the very real threat to the economic viability of
the United States ,nd to our free enterprise economic system.

Fortunately, America has not lost its entrepreneurs. These entrepreneurs are
there awaiting funds to put to work toward the aeueration of new techniques
and technologies for the modernization of our existing Industries and the creation
of new ones.

For many reasons, some of them merely a response to the legislative, regulatory,
and judicial environment in which they find themselves, our large investment
institutions share capital primarily with large corporations. This combination
must be encouraged to shift and flow of capital must be restored to our small-
and medium-sized businesses. I believe that the Bill referred to as S. 20 con-
fronts, head on, the Issues of reducing the interrelationship between the
institutions and large corporatoins and returning the flow of equity capital to
smaller businesses.

I have some specific thoughts on the Act proposed and would like to offer them
for your consideration. The 5% limitation feature of Section 2 accoipllshes two
substantial benefits In my mind. The first Is that it should substantially reduce the
Wtential for control which investment institutions may attain over corporations
In which they intend to make heavy Investments. Secondly, the excise tax which
may be levied In the case of a violation should force a broader distribution of
cpit'Vl Investments beyond the large companies to include medium and evea
small organizations.

I would, however, like to see more carrot and less stick used to accomplish the
s ame results. I would like to see an incentive provided tM induce financial institu-
ttnns to redistribute and spread out their present investments. Under Section 2,
managers of pension accounts would not be forced to dispose of current stock
holdings because, under jjte excise tax approach of this Section, the Act properly
has no retroactive efft. As It now stands. Section 2 may instead have the un-
desirable effect of locking in the concentrated investments already made in
various select large entitites by the institutions. So. if a manager's current hold-
Ingqs Include investments which exceed the 5% limitation, he may not be willing
to trade away his control and come within the purview of the Act, and then the
Act be prevented from reasuming his former position of control.

One approach suggested to me which miy provide an incentive for existing
concentrated Investments to be distributed over a more productive profile of in-
vestments is to tax capital gains from the sale of securities of large corporations
at a low rate or on a tax free basis provided that the funds are reinvested within
a defined period In small or medium-sized businesses. Thus, a means of freeing
up capital currently locked up by the present high capital gains taxes would be
provided.

Also, perhaps Section 2. as now written, should be moderated by reducing or
eliminating altogether the 100% tax applying to violations uncorrected within
14 days. It seems to me that the 5% tax alone sh Ad constitute enough of a
deterrent to brinX about the conduct desired by this legislation.

There is no doubt that Section 3. In modifying the prudent man rule to the
extent provided, will give fund managers more latitude in exercising discretion
over the placement of Investment funds. Within the framework of freedom to
Invest in scuritles of any corporation with a capital account les than $=
million, or any Investment company which Invests primarily in such securities,
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the fund manager will be able to return to sound investment decisions based on
such factors as risk/return ratios. What I would respectfully suggest is that lee-
way for this purpose ougbt to be provided for substantially more than a mere
2% of trust assets. Also, consider that leeway funds ought to flow into corpora-
tions with capital accounts as high as $100 million.

Without this Act, investment fund managers in the present legislative and
regulatory climate must continue to be blind to the needs of potential of the
majority of the business world. This Act will induce fund managers to look for
and find the potential awaiting them in small- and medium-sized corporations.
After all, as previously mentioned, the quantum jumps in the technological pro-
gress of the United States have sprung from small enterprises. We simply can-
not look to the large, mature companies, with their entrenched interests In exist-
ing technology, to initiate the new product and new market innovations which
are the trademarks of the entrepeneur.

This Bill is a good move in the right direction. It not only benefits the pension.
ers by seeking to improve pension portfolios, but serves the needs of small and
medium businesses as well. Further, it would allow some of the pension funds
of small- and medium-sized businesses to invest in the securities of corporations
of like kind and size, rather than being constrained to place all their investments
Into the securities of giants with whom pensioners may have little sympathy or
understanding. In the process, the great potential for continued growth across
our entire economy will be rekindled.

Other incentives are necessary, of course, to further encourage investment
in the under-capitalzed businesses upon which in truth our economic future,

and indeed our safety, depends. Earlier I mentioned capital gains' treatment
as a possible incentive. In general, taxation has adversely changed the tradi-
tional risk/reward balance. Before burdensome taxation, more risk capital was
encouraged to flow into companies and industries with high potential for growth.
The risk which entrepreneurs accept must be recognized and properly rewarded
If viable growth within our economy is to continue. Today, we have the Tax
Reform Act of 1976 which has taken reasonable after-tax rewards away from
the entrepreneur. There is no more incentive for the individual who sticks his
neck out.

If I may add a personal note here, I have taken considerable risk and have
played a major part in the financing of MRI Systems Corporation and its product
which I believe to be of some small importance to this country. At least, it has
provided employment for more than 190 people. In any event, I would not at-
tempt to start such an enterprise in today's tax and investment climate.

We must work together to restore the proper economic environment in this
country, one which will foster continued growth and new growth industries.
If we are to solve our employment and social problems, we have no other responsi-
ble choice. I believe S. 285 is a step In the right direction.

STATEMFNT or JOHn E. JoESzA

Mr. Chairman and member of the Committees, I am John E. Jones, President
oft Cummins-Allison Corporation, which Is headquartered In Glenview, Illinois.
Cnnmmins-Alllson is a privately-held business which was established in 1887.
After 90 years of growth, our gross sales are approximately 20 million dollars
supported by several hundred employees. Our products and services are offered
worldwide. We develop, manufacture, and market optical and MICR scanners,
Key Scan multi-media data entry systems, merchandise tag readers, perforating
machines, endorserm, counter imprinters. check signers, payment books, coin
processing equipment, and paper shredders, among other products.

Cumming participates in data processing with its Key Scan systems, which
c nstitute a family of key-to-disk scanning and check processing systems. The
visible feature of our systems is an operator station which consists of a CRT
(cathode ray tube) display and a keyboard.

I mentioned that my company is a private corporation. It Is not that we do
not need the capital which would become available through going public--indeed
quite the contrary is true. We have not gone public for the reason that we have
bwen effectively foreclosed from the public equity markets. Cummins has sought
equity capital funds from Institutions. The insUtuttons we approached weren't
evn Interested in talking with us. Now, I feel that there is no use even in trying.
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Foreclosed from the equity markets, Oummins has been limited to debt financ-
Ing to sustain its steady growth of between 10 percent and 15 percent per year.
Funding through retained earnings has been severely limited by the debt struc-
ture of the financing available to us. The bulk of our product offerings are in
the data processing industry where market factors dictate that the equipment
be leased to customers as opposed to being sold outright. To finance our Inventory
of products on lease, we have a tremendous requirement for cash. Our banks
have been very helpful to us in that they have bought the future income streams
anticipated for our rental contracts with customers, providing us with sufficient
funds for us to remain in the marketplace.

The disadvantage in factoring our rental contracts, as we have-done with the
banks, Is that the cost of such debt financing is approximately 10 percent to 12
percent of the present value of the contracts which we could otherwise reinvest,
achieving even greater potential for growth. With a more favorable investment
climate, with the availability of external equity capital to Cummins, I feel
its growth rate could increase to 25 percent to 85 percent over the next three
to five years.

I base my estimates on my perception of an immense market for Cummins'
MIOR and OCR check-processing systems. We simply cannot get the financing
we need to fully participate In the check-processing industry. We simply cannot
participate in the extent desirable because we can only borrow to bank-imposed
limits on our asset base. We don't fault our bankers for this-as I've already
said, they have been very helpful to us. Bankers can only do so much against a

company's limited equity position. Debt to equity ratios must be- maintained
within reasonable limits.

What I am saying Is that there Is a trade-off between what is safe to borrow-
and penetration into industry markets. With more equity to balance a com-
pany's debt structure, a smaller company can achieve deeper market penetration
to retain market position against any aggressive tactics by large companies.
External equity financing can only be made available through a healthy invest-
ment climate. It is not just Cummins that suffers In today's unhealthy invest-
ment climate. With heightened growth, my company could hire more employees
and provide those employees with even greater benefits. I believe that prospective
investors in Cummins would also benefit, as would the industries to be served
by the increasing availability of our products, and we would add our modest
contribution toward a positive U.S. balance in foreign trade.

I support the underlying objectives of S. 285 both because of the equity plight
of my company and my awareness of the need for pension reform from my
perspective as a chief executive officer. Section 2 strikes at the heart of the un.
availability of capital to small- and medium-sized businesses. It should force
pension-fund managers to break from the few select securities enjoying a surfeit
of capital under the control of the funds. I realize too well that one cause of the
unavailability of capital Is that the large Institutions have married themselves
to the very large corporations, cutting off small- and medium-sized companies
from the capital markets which they control.

The severity of the effective capital shortages experienced by smaller com-
panies Is further explained by the fact that all sophisticated investors are fund
watchers. In addition to the private communications between investors and
brokers and brokers an institutional managers, publications periodically report
the trading activity of financial institutions. In recent years, lumtors have
recognized the institutional control over the public stock markets and have par-
alleled the actions of the fund managers, who parallel one another.

HopefuUy, Section 8, which provides for a modification of the prudent man
rule, should allow these fund managers to look to smaller businesses for thp
placement of the funds under their control. I personally would like to see a
much larger percentage of trust funds come within Section 8 Investments.
Furthermore, more companies ought to benefit from this leeway provision than
just companies with capital assets of less than 25 milUon dollars.

I believe more must be done for pension and capital formation reform. Spe-
cifically, dealing with the eost and paperwork burdens of ERISA requirements
is a "pain In the neck." Sueh burdens discourage small and medlum4-ted bust.
uess"s from participating In the benefits offered by pension plans. The benefits
continue to accrue to the giants of industry who are able to take the caste an(?
administrative burdens in stride.
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Capital formation could be enhanced by additional specific reforms, such as
a return to lowered taxation of capital gains. Favorable capital gains' treat-
ment would provide a necessary incentive for all Investors of capital to contri-
bute toward and share in the growth potential of our economy.

The elimination of the double taxation of dividends may also provide mome
relief. However, such tax reform would tend to benefit only the larger companies
who are able to pay dividends. Certainly, If dividends were treated as a deductible
expenses, as is interest on borrowings, equity capital would be more competitive
with debt equity.

But In any case, we cannot trade capital gains' reform for the elimination of
double taxation of dividends, as was reported to be President Carter's intention
in a June 19 Washington Post article. Growth companies cannot afford to pay
out substantial dividends, if Indeed they can pay them out at all, since the
earnings before any declaration of dividends must be used to finance growth.
If the Poet reporting Is accurate, the elimination of favorable treatment of
capital gains would further isolate the small- and medium-sized companies from
the capital markets and, with divdend deductions available to the larger com-
panies, the capital drawing power of the large corporations over the financial
markets would be assured.

I would like to assist yoV in any way that I can when you address the broader
ranilfications of capital formation reform. I commend the initiation of reform
embodied in this Act before us today.
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Tax Iaw and reguataow
Increase the corporate surtax exemption from the present level of $8,000 up

to $100,000;
Allow greater flexibility in depreciating the first $200,000 of asacts;
Permit investors in qualified small businesses to defer the tax on capital gains

if the proceeds of the sale of a profitable small business investment are re-
Invested within a specified time and other qualified mall business investments;

Increase the deduction against ordinary income of capital 1Isses In a small
business Investment made under Section 1244 of the Internal Revenue Code
from $25.000 in annual deduction to $K0000, and Increase the limit on an
offering from $MAW0 to $1, 000 and on ser slm from $1,000,060 to $2,000,-
000 In equity capital; --
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Permit underwriters of the securities of smaller businesses to deduct a los"
reserve against the risks inherent in the underwriting and carrying of such
securities;

Revise methods by which revenue impact of tax changes are estimated to re-
flect revenue gains from the business use of tax savings and the stimulus
to capital formation that tax incentives provide.

Small business adninistration (SBA)
Provide that some portion of tlF- guaranteed borrowing available to SBICs

take the form of debt with the interest partially subsidized, if the funds are
used to make equity investments;

Permit SBICs a deduction from ordinary income for loss revenues on both
the equity and debt portions of their portfolios;

Immediately make a substantial increase in the size standards for SBIC in-
vestments and also provide for either an annual revision of these standards
or index them according to broadly accepted price indicators.

TORSWAID

In July 1976, Mitchell P. Kobelinski, Administrator of the U.S. Small Busi-
ness Administration (-SBA), appointed a Task Force on Venture and hUquity
Capital for Small Business to assess the financing problems facing the small
businessman today and to recommend solutions. The Task Force was made up of
15 people actively involved in managing, financing or advising small businesses. It
is grateful for assistance provided by officials from the SBA, the SEC, the
Treasury and Labor DepartMents, and private financial institutions.

The Task Force met several times as a full group and more frequently in
smaller subcommittees. Early in the discussions it became apparent that the
scope of the study had to go beyond just the provision of venture capital to very
small businesses, because of the interrelated nature of all forms of capital re-
quired by business.

The Task Force believes the Implementation of the study's recommendations
can make a vital contribution to America's free enterprise system. If the recom-
mendations included in the Report are favorably acted upon by the Adminis-
tration and the Congress, It is the opinion of the Task Force that critically
needed new venture and equity capital will flow to the small business sector of
our economy, which in turn will produce substantial Increases in jobs, tax reve-
nues and productivity.

SBA'should require and encourage commercial banks to assume a larger por-
tion of the risk in SBA loans and change its guarantee tee from on one-time
fee of 1 percent of the amount of the guaranteed debt to an annual fee which
more nearly reflects the value and cost of RBA's guarantee;

Substantially expand SBA's Secondary Market Program by creation of a "Cer-
tificate" system for the sale of 'SBA-guaranteed loans.
Institutional Investor8/Employee Retirement Income Seourity Act (ERISA)

Amend 1DRISA to declare a policy that pension funds may Invest in a broad
spectrum of American companies within the "prudent man" rule and that it
applies to the total portfolio rather than any individual investment. Also create
a "basket" of 5 percent of the assets of any plan within which investment man-
agers can invest according to standards of prudence and liquidity appropriate to
higher risk small business investments;

The development of professionally managed pools of capital should be en-
couraged so that pension fund managers, otherwise constrained by time or ex-
pertise, may participate in the investment In new ventures and In growing
smaller companies. These special funds should be specifically exempted from the
provisions of the Investment Company Act of 1940;

In cooperation with the 8EC and other regulatory bodies, exempt the illiquid
securities of small companies from "mark-to-market" or "fair value" accounting
treatment.
Securities laws ad regulations (850)

Increase the small offering exemption from $500,000 to $8,000,000;
Enactment the limited offering exemption as proposed in the American Law

Institute project to codify the securities laws;
Retain and simplify Rule 146;
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Amend Rule 144 to provide that the existing quantitative limits apply for

only a three-month period rather than a six-month period. In addition, change
those limits to one percent of outstanding shares or the average weekly volume,
whichever is higher instead of whichever Is lower;

Develop procedures under which solicitation, with appropriate compensation
to develop a market, may be undertaken If buyers are provided with copies of
financial data and other disclosures regularly filed with the 8E0 along with a
supplemental statement on mode of offering, identity of underwriters, price ofsecurities offered, and information needed to update the data on file with the -
S10.

INTRODUCTION
Small businesses comprise 97 percent of all unincorporated and Incorporated

businesses in the United States. More than half of all business receipts are
generated by their operations. Perhaps mbre important, they employ more than
half the U.S. business work force.

It is a matter of acute concern that, in the face of clearly emerging needs
and the documented benefits to the United States economy, a set of impediments
have developed that are preventing smaller businesses from attracting the
capital without which they cannot perform their traditional function of infusing
innovation and new competition into the economy. Unless these impediments are
overcome, the ability of the economy to compete in the world and meet the needs
of the American public will be seriously eroded.

It is alarming that venture and expansion capital for new and growing small
businesses has become almost invisible in America today. In 1972 there were
418 underwritings for companies with a net worth of less than $5.000,000. In
1975 there were four such underwriting. The 1972 offerings raised $918 million.
The 1975 offerings brought in $16 million. Over that same period of time, smaller
offerings under the Securities and Exchange Commission's (SEC's) Regulation Afell from $256 million to $49 million and many of them were unsuccessful. While
this catastrophic decline was occurring, new money raised for all corporations
In the public security markets Increased almost 50 percent from $28 billion to
over $41 billion.

A public policy that discourages the public from investing approximately $1
billion a year of its savings in economic innovation, growth, and the creation ofJobs while it encourages the public to risk $17 billion a year in Government-spon-
sored lotteries, requires close and serious reexamination,
Impediments to email business growth

In this context, the Task F6rce sees in the Asherican business and financial
scene today the following characteristics:

1. A public policy that tilts sharply towards encouraging consumption and
dtsconraging savings and investment.

2. An increasing and dangerously high ratio of debt to equity arising In part
from artificial trx advantages extended to debt financing.

3. Distinct irpediments to raising equity and other forms of risk capital.
4. Savings g'avitating towards larger institutions that are discouraged from

investing those savings in smaller and new businesses.
5. Well-intentioned efforts to protect Investors which Inadvertently place small

businesses at a disadvantage In competing for available funds.
6. Attrition and concentration in the network of financial Institutions and

firms that has served our economic needs well by mobilizing capital.
A recent study by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology DevelopmentFoundation has arresting data on the Importance of new companies and new

technologies to property and Jobs in America. It compares the performance ofsix mature companies, five innovative companies, and five young high-technology
companies. From 199 to 1974, the average annual contributions of these com-
panies in Jobs and revenues shaped up as follows:

lin peicestl

Type of companies Sale pV0th Job rowt

Mature .................................................. 1.4
Young hio 0 ............................... ................ 42.5 4.
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Although these young companies are not only growing faster but actually
reat"ngmore new Jobs and tax revenues than the giants of American Industry,

we see Increasing Impediments .t this same opportunity for other new com-
panies.

Recent economic trends have cated all Investrs 4istitltional, lar$& non.
financial comp '"e venture capitalists, individuals and local bankers--to become
more eoservatlves in their Investment policy. Recent legislation and regula-
tion, however well intentioned, has added to that conservatism by cutting
incentives to take risks. SavinM and other financial resources, so desperately
needed by small companies to finance their growth, have become concentrated
in larger financial Institutions. For example:

Since 1962, deposits in the ten largest banks have increased from 20 to 33
percent of all deposits.

Pension funds assets have tripled since 19Q2 and It Is estimated that by
1985 more than half of all equity capital will be In the hands of pension
fund managers.

Mutual funds assets have doubled In the same time period.
Institutions now account for 70 percent of the volume of trading on the

New York Stock Exchange (NYSE).
As assets have concentrated, access to them has become more difficult, particu-

larly for small businesses. I the t__years, the number of registered securities
broker/dealer firms has d percent, and the number of registered rep-
resentatives has declined as well. The Task Force ban found that this shrinkage
of the securities Industry has compounded the problem of providing smaller com-
panies with access to capitaL Large institutional Investors handling pension
funds, wary of standards set forth in the 19T Employee Retirement Income
Security Act (ERISA), are concentrating their funds In larger companies with
proven records to avoid possible lawsuits and liabilities under ZRISA.

Individual investors, once a vitalsource of funds for new businesses and
liquidity for early Investors, have been so hurt in recent bear markets that they
are reluctant or unable to provide risk funds again. In addition, the Incentive
for Individuals to risk capital iu equities has been drastically reduced by a
capital gains tax rate that today can run from 70 to 100 percent more than the
maximum rate that prevailed as recently as 1970.

Compliance with Government regulations--tax returns, registration state-
merts, ERISA reporting requirements, and a great variety of reports and sur-
veys--constitutes a heavy burden for the small businessman. Although highly
commendable efforts to lighten this load -re under way, the small business today
Is In grave danger of smothering under the weight-and cot--of repetitive
paperwork.

One of the more serious problems Is the skyrocketing cost of entering the
public market to seek new sources of financing. An analysis of six of the smaller
offerings made In 1976 by companies having assets of less than $5 million shows
the average cost of registration Is $122,30, an automatic and, In some cases,
Insurmountable roadblock for companies interested In entering the public
market.
The life cycle of growing business and Wa $noucfang

The result of all these trends has been to make economic growth for smaller
companies increasingly difficult. The chart on the next page Illustrates the stages
a company must go through to achieve maturity as a corporate entity.

The cycle of a business enterprise requires different types of capital at each
stage of its life. The highly developed U.S. marketplace has spawned investors
for each of these many stages. The result can be Imagined as a financial DIpe-
line along which successful companies move from start-up to maturity.

If this pipeline flows smoothly, all types of investment capital can function.
If it clogs at any point, capital dries up all along the pipeline. Facilitating the
turnover of initial Investments to more conservative Investorw is critical to
unblocking the flow of Initial higher risk Investments In smaller businesses. In
fact, the Task Force believes that creating better prospects of liquidity for
early Investors will, In itself, restore the flow of equity Investment In the early
stages of business life. Hence the Task Force focused on Institutional Investors
and the public stock market, In addition to other sources of risk capital, internal
1itancing and long.term debt financing.
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Traditionally, businesses have used a mixture of Internal and external financ-
Ing. for their needs. Small businesses cannot grow very fast if they-have to
finance themselves solely out of their earnings. In most cases external sources
must provide the financing for significant growth.

As shown on the chart, however, a hypothetical company moving through the
system must reach a revenue level of up to $10 million before public financing
becomes even remotely possible. Moreover, it Is not until a business reaches
revenues of $25 to $40 nilion that all sources of public and private funding
become, in some measure, available.

Though Government agencies provide a great deal of assistance to small busi-
nesses through agencies such as the Small Business Administration (SBA),
there are legislative limitations on this agency's programs that prevent them
from being completely responsive to the small businessman's needs for equity
capital. Because private financial resources are at times unavailable, the small
businessman is often faced either with stagnation or the sale of all or part of
his company.

In addressing the financial needs of small businesses and the impediments to
meeting them, it soon becomes apparent that the problem is different for:

(a) The many small businesses that are local in character or so family owned
and managed that they would be unlikely to have or want access to the public
securltieq markets: and

(b) Those businesses that can develop so that they will need access to public
financing.

There are different remedies called for with respects to these two broad cate-
gories of sinaller businesses.

There is a cycle of financial events and opportunities into which new and
growing businesses have to fit themselves to finance their growth and expan-
slon. This cycle starts off with the ability to Fave and the will to commit those
savings in order to start a small business. Here, If public policy is to reflect
the contribution new and small business can make to the national welfare, our
tax system has to encourage necessary savings and the commitment of these
savings to new and small businesses.

Then, after a new business is launched, the tax system should permit It to
generate sufficient internal capital so that a growing equity and credit base
will enable It to meet growth requirements. This can be done with some deferral
of tax payments: allowing small businesses greater flexibility In charging off the
assets needed to do its business : and an increase to reflect inflation in the amounts
to which small business tax treatment now applies. This will provide greater
revenues for the Government In the future as small businesses use this Increase
In internal financing to provide additional jobs and greater taxable wages and
profits.

From among the new and small businesses that grow as a result of these tax
reviRions, a few will show a potential for generating jobs and profits that are
sufficient to attract funds from private, public and institutional Investors. These
businesses should be able to compete for these funds on equal terms with older.
larger and more established businesses. Savings will not be Invested in these
new and growing enterprises unless the investors can efficiently convert their
Investment to cash over time without undue penalty. The seed money needs of
these innovative and growth-oriented businesseused to be met by knowledgeable
investors found in towns and cities all over America. In the last fifteen years,
a significant portion of this activity has become Institutionalized and profes-
sionalized In enterprises having risk money together with experience and skill
In identifying unusual Business opportunities In technological developments and
emerging needs.

Today however, surveys of the Investing activity of leading professional ven-
ture capitalists, having total assets estimated at $1.1 billion and Investing in
excess of $100 million per year In venhre capital situations, show an increasing
proportion of their funds going to established companies& In 1975 only five percent
of new Investments went to startups of new ventures and tw~o percent to first.
round finanings.

This represents a sharp reduction from previous years. Most venture capitalfirmsq have adopted a policy of staying away from start-npa Fnd have put their
available capital In safer and more liquid Investments. The Task Force believes
this steady shift towards a more conservative Investment policy comes from per.
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cel,.ed difficulty in recycling investment funds as restrictions on the access of
small and growing business to the public securities markets has become more
costly and difficult.

COMPANIES WITHOUT ACCESS TO PUBLIC SECURITIES MARKETS

The very small business, usually local in character, is likely to be launched on
the personal savings of family and friends by an entrepreneur interested in full
ownership and attracted to the prospects of financial reward.

His primary financial advisor will usually be his local banker, who provides
advice, counsel and, more importantly, short-term credit for his generally under-
capitalized enterprise. Local bankers are likely to go as far as conventional eco-
nomic wisdom and prudent banking standards permit in granting loans on the
basis of confidence and character. Certainly the banker cannot be adequately
compensated for making this type of loan because of the risk and servicing In-
volved. Ile. and the entrepreneur, are taking calculated risks, hoping for greater
rewards-increased deposits and profits--in the future.

With these loans and private resources, the entrepreneur begins his business
with a reasonable relationship between debt and equity capital. If the business
prospers, he approaches his banker for funds to purchase additional inventory
or to handle his multiplying accounts receivable. He continualy borrows short
term, being fully convinced that he will have funds to repay within the 30-day
term of the loan. The banker, pleased with this progress, continues to advance
funds, all in short-term notes renewed and rewritten at regular intervals. This
satlsfleq the bank's needs to adjust loan interest rates quickly and to show
liquidity on its books.

As this small business grows, however, the availability of this type of financ-
ing fades away as its dangers emerge. Short-term indebtedness goes up and re-
tained earnings are unable to grow as fast as the business. Paradoxically, the
more profitable the business is, the worse its financial statement looks because of
the high ratio of debt to equity.

As internal financing becomes increasingly difficult, the entrepreneur's external
source of financing, his banker, may begin to run into loan limit problems. More-
over, as more and more local banks are absorbed by large banks. the entrepreneur
may find himself faced with a more impersonal and cautious branch manager,
who may not want these small business risks.

The entrepreneur begins to realize the value of long-term financing. He turns
to the government for help, in most cases to the SBA. He finds that this agency's
programs of direct and guaranteed loans, and equity financing through SBA-
licensed Small Business Investment Companies (SBICs), may be able to provide
necessary assistance. Yet this assistance, too, has its limits.
Tax revisions to facilitate internal fltandg and attract oapital

The fact is that for those businesses not likely to require or want to raise
money from the public, capital growth needs must come from a combination of
internal cash flow and from borrowing. To make it possible for many thousands
of small businesses to realize their potential in growth and jobs, reform in the
tax structure is essential.

The most direct and effective step that can help small business is to bring
the $50,000 of corporation earnings now taxed at a lower rate in line with in-
flation and the escalation of risks and higher costs in starting and carrying
on business. Consk.ijnetly, the Task Force recommends the corporate tax rates
be modified so that the first $100,000 of corporate taxable Income should be jt
lower rates, as follows:

First $50,000; 20 percent.
Second $60,000; 22 percent.
Excess over $100,000; 48 percent.

Allowing these small businesses to use a larger portion of their first $100,000
of earnings to grow will produce additional revenue and jobs. The Government
will benefit from additional taxes and a reduction in welfare and other unem-
ployment costs in the future.

Allowing small businesses greater flexibility in writing off the first $200,000
of depreciable assets is another step that should be taken to increase the internal
financing that Is so critical to businesses in their early years.

The higher capital gains tax rate has altered the risk-reward relationship for
Investors. This is likely to have Its greatest Impact on equity investment in small
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businesses where capital Is already scarce and the risk of loss is greatest. This
was recognized by Congress in 1968 with the enactment of Section 1244 of the
Internal Revenue Code that allows limited deduction of loss in a small business
investment against ordinary income. To reflect Inflation and increased capital
costs in new businesses, the limitations surrounding this provision should be
increased so that deduction of $50,000 instead of 26000 Is permitted a taxpayer
in any one year. The limit on issuer equity capital and size of the financing neces-
sary to qualify should be Increased respectively from $1,000,000 to $2,000,000
and from $500,000 to $1,000,000.

The capital gains tax has become so high that it no longer serves as an
incentive to provide long-term investment capital. Deferring that tax as long as
these funds remain invested in small business can provide a major incentive to
attract the individual investor back to investing in small companies. The Task
Force recommends that investors In qualified small businesses should be per-
mitted to defer the tax on capital gains if the proceeds of a profitable sale -ire
reinvested in another qualified small business within a specified time period.
There is ample precedent for this kind of deferral in home sales, condemnations
and retirement plan distributions. Since small businesses are potentially the
most rapidly growing part of the equity investment spectrum, the ultimate tax
revenues can be significantly higher, more than offsetting the cost of deferring
revenues.

These tax revisions will result in a reduction of some tax revenue and deferral
of other revenue. The Task Force takes issue with the method currently used in
the Treasury's forecasts of the revenue impact of tax legislation. These revenue
estimates reflect only the reduction in tax collections from tax revisions without
any offsetting allowance for Income which will result from retaining and using
the revenue reductions in business activity. Nor does It reflect the stimulus to
capital formation and economic activity which greater incentives will provide.
The Task Force believes that a more accurate and balanced method of evaluating
the impact of proposed changes Is essential to developing sounder tax policy.
It recommends that, at the earliest possible date, the new Secretary of the
,'-easury review the methods now used to forecast the revenue loss from tax
changes.
SBA assistance ito bag-term borrotwing

The tax revisions discussed above will allow small companies to generate more
substantial cash flows internally and, thus, attract greater financing from their
banks. Beyond that, if small businesses are to be restored to their full role in
contributing to national economic growth and generating jobs, the financing role
of SBA should be strengthened. Therefore, the Task Force believes It Important
that SBA programs be put on a more self-sustaining and flexible basis.

The SBA is to be commended for steadily shifting its emphasis from direct
loans to the guarantee of bank financing. In this way SBA has Increasingly
utilized the more intimate knowledge of local businesses and local economic risks
and opportunities and the greater ability to supervise loans which local banks
almost invariably have. At the same time it has provided small businesses with
long-term financing that local banks, subject as they are to the requirement.% of
regulatory agencle to keep their assets liquid and maturities short, have not
been able to provide.

The SBA is also to be commended for helping local banks to bring institutional
funds Into small business financing by instituting its Recondary Market Program.
Under this program, banks making SBA-guaranteed lons can iow sell them to
other Investors to improve the banks' liquidity and bring new flmds into local
financing by offering Government-guaranteed, good yield Investments to Institti-
tional and other investors. Since the program's inceptiol through September
1976, more than $400 million of these loans have been sold to Investors who would
find it difficult to lead directly to small businesses. This successful Secondary
Markets Program should be substantially expanded. The 6BA-proposed "Certifi-
cate" system would trausfom the guarantsed portions of Ba loAs into freely
transferable market securities. This would tap additlooal institutional Inveptor
sources of capital. remove bankers' reservations about liquidity and reduce bank
examiners' conern over long-term loans in banks' portfoos. In order to ensure
full utilization of these new resources, a comprehensive public information pro-
gram aimed at small businessmen should be Instituted.
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The Task Force believes that SBA can strengthen its ability to contribute to the
flhanclt needs of small business by placing its operations on a more business-
like basis in two very Important respects:

I. Requiring and encouraging commercial banks to assume a larger share of the

risk in the long-term financing that SBA facilitates through its guarantee. For
example, the SBA might require banks to retain 15 percent instead of 10 percent
of the risk in thee loans and use a sUding guarantee fee to induce banks to take
an even larger portion of the risk.

2. In extending a seven-year guarantee for a one-time fee of one percent SBA is
not being adequately compensated. Additionally, there is little or no Incentive for
either the borrower or the lender to do without the guarantee. A basic guarantee
fee of one-half to one percent a year would still be a bargain to most small
businesses. An Increase in the fee would also place some limitation on the demand
for SBA's guarantee and more adequately offset the lossess SBA sustains in ex-
tending its guarantee.

The Task Force recognizes that these steps will increase the cost of BBA
financing. However, the availability of financing is more important than such a
modest increase in cost. These steps will bring SBA activities closer to a self-
sustaining basis. This should encourage the Congress and the Office of Manage-
ment and Budget to increase the SBA guaranty authority as small businesses and
local banks show a readiness to share more of the risk and pay a more realistic
price for SBA-assisted financing.
Strengthen(ng the Small Business Inveotmeal Company (SBIC)

SBIC's are an important source of long-term debt financing and equity and
venture capital for small business.

Although SBICs provide a significant amount of pure equity financing, there
hase been a tendency for them to Increase their holdings in loans and other debt
Instruments of small businesses. The major incentive for the creation and opera-
tion of 8BICs is the availability of long-term Government-guaranteed loans
that require very modest equity and provide attractive investment leverage to
those supplying equity capital for an SBIC.

This leverage has from time to time been increased by law. To meet the Interest
cost of these increased borrowings, SBIC investments have tended heavily to-
ward interest bearing debt securities, rather than common stock. This has a
!endency to add to the debt burdens of the smaller business rather than providing
the permanent capital that this size of business so badly needs.

To resolve this problem, the Task Force recommends that some portion of the
Government loans providing SBIC leverage be available in the form of debt, an
which interest i partially subsidized. This would relieve the pressure on SBICs
cash flow and enable them to make more pure equity investments.

Another disincentive for SBICs to take risks is the tax treatment of loss re-
serves. Currently, SEICS may establish a lose reserve for only those investments
which are in the form of debt securities. The Task Force recommends that 8BICs
be authorized to deduct loss reserves from ordinary income on both the equity
and debt portions of their portfolios in order to encourage mor equity
investments.

SBA has partially adjusted for inflation by increasing Its Idze standards for
8BC investments. However, these adjustments tend to lag behind the realities
of the marketplace. Therefore, the Task Force recommends that BA adjust its
size standards for SBICs annually or that these standards be measured against
broadly accepted price indexes.

COUPANTS SEEING UUUo OAPITAL

Small businessmen whose enterprises survive and thrive may Iad it neeemary
to seek external inancing from Investors having more subsutatllal and varied
capital resources than commercial banks and the SBA. There is a mw at of
obstacles on this road to economic growth.

The access of small companies to public markets, particularly In the early
1950's, encouraged the formation of venture capital-moey that was available
for Innovation and small business growth In the hope that some of the tua
invested could be recovered within two to five year

Venture capitalists, however, like all Investors, fond that the years following
196 were dimeult ones. They were forced to cut back an nVestmentg in many
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new ventures, because without a lively secondary market for resale of these
securities, underwrltings do not take place. Without underwritings, there are
no Investments, and the economy suffers. The table tielow illustrates the precipi.
tate decline in offerings and money raised for companies having net worth of $5
million or less.

Nimbef of Total amount
Year Oforings (mdlons)

1969 ........................................................................... 54 $1,457.7
1970 ................... .........................................-------------- 209 33.7
1971 --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 224 551.5
1972 ........................................................................... 418 911.2
1973 ---------------------------------------------------------------- -------- - 69 137.1
1974 --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 113.
075 ........................................................................... 4 16.2

The first stages of market recovery In 1975-76 have not been strong enough
to rebuild confidence, particularly that of individual investors, in the new Issues
market.
Making Institutional funds more atailable to small bu#ineis

Institutionalization of the stock market has meant that the small businessman
must al)peal to a professional Investor who has a large amount of money and
limited time to analyze potential investments. Increasingly, a major source of
capital in America Is the money In pen.4on and other employee trusts. Fiduciary
standards created by ERISA, however, have Isolated about $200 billion of money
in these trusts from all investments other than large blue chip, and fixed income
securities. Attorneys advising trust officers have interpreted ERISA regulations
conservatively, although they do not differ significantly from commonly practiced
standards of fiduciary responsibility. As a result, trustees are reluctant to invest
In companies without strong earnings records. Most pension trustees find it
neither economic or prudent to invest in companies without a capitalization
large enough to give luvestors liquidity. It appears that the market value of a
firmn must be over one hundred million dollars to interest pension funds managers,

ERISA should be amendl in two important respects:
1. To exp:.ssly declare a policy of allowing pension funds to invest in a broad

spectrum of American companies by clarifying ERISA's "prudent man" standard
so that it is clearly applicable to the total portfolio of pension fund investments
rather thin individual Investments, and

2. To relieve pension fund managers of ERISA restrictions in investing up to
five percent of pension fund assets in companies having less than $25 million in
net worth and larger companies having limited marketability for their securities.

These modifications should be designed to encourage the development of pro.
fessionally managed pools of capital to assume responsibility for segments of
the portfolio that pension fund managers do not have the time or experience to
effectively Invest in n w ventures and growing companies. The SEC should exempt
these special funds from the time-consuming and cumbersome requirements of
the Investment Company Act of 1940.

The current interpretation of Financial Accounting Standard Boards regula.
tons has led to substantial short-term profit and loss impact on portfolios. These
standards require portfolio managers to value these holdings of unregistered
securities and report the resulting portfolio changes as profit or loss, even
though no transactions take place. These fluctuations in both valuation and
profit and loss are arbitrary and time consuming. Requiring "fair value" account.
Ing creates the onerous task of frequently evaluating the current fair value of
investments in small company securities. Most institutions avoid this by simply
staying with only large, marketable equity securities or high quality debt
securities. It would be consistent with the principle of materiality to waive
the requirement for fair value accounting for investments made within the
five percent "basket" provision we have recommended.
Small buMsness accs to the public secur4 tlu marhet

The small businessman will find more and more securities firms disappearing
with changes that have taken place in brokerage economics. Fixed commission
rates have been eliminated and rates are governed Iby competitive and free
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market forces. Principal beneficiaries of this change have been institutional In-
vestors, not individual investors.

All these forces have substantially dried up access to the securities markets
for small businesses. There are fewer regional securities firms, fewer registered
representatives, fewer trading desks and research facilities.

Today, most underwriting is by the "majors", and these "majors" will not
generally underwrite companies with sunual earnings of less than $2 million.
The few remaining strong regional brokers are working almost exclusively with
firms whose earnings are between $1 million and $2 million.

To keep small firms with growth potential from being shut out of the public
securities market the SEC created Regulation A (based on the small offering
exemption in the Securities Act of 1983). This facilitates securities offerings of
$500,000 and less by exempting them from the costly and time-consuming under-
taking of full registration. This is not much capital for a growing company in
the light of today's needs and the value of today's dollar. The Task Force com-
mends SEC Chairman Roderick Hills for recommending that the Regulation A
exemption be extended to offerings up to $2 million. However, it is impressed
by the need for the underwriting of most Regulation A offerings as shown by
the SEC's finding that, during the period 1972 to 1974, In 546 Regulation A filings
only 35 percent of the shares offered were actually sold. Since few firms In the
contracted securities industry will underwrite an issue of less than $3,000,000
today and firms which do handle small Issues are anxious to take advantage of
the savings in time and cost which Regulation A makes available, the Task Force
believes the limit should be tncrearod to $3 million.

Congress also provided a private offering exemption In enacting the ISecurities
Act of 1938. Administrative and court Interpretations have so narrowed the
scope of this exemption that investors in very small finaneings have been able
to change their minds and get their money back simply because the offering had
not been registered. The buyer of stock who is defrauded has been provided with
an effective remedy by the SEO through its development of Rule 10b(5). Requir-
ing a small business to register a limited financing under pain of having to return
the proceeds in the absence of any fraud was never intended and Congress should
take legislative action to restore the private offering exemption.

The SEC developed Rule 146 to provide a safe harbor for private offerings
that claim the private offering exemption and do not register. The SEC is to
be commended for an imaginative effort to clear up the difficulties created by
the attrition of the statutory private offering exemption. However, this Rule will
necessarily be cumbersome, complicated and burdensome until ongreq% acts to
restore the original intent of the private offering exemption. Meanwhile, there
are modifications in Rule 146 which can be helpful and the Task Force recom-
mends Rule 146 be modified in two respects:

1. In the "information to be provided" provision Insert the words "if material"
to modify the information required in the offering circular; and

2- Add a provision, along the lines of that provided in Rule 240, that failure
to furnish information or an inability to sustain the burden of proof with re-
spect to other offerees will not permit a buyer who has been propery informed
to demand recision.

The limitations that the SEC has developed on the secondary sale of securi-
ties are probably more damaging to small business financing in the public securi-
ties markets than the high coat of registration and the near disappearance of the
private offering exemption. If the kind of risk money that goes Into new and
growing businesses cannot be readily recycled It Is usually not Invested. It is the
Inability to readily convert some of the profits on succesful Investments back
into cash that has driven professional venture capitalists away from start-
ups toward companies with proven earnings records. furthermore, this leads to
the liqufdatlon of investments through large corporate takeovers instead of by
malt in the public securities markets,

Congress, in enacting the Seuritles Act of 1933, required regitration of s-
curities only of Issuers, underwriters and dealers. Anyone elite was to be free to
3P11 without registration. Until the late sixtie, it was generally considered that
holding a security for two years established that It had not been purchased fnr
resale as an underwriter and could be @old without revIstratlnn. During the late
sixtles and early seventh , considerable uncertainty developed about restrictions
on resale of secritles and in 1972, the OWC ismed Role i44.
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Rule 144 has been successful in bringing clarity and certainty to the require-
ments for the resale of securities purchased withomt registration. However, it
has, In the view of the Task Force, created unnecsnry and unjustLfied rstree-
dons on the private resale of unregistered shares whieh contribute substantially
to clogging the flow of capital to smaller basinessea#

Where Rule 144 in harmful is In Its eftot te protect the market from selling
pressure through quantitative limitation, on the shamL which may be sold
in any six-month period. This quantitative limitation aa a whoi. series of
consequences that Impede venture investing, are counterproductive to investor
protection and promote concentration. The limitations on moving out of a risk
investment cause venture capitalists to go in for small percentages and in lesser
amounts. The restricted pace at which they are able to liquidate their Invest-
ment contributes substantially to the trend to stay away from young companies
and to restrict venture capital to companies which have matured or seem to be
on the verge of maturing. When they do have a successful investment, the diM-
calty of recycling their investment through private sales gives an edge to the
large company that can take over the .maller company In one bite. This, In turn,
reduces competition and promotes concentration.

Moreover, as long as there are restrictlons on compensation and other selling
efforts, it is difficult to see why any quantitative limitation is required. The
seller's interest In not driving down the price of the shares he wants to sell
can be relied on to limit the shares he offers. Certainly there is no evidence to
Justify a lintation which extends for six months and there is ample evidence
that the present maximum is usually absorbed In a matter of weeks or days,
when there Is any real market at all.

The Task Force therefore recommends that as a first tep Rule 144 be amended
so that existing quantitative limitations apply for only a three-month period
Instead of six months and that the limit be set at one percent of outstanding
shares or the average weekly volume over a four-week period, whichever Is
higher instead of whichever Is lower.

The Task Force Is pleased to learn that SRO Chairman Hills has Initiated an
economic analysis to reevaluate the need and justification for a quantitative
limit on resales of securities that have not been registered. It hopes that the
quantitative limit will be eliminated or enlarged further if economic analysis
shows that there Is little or no Jiastiflcation for it.

The Task Force also recognizes that many small businesses do not enjoy an ac-
tive market for their shares. Rule 144's prohibition against solicitation requires
that there be a reasonably active market In a security If substantial amounts
are to be sold. Thus, reduction or removal of the limit on shams offered will be
only marginally beneficial to investors in many small businesses because of the
limitations on solicitation coupled with a relatively thin market.

The Task Force therefore hopes that the SEC, and the experienced and knowl-
edgeable Disclosure Committee It has designated under the chairmanship of
A. A. Summers, develop procdures under which solicitation and compensation
required to develop a market will be permitted. The Task Force believes that
active selling should be permitted when buyers are provided with copies of the
financial data and other disclosures reularly filed with the Commislson aud a
supplemental statement on the mode of offering, the identity of any brokers In-
volved, the prices at which the ameurtles are to be offernd and an"y information
ne ry to update the data on file with the Comminsio
AM*4o%4o an oonoetration

The Federal Trade Commneson's 176 report on Morger and acquistloam
states: "Aa in the previous three year, acquired firm. that fell into the smallest
asset mise class accounted for te highest propotioG of recorded aentqaitigna.
Acquisitions of Arms in the under SLO million and unkmown aset @is* class re-
presented W, or 71 percent of the total number of worded eompite and
pending acquisitions. For many of the acquired c pnies In this category, sset
figures were unavallable--most likely beaue the aequired company wae quite
small. The $1 to $9.9 million amet she els bad the meond highest proprten of
acquired complnies (11.5 percent)."

As we have already developed, Imltatons on the abWty of prIVate InvwetOss
Is successful small businesses to sell there sohare to other tavetors have rmlald
In large companies being able to entirely buy ot rNc i small empane at
a discounted price because the bustne aNd its Induvldual owasm have litter ater.
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native in meeting their financing and liquidity needs. This is, we believe, the
major force increasing concentration and big corporation bureaucracy and dimin-
Ishlng competition in the American economy today.

We recognize that mergers are a legitimate means of developing liquidity.
Frequently, a growing business needs the capital and management expertise of
a larger partner for continued growth. On the other hand, many mergers in the
past five years have been "shotgun weddings" because of Sn environment that
offered the smaller businessman no alternative methods of acquiring capital
and liquidity.

Recently, larger companies have begun selling and restructuring peripheral
portions of their operations as smaller, free-standing businesses. Freer avail.
ability of risk capital to encourage divestitures of this kind can revitalize these
smaller operations and provide new, challenging opportunities for both technolog-
ical and personal advancement. It can also inject new forces of competition which
will benefit all who participate in our economy as consumers, producers and
Investors.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR TUTURE ACTION

The recommendations of this Task Force offer only partial solutions to the
problems of equity and venture capital for small businesses. No solutions remain
adequate for very long. Problems multiply as society becomes more complex.
There Is a need to deal with small businesses problems on an ongoing basis. But
there are no marble palaces in Washington for small business nor are there
many champions whose voices are heeded. A Task Force such as this can only
provide a snapshot of the conditions which Its Individual members experience and
observe. It should submit its report, make its recommendations, and then go
out of existence. Small businesses, however, need strong ongoing advocacy aimed
at creating the optimum environment for their growth. It is the considered view
of the Task Force that this role should be lodged in the Office of the Adminis-
trator of the SBA.

The SBA is a small, independent Federal agency, and SBA Administrators
until very recently did not sit as a member of the various advisory bodies Presi-
dents have used in coordinating economic policies. Yet this agency could be the
principal voice of half of the nation's business community. The Task Force be-
lieves the SBA Administrator should be charged with an active role on behalf
of small business in a number of areas:

The SBA should expand Its role as a catalyst and advocate within the
government for changes reflecting the concerns of small businesses. These
concerns are fragmented among many agencies and action on them often ap-
pears at random, too little or too late. The SBA should not only act to coordi-
nate the Federal Government's activities relating to small business, but also
to serve as an intermediary between various government units and private
groups representing small businesses and their sources of financing.

The planning and research activities of the SBA should be strengthened
and its area of interest extended beyond its SBIC and 7(a) Bank Loan
Guaranty program to include the general health of the public and venture
capital market as well. These studies should be directed to such specific
matters as the competitive impact of option trading on market trading In
shares of smaller companies and its effect-If any--on the new issue market
in these shares.

As a final note, the Task Force believes the government can play a vital role in
stimulating the creation of new products that can be produced and marketed by
small business. Too often an invention developed with government support has
become the government's invention and not the inventors. Also too often, worth-
while technology developed by the government for special purposes such as
defense or space has not been commercially developed. SBA's Interest in this
area could stimulate the economy, and result in Increased jobs and tax revenues.

If small businesses are to continue as a vital force in today's economy, their
Interest and requirements must be conslderd and advocated vigorously. The Task
Force believes that the steps outlined here can significantly Increase the contribu-
tions which these enterprises can make to the U.S. economy.

83A TASK VOICE ON VENTUM AND EQUI T CAPITAL

Mr. William J. Caqey, Chairman, Counsel, Rogers and Wells, New York, N.Y.,
and Washington, D.C.

91-933-77- 23
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Mr. Robert P. Aulton III, Chairman, Gult South Venture Corp., New Orleans,
La.

Mr. Harry 0. Austin, Jr, President, James Austin Co., Mars, Pa.
Mr. Paul Bancroft II, President and Chief Executive Officer, Bessemer Secu-

ritles Corp., New York, N.Y.
Mr. Tmravers J. Bell, Jr., Chairman, Daniels & Bell, Inc., New York, N.Y.
Mr. Edgar F. Bunce, Jr., Senior Vice President, Prudential Insurance Co. of

America, Newark, NJ.
Mr. Stanley Golder, President, First Capital Corp., of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.
Mr. Herbert Krasnow, President, Intereoastal Capital Corp., New York, N.Y.
Mr. William R. Hambrecht, Partner, Hambrecht & Quist, Sen Francisco, Calif.
Mr. Richard M. Hexter, President, Ardshiel Associates, Inc., New York, N.Y.
Mr. Charles L. Lea, Jr., Executive Vice President, New Court Securities Corp.,

New York, N.Y.
Prof. Patrick R. Lles, Harvard Business School, Cambridge, Mass.
Mr. Duane D. Pearsall, President, Statitrol Corp., Lakewood, Colo.
Mr. Don C. Steffes, President, McPherson State Bank & Trust Co., McPherson,

Kans.
Mr. William D. Witter, New York, N.Y.

SUPPOYTMNO SMALL IUSINZES ADMINISTRATION ofIAcLS

Mr. Mitchell P. Kobellnskl, Administrator.
Mr. John T. Wettach, Associate Administrator for Finance and Investment.
Mr. Peter F. McNeish, Deputy Associate Administrator for Investment
Mr. James B. Ramsey, Consultant.
Mr. Richard A. Runco, Presidential Interchange Executive, Special Assistant

to the Associate Administrator for Finance and Investment.
Mr. John L. Werner, Director of the Office of Investment, Management, and

Evaluation.
[Thereupon, at 11:55 a.m. the hearing in the above-entitled matter

was recessed, to reconvene at the call of the Chair.]



PENSION SIMPLIFICATION AND INVESTMENT RULES

"ONDAY, JULY 18, 1977

U.S. SENATE,
SuecoMrrr~z oN PRIVATE PENSION PLANS

AND EMPLOYxE FmNoz BENEFITS
OF THE COmMrrr:E oN FINANCE AND THE

Szwr CoMx1mi oN SMALL Busi ss,
Wakington, D.C.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m. in room 424,
Russell Senate Office Building, Hon. Gaylord Nelson (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senator Nelson.
Senator NELSoN. This session will conclude the series of six public

hearings on the administration, reporting and investment policies
under ERISA. The previous 5 days of testimony were taken during
May and June jointly by this committee and by the Private Pension
Plans Subcommittee of the Senate Finance Committee. In the course
of this inquiry, a bill, S. 1745, was introduced by Senator McIntyre
and myself addressed to many of the problems of small business under
the new pension reform legislation.

This morning's testimony will focus on investment policies under
ERISA. These policies have a direct impact on every worker and his
family covered by social security or a private pension plan, and what
they will be able'to buy with their monthly retirement checks.

According to the Securities and Exchange Commission, pension fund
assets total $445 billion, and they are among the fastest growing sources
of capital. The evidence of these hearings reflects that ERISA has
channeled the flow of these dollars into the highest rated bonds and
the largest, most established corporations.

For example, the trustee of a fund operated by a 500,000-member
independent business organization said that this fund was restricted
to investment in AA or AAA bonds. We have heard informally that
most pension funds will not consider an investment in companies with
less than $100 million in assets.

What we lost by this kind of concentrations To begin with, the with-
drawal of pension investment from companies in the growth band of
the economy also discourages mutual funds and other investors from
buying the stock of promising young companies. This breaks the chain
of investment which is necessary to finance early stages of business
growth.

This in turn has compounded the problems of the brightest and best
of the new and small businesses, which traditionallyhave been the
source of over half the Nation's inventions and innovations.

(383)
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Two years ago, our committee heard the story of Mostek Industries,
a company founded in 1969 with $5 million in venture capital to pro-
duce large-scale integrated circuits by a new process. This single com-
pany has made the United States the center of the watch manufactur-
ing industry and has become the foundation for U.S. leadership in the
worldwide $7 billion semiconductor industry.

In 1969, there were 548 smaller companies with under $5 million
in assets which were able to sell registered securities issues to the pub-
lic. In 1975, there were literally a handful, three or four.

An MIT study found that, between 1969 and 1974, five young tech-
nology companies--Data General, Compugra phic, National Semi-
Conductor, Digital Equipment and Marion Laboratories--created
34,359 jobs. This was one-third more new jobs than the sample of six
giant corporations which ranged 9th, 17th, 26th, 32d, 38th, and 78th
on the Fortune 500's most recent asset list-General Electric, du Pont,
Bethlehem Steel, Proctor & Gamble, and International Paper.

The testimony at our May and June hearings has been that ERISA
has virtually placed pension capital off limits to the most inventive,
resourceful, and competitive segment of the economy-smaller busi-
ne.--and is therefore a major factor in suffocating small business
growth, job creation, and progress. These are determinative factors in
the future strength of our economy and the ultimate real income value
of the monthly retirement check.

Therefore, the object of this hearing is to search for changes in the
prudent man rule to again make possible pension investments which
will nurture small business innovation and progress in the economy.
We seek to do this in a way which will enhance rather than jeopardize
the rights of retirees, and will not open the door to abuse.

The committee is grateful to the witnesses who have devoted their
time and effort to assist us in this important area.

Our first witness this morning will be Mr. Htarold E. Bigler. Jr.,
vice president, Connecticut General'.Life Insurance Co., Hartford,
Conn.

I am very pleased to welcome you here this morning. We appreciate
your taking the time to come and testify.

Your statement will be printed in full in the record, and you may
present it however you desire.

STATEMENT OF HAROLD E. BIGLER, JR., VICE PRESIDENT, CON-
NECTICUT GENERAL LIFE INSURANCE CO., HARTFORD, CONN.

'Mr. BMoLu. Thank you, Senator.
I am Harold E. Bigler, Jr., vice president of Connecticut General

Life Insurance Co., Hartford, Conn. I1 am also president of an affiliated
company-CG Investment Management Co. Between the two organiza-
tions we have total assets in excess of $10 billion. I have also been a
member of the investment committee of Brown University for 12
years, and for several years was a member of the investment advisory
council of the State of Connecticut, resigning last fall as chairman.
This latter body oversees the investment of some $800 million of State
pension funds.

I am not appearing today representing any particular point of view,
but I point out my various affiliations and duties, and would also com-
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ment I am this very day beginning my 21st year in the investment
business to establish my credentials. I consider myself a pragmatic
investor with broad experience and background in managing other
people's money ranging from conservative funds to aggressive port-
folios, including venture capital.

My remarks this morning will be brief in the hope that any questions,
you raise will draw the issues which concern you into focus, and I can
direct my attention specifically to them. I would be happy to expand,.
in writing, on my points for the record at a later date.

My comments are directed to one phrase from the proposed amend-
ment to section 11-"the prudence requirement of paragraph (1) (B)
is not violated solely because an investment may be in a venture capital
organization or in a smaller business."

Much has been written and several groups have examined and re-
searched the current state of funds for venture capital and small busi-
ness investments. The conclusions are generally unanimous-such
funds are not broadly available. The venture business, as we knew it
through 1973, no longer exists. Those pools of money which have been
available in the past couple of years have been directed primarily
toward the acquisition of existing ongoing businesses and not toward
the formation of any new enterprises.

Why are we in this state I
Wel, the whole Nation is in a risk-avoidance mode. From industry,

to the largest financial institution, to the individual, no one is willing to
think very far into the future and certainly unwilling to put assets on
the line for other than an almost assured return. We can see this in the
New York Stock Exchange-a proxy for the mature business enter-
prise. Price-earnings ratios have come down across the board, and the
spread from highest to lowest is as narrow as I can ever recall. The
investment community is unwilling to invest in the future.

We are paying the price for inflation, but this is not the forum to
debate the causes of that. Not only are investors unwilling to buy
futures, but businesses as well, and the reasons are the same-inflation,
unknown tax and regulatory policy, energy, and a whole host of other
uncertainties. The businessman does not kow how to discount his in-
vestment in new plants and equipment, for example. And certainly if
akiy exposure is large, that is, a greenfield plant costing several hundred
million dollars, such needs are postponed or plans scrapped entirely.
Thus, we now find, and I believe will continue to find, an increase in
tender offers. It is cheaper to buy someone else's plant rather than
build one of your own. This phenomenon does nothing except to assure
that the strong will be stronger and that we will continue to have diffi-
culties in expanding this Nation's productive capacities, in dealing
with our high unemployment rate, and in raising capital for smaller
enterprises.

I believe that the phrase I referred to in S. 1745 can do no harm and
might, in time, do some good. It will not, in my opinion, encourage the
flow of pension funds into high risk equity investments in the present
environment. Until reasonable and more historic rates of return have
actually been experienced in traditional equity portfolios there will
be little capital flowing into high risk investment.

There is a broadening of the stock market occurring at the present
time. The relatively positive performance of the Value Line Index
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versus the Dow Jones or the S. & P. 500 indexes indicates that smaller
capitalization companies are once again receiving investor recognition.
While moneys are flowing into small ca italizations, sufficient sums are
still not flowing into that sector of the OTC market which would
eventually encourage the new issue market to return to its former
active levels. As prices for many over-the-counter stocks have risen,
it must be remembered that prices can often rise substantially without
much capital changing hands. Remember that the entire capitalization
of a company is valued as a result of the last 100 shares traded on any
given day. Thus, the improvement may be more perceived than real.

A healthy new issue environment is a necessity if the recycling
process of venture capital funds is to be concluded. An outlet or in-
vestments in private companies is essential if the process is to be re-
eated. Vhen I first, became active in the venture capital field in the
te 1960's, the rule of thumb was that you should seek your return on

capital within 3 years; thus giving the investor the opportunity to roll-
ever assets into one or more additional venture capital opportunities.
In recent years, that period has stretched to 7 or 8 years, if indeed it is
possible to realize a gain at all.

A word of warning. There is not enough experienced investment tal.
ent in this country to handle-a large inflow of venture capital in the
classic sense of the term. I am sure we all remember what happened to
certain industries when too much money was made available without
enough legitimate and experienced personnel to handle it, for example,
mutual funds in the late 1960's and the real estate investment trusts in
the early 1970's, and venture capital itself in the late 1960's and early
1970's. This is one of the reasons I would be opposed to specific guide.
lines for the allocation of funds-particularly venture funds. Venture,
in my opinion, should be an equityholder's risk. This means funds
should be provided by individuals or shareholders rather than creditors
or policyholders of financial institutions.

One of the problems that I see creating difficulties in overcoming the
risk avoidance mode I referred to previously is the attitude and experi-
ence of current day investment staffs. In the 1960's our more senior and
experienced associates used to remind us that "the problem with you
younger people is you have never been through a bear market." Today,
we can say to our younger associates "the problem with you is that you
have never been through a bull market." Too many investors avoid risk
rather than determining how to be paid for taking risk.

The difficult environment for equity investing for almost 12 years
has taken its toll and it will be hard for many equity investors to re-
establish credibility. I can imagine the conversation with a client or
board of directors by an investment manager suggesting the entry into
venture capital investing in light of generally negative equity results
tor the past 10 or 12 years for the traditional portfolio.

Economic stability is necessary to set a proper environment for risk
taking. This would mean declining inflation and stable and real growth
in the private sector. You people in Washington may have a better feel
for the probability of that occurring. From where I sit up in the hills of
Connecticut I have to take a "show me" attitude.

I would close with a couple of suggestions; some of which I recognize
are beyond the purview of this committee. There are tremendous prod-
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uct development opportunities within present business enterprises. I
am certain that many large corporations have within them products
and profit opportunity which are not being realized because the oppor-
tunities are either too small relative to the size of the organization or
the product does not fit with the corporate or divisional strategy. Some
incentive for such organizations to spawn new businesses could do a
great deal to develop companies with future potential for creating jobsand the introduction of new products into our economy, with an above-
average chance for success.

The regulation of business in this country makes it very difficult for
small organizations to grow. Mandated capital expenditures alone are
deterrents to growth.I1 am thinking of OSHA, pollution control,
energy conversion, and so forth, and so forth. Some years ago we at-
tempted to breathe life into a struggling publicly held enterprise which
had been a venture capital investment of ours, and as part of our invest-
ing process found that this company was barely being kept alive, but
with long-term potential, had costs approaching $100,000 per year
simply because the company was publicly owned.

If the financing of small business is to be made attractive and the
funds encoura to go in that direction, something must be done with
our tax laws. If one is going to take high risk with investment dollars
he must see a potentiallor high returns on an after-tax basis and we all
know the direction our tax laws seems to be going. They discourage
risk taking. I would submit there is nothing wrong with an individual
making a great deal of money if it is done on a creative, legitimate basis.

Senator NELSo.. As you are aware, the administration is talking
about tax revision. It was your testimony that something should be
done with the tax laws-what would you consider the most important
change in the tax laws for encouraging investment in smaller business I

IMr. BOLmR I think perhaps my next sentence might touch that as
well. But basically I think as we are erroding capital gains treatment,
we will lose the incentive on an aftertax basis to take risks. I throw out
for the record at least the thought that exempting capital pins which
are realized within so many years of a new business formation from
taxation would be the type of incentive that I think might attract capi-
tal into small business in the high-risk spectrrn of investing.

Senator NEuLO. As I understand it, the administration is discussing
the concept of simple setting a maximum tax rate of 50 percent which
would incude capital gains.

Mr. Biorxa. It would include them; yes, sir.
Senator Nziso.N. That is not what you are talking about.
Mr. BXGLm. That is not what I am talking about.
Senator NELsOz. You are talking about some recognition in the tax

structure of capital gains on the somewhat longer term. You are not
talking about the period recognized by the current law-6 months or 12
months .

Mr. BioLr. That is correct. Some longer term and for funds put into
new ventures. Perhaps a treatment similar to that that you would have
as a homeowner. You could sell your home and you would have so much
time to roll it over into a new investment. I think you could perhaps
follow this same treatment.

Think of an individual putting up $1 million into a venture-type
organization. If he doubles his money, depending on the number of
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years and so forth, but assume it is a 10-year basis--realizes the gain,
pays the tax at a 50-percent rate--it has hardly been worthwhile for
that individual on a total rate of return basis after taxes to risk $1
million.

Senator NELSON. At least in these kind of inflationary times-
Mr. BioLFr. Yes; of course, but I think with bonds at 8 percent, you

get my point.
There is one other thought I would leave with you, and this involves

the ability to sell stocks without additional registration.
We have the best secondary equity markets in the world, but they

are handicapped for primary equity raising by involved regulation
and redundant reporting requirements which discourage new equity
offerings for smaller organizations which are costly to business and to
government.

To encourage greater use of external equity sources, why not permit
companies which are otherwise registered with the SEC and which
have met all regulatory and filing requirements on a timely basis, to
sell small amounts of equity--say, up to one-half of 1 percent per
month of outstanding shares-on the open market without registra-
tiont Increasing use of such external equity sources would lead to
greater financial stability, increased entry into profitable business,
greater competition, and a greater ability to take risks.

I would be happy to answer any questions.
Senator NLSON. Your suggestion of allowing a company to sell

small amounts of equity-up to one-half to 1 percent per month of
outstanding shares without registration-what does that actually
mean ? The stock is already registered.

Mr. BIOLFm The stock is already registered. The company is current
on all its filings. The public is informed as to the operations of that
company, its financial status, and so forth. It just has the ability to call
its broker, if you will, and sell shares directly to the public at the last
sale for a minor amount. Over a period of time 5 or 6 percent a year of
the outstanding capitalization could be made available for additional
funds.

Senator NXLsON. Not knowing enough about the flotation require-
ments, the paperwork, the legal fees, the time factor, what advantage
would your recommendation provide the company ?

Mr. BmiT. Well, the alternative to that would be the registered
offering. There, aside from the legal fees which could be substantial,
and the dealer's concession, the cost to the company might ran for a
small corporation up to 7 to 10 percent of the amount being raised.

Senator NntmoN. Just the paperwork of going through the registra-
tion procedures may cost them up to 7 percent of the total amount of
capital that they would be getting from the sell, is that right?

Mr. BoLP That is correct, plus the amount they would have to pay
the distributing organization-the investment banker and the broker
selling the shares

Senator Nnsox. You mean in addition to that there would be the
broker's commissions?

Mr. BIGIR. No, no; that would be included in the 7 to 10 percent;yes, sir.
Senator N&ew. Under the suggestion you are making, the small

company simply could sell a limited aount of one-hilf to 1 percent
per month without going through that registration procedure.
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Mr. BoLR.m That is correct. They would dribble it in, if you will
Senator Nxaisox. What arguments might the SEC or anybody else

make against that? What weaknesses, if any, is there in that?
Ur. Bxoi.ER I suppose that SEC could say that the public is not

being protected through disclosure, but I would suggest that if the
company were required to make a statement at the 'beginning of the
year or the beginning of the quarter, that it intended to take advan-
tage of this rule, then investors would be fully informed that there
would be dilution to the tune of x percent that quarter, 2 or 3 percent
that quarter of the year. I do not think the public would be harmed.
It is hard for me as a professional investor to see where harm would
be done.

Obviously, there is a certain amount of overkill in protecting the
world against the rascals that are out there. There are ras-a- in our
business as there are in yours. Someone will always find ways to
take advantage of anything. But I would submit that the advantage
to small business-small and medium size businesses-in being able
to approach the market directly, if they are already complying with
every other regulation, would be tremendous.

Senator NELsoN. Is there any advantage to large business?
Mr. BIGLER. I am not sure it'would be an advantage. It would not

do them any harm. It would certainly permit IBM to dribble stock
into the market. Although I read in'the paper this morning-they
are more apt to acciire their own rather than sell new. But, yes, the
same principle could apply or if the public policy came to the con-
clusion that this was an advantage that small business should have. I
would submit that small business in this day and age deserves some
advantage. Perhaps vo put a cutoff at a certain capitalization size.

Senator NELsox. Well then, for purposes of this proposed change in
the law. how would you define a small business?

Mr. BIGLER. I would define a small business certainly under-I think
in terms of capitalization market value--number of'shares outstand-
ing times the price of the companv-certainlv under $50 million and
lprhaps under $25 million which 'in professional investor terms is a
very small company. And $25 million seems like a great deal of money,
but in terms of publicly held corporations it is quite small.

Senator NELsoN,,. You are talking about total assets of $25 million?
Mr. BIGLER. I am talking about net worth-you could have a net

worth test or an equity capitalization test.
Senator NELsoN. I realize all companies differ in the different

amount of sales, but what size company are you talking about in terms
of annual sales?

Mr. BioLER Naturally. it would depend upon the type of business it
is in, hut probably $10"to $25 million in sales. I would say up to $25
million.

Senator Nr.-lo.,-. I think that is a very interesting suggestion and
might very well be very helpful to small enterprises.

Mr. Bior'L Well. I have struggled, sir, with our own portfolio
venture capital companies, many of which are public today, but the
problems they have in raising additional funds, even though they
have perhaps some large financial institutions as backers--there comes
a point when even those institutions are unwilling to put more money
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into an organization, and these are legitimate, reasonably well run,
profitable enterprises. But they just cannot get to the sources of addi-
tional capital.

Senator NELSON. I am a member of the Finance Committee, as you
know at this point, it is uncertain when the administration may pro-
p ose some comprehensive tax revision. They have been discussing in-
ividual proposals with members of the Finance Committee as of now.

At the very most I would expect that the administration might, make a
proposal this vear and there might b, some hearings, but there cer-
tainly will not be any legislative action. That would have to come next
year.

I am wondering if it would be too much of an imposition if you might
furnish us a piece of paper as to how you envision your suggestion
would work-the advantages of it, the size company you would sur-
gest, the reason for it, and whatever criticisms you think might be
raised. I think it might be a very valuable paper to have in hand at the
time the Finance Committee gets around to dealing with tax revision.

This committee has done quite a bit of work on the last tax revision
or "tax reform" legislation-trying to tackle the question of assisting
small business in t.Vrrns of corporate rates (increasing! the surtax ex-
emption) and the estate and gift tax provisions. It would be very helpI-
ful if, based upon your lengthy experience, you could give us a page
or two or three whatever is necessary to make the case.

Mr. B1LcaR. I would be happy to do that.
Senator NELSON'. Thank you very much for taking the time to come

testify.
We may have some additional questions. I would assume we could

senl them to you and you would be willing to answer them for the
record.

Mr. Bmcyr.n. Sure. I would be delighted.
Senator NE1AON. Thank you very much, Mr. Bigler. We appreciate

your testimony this morning.
[The following was subsequently supplied for the record :]

A PROPOSAL To INCREASE FLEXIRILITY OF EQUITY AS A SOURCE OF GROWTH CAPITAL
FOR THE ECONOMY

(By Edward Guay, Chief Economist, Connecticut General Life Insurance Co.)

BACKGROUND

Although the United States has the best secondary equity markets In the world,
they are handicapped for primary equity raising by involved regulation and
redundant reporting requirements which discourage new equity offerings for
companies of all sizes, but particularly, for smaU businesses.

The Securities and Exchange Commission has made changes In Its regulation.%
in recent years to reduce the duplication between annual and quarterly disclosure
filings and offering disclosure.. Reform of Forns; S-7. S-R. and S-16 has reduced
to some extent the costly duplication which is a disincentive to equity offerings.
Regulation A (Section 3b) offerings have also been used In recent years (240
filings In fiscal 1976 with a median value of approximately $300,000 each).

But the regulatory process eontluue& to cause the raising of risk capital
(equity) to be far more difficult than raising bank loans, the issuance of com-
mercial paper, or the issuance of other senior fixed obligations. The regulation of
new issues still gives Inadquate recognition to the significant increase in routine
disclosure requirements since the Securities Act of 1933 was passed.

Significant advantages are to be gained for the economy and particularly
for smaller businesses by reducing the restrictions on new equity offerings. Among
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the benefits to be gained by easing registration requirements are lower distribu-tion and total capital costs, greater financial market stability, and more efficienttransfer of capital from declining to growing companies. More flexible use ofequity financing can encourage increased competition and more rapid product andprocess innovation by freeing well managed companies from the constraint of re-lying on debt or internally generated funds to support growth.Increased use of equity in capital structures permits greater flexibility of man-agement, greater independence from lenders, and more rapid adjustment tochange. Greater access to the equity markets can permit business managers tosmoothly manage capital changes and leverage, to fund expansion projects withequity either as expenditures are made or to repay borrowings related to expan-slot-is, and, in the case of regulated industries, to meet minimum capital require-ments in an orderly way. Greater use of equity throughout the business com-munity can reduce the incidence or the severity of the financial crises which wehave experienced three times iW the past eleven years.Finally, for the economy, in addition to greater competition and innovation,easier access to the equity markets to raise new capital can offset the negativeeffects on internal capital formation of shareholder demands for larger and morestable dividends, can ease the cyclical transition from consumer-led to business-Investment-led economic expansion, can permit faster recoveries from the reces-sions which do occur, and can permit above average real growth during periodsof distlationary monetary policy such as the present.The abve can be done without harming the effectiveness of the SEC as an in-vestor protection agency. It can be done in such a way that greater resourcesbecome available within the Commission for more meaningful disclosure and en-
forcement.

PROPOSAL
To encourage greater use of external equity sources. it Is proposed that com--- es which are otherwise registered with the Securities and Exchange Com-mission and which have met all regulatory and filing requirements on a timelybasis during the prior year be permitted to sell through broker members of theNational Association of Securities Dealers or broker members of the regulatedexchange an amount of new shares each month not to exceed % of 1 percent ofshares outstanding at the beginning of the month. Such shares would be soldthrough a routine broker transaction and could be sold on any business day orcombination of business days during the month. The right to sell shares wouldbe non-cumulative from month-to-month. The shares Issued under this proposalwould be subject to automatic registration.
Before any company could use this procedure for the first time it would be re-quired to give public notice and simple formal notice to the Securities and Ex-change Commission at least 90 days before an eligibility date. During the 90-dayp erlod the SEC may review the disclosure documents of the company (prior reg-istraticn, 10-K, 1O-Q, etc.) for consistency with generally accepted standards. Ifduring such review the SEC determines that the company is ineligible because ithas faii-d to meet filing requirements or to meet them on a timely basis duringthe past year it will so notify the company. If the SEC staff determines that thecompany disclosure is not consistent with generally accepted standards, the SECstaff may either negotiate additional disclosure by the company, in which casethe company becomes eligible for automatic registration of equity sales 30 daysafter the filing of the supplemental disclosure, or the SEC may schedule a publichearing to disqualify the company from eligibility. Notice of public hearingmust be made within 90 days of the first notification to the SEC by the company.The public hearing must Ise scheduled within 1,0 days of the first notice by thecompany and a company may be ruled ineligible it the SEC finds that routinedisclosure by the company does not mefet generally accepted standards for a com-pany of its site and of its Industry. If tOe SEC rules that a company is Ineligible,it may file a new first notice arter corre-ting deficiencies in Its disclosure.If the SEC takes no action during the 90 days after a company files Its firstnotice, it becomes eligible for sales by automatic registration on the ninety-firstday. The company must give public noti,-e of its eligibility, but then may proceed.The public notice should identify the company, declare the eligibility, state thatthe company may from time to time sell shares in the open market, and Indi.cate the maximum number of shares that the company may consider offeringduring the coming year by means of automatic registration (not to exceed % of1 percent of outstanding shares per month).
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Within thirty days after the end of each calendar quarter in which a Com-
pany uses automatic registration procedures to raise capital it must file a one.-
page form letter with the SEC. The form letter would include:

1. The legal name, legal address, and telephone number of the corporation.
2. The principal contact officer of the corporation with respect to equity sales.
3. The number of shares outstanding at the beginning of the previous quarter.
4. The number of shares sold during the previous quarter, by month, under

this automatic registration procedure.
5. Registered shares issued by other means (formal registered distribution,

registered conversions, or registered combination).
6. Total registered shares outstanding at the end of the quarter.
7. Reference to the most recent 10-K and 10-Q (or equivalent) reports by pe-

riod ending, filing date, and company reference number.
The public protection goal of the Securities Act can be met by the following

provisions:
I. The company right to sell shares under this provision Is immediately and

automatically suspended if it fails to meet filing dates for 10-K or 10-Q reports
ior their equivalents). In the event of such suspension, the company must fol-
low the procedure of "first notice" to restore eligibility.

2. Automatic registration sales may not be made during a trading halt ordered
by a regulated exchange, the NASD, or by the SEC.

3. Automatic registration sales may not be directly placed and must be mar-
ket or limit orders placed through a broker/dealer as agent.-

4. The SEC, a listing exchange, or the NASD may request a halt to sales
under automatic registration for up to fifteen trading days it they believe that
such time is necessary to properly disseminate news relating to a major devel-
opment which may affect the company.

5. The SEC may order a halt to sales under automatic registration proce-
dures for renewable 15-day periods under fraud provisions of the securities laws.

While this proposal enhances and strengthens the disclosure function of the
SEC, those charged with the registration function are likely complainants. When
the Securities Act was first passed disclosure was minimal or non-existant. As
a result, the Act provided that disclosure be made before new securities were
sold. Now, routine disclosure is overwhelming and the disclosure requirements
specific to registration are often redundant, burdensome, and unnecessarily costly.

The investment banking community is also likely to be a complainant. Although
an increased volume of equity offerings is likely under this proposal and the
greater volume would generate brokerage and exchange revenues, for investment
banking firms which emphasize underwriting rather than brokerage, this pro-
posal would produce a net loss of revenue (to the benefit of the stock issuing
companies.

The legal firms which rely on fees collected as part of the cumbersome regis-
tration process would also be complainants under this provision since there
would be a substantial reduction in the need for their services.

Banking firms should have mixed feelings toward this proposal. It benefits
them in capital raising: they can more smoothly match the growth of risk or
earning assets and capital. It also allows them to develop more innovative fi-
nancing arrangements for small and medium size corporations. An example of
this would be an expansion or project loan which is funded gradually after the
completion of the project with equity sales by the borrower. But this provi-
sion also potentially makes the customers more independent of the banks.

Some shareholders may feel that they can too easily be diluted or that man-
agement is given too much flexibility by this proposal. However, the sharehold-
ers of each company can control the use of this provision by management through
control of the number of authorized shares or by proxy resolutions which re-
strict the ability of management to use this provision in a manner which is un-
desirable to a majority of the shareholders. If a company Is well managed, the
shareholder benefits because a company can 1oth pay a reasonable dividend,
thus stabilizing the stock price, and continue to take advantage of growth op-
portunities as they develop. The management can also better plan and manage
their finances for all possible cyclical or growth alternatives.

In summary, there will be some complaints about the proposal but the benefits
far outweigh the possible problems. Those benefits include but are not limited to:

1. Lower cost of raising capital.
2. Greater financial stability.
3. Greater risk-taking and innovation.
4. Increased competition.
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5. Faster employment growth by innovative companies.
6. Possible improvement In regulatory influence over financial soundness in

banking, utilities, and other financial industries.
7. Better financial planning and structuring of equity relative to debt in

business.
8. A sound and practical offset to current pressures for more reasonable

dividend payments and a good supplement to proposals for dividend tax integra-
tion which may have a tendency to reduce retained earnings as a source of capital
formation and growth.

Although this proposal solves only part of the long-term capital formation prob-
lem (other parts include the problems associated with inflation and depreciation,
the availability of fixed rate long-term loans for small business, double taxation
of dividends, and the availability of high risk venture capital), it can make a
significant contribution to orderly capital formation. Because it can make such a
significant contribution to meeting the capital needs of energy, modernization,
competition, and employment growth, it should not be limited to small businesses
but should be generally available to all registered corporations. Although it could
be extended to all registered companies, the smallest companies would obtain the
greatest proportional benefit because they suffer from the largest underwriting
and distribution costs and this proposal would give them a degree of financial
flexibility which they do not now have, not just in raising equity, but, also, in
dealing with current and potential lenders.

Senator NELsoN. Our next witness is Mr. Robert J. Hickey, attorney,
Washington, D.C.

Your statement, Mr. Hickey. will be printed in full in the record.
You may present it however you desire.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT 3. HICKEY, ATTORNEY, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. HicKr. First, I want to thank the committee for permitting
me to testify.

I have been in the pension field since 1964 when I first wrote an
article on the developments in the pension field. I say that because at
that time when I wrote the article, I had the most didicult time trying
to find anything about how it related to labor problems and fiduciaries.
It was a very, very small field with very few cases. In fact, I used to
get calls in regard to the article I wrote as though it was a panacea,
which by any stretch of the imagination it was not..

From that point on-1964-- Ifollowed the field very religiously.
I have taught a course at Georgetown University, andt at one point I

was an editor of a service on employee benefit plans.
I give this as a way of a background because I am hoping that my

testimony will present to the committee how the law of pensions has
developed, so that it can understand what in fact will happen under
the various proposals.

I would like to just summarize m, statement and then let the
Senator ask any questions he believes relevant.

The basic requirement here in regard to fiduciaries and the prudent
man rule comes from the section 404(a) (1). The section itself is very
general. It. talks about the obligations of the fiduciary to discharge his
duties with respect to a plan solely in the interest of the participants
and beneficiaries. This is very important because it does say what the
whole purpose of this law really is in very succinct language. It is to
protect the interests of the participants and the beneficiaries. The re-
maining section of the same section 404 talks about various ways this
can be None. One section says that it has to be (lone in a prudent m anner
and defines what constitutes prudent. Another section says that the
investments have to be diversified.
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Now, I want to point out from a lawyer's viewpoint that the two
sections are not the same. In other words, diversification of investment
is not given as an example of prudent man rule. It is put forth as a
separate distinct requirement.

Having said that-then the question is-what do the two mean?
Well, they mean different things and they are somewhat in conflict.

Prudence is a very simple concept. although I assume if you could read
law reviews and if you heard testimony here, you would say it is a very
complex concept.

But in itself all it means is that you take care in the handling of
the property and money belonging to others. By itself that does not
impose a very horrendous obligation. But what does it mean when you
are talking about investments The question on all investments is the
same-one of risk.

Today, there is no such thing as no-risk investment. So the question
facing the committee, as facing a fiduciary, is the same-what is an
acceptable level of risk?

Now, over the years this has varied from company to company,
Adticiary to fiduciary, but I think we can say today that one of the
prime factors and some say the prime factor, is the question of liquid-
ity. I think people focus on that. You look at Penn Central or at most
of the major companies that have gone bankrupt in recent years. It
has not been for the lack of assets but for the failure of having
liquidity.

With' this as a standard or the prime standard-applying the
Srinciple to a small business--it becomes very evident under the phi-
,lent man rule that investment in a small company would involve more
risk would be less prudent than an investment in a larger com pany.
If we have fewer investments in small companies, we will have fewer
growth companies.

The concept of prudence and the elimination of small companies
from acceptable investments is reflected in most State legal lists that
were devised as investment guides for trustee holdings. In all of them
you will note the absence of small companies or even the mention of
small companies.

So if we focus solely on the question of the prudent man section in
the act, we would have to come to a conclusion as an attorney that an
investment in a small company w Id be imprudent under the present
state of the law.

Senator NELso.,-. You mean as the law was changed in the ERISA
Act or under the law prior to that?

M[r. tIIcKFrY. A little bit of both. The problem here in regard to the
prudent, man rule is that it has developed somewhat, differently than
most people think or have thought about. The original concept of
prudence goes back to early English law. Some of the people in the
room who have had courses on trusts would understand the little quasi-
French phrases that they referred to in the trust field. What they were
really talking about was that if you had some money and you wanted
to protect this money for your wife and children after ,'our death.
Basically it was a very simple thing. You were really concerned about
preventing the wasti g of assets, not so much in terms of an invest-
ment, for example, making money off those assets. The concept was a
very conservative approach to property.
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At this point there was a major change in the law as a result of a
case called Harrard Colltege v. Anwry. For the first time an investment
was sanctioned. Prior to that time any investment would have been
very questionable from the viewpoint of prudence because of the risk
involved. With the Harvard decision the concept was one that you
could invest in very secure stocks having a minimal amount of risk.
This is the way the law of prudence developed.

But starting with the development of employee benefit plans-the
law in regard to them has not followed that concept. The old language
is quoted and the opinions appear to be same, but if you look at. the in-
vestments that. have been approved, you see a greater diversification in
investments. In the prepared statement I give an example of a loan to
an employee as being held to be a prudent investment. Now that obvi-
ously woild not have been a prudent investment if you were protecting
an individual's estate. So as to employee benefit plans, there was diver-
sification. There was more liberalization in regard to investments by
employee benefit plans.

The problem in this field has been of course that there has been very
little in the way of collection of cases that lawyers and judges can refer
to regarding how the law is developing. As a result, they tended
to look at the development of trusts in the State law and give lip-
service, but in fact were being much more liberal. But even under that
standard or even under the standard that has developed in regard to
employee benefit plans, at the time ERISA was passed, probably I
would have said that an investment at that time in a small business
would have been imprudent.

If ERISA had not been passed, I would venture to say in time an
investment in a solid small business would have been upheld. The trend
in the law definitely was toward liberalization in regard to employee
benefits plans. The'y were being treated separately. The courts were
recognizing that they were somewhat different than somebody's estate,
and that was the trend. But if you took it just at the point in time
ERISA was passed you might have gotten a court or even a couple of
courts lo agree with investments in a small company, but from a
lawyer's viewpoint advising a client, you would have had to tell them
that the risk was too great for him to take to get involved in a law-
suit.

Senator NETsoN. You are saying that the language of the ERISA
Act reversed that trend?

Mr. IlicKEY. I think so.
Senator NELSON. Precisely why do you think that ?
Mr. IlIcjav. Well. the basis is not in the language of ERISA but on

the history of trusts leading to the development of the act. What you
have here is a reaction by Congress to horror stories of persons unable
to collect pensions after years of service. Any time you have a reaction
set in, people are going to be scared. They see the horror stories. Some-
one mentioned they are having hearings today on the Teamster's Cen-
tral State Pension Fund, which I assume would be a can of worms on
every single investment.

Tfiese were the things that people were focusing on and were trying
to correct. They were not thinking in terms of what the effect those re-
strictions might have on individual types of investment, certainly in
regard to small businesses. They were completely overlooked. 'rhe
hearings were focused on companies like A. & P.-major companies-
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very little in the hearings would give any indication that anyone was
considering the impact of the act on small businesses.

SenatorNELsoN. But was there any specific language that caused
that, or was it just the tone of the language of the whole legislation?

Mr. HicxrY. Well, it is both the tone and specific language. As I go
on to say in the statement, the real problem in this act is not so much
in regard to the fiduciary section, but in regard to the civil suit section.
The civil suit section-well, if you start at section 409 which makes an
individual fiduciary liable for his own assets. That is the first item.
Then he can be sued under section 502. But the real horror is that at-
torney fees can be awarded against him.

Now, take this example, you come to me and you say to me,. Mr.
Hickey, I would like to invest in a small companyV. I look through all
the legal lists and I see that the company is not listed. I tell you, there
is a risk involved. And you say. well, I still think ABC small company
is a good investment. I reply, that is great. but what if someone chal-
lenges you and takes you into court. Now. you are going to have to pay
your own attorney fees and you might have to pay the attorney fees of
the other side in addition to the cost of having experts come in to
testify as to what is and what is not a good investment. Most of the
cases involve hindsight. People, I assume. invest with the idea that
the investment is going to be good. It is only after when it. goes bad
that everyone comes in and complains. So you're talking about a suit
that could run anywhere from $10,000 to $-0,000 a year in your own at-
torney's fees, and'might very well run up to $80.060 overall if you are
the loser for that year. If a case goes on 3 or 4 years, you are talking in
terms of $300,000 to $400.000 in legal fees. It i's up to the individual to
come up with the money himself.

Senator NELSox. Are you talking about the individual or the board
of directors of the institution that does the investing?

Mr. H{ICKEY. The individual fiduciary under this act is individually
liable. The board itself, if it goes along with the individual fiduciary* ,
will also be liable. But you are talking about coming to me and making
the decision, and the money is going to come out of your pocket.. And I
have to say to you as I would any client that it is not worth the risk.
That is exactly the problem with'the present statute. It does not make
a difference what we say is a good investment or not a good invest-
ment-the question is how (o you prevent somebody from being sued
over his judgilent.

Senator NELSON. A survey that was conducted bY the International
Foundation of Employee Benefit Plans at regional seminars on
EIRISA in July in New York. Chicago, and San Francisco, has come
to our attention. A story in a pension l)ublication states that. the survey
also found that of the 264 respondents. more than 75 percent felt that
it is more important than ever to use the services of an outside firm to
measure or assev's their funds investment performance. But on the
question, onestion 9 in the survey. "as a result of ERISA our trustees
are less willing to invest in anything other than blue chip type invest-
ments," the results were as follows: Strongly agree-26 percent. Agreo
somewhat-38 percent. Disagree somewhat-16 percent. Disagree
s-ronxly-8 percent. No answer, not sure-12 percent. So you end up
with 26 and 38 percent, or a total of 64 percent agreeing somewhat or
strongly agreeing with that statement.

[The material referred to follows:]
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ERISA DRIMs PENaI'o PROS To Buy BLtE CHIPS

BROOKFIELD, Wis.-About 90 percent of pension fund and employee benefit of-
ficials responding to a rceent opinion survey feel that ERSIA has greatly in-
creased their personal liability exposure for Investment decisions.

This finding may explain why more than 60 percent of these respondents-
trustees, administrators, attorneys, actuaries, consultants, and investment coun-
selors-state that as a result of ERISA, they are less willing to invest in anything
but "blue chip" and fixed income securities.

These are some of the results of a survey conducted by the International
Foundation of Employee Benefit Plans at regional seminars on ERISA in July in
New York, Chicago and San Francisco.

The survey also found that of the 264 respondents, more than 75 percent felt
that it is more important than ever to use the services of an outside firm to
measure and assess their funds' investment performance.

Another significant result of the survey revealed that 58 percent of these of-
ficials would prefer if the return on investment exceeds the actuarial interest
rate assumption, rather than simply breaking even with it.

This survey, part of the foundation's on-going research program aimed at de-
termining the impact of ERISA on Taft-Hartley benefit plan operations, also re-
vealed the following:

Trustees feel they can no longer invest fund assets to finance community-type
projects or to promote employment for plan members if other investments would
bring higher yields or involve less risk.

More than half of the respondents find it is getting harder to get management
representatives to serve as trustees on plans having equal union-management rep-
res-entation. No similar problem seems to exist on the union side.

More than 50 percent of the trustees see little interest in real estate invest-
ments as a result of ERISA'.s diveriffi(ation requirement.

The survey results are shown in the accompanying table.

SUMMARY OF RESPONSES'
IIn percent]

Percent of responses for each answer category

Agree Agree Disagree Disagree No answer,
Subject statement strongly somewhat somewhat strongly not sure

1. ERISA, has greatly incieasedthe personalliability
exposure of trustees for investment decisions..

2. Due in part ot ERISA, it is Increasingly difficult
to find union representatives to serve as
t-ustees ..................................

3. ERISA's dive ikation requirement has sig-
n ficantly increased our fund's interest in real
estate investments .................

4. ERISA's "Prudent Man Rule "is too v gse to be
very helpful in making investment leceions..

5. Trustees should take a more active interest in the
management of the companies in which they
invest fund assets, Including the exercise of
stock voting power ...... .......

6. Due in large part to ERISA, it is increasingjydif:-
cult to find mar. cement representatives to
serve as trustees ........................

7. The diversification requirement of ERISA has
significantly increased our find's interest in
Index funds ...............................

8. ERISA makes it more important than ever to
utilize the services of an outside firm to meas-
ure and assess our fund's investment per.
formance ......................

9. Asa result of ERISA, our trustees are less willing
in anything other than "blue chip" type in-
vestments ................................

10. In the future our trustees will be satisfied if the
returnon investments simply meets rather than
exceeds the actuarial interest rate assumption.

11. Dueto ERISA, trustees can no longer invest fund
assets to finance community-type projects
Iike a hospital) or to promote employment for

fund members if other types of investments
would produce higher yields or Involve less
risk .............................. . . .

12. ERISA's diversification requirement has sit-
nificantty increased our fund's interest in"guaranteed" return contracts offered by
major insurance carriers ....................

57 32

6 22

2 13

16 37

7

26

22

23

22

28

34

18

18

29

6

19 25 16 31 9

23 35 16 13 13

5 13 17 19 46

46 31 12 6 6

21 38 16 $ 12

7 24 27 31 11

30 22 17 6 25

21 21 16 13 22
I Courtesy of tMe International Fouridabon of Employ* 8.nefits.

91-933--7? -26
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Senator NELsoN. Is that your experience in dealing with the
investors?

Mr. I]iCKEY. I think what that statement says is correct, but we are
going one step further. We are talking about a small business.-If the
question was put in terms of a small business, I think you would have
had near uniformity, particularly those that had attorneys advising
them not to do it. You would have to advise a client that the risk is too
great.

Now, what has happened here is the fact that you might have been
willing to take the risk, but you have no insurance that adequately
protects you. There is no insurance being sold in the United States that
would protect against the kinds of problems that are coming up or will
come up under ERISA. There is a problem regarding the attorney's
fees as you go along. In other words, even if you can get insurance thiat.
would give you the attorney's fees, and as I said, I do not think that
there is an insurance program in existence that does that, but even if
there were that would do you little good if every year you are paying
out $10,000 to $40,000 to defend a case. You are talking about the
average trustee. Now where is he going to get this money. lie is going
to have to mortgage his home-for what. When you can just tell him
to forget about it. There is no problem.

We can take a blue chip or we can take something from the legal list.
It might not give you a good investment. It might not do a lot of good
insofar as social goals being attained. but there is no risk to you per-
sonallv. That has to be the bottom line in your advising either an
individiual or a firm. You are being paid to advise them to prevent
losses. That, is a problem with the law. It is a problem with some of
the concepts behind the chanres in the law, that people are not willing,
to accept the fact that it does little good to come out with a piece of
l,,i-lat ion that says we will encourage investments in small businesses
if in fact it does not have protection against lawsuits built in. Because
if it does not have it, my advice and the advice I would think of any
prudent counsel would be-do not do it. You cannot afford to get
involved in a suit just to test legal theory.

Goinr on-some of this we just covered. We do conflict the question
of prudence with that of diversification. l)iversificntion means simply
just that-spreading risks amont g several companies. The purpose. of
diversification of course is simple from the viewpoint of investment, if
one goes down you are not hurt absolutely. On the other hand there are
the social goal. behind diversity. One of course is undue concentration
of wealth in big companies which leads to the monopolization of in-
dustries given in companies and of course will eliminate competition
to a certain degree.

Another aspect of the riroblem of diversification is that if you cut
off finds from small businesses you will encourage them to seek other
sources of funds. One of those of course is obtaining money at illegal
rates. The other is by having organized crime come in not only in the
form of giving money but even controlling small business. Several
months ago there was an article in the Wall Street .Journal about the
takeover of a milk company in Vermont-how slowly the same thing
occurred. The company had borrowed money because it was a small
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company and slowly with each loan the organized crime got more and
more involved until in fact they actually did control the company. That
is not too unusual because of the fact if you were in organized crime
you would try to diversify into small businesses. So the thing here you
are not only preventing good social goals, but, you are encouraging
adverse social goals by not loaning money to small businesses.

Now, as I stated before, the purpose of all the legislation including
the Senator's bill is to encourage loans, encourage investments in small
bIsinesses. This will not be obtained if individuals are exposed to
suits.

Now, T wish I could come here with a panacea or even a suggestion of
exact causes. Unfortunately that involves a lot in the way of what con-
stitutRs investments, good investments or any kind of investments. And
I am not an investment attorney nor can I say I am very good at invest-
Wents period.

I do think that we have to have at an absolute minimum a no-risk
proposition. That means that if, whatever standard or formula we
devise, comes out of this hearing, has to have in it absolute language
both in the act an(l in the legislative history saying to the trustee of
fiduciary, if you do this you will not be sued. Because if you do not
have that in it, you can have everything else and you still will not get
the investments you are seeking.

Senator NELso.. But in fact could you have such a provision ? How
would you design that? Would it permit a trustee who was grossly
negligent in his investment to raise the defense is that it was a small
business?

Mr. IhcKFY. No; I think, again, it depends on two things. One, I
think we should have in the legislation or as part of the legislation,
maybe in rules, as much as you can define what we are talking about
in i'e-ard to a snall business. In other wor(ls the more we have in the
way of definition, the more we have in the way of what constitutes a
('oo0 investment. At least the trustee can say I'have followed A. B1. C,
1). E. and F. an(l I should be home free at G. So the ,iioT you spell it
out the better off you are. Again that involves. I think, testimony in
regard to what is a prudent investment in regard to a small )1usine5.
So we can build right into the statute or at least into regulations if you
meet the criteria and you are home free.

Now, how do you prevent it, obviously, you cannot, say, as you sug-
trest, that you can do anything unmdtr the Sun. I think one way from a
lawyer's viewpoint is what they call burden of proof. You put the
burden of proof on the person who is altacking the investment. That
vould mean yon have a ivreat chance that if yon can come into court

and show that you have (lone that you coilI( get a sumnmary jiudnent.
'hat still means that yon have to spend some legal funds, but you at
least would be able to cut off the litigation very quickly.

I think without those two criteria I think you would be open to
lawsuits. You will never get away with lawsuits no matter how you
think you will write a piece of legislation somebody will will sue you
over it.. But what vel are trying to do is at least ha'e some language

in the act, some language in the legislative history as to what you are
doing, so that when yon take a jid(ge in any part of thiQ country. no
matter how uafAmiliar he is with this act or investments generally,
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he can look at the investment and say its net criteria is A through D
and, you, the plaintiff have come in here and you have not shown that
it is otherwise improper. Therefore, we %ill dismiss the case with
attorney's fees awarded against the plaintiff.

That is very important because again most class action legislation
is really designed to encourage plaintiffs to sue, and I do not really
think too much in terms of what the net effect is on the defendant.
You might be able to spread the cost of litigation on the persons buying
your product. But if you are a small company or a small firm, obviously

you cannot spread that risk. So the thing here is to discourage as much
; possible suits from being brought and from making it clear that

if it does happen it can be decided very quickly.
Senator NFLsoN. Would it be possible for y"ou to submit to us a

two- or three-paffe description of what you think it ought to be?
Mr. HICKEY. In general terms, but I think in fact that I would have

to work with somebody who had a better knowledge of investments..
In other words, I would have to know the criteria for limiting the
investment, but I could easily work with somebody or a member of the
staff in devising that language.

Senator NElsoN. However. you do believe that an investment expert
could design a set of criteria which might include cash flow. debt,
capital-a whole series of things-which if a knowledgeable investor
found these standards were met as of the date of this investment, it
would be a sound small business V

Mr. HICKEY. I think so. If they could not do it, the courts will do it,
and they will do it in 10 or 15 years and probably in a very unsatisfac-
tory way.

I think that is the substance of my testimony.
Of course. I am perfectly willing to answer any other questions the

Senator might have.
Senator NU soN. If you could outline just your ideas at least on the

law side for a page or two, the committee would appreciate it. We do
not expect you to go to a great deal of work. We may then be able to
get some investors, in(lividuals or group, to further develop such
criteria. It would be helpful to us.

Mr. HICKEY. I could do that.
[The following was subsequently supplied for the record :1

KIRLIT, CAMPsLL & KrATINO.
Waahingcm, D.C., September 9, 1977.

Re S. 2S5 and S. 1745.
SENATOR GAYLORD NELsoN,
U.S. Rt'nate. S0ei'ct Colymmittee on Small Butiesa,
Washington, D.C.

PEAR SFNATOR: I have given further thought to the language that would hi:t1e
to be included in a statute to limit liability. My view continues to be that the
crux of the problem is not what constitutes a prudent small business investment.
The Act would have to provide in simplistic general terms objtetiive criteria to
which a fiduciary could look in ascertaining the wisdom of an Investment. Assum-
Ing that the language of the various bills col'd be so framed (and I believe
that it can), I would recommend that, as part o' the language, the following be
included:

"A fiduciary will be deemed to have met the requ!reren ts of section 404(a) an4I
related sections if the fiduciary makes a prudent small business investment as
defined in Section and in any challenge as to the prudence of such an invest-
ment the burden will be on the party attacking the prudence of the Investment."
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In addition to the above, I would further suggest that the language of the
statute include within the same ssctiom the following section:

"In any action or proceeding under this section the omrt shall allow the pe-
vailing defendant reasonable attorneys' few as part of the costa"

I trust that the above language will be helpful to you in formulating a statute-
that would allow investments In small businesses.

Slncerely,
RoN= J. Hwmuy.

Senator NELSO,. Thank you very much.
Mr. HIcHzT. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Hickey follows:]

STATEMENtT OF Roimar J. Hifoxrr, PAitTNx or KnLux, CAMP= & Kr.ATTmNo

My name Is Robert J. Hickey. I am with the Washington-New York Law Firm
of Kirlin, Campbell & Keating. I am a labor relations attorney and have been
involved in the employee benefit field for 13 years. I represent both employers
and employee benefit funds. I have taught, lectured and written in the field of
pensions, particularly in regard to fiduciary obligations.

I am testifying here today In my capacity as a privtae attorney. I hope that my
testimony will provide some insight to the Committee as to the practical decisions
that must be faced by tunds and employers in regard to investments.

The problem with the law presently is how to accommodate conflicting obli-
gations on fiduciaries. The standard of protection is found in Section 404(a) (1)
of Title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act. The basic obligation
is that a fiduciary "shall discharge his duties with respect to a plan solely in the
Interest of the participants and beneficiaries". There can be no difficulty with
this standard. The question arises as to how he, in fact, shall act In discharging
his duties. In anticipation of this question, the section goes on to state that the
exercise shall be in a prudent manner and that the fiduciary shall diversify In-
vestments so as to minimize risks. These obligations of prudence and diversifi-
cation can be in conflict.

Prudence requires that a fiduciary act with care in the handling of property
and money belonging to others. How that care is exercised depends on both the
plan's objectives and the beneficiaries' and participants' needs. In any decision
involving investment there is always the question of risk. There is no investment
that has no risk. The real question then becomes what is a reasonable level of
tisk beyond which a fiduciary should not go before he is acting imprudently. The
focus always must be on the question of risk. Investments in larger companies
usually incur less risks than those in smaller companies, particularly In modern
day since major companies themselves are diversified. One of the major con-
cerns, and some have stated it to be the major concern, is the question of liquidity.

A small company, and particularly a growing one, will have less liquidity than
a more established company. Most of its capital will be tied up in company
growth. Thus, from a prudent viewpoint investment in a small company would
involve more risk and probably would be less prudent than investment in a
larger company. In fact, this has been the situation in regard to trustee Invest-
ments in a noncommercial context. Most States have legal lists in which invest-
ments can he made. A review of those lists show only major, large, established
companies. Thus, a decision has been made that investments In smaller, growing
companies are imprudent as a matter of law.

However, a fiduciary under the ERISA requirements is concerned not only
with acting as a prudent man would but with the requirement as a matter of law
tro diversify his Investments. The diversification by its very nature runs In con-
flict with the concept of a prudent man, particularly In light of the number of
investments available to which money can be channeled In order to meet the
needs of the beneficiaries and participants. The question then becomes how to
best achieve diversification without undue impact on the prudent man require-
mente. It should be observed that diversification also involves other social goals
which Congress has believed to be desirable. This involves the undue concen-
tration of wealth In a few companies which will result in monopolization of in-
dustry. Congress has a legitimate concern in fostering competition which will
necessarily follow from contributions to numerous companies. In addition,
Congress hap a legitimate interest in assuring growth in both new and better
products.
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A small Investor or a small businessman with a better way of doing business
might never have that chance if he cannot get badly needed funds. Of 0-ourse, he
might get necessary funds at an expense to society by receiving moneys from
organized crime at ex~es, ve rates or in exchange for their participation In the
business. Thus, the concept envisioned by S. 285 (Tax-Exempt Private Pension
Investment Act of 1977) and S. 1745 (UIRISA Small Business Paperwork Reduc-
tion and Investment'Act) is desirable ae,l should be adopted in order to provide
necessary funds to small businesses.

As a private attorney, I am concerned that the bill attains this objective. It
will do little good to pass a law which has so many restrictions that, in fact,
investments into small companies will not follow. Having said that, It is not
easy to state what Congress should do. My own belief is that unless the bill has
built in an absolute protection for investments in small companies, no investment
will follow. The reason for this is that ERISA exposes the fiduciary to consider-
able financial loss if he chooses wrong. Under section 409, the fiduciary Is per-
sonally ) ale for any losses to the plan resulting from his breach. Under section
502, the fiduciary can be sued in a civil suit. The most important provision
from an attorney's viewpoint is found in this section. That is section 502(g)
which allows reasonable attorneys' fees and costs of an action to either party.
Under this standard, a fiduciary would have to spend his own money defending a
lawsuit in which he might ultimately end up paying the fees of the opposing
counsel. It should be noted that under prior law courts have awarded attorneys'
fees to opposing parties even In situations where the fiduciary or trustee prevailed.
To complicate the matter, there Is no adequate insurance that a fiduciary can
obtain, and very few, if any, have adequate protection from indemnIcation
agreements.

Applying this concept to the objectives of both bills, it is clear that unless the
fiduciary obtains an absolute protection for investment in a small company, he
will not take the risk. The bills do not contain any financial incentive to make it
worthwhile for him to expose himself to this situation. Without an absolute no-
risk protection, the fiduciary is faced with the following decisions: Should he
invest in large established companies, particularly those on legal lists where
his legal exposure is minimal; or should he invest in growing companies where
he viil have to explain his decision. From a private attorney's viewpoint, I would
have to advise both the fund and the employer that without a no-risk provision in
the act, investing in small business would be foolhardy. It does not. take the wisest
of individuals to realize that litigation under ERISA will probably involve suots
going on for several years with legal fees to the individual's own attorney being
anywhere from $10,000 to W40.000 per year. The financial exposure of the
fiduciary could therefore run Into hundreds of thousands of dollars for which he
might not be reimbursed. Since many of the trustees do not have adequate
financial resources, the very existence of a lawsuit, no matter what its outcome,
could force them Into bankruptcy.

Accordingly, while I believe both bills and the hearings on them have gone
a long way in trying to understand the problem. I would recommend-that it go
the additional step of providing a no-risk zone for small bii~ne.s investments.
How this is accomplished needs to be explored further. Some have suggested that
this could -W d,-__ by a fixed percentage. Howevr, I would assume that there
would be other alternatIves, and there could even be modification of these per.
centage requirements. There could b different standards based on the size of the
company and its growth potential. However, whatever formula is adopted unless
a no-risk zone is established, this legislation will not encourage small business
investment.

I would like to tdd that had ERISA not been passed probably the law would
have developed somewhere along the lines of what I have just mentioned. Many
persons believe that the prudent man rule as applied to an individual's estate has
been applied in the same conservative manner regarding employee benefit funds.
However, this is not correct. While there is not a wealth of law In this area, It is
clear that courts would permit greater diversification of Investments of employee
benefit funds. For example, Garment Workers v. Jacob Reed's Son*, 83 F. Supp.
49 (E.D. Pa. 1949), permitted investments in the form of loans to employees.
This would not ie a permissible investment in r'v.ird to the handling of an in-
dlividual's estate. Thus. the courts did recognize the need for greater diversifica-
tion in investments prior to ERISA. Legislating changes in ERISA to make clear
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that sr,,,l1 business can continue to receive investment capital will return the
Act to the road it was on prior to 1974.

I want to thank the Committee for the opportunity to express-ray views and
would welcome any questions the Committee might have.

Senator NELSON. Our next witness is Mr. Peter I. Vermilye, chair-
man, Alliance Capital Management Corp., Boston, Mass.

Mr. Vermilye, the committee is very pleased that you are willing to
take the time to come and present your testimony. It will be printed
in full in the record and you may present it however you desire.

STATEMENT OF PETER H. VERMILYE, CHAIRMAN, ALLIANCE
CAPITAL MANAGEMENT CORP., BOSTON, MASS.

Mr. VE MILYE. Thank you.
I appreciate the opportunity for us to give our thoughts and appre-

ciate your attention.
My oral testimony, I will give most, but not all of the written ma-

terial here.
My firm manages about $3 billion of discretionary assets and $31/2

billion of nondiscretionary assets-mostly pension funds. We have of-
fices in about seven cities. I am also chairman of the investment com-
mittee at Boston University and a trustee of the church pension fund.
In 1975, I served on the New England Regional Commission and a
capital and labor task force, and last year for a similar one in the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and addressed some of the problems
that you are concerned with on availability of capital.

For a number of years I managed tho pension equity investment at
J. P. Morgan & Co. and Morgan Guaranty Trust. My associate, Ms.
Jane Mack, is a member of the Advisory Committee on ERISA to the
Depart m nt of Labor and she has shared some of her thoughts with me.

As we all know the pension investments play a very important part
in our capital flow, and really are one of the main rudders that guide
our economy.

The influence of ERISA on the attitudes of trust companies and
investment firms that invest pension funds has been profound. Its
investment provisions arc reasonable and temperate. They are also
vague and not clearly defined. The potential liabilities is creates per-
sonal and corporate with a vast broadening of the parties that can
suo with costs defrayed have in this litigious era terrified some pension
investors,

A common understanding in-the investment community is that no
one will know what is permitted under ERISA until suits have been
brought and the courts have ruled. It is not surprising that pension
investors now avoid issues about which a question may arise in the
face of potential huge liability, legal costs, and damaging publicity.

James Hutchinson, a very able Administrator of ERISA, his suc-
cessor, and the advisory committee have issued helpf ul interpretations
on which we fully agreed on the meanings of ERISA, but they are
not binding on the courts.

Another development taken in conjunction with ERISA has height-
ened pension investor's concerns.

The Bank of New York v. Spitzer case and other court decisions
and settlements have raised the specter that trustees and investment
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managers can be held responsible for one or two unsuccessful invest-
ments in a fund that overall has performed very well. That has
alarmed pension investors. It denies the very nature of investing-
diversification is essential, and in any diversified portfolio events are
going to turn against some holding. Investment judgment never bats
1,000. A business executive is judged by the overall success of his
company-he is not fired and fined if nine products succeed but one
fails.

The validity of Bank of New York v. Spitzer is questioned by many
lawyers, and even if it. prevails in certain circumstances, its applicabil-
ity to ERISA is not likely. James Hutchinson has made helpful state-
ments on this issue. But as long as the possibility exists, pension
investors face a possible hornet's nest that has to affect their actions.

A major unfortunate result of ERISA so far is to encourage invest-
ment in large, safe companies and to discourage investment to moder-
ate sized firms.

Investment in the latter obviously provides major social benefits.
But pension investors responsibility is to the plan beneficiaries, and
such investments can be made only if they provide a return at least
equal to other equity investments in relation to risk. Properly diversi-
fied, selected, and timed, in proper proportions and judged over suf-
ficient length of time, this has been the case. The T Rowe Prive New
Horizons Fund and the Morgan Guaranty Special Situations Fund
have been among the more successful investment vehicles. The most
successful investments made by the largest and most successful in-
stitution equity investor, Morgan Guaranty in Avon Products and
Schlumberger, were first made in the 1950's when those companies
were of modest size and little known, and would probably be avoided
today by many investors.

Two steps by Congress would go a long way toward enabling pen-
sion investors to prudently broaden their approach. The alternative
is to leave it to the lengthy, expensive, and confusing court process.

We strongly endorse the provision in Senator Nelson and Senator
McIntlyre's bill, S. 1745, section 11, that the size of a business alone
would not disqualify such an investment under the prudent man
standard.

We would also like to see spelled out in legislation that a plan's
investments should be judged by the overall prudence and success and
not by a single investment. A pattern of imprudence should have to
be established to create liability, not a single unsuccessful investment.

We do not think permitting a specific percentage to be invested in
smaller companies, as Senator Bentsen's bill, S. 285, provides, is desira-
ble. Pension funds have different objectives and other characteristics,
and are supported by companies and industries of varying strengths,
and a blanket provision is not appropriate. Such a provision might
also lead to the slighting of the standards of prudence other than size
that must apply to all investments.

Any legislation amending ERISA providing that companies should
not be ruled out solely because of size should make clear that the
standards of prudence' still apply to smaller investments-thorough
investigation, sound businesses, able management, et cetera.
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Senator, there is one other point I would like to make at this time
in answer to the question you addressed to Hal Bigler-tax changes
that would encourage investment in moderate size companies.

The proposed revision of capital gains tax is making tax com-
parable in other kinds of investment accentuates and brings to full
flower one inequity. The Government is a full partner now or will
be when you make a profit. But when you lose money in capital gains,
it is all your loss. It is as if you went to a parimutuel and the house
would take half the profits and the loss is all yours. Those losses have
been verx difficult and have to be very discouraging to people taking
any kin of capital risk for potential gain. Therefore, I think par-
ticularly if capital gains become taxed equal to other incomes, there
should be a provision that capital losses can be offset against income
to the full and not to the very modest amount that is now provided.

That is all I have to say.
Senator NElsow. 1 on are talking now of so-called unearned income,

in the realm of capital gains.
Mr. VmE M yE. Yes.
Senator NELo. Thank you very much. I appreciate your taking

the time to come and present your testimony.
I might say that Senator Hathaway was to be here and I had an-

other commitment. Therefore I will not ask as many questions as I
wanted to ask you. I may submit additional questions because I have
got to conclude the hearings shortly, because Senator Hathaway did
not get here to take my place.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Vermilye follows:]

STATMOT BY PVM~ H. VrAM TE

I am chairman of AllianceCapital Management Corporation. We manage
in seven cities about $3 billion of discretionary assets and $31/2 billion nondis-
cretionary, primarily pension funds. I am also chairman of the Trustees Invest-
ment Committee of Boston University and a Trustee of the Church Pension Fund.
I served in 1075, on a Capital and Labor Task Force for the New England Re-
gional Commission, and in 1976, on a similar group for the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, that addressed the problem of capital available for business.
From 1950 through 19(4, 1 managed the pension equity investment at J. P.
Morgan and Company and Morgan Guaranty Trust. From 1965 through 1969, I
was a partner and Vice ChairmaRn of the Investment Committee of State Street
Research and Management and established their pension fund management.

My associate, Ms. Jane Mack, a Vice President of Alliance Capital Manage-
ment, is a member of the Advisory Committee of the Department of Labor on
ERISA.

The size of U.S. pension funds has been frequently cited in relation to the
country's assets. The relative size will increase as pension assets grow. But the
full importance and influence becomes apparent when we compare pension assets
that are invested primarily in equities, with our aggregate equities, leaving out
real estate and fixed income assets in which life insurance companies and other
savings institutions concentrate; and then recognize that individual investors
who hold most of the rest of equities are steadily liquidating them while pension
funds are accumulating. Pension funds are the leading edge of our capital flow-
and thus the rudder that guides our economy.

The influence of ERISA on the attitudes of trust companies and investment
firms that invest pension funds has been iirofoubd.

Its investment provisions are reasonable and temperate. But they are also
vague, not clearly defined. And the potential liabilities it creates, personal and
corporate, with the vast broadening of the parties that can sue with costs de-
frkyed, have In this litigious era tetrified soine pension investors. The common
understanding in the investment community is that no one will know what is,
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permitted under ERISA until suits have been brought and the courts have ruled.
It is not surprising that pension investors now avoid issues about which a ques-
tion may arise in the face of possible huge liability, legal costs and damaging
publicity.

James Hutchinson, a very able administrator of ERISA, his successor and the
Advisory Committee have issued helpful interpretations with which we fully
agree, but they are not binding on the courts.

Another development taken in conjunction with ERISA has heightened in-
vestors concerns.

The Bank of New York vs. Spitzer case and other court decisions and settle-
ments have raised the spectre that trustees and investment managers can be held
responsible for one or two unsuccessful investments in a fund that overall has
performed very well. That has alarmed pension investors. It denies the very
nature of investing-diversification is essential, and in any diversified portfolio
events are going to turn against some holdings. Investment judgment never bats
1.000. A business executive is judged by the overall success of his company-he
is not fired and fined if nine products succeed but one fails.

The validity of Bank of New York vs. Spitzcr is questioned by many lawyers,
and even if it prevails in certain circumstances its applicability to ERISA is not
likely. James Hlutchinson has made helpful statements on this issue. But as long
as the possibility exists, pension investors face a possible hornets nest that has
to affect their actions.

A major unfortunate result of ERISA so fai is to encourage investment in
large "safe" Companies and to discourage investment in moderate sized firms.

Investment in the latter obviously provides major social benefits. But pension
investors' responsibility is to plan beneficiaries, and such investments can be
made only if they provide a return at least equal to other equity investments in
relation to risk. Properly diversified, selected and timed, in proper proportions
and judged over sufficient length of time, this has been the case. The TRowe
Prive New Horizons Fund and the Morgan Guaranty Special Situations Fund
have been among the more successful investment vehicles. The most successful
investments by the largest and most successful institution equity-investor, Morgan
Guaranty in Avon Products and Schlumberger were first made in the 1950's
when those companies were of modest size and little known.

Two steps by Congress would go a long way towards enabling pension investors
to prudently broaden their approach. The alternative is to leave it to the lengthy
expensive and confusing court process. ---

We strongly endorse the provision in Senator'Nelson's and Senator Mcintyre's
bill, S. 1745, Section 11, that the size of a business alone would not disqualify
such an investment under the prudent man standard.

We would also like to see spelled out in legislation that a plan's investments
should be judged by the overall prudence and success and not by a single invest-
ment. A pattern of imprudence should have to be established to create liability,
not a single unsuccessful investment.

We do not think permitting a specified percentage to be invested In smaller
companies, as Senator Bentsen's bill, S. 285, provides, is desirable. Pension funds
have different objectives and other characteristics and are supported by com-
panles and industries of varying strengths, and a blanket provision is not ap-propriate. Such a provision might also lead to the slighting of the standards of
prudence other than size that must apply to all investments.

Any legislation amending ERISA providing that companies should not be
ruled out solely because of size should make clear that the standards of prudence
still apply to smaller Investments-thorough investigation, sound businesses, able
management, etc.

Senator NELSON. Our next witness is Mr. John Mutschler, president,
John G. Mutschler & Associates, Minneapolis, Minn.

Mr. Mkutschler, your statement will be printed in full in the record.
You may present it however you desire.

STATEMENT OF JOHN 0. MUTSCHLER, PRESIDENT, IOHN G.
MUTSCHLER & ASSOCIATES, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Mr. MUTSCHLER. I would like to deliver my statement in narrative
form and submit my written statement for the record.
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First, my background-I was born and raised on a farm north of
Jamestown, N. Dak. I attended the University of North Dakota grad-
uating in accounting in 1950 and from law school in 1953. I then went
into the service and in 1955 when I got out of the service I went into
the field of designing and administering pension and profit-sharing
plans in the Minneapolis, North and South Dakota, Minnesota, and
Wisconsin area.

In 1958 I formed my own business-John G. Mutschler & Associ-
ates-and our business, of course, is designing and administering pen-
sion and profit-sharing plans. By way of administration we do all of
the paperwork, that is, trust balance sheets, financial statements, em-
ployee booklets, and meetings with the employees on an annual basis
to explain their benefits.

We currently administer 343 plans of which 134 are defined benefit
plans, 209 are defined contribution plans, mostly profit-sharing plans.
Ninety percent of these plans are located in Wisconsin, Minnesota-
Iowa, North and South Dakota, and cover approximately 3,300 em-
ployees. On an average basis each employee has $17,200 in equity, an-
nual contributions per employee average $2,400, and their trust earn-
ings are approximately $1,200. Average trust return is in the area of
71/2 percent. The average plan has 13 participants. The average size
plan is $190,000. Average contribution per plan is $23.000, and the total
overall trust return was about 81/2 percent last year. Total trust assets
now approximate $65 million, average annual contributions are about
$7,800,000. Trust earnings are now up to approximately $4 million an-
nually. Trust assets break down as follows-bonds constitute $14 mil-
lion, stocks are approximately $11I/ million, cash and savings accounts
$12 million, other investments $28 million.

Prior to ERISA we were installing approximately 25 to 30 new
plans a year and terminating in the area of 2 to 3 plans. Most of the
plans that were being terminated were because the companies were
acquired by other larger organizations.

After ERISA, we are installing approximately 15to 20 new plans a
year. We have had to terminate 17 plans, about 3 percent of the total
number of plans. Of these terminations, 10 plan terminations was
directly related to ERISA.

Senator NFL.so-.-. What provisions were the main factors in the
termination of these 10 plans?

M r. MMTSCHUER. Of those 10, the largest one I can think of that
covered the most employees was the fact that this company had not
made contributions for'the last 2 or 3 years. Many of the employees
preferred to set up IRA-income retirement account-or had requested
the corporation to terminate the plan so they could set up their indi-
vidual planA under IRA.

The next largest plan I feel was a real tragedy. A company tbat was
profitable, a growing company and it terminated its pension plan be-
cause of the 30-percent liability equity rule where if the pensions were
not adequately funded, the company" could he exposed to assessment
of 30 percent of its net worth. It was basically an actuarial or a future
cost concept. The owner was very concerned. "He could not and I could
not tell what his pension costs would be 10 years from now or 15 years
from now, because pensions were based oni the employee final 5-year
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average earnings. We have no real ide t of what employees would be
earning 10 years from now or when they came to retire. this exposure
scared him 'and so he terminated the plan.

When we originally got approval of this pension plan, pensions were
based on existing salaries rather than a 5-year average. But the Inter-
nal Revenue Service would not accept that definition and so the plan
was terminated.

Other plan terminations resulted from what the corporations felt
was excessive paperwork and the liability from the new prudent man
rule.

Now the 10 that terminated-I feel extremely lucky that it was not
four times that number. I am sure there was somewhere between 100
to 150 plans where the question was asked many times-should we
terminate the plan, eliminate the hassle, eliminate the liability. We
have at least temporarily convinced these companies to continue their
plans; that ERISA would work out, at least from the paperwork
standpoint, and that the prudent man rule could be followed by going
to more conservative investments.

To go on---one of the things that I did note, though, in those termi-
nations, that a number of them-I am getting back to this fact that
some of the profit-sharing plans where the companies were not con-
sistently profitable and missed contributions for 2 or 3 years, had con-
siderable pressure from employees, since, the company was not putting
in anything, to terminate the company plan so they could set up their
own individual retirement accounts (IRA's). Of course they could
not do that,--set up their own IRA's--as long as they were covered by
a cor any plan. I feel that this is bad, that the law should provide
that if the company makes only a partial contribution or no contribu-
tion, then an individual could have his own IRA plan and make up the
difference in contributions on a deductible basis. I feel that there will
be more plans terminated in the future if something is not done in this
area. Where I think the danger is, is that employees that do request
this, and who put the pressure on to terminate plans, are the savers.
The vast majority of employees are not savers. The pension and profit-
sharing plans are savings llans. People that do benefit from IRA are
by nature savers. The vast majority of employees will not benefit, they
will not take advantage of IRA's because they are not savers but feel
they need all their wages to live on.

But to go on from there, I realize the primary purpose of this hear-
ing is Senate bill 1745. Certainly, I like the single annual report, I do
feel, and our experience indicates, that the new forms currently being
used by the Internal Revenue Service, and the Department of Labor,
are remonable and the information that they request does not give us
an undue burden. Certainly from a cost standpoint I have had to in-
crease fees to my clients. Our largest single increase in costs, to date is
due to the fact that we have to resubmit our plans, every plan I have,
to the Internal Revenue Service for approval. So this one time cost
to the employer of getting the plan approval is twice the normal an-
nual cost.

With regard to section 4--employee statements, we have always done
this and followed basically the outline of the provisions which are set
forth, at least in the case of defined contribution plans.
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With regard to defined benefit plans, I do feel that section B(I)
should include something to the effect that vested benefits and earned
benefits would be included in the statement of defined benefits.

Going on to the provision of having one member in small business
represented on the advisory council-in my case all my plans I consider
small business. Perhaps one or two employers would be considered
large businesses, but no more than two. As I understand from reading
the statistics, 93 percent of the plans have 25 or fewer employees.
Possibly there should be more than one member representing small
business. Possibly someone from the insurance industry which handles
a great many of the small plans and also from the chamber of com-
merce should be on the council.

With regard to the modification of the prudent man rule-this morn-
ing when I sat here I heard comments from the three preceding wit-
nesses, and of course my reaction is identical to theirs, if not stronger.

When trustees come for guidance in investment areas with the plans
that I administer-I am licensed with the SEC as an investment
counselor-normally we request the clients to use investment coun-
selors in the Minneapolis area and other ones in other areas we
have come across. These investment counselors without hardly an ex-
ception are investing-we see it in working in our investments of the
trust funds-primarily in bonds, and stocks of the 100 largest com-
panies in the United States. A lot of the trusts are going to insurance
companies with fixed income guarantees, and other similar type of
conser-ative investments.

On page 3 of my report at the bottom I have laid out the comments
that I have just hlad from all the major investment counselors that I
w'ork with. They feel they must be superconservative. They must be
defensive. Theyjust cannot afford to take the risk of investing in any
sort of venture' capital companies or one that can be considered as hav-
ing any risk. If they are wrong, they can be sued, their organization
can be stied. In their minds, it just does not warrant taking a chance
of making an investment in second and third tier stocks even if their
past record, current financial position, and future prospects are

xeeptional.
One of the investment counselors made a lot of sense to me, and fits

in with my own experience. Prior to ERISA, in formulating the in-
vestment philosophy for an average pension or profit-sharing plan.
they would have predominately large companies paying dividends and
well known, let us say, on the list of the top 100. They would also have
some small local companies with growth potential--electronics, soft
drinks, service industries, et cetera. The overall results, manyr times,
was that some of the small companies would show dynamic growth
and increase greatly in value which would offset the mediocre perform-

- ance of the large older companies and in some cases the losses in the
larger companies. Of course, Penn Central is an example of a large
company goih.g bankrupt.

An additional concern that the investment advisers feel and/or
actually carry out is that if they make 10 percent rather than 6 per-
cent, who really cares. But if they lose 2 percent, all the employees,
the owners of the corporation that set up the plan are discouraged.
Whereas before if the performance was bad, the worst that would
happen was that the trustees would change advisers. Today the adviser
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is sued. That just is devasting to them. One investment counselor said,
we--they as a group-have become paranoid about investing in small
venture-type situations.

I do feel the provision in Senate bill 1-745 regarding the prudent
man rule certainly is needed and it is an improvement. I feel that
section 9 could probably be expanded upon to state that an investment
in a small company but not per se violate the prudent man rule. Some
guidelines should be set up so that investment counselors do feel rela-
tively free of risk in investing in smaller companies, assuming they
are not negligent in their research and in their selection. They would
be free from being sued and all the attending costs that go with being
sued and that the investment results and the overall portfolio should
be the guidelines for prudency rather than any specific investment.

As I said before, most of my businesses are small businesses. I under-
stand statistically there are 13 million small businesses in the United
States and only 600,000 have plans-1 in 20. My own experience was
that we were putting in 25 to 35 new plans a year prior to ERISA.
Now it is more like 15 to 20 new plans. Of the 18 plans we are now
installing-12 are professional corporations, 6 are for average busi-
nesses. Professional corporations on the average have 6 or fewer em-
ployees, whereas normally businesses have in the area of 13 employees.
So, what is happening is'that we are covering fewer employees under
the new plans. Smaller companies are no longer considering plans,
because of cost and because of the prudent man rule. In the long run
I do not think that this is in the best interest nor was it the purpose
of the law to discourage new plans.

One of the biggest disappointments to my clients and to the small
businesses I work with is the deletion of section 503(c) of the 1954
Revenue Code from the new law. That section dealt with and per-
mitted corporations to borrow funds from their trusts if they put up
adequate security and paid a reasonable rate of interest. This section
also permitted the trust to lease equipment, and/or real estate to the
company. Leasing equipment in my experience has been extremely
profitable, normally resulting in a 15- to 22-percent average return to
the trust.

This section also permitted the trustees to purchase conditional sales
contracts, notes, et cetera, from the company as an investment bty the
trust as long as all business was carried out at arm's-length transac-
tion. Most of my clients have looked atpla'as as being a double benefit.
A benefit certainly for the employees since obviously they are savings
plans designed to develop retirement benefits, termination benefits,
and death benefits for them. Also the trust was a benefit to the com-
pany, that it could help the company to grow, since they could borrow
funds, if they could provide adequate security and paid the going
rate of interest.

I can think of three situations of companies located in Minnesota.
Wisconsin that have been able to expand their business and create,
just from being able to loan trust funds, at least 200 jobs. One company
originally was about 40 employees and now there has been an addi-
tion of 450 employees. So the company grew from 40 to 500 employees
since they installed their retirement trust. Part of their growth'has
come from their retained earnings, obviously. The balance is because
they were able to use the trust funds to help build new buildings, to
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create additional working capital, and the loans were more than ade-
quately protected by the security that was given.

Under ERISA we are not able to borrow funds any longer and in
these three situations that I am thinking of specifically-contribu-
tions, prior to ERISA, were always 15 percent to the profit-sharing
plans and the normal contributions to the pension plans. Since ERISA
they now had to cut back profit-sharing contribution to 10 percent and
may in the future have to cut back even further. One company last
year made no contribution to its profit-sharing plan, basically because
of ERISA.

The problem with most young growing companies currently is in-
flation. To illustrate, if a company is in the retail business and has
an inventory of $10 million, and they have an inflation factor of 10
percent, the company has to make $1 million just to maintain the same
inventory and $1 million for taxes. Obviously a company cannot afford
contributions if they cannot use some of it to help take care of this
inflation problem. Of my clients, 102 have borrowed trust funds. Six-
teen have leased equipment and 12 have leased real estate back to the
corporation. Eighteen have engaged in other similar type transactions.
The trust returns, in my experience, on loans have been between 8 and
12 percent, and equipment leases have a 12- to 22-percent return.
Whereas most plans to my knowledge who have engaged primarily
in the stock market, 1969 and 1970, and 1973 and 1974"have resulted iin
very large trust losses. Some of our plans lost as much as 50 percent
particularly in 1973 and 1974. These plans used investment counselors
who presumably were being guided by the prudent man rule.

Approximately 2,200 employees are covered by plans that have bor-
rowed trust funds and have never had a loss. The trusts either had
interest income from secured loans, and/or lease income from leased
equipment.

Approximately 1,000 employees have been covered by plans whele
we engaged in the stock market and over the last 10 years their aver-
age return is less than 5 percent, whereas the plans that have availed
themselves of section 503(C) have averagedt closer to 8 to0 9 Percentreturn and 10 percent in some years where interest rates were veryhiih."do feel that the prudent man rule as developed under English law

applied to situations that are somewhat-different than pension and
profit-sharing plans. They were applied to situations where propertywas left to someone to manage, as trustee, as a one-time transfer of
property to be managed for children, spouses, other designated
beneficiaries.

In a pension and profit-sharing plan we have two sources of income.
--One is the trust investment income. Two is contributions from the
company. That is basically where the bulk of the funds come from,
Prior contributions, current contributions and hopefully future
contributions.

Going back to my farm background-my dad always taught me-to practice good farming methods. In our area, it was dry farming,
summer fallowing, killing the quack grass, taking good care of the
land and if we did this it would take care of us. It -would provide our
income for a living, for education, for investment and for retirement.
So I feel that it is prudent for the trustees to help the eilplover to
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grow, to produce profits so that the company can make contributions
as long as there is adequate safeguards to protect employees, that is,
adequate security for loans, and an "arms length" requirement for
leases and other transactions.

That is the basic summary of my presentation and I do feel that
we do have to do something additional to encourage small companies
to consider pension and profit-sharing plans. Accountants are no longer
recommending them, at least with the strong recommendations they
used to prior to ERISA.

Basically, I do feel we are getting the paperwork in line. The
prudent man-rule is the No. 2 problem. Three is the area where under
prior law the trustees could use the funds to help the company grow,
if possible.

Senator NELSON. Is that section 503(c) you are talking about?
S&r. MUTSCHLER. Yes.
Senator NELSON. You think that ought to be restored as it was?
Mr. MUTSCHLER. As it. was. If there were pre-ERISA hearings show-

ing abues-I have been unable to find any hearings dealing primarily
with 503(c) at least in the Minneapolis library. If there were, I
would like to have someone give me access to them. If there were
abuses, they should be corrected. I have not seen abuses.

In my report I had one situation where a piece of equipment was put
up as security for a loan. There were three employees in the plhn plus
the owner. Two employees went into competition and under the pre-
ERISA provisions in the plan they forfeited their interest. The plan
was then liquidated, the company went out of business. When the plan
was liquidated the machine given as security for a loan to the company
was sold and the price was not adequate, it was short by about $2,500.
So this one employee did not get his share of the forfeiture. He got all
the company contributions made for his benefits and all earnings and
that is the worst I have seen happen. This is my 22 years of experience.

Senator NELSON. I think you raised a good point. I do not recall
whether that specific section was addressed by anyone at hearings in-
the old Labor Committee now the Committee on Human Resources-
or in the Finance Committee. But, I would ask staff to check and see.
Because as you pointed out, that provision was in the House bill and in
conference it was eliminated. I remember that it was eliminated in con-
ference, but I cannot recall whether there was any really specific his-
tory of abuse of that section. Y6u say you have only seen that one prob-
lem in 20 years-

Mr. MUTSCHLER. In 22 years.
Senator NELSON. A $2,500 loss to one employee.
[The following letter was supplied for the record:]

U.S. SENATE,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON SMALL BUSINESS,

Washington, D.C., Augu8t 24,1977.
Ron. AT. ULL.MAN,
Chairman. Joint Committee on Taxation,
Washington, D.C.
Hon. F. RAY MARSHALL,
Recrctary of Labor,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SiRs: During the recent hearing of this Committee on pension adininis-
tration, reporting and Investment policy, a witness raised the question of the ra-
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tionale behind the elimination of Section 503(c) of the 1954 Internal Revenue
Code and the substitution of other provisions under the Pension Reform Act of
1974 (ERISA).

TM- colloquy on this matter, which is attached, indicates we are not at all sure
of its history. We would very much appreciate your furnishing us with any mate-
rial from reports, testimony, or otherwise, which would enlighten us as to the
background.

Very truly yours,
GAYLORD NELSON,

Chairman.
Enclosure.
Senator NELSON. You think that [Sec. 503(c)] ought to be restored as it was?
Mr. MUTSCU1LER. As it was. If there were hearings-I have been unable to find

any hearings dealing primarily with 503(c) at least in the Minneapolis Library.
If there were, I would like to have someone give me access to them. If there were
abuses, they should be corrected. I have not seen abuses.

In my report I had one situation where a piece of equipment was put up as
security for a loan. There were three employees in the plan plus the owner. Two
employees went into competition under the pre-ERISA provision to the plan they
forfeited their interest. The plan was then liquidated, the company went out of
business. When the plan was liquidated, the machine was sold and it was not
adequate, it was short by about $2,500. So this one employee did not get his share
of the forfeiture. He got all his contributions and all earnings and that is the
worst I have seen happen. This is 22 years of experience.

Senator NELSON. I think you raised a good point. I do not recall whether that
specific section was addressed by anyone at hearings in the Labor Committee, the
old Labor Committee or the Finance Committee, but I would ask staff to check
and see. Because as you pointed out, that provision was in the House bill and
in conference it was eliminated. I recall that it was eliminated in conference,
but I cannot recall whether there was any really specific history of abuse of that
section. You say you have only seen that one problem you have seen in 20 years-

Mr. MUTSCHLER. In 22 years.
Senator NELSON. A $2,500 loss to one employee.
31r. MUTSCuLEa. What I am trying to do is compare that and possibly some

other risks in some other areas with the fact that this encouraged many of my
clients to set up plans to make contributions. That is the thing I am trying to do.
The difference in earnings, you go and meet with these employees and you are
in the stock market and you are in 69 or 70 or 73 and 74 and have to explain the
fact that we are down 15 or 20 percent, the guy is close to retirement and in.
variably somebody will say, two more years like this and I will owe you money.-
What if I retire today, what do I get?

Well, you get today's value. Compared to the return, consistent returns I have
seen in situations that I am speaking about. I have never seen yet where an em-
ployee's pensions were not started when he came to retirement or on terminations
where he was not paid within at least a year, his interests or contributions became
available. I have only seen basically good results come from this.

Mr. MUT8CHILER. What I am trying to do is compare that and pos-
sibly some other risks in some other areas with the fact that this provi-
sion encouraged many of my clients to set up plans and to make
contributions. That is the point I am trying to make. The difference in
earnings is dramatic, I go and meet with these employees and if their
trust is in the stock market and the year is 1969 or 1976 or 1973 or 1974,
I have to explain to them the facts that the trust lost 15 or 20 percent,
some employees are close to retirement will ask if he were to retire
then, would he lose the 15 to 20 percent. Invariably someone else will
sa , "Two more years like this and I will owe the trust money". "What
if I retire today, what do I get." Well. we have to explain that they get
today's value. Compare this to the high consistent returns I have seen
in situations where trustees have used section 503(c). I have never
seen yet where an employee's pension payments were not started when
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he came to retirement or on terminations where an employee was not
paid within a year. I have only seen basically good results come from
this.

Senator NELSON. Thank you very much for your very thoughtful
testimony. We appreciate your taking the time to testify.

[Whereupon. the committee was adjourned at 11:25 a.m.]
(The prepared statement of Mr. Mutschler follows:]

STATEMENT OF JOHN G. MUTSCIILER, PRESIDENT, JoHN G. MUTSCILER ASSOCIATES

First, I feel I should give you some information concerning my background and
my business experience.

I was born in 1928 and was raised on a grain and cattle farm located north of
Jamestown, North Dakota. I attended the University of North Dakota and was
graduated in 1950 with a major in Accounting and Economics. In this same year,
I passed the North Dakota CPA examination. I then entered law school and re-
ceived my law degree in 1953, having been awarded the Order of the Coif. I per-
sonally financed my education, having farmed with my brother during the summer
months and having worked in the college bakery during the school term.

I successfully passed the North Dakota Bar exam in 19.13, and almost Immedi-
ately thereafter I went into military service and spent the years 1953 to 1955 in
the OSI, IG and USAF.

Upon completion of my service commitment, I was employed by Pension and
Profit Sharing Service Co. of Minneapolis, Minnesota. My duties involved design-
ing and administering pension and profit sharing plans.

In 1958, I started my own company which I still operate. My firm now employs
9 persons. We design and administer pension and profit sharing plans, all of them
having been approved by IRS. While I am a registered investment counselor, I
generally recommend someone such as Investment Advisors, Inc., to provide guid-
ance to my clients in the investment of trust funds. My office currently handles 348
such plans for 253 corporations In the Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, North Dakota
and South Dakota area. Of these, 209 are defined contribution plans and 134 are
defined benefit plans. The total assets of the various funds are about $65,600,000
and annual contributions are approximately $7,841,055. Approximately 3,300 em-
ployees are covered by these plans, the average equity of each one being close to
$20,000. The average annual contribution for each covered person is about $2,400.
In addition, to date, the average annual earnings have amounted to about 8.5 per-
cent. The numbers of employees covered by each corporaticn under its plan or
plans would average out at about 13.

My principal reason for appearing before you is to express my concern on the
effect that the current ERISA rules might have on (1) the formation of new
retirement plans, (2) the growth of existing plans, and (3) the creation of new
jobs and/or the reduction of unemployment.

1. New retirement plan8.-Prior to ERISA, my firm designed and installed be-
tween 25 and 30 new plans annually. The yearly average of terminated trusts was
between 2 and 3. Since ERISA, the number of new plans per year has been reduced
to 15 to 20 and the number of terminated ones has increased to 17, of which at
least 10 were directly caused by the impact of ERISA. Many more (over 100) of
our clients considered discontinuing their plans, but were convinced by our office to
continue them. This might well be only a temporary respite.

To make matters worse, the numbers given above regarding new plans, while_
accurate, is somewhat misleading. Many of these were for professional corpo-
rations, each of which would only involve from 2 to 6 employees. For example,
of the 18 new plans currently being designed in my office, 12 of them are for
professional corporations and only 6 for other businesses.

I cite these figures because they dramatically show the impact of ERISA on
small businesses. The variances from previous years in the number of new plans
and in the termination of old plans are unique to the period covered by ERISA.
Other Plan Administrators have had similar experiences. I-am concerned that
if this trend should continue, there will be additional millions of employees who
will lose their retirement benefits from private sources and will have to rely
exclusively on public retirement benefits such as social security.

It is true that the bulk of my experience is with what would be classified as
small businesses. However, it is my understanding that 97 percent of the busi-
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ness community could be called "small business". In addition, the latest statistics
which I have read show that 93 percent of the retirement plans have 25 or less
participants. Obviously, the small business sector has been particularly affected
by ERISA.

In my conversations with clients, it is apparent that the principal objection
to ERISA is that these small businesses can no longer borrow (on a secured
basis) from the trust funds. Previously, under Section 503(c) of the Internal
.Revenue Code, this was permitted. Naturally, the company had to provide ade-
quate security and had to pay at least the going rate of interest. Because of this
provision, most of my clients could see multi-benefits to be derived from the
establishment of pension and/or profit sharing plans, benefits to both the em-
ployee and to the company. Certainly the employee gained by having a private
retirement fund set up for him. As will be explained in more detail later, he
also gained because under the regulations, his fund was able to earn a higher
annual return, thereby increasing his retirement benefits. He also benefited in
that through these procedures, his company was better able to expand, to become
stronger and to ensure its stability and profit margin for the future. The com-
pany gained in that it tended to improve employee morale and employees pro-
ductivity. The company was willing to set aside the annual contributions knowing
that it could borrow Trust funds by providing adequate security and by paying
the going rate of interest.' The company did not have to make an either-or de-
cision. It did not have to determine whether out of its current profits it should
contribute to an employee retirement plan or whether it needed the money to
cover expansion programs or to cover inflated costs of inventory or other simi-
lar forseeable expenditures. It could do both.

A review of my records shows that of the companies for whom we administer
employee trusts, 102 of them borrowed from the trust, 16 of them have leased
equipment from the trust, 12 have leased real estate and 18 have engaged in
other types of "arm's length" transactioffs with the trust, all of these activities
permissible under prior Code Section 503(c). Others were definitely contemplat-
ing taking similar steps.

Now, these activities are specifically prohibited under ERISA. Based on my
experience, including my conferences with both established and prospective cli-
ents, the prohibited transaction regulations of @RISA have been a prime cause in
both the termination of existing plans and in the decrease in the number of new-
plans being created. As of now, I have limited my remarks to the effect the dele-
tion of Internal Revenue Code Section 503(c), coupled with the adoption of Sub-
title B, Part 4, Section 406 of ERISA has had on termination and creation of
plans. 'More will be noted later as to the Influence this has had on the growth of
existing plans.

It is my considered opinion that the investment restrictions imposed on trs-
tees by ERISA were not necessary and certainly were not desired. Early in life,
my Father taught me that everything we had. our food, our clothes, even our
health, was dependent on the land we farmed. If we put at least part of our farm
income back into the land by adopting good farming practices such as summer
following to conserve moisture, crop rotation, killing quack grass, picking rocks
and purchasing good farm machinery, we would continue to have good crops and
the money we might need for our well-being, education, retirement and all the
other things we want out of life. I cannot forget that concept. The source of con-
tributions to a retirement plan is the company. The good trustee must look to the
continued good health, success, profitability and growth of the creator, the one
who also is the main sustenance of the trust itself. No one has successfully con-
vinced me that it is unwise, abusive or a misuse of trust funds to properly invest
them on a secured basis with the prime originator and contributor-the com-
pany-where evidence shows that both the company and the participants can
thereby both be benefited.

It is my understanding that in hearings held prior to ERISA, certain abuses
under Section 503(c) were allegedly disclosed.

Originally, the costly paperwork required by ERISA was certainly a deterrent
to the establishment and continuance of plans. Much of this has been alleviated
by administrative rulings, and I have just read that the Senate Finance Com-
mittee has approved certain basic changes to be made by B-901 and 8-1745
which would tend to further simplify the administration of ERISA.

As an example, In my company's profit sharing plan. we own 160 acres of North Da-
kota farm land that has risen In value from $80 per acre to $600 per acre. I understand
that I cannot lease it to my brother who Is the beat farmer I know, and currently farms
over 2=000 acres.
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Certainly, it also must be mentioned that the possible employer liability of up
to 30 percent of its net worth discourages the setting up of defined benefit plans
and has definitely been the reason for the termination of a pension plan covering
30 employees by one of my most profitable clients.

I also wish to mention that a number of my clients who have not been able to
contribute consistently (about 5 percent) are terminating their profit sharing
plans so that the individual employees can establish their own Individual Retire-
ment Accounts (IRA's). I feel that this is wrong since only employees who are
savers will establish IRA's and contribute consistently. I feel that the law
should provide that if the company makes only a partial contribution or no
contribution, then an employee could have his own IRA plan and contribute the
difference between $1,500 and the company's contribution on a deductible basis.

2. Growth of existing plans.-Increases in a particular participant's trust fund
account, assuming there are no voluntary or mandatory contributions by the em-
ployee, are primarily dependent on continued contributions by the employer and
on trust earnings, and to a much lesser degree, on limited forefelture possibilities.
I have already mentioned the effect that the deletion of Internal Revenue Code
503(c) has on termination and creation of plans. It also has a double-barreled
effect on the growth of those plans that are maintained.

Directly because of the new regulations defining prohibited transactions which
no longer treats loans to an employer even with adequate security as an exemp-
tion, a number of my clients have reduced their profit-sharing contributions from
a previous 15 percent to a current 10 percent, a couple of them having dropped to
an even lower percentage. Over 500 participants have been affected by this re-
duction. Other additional clients are seriously considering a reduction in this
year's contribution.

Assuming contributions were reduced from $1,500 to $1,000 annually and as-
suming an average yearly income of 5 percent on deposits over a 30-year span,
the loss to the participant or employee would be about $28,398 in retirement
benefits.

The other barrel produces results which are just as dramatic. The deletion of
the exemptions to prohibited transactions originally in Section 503(c), together
with a new "Prudent Man" rule regulaton which will be discussed later, has had
the effect of substantially reducing the annual earnings of the trust assets.

In general, companies borrowing money from trust funds were willing to pay
as high or higher than the rates charged by lending Institutions. Over the past 10
years. trusts which have loaned funds to the creator company have averaged
annual trust earnings of from 7 percent to 10 percent. Over the same period, those
who have invested in the stock market have averaged less than 5 percent annual
income. If annual contributions of $1,500 were made to participant's account for
a 30-year period, the balance in the account at the end of the term at a 9 percent
annual return would be $222,870. At 6 percent this same balance would be only
$125,700, or $97,170 less than the participant could receive in retirement benefits.

Based on my own experience, the best return on investment has been made by
those trusts which loaned some of their assets to the company. The interest rates
on these loans hbAe been between 8 percent and 12 percent annually and where
leased-equipfhiht was involved, the return has been between 12 percent and 22
percent before income taxes. I have never seen an instance where these former
investment regulations were abused or where there was a loss of company con-
tributions or trust earnings. Only in one instance did an employee experience a
partial loss and this was on forfeitures of two terminating employees who forced
the business to close, and who forced a sale of a particular machine which had
been pledged as security.

On the other hand. I have noted large losses which were experienced in the
stock market in 1969 to 1970 and again from 1973 to 1974.

If the effects of reduced contributions as well as reduced annual income are
combined, the results are very startling, actually drastically so. Assuming $1.500
were contributed annually and accumulated at 8 percent per year, the balance in
the trust account at the end of 30 years would be $1M3,519. If only $1,000 were
contributed annually to this account and the annual income was 5 percent, the
balance at the end of 30 years would he only $69,761. This means that this em-
ployee would have lost almost $113,758 in possible retirement benefits.

Prior to ERISA, fiduciaries to a large extent were controlled by a "Prudent
'Man" rule. The standards for those who professed to he experts were even higher
than for others. However, the trust agreements often contained exculpatory
clauses which generally have been upheld by the courts unless clear abuse was
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shown. In essence, however, the duty was based on common law originating in an
1830 case (Harvard College vs. Amory) as expanded through the years.

ERISA has added new dimensions in its "PrudentIlan" definition. While the
common law required the fiduciary to exercise his best skills, ERISA requires the
fiduciary to act in accordance with a person "familiar with such matters." In
other words, it would appear that under ERISA, a fiduciary will be measured not
just by the skill and care of a p:udent man or by the skill and care as possessed
by the particular fiduciary, but rather by the skill and care of the very best in the
field. In addition, the fiduciary cannot be relieved of his liability by any agree-
ment provision. The personal liabilities for any breech of the provisions of ERISA
could be staggering and are further compounded by the Internal Revenue Code
provisions.

I am seriously concerned that because of the new Prudent Man rule, the
trustees and investment- advisors will become extremely conservative, and the
effect will be noticable dimunition in the growth of employee accounts. Only one
of the many investment advisors we work with in administering our 343 trusts
has stated that his investment philosophy has not been altered by ERISA. Even in
his case, he admitted that he now selects 8 to 10 stocks for a typical traist port-
folio, rather than 4 to 6 stocks recommended prior to ERISA.

One investment advisor servicing about 18 trusts stated that in his opinion all
of the advisors were "paranoid" about investing in anything other than savings
certificates, AAA rated bonds and AT&T or other blue chip stocks which are
being purchased by institutions. This same person told me that four of his 18
trusts had been terminated, and that the vast majority of small companies he
deals with as a stock broker are no longer interested in setting up new plans.

Still another reputable investment advisor states he is "gun shy" of exposing
himself and his firm to possible lawsuits based on his recommending any invest-
ments which have even a moderate degree of risk. Anything he recommends must
be of the highest quality and must be a leader in its field. He couldn't think of a
situation were he would recommend a "new issue" or a "third tier stock" such as
a local over-the-counter security unless the institutions were also recommending
and purchasing it. He felt that it was no longer feasible to include in a diversified
portfolio securities of small, growing companies which would produce high profits
to offset the poorer action of many large companies favored by institutions, and
that in the long run, this would he harmful to the future growth of the trust
funds. I have had a long association with this man. I know of his outstanding
reputation in the investment field and I value his judgment highly.

I have conferred with many other trustees and investment managers. The gist
of what all of them say is as follows:

1. They must be super cautious.
2. They must be defensive.
3. Life is too short to take chances on good quality, small companies. If you're

right, you're Just doing your job, but if you're wrong, you are going to be sued
and no matter how good you are, you can't pick winners all the time.

4. Under the old law, if the trust lost money, the trust changed advisors. Now,
the employees will probably sue if the trust loses money or even just one issue.

5. If you do invest in equities, you better be certain of the quality.
6. No venture capital investment should be made.
All of this seems to be to the detriment of the growth of the trust funds as

well as against what appeared to be government policy of promoting small busi-
ness and breaking up large corporations. In essence, ERISA has forced equity
investments to be made only in the very large, quality corporations. I have
already explained how decreased earnings can drastically curtail the growth of
retirement accounts. Things might even get worse. Lnder the "Prudent Man"
rule. fiduciaries might be sued for not making sufficient investment income. So
far, it appears that the courts have concentrated on the risk of loss, but there are
new theories that claim the possibility of gain must also be taken into account.

If the investments of a particular fiduciary are to be compared with the results
of the very best in the field, it is not inconceivable that somewhere along the line
he will subject himself to liability. I shudder to think what might then happen
to our retirement plans.

8. Creation of new Jobs and reductions of unemployment.-I have previously
stated that many of my clients availed themselves of the opportunity permitted
under Section 503(c) of the Internal Revenue Code, and did borrow money from
their trust accounts. This money was primarily used for expansion purposes.
I estimate that these loans which helped one company grow were directly respon-
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sible for creating more than 400 new jobs. This obviously also started a chain
reaction wherein all of the other companies dealing with my client, from con-
struction man to supplier, were all helped as it provided them additional business.

In summary, I feel that the biggest deterrent to the establishment of new plans
for small companies and to the growth of existing plans has been the elimination
of the exceptions to prohibited transactions as originally contained in Section
503(c) of the Internal Revenue Code. I believe that a return to the old regula-
tions with proper safe guards would greatly benefit employer, employee and the
whole structure of the company's economy and society. The removal of private
contributions from the retirement program of our citizens would have cata-
strophic effects, and it would appear that this would be directly contrary to Con-
gressional intent. Along with this, the sections covering the "Prudent Man" rule
and perhaps diversification might have to be altered so as to allow the trust
investments for which I am appealing.

I have been asked to comment on S-1745. I believe that a single anunal report
would significantly reduce the unnecessary paper requirements, and would reduce
administrative costs. I believe this is also covered in 8-901.

The addition of a Small Business member to the ERISA Advisor Council makes
good sense. Ninety-seven percent of the business community can be classed as
"small business" and 93 percent of the pension and retirement plans have less
than 25 participants. In a council of 15 to 16 members, it would seem there
should be more than one member representing "small business." Our office always
has given annual statements as described in Section 4 of S-1745. In addition, in
most instances, we also have met with the employees, have explained their plan
and their annual statement to them, and have tried to answer any questions they
might have.

Respectfully submitted.
JOHN 0. IMUTSCHLER.



APPENDIX A

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVED BY THE COMMITTEE ExPRESSIsO AN
INTEREST IN THESE HEARINGS

U.S. SENATE,
CoMirmzE ox ARMED 9ERVIdES,

Washington, D.C., May 26, 1977.
Hon. LLOYD BENTSEN,
Chairman, Private Pension Plans Subcommittee,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR LLOYD: I regret that I was unable to attend the joint hearings of the
Private Pension Plans Subcommittee of the Senate Finance Committee and the
Senate Select Committee on Small Business on the administration, reporting and
investment policies under ERISA.

I have been concerned for some time with the reporting burdens which the
present administration of ERISA is Imposing, particularly upon smaller pension
plans. As you know, many employers with small plans are contemplating their
termination, if they have not already done so. Clearly, this was not the intent of
Congress in passing ERISA, and I commend you for your efforts to address the
problems of overlapping Jurisdiction in the administration of the Act, as well as
simplification and reduction of reporting requirements. I chaired a similar joint
hearing early last year, and I am fully aware of the need for expeditious reform.

I therefore would like to take this opportunity to commend to you the enclosed
copy of a statement by Stanley H. Hackett, Associate General Counsel of the
National Association of Pension Consultants and Administrators, Inc., regarding
S. 901. The NAPCA has been most involved In this area, and I have discussed
the need for reform with them on several occasions. As a representative of those
who provide consultative services to primarily smaller plans, I believe their
comments will prove most pertinent to- the Committee's inquiry, and I would
ask that a copy of Mr. Hackett's May 16, 1977, letter to Mr. Michael Stern be
included in the hearing record.

Thank you for your assistance in this matter.
Sincerely,

SAM NUVIS.

HzNKEL & LAMoN, P.C.,
Atlanta, Ga., May 16, 1977.

Re 8.901.
Mr. MICHAEL STran,
Staff Director, Committee on Finance, Dirksen Senate Of!ce Building, Wash-

ington, D.C.
DEAR Ms. STLRX: Pursuant to the Committee's press release of May 12, 1977,

we respectfully submit for consideration and inclusion in the legislativ-Wrecord
the following comments with reference to S. 901. These comments are submitted
on behalf of the National Association of Pension Consultants and Administrators,
Inc. (NAPCak).

NAPCA is an organization of individuals and firms who provide consultative,
administrative and insurance, annuity, and/or mutual fund brokerage service to
employee benefits plans. The plans served are primarily smaller plans (under
50 participants) and include both welfare and pension benefit plans.

By virtue of their close advisory role to their client plans, NAPCA's members
are on ERISA's "firing line", and are intimately familiar with the implementa-
tion problems which have plagued URISA. The specific problems have been par-
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ticularly acute in the area of reporting/disclosure, including forms and dead-
lines, and in the area of prohibited transactions/fiduciary responsibility, where
the uncertainty of the statutory requirements together with the inability of the
agencies to timely publish needed exemptions and clarifications has caused un-
neces.sary disruption of the private pension system. The common denominator
of many of the problems in these areas Is the overlapping jurisdiction of various
regulatory agencies, and particularly the dual jurisdiction of the Internal
Revenue Service and the Department of Labor. It would appear that no one
short of the President of the United States is in a position to resolve effectively
conflicts between the agencies, at Ihis time.

We realize that progress has been made in the implementation of ERISA, and,
quite candidly, we compliment the agencies for their progress to date. However,
Such progress has come only after an Inordinate amount of time, expense and
hard work on the part of the Congress, the agencies and the public. We believe
resolution of the Jurisdictional problems is essential if ERISA is ever to be fully
implemented. We further believe that the Jurisdictional problems are institutional
and have no reason to believe that the situation will improve absent a legislative
change.

There appear to be two basic philosophies as to how the urisdictional prob-
lems might be addressed. One is the concept of "statutory consolidation of fun-
tions" as exemplified in H.R. 4340, introduced by Congressmen John Dent and
John Erlenborn in March, 1977. The second Is the concept of "statutory a!loca-
tion of functions" as exemplified in S.901. While either approach would un-
doubtedly improve-the existing situation, it Is our considered judgment that con-
solidation is essential to the implementation of a comprehensive and consistent
federal policy toward employee benefit plans. Furthermore, we are concerned that
the allocation approach of S.901 does not address an inherent area of Jurisdic-
tional overlap.

Under S.901, the Internal Revenue Service would be given Jurisdiction over
minimum standards, (e.g., vesting, funding, participation) of qualified retire-
ment plans. The Department of Labor would be given jurisdiction over fiduciary
responsibility and prohibited transactions. However, the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice would retain jurisdiction over plan qualification procedures, the basic re-
quirement of which (under Internal Revenue Code Section 401(a)) Is that the
plan be created, organized and operated for the "excluive benefit" of employees
and their beneficiaries. The "exclusive benefit rule" of the Internal Revenue Code
is inextricably related to the fiduciary standards set forth in Title I of ERISA,
and we do not believe the two concepts can be divided without compounding the
Jurisdictional problem.

We would like to note our strong support of other provisions of 8.901, relating
to simplification and reduction of ERISA's reporting requirements and the con-
cept of an expanded and expedited declaratory judgment procedure. While reso-
lution of the Jurisdictional problems should at the same time ease problems In
these two areas, we strongly favor a statutory mandate for simplified reporting,
particularly with respect to small plans, as well as a workable procedure for
prompt judicial review of agency action (or inaction).

We appreciate this opportunity to comment on 9.901, and will be pleased to
comment further If the Committee desires elaboration.

Respectfully submitted.
STANLEY H. HACKETT.
Associate General roungsel,

National Assoclatfou nf PenlSiOn
Consultant and Administ eatore, Inc.

HENKEL & LEMOr. P.C..
Atlanta, Ga., July 8, 1977.Hon. THOMAS 3. MCINTYR,

Dirkcen Senate Offce Bufldfng,
Washington, D.C.

DxAit SENATOR MNCINTYRE: I was delighted to have the opportunity of study-
ing S. 1745 which you have introduced Jointly with Senator Neison, as the
"ERISA Small Business Paperwork Reduction and Investment Act".

As Chairman of the Small Plans Impact Work Group of the Advisory Council
on the Employee Retirement Income Security Act established under ERISA. I am
pleased to report to you a number of developments which have recently occurred
which will aid substantially in furthering the objectives of S. 1745.
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At the last meeting of the Advisory Council on June 28, 1977, in Washington,
the Council voted unanimously to recommend the following to the Department
of Labor:

1. To urge Congress to amend J 104(a) (1) (B) of the Act to require filing of
the EBS-1 Form 120 days after approval of the Plan by the Internal Revenue
Service, rather than 120 days after "inception of the Plan".

2. To urge the Department of Labor to allow the use of Form 5500-C by small
plans to comply with the provisions of the Act requiring that a Summary Annual
Report be furnished to participants on an annual basis.

I would also like to point out to you that the Small Plans Impact Work Group
has worked diligently with the Department to try to eliminate the paperwork
burden which is surely causing the termination of many small plans.

Meidinger & Associates of Louisville, Kentucky, an actuarial and consulting
firm, has recently completed a survey which shows some very interesting results
concerning the reasons why small plans are terminated. Over 48 percent of the
clients contacted by Meidinger indicated that the paperwork burden was the
chief cause of Plan termination.

I hope you, Senator Nelson, Senator Nunn and other members of your Com-
mittee will continue your active efforts to reduce the paperwork burden and to
restore the integrity of the small plan.

With best personal regards.
Cordially,

HARRY V. LAMoN;, Jr.

MINUTEs OF THE SMALL PLANS IMPACT WORK GRoup-U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,
APRIL 5, 1977

The following members were in attendance at the meeting: Harry V. Lamon,
Jr., Chairman; Doug Hunter; Wes Jeltema; and Bob Albright, Chairman of the
Reporting, Disclosure and Recordkeeping Work Group.

Others present at the meeting were as follows: Dallas Salisbury, DOL; Ted
Woronka, Price Waterhouse & Company, Inc.; Allen Kirkpatrick, Price Water-
house & Company, Inc.; Dan Belier, DOL; and Bod Roeder, DOL.

I. REPORT FROM DALLAS SALISBURY ON PWBP/OPPR POLICY PLANNING, RESEARCH AND
% EVALUATION ACTIVITY

Mr. Salisbury discussed the major project activity of his office including con-
tract monitoring and contract development. He identified the contract studies
underway which deal substantially with small plans, as follows:

A. Administrative costs of small plans, Price Waterhouse & Company, Inc., of
Washington, D.C.

13. Effects of Title I on the costs of pension plans, ICF.
C. New plan formation statistics, ABT & Associates, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
D. Plan terminations, Hay & Associates, Washington, D.C.
E. Impact of prohibited transactions sections, ABT & Associates.
Of the contracts under development the following would deal substantially

with small plans:
A. Welfare benefit plan study.
B. Portability and reciprocity in single employer plans.
C. Evaluation of vesting and participation standards.
D. Evaluation of participants' knowledge.
E. Evaluation of effects of specific exemptions and variances.
F. Methods of encouraging and maintenance of employee benefit plans.
Cr. Pension coverage and vesting.
Mr. Salisbury commented that some of these studies would probably be com-

blued and predicted that 6 or 7 of the 15 studies listed under contract develop-
inent (see Attachment 1) would ultimately be contracted.

Mr. Lanion requested that Mr. Salisbury provide the work group a list of
studies that have been completed, and that the work group be notified when
studies are completed.

Mr. Lamon distributed copies of an overview of reporting and disclosure he
had prepared with an exhibit of charts listing all reports required to be made
to participants and beneficiaries, the Department of Labor, the Internal Reve-
num $erviee. and the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation under ERISA.
(.\ttachnent 2)
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Recommedation.-The work group submitted charts as prepared by Mr.
Lamon to the Department for review and official endorsement, and recommends
that the charts be distributed by the DOL and made available for publication in
various professional journals by a date sufficiently in advance of the Summary
Plan Descripti n filing deadline so as to be of assistance to filers.

II. PRICE WATERHOUSE REPORT

0M1B approval was received on 'March 14 for two Price Waterhouse question-
naires, one designed for plans with 100 or fewer participants and one designed
for pension consultants. Although the original intention was to use a compre-
hensive form for plans with from 10 to 100 participants and a shortened form
for plans with from 1 to 9 participants, these forms were combined at the re-
quest of 0MB. OMB's rationale was that only items requesting essential infor-
mation should be included on the questionnaires and that if information was
essential to collect from plans with from 10 to 100 participants it was also essen-
tial to collect (or attempt to collect) from smaller plans.

Based on comments received by 0MB from interested parties the combined
employer questionnaire was modified by deleting several questions, primarily
ERISA related rporting requirements for which plans may not yet have in-
curred costs. These requirements will, however, be mentioned in the instructions
as itemo, that should be speciflcd in the space provided on the questionnaire for
"other ERISA related requirements" if the plan has incurred any costs in con-
nection with them.

The questionnaire designed for pension consultants was approved without
change. An additional questionnaire designed for banks and trust companies
was withdrawn at the request of 0MB because, while it was intended to provide
useful supplementary data on the pre- and post-ERISA fees charged by these
firms, it was not essential to achieve the objectives of the project. The work
group suggested that this information be obtained Informally through references
to be supplied by Council members.

The employer questionnaire was mailed on April 4, 1977, to a sample of ap-
proximately 1,500 plans selected out of 10 stratifications developed from EBS-1
reports, and the pension consultant questionnaire to a sample of about 250 firms.

Collection of all survey data is expected to be completed by May 15, 1977.
The final two phases of the study will be an analysis of the survey results, to
be conducted during May and June, and development of nn analytical model
to evaluate the impact that changes in administrative costs have had on small
pension plans, to be completed In July. The final report on the project results
is to be submitted to the Department in September 1977. The work requested
that the Department ensure that this final report is available In time for the
September 20th meeting of the f tll Council.

III SIMPLIFIED REPORTING FOR SMALL PLANS

The work group discussed the following proposal: That small plans be per-
mitted to store information, subject to call by the agencies, rather than being
required to file all information on an annual basis. (Bentsen, Nelson, Erlenborn)

The specifics of this proposal are as follows: Small plans would be required to
file with the agencies only Form EBS-1, upon adoption of the plan and subse-
quent amendment. Participants would-be entitled to inspect all plan records and
documents once a year, and would be entitled to receive an annual statement of
their account (beginning balance, additions, ending balance, vested interest). No
Annual Reports or Summary Annual Reports would be required. The employers
would be required to maintain records subject to random audit of the agencies.

In defining small plans, consideration should be given to a breakdown other
than the present "tider 100/over 100" classification. For example, distinctions
in reporting requirements could be made for plans of the following sizes: 1-24,
25-49, 50-100, over 100. These numbers are not "mnglc": they are illustrative.
The small plans would have the requirements noted above at a maximum. Larger
plans could have additional reporting requirements.

The key to successful Implementation of the concept of replacing formal re-
portb with audits is a qualified and cvmnpetent field force under the jurisdiction
and direction of an agency administrator.

With respect to the question of it definition of small plans on the basis of a
breakdown other than the present "under 100/over 100" classification, the work
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group reviewed a number of possible breakpoints and concluded that for the pres-
ent time the breakpoint for small versus large plans should continue to be con-
sidered 100 employees which ties in with OMB's action concerning this matter in
connection with the cost impact study now being conducted by Price Waterhouse
& Company.

The work group discussed this proposal in relation to current requirements
concerning the content, format and distribution of the Summary Annual Report
and the Annual Report.

Recommendation.-The Summary Annual Report should tie eliminated and
substituted with the requirement that appropriate information from the Annual
Report Form 5500-C or 5500-K be reported to liarticipants and lbeneficlaries by
means of posting on public bulletin boards or by other simplified disclosure meth-
ods. Present requirements for Annual Report Form 5500-C and 5500-K should be
retained.

This recommendation was referred to the Reporting, Disclosure and Record-
keeping Work Group for consideration in their study of current ERISA reporting
requirements.

Mr. Lamon initiated discussion of a problem that has arisen from the require-
ment that Form EBS-1 be filed within 120 days after the plan comes into exist-
ence or becomes subject to ERISA, whether or not it has received a favorable de-
termination letter from the Internal Revenue Service. In many cass the em-
ployer files the initial EBS-1 within the 120 day period during which the IRS
is reviewing the plan and shortly thereafter is notified by the IRS that his plan
must be modified before a favorable determination can be issued. This material
modification necessitates the employer filing an amended EBS-1 reflecting the
requested alteration.

Recommendation.-The filing deadline for the initial EBS-1 for new plans
should be changed to within 120 days after the plan receives a favorable deter-
mination letter from the Internal Revenue Service. The filing deadline for the
amended EBS-1 should be changed to within 60 days after the plan receives
reaffirmation of qualified status from the IRS.

This recommendation was endorsed by the Legislative Amendment Work
Group on April 28, 1977.

IV. SIMPLIFICATION OF ELIGIBILITY RULES FOR SMALL PLANS

After discussion of the following two proposals, the work group determined that
further consideration was necessary and deferred a recommendation.

A. That small plans under 100 employees be entitled to exclude from coverage
part-time and temporary employees. Specifically, small plans would be entitled
to use the pre-ERISA rules allowing exclusion of part-time and temporary em-
ployees who customarily work less than 20 hours per week or 26 weeks per year
as opposed to the 1,000 hour rule of ERISA.

B. That small plans be entitled to use a five year eligibility rule as opposed to
one year and age 25.

V. SIMPLIFICATION OF ACTUARIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR SMALL PLANS

The work group discussed Mr. Bassett's statement at the March 22nd Advisory
Council meeting that due to changing economic conditions and changing plan
provisions, the annual actuarial certification requirement has resulted in actu-
aries actually performing annual actuarial valuations.

Recommendation.-A small plan under 100 employees should be required to
have an actuarial certification once every three years as opposed to each year.
(See page 26 of the transcript of Advisory Council proceedings, Tuesday,
March 22, 1977.)

VI. SIMPLIFICATION OF SCHEDULE A

The work group discussed the following proposal: Schedule A (regarding
insurance information) should be coordinated with Exemption Application
D-183 with reference to commissions disclosure. In other words, regardless of
the format ultimately adopted, It should be the same for both purposes.

After discussion the work group agreed to reaffirm its previous statements
requesting the Department to (1) expedite a determination as to whether or not
disclosure of fees and commissions information will be waived for the 1976 plan
year, and (2) expedite publication of regulations setting forth reporting require-
ments for the 1977 plan year.
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VII. FORM 5300

The work group considered a memorandum submitted by ,John S. Nolan of
Miller & Chevalier (Attachment 3) concerning a conflict in fling requirements
for revised Forms 5300 and 5301, which he feels may lead to termination of
hundreds of small plans. The instructions for the forms provide that they must
be filed in the district where the employer is located, or inI case of plans of
more than one employer, where the plan administrator is located. These In-
structions conflict with the Statement of Procedural Rules, section 601.201(o)
(3) (xii), which provides that in case of industry-wide plans and other plans
covering multil)le employers where the covered employers are located in more
than one district, requests for determination letters are to be considered by the
district in which the trustee is located.

The work group had not been aware of this problem and decided to research
the issue and, on the basis of the findings, to send an appropriate letter to the
Internal Revenue Service.

There being no further business to come before the meeting, the meeting was
adjourned at 11 :50 am.

Respectfully submitted,
HARRY V. LAMON, Jr..

Chairman, SPIWG.
ATTAb.HMEX'T 1

OFFICE OF POLICY PLANNING AND RESEARCH

CONTRACT LIST AS OF APRIL 4, 1077
Contract monitoring

(1) 3032 Study-Pension Rights of Federal Contract Employees;
(2) BLS Pre-ERISA pension analysis;
(3) Administrative Costs of Small Plans;
(4) Cost Impact of ERISA:
(5) ERISA and Collective Bargaining;
(6) New Plan Formation;
(7) Termination of Plans;
(8) Portfolios and ERISA;
(9) Economic Security Needs-Theoretical;
(10) Economic Security Needs--Profile of Sources; and
(11) Prohibited Transactions.

Contract development
1. RE-77-1-Oakland PERS Case Study:
2. RE-77-2-New England Retirement Law Commission Funding Study;
3. RE-77-3-Private Pension Policy Simulations;
4. RE-77-4-Labor-Hour Contract ;
5. RE-77-5--Welfare Benefit Plans Study:
6. RE-77-(--Multiemployer Pension Plans Study;
7. RE-77-7-Portability & Reciprocity in Single Employer Plans;
8. RE-77-8-Evaluation of Vesting & Participation Standards;
9. RI-77-9--Evaluatlon of Participants' Knowledge ;

10. RE-77-10-Evaluntion of Effects of Exemptions and Variances;
11. RE-77-11-Women and Employee lBenefit Plans:
12. RE-77-12-'Methods of Encouraging and Maintenance of Employee Wel-

fare Plans:
13. RE-77-13--Older Workers & Pension Plans;
14. RE-77-14-BLIS Current Amounts Study; and
15. RE-77-15-l'ension ('overage & Vesting.

ATTACHMENT 2

REPORTING AND DIscLOSUREs AN OVERVIEW-HARRY V. LAMON, JR., HENKEL &
LAMON, P. C.

1. ERISA: REPORTING AND DISCLOSURE PROVISIONS

A. Part 1 of Title I: 11 pages of small print.
B. Part 3 of Title II: 5 additional pages..__
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II. HISTORY TO DATE

A. EBS-1: Plan Description:
(1) Initial 20 page behemoth which required lengthy narrative responses and

which probably caused many plan terminations.
(2) Present 6 page form on.which the plan administrator simply fills in the

blanks.
(3) Extensions for filing.

(a) Only first 2 pages and signature page of initial 20 page form were
required to be filed by August 31, 1975.

(b) May 30, 1976 due date for simplified form for plans in existence as of
January 31, 1976.

(i) July 30, 1976 extended deadline if matters beyond the control of
the plan administrator made delay unavoidable.

(ii) DOL still unofficially seems to be accepting good faith late filings
without imposing sanctions, although there are no guarantees.

(4) Regulatory exemptions.
(a) Unfunded or fully insured welfare plans with less than 100

participants.
(b) Welfare plans with less than 100 participants operating through a

group insurance arrangement where there Is a trust or association which
receives premium payments from participating employers and makes a
single premium payment to an insurance carrier.

(5) Commission on Federal Paperwork is considering a recommendation that
the EBS-1 be merged with the 5500 series.

B. 5500 Series: Annual Return/Report.
(1) Simplified forms for smaller plans.

(a) Form 5500 for plans with more than 100 participants.
(b) Form 5500-C for plans with less than 100 participants.
(0) Form 5500-K for H.R. 10 plans with less than 100 participants.

(2) 1 copy to IRS and 1 copy to DOL for 1975 plan year.
(a) Deadline extensions.

(A) DOL.
(I) Initial deadline was last day of 7th month following the close

of the plan year.
(11) Deadline extended to 15th day of the tenth month following

the close of the plan year.
(Ili) Deadline further extended to 111/2 nionths after the end of

the plan year.
(B) IRS.

(t) Initial deadline was last day of 7th month following the
close of-

(I) The employer's taxable year for single employer plan.
(II) The plan year for a multlemployer plan or other multi-

ple-employer collectively bargained plan.
(ii) Deadline extended by IRS to 15th day of the tenth month

following the close of such taxable year or plan year.
(ili) Deadline further extended to December 15. 1976, but only

for returns otherwise due October 15 or 'November 15, 1976.
(b) IRS and DOL have amended 5500 Series instructions to provide that

party-in.interest transactions need not be reported where an administrative
or statutory exemption is applicable.

(3) Temporary elimination of Forms 5501, 5504, and 5505 for 1976 taxable or
plan year.

(a) Due to demands of qualification process.
(b) Forms in question are IRS forms.

(i) Form 5501: Summary Statement for Two or More Employee Pen-
sion Benefit Plans.

(it) Form 5504: Statement in Support of Deduction for Payments
to Defined-Benefit and Defined Contribution Plans.

(ili) Form 5505: Statement in Support of Deduction for Payments
Made on Behalf of Self-Employed Individuals ....

(4) IRS has announced an optional early filing date for the 1976 5500 Series
iFo that the forms may he filed with DOL and IRS at the same time.

(5) Trend seems to be in the direction of a unified filing.
C. Summary Plan Descriptions.
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(1) Deadlines.
(a) May 30, 1976.
(b) Extension to March 31, 1977 given timely ERISA Notice
(c) March 15, 1977 regulations: further--extension to July 15, 1977 re

certain plans
(t) Plans adopted before December 2, 1976.

(I) Condition for extension: timely ERISA notice.
(II) Welfare plans: SPD must be filed with DOL and furnished

to participants and beneficiaries on or before July 15, 1977.
(III) Pension plans: later of July 15, 1977 or 90 days after the is-

sance of a determination letter by IRS (or the end of the IRC § 401
(b) period if no determination letter is requested).

(ii) Plans adopted on or after December 2, 1976 but before March 17,
1977.

(A) No ERISA Notice requirement.
(B) Deadlines are same as for plans adopted before December 2,

1976.
(iII) Plans adopted on or after March 17, 1977: statutory deadlines

apply.
(A) Filing with DOL: within 120 days after the plan is adopted
(B) Distribution to participants by the later of-

(1) 90 days after a person becomes a participant or after a
beneficiary first receives benefits, or

(II) 120 days after the adoption of the plan.
(2) Regulatory attempts at simplification and exemptions.

(a) Sample language re PBGC coverage and statement of ERISA rights.
(b) Plan merger provisions have been made less onerous.

(I) Proposed regulations: SPD of the successor plan, the merger agree-
ment, and transitional benefit provisions to be provided immediately
upon merger

(it) March 15, 1977 regulations: merged plan participants to be fur-
nished, within 90 days of the merger, an SPD of the surviving plan
and a separate summary statement describing the effects of the merger;
other documents, including themerger agreement, are to be available
upon request.

(c) An unfunded union dues financed plan may comply with the SPD re-
quirements simply by preparing a supplement, which, when combined with
the 1,M-1 or LM-1A required to be filed under the Labor-Management Report-
ing and Disclosure Act, results in a package satisfying the SPD style, format,
and content requirements.

(i) Employee organization constitution or bylaws may suffice as such
supplement.

(i) Such an unfunded union dues financed plan may also be exempt
from having to file an EBS-1, the 5500 Series (with DOL), and sum-
mary annual reports (see DOL Reg. § 2520.104-26 and 2520.104-27).

(d) Only a July 15, 1977 supplement, possiblyconsisting only of a state-
ment of ERISA rights, may be required if the plan administrator previously
completed, filed and distributed the April, 1975 20-page EBS-1 or an SPD
based on the proposed regulations or statute.

(c) Alternative method of compliance for furnishing pension plan docu-
ments to retired participants and their beneficlaries and separated partici-
pants with vested benefits.

(I) Only a supplement may b" required with respect to a retired or
terminated vested participant or beneficiary if an SPD or its equivalent
has previously been distributed.

(i) A serious question remains as to how individually tailored such
an SPD or its equivalent must be; e.g., must it describe the plan as
of the (late of retirement, termination or commencement of benefits.
or may it be based on plan provisions in effect as of some later date?

(1i1) Updated 81Pl)s and summary descriptions of material modifica-
tion and changes in information need not be furnished to unaffected
retired participants, terminated vested participants, and beneficiaries,
but these persons must le notified of their right to receive copies of
these documents upon request.
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III. PROSPECTS

A. Continued regulatory efforts to consolidate and simplify ERISA's report-
ing and disclosure requirements and to exempt plans where feasible.

B. Legislative proposals.
ATTACHMENT 3

LAW OFFICES OF MILLER & CHEVALIER,
Washington, D.C., March 22, 1977.

Form 5300-Certain Small Plans.
HARRY V. LA. ON, Jr., Esquire,
Henkcl & Lamon, P.C.,
Atlanta, Ga.

DEAR HARRY: A memorandum on the matter I brought to your attention at the
Advisory Council meeting today is enclosed. The Service is considering this now,
and we hope for some early action. If a satisfactory solution does not occur
by April 5, I hope your Work Group will consider it.

Sincerely,
JOHN S. NOLAN.

Enclosure.
MIEMORANDUM-PLACE OF FILI.NO FoRM 5300

The new Forms 5300 and 5301 (revised June, 1976) provide that they must
be filed in the district where the employer is located, or in case of plans of more
than one employer, where the plan administrator is located. These instructions,
however, conflict in part with the Statement of Procedural Rules, § 601.201(o)
(3) (xii), which provides that in the case of industry-wide plans and other plans
covering multiple employers where the covered employers are located in more
than one district, requests for determination letters are to be considered by the
district in which the trustee is located. This conflict presents a serious problem
which, unless corrected, could lead to termination of hundreds of small plans.

A large number of small employers in the U.S. have adopted one or more
standard plans developed by well-established pension consulting firms or in-
stitutional trustees. These plans traditionally have been adopted and adminis-
tered at very low cost, dependent in part on the fact that the basic standard
plans and amendments thereto, and adoption of such plans, have been approved
by the IRS in the district in which the trustee is located (as provided in the
existing IRS regulations cited above). Pension reviewers in such district have

becomee thoroughly familiar with these plans facilitating amendments and
adoptions.

If this system were changed to require the new Form 5300's reflecting ERISA
amendments to be flied in each district where each separate small employer is
located, the cost of obtaining approval for each such employer would be in-
tolerable. As stated, hundreds of terminations would result.

The instructions for the new Forms 5300 and 5301 were apparently developed
on the mistaken impression that these industry-wide plans, and other such plans
covering multiple employers, have a single plan administrator. This is not the
case. Usually each separate small employer names a person or committee at his
place of business to serve as plan administrator, to facilitate relationships with
employees, though all detailed administrative work, forms, actuarial studies
and certifications, accounting certifications, and other such matters are handled
centrally, so as to minimize cost, by the pension consulting firm in conjunction
with the institutional trustee performing its fiduciary functions.

The new instructions vould literally destroy a pattern of operations for small
plans administered through highly reputable pension consultants which has
worked well for 20 years or more at minimum cost to small employers. The
long-established elxsting regulations (Statement of Procedural Rules) which
have facilitated operation of this system should not lbe changed (indeed, they
cannot properly be changed merely in the Instructions to Forms 5300 and
5301).

The new instructions seem prompted, In part, by the idea that the plans should
be approved, if at all. by the district in which the annual reports (Form 5500)
will be fled and audited. This is a miseonception. The very purpose of ERISA in
large part was to provide minimum standards to avoid widely-varying admin-
istrative results among different IRS districts. Approval by any appropriate
IRS district is sufficient In view of the extraordinary guidance now available
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through IRS and DOL regulations. Approval of the plans in the trustee's dis-
trict, and subsequent IRS audits in the employer's districts, has never proved
to be a problem in the past in the case of these standard plans. If absolutely
necessary, the IRS could require in these cases that copies of the Forms 5300
and the plan and adoption agreement as approved be filed in the employer's dis-
trict after approval.

Everything possible must be done to minimize cost burdens on small employers,
and avoid further terminations of such plans. Resolution of this problem by ad-
hering to welI-established past IRS administrative practice will serve those
objectives.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON LABOR STANDARDS,
PENSION TASK FORCE,

Washington, D.C., April 1, 1977,
11r. HARRY V. LAMON, Jr.,
Henkel & Lamon, P.C.
Atlanta, Ga.

DEAR MR. LAMON: Thank you for your letter of March 24, expanding on the
comments you made on March 17th at the Subcommittee hearing regarding the
effectiveness of the Labor Department's Advisory Council on Employee Welfare
and Pension Benefit Plans. I fully agree with you that much of great value has
been accomplished by the vigorous effort you and the other members of the Ad-
visory Council have made. You and your colleagues on the Advisory Council have
performed a significant public service, and I hope that this effort will continue.

Your suggestions regarding the classification of pension plans, modification of
reporting requirements, and so on contain much of merit and interest. I am cer-
tain they will be fully reviewed as substantive ERISA amendments are con-
sidered by the Subcommittee later this year.

I would like to personally express my appreciation for the tremendous amount
of assistance you have provided the Subcommittee, especially as it begins con-
sideration of H.R. 4340, the Employee Benefit Administration Act of 1977.
Through efforts like yours on behalf of the bill, I am hopeful we can success-
fully resolve the serious administrative problems which have developed under
ERISA.

With every kind regard, I am
Sincerely yours,

JOHN H. DENT, Chairman.

MEIDINGER & ASSOCIATES, INC.-SURVEY OF TERMINATED PLANS, 1975-76

Average
number of

Total participants Number Percent of
Category Cause participants per plan of plans total plans

I .......... ERISA: Administrative-either cost of 1,280 34 38 48.7
complying or maintaining plan.

II -------- ERISA: Minimum funding cost too high . 1,140 163 7 8.9
Ill ........ ERISA: Fear of employer contingent 701 78 9 11.5

liability
IV ......... ERISA: Fear of fiduciary liability .......... -230 77 3 3.8
V ......... Other-Business reasons --------------- I, 182 56 21 27.0

Total ........... --........ ................ 4,533 .............. 78 --------- _--

Note: 73 percent of the terminations were represented as caused by ERISA related reasons.

Category I represents a cause that was expressed as the cost of preparing
forms, amending plans, keeping track of employee data in a new manner and
other administrative burdens. This is not the cost of funding the plan, but rather
the dollar and mental cost of maintaining the plan administratively.

Categories II through IV represent terminations as a result of the substantive
provisions of ERISA.

The survey was not limited to defined benefit plans, but included defined contri-
bution plans as well.
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Meidinger & Associates, Inc.-8urvey of terminated plans-1975-76
[Size of employers in survey]

Number
Number of participants: of Plans

Less than 10 ---------------------------------------------------- 12
10 to 49 ------------------------------------------------------ 34
50 to 99 ------------------------------------------------------- 14
100 to 199 ------------------------------------------------------- 13
200 or more 1 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  5

Largest was S00.
SEPTEMBER 8, 1977.

Mr. W. J. MCKEON,
Vice Prcdcnt, Per8nncl, Donwin Industries, Inc.,
New Richmond, Wis.

DEAR MR. McKEoN: I certainly understand your concern over the excessive
paperwork required by ERISA. I am enclosing a copy of the bill introduced by
Senator Nelson and a statement by Senator Javits that should be of interest to
you.

Although I am not on the Committees which have jurisdiction over this legisla-
tion I assure you that I am dpeply concerned by this problem and will support
any legislation which effectively reduces the unnecessary paperwork required by
the federal government.

I am forwarding your letter to the Senate Select Committee on Small Bfisi-
ness and to the Senate Finance Committee.

Let me know if I can be of any further assistance to you.
Sincerely,

WILLIAMe PROXMIRE, U.&S.

DOMAIN INDUSTRIES, INc.
New Richmond, Wis., August 19, 1977.

Hon. WILLIAM PROXMIRE,U.S . Senate,
lVashington, D.C,

DEAR SENATOR PROXMIRE: Enclosed please find five annual reports directed
to me covering five of our Company's benefit plans. Each of our 1,000 employees
received a similar package.

These five reports consist of 17 pages of material that not 1 In 100 of our em-
ployees can begin to understand. Most were dispatched directly to the
wastebasket.

It cost my company many hundreds of dollars in labor and material to com-
ply with this requirement of ERISA and this Is just one of several require-
ments that are equally counter-productive. Surely, there must be a better way
to attain the objectives of the law with which I am not unsympathetic.

Earlier this year, I telephoned the government commission on Federal
paperwork and they told me that the No._1 coznpla nt that they received by
far, is concerned with ERISA.

Can't something be done to eliminate this wastefulness? We would rather
put this additional money into additional benefits for our employees rather than
in paperwork that Is meaningless,

Yours very truly,
W. J. McKEoN,

Vice President, Personnel.

91.-93 0 - 77 35
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July 15, 197,

To: All participants Under The Domain Industries, Inc. Long
Term Disability Plan.

In accordance with the requirements of the Employee Retirement
Income Security Act of 1974, you are being provided with this
copy of the annual report form filed with respect to the Domain
Industries, Inc. Long Term Disability Plan for its year ending
April t-, 1976.

Plan participants may obtain copies of the following more de-
tailed annual report Information for a reasonable charge or
inspect without charge: the latest full annual report includ-
ing a list of certain party-in-interest transactions. To obtain
a copy of any documents listed, write to the administrator ask-
ing for exactly what you want. The administrator will state the
charge for specific documents on request, so that you can find
out the cost before ordering. All the documents listed can be
examined at the General Office of Domain Industries, Inc.

The name, address, and telephone number of the plan administrator
are$

Domain Industries, Inc.

215 N. Knowles Avenue
New Richmond, WI 54017
(715) 246-6511

DOMAIN INDUSTRIES, INC.
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2-

.. 5500 Annual Return/Report of Employee Benefit Plan 09755. . A. (With 100 or more participants)
,.4na5 i.. en This form is required to be fried under sect il ]04 04 thir- Open to Pubhc

nir..u.e a cu playle Merembrnt Income Sursty Act Vi 1974 and section Op|flto Puli
L.6w e. Sc.oe 0c.r,. 5058(a) Gi l he OInternal Reenoe Code. reterred ft as the Code. inspection
Goenment usonrlny •IAj 111 lC, 01 jEJ 1 Jf ,0J IHI
far the calendar plan_)iae1975wr fitalplan yaSwbegie,"ng APTI 1 I 75 anel, ng April I . 1 76
Jib All pension benefit plane o-th 100 of more part pants file one copy 01 this farm vrth the Oepailment of Labor (D0) COd 0,,

copy otth the Internal Revenue Seice (IRS). l )ea separate form for each plan. Legible reproduction copies eirs acceptable.
h Werfare benefit plans with 100 or more prtirepants file this form with 0L eonly,
J. Pension benefit plans complete all items. However. annuity arrangements Of crtarl exempt orgenorations and Individua relrir

merit ccourd trusts of employers complex only items 1 through G. 9 and 10.
• Welfare benefit plans complete only items I through 18 and dem 24.
Pa. Note Dnot file this form for

)- teog JHN L 10) plans with le.r than 100 irl.e ylts and wit N lead one War em~ia partyanL fUe frm SS00.-5 instead
• Other pjesi 64retg Pons and certain welfrr benefit plans wth leatr then 100 pt.yAntn File fer $500-4 ins$eid,

lPtease complete every applicable item on this form. It an item does not apply. enter 'NA."
O (a) Name of sponsor employee ; if for a single employee plan) I (b) Employer identlifctlon number

Domain Industries, Inc. 39-0501180
Address (number and street) 1 (c) Telephone number

215 H. Knowles Avenue ( 715 ) 246-6511
City of town. Stlte and ZIP code I (d) Employer taablae year ends

N4ev Richmond, Wiisconsin 54017 January 31, 1976
2 (a) Name of plan administrators (of other than sponsor) I (e) Susirmss code number

Same as sponsor 2040
Address (number and street) 2 (h) AMdminntratls empll r idetlictiue no

City, to w, Slate and ZIP coda 2 Cc) Telephone numb.;

5 Name, address and identification number of 0 Sponsor nd/or 0 plan 8dmmninosto as they appeared on the last report -F-e
witlh 00 or IRS It not the s" e as in I e t 2 • ............................................................................... ...............

i' Check appropriate bo to indicate the type of plan entity checkc only one bo):
(a) 0 Sinsi employer plan (c) Q Mutemployr pIA
(b) Q PA, of controlled group Of coroatol S or (4) Q Mutiple-emplye c'lecvely- bargained plsn

common control empleynrs (0) p MUtiple amplyer ptan (Other)
5 (a) Name of plan. I (b) Plan

Domain Industries, Inc. Lon Term Disability Plan 1 number 0 3
6 Check at least One die in (a) or (b and applicable deme in (c):

(a) Welfare bnert plan: (i) 0 Health Insurance (e) Life isurarce (or) Q Supplemental unemployment
(In a Moar (specify) P . L t . e......y....................

(b) Pension benefit plan:
(I) DeWined benefit Plan--lOdcale typo of defined berseflt plan beo):

(A) Q fixed benefit (3) Q Unit benefit (C) Q flat benefit (D) C] Other (specify) 0.
(h) eined Contribution plSn-ridcate type Nf defned ContribStion Plan bele)',

(A) Q Profit sharing (11l) fJ Stock bonus (C) Q] Target beheft (D) 0J Otetsrnlbney porchae
(M) Q other (Specify) * .... . . . . . ....... .. ......

(Wl [3 Defined benefit Plan nth benefits based portly ans balance of separate accoint of portrcspaot (secln 414(k) of tin.
Code)

(ni) Q Annuity arraement of a Cetain exenfpt "aiatin Or a gonveenetal unit (eesttot 403(b) of the Code)
Ce) 0 Cuistoitral sc€ourt For regulated investment company stock ( it see 403(b)(7) Of the Code)
Cr1) Q Trust trialed s an indiwdul retirement account (seWt 408(c) cC Me Code)
(oh) 0 Employs. stock omneasip plan eet Wo a qualrifed pen (section 301(d) of the Tan Reduction Act of 1575)
(rio 0 Other (spcfy) b. ........ .............. ................ ......

tc) Other poea feataroi
(1) Q T riftoweres ("0 i Kaight( . 10) Plan
(It) 0 Employs. stock omnarship as pont of a qulrfied Plan (check only If you checked a boa en (b)(Ce) above)

I nese m 06sew"'inaoo - .-

....................... .. .........

BEST OPY AVAILABLE
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ye.m SW0 0117s) Pa.

7 lumber or ochr¢ And Watd Palpants and beefloar,ts as of the and af the plan Year (.1lero plant complete only Cal{..), (b). (C) and ():
(a) Actve participants (empl.-jyed or tdr,erd as ctlve) (t) Numrn:er fully vested _______-________

fi.) Number trot fully veited ________

(ir) Total ........ 26
(b) Retired partryipants raceiving banelts ......... . . . . . ._._._.... . _

(c) PalrticipantS separated from ernployrment and antt!ed to future benefits . .. . . . . _ ______

(d) Subtotal, sum of (a), (b) and (c) ................ . . .
(e) Beneficiaries receiving pension benefits .... . . . . ... . . . . . ..
(9) Total. (d) plus (e) ................. .. 7
(g) Mar the number of active participants decreased at any tima durrrg the current year by moe than 20% from . es .No

the number of those participating at the belinnng of the plan yewr? ........ . . ..
(h) os thie number of active partt c.uats decreased at amy time dirirI tih current year by mare tha 25% from I

the number of those Particlating at thie be nr ng of thre previous prln year? ...... . . . . .

Il Plan anmendment irformation (meltare plars complete only wa. (6)1) and Cco):
(a) Wes the plan amended in this p[rm yeay? ............. . . . . ....
(b) If "Yes," Ii) Has a Form EbS-i reflecting the aendment been fired with 0aL0 ..........

(o) Have tie accrued tnefits of anypparticipant under the plan been reduced? .......
(wr) Wrl amendment result in a refuctr n of current or future benefit .........
(tv) Has a detem nation fetter teen reluested from IRS?. .............. Iee -t I i- eet

(c) Enter the date the most recent arnternrent was adopted .I......... . 0 .3 . .. .II71.
9 Plan terinoatiom information (oeifaro plans complete only (a). (b), (c) arnd (M): yes NO

(a) Was this plan terminated durrg the yer? ................ . ... .
(b) Itf "Yes," were all frust assets d,stributed? .... .......... . . . . - -_..:...'

(c) Was a resolution to terminate this plan adopted during this plan year or any prior plan year? . . .
(d) If () or (c) is Yee" ae pe cweived a favorable dtermnti Iltteer torn IR with raspec to such tlrmtmait . ....
(a) If (d) is "No." has a determination litter ben requteted rom IRS? . .......... .
(1) If (a) or (c) li"Ves.' rare participants and benafictarres been rotfild of tha termnation at that propogerd M, 9

t0 (a) In this plan year. was thMs plan m rged or consoidated wth another plan or were assets or liabilities transferred
to another plan? ....................... . . ... X
If " enter information about othl pIen(s): (c) Erployer Identification numbers) (d) Pln numbers;

(e) Has ecturial statement been fled wth IRS as required for defined betet plans ...... ,. . 0 Yes 0 No

11 Type of fundrai entity:
(a) Q Trust (benet provided in whole from truo funds)
(b) Q Trust or arrangement providing benefits partially through insurance and/or Annuity contracts
(C) M Trust er arlaengement provedtng benefits exclusivly through insurance ad/or annuity ottmiacts
(d) Q Custod rl account described tn sect-on 401(t of the Code and not included in (C) above
e) [ either (site-ry) b . . .... . . . . . . . .
1) If (b) or (Ct ts checked , enter numer of insurance rrr" "'rs . .'".'.""".. "".....

12 D'd any person who tendered services to the plan tecesie, directly or indirectly, ¢olripensation from the plan in ths
plan yeert . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 Ye• No
If "Yes-" furnish the toMlow, h informato!.

Si) il , l Ooid¢~ |i Omptecot. ft C I e) qi1oM
1a41 arne bit" a ro~eat arattor Oa. ael In Netereofas-ceyto - Pollo: 1 - r old

h-ne.a bee0 by olan by also -a nddtp
P.Mt V- 4.ot
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fonr m500 S S7s) Pal 5

Is sending: Yes NO
(a) We the plan insured by a fdelty bond against I ses through freud or dshorlesty . . . . . . X

(b) If "Vl." enter the maximum amount of 1Ins recoverable . . .......................... ......... M •
(c) Enter the name of the surety company 1p . Hart ford. Acc ideft 1deemniKy.. 1!kyty C ...pn ..... ... .... ... .. ...... . .. ......... ... .. .. ..... .. . .... . . . .. ..... ..... 1 .......... .

(d) Does the plan. or a known party in interest with respect lthe plan, hve alny control or significant financial

interest. direct or ind,,oct, in Ili, surety company or its agents or brokers? . . .... . . .. .. X_

(C) It the plan iS not insured by a fidelity bond, eeprai why net b . . . . . . .................

(f) In the current plan yer we any los to the plan caused by the fraud or dihonesty of any plan official or em .
ploye# of the plan or of other person hndling funds of the plan? ...... . . . . . X
if --yes... see specic rrslruul.ont. F,'/ 77

I9 Information about employees of employer at end of the plon year (do not complete for muttiemployer plant):
(a) Total number of employee's ................. . ..... .
(bn) Number of employees excluded from plan conerag-.

(i) M;ni mum age or years of service ............... . . . . . .......
(U) Employees on whose bithalf retirement benefits were the subject of collective bargaining . . .

(iji) lrressident irons who receva no earned income from United States sources . . .. _.. . .
(iv) Other (specify) 0 .. . . . . . . . . .......................................
(v Total employees excluded, tum of (i) through (iv) .. . . . . . . ._._._._._._..__

(c) Total number of employees not excluded from the plan. (a) lest (b)(v) .. . . . ._._._._._.
(d) Total number of employees covered under the plan ...n ...... . . .

Yes No
20 Is this plan a maslit or prototype plan? ................ . ......

If "Yet." enter 1R serial number 10 01 "'

21 (s) Is it nteiedo that this plan qualify under section 401(a) or 405 of the Code' .n ........
(b) Hiave yog requested or rcered a deteminateon letter from the IRS for thisln .. . ..plan

22 if plan is integrated, check approprltle box:
(a) 0] Social security
(b) C] Railroad retirement

(~QOtser

22 (a) Is this a defined benefit plan subject to he minimum funding standards? .......... ._._.
If "Yet." attach Schedule t (Form SS00).

(M) Is thil a defined contribution plan, i e, money purchase or target benefit. subject to the nrimuln fu"dng

standards? ...... .. . ........ ___.

if'te. complete C). (o) and (ir) belo. I
(i) Amount of employer conlr bvolO required for the plan year . . . . . . . _._._.

(if) Amount of contrlbution paid by the employer for the plan year. . . .

Enter dale of last payment by employer, fe ths plan year .... . . .. ..i. i.
(ied) Funding deficiency, excess, it any. Of (i oa r (0 ........... ....

2)4 Ptrluanl to DOL retlatonrn. inancral statements. schedules and, in certaIn circumstances. an independent quallfed piLtl
ucceuntat's Opnion thereon are requed to be attlachd to the copy of this form fried with the C. With reference tnereto, ped,

heck the appropriate boll:
-(a) The ectOuntant's Opinion is M tot required OR Q required and is.-

(I) Q Unqualifed
(0l) C3 "eHad
(IN) Q Aerset

(IV) 3 Othee (epai) I ........................................................

(b) The schedules Included are--
(1) 3 Investments at end of plan year
(N) 0 Trantusactnl involving plan assets and a party known to be a party -toresol

(1i) ( LOOS by the plan or fted Incomie obletons due the pla in delaull or classifeid L uncoflocItbl.
(Iv) 0 Laoses to which the pln wl a party a dtelt or classfid as uncoftctble
tiv) 0 Transacaton or seers ol transacltonl in ts%0 of 3% of the curtrn value of plan assets
Note. Failure ie check a bot indiale I tre plan hae olhn to reort for fhat Iam.

If addtional sPC. Is required for any ie, alatn additional shels the same it as this forim.
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SCHEDULE A
(Form 5500)

9ewiuAie a is "e, a.

Ia~oeara...e seiu~eU'. hsl~l~a

Insurance Information
This schedule it rctriFed to be filed under sectiw 104 of the Cm
ployte Retiernet income Srcunity Acl *1 1974. refered to ias ERISA This Form Is
Atach to FOrms 5500, 5500-C, and s00-X rild with DOL, if epicabe. Open to Publi

0 Do not fita wilh IsS. Inspection
For plan year begrnilr .. April 1 .111 7S and ending Apr1t 1 ._
Is Part I musl be completed for all plans required to file this schedule. • Plase complete ll applcobi ilems on this Fo
lo Pan I must be completed for all insured pension plans. K an Item does not apply, enter "NA".
0 Part II must be completed far all insured welfare plans.
Name of sponsor as shown on ine 1(&) o! Form 5500, 5500-C or 5500-K Empyer Idenlicaton number

Domin Industries, Inc. J 39-0501180
Nim of plan Plan number

Domain Industries, Inc. Lone Term Disability I503
SSummary of All Insurance Contracts Included in Parts 11 and III

Group al contracts in the same manner as in Parts Ii and Ill.
I Check appropriate box:

(a) P Welfare plan (b) " Penson plan (c) C) Combna l on pension and welfare ptaen
2 Coverage: aea,.u is .1 e,. i,,. 0 i ad d sr ..1 @ aW.1 I"

Wa cWexd ... s. W 'e.1 xs Mill I. f 011 E.4" V*di to1' WT

GSC 1775 269 - ;/1/75 4/1/

3 Insurance fees and commiss~ons paid to general agent, brokers o other persons:

W.. M. Hercer, Inc.
GSC 1775 1515 Norchsiacern Dank Bldg. 721;59 N/A Service A

Minneapolis, HN 55402 Consulta!
4 Premiums due and unpaid at end of thol plan year g , contract number, o sldnlificaton 10

rlD Insured Pension Plans
Provide informatior for each conlract en e separate Part II. Where Individual contracts ere $1rovded, the entire i,
of such Indwitial cmilracls with each carrier may be treated aS a unit for purposes of this rep¢sM

5 Contracts with allocated fundp, foe example, Individ al polcies on group deferred snnuity contracts:
(a) State the basis of preminrum rtes • ......... . ............................ ........... ............................ ..........................

(b) Total prem umsa paid to carrie-:. .- . . . . . . . . . . .
(c) l "the carrier, service or other oaunizaltion i"ured any spicific cosls in coi ctios Wilh the acquisition

on retentin of the contract on policy, Other than reported ie 3 above. etl r amount ........
Specify nature of o s ts .... ........ ...................................................................................... ....................

6 Contracts wth unallocilid funds, for example, deposit dMinlstraltion or immediate trlicipaton contract.
Do JAa iclude portois of these contracts mairlnrlld Is separate; aceo es:
(a) Balance at end of pirerious porcy yeer .................. .
(b) Additions:

() COutribtions deported during ye.a.. . . . . . . . _.

(M) Onvdends ard credits ...... . . . ........ _._. . _.

(Wi) Interest Credited dunnS year ... .. . . . . . . . __.

(ft) Trassferred froe sepawale account ...... ... _._.__._.__._.

(v) Other (specify) I ................ . .
(W) TOAl aedditci . ... . . rk . . . ......... . ..

(c) Torarl of balance end addition, (a) phle ...b.).n ......... ..
(4 Oeductlicr

Ir) Disbuirsed from fued to PAY befits on purchase arcietes dwIyenpa
(N) Admldlstratio charge ma~de by carrials,. ... ... . . . ____._._.
(WI) Transsferred Is separate accountl. .. . . . . . . . __.

(f) Otheir (spey) O ......... .................................
(n) Te deduction s ......... .................... I.......

(a) lSance end of current poky yer. (c) Wav (av .................
7 seare accOunts: Current value of nlanss inlsles In saoarale Aceue t wear ati

J

........ !
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" The CONTINENTAL INSURANCE COMPANIES
IMt C41114t111011a41, COopowi' . 9641 1 lt's I SUAluIOC COMPAbT.N I1CAMA flO lIt INSUPANCII COMPANY
M IN LI nV £0 AN uA tL r €Y COW PA *o C 0ow IF IL o tl U CA C f C OU P&Nf - CO ON 5 CO t N I lS l. It I CCM P49T
"IAI O"MA BEll FlTt N M 'PA"I[Il - $141Ol |lift 'SON 1""MuIl "Cl * fclI l itlor - sCO'lvtY[ Q 11su * I t Ulk*[ lld' r

.W t7 "lYr~!it M.ARINE I "$*$Ah/~ E OMPANY * E. CLttS FSU. ONStURANCE C.OM '40 - plC14 INSURANCE COMPANY

360 Wesi Juckson Boulevard, Chicago. llhinois 60606

PART III - SECTION 0
Insurance Data From Carrier Not Maintaining Separate Experience Records for Specific Groups Covered

N ame, of Plan ...................................... p. .m .... . .m .s . ...,............................................. ................ ....... ...... i ............
1. Name of Carrier or Service or Other Orgarnization Tli.Dq. ET74J. YSU A2 PAI I..O Y OF NEW YORK

2. a. Contract Identilction (or N umbe .......................... . 9 1 77$ ........................ ..................... .....................................

b. Data for Period: Prom .......... M .. 1,...1 .... ........... - To .................. b P.. A. 9 .6 .... ....................
3. State the Basis of Premium Rate or Subscription Cha re:

$ .38 PER $100.00 OF DISURABUE PAYROLL.

4. Benefets Provided:

DEPENDIND ON AMOUNT OF SALARY TO A 1MXDUN OF $ 1.500.00 PER (MC11 .

DrH.FITS COWfNCE ON THE 365TH DAY OF DSABIhLM, AMDJRE PAYABLE UNYTh AGE
65 FOR BOTH ACC DENT AND SICIWESS.

BENEFrTs ARE REDUCED BY BENEFITs PAYABLE FRo4 P.1,ARY & DEPENDENT SOCAL SECURITY,
W0R1MN'S COM? NSATIOC, OR ANY OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE ACT OR LAW WHEN TOTAL COt3INED
BEFITS EXCEED 70" OF THE INSURED'S MONTHLY SALARY.

S. Totl Premiums or Subscrption Ch os Receied From PIer ........................ ,13.1..7
. Attach a copy ot the latest financill report of the carrier nireed in Item 1. Report is aenhdwed. E Yes 0 No

7. Did the career or service or other organicaticn named in Item I sNcu any speific cste in connectlol with the acquisio of
retention of the contract or policy? J Yes 0 No
if Yes. Provide the information i a. and b. below.
a. Total commitsions pid on Premium or Subscription Chargs reported in Item S ............ . fl ..

Commons paid to: WRLIZAN M. MERCER, MHI A.T, NINESOTA
b. Any additional specific cost incrred in connections with the ausition or retention of the

Control or Poicy ...................................................... S N. IA ...............

-- W H. O'BRtZ&
ASSISTANT SZCUETR ATvv IA.51.7A
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SrA -4Ef of CO t)E'lON

of the

Nm--:ol c rPz--' y The Continen al Insurance Comoanv

C-y cod Ste ._ Neu York rk Zip Code 10038

Stet or BuwdgNo- 80 MAIAP., IAn#.

On the 31st day of Decomber. I9.52
Jlohn 1. Ricker, ic.

Graffroy n)Jvy vice pre*44<eart ",-'e,
IT'PI

ASSETS OF COMPANY
CLA122 DOL".A)

Bar; (Schedul .. . .. .......... ........... .......... /4 Wo ;.' .!. .
Bonds (Schedule* D) . . ......... L4 a!~

Mc..Igao.L=cs no. R-Jl Eale (Schedule B) ............ 54- LL4 /-

ROW EsIol .. . ........ S -L -

CoWeral loons (Schedule C)......

C sh d .k. po.... .......... ..... ... .. S/

Ageab bclJaces or uzncoUce'ed j p*JZP;IF,

O th r osm: .s s................ .......... ...

Uia= SUFLMUS AND OTM F" U

Rmrve for Un @d Proi'l= . ...... . ... • /o.2. 4

Rosary. for S

Told UobUAI es ... .......... 8 4 L

Special Surplus Funds .........

Capitol Pod up or Sstuory Deposit ......

Gross Ped in or Contt;bused $urpfusw...... $- 'j *4 3 3 70

U. s,; .S u , ............ . ' ,

Surplus as records Piyhod.rs.......... ........ * U$ / k€3
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July 15,_ 1977

Tos All Participants Under The Domtain Industries, Inc. Travel
Accident Insurance Plan.

In accordance with the requirements of the Employee Retirement
Income Security Act of 1974, you are being provided with this
copy of the annual report form filed with respect to the Domain
Industries, Inc. Travel Accident Insurance Plan for its year
ending June 21, 1976.

Plan participants may obtain copies of the following more de-
tailed annual report information for a reasonable charge or
inspect without charge: the latest full annual report includ-
ing a list of certain party-in-interept transactions. To obtain
a copy of any documents listed, write to the administrator ask-
ing for exactly what you want. The administrator will state the
charge for specific documents on request, so that you can find
out the cost before ordering. All the documents listed can be
examined at the General Office of Domain Industries, Inc.

The name, address, and telephone number of the plan administrator
area

Domain Industries, Inc.
c/o Jack Kilby
215 N. Knowles Avenue
New RicME id, WX 54017
(7153 246-6511

DOKMAI INDUSTRIES, INC.
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5500 Annual ReturnlReport of Employee Benefit Plan 2jj)75M.. . . (With 100 or more participants).0Avt6. This--T F-or'- is
t.* . This form Is required to be fired unler secion 104 of the Em-

Ikn "*" oI late pO Retirement Incore Securiy Act of 1974 ard o Opet tO Public
Solo Cottateci tetaas c, n lchOi htlJo) Of the Inenmal Revenue Code, retired to as the Code. Inspection
o ,ern M us onl l IA l iC 101 1EI 1i1 IQ1 1,J1

Fr gte calendar Ptan year 11175 o fiscal pigs yt*r ielcgrrr June 21 .11 75 sd endog June 21 . If 76
• At pension bherrfit plans with 100 or more participants fite one copy of this form with the Department of Labor (0OL) and orr

copy with the internal Revenue Srrvica (IRS). fie a separate form foir each plan. Log,tle reproduction copies sie acceptable.
J• Welfare benefit plant with 100 Of more participants file this form with 0l only.

. Pension benefit plans complete Stt dems. However. annuity artrenemants of certain Oatmpt organization% and individual retire.
Mant account trusts of employers complg only Items I tfrorfh 6, 9 and 10.

0. Welfare benefit plans cormtplete only items 1 through 18 and atem, 24.
P. Moc Do not file ItNS form foor

. fiat (1ff. 10) ptn swit fewer than 100 partlpanlts and Wit h oreat N tel emplel parlcipanl Fd From 5s5O- nsead.
P- or p penusio benefit plans Soil ceain warfarle dftnl pTies with felo thIa I0 patc(p4nlt. Iri fo0m S-C instead.

Pleas, complete every applicable herm on this form. if an term does not apply, enter "'IA."
(a) Name of sponsor (employer if for a single employer plan) I (b% Employer tdenttcsteon number

Domain Industrie , Inc. 39-0501180
Address (number and street) I (c) Telephone number

215 N. Knovles Avenue ( 715 ) 246-6511
City or town, State and ZIP code I (d) Employer taxable year ends

New l.chmond, Wisconsln 54017 January 31, 1977
(a) Ndame of plan ed-ninistrator (if other than sponsor) I (a) Srsiress code number

Same as sponsor 2040
Address (number and street) 2 (b) Adirunsraeto' employr ideeoifcatioe o0.

City, town, State sAd ZIP code 2 (c) Telephone number

3 Name, addices and identifcat on number Of Q eponsor and/or Q plan a4min,strato as 'hey appeared on the last report filed

with DO Or Sf not the samf as in I or 2 • .............................. .......

4 Check approraio bae to indicate the "ype of plan enbty (check only one box)7
(e) (3 Singlo employer plan (c) Q Mult *nPloytr plat
(b) Qj Plan of controlled group of Coropoat,ons or (d) [] Mulipl employa:.collectively balg nod plan

common control emoye rlp semytoymr pan (Other)

1 (a) Name of plan: | S () Plan
Domain Industries, Inc. Travel Accident Insurance Fla hUor, 5 . 4

6 Chack at least ona lam In (a) or (b) and applcable items n (c):
(a) Welfare bernfit plan: (r) Q Health Insurance (.) MJ Life Insurance (dl) 0] Suplemental unemployment

V) 0 Other (spec*f) ............... ............. . .........................................................
(b) Pension benefit plan:

(I Defined benefit plan--hcale type of defined benefit plan below):
(A) 0 Pied benefit (i) [] Unit benefit (C) rQ Flat beriftt (0) Q Other (specify) 10........

(hi) DoifiAd contrrbunrson plan-f iodste type of defined contribution plan belew):
(A) () Profit sharing (U) [] Stock bonus (C) CQ Target berefit (0) ] Other money purchase
(1) [ Ofhe (Specily) ....... ... :..........

aib) Q Defined benefit plan ianth benefits based Partly on blanco of sepairla aiccoo n of paticpant sectionn 414(k) of the
cods)

(kI) [ Annuity errengemest of a certain exempt organization or a governmeotal unt (Sectien 403(b) Wd the Code)
(w) Q Custodial accOUnt for regulated inveoslment company stock (sel€ctr 403(b)(7) of the Code)
(m) Q Troot treated as an .'eideneduse retllemeant arourst (section 408(c) of tse Code)
(nl Q emplotayn stock ownerslip plan not I of a qualified pla (section 301(d) of the Tao Reducteon Act of 1975)
(WoM 0 Other (Specrfy) 3..............................

cc) Other plan feasturs:
(1) 0 Thrif Savings (kr) Q ceopit,A 10) plan
(/U) 0 Employee stock ownership as part of a quolfied pace checkk nly ef you croched a boot in (b)(6) abone)

Wi %A& Ae fli orWn tIdet owhri Mettt i aa ho. 166d aMO. caoeaee.risftedoitis ao but. MA... ............. .. .... ... ..... ..... .. ..... .... .
"-- i11 ; ~- ................................... 'p - ............................. ;'"
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rjoss 2Ire m s1011 (97
SIM eot s ad relred leatcanp and hwone. 4,ae4as afl the end t lhe an year ({atar plans campSite anel , bal. (c) ed jl):

(a) Actna putctemploYed en catted aIS 8Act ) (0) Nember flly vested .. ________

(oi) Numnber nal tully neste ________011) Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37
() Reted Participants recsivitg benefits . .. ..... . . . .......... ..

(I) Partepants separated from employment and gatried to future benefls... . . .. __.___. _. _

(d) Subtotai, sum of(s). () and (c) ............... . . ... . . 37
(a) Benefica ries receiving pension benefits. . .........
(f) Total (d) plus (a) .. . . . . ........
(g) Has toe number of ctn participants decreasd at any time during the current year by more than 20% Iram 1I Ye 2!o

the number of those paltiipating at tha beginning of the plan yeat? .... ............
(Q) Has the number Of atiae partitspants decreased It any time during the current year by mre than 25% from

the number of those I pf opatnll st the befignnint of the previOus plan y ..r? .............. .
I Plan amendment information (siellars plant complete only (a). (b)(i) and (Q)): M.VE

(a) Was the plan amerded in this pln year? ................ . . .

(b) If -?es." (1) Has a Form E8S-I reotdinlg the aeledmant been filled with 0042 . ....... .
(ii) Hae the accrued benefits at any partcipnt nder the plan ben reduct ..? . -

(,H) Will Amendment result In a reduction of current or future benefit? .......... -

(lv) Has a det rmina t ion letter been requested from IRS . . . . . . . . . . . . . * '

(e) itoerthe dala the mahl recent asndment wa edopte*d .f........... . . 2 1 -

9 Plan tnminfation Inflormaton welfaree piarrs conplle only (a). (b). C) and (f)): Yes No.. d

(a) Was this plan tenla nunned durIng the ye T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - _.
(b) I "Yes," weO ma trust assets distrbuted? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
(i) Was a resolute on to leronala this plan adopted during this plan year air any prior piln year? ....... - x

(d) N () of Cc) is " ae yo reselwd a faahlee tshrieeNOM lnen tits **I* itso No ume t? . -... __
(a) If (d) is "No." has determnation letter bean requested from IRS? ..... . . ......
(1) If (a) or (C) Is -'. ..." hane participants end hensao.--e been "slied of tha Uemnrenelln or the pioa

lornrunatioe
1

.. .
. . . . . . . . . . .

.........

10 (a) n thit lan earV04eethis plin merged er onsotidati< worth another planer were essets r libtiee transfered
toanother plsa? ... . . . ... . ... . x
It 'Yes." entt iefotmNio'l about Wthe, plere) f C) Imptoper Identifcton eumbere) I (d) Plan number(s)
NC~am ofplae(s) b.......... -. ......... . ....... .. .......... ..... .. .......

(a) Hellseclvarnt statement been filed with IRS s rquwdJe4deined benrle plan .e.? .... . 0yes 1o

Is Type, of planting 1antny
(a) i] Tnst benefitss provide in whole from trust ue ds)
(b) 0 Tmlt or arrangemenl Providing benefits pritally through Inauresne and/e staoety catrcts
(a) T Trust o arnngeemant provedingl benefit niclsivey through insurahc and/en annuity contracts
(d) Custndal account deribled In sectao 401(n of the Code and not I, tudd in () abse
110 0 Other (6ec) 11P. ..................... .
1 fte o(c) is chb esdf nteretif f nuracec rele". . . . . ... . 1 . . . .

13 ted any person whlo rendeond sorvcts to thle plan receave. directly en Cndnclly connpeenstoe lroinea plan In Ie
atee'Y rt. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..sasI K

as1"eeP" 4 Man assa tOa-u W 4 r WA M a filsm o ee va
ii,, ,r,, u.,e, neat ,n . u t anear "Id ,o9, .un.ed .. . .

ae e a by ged
Rema

... . .. ..oa
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if -yes.- complete (r), (WI) and Vii) bellow!
(I) Am~ounti of employer ColttrfbutOn reurdfo the' plea year .. .. . . . . ____ _ .

(iUj Amouant of corlotr rv Paid by She em1ployer1 fec the plan year ... . . . ....

Enter date of lost payment by em"ployer. for this plan1 year ... .. . . . ...

cr u dedficincy, excesls. it !U.y of 6rI oer (1) .

14Prsosnt to 01regulations. finanrcial Statements, nChtduaSS arC nrd 0Aertain CrrComfsrnc#%. an rndeperdent 41oalla-sd purr:
countsant's opinion thareto are eaurrad to bi a nath d to she copy of this form bled wrth the OL Wil reference therelo, Olea

check the MappeePrtel beanS
(a) The accountant's opinion ts not r*qurtd ON5 required and is-

(1) Q Urnqualifed
(0) Q Quetied
(-!1 Q Adverse

(In) 0 01 oter pae . . . . . . . . .. ...3to (=al). ....................................................................

() The scheyules eluded are--
(I) C] Innestralts et end ofplan pear

(4) 43 Transactons Involvng plan assets and a party b Ie to be a p rft in interest

(W) (3 toanl by the plen or frxed income obligaltins due She p ln in dflalt Wf clsanefied as rsclllctable

(Jv) ) Leases 10 which the plan was a party in df or classified s u ollMcalt

(a) 4) Traisaclonn O series oS Iranosutoas in excess oa 3% af the uerent nalue of plan asles

Meot Failuare to check a bos ri-ae h inhsntigI oofrta 4m

CeL aenorroor anor~0U ses-o.aen.a
If eddllronal 1pa1e is required fee any ant. Alia additional ~I the "me S141ie IbS form.

r.*i llLM I|ll•'&t
W.s I

(a) Was the plan irsured by a rdalty bond ageirist losses through fraud or dishonest? ...... .-

(b) it -,Y es , , e er thl m a-im um am ount rf loss recoverable • -.O O O .. ... . ............... ...... . yes

(c) Enter the name of the surely company PP . *.ard.Accutd jl1; r4 doty**Cofp.tyi.
.. . ... . . ........ .. . .......... ............................. . ...... ..... . 1....................... ........................... .. . ,

(d) Does the plan, or a noon arry i interest will respect to She plan. rave aly conlot or S.ignficanrt 1ia
interest, direct or lngrect. in She Surety company or its allies of brolrs? ............

(w) I the plan is not insuredd by i fodalfy bond, explain wry rot .. . . . . . . .......................................................... ......................... ............................... ................. I............... ..
(I) In the current plan year was any less to the ple caused by the fraud or dishonesty of ry plan olfrcrIp or am.

ployce of the plan or of other person hrardlirg funds of the plan?. ........ . . . . :. -
II "Yes," e specific instructions.

I1 information about employees of employer at end of the plan year (do r0ot conplete for mull emptloyar plans):

(a) Total number of employees . .. ......... . .... .

(b) Number of employees excluded from plan coverage-

it) Minimum age or years of servc ..... . . . . . . . . . .

(i1) Employees on whose behalf ratrrement benefits wre the subject of €ollectrv barga,nlng* . . .

(il) Nonresident aliens who receive no earned income from United Stafes sources .... . . .

(Iv) Other (speclyif0) .- ... . .................................... ............................ ...... ... ....... .. "
(w) Total employees excluded, sum of () throw gh (iv) . ..............

(e) Total number of employees not excluded from the plan. (a) less (b)(Y) .......... .

(d) Total number of employees covered tinder the plan .. . ......... .
Yes rn.

20 If this plan a or rati or prototype plan? .............. . ........ .

If "Yes," enter IRS serral number jn w

23 (a) I it intlndeld that thl plan Quality snder Section 401(a) or 405 of the Code? . . . .

(b) Hlve yoa re ueslod or rce.ed a determia on leter from Ire IRS for this plan? ....... . " "

22 of plan is integrated, chock appropriate box:

(a) Q Social security
(b) Q Railroad retirement
(o) Q Other

23 (a) Is this a Idefinled bernefit plan subject to the noomrmn furnding Standardsnn. . . . ........

If "Yes," attach Schedule S (Form SS00).

(b) It this a defned contrrbtion plan. rI . money purchase or trget benefit. subject So the mrnmmum funding
..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Or 108. 40011mlivir lowfts I"m , VO-0-0w to-orm I
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SCHEDULE A Insurance Information
(Form 5500) This sc.v, ule is required 1o be filed under seclion 104 of the Em 

0 . .. f,- ployee Rlirenent Ir-Ormc S e.4,nlj A-l of 1974, reerred Io as (RISA This Form I-
I , o Attach Io Forms SO, 5500-C, and 500- X tiled with 0OL, if appicable. Open to P,"

tah. O~arnn ~uvi. r.r...-Is Do anot file with IRS. inspection
For plan year beginnn June 21 . 19 75 and endnf June 21 . 19
. Paet I must be completed for at plans reaqwred to file this schedule. l Please complete all applicable items on this ri
s Part II must be completed fen all insured pension plans. If an, Item does not apply, enter "NA".
lb Pail Il must be completed for all insured welfare plano.
hame of sponsor as shonrinon lne 1(s) a! Form 5500. 5500-C or 5500-K Emptoyer ident,ficaton nfumbe¢

Doma iti-I ndus tries. Inc. 39-0501180
lem. of plan Pln number

Domain Industries, Inc. Travel Accident Insurance Plan 504

SSummary of All Insurance Contracts Included in Paris II and Ill
Group al €ontracls in the same manner as in Parts 11 and Ill.

I Check appropriate box:
(a) I Welfare plan (b) Q Pension plan (c) ) Combiation pension and welfare plan

2Coverage: la-ouo -b~..aer o Pi ft - itVA ofOrliifoitiseeow

SR 40,370 375 - - - 6/21/7r6/21

3 Insurarca fees and commissions paid to general agents, brokers or other persons:
"v .. *0 Wt o . .iem m tub -,WIN d Is" A 0 A-14 if . 0a ,

SM. Mercer, Inc.
SR 40,370 1515 NIorthvestern Bank ,lidg. 411.30 N/A Service &

Mfinneaoolis, PN 55402 Consula
4 iPanniums due and unpaid at end of the plan year , $ . contract number, or identification I

3 Insured Pension Plans
Provide information for each contract an a separate Pal II. Where Individual contracts are provided, the entire gi .
of such Individel contracts with each carrier may be treated as a unit for purposes of this report.

If Contracts with allocated fund*. foe example, indivdual policies of group deferred annuity cOntracts:
(a) State the basis of premium altes ...............................................

..... I . ... ; .. ; ... " ;*... ;.......... ........................... .- . ...... ... ... .. .... ... :.. . .:.... i......I................I.... .....
(b) Total premiums paid to carrner........ . . . .. . . . . . . .
(C) If the carrier. utinice or other organization incurred any specific costs in connection with the acquisition

Off retetion of the Contract or policy, other than exported Id 3 abonis. enter amount .. ... . .
Specify nature of costs • ........... ......................................................... ............ . ..........

6 Contracts with unallosled funds, for example, deposit administraion er irnmedtae participation conrct.
Do to include pOeons of thataitentlaicts maintained ini oeparat. accountt:
(a) lancee at end of previous policy year .................. ....
(b) AddltieeL:

( Contnbutions deo iled during year.. . . . . . . . _._._.

( ) Dicldends and credits. . . . . . . . . . _._._.

(ii) Interest tredited durlig year ..... . . . . . .. _____

(Ie) Tratnsfrred from eparate account . .. ...... _._._.

(r) Ta" eddifor . .. ................ ...... ,....

(c) Total of bWta ce end additions, (a) plus (b)(il) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(d) dicitios lp ,

(a) DiO rsed from Fund Io pay blifa or purchase .. ni.,a duing eatr -
(It) Admnistretion charge made by Carrter .. . . . .. .. ._._._._._. . .

(CIN) Transferred to separate account ..sg . . . . . . . . ____.

(1)1 S f r ........ . .. . . . . . . . . ...

(a) lance at end of curreet pOlcy ,ar. t (dss ) , .......... . , . . ,
sa. accots: Cuntent Vnlf of pian Int*te en se re e ucc.st. at yewslo ........
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Insurare Information

Thn data is for your ue in -.ortvtet;on of Form 5500 - Sciredule A and is required to be filed under section 104 of the Employree
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, referred to as ERISA.

Faeiaeae,'nrr - - 6/21 -1075 " ndnriri 6/1--7
1ArTF Summary of _ . . flltYtitU

Cosoc(,) Rt 30.
I Weita's Pant Domain Industries, 1C.

2 C4."rsge Afroeimat. number at persons corad t" endt ot phr nt ear rOli¢arr fClorre¢
Acting YW

tat CerArert ferna SM iddirtf;aetart Ol Imrnetre fI Dependanto fIII Eeptoverve tel oarda -- if)rom fall.

SR 4o,37o NA N/A WA 6/75 6/76

3 frauranc fe d aen " rrniln p.i1 to 10 eralnn. bokes at othe" arf_:

ao) Co tract rurr he I faeodvdireou Otf Ite h INreinie t t1 (€) Arturtof fdfAmount On f (I Purpom for
Or IdonlfKatiae fanefr CommnaOne amn,sa e a Paid Ita pd which pO~d

S O30 1515 Drosrstm n Bldg- $4U. 30 N/AviSR 40,370 ftnn-eavoois. ULi.M. 55402 r m-lntt.

4 Prorrnc n d.9 " urod at andt t1r l epVon$ar conlroct owuerar, ror 4haiaiti •

PART If Insured Welfare Plat_

6 161 Contractrrur bre (b) TvPl of k Lrst graow IM-m ill Pramium raw r
tden attui bonatt tor each contract sbcbr0Ptan charge

---- R A370--------- ------- $21.74z---. --jwpuxAted
.. .1 . 0 ... .:..... ....... ... ............... .. _... .............. .....

i ....... ..........................

fiNlM rcrtee (doareatat in unaatned pre-ert rtore. .. .. . . . . . . . .

I& Fonri Pr lumiwnled. Wrf 1 ustr1t, m usfrhf?... . . . . . . .. I . . . . . . . . . . .

h1i lertata Charon;:
Id a rr pap id .. .............. .......... ...................
fig f am I denoeelmn in clti reteraes .. .. . .......................
NOi flowtrd ns f6r Plus Oil . .. ... ................................ ....

Wf Crawltcho u ...r.. . ..... .... ........................................
tat Aetarirrdar of pemirru.:

140 lilatetn Charon tart an accual bevill-
ten co I € .r .....a. .. ................... ........ .. N

f Am inistrative ro s or etherftea...... ....................... N A
4C) ,,W 10a11ic ". il *r a.S. a V................................
4t Other eapnaW . .. . . . ...................... ...
1f0 Tous ..............................................
IF) Orwes fat row aeraantaavenat.. .............. /

101 Otbere ente cht o.. . .................. . ........... :

I N o la tf t on o .....................................................
1w CNVAftt r rtoowlie rate refund,. frrct armounts eoreD ePaid n asth ort ' vtd. ........

dI Striat of palevitaldat retervia at ernd &I year
(0 Amvi hol d 9 watrad a ll. tpe d bnerfo sre w a te vre llt.ra.t..tt e . . . .....................
6 Cl ait see. .... . . . ...... ...................... ...............
00 her retatn.t .................................. * * * .

folOoderd at tetrecitaae o dt A l~ do" nnd. arttete neared" a) Ci I I .........
7 Sfle eahetre raed eanfracu-

(0) Towa gerurteo O atortmtiaei Charon, Pad " Carrier ......................... W
h)ir e arerle. Me ra aehe W ast laat lataurd an Specific Cos be aean rnewilthil Sie eaquielaetOf rarnaree

6110 gre N09r2a V Paline. afhtr then reported im 3 eaa. W rofen .................. M
so iilfe notae oef ee

0 addlniaa %0ea IS Qateed life MVy beat. ofnal aioliatae drea tie =44b Ofr Nh ISO 10.

*~~~- ~ XI #/- f/ 7 YIggie Bellota -~~

S-
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July 15, 1977

To# All Participants Under The Domain industries, Inc. Group
Health Insurance Plan.

In accordance with the requirements of the Employee Retirement
income Secuxity Act of 1974, you are being provided with this
copy of the annual report form filed with respect to the Domain
Industries Inc. Group Health -,surance Plan for its year ending
May 31, 1976.

Plan participants may obtain copies of the following more de-
tailed annual report information for a reasonable charge or
inspect without charge, the latest full annual report includ-
ing a list of certain party-in-interest ttansactions. To obtain
a copy of any documents listed, write to the administrator ask-
Lg for exactly what you want. The administrator will state
the charge for specific documents on request, so that you can
find out the cost before ordering. All the documents listed
can be examined at the General Office of Domain Industries, Inc.

The name, address, and telephone number of the plan administrator
area

Domain Industries, Inc.
o J&,CX Kilby

215 V. Knowles Avenue
Mew Ricmod, WI 54017
(715),23 46-6511

WMOIS INOUSTIES, INC.
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,_5500 Annual Return/Report of Employee Benefit Plan j )75
(With 100 or more participants) No o

This Form is

a-a-- v s-,* I This form Is required to be filed under section 104 of the Em. OPe
o. ,t I ploy,. Retiremen Income Secuty Act of e974n 10 Public

tow Ot.on,.i s ,,,',, 6058(a) of the Intonet Raven" Code.t rered to as the Code. Inspection

r ment se, Wily •1Al " 1C1 i1 G1 INI
Frhftdelpla yerl7Se snelftinie June 1 .175 and mdin MOT 31 .1176

0- Al pension benekt plane with 100 or moire participants file one copy of this form with the Departmtent of Labor (00OL and otz
Copy with te Internal Revenue Serite (IRS). fir@ a separate farm for each plan. Leugble reproducton copies ia acceptable.

N Welfare benoit plans with 100 or ras pat icipants film this form with 0OL only.
I Pension b4not plans complete an items. However, annuity arrangemeos of certain exampt erganizatiOors and in iv;dual retli

mnt account rusos f employers complete only tens 14ihuge 6.9 -ad40.
• Welfare bentit plais complete only items I through IS and Mem 24.
N Note. Do noMi thia form for

b Kec (i.t 10) plait silk itef te 100 pirtiopelas and with at kfd we 9,efwemployee principal F4io Form 5500-4 ifslad.
l. Other petsas bofit #?&a @ad cosa wferre btlffit ns With tenier ts05 pka l 0 tenlL fIe IM $550-C iteed.

p. Plase complte every applicable item on this form. If an dam does not apply, enter "MA.

1 (a) Name of sponsor (employer If for a single employer plan) I (b) Employer identifcation number

Domain Industries, Inc. 39-0501180
Addres numberr and street) I (c) Telephone number

215 Mf. Knowles Avenue (715 ) 246-6511
City or los, State and ZIP code 1 (4) Employer tlaxbte year neds

Nov Richmond, Wisconsin 54017 January 31. 1976
2 (a) Name of plan odmnistnate0r (if other than sponsor) I (e) Busi ss code number

So_- as sponsor 2040
Address (number and street) 2 (b) AdRnnstroets employer Weerilriatite A0

Ciy, town. State and ZIP code 2 Cc) Telephone number

SNam address and identifilotw number of o" sponsor end/or ] pln administrstw as they appeared on the lost repor fle

wtth C L or IRS if not te same as In o 2 ..... ............................................................................................

4 Check appropneole box to ricale tha e of plan entity (check only onte bon):
(a)"Z Sinsletmployer plan (c) 0 Muktimpilner plan

(b) aJ Plan of ntrolloed group Oi ¢orporationls or (d) f Multiple m yercolectrely-bargained plan
common control employers (0)8j Multiple empl"oyr plan (other)

N () oeef Plan: 5 (b) Plan
Domain Indusatie,. Inc, Croup Realth InsuTance Plan numbe, 5 0 1

IS Check at least on* item in (a) or (b) end applicable items In (c):
(a) Welfare benefit Plan: (i g Helth insurance (M) 0] Life insurance (10) ' Supplemental unemployment

(I) O r (S ) .................................................................................... . ...

(b) Pension benefit plan:
MI Dein d benefit plan-(Indcste type of def med benelit plan below):

(A) FIoxnd benefit (B) C Unit benefit (C) 0 not beneft (D) C] Other (specify) • .............

() Defi d conlribtolon plan- indicate type of defineditlontribtion plan below):
(A) Q ProittSharing (8) ] Stock boaus (C) [] Targel benhit (D) 0 Other money purchase

(Q Q Other (specify) P.. . . ...................... ....................... .......... ...............................
(W) (3 Defined benefit plan with benefits based partly on balance of sepcrete account of participant (secto e 414(k) of the

Coda)
(tv) 0 Annuity arrangement of a certain exempl-Owlrgatieti.oo ae oovenmonl unit (section 403(b) of the Code)

fv) [] Custodial account for regulated investment company stock (section 403(b)(7) o t08 Code)

"el ] Trust treated as an Individual retirement &Ccoang (section 408(c) of the Cod•) -

(il) 0 Employee stock ownership ptn not part of a qual,fiod plan (secotm 301(d) of the Tax Reduction Act 00 1975)

( 1) 0 Othor (Specify) I .................................................................................. . . .......

(c) Other plan features:
(I) ( Th.,..MSvnp (M) [] Keogh (HcR. 10) plan
(W) 0 Ermpoyee stoch ownership 65 pant of a qualified plan (chock onl If you checked o boe in (bi41 above)

OrI tooth at MAe ean Au 9Mcse tot55a a k sm Its. C ceam 8e 64 see.eal~d we t. a04.41a6 toaeo.eae o etes.-4

. . ................ . .. .. .....,.. . .. . ... .baoIneploiioo oun~
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7 lhier, ef act" W r elne, aet.na l ant beasettits as af te eat 1t VIAa year iefas peu yll eeS4tol (a){'i, f'W), f) and IM

(a) At"sue partrcPalnts (employed ar cae,,d as scte) fl) Number fatty veited . i -
fir) Number se fllcy nested. ______
(III) T" .. . . .. . . nI 0

(b) Ratired participants receiving benefits . ..... . . . . . . ..

fic) Purtoipants separated from employment and entitled to felure beiefla....
(d) Subtotal sum ol (f). (b) and (i) .................. . . -

() ennre reece|ing pension bene ..f. . . . .
Mi) Ta ul. fi) P a (a)....... ......
(g) Has the number of ectre participants decreased at any tire during the current year by more than 20% fron Yinl

the number aftshone participating at the beginning iftshe plait year?
(h) He, the number at eclina Participants decreased at any time during the current year by more than 25% from M

the number ot those ParltCpate at the belnnnirg at the previous plan ](Vt? . . .. .. *w v.

8 Plan amendment itormation (.elfara plans complete onl (a). (b)(1) and Cc)):
() Was the plan amended Il th's plan yeas? .......................

(b) It "Yes." (i) Has a Form (OS-I reflecting the amendment been tiled with W ..........

(A) Has the accrued benWits of any partcipant under the plan been reducer . . .....

(Ah) Wl amendment result Ina reduction of current or future bn rol .. ........
Ov) atr determn atlon letter ben requested feom IR. . . . . . . .

() Enter the date the most recent asndment was adopted. . . 1 .. . ., 1_

9 Pier termination information (welfare plans complete only (ie), fib), fit) end f)r. Yes No

(a) Was thic plan termisted during the yea .............. . . ... .

(b) if "Yes," were alT trust assets distributie ............. . . . ... .

fic) Was a resolution to terminate this plan adopted during this plan year ol any prior plan yearl . . . . . _

(id) It f) M (c) is 'Y41." le you ctis d faveable tlealirnite laeu Imm It$ oli rtsped I suca lesrnlatell . . . -.

(e) It (d) is "No." has a deetrmnalon letter been requested fro IRS? ..... . ....... .
(f) It (s) or (c) is "Yes," have part ypntt and beneftiaues been noticed of th terninilo or the proposed

tesrmnal'on? ......
10 (e) In this pien year. was the plan merged en Consolidated with another plan or were assets o liabilities transferred j

to anoher plan? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

If "Yes," enter itormaion obout other plans () Employer Identilr c et number(s) (d) PIn nsnes)

fib) hlsoaeepsa(s) lp.......-.......................... ......... . ........... .. . ..... ... .

(e) His actuarial slaltemer bean filed wll IRS as required lot enined benaLt plsanoS.... ..... Q Yes ro)

11 Type of funding ntiy
(a) Q) Trast (bertos proved in whole from trust fsa&)
(b) Q Trust or rroarment Proviimg benefits pAreoll throwgh i sustece ad/or annuity ntracts
fi) 13 Trust or arrangement Poviding ben elrs eaclusley thrrouth Insurance e/oe amnlty contracts
(it) C] Custodial account described it aeIcon 401 (f) of she Code and n included In fin) atoe
(s) Q] Other fspeocr) ..............
(f) If (b) of (c) is e hoabd. enter atb, of insurance car"ries ... . ."

22 God any person wo rendered Survcesto the plan receive, d.rsctly or rndrectly. nompanletin fromn the ptaai b t
plan year? ........................... . . . r0 Yes" MUw
II "Yes." furnish the ,forlue h rina l rmolros . .. . ... . ....

l.e.. , eer...... G I
Wa DID"eas IcisnIreses. tQC1M

A i. ose ascessucs esn04 f ~ sse aae
i..e to I "se J it P96vec.5onnWaah

91-43 t. - f1 - 29

lw, "w

06-48m"

w pm
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(a) Wat the plaansured by a delty bond llaainst lses though fraud or dlhsonetl .. ... . -

(b) If -YMe" enter the Mismum oontolott SrKovtraellk ................................
(c) Eter the Manat of the surety company b.J.. n..AG..4.1w r...Copn ............

............................................... .......................................... .... .............. .............. ..

(d) Does the plan, or a know party-ln-intlerst with respect the pln, have any contnul or sigioefaotl fInaA

1intares, dict or i irect. in 04 srety Company or Its agents or broker. . ........ . . .

(a) Nfthe plans not inured byfdltbit suplain why hitP. --.....
...a ... .f lll 4 Irlis¢~ l~~Ybn.nl6lwyal..................... ...................

() In Whs current plan year wea any lone to the plan cause by the fraud or dishonesty of any plan officat or ea-

play, of 1h1 plan or of other person handling fnods of the plant ...... . . . .... x

_ f "Yes" see specific Instructions.

19 Worrmntion about employees of employer at end of the plan yea (do not complete for rulkiamplyier plan):

(a) To number of employees .... . ....... . . . . .... ,.•. . . . . . .

(b) Number of employes eacluded from plA cforo*g-i
Cl) Wolmumsge o years f servc. ........... . ..
(M) Employes whOse behalf retiremonl benefits woe the siabeot of collective bargainhii ..

(no Nonresldent aicers who receive no eaned income from United States sources .......
irW) Other (spvif) .- ..... ... . . -................. . ............................
(v) Total employees excluded. sum of (I) through (v) .. .......... .

(c) Total number of employees not excluded from the plun, (a) tess (l)(V) .. ..... .
(4) Total number of omployes covered under the plaft . ..... . . . .

20 Is tiss plan a masteoorprofotype p .? .......................
-if nYvs," enter IRS serial number jo i

21 (a) Is It Intended that this plan qualify under section 401(s) or 40S of the Cod.? . ..........
(b) Hve you requested or received a determilnation lettr from the IRS for this alo .... ......

22 If plan i integrated, check appropriate bo
(a) Q Social Security
(b) fl Railroad retiement
(I) Cor 11

2(a) it this a defined bevefitl pa subject leths minimum funding standardsa? ... . . ......
if "Yes." attach Schedule II (Form 5500).

(b) is t a dellned contribution plan, Le.. money purchase or target benefit. subject so the minimum funding
StlhdaP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

if "es," complete (i), (i) and (Wl) betoe
I) Amount of employer contribution required for the plan year . . . . . . . __

(M) Amount of contributions paid by the employer for the plan year. o. . . . ...

fnter data of last payment by employer, for this plan pear ... .. . . . . . Ii. II.i.
,ai) f, Un derciency, recess. it ay. Of .Over ( . ......... . .

24 Pur suant '; C 4.sulaISOa. lina c mia e srl id tas certain circumstances. an Independel qualafid public
aCoUntatte opinion there aIe required to be hnCthed to the copy of this form Filed wth the O L With retrence therto, lea$
check the apprWnit boam
(a) The accountants opion sn nZ ret ure4 OR 0 relluired and i-

(1) 0 Unq1lled
M(0) ( Qualifies:
(0) 0 Adverse
(IV) 0O thor (011pain) * . ... ............. ........ . . ..... ...... ..... ....................................... .... . ...........................

(0) The schedule i c lad are-

0) 0 Inivetments at end of planyerw
(M 0 Tractactlo iMlt n rsI la aits end a party kown to be a partylnvItrnol
(11 0 Loana by the plan or reed Income obligations due the plan in default or classified as wollecltable
(') r Loases Io which the plat wet a party In default or classified as uncolottabil
Ce) E Transactolo or Series of tranactoas in esceas of 3% of the csrsoen val of plan assets
P49e.4 FaRU Ia thai A ho ind saltl IPW bl&i hil ?Athiir to reort for that tram.

* VA eaestn esesM OIOS es...anoo

It additional Spac. Is required fir any dea. *ack additionall ~athe i.ame slae as se form.

111-,110-6.
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SCHEDULE A Insurance Information fj j75
(Form 5500) I This schedule is required to be filed under sectl.i 104 of Iher Irm7

Ionraoe.1 1 ?imr ptoyee Retiremen income Security Act 1 1974, referred to 4s (RISA. This Form Is
Wv.t=. Sri t It. Attach to Forms $500, 5500-C. and 5500-K Aled with DOL. It applicable. Open to Pubric

Who . -,,rmt lii A"J,. * t Do not file with IRS. Insloction

Foe Plan year beliinMn J.une I . 197 "nd und" M.at 31. , 19 7i
•r Par I rmust be completed for II plans required to lt this scheoll. It Plamse complete all applicable items ae INs Fonie
I. Panl II must be completed for an insured penstios plans. If an hem does riot apply, mentor -MA".
•o Pact Il must be completed for all Insured welfare plans.
Name of sponsor as shown on lint I(.) ci Form 5500. 5500-C or SSO-K I -(mploer ldentficetoft number

Domain Industri-s. Inc. 39-0501180
Nome of plan Plan number

Domain Industries, Inc. Group Health Insurance Plan 501
E Summary of AI Insurance Contracts Included in Parts II and IU

Group all contracts In the same maner as In Palrts II and Ill.
I Check appropriate bo
(a) I Wet.e plan ( ) Pension plan cc) 0 Combinat.si pension and welfare plan

2 Coverage: A&;.,..b. .. be MIM.1,wo t -. 1 W al giq a 44dad _W-ec £jaj I n"
0174-07-053830 755 1633 1 0 6/1/? /31/76
0172-02-053830 214 293 0 0 6/1/7 5/31/76

3 Insurance lees and corn.iss-qos paid to lentrl agents, brokers or other persons:

4 cemn ft" f5it 1 We sW*M M 4 sar wpee p o wi, V01 SOls( d to A0u5 44 1.i cpeeo %.

NONE

4 Premiums due and un1paid at esid of the plan pear 0- S NONE5 contract number, or Identification It-

[ ][7 ] Insured Pension PlansProvide influmawasn for each contract on a separate Part II. Whre Indilol contracts ar1 provided, t ie t tor 8soep
Of such I"dviduall Contracts wi1h each Carrir may be treated as a unit for purposes of this

5 Contracts with allorted fundf. for exarnple, ndrvduall policies or roup deferred annuity coetrecta
() State the basls (A premium rate .............................................................................................................

(b) Totl premiums paid to cariler ................... . .
cc) If the carrier, soice r other "enlaetion Incurred any specific costs in connection with the acquimioax

or retention of the contract or policy, other than reported in 3 above. enteramoua. . . .
Specify nature of costs 0 ............................................................................................................................

4 Contrats oith unllodifled funds, for example, deposit administration or Immediate pertlcipation conra
Do not include portions of these contracts maintained in separate accounts:
(a) Bats nco K end ol previous polcy you ....................
(b) Aoditions:

fi) Cciritributicins deported duit year ... .. . . . . . . ____.

(i) Dividends end cred4s. ... ....... _.___.

(N1J) interest cVrdied daring year .......... . .... _......

(4v) Transferred from separate account .... ..
(W) Other specifyy) .... ...... ,.. . ....

(vf) Total addit st . ... . . . . .... . . .. . . .. .. . . .. _. . .
(c) Total of batiance and additions. (a) plus g . .( ........ ... . .....

(i) Dsbursed Ireen find to pey beftlits or purchase annuiies during year .
(M) Admrmltratiee chaise trade by carrier ..... ... ._._._._...

(IN) Transferred to separate ceule .............. .
(IV) oh ($Pecy) a ................................. . ...
(v) Tolllollon . ............ ....

(a) Ba ance at end of current arc . . ..
7 Soe1rati accounts: Current na4)u of Plont Interest I separateccoucls at e .....

5-
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Part Ill-Schedule A. form 5SD
[MPiOEYE RETIREMENT INCOME SECURITY ACT DATA

I This inMomation must be furnished and certified sthe administrator by te insurance carrier or service or oher orlanizaol and I
should be for the period covered by the annual report I the informatn is not available forIhat period information for the latest
completed poly year ending within the Plan year may be provided.

1. Ki me sponsor ... Do aiw.n. Inus .LeS. IX ............. .. . . ...........................
. a. CQef8ct ikhfiCatin % ( mo ...... 9.172.9-.2A-91iM ..... ........................

b Data ir period: From .... - ? ............................. To . . ,-7 .....................
3. Benefits and Coverage

APPROXIMATE NRUMSER OF PERSONS COVEREo mY EACH BENEFIT
IINEFITS PROViDEO ACTIVE , RIETIREO

Emplaytea Oepe rdealt Empiyees Otpondints

Health Benefits 214 293

Insured Welfare Plans
IPkroehd information for each centre One a Separate Pat El. I mee thai ore c ntrect covers the tar group or
empaeaes of the came empoynr(sTor members f the came employee arts illion(s), the irrormaton mer be combi*ed
for reporting purposes if such contracts are elperiati eirated as unit. Where Individuil contracts are provided. the
entri group of slh individual contnt wilh each nerier map be treated as a and tar purposes of is report.

9 gtperience ruled contral"s:
(a) Premiums:

(1) Arrrourr. received .. .. . . . . . . . . .
(o) Increase (decrease) in amount due but unpaid ._._._._._._.... .
(A) Inc$*#ee (decrese) in unearr ed premium reserve ......... . ,"n*
(hr) Plrmoria earned. () pls (d). minus (ri) .. . . . . . . ....... . . _70._0

(b) Senermt chatrgel: 1e,, ..
(l) Claims paid ................... .... MW
(a) Increase (decrease) In clam reserves.. .. .. .. ..
(d) Incurred claims ) plus ( ) ..... ..... ....................... 2,69.00
(ev) Clims charged ........................... 72. .69.00

(c) Remainder en premium; Account cc Ued -by",a
() Retention charges (on an accrual hasis)-- salaried lO1ee

(A) Commissions .I . .' .=": ...... . . . .
(U) Adminisrative Service ,r ether tee .... . ...... .none

(C) Other ipecifc acquisiio costs. . . . . .
(0) Other expe te ...... 2..........

. ......... . .. .,'i,-- .
(r) Charges, her riskt of contingencies .. . . . . . . .II~I . . . .
(G) other retention c argues ............... 2.1700

(W) Ovidends at retractive rite refn4s. (Such amounts were 0 paid in cash or credited) . no0
(i) States of policyholdr renernmi at end oftyaem M IX *

(6) Amount held to provideO belm l after retoement ............ .... none€,4 M im ,resre . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. - 2:9 0
(i,) Or reserves .................. . . . .... . n oe

Ia) Div.idends or teicactme rale rlvnds due (do ot include amount entered in (c)(0)) ....... none
e 1,040.00 Received trom life policiesmploe L0172-06-053830 and 0172-05-053830 tomployr Lifi Insurance Comnpany of Wausau reduce retrospective surcharge.

e il"e r s rartn of Wasau

Policies 0172=155383J, 0171e0"330f4i175.O&.03110, 0172-0,1.053830 "n 0172-06-053830
are. combined for retrnospective prmiu comu.to rpmsurfed in.w

771&34d9 101 5~a~to rPmu rfn.M.M
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Pail III -Schedule A. Form $500
EMPLOYEE REtIREMENT INCOME SECURITY ACT DATA

This inlormal niust be furnished rd certified to the admi ,sliate by the instance carrier server other otp,,nzatio and I
shovil be lo the period covered by the annual report ithe inlanmaln is eel available for that period. itammatin toe the latest
copleted policy year endwg within the Plan year may be provided, I

I. Name of sponsor ............. Domain. ldust.ries Inc ................................................

2. 1 -Contract identificat on o Numbed ...... Q17A-.-033Q ..............................................
t. Dat lt period: From ...... l-.7l ..................... ye ...... -- 6 ..................

3 Benetits and Coverage_
APPROXIMATE NUM BER OF PERSONS COVERED BY EACH BENEFIT

BENEFITS PROVIDED ACTIVE RETIRED
Employees Cependet Employves Dependetts

Health Benefits - nj (i. 755 1633 1 -
_ _ _ _ )(I ) I~ Il

Insured Welfare Plans
Prowde ilnformilo far Oack eonirat en a sephrale Ps" Ill. It mor than sri. oCeIscl co ers the same group 9o
empIoCYeS o the li*me employers) o meimers of thi ame employee erganizalion(), Ite IWeromaitun may be combined
lot ce'nprm purpose if such contracts sit eepternrce-fltd as a uit. Where unriociual cONfrcts af, prcivded, the
ontr#i group of such Indir ual contracts with each lerrr met be treated as a unit Ir purlse. 41 this r*i.

9 txpefrenca raled contracts:
(a) Pereinms:CI-

()Armount received... . . .. ............ L-6050
(n) Increase (decrease) in amount due but unpold .... ...... nn
(41) Increase (ditrlte) In unearred premoim reserve .......... none ,.
(tV) Piemiums earned. (,) plus (N). minus t,) ....... ................... .

(b) Beilnel challiS:

(,) Icreose (decrease) en claim frearm o........ ... ... . 32-fr..I o l
(,i,) Incurred claims (i) plus (11) ............ . ....... . .
(iv) Claim charged . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(c) Remi.nder o trempim: kccomt &cc
() Retention charges (on en accrual basi)- salrid'I

(I) Adm isrativSe lo a othr ft as....... onle
(C) Other c peci¢ aequr.ilio ............ _._. none
Ca) Other tisrm . . . .s.e ..i. .. ........... 5 2
(t) Tesr .p.... .... .......c.l.... ......

(r) Ciarges r o risks 1"tc rtin.lein ............
(u) Other reitenoio charges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(H) Total rltanti . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .

(-i Dividends or rrlroactive rte refovild (Such isnouni were 0 Pad In Cesh or 0 credied,) .
(d) Status of policymhour resrues at end 01 Yea

(,) Amount bold to provide benefits ae ll raweidlss .................

(ii) Other nesLrnen s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
(e) Drnudenids i atfreclieoae iols vrfnio dee 4do eel Inebado unmeaUnt eleetd in tc(d4ll

Ce 4ed: 9 Employm Mutual Liabty l instance Company ot Wiscoriein 9,075.00 received from life policies
0 Employees Life Inuance Company of Walus 0172-06-03830 "nd 0172-0-05830 to

nw o rodeucel retrosective surzchnarge.

-olicie 0172 102405380, o174-53830, 0175-08-053830, 0172-0 -053830 M-ol72-06-053830
,.re co in d for retrospective pre im ccapn at i ft or Premiu o re nd-

111-411 10" IRO.W

.... i i''I - - .
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* 0&d JJ !i cmt~

July 15, 1977

TOs All Participants Under The Domain Industries, Inc. Group
Supplemental Life Plan.

In acoordance with the requirements of the Employee Retirement
Income Security Act of 1974, you are being provided with this
oopy of the annual report form filed with respect to the Domain
Industries. Inc. Group Supplemental Life Plan for its year end-
ing May 31, 1976.

Plan participants may obtain copies of the following more de-
tailed annual report Information for a reasonable charge or
inspect without charge, the latest full annual report includ-
ing a list of certain party-in-interest transactions. To obtain
a oopy of any documents listed, write to the administrator ask-
ing for exactly what you want. The administrator will state the
charge for specific documents on request, so that you can find
out the coat before ordering. All the documents listed can be
examined at the General Office of Domain Industries, Inc.

The name, address, and telephone number of the plan administrator
are$

Domain Industries, Inc.C/o'Jack Xilb
215 * .- Knewles Avenue
ew Richmond, WI 54017

(715) 246-6511

Dam IIWJSTRIES INC.
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,..5500 Atiua, Returo/leport of Employee Beufit Pl1, 9jj0755500 Annual (With 100 or moreparticiputs)
f t" On ~This Form as

Thi ormI Is fO ir- , to e Ied u der secton 304 o e Public
IM at aet. ployo. Art Income Security Act of 1974 arid section

1.0w On..t, .a sane.. sawa.u. o | 600, Oa of the kSiurle Revenue Code. eferred to as the Code. ittpect ;tt
GOMRe,.S.@ , t. -,lJAJ. lei l 1 li ' -I tI INi
fawle a an0l tf14Nf1 OllffiAlPlai S tr,1at1e110 June 1 tt75 noe niteg May 31 . 176
j AN p nsion biefit ptxfann with 100 Wi mali peltimc.pant fi ofe Copy of this forn with the Depatment of Labor (04.) and ro

copy witS It Infetool Revenue Seic. (IRS). File a separate tem t eac ah flan. Los-te reproduction Copies are acceptablt,
o Welfare benefit plans with 100 or more partic pars file lhs fem with DOL only.

3i, Pentsion berfit plants compete all items. Hoiivera. mnn ity aranmeomrdS of cOrla, exempt oata nit and nrd,vrdall reiCtr
Aint account trusts oft employers complete only Items I throuilh 6, 9 and 10.

3. Were benefit plat complete only Items 1 trough 38 and item 34.
D. "etc Do naot l th form tor

b Kniae CH R. IM) pets inS fetr tle 100 pitip ars ed wft at hoed new tl empoplee pahtcipan tie Fwa Mil" lited
o. O"n paies benaeit plans aid tium wtifalo bouit Pa wii t e 20 patIM intel File ie $S00- knistel.

Plese comap lete eve y ap cable item on this form. If an item does not p py, ente "Nk"
I (a) Hare of sponsaw (employer if f a 0 single employee plan) I (b) Employer identcatlon number

Dom in Indu tries. Inc. 39-0501180
Address numberr and street) 3 (c) Teleplhon number

21.5 t. Knowles Avenue (715 ) 246-6511
City of to*, State nd ZIP code 2 (d) (mploye taxale year ends

lew Fi..cmnd,.wstonsin 56017 . .January 31. 1976
I(a) Name of pisa ~il~traoir (it other tha sponsor 1 (a) Buiness code numbw

Same as sponeor 2040
Addaes (number an sret) a (i) Allsenlwallers a plky ldmnhtath n a:

C wiy, to Sate and ZIP Code 2 (C) Telephone numbe r

3 rme. addiass and dentifie.ion numb.. of 0 sponsor andle Qr pain adm'nnistratea as they appeated on the test sopet fVt

Wit D04.Or IRS i0 not tire same n it I 2 ........................................... . .........

i4 Cetk appropaite box to indclte the type plan entity checkk only one bo):
(a) 1& Saie1-a1pley.. pinR (49) 0) Mefttoplne pla.
(b) Q Platof Ooeioled group of corpoations or (r) M t Mipl3-mpeoy-rcoilectaly bargained pla

common cot"o, employers "(e) C) MuAs employer plan (other)

* (a) Nam otplarcSt2P
__ Domaindsre. C, Group $tuplnoti lientel Life ?lIn : I 1 5

G Check at I&st on. item n (a) or (b) end Applicable dams et ().
(a) Welfae toneft pins to) Q Hetisntiace Cao J§ itt Insurance (00) Suipplemental snnipoYmniit

(IV) a Othr (sp ...y) P.................

(it) Pt Vol benefit plan:
() O shod benefit pla--(ndicete type of defiried bneSt plan bew):

(A) Q] Fined boeobt (9) Q Unit baohet (0 Fle betefi (0) 0 Other (spicil ) . ..... ..
(a) Deftned contribution plan--Adcate type of defined contributin plan below):

MA 0 Faotlt-saaln (S) Q Stock boones (C) Q Targetl bonfad (0) C3Othra money, purchase
(t)0 Otir (Speciy) * ........................................................................... ...... ................. .........

(itt) 0 Defned benefit plan with benaift bsed po tlat bslance of septerte accolnft of participant (secio 414k) of the
Cod.)

(IV) 0 Amaty arrangement of a certin exempt organauition Ore govniern etal unit (section 403(b) of thie Code)
(w) 0 Cisaoar account te regulated investment Company stock (section 403(bX ) of the Cod.)
(lo 0 Taoi treatda an adiiviClual oeikmit cct ostM (siecOoo 401(c) of the Code)
(elo 0 mlpoy nec~ owaetrtiip pla eM pi of a qirSied plot (toional 20(d) of tie Tao Reductio Act of 197S)
( o O r (specity) .....................................................................................................................

(4) Oaio. 6 ptaeatas:
(M 0 Thrm.Wdn (it) 0 KNa h (Kp. 10 lan
(to Q Emloye stck ownrsll, as pan of a qaahied ple checkk p It yoe Cheked a bog in (bX-i slin)

ema oAn a a be we e I 1 at t 8 I 0 Ot oi mosaapq Otodde a.t....e.. .. na.am Of tada aemaste. -.0 h11Xd O wn OA. d a aw
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F.I 150 KIt75 P.a. 2

7 Plumb" of uaine and cibrce aripAr ro C hralais as 1 flth aid of the pla year lneaptsns Caompate onmly COCrl il.0 Cr n) 
(a) Active participants Cemnpyed o Crrd as active) (,) lrnter tut t nesled . . ____________-____

(so Nunnber ot fuly vested.
(id) Total ...... . . .... . 121

(b) Retired participants receiving benefits ... .. ....... . .___ ._.__-

Mc) Participants Separated from employment end untied to future benelt. . . . . .. . ._._._._..
() Sublotal, sum of (a). (b) and (c) ...... ......... . . .... . 121
(a) enaiarwi recent pension benefits .......... . . ..... . . ..
(IQ Total. (d) plus (e) ........ ........
(d) Has the number of active participants decree sd at an time during th cuint yes by mor. than 2'0 7 YeS N...

the number of those participating t Ilth be nnrng of the plan yeay .r? ... . ......
(h) Hs the number of active yarticopoants decreased at any tnie during the current year by more than 251% rom

the number of those Iarlic¢oafini at the bethnomi at oha wannus cTan vear?. ...... .... .

I Plas amendment infornmation (cerllars plans complete only (a), (bfli) israd (c)): .
(a) Was the plan amended In this plan jet? ....................... l -X
(b) If "Yes." (i) Has a Form S$- rejecting the amndment bees iled vontl 0042 .-.........

{0 Hae the accrued benefits ot any palticpant under thea plan been reduced? .... . -
(Wii) Wi inendmet result In a eductin of current or future befits .. ... . . .1-
(v) HIS a determination leter been r*uletsred from IRS ... .. . ...

(c) Enter the date the most recent amendment ws adopted ............... . ) 3 01 72'
9 Plan termination ieformotien (*efare plans complete only (a), (b). C) and (f));- Yfl No

(a) Was this plan termnated during the year? . . . ................... x
(0) If ,'i.- were an trust assets ditribuild .................. .... .
(d) Was a resolution to terminate this plaa adopted during tIn plan year or any prior plan year?. .' ...... x

(C) 0 (a) Sr (C) I "Yet' hew you racalved a Ijoersah delernnina le Witar from IRS witl rasped I sac tmrclaail.io . . . . -
(a) I (d) is "No. has a delarmnatir Iler been requeted from IRS? ..... . . ...... . .
CI) If (a) or (c) Is "Yes." have paIn.;Cnts and bneteficatne been rotred of the terminaion Ofr the proposed M I

termnationl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . I

10 (a) In this plan year. was this plan merged en consolidated with another plan or were assele o liabilites transferred [
to another plan? ....................... . ... . .- X
If "Yes." peter Slatmation about other plon(s) I() Employes lcentafil .itn eumber(s) (d) Plan numbers)

(b) Rie plants)Is... .

(a) Has actuarial statement been tiled wnith IRS as required for d fined benefit plans? ......... Q Yes Q3 No
11 Type of tudf'urs entity:

(a) (] Trnt (benefits pr nvded In whole from trust funds)
(1) Q Trunst en rrangmaert providing bemeflt, partatty through Insuronce and/or annuity contracts
(c) C Trust er arrangement provid,. benesi$ aeckshily through Insurance nd/eor annury contracts
() (J Custodial account described in setoan 401 (f) of the Code and not included in () above
(a) 0 Other (pecity) Ic . ....................................................
M If M) or (c) Is ch__k_____;4tr cmber O f insuranon ce me . . ..... ... 1

It D any person who cendered services to the pUn receive, directly en rioect y. compensarlaio from the plan 55 the
ptn ea.rt .......... .............. -. y HNo
If "Y#&." furnish the f natorest _ ___,

ta elar~oeshl

be Noma *aplar, sey n wjdem ~ 18- W e as onsw aodSe iA 14iie pawd by 5 V an d weOf to Pln
. . bygo .....

s~ . .. .n ,,,
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Is @Mn: -!e-I No
Ia) Web tMe ;Janr irsuied by a fdeldlj ban~d agaues. louts through fraud or dfhontsy?.........
(le) If -Yes," enterlhe nsinvrom amount of loss facoverable 10. -40Q,QQ_)Q ...... ........
(t) gote the name o the surety comp..ny I. ... Hatt forTd Acd.t )n *. . n.e.. . .mny ........ . .

(4) Does the plan. or a knoon party in interest with respect to the plan. have any control or Vsnif'icant , el ocoal
Interest. di dft o Indirect. in the Surety Company or its agenlat or brokers? .. . .... .

() ithe plan it not nued by & dly bond, explain why t )................

Mi) In the current ple year was say los to the plan caused by the fraud or dithonesty of any plan official or en .Flu
ployet ithe plen Of of other person handl-no funds of the plan? .......... . ... X
It "Yes," Sea specific ,structions.

t Information about employees of employer at end of the plan year (do iot coriplel for mnultie ployer plans):
(a) Total nu br f employees .................... ....
(b) Numer of employee% excluded from plea covraz-

(i) Minimum age of yaes of service .......... . . . . . .._.......

(i) tre plos on whose behalf retirement benefit t were Il subject of collective brlainrni . . .
(Al) Nonreldent thlt who rceive no eared Incom e trm Unted Stlates sources . . . .._._.".

M O s) Ot pe c ( ) -................................................................................................. ..
(v) Tolt employee exccluded, sum of (i) through (iv) ........ . ..... .

(c) Total "imbsr of employees not excluded from the plan. (a) less (b)v) . . ...... . .
(d) Total number f eirmployees mevefed under the elan .... . . . . . .

hot No

20 is this plan m aletr or olotype plan? ........................
ti *Yes.- Into? IRS Wtill number k -

21 (a) ISIt Intended te this plan qualiy under %action 401(a) Vr 405 of the Code? ...........
_ (_) Have e requested or received a determin.tion letter from the IRS foi this plan? ..... ... . .

22 If la Is inlegatr . check approp le bou=
(a) Q Social security
(b) 0 Railroed retirement
cc)0E Other

23 (a) Is this a deed benefit plan subject to the minimum funding Standards? .. . . . . . ....
if 'Yes," alacel Schedule 3 (form 5500). 1 jg

(h) ts this a defined conthbuioM plan. I.e.. money purchase or it t benfit. Sabjnct to the minimum funding

standards? ........................ . . ....

if "Yes," completed (t). (ii) and (W) belw,
Ml Amount of employer contribution required for the plain year .. .. . . . . _._.

(9) Amount of contrbetion pat by the emptkntr for the plean year .... . . .

-- Enter deta of last payment by emplyer for thin plan year ... . . . . . ...
(1 dndeflcienc, ese. .I ann, of i) over ;ii) ...............

-Paersa t Io DOn regulations, lanciat flitnlm ts, schedules end, i certain 61curistanca. tan independent qlirfMed pi-bh
accouetani's opinion thereon are retired to be attached to the copy of this lorm filed Wlth the DO... Wdth reference thseto, please
theci the pprOprlatSi boneS:
(a) The accountants opinon is a not required OR C req~trend ant --

(A) G Qualfied
(IN) 0 Adverse
M ) Oth r (f pli ) ..............................................................................................................................

(b) The sThet le are-
S ' Investments at end of plen year

(IQ ( Trensactlion involving plain asses and a party Ottowe ta be a partybInieret
(I) 0 Loeas by the plan ofr fhed income obligations due the plan In eifatt or classifed as icollscltble
(Iv) 0 lates to which the llan ws a party in default or, closifo enl asunco teblo
(y) [0 Traftse ions c4 ioirre of transctions in excess of 3% of the current valee of plan assts
Nair failureto Ia ht a hox ur~Atces the Mans has eolflne tol report for that item.

* s O^@~ ."PAS sm Wems03- s-fffmor

N 0d4ooale spate is roqu. rod for any item. ttachll addictnal shets te Same Sie as this form.
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SCHEDULE A Insurance. InformationJl
(form 5O0) Ths schedu l is roqurod 1O be tied under section 204 of the (m. I

e weeueSs .r.e.e u"pIOyee Relaeerftr Income Socurty Act of 1974. celne-d 10 as [ISA. J This Form I

a.. . Z-'-- Attach to r eims ssoo, 5500 ,- and 5500-K iled with DOt. if ppi able. Open to Put,Ls., 0.*,* '1.0-0 3- .u, 10 Do Pot itet with Iftk Inspectiod

For plan year benmrng June 1 .19 75 aueninn May 31 *ss
• Par I must be completed for all plans required to tae this schedsle. •. Please complete all epphceble Items en this r.
I. Pert S must be completed ter ai insured pension VIaeL If an item does not apply, enter "NA-.
. Pert NI must be completed for all Insured welfare ptmins,

Name of sponsor as shown o lone I(a) o0. rom 550 5500-C or 5S00.-N | Employer identification number
Doain lndustrie se.nc 39-0501180

Hame of Plan number
Domain Industries. Inc. Group Supplemental Life Plan 505c Summary of All Insurance Contracts Included in Parts It and 1I

Grorp on conticts in the some aenaer as in Parts U and Ill.
I Chgc appeopriate boa:

(a) R Warfare plas (b) 0 Pern plan (c) E) Comrbinationr pension and welfae plas

a1 beei ("1100 so 11-sre...m a1i

0172-06-053830 121 "a i" 6E /7 5/.

3 Insurance lesand com sn e d e p nr aI e beakers *0 e oth perso.si

NONE

fj[JMM Insured Pension Plans
Pr vide ItforersUb5 for each c*Wibtct on e separate Part 11. Where Idiidu&l contracts oe provided. the entire ar
o 4such IridIvidual coeracts with each carrier may be treated as a eni for purposes of thIs report

0 Contracts with allocated fund#, for exemle, individuat policies Or group deterred annuity contents:
(a) Statethi bes iofpremium rates ............................................................................................................

s . ...... ........... ......................... ............. ............................................. ........... ..... .................. .(c) S"e wurier. service or Other rganilat.on Ircurrel any specific costs In connection Wiltl e actisltion

(5) 1ot4lnea prel ess pel to riec................................... ,

Sir retention f thei content Or policy, Other this reported Is) abcs.. ester rast.
Pcl D atu of costs Do......... .......................... ...................... ......

6 Cortci with iontlIoEiled lands. ltr exarmple. deposit adrlll or Imminnate participationr cantracI.
Do not Incluode poet0.501o these Contrents maintained ir separate accounts:
(a) rlaries at d of prvi s policy yew ...... ................ .. ..... ..
(b) AdMi rrort

(e) Conributioens deposited d urlna year. ....... ..............
(i) Dl4iernds and credits . . . . . . . . '.
(1k) Irterest Credite durn year. .. .... . .......... .....
p4 Transered from separate accountr.o . .... .................
(C) Other specifyy) s. ............

(e) 1s ofbear and cossdaddtio ye .( e)p _s (bl).v ..... .................. .,. .
(d) Deduactions:

MI Disbursed Item Iusd to pey besiehltsor purchase anrnuities dsrinrg peer.
(5) Adonleistrsie charget made by Carrier.. . . . . . . ...
(No ITersferred to separate eccoee . .. ........ .. .. .. . .

(h)Other CspecI) 11 ... .......... ..... ................ .....

7 !ep!r!! ecceririta Current aise CIO plans Interes in so fte .cestsa er n ______

I
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Part Ill-Schidute A. Fail 55O0
(MPLOYE[ RETIRMENI INCOME SECURITY ACT DATA

Thts information must be furnisl ed and certified to the administrato by the insurance catrile o' service of other orgaization and
should be for the period covered by the ancual report. It the trilormatin is not available for that period, information o he latest
completed picy year en.ir within the PUn year may be provided

1. Name 01 spo o ............. .. d.s1tr . .n9 ................................................
2. a. Co tract ide rifat f Nambel ... 9 T?.. .O 9 .................................................

b. Data foe pe : rom ....... - . ........................ To . -7 .......................
3 Benefb and Coveral_

APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF PERSONS COVERED &Y EACH BENEFIT
BENEFITS PR3VIOED ACTIVE RIIRED

Emplyey " Opepndenta emp 0yPet I Ona dent5
a) ) lenei)

r..if e Eenrefitsa 12]. --

Insured Welfare Plans
Provide Inromaloor lt each contract on a steparat Part Ill. if mot than one ceLred covers lhe teme erou e
employees of LI' tame mpOr(t) Or mtmbert Of Ih same emlIoyee orltnitation(s). thel informanuon may be combined
for siporring purposes of sueh conIracts are eperiefte rated as a unt.I WIere indVuidual contracts aie provided, the
ealel Srowa G| such indi.dual contracts with each eerire may be treated as a ant lo purposes of this report.

I Eapersonee rated contracts:
Ca) Preminums:

,) Amount received .............. . . .. .. . 0"0
(o) lIncrasa (decr se) i atiientr d1uo but unpaid . .. . . . . ........ . . ... .
(.) Inceas decrees.) in unearned prerr... resue. ..... ... . ...... 
(tV) Premium% earned, (i) plu% (h), minus C',) ....... ................... .

(b) Renseit charges:
(t) Claims pad ........ .....................
(d) Increase (decerats) in clam reserves . . . . . . . . . . . ..
(AM) Incurred claims W.) plus (I) .... ..................... - ....
(Ca) Caims charged .........................

t) o ofad ,tamiounfl Account : , 'b
(i) Retention cheeges (aot on accrual bes$)- eallariei awe ~ "ie

(A) Coammisu-r.o . . . ..tu . . . . .

(9) Adarinutrat" samvee Or otsa et.. .ane .. .. ....
(C) Other spaihe mcquisaturn cotb ... .. .. . . .
(0) OThr epr .................... . .

(F) Charges for rsks or coitirenctees... .. .. ..

I) Oaher retlentoa chares .w ........ . .. . .

(H) Totel retention . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(1) Dividends or retroactive rate rlunds, (Such amouls were 0 pIdi ts cash r M credited.) 1 2 0

) stem of Polcyholder resrves at end of year. 1n
(r) Amnt held provedd etits filter r...re.. .... ....... .... _. none
C) Claim ,eere .................................. -

(a) ivdends or rteoectwe wat rit rnd dee (do eel I ft o amount erd n (cms)) none
Ce.~'e 11 Emlayer Mutua Uabtty ~ I 209.00) transferred to be*lt-h plc

Ceded' 3 Employer& Mutul tiatxhty InSwace Comp",/of Wr~orisin 0112-02-053830, 0174-07-053830, andE (mployers life Insurance Company of Wausau 0,175-.,-053830.
OIIWnoenyPIolnstancef Wausau

,11ecs 0'O6A 31174.O77053830fA75-..O 53830, 017Z-0-053830 land. 0L.724O6&453830 are
mblned fcr retrospetive premium amputation or premium refud.

nII-43)R 10,76 1 101T1. UA
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July 15, 1977

TO: All Participants Under The Domain Industries, Inc. Group
Life Insurance Plan.

In accordance with the requirements of the Employee Retirement
Income Security Act of 1974, you are being provided with this
copy of the annual report form filed with respect to the Domain
Industries, Inc. Group Life Insurance Plan for its year en in-
may31, 976.

Plan participants may obtain copies of the following more de-
tailed annual rMport information for a reasonable charge or
inspect without charge: the latest full annual report includ-
ing a list of certain party-in-interest transactions. To obtain
a copy of any documents listed, write to the administrator ask-
ing for exactly what you want. The administrator will state the
charge for specific documents on request, so that you can find
out the cost before ordering. All the documents listed can be
examined at the General Office of Domain Industries, Inc.

The name, address, and telephone number of the plan administrator
are:

Domain Industries, Ir.c.
c/o Jack iiby
215 N. Knowlea Avenue
N*w Richmond, W 54017
(715) 246-6511

DomAIN ImUSTRIes, INC.
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1.5500 Annual ReturnlReport of Employee Benefit Plan 1075
2-. . (With 100 or mre _ articip ants) f r I7

This frm is-rqus Fom Is-
p,0 i* required to be filed lnear section 104 of the am- Open to Pubki

04 n-. - pfopae Retr e t Incom e Security Act of 1974 and .¢lio Ins ction
ma.- , . e .l, a) 04 th* Internal Revenca Code referred to as the Code.
Coe. nrent us, , eniiIAI lI l II [I lFI' QI i"I
Fai the caledar plia lar i1S wit plae year beginnig June 1 ,, 75 end edig May 31 39 76
0- All ponforn benefit plans with 100 or mo e parlicpants ftile cne copy 0 tlis ora with the Depart ent of Labor (OOL) and oft

Copy with the Inlernal Revenue Service (IRS). Ita a separate form for each plan. Legltie reproduction copies are acceptable.
i. Wetlare benefit plans Oth 100cr more participants file this form wtlhl D01 only.
0- Pension benefit plans comnplrte an items. Hovrner. annuity arrangements of certain exempt orgaitons and ldlnivdal retire.

rnent account trust of employers complete only items I through 6, 9 and 0.
•, Welfare benetit plans complete only ilams 3 through 1S and Item 24.
IN Note: Do tot file this form far

- Ki (IfSL 10) plans wil fewer then tO0 patitiyan and with at lea one Dmrm.eopl articipant. F. Peen S500-K Ilead.
0- Otal nic hriht pel cud certain soallan belt plais with flea than 100 paricipmnts. Fie Frn $50-C Instead.

la Plaise complete retry applicable item on this form. It in stem does sot ap.lyr enter "MA."
1 (a) Name of sponsor (employer i for a single tmployar plan) 3 (b) Employer Identrfication number

Domain Itndustries, Inc. 39-0501180
Address (number and street) I Cc) Telephone rmbr

215 N. Knowles Avenue C1 715 ) 246-6511
City or town, State and ZIP code I (d) Employer laable year ends

New Ric¢hmlond. Wisconsin 51,017 - nt y 31. _& 1975 -
2 (a) hame of plan administrallor (if other than sponsor) I (e) Business code number

Samene p onise- 2040
Address numberr and street) 2 (b) Adniriis arlnr aptya~ Idenbhcatis M.

City, town. Stale and ZIP code 2 (c) Telephone number
__ __ __ __ __ _.....__ __ _ ( ). . ..

3 Name, address and ide tfication number of C sporsor andjor Q plan administrator as they appeared on the last report Filed

"Il DOor IRS J not te same as In 3 or 2 •o .............................. ......................

4 Check appropriate bon to aidiclt the typo ol pain entity (check only one box):
(a) R Singleremployer plan (c) Q Multiempoyn plan
(b) ] Plan of conlrorld group of corporations or (d) Q M u

t
iple employi-rcol'ectivaly bargained plan

common control employers (e) C Multiple ermploynr plan (other)

$ (a) Name of plan: s (b) Fl
Dorain Industries, Inc. Group Life Insurance Plan number. 5 0 , 2

6 Check at least one item In (a) or (b) and applicable items in (c):
(a) Welfare benefit plan: (r) Q Meanh insurance (a) H Life Insurance (l) Suipplemeentaf unemployment

(v) - Other (3pecry) ..........................................................
(b) Pension behelfit plarc:

(i) Defined benefit plan-i(tndcat type of defined benefit plan below):
(A) f] Viaed benefit (a) [ Unit benefit (C) [] Fiat benreht (D) Q Ocher specifyy) • .

(a#) Defined ContrbutOn plan-(indocate type of defined contribution plan beloe)!
(A) Q Profltshalring (8) Q Stock bonus (C) r] Target benelit (D) - Other monly purchase
(E) [JOther (specify) • ..........................................................

flit) 0 Deieti bealfit plan seth benefits based partly on balance of separate account of participant (section 414(k) of fita
-- Coe.)

(tv) Q Annuity arrangement of a certain exempt cranielicer or a 8oernriental unit (Section 403(b) l the Code)
(rj C] Cuslodial account for regulated investment company stock (section 403(b)(7) of the Code)
(vi) ) Trust Irellied as an Individual ret•lrnrant account (section 408(c) of the CdAe)
0rI) Q Employe stock ownership pla not part of a qualified plan (-clon 301(d) o the Tax Reduction Act of 1973)
(nifi) Q Other (specify) 0 _ .....................................................

(o) Othet plan features.J.) E) Thrft savins (if) Q Keoeh (H I. 10) pee
(ill) C) Emply** stock ownership as part of a quahfied plan (check oty "if yos chocked a boa In (b)(o) bow)

Linu ect 0"1,m 5of eee aro MaWn Ii aso lofte a she eee '8"WO14 ... "I.pMWatiw' te."W08-in e

........... tw i ...... ...... ...... . .. . t- i ' ... .. ..... ..........
.... ..... . . ....... . ... .... .................... ............ I....... W . W;;. ; .... .......................... -
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3-
rawa s5500 rt (1ago. 2

7 NOMA" 1W active SAd leed particifeah sa bseriaies " ie Vue an W the pn Yea 1 af P. ane ceomplels a (a)X., (10. C10 ad dl):
(a) Active participantn (onsploea or carried as active) ( ) Number fwty vosted "

(4 Number not futty verted.
(I , otoa l.. . . ...

(b) RetiredI participants oecelvlng benefits ..... ..... .... .. .. 30
(c) Participants separated fram employment and entitled to ttuve benefits ..... . . . __...

(d) SubtotaL sum of (a). (b) and (c) ..... ....... . . . . .... 784
(e) eenetciar es receiving ponnton benef, ts . . . . . . . . . ..

STotl. (4) pls (e) .... .... .. . ..... . . . . . .
(g) Has the number of active participants decreased at any time during the current year by more thaa 20% from yes no

the number of those paticipating at the beginning of the p la ye .. . . .....
(h) Has the number of acte participants decreased at any time during SM current ytar by more than 25% frm IB

the number of those partcipating at the begannine of the previous t n ves? ...........

8 Pion amendment information (wel re plans complete only (a). b)fi) and (c)):

(a) W ae aatheppanaam ne pu de $ at l .y................ . . .. . .
(b) If "Yes," (,i Has a Form [8S-1 reflecting the amendment been Mnd with DOL ..........

(o) Hm VS accrued benefits of aey participant under the plan been reduced .......
I , Man1 amendment result In a reduction of current of future benelt? . . . ; ......
(OvI Has a determnantion letter been requested from IRW . .. .. .. .. ....

(a) Enter the Oldthe most recentrrindment was, adopted. . . .. . . . 01 * 01-171

8 plan termnalon infermation (welfare pians corTiplete only (e). (b). (c) and (): Yes N

(a) Was this ptan terminated during the year? . ... ................... x
(b) It "Ves" wre al trust assets diutrib/tedli .................... . -
(c) Ws a reslution to terminate this plan adopted durng thins plan year or any prior plan yea' ... ..
(d) S (a) af (9€)is 'YM." hae "e racgiVed a savorabla drmim m letter ee i itsled Is seca laz.awt . .. . -

(a) It (d) Is "No." has a determ.nation letter been requasled fom IRS? ....... . . . . .. .. ..

(f) I (a) o (t) is "Y.*" haes prtielpan s and benes'ciaries bean notiftad ot the ternnation or the proposed
tormnnnati .o . . . . . ..in? . . . . . . .

10 () In this plan year. was this Plan snared or consolidated with another plin or nrwe assetsor labilities tripannerr II
to another plan? . . . he . .. r .r.. .. .. ...... . . . . umer.I )

If 'Yen" enter information about other plan(s): (c) Crnpinyer Idenitiatalos nuaber(e) (d) plan number(s)

(e) Has actuaria sralament bean filed with IRS as required for defined benelt plans? ......... 0 Yes p No

Typo of funing ais '.
(a) 0 Trust (bards provided In whole loam trust funds)

(b) (J Trust of arrang*omae providing boielts partially through Insurance and/or antuity conra cs
(c) M Trust of arrangement providing beets exclusively through Insurance end/ar annuity co'traca
(d) C Custodial account described In section 401(t) of the Code and not included In () aboel
(a) 0 Other (specty) 10
(f) It (t) or (c) is checked antor numoe r of Insurs"ac carriers ............. 1

11 W.4 any person wh treadered Servces to thi plan receive. directly or tndrmcty. compeasatin troeS the plan in
plan yan ... ...... .. . . .... . .......... . . . C] Yes a .
,, 19 'Yes." tarnis tha lo1itr*al Intormetkttl _

.. .. foel S o ea r ow... ... ,..or nt al n I Fa. n e... 9snt.

40 _fie to __orw

9.) es-4 paee aOOes WE 6691n Was paid seoaIe ad M8." V " ho Sla iniioft PWlan Pa
er'tro e W eron

/
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4-
loen SSW lfM 3

is *andesg: _____He

(a) Was the p an Insured by a fidelity bond against toss thes ugh frad ish d ishaosw .........
(b) if Y41t, ester the maximum amount at loss recovetrable g. $ .. , ................ ...

(e) Enter the name of the surety company p .... X.. t.t ..A¢..At...k..;uoo $ y...rm . r .
.................................. ............................................................ .............. ............... ....................

(4) Does the plain, or a known partytr.inte~lst mih respect to the ptait have any control of sigificant financial
inteast. direct or indirect in the surety cempny or Its agents or bok .... - ; . . . .... .X

(e) Ithe plan is not insured by a ielty boid. plain why o t .... ..... ....................... ........

(f) In the current pln year was any Iost to the plan caused by the fraud or dishone y of any plain official or em-
ployee of the plan or of other person handling funds of the plan? . . . . ...........
If "Yes." sme sp*cifc instructions.

1 Information about employees of employer at and of the plan year (do nat comple for mutemployr plant):
(a) Total number Of employs" . ... . . .......... .........
(b) Number of employees e u1ahded ftrm plait coverage-

(1) Mnmanurn age oryesm f iStaI... . . .. . . . . . . __

(i) Employees on whose behalf retirement benefits Were the subject of collective bargaining.

(6e) Nonostaent aens wfiocetve io earned income from United Slates sources.. . . . _._.

fiv) Other (specify) .............. ................. I..................................................................
(v) Total employees excluded, sum of (i) through'0v) -.. .. . . . . . _._.

(c) Total number et emplaoyett not excluded from the plan, () lets (bXv) . . . . ... _._.._. __.
(d) Total number of employees covered wider the p ln . . ... . . -. .. .....

Yes No
is1 tis plan a matter or prototype plait? ........................
If "Yes." enter IRS serial number * I

21 (e) Is it intended that this plan quality under section 401(a) of 405 of the Cod d ............
(b) H_. you requested or received a delermination letter from the IRS for this . loa' ..........

22 It pla is inlerated, check apprOpriate b4W'
(a) ] Social 1ctcidy
(b) Q Ratkoad retirement

23 (e) Is this a defined benefit pIan subject Io the minimum funding standards? . .
If "Yes," altach Schedule I (Form SW0),

(b) IS his a defined Contjbr t"an Plan. i... money purchas4 or target beneft, sublet to the minimum r4rni
stritandrs? ................ . . ............ .

It i"Y." complete (i). (r) and (lii) boloor
(s) Amount of employer contribution required for the plan ar
(i) Amoutnit of contribution paid by the employer for the plan year ...... . .

tfear dale of lot payment by employer, for this pan yjar . . . . . . . .i. . . .I.. . I
(li) Fundno defcri ty. excess, if any. )f c;) over (d) . ....... . .....

24 Pursuant to 001 rejulolions. liorancial stalrmirnls, shotedules and. #n certain circumstances. aft independent qultfod public
actcountal'a acirnio thereon anre.rod fa1 abllachad to the copy of thie form fled with the 0.. With reference therelo. please
Check the appropnSt beet.:
(a) Thu accoulnnt's Opin is a not required OftQ required Is-

0I QUnualified
(Ill) (J Advese
(i 0 Oter (oeplals) .....................................

(b) The schedules Included are-
(') 0 nvlestments at ad of Pla per
(ii) r Transaction in ehting plan assetll and party known to be a par-y4atirtereulf
(IN) j] Loans by the plan or ftaed Income obligations due the fieon In dfesi or classiled as uncoafleable
(iV) 0 LatI" to which the plan was a party in defoialt en cloIIS d as uncotlectah
(v) 0 Transactidns or series of transaction$ i efacess of 3% of ti e current value of plai asss
Nor fatwire Io check a ban idiralts the plan has not"lag.1e rort for thfat item.

It additional space Is require k any Kom. m ch adi4iol sheets the some site as t" ar
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SCHEDULE A Insurance fInformation I])75
(Form 5S50) This Schedule is reqo~rad to be tiled under section 104 of the Em

jm a. S, ployer Retrement Income Security Act of 1974. referred to as ERISA. This Form Is
0• Attach to Forms S00. 5S00-C, and 5500-K fried wth DOL. it applicable. Open to Public

tainl M..g l $.- AJ-41,6 Do ma fil with I.M Inspection
For plan year betimrm; June 1 , 19 75and ending May 31 . t976

)- Part I must be completed far all plans required to ie this schedule. • Plese complete alt applicable items on this crr
Ii Pat if must be completed for alt insured pension plans. it an Item does not apply, enter "NA".
b- Pots III must be completed for all Insured welfare plans.
Nama of sponsor as shown on line I(a) o! Form 5500, 5500-C or 5500-K Employer identification number

Domain Industries. Inc. 39-0501180
Name of pln Plan numbet

Domain Industries. Inc. Group Life-Insurance Plan 502
i Summary of All Insurance Contracts Included in Parts II and III

Group alt contracts in the same manner as in Parts II and tIL .

3 Check appropriate box:
(a) a Welfare plan (b) Q Pension p1T" (c) ( Combination nsion and welfare plan

G overall: Ooe bale 0 .uns iii- ama. m.1 alm .7 -U d "M5,t

0172-05-053830 771 0 30 6/1/1
3 Insurane fees and €ornm;ssions paid to general agents, brouers or other persons:

WsiE tao f" A

NONE

4 Premiums due and unpaid at end of tihe plan year • S NONE contract number, or Identfcatcrn •

Insured Pension Plans
Provide information for each contract on a separate Part 1t. Where IndisOlial contracts are provided. the entire Crc.
of such Indidual contracts with each carrier snay be treated as a unt for purposes of this repalo.

S Contracts worth allocated fund, for example. individual policies or group deterred annuity contracts
(a) State the basis of premium rates • ................................................................................................................

() Total preurriums pal to carter. ............ ................ ............
(t) It the carrier. serica or other (ganization incurred any specific costs in Connection With the acqu-stion

or retention of the contract or policy, other than reported in 3 above, enter amount ........
Specify nature of costs * ... ................... ... ..................... ..... ...............................

G Contracts wih unallocaled tuni s, te rea rnple, depon~t administration or ir.. rediaer nrticipatrion contract.
Do not iclude porlion& of these contracts mairtairtad in separate accounts:
(a) Balance at end of previous policy year . . . . . . . . . . . ___.

(b) Add.tions:
(C) Contributions deposited during year ...... . . . . . . . ....
(k) Dividands ad cradt . ........... . . . .. _.I._._._._.
(ki) Interest credited during year . .. ...... . . . . .. . ."
(in) Translerned from separate account . . . . . I

(V) Totel addition . . ...... ........... . . . . .. _..... .

(i) Total of balance and additions. (a) plus (b)(vi). . . . . . . . . . _._._.

(d) Deductions:
fr) Osbirsed forn fund to pay benefits or purchase annuitie during year . . . ______ . _ "4_ 1

(M) Administration charge made by carrier. . . . . . . . _._._.

(ad) Translerred to separate account . . . . . . . . . .

(in) Other (specify) ... . . .............
(v) Total deductions ...... . . . . . . . . . . . .

__S eaatce atrd of Currnt val e pln' ... . . .c. .l. .
7 Separate acc0unto. Curren~t value Of plans interest at separate I actoants at year end .. . . .I
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Parl IIl-Scbedute A. Form 5500
EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT INCOME SECURITY ACT DATA

I This information must be furnrished and certified to the administrator by (he insurance carrier or service or other corflitltlon and I
should be for the period coveed by te anrial report If she information is not availble fl tat period,informatroeIoatheatest I
completed poiy year ending within the Pan year may be provided

1. Name of spo sor ......... Ti.-1r4i .1W A rkt A . l ., ...................................................

2. a. Contact identirc tsn [or Number) ...... O... ... . ..............................................

b Data for per CX: From . ... ... .. k :17. ......................... To ....... 6o.e-e74 .................

3. Benefits and Coverage

BENEFITS PROVIDED
APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF PERSONS COVERED BY EACH BENEFIT

ACTIVE RETIRED
Employtes 0;Dend li Emplo e s OInD U

(.) Iiei " , ) (11

Life Benefite 771 30
_____________________________________________________________ _____________________________________________________________________

ff j Insured Welfare Plans
Provide ,normation for each conract on a separate PanO IlI. It more than one Contract Covers Ih. Suie group of
emoilores of the same emoioyer(s) or mombters of the same ermploytee organizations)., the iformalon mray be cormbned
for reporting purpoes if such contracts are experomnco-rtted as a unit. Where inditwdual contracts are provided. tie
entire gioup of such individual contracts with each earlier may be thealed as a unit to purposes of Iths repu

9 Ea precre rated contracts:
(a) Premiurle'

(s) Amcunt received.. ..........
i.l) Incre se (deotass) in amount duo but unpid .. .....

(o) Increase (decrease) in unearned p*ami trios .e . .e. . . . .
liv) Premiums earned, (,) plus (i). mroius (ii.) . ... . .. . ....

(a) Benefit charge'
It) Claims paid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(") Increase (decrease) in claim reserve. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(wii) Incurred claims (.e) fqU (it) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(,Y) Claims charged . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

to) Remainder oi priourn:
() R le,or. charges (on in accrual ba is)-

(A) Commissions.
(8) Adnesaistee service or other fe.... ...
(C) Other specir acquisitiOn co .. .... ... . ....

(E) Taxes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
(F) Charges boe risks or contingercs . . . ... .. . . .. .
(G) Other relere atrges ...a.r.............

-non--

Atec .eant 'ac,,]
salaried ejo

none
Inone

T ]fh. e)Z

1 . 1.. .
* 3.763,,., 00

(H) Total retel lot ..................... .....
(t) Dividends or retroactive rate refunds. (Such amounts were L paid n cash or jj eoedited.) . . .

(d) Sarus of polc,holder reserves at ena of year.
(i) Amount Peid to ip orid etetli arier retretmet ................
(t) Cla rn reserves . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(i,') Other reserves t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .

(e) Ocee leeds e- ercaclive lte refunds due (do not includ emount entered in fclIl .. . ....

-1 -5-6O

none
-none

none

91-933 0 - 71 - 30

Ceriled p mploers - - 4100, 9000 transferred to health policiesCertified P Employers Mutual Liabllht) Insurance Company o WisOconsinO
p Ernrpturs Life Insurance Company of W uuu 0e2--02-0538300 0174-07-053830 and

0 Illinois I s A Wuu Ci? 017--o.-053830.

I dicies 01'? iX2-0538.,o, (.174-07-053 Of(, 0175-O8-05-3e30, 0172-05-053830 and 0172-06-053830
sre corobined for retrospective p. e iunl c petition Or pre fi ift ref nd.

-I -, " I -'l , 1. .

. ... .. j. - . i

PATIM $ICA.
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INVESTMENT COUNSEL ASSOCIATON Or AMERICA, INC.,
New York, N.Y., June 28,1977.

Re S. 285.
Hon. LLOYD M. BENTSEN, Jr.,
U.8. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR BENTSEN: The ICAA was organized in 1937 and consists of more
than 70 firms which are engaged primarily in rendering investment supervisory
services on a continuous basis; are registered under the Investment Adviser Act
of 1940; are entitled to use the term "investment counsel" under that Act, and
receive no compensation based on the value or frequency of transactions.

Our association is particularly interested in two features of S. 285: (1) the
5 percent limit per class of.security imposed on managers of over $1,000,000.000
of pension assets, and (2) the 'modification" of the ERISA prudent man rule to
permit investment of 2 percent of the assets of a pension plan in companies With
paid-in capital of less than $25,000,000 or in venture capital funds which invest
in such companies.

Our experience teaches us the vital importance of flexibility in investment:
the ever changing Investhient climate-may convert the apparent wisdom of to-
day's limit to tomorrow's folly. We urge you not to legislate investment inflexibil-
ity. For all its imprecision and uncertainties-and we share your concerns about
its impact on pension fund management and on capital markets-ERISA's pru-
dent man rule has the virtue of flexibility. We suggest that you focus your atten-
tion on clarification of ERISA's flexibility. Rather than legislating what may
become the first of a series of prudent man investment "pockets," you should
indicate, clearly, that, under ERISA's prudent man rule, prudence is determined
not by looking at a particular Investment by itself, but rather by looking pri-
marily at the reasonableness of the total portfolio of which that investment is
a part, viewed (at the time at which the investment was made, held or sold)
in the light of- the overall circumstances, including the objectives and require-
ments of the plan. If you will remove uncertainty about this facet of the opera-
tions of ERISA's prudent man rule, investment decisions (whether with respect
to investment in securities of companies with capital of more than $150,000,000,
in companies with paid-in capital of less than $25,000,000, in venture capital
funds, or in the myriad of other investment opportunities presented a pension
fund account) will flow from, and will be measured by, the appropriate dynamic
standard. Such a clarification would be of great service.

Respectfully submitted.
PAUL 3. MzuTZ,

Chairman, Legislative Committee.

STATEMENT OF HARRY V. LAMON, JR., AT A HEARING ON H.R. 4340 BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON LABOR STANDARDS OF THE CoMMITTEEON EDUCATION AND
LABOR, U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee. I am Harry V.
Lamon, Jr., of the law firm of Henkel & Lamon, P.C., Atlanta, Georgia. As some
of you may know, I am a member of the Advisory Council to the Secretary of
Labor on Employee Welfare and Pension Benefit plans, serving as a representa-
tive of the general public, as Chairman of the Small Plans Impact Work Group,
and as a member of the Minimum Standards Work Group and the Legislative
Work Group. I am also a member of the Panel on Contingent Employer Liability
Insurance established by the Pension lnefit Guaranty Corporations.

Although the Advisory Council, in January of 197?. by a vote of 14 to 1, en-
dorsed the concept of consolidation of all ERISA administrative and enforce-
ment functions in a single agency,' I am not appearing here today as a member
of tM-e Advisory Council. Rather, I am here in my capacity as General Counsel of
the National Association of Pension Consultants and Administrators. Inc.,
(NAPCA), and as a concerned individual who has been involved in the pension
industry for over twenty years and who is vitally interested in the continued
vlability and growth of a sound private pension system.

IAttached as Exhibit No. 1 Is a copy of the resolution adopted by The Advisory Council
on Employee Welfare and Pension Benefit Plans on January 11, 1977.
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When pension reform was being considered initially, I, along with many

other tax practitioners, supported retention in the Internal Revenue Service of
the administrative and enforcement functions relating to qualified retirement
plans. The reason for such support, primarily, was because the Internal Revenue
Service was a known quantity, with existing administrative and enforcement
capabilities, which I felt could fully implement the objectives of ERISA. I have
never supported the concept of "dual Jurisdiction". Dual Jurisdiction resulted,
as you know, from a legislative compromise, and I believe it to be truly analogous
to a ship at sea with two captains, neither of whom is quit sure who is in com-mand. In many respects, ERISA today reminds me of a' Liberian oil tanker.
Seriously, Mr. Chairman, in any organization, the buck must stop somewhere.
Under ERISA, it is being passed back and forth between 'the Internal Revenue
Service and the Department of Labor. The history of dual jurisdiction over the
past two and half years has convinced me that it is just not a practical approach
to the problem.

Throughout this period of time, I have been intimately involved in dealing
with the problems which have arisen under ERISA. As part of my employee
benefit plan activities, I have analyzed literally hundreds of legislative proposals
to amend ERISA to resolve some of the substantive difficulties, and have been In-
volved in consideration of countless other problems. The common denominator of
a substantial majority of these problems is dual jurisdiction. The problenis have
been particularly acute in the areas of (1) reporting and disclosure, including
forms and deadlines; (2) prohibited transactions and fiduciary responsibility,
where the uncertainty created by.the party in interest rules, and the inability of
the agencies to get together on many needed exemptions, has severly penalized
many innocent plan fiduciaries; and (3) enforcement activities as best exempli-
fled by the uncoordinated agency action with respect to the Central States Team-
sters' Pension Fund.

I fully recognize that progress has been made in the implementation of ERISA,
and quite candidly I highly compliment the agencies for the progress to date.
However, as this Subcommittee well knows, even this much progress has come
only after a truly inordinate amount of time, expense and hard work on the part,
of the Congress, the agencies, and the public. It is my considered judgment that
the jurisdictional problems are institutional, and I have no reason to believe that
the situation will significantly improve absent a legislative change.

Mr. Chairman, there appear to be two basic philosophies as to how the dual
jurisdiction problem might be addressed. One is the concept of "consolidation of
functions" as exemplified by H.R. -i3?0. The second is the concept of "statutory
allocation of functions" as exemplified by S. 901, recently introduced in the Sen-
ate by Senator Lloyd Bentsen of Texas. I am very supportive of H.R. 4340, but I
am also supportive of certain provisions of S. 901 as explained in Senator Bent-
sen's introductory statement of March 3, 1977.

I am particularly interested in the provisions of S. 901 relating to simplifica-
tion and reduction of ERISA's reporting requirements and the concept of an
expanded and expedited declaratory judgment procedure. I further support the
concept of retention of a shiared oversight responsibility among the various con-
cerned Congressional committees, and would hope that the current debate over
jurisdiction will ultimately lead to real implementation of the Joint Pension Task
Force with full participation of all of the concerned committees. However, I see
very real problems with the concept of statutory allocation of functions. As I un-
derstand S. 901, the Internal Revenue Service would be given jurisdiction over
vesting, funding and participation, while the Department of Labor would be given
jurisdiction over fiduciary responsibility and prohibited transactions. The Internal
Revenue ,Service thus would be retaining jurisdiction over plan qualification pro-
cedures. However, as this Committee well knows, the basic requirement of a
qualified plan under Internal Revenue Code Section 401(a), is that the plan be
created, organized and operated for the "exclusive benefit" of employees and
their beneficiaries. The "exclusive benefit rule" of the Internal Revenue Code is
inextricably related to the fiduciary standards set forth in Title I of ERISA. If
the Congress attempts to divide "exclusive benefit"Jurisdiction from "fiduciary
responsibility/prohibited transaction" jurisdiction. I am afraid we will find our-
selves right back in the same "dual Jurisdiction" quagmire in which the pension
industry Is now bogged down. Accordingly, I appear here today in strong support
of the concept of consolidation as the only realistic alternative for resolving the
jurisdictional problems which to date have so hampered the administration and
enforcement of ERISA.
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I last appeared before this Subcommittee in July of-976, testifying primarily
on problems in the area of prohibited transactions. At that hearing. in a dialogue
with Chairman Dent, I expressed some reservation about the feasibility of creat-
ing a new independent federal agency to administer and enforce ERISA. On
reflection, I continue to be concerned over the logistical problems and the po-
tential disruption to the momentum that does exist If an attempt Is made to
transfer all ERISA administrative and enforcement functions to a new inde-
pendent agency.

The dual jurisdiction problems are acute, and it has been my thought that
the most immediate action possible should be taken. For this rea:Isin, I have
strongly supported the position of the Advisory Council. which is to transfer to
an existing agency, the Department of Labor, all administrative and enforce-
ment functions. but with priority given to transfer of those problem areas which
are most pressing. Thus the most acute problems could be addresqed immedi-
ately, and the other functions could be transferred on a scheduled, step-by-step
basis. If it is the judgment of this Subcommittee that immediate action Is re-
quired In specific areas, I still favor this approach. On the other hand, my over-
riding concern is to obtain consolidation of the administrative and enforcement
functions of ERISA under a single body. whether a new agency or a new con-
solidated administration within an existing department or agency. I am con-
fident that this Subcommittee will give due consideration to the comparative
logistical and practical problems involved in the two approaches.

Given these overall comments on the problems of dual jurisdiction and the
need for consolidation. I would now like to offer a few comments on specific
provisions of H.R. 4340.

(1) Section 3001 of II.R. 4340 provides for the Board of Directors and officers
of the proposed Employee Benefit Administration. Subsection (b) (1) provides
that the Board shall consist of three indiviluals: the Secretary of Labor or his
delegate. the Secretary of Treasury or his delegate, and a third person appointed
by the President. Subsection (b) (2) provides that the Board shall appoint an
Executive Director to serve as the chief operating officer of the Administration.
I suggest that Section 3001 be modified to provide that the Executive Director
shall be the third voting member of the Board of Directors. This is more than
Just a technical change. I think it very important that the chief operating
officer of the Administration have a direct and substantial involvement in the
establishment of the policies which will guide the Administration and not just
the duty to Implement policies established by the Board.

(2) Sections 3003(c) and 3007 provide the general authorization for the
transfer and consolidation of components, personnel and resources of existing
agencies Into the proposed Employee Benefit Administration. The language of
these sections leaves substantial discretion in the President of the United States.
Such discretionary language In the legislation itself is entirely appropriate in
view of the practical and political considerations which are obviously involved.
However, I would urge the Congress, at a minimum, to go on the record in the
appropriate Committee Reports by noting that a competent and qualified field
force under the Jurisdiction and supervision of the Executive Director is essen-
tial to the success of any attempt at consolidation. The qualification function and
the audit function simply will not work effectively from a single national office.
There must be a field force which can effectively perform those critical functions
at the regional or local level. I am certain that this is the intent of the proposed
legislation. I would urge that the Congress specifically so state in the appropriate
Committee Reports so that the means for developing suh n field force, or for
transferring such existing Internal Revenue Service and Department of L abor
personnel to such field force, can be accomplished as an Integral part of the
establishment of the Employee Benefit Administration.

(8) Section 8005 of H.R. 4340 would establish certain procedures dealing (a)
with the notification of employees of the request for a favorable determination
letter from the Employee Benefit Administration and (b) with the requirements
for Intervention by the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation or the Secretary
of Labor in a declaratory judgment action brought Under Internal Revenue Code
Section 7476. Although I understand thqt H.R. J340 iq not designed to deal with
substantive ERISA matters, and particularly Is not designed to be a "Christmas
Tree" vehicle for miscellaneous substantive ERIRA amendments, I am concerned
that this provision does not address a very real procedural problem under the
declaratory judgment provisions. The problem io not that of dual or multi-
jurisdiction, but is the failure of a government entity to assert appropriate
jurisdiction. In my view, the Tax Court has taken an overly restrictive view of
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its jurisdiction under Section 7476, with the result that the purpose of Section
7476--to enable employers, plans, participants, beneficiaries, and other interested
partles to obtain a lJom1pt review of a plans qualification either where the Inter-
nal Revenue Service has ruled adversely or has failed to rule within a reasonable
period of time-is not being fulfilled.

In Federal Land Bank Asaoolatton of Asheville v. Commissioner, 67 T.C. No. 4,
decided in October, 1976, the Tax Court held that it had no Jurisdiction to render
declaratory judgments with respect to plans involving pre-ERISA years, pri-
marily due to its analysis of the interaction of ERISA Section 3001 and Internal
Revenue Code Section 7476. In two Memorandum decisions, the Court subse-
quently confirmed its position that it has no jurisdiction over plans in existence
in January 1, 1974, when the plan year begins before January 1, 1976. Miller d
Kcarney. P.C., T.C. Memo 1977-16 (Jinuary 26, 1977) ; Metadure Corporation v.
Commissioner, T.C. Memo 1977-37 (February 18, 197).

In 'hcpherd & Mycrs. Im. v. Connlissloncr, 67 T.C. No. 3, also decided in
October, 1970, the Court held that it had no Jurisdiction to render declaratory
judgments with respect to questions involving the continued qualification of
a plan unless the questions were occasioned by a plan amendment or a plan
termination. Thus questions of "qualification in operation" were thereby pre-
cluded front review under the declaratory judgment procedure.

In Prince Corporation v. Comm Wssoner, 67 T.C. No. 25, decided in November
1976, the Tax Court held that it had no jurisdiction to render a declaratory
Judgment with respect to a plan's qualification even though the 270 day period
had expired since the application for a determination letter was filed. The
Court held that despite expiration of the period, the taxpayer still had to
establish that he had exhausted his administrative remedies. The unfortunate
implication of this case is that the Internal Revenue Service can hold up action
on a plan indefinitely and the taxpayers who sponsor the pension benefit plans
can obtain no relief.

To my knowledge, in only one case, Hill, Farrer d BaurrIll v. Commissioner,
68 T.C. No. 33 (December 14, 1976), has the Tax Court reached the merits in an
action brought under Section 7476.

Without unduly criticizing the Tax Court, I conclude from these cases that
the Court is not particularly anxious to assert jurisdiction under Section 7476.
The proposed procedures of Section 3005 of II.R. 4340. In not addressing the
Jurisdictional restrictions found by the Tax Court in existing law, imply agree-
ment with such restrictions. I hope you will agree with me that more than Just
tax considerations are Involved, and that a plan of concurrent jurisdiction simi-
lar to that provided for other tax exempt organizations under IRC Section
7429 should be provided. To properly fulfill what I understand wag the intent
of Section 7476, I would suggest the following:

(a) Modify Section 3005 of II.R. 4340 to insure that its notice procedures
will not be construed to prohibit a declaratory judgment proceeding with
respect to a pre-ERISA plan or a plan not required to comply with ERISA
such as a pension benefit plan for church employees.

(b) Modify Section 7476 of the Internal Revenue Code to insure that
expiration of the 270 day period without agency action and without mu-
tual extension will be conclusive of the fact that the petitioner has ex-
hausted his "administrative remedies."

(c) Modify Section 7476 of the Internal Revenue Code to provide for
concurrent jurisdiction of the Court of Claims, the Federal District Courts.
and the Tax Court. (Compare with Internal Revenue Code Section 7428
regarding declaratory Judgments relating to the status of Section 501(c) (3)
organizations).

To briefly summarize. I strongly support the basic concept of H.R, 4340 and
ant gratified that this Subcomnnlttee is now directly attempting to solve the
dual Jurisdiction problem. I slicerely hope that this Subcommittee will be able
to work effectively with the other involved Committees, both in the House and
In the Senate. to develop a workable solution to the dual Jurisdiction problem.-
If you do. the people of this Nation will be well served. Thank you for allow-
ing me to appear today.

EXHIBIT NO. 1
By a vote of 14 to 1 the Advisory Council, On January i, 1027. adopted the

following recommendation:
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"The dual Jurisdictlon problem should be solved by a legislative amendment
transferring to the Department of Labor all authority for interpreting, adminis-
tering and enforcing ERISA, Including fiduciary responsibility and prohibited
transactions, with the exception of matters which are strictly questions of Fed-
eral taxation, e.g., deductibility of contributions, taxation of nonqualilted trusts,
taxation of distributions.

"The excise tax provisions would-be. eliminated and prohibited transactions
would be enforced by civil remedies. The Department of Labor would have sole

0 responsibility for certifying employee plans and trusts, and the IBS would be
bound to accept such certification as conclusive of the Issue of qual'acation.

"This objective may have to be achieved in several steps and priority should
be given to the transfer of fiduciary and prohibited transaction sections to
DOL's sole Jurisdiction.

The Advisory Council also expressed opposition to the creation of a third
regulatory agency.

AMERICAN CouNcIL OF LIFE INsURAnCE,'
lVahingtoti, D.C.. Junc 16, 1977.

Hon. LLOYD BENTSEN,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Private Pension Plane and Employee Fringe Bene-

fit*, Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENAToa BENTSEN: The American Council Qf Life Insurance ("Council")

appreciates this opportunity to comment on S. 285. This bill, as here pertinent,
would impose a penalty tax on a manager of more than $1 billion of pension
assets who acquired, with those assets, more than 5 percent of any class of secu-
rity of any corporation over a stated size. In addition, the bill would exempt
from federal and state definitions of the "prudent man rule" the Investment by a
fiduciary of up to 2 percent of the assets of a trust, which is part of a qualified
pension plan, or of an Investment company, in the securities of any corporation
under a stated size. The Council, on behalf of its 467 life insurance company
members, does not favor the enactment of there measures.

S. 285 has its origins in the so-called "two-tier" stock market associated with
the early 1970's. At that time, and notwithstanding evidence to the contrary, It
was asserted that institutional investors, in general, limited their Investments to
a select group of large companies. the "top-tier", and left floundering, with In-
adequate sources of capital, smaller-issuers who constituted a "second-tier".
In 1973, in testifying before your subcommittee on this alleged phenomenon and
In a subsequent statement on S. 2842 (93d Cong., lst Sess.). the present bill's
precursor, the Council's predecessor organization, the American Life Insurance
Association, stated that while there wn"s no evidence to support the hypothesis
of a "two-tier" market, to the extent such a market might exist, it would be a
by-product of general economic conditions rather than a direct product of investor
design. History has demonstrated accuracy of this statement, and no one now ser-
ously asserts the existence of a two-tter market or an absence of diversification In
pension investments.

Numerical limitations, to a significant degree, are arbitrary, and should not be
used, particularly In a statute, unless necessary to correct an established, specific
wrong. Because there has been no abuse of discretion by pension managers, there
is no warrant to Impose on them a federal standard which, In the absence of n
specific need, will serve only as a precedent for establishing further artificial
barriers In the marketplace.

The secondd part of S. 285, the 2 percent exception to the "prudent man rule",
Is intended to divert pension assets to small companlei. If In fact it is In the
natloqal public Interest to encourage the investment of retirement funds In such
issuers, tax Incentives should be provided to allay the high cost and unusual risk
these investments entail. Upsetting established concepts in state and federal
law by creating two prudent man rules, one for large issuers and another for
small Issuer's. Is too dear a price to pay for a tenuous solution to an undefined
problem.

Thank you for your attention to our views, copies of which we have sent the
olher members of your subcommittee.

Sincerely yours, LARRY 3. ROSENSTEIN,

.4#esftant General CouOel.
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STATEMENT O Mo ius GOULD

B!MPLIIOATION or zBI A

(1) I am president of Pension Counsellors, Inc. of Rockville Centre, New York
and have devoted at least 95 percent of my time exclusively, for almost 25 years,
to the design, installation and servicing of pension and profit sharing plans,
exclusively for small business. It is our proud boast that in all this time we have
been able, in conjunction with the attorneys and accountants of our clients, to
guide them in this activity with the result that never has a single client been
confronted with the penalties of the law for failing to comply, nor has a single
common law employee received less than 100 percent of the amount to which he
was entitled upon termination of employment or dissolution of such plans.(2) As to simplification of ERISA: We are opposed to it. We believe that for
large plans, for instance those of the giant corporations, those negotiated by the
giant unions, the multi-employer plans, the structures of ERISA are essential.
These organizations have available the legal, actuarial and accounting specialists
to enable them to meet the requirements at a nominal cost per employee. It has
been shown time and again that in each of this type of plan, there have been
wide-spread abuses which it Is hoped will be eliminated by the strict application
of the terms of Erisa.

(3) The same is not true of plans with less than 100 participants. Requiring
such small plans to meet all of the strictures of Erisa constitutes "crush'ug the
little guy" as very aptly stated before your subcommittee by Senator McIntyre.
Small business must have access to fringe benefit programs in order that they
may contend for qualified personnel with their giant competitors. To make com-
pliance so difficult and costly for these small plans is tantamount to promoting
the eventual disappearance of small business from the economic scene. Between
1972 and 1974 we saw the excesses of big business; it is respectfully submitted
that one of the very healthy ways of making sure that big business does not
continue such excesses is by making sure there is a very vital and viable small
business segment which can compete effectively, and "blow the whistle" when
necessary. The effective way to accomplish this happy result is by changing
Xirisa so that some of these strictures are not applicable to plans with less than
100 lives.

(4) There are many fringe benefit arrangements available to giant business
which small business is unable to institute. Because to the giant corporation it
makes little difference whether an expense is currently deductible or is deductible
later on when paid out, they can promise their executives retirement benefits far
in excess of the limitations Imiosed by Erisa. Attached hereto and made a part
hereof marked Exhibit A, is a letter from Honeywell Inc., dated May 18, 1977
indicating that whereas prior to Erisa they had provided for certain retirement
benefits on a currently deductible basis, those in excess of the limits imposed by
Erisa are being continued even though the deduction will come when the benefit
is paid out. The typical small business does not have the kind of cash flow that
would enable it to provide for this kind of additional benefit. In 95 percent of the
cases that kind of undertaking would not be possible nor relied upon by the em-
ployee, for obvious reasons. This is another reason why, and there are many
others, access to fringe benefit plans should be made easier for the small business
as otherwise they will completely lose out in attempting to acquire competent
personnel.

(5) A typical pension plan for small business is integrated with Social Secu-
rity. Broadly speaking this means that roughly one half of the Social Security
benefit expected at age 65 is deducted from the total benefit promised, and the
balance is provided by employer contributions to a private plan. Because Social
Security benefits are heavily weighted in favor of lower paid employees, this in
turn means that in the typical private plan up to 90 percent of the funds involved
are used to pay for the benefits of working stockholders and other highly paid
people. (The Committee should bear in mind that of the total Social Security
cost. more than one half is paid by the employer.) Under these circumstances, why
would anyone controlling the plan such as a stockholder-employee-trustee wish
to act improperly in connection with those funds since most of it will be devoted
to the benefit of himself and other people about whom he is vitally concerned?

(6) We submit that in small plans it would be entirely satisfactory to elimi-
nate the frequent actuarial certifications required for large plans and instead
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merely to require that before any of the ten highest paid people in such small
plans may derive any benefit therefrom, that there be certification by a regis-
tered actuary that after disbursement of such benefit the plan will have sufficient
assets to meet its obligations to the remaining participants.

(7) The attached chart marked "Exhibit B", was published by the Equitable
Life Assurance Society of New York. All companies heavily engaged in pro-
viding individual policy pension trust products have published similar charts,
prepared by graduate actuaries experienced in qualified pension plans. These
are the charts that we have been using for almost 25 years to extrapolate the
figures required in designing a given plan. We request that this Committee call
before it a graduate actuary experienced in the pension field and with stature
in thE field and ask him to testify under oath as to whether any figures that
he might prepare for a fee of less than $1,000, let's say, for a plan with ten par-
ticipants, would be more accurate than any of the figures set forth in Exhibit B.

(8) In the period after 1972 we have seen that lawyers (including Attorneys
General of this Country), certified public accountants and others of recognized
stature have committed perjury. It would be too much to expect that actuaries
would not "adjust" their figures. Would it not be better in small plans to have
a series of charts like Exhibit A certified by the Insurance company actuailes,
rechecked by government actuaries and then made available for use by lay
actuaries who have been doing this kind of work for a great number of years,
in connection with the calculations required by qualified plans with less than
100 participants. This would result in eliminating extra costs for small plans.
which are too high on a per capita basis.

(9) One of the very obvious advantages Is that these charts, on file with IRS,
would be available for instant rechecking by IRS auditors in order to determine
whether the contributions to a plan within the minimum or maximum fund-
Ing standards.

(10) This is one approach. There could be others but by utilizing charts of
this kind we could avoid the requirement that a small plan be saddled with the
expense of up to $100 per participant for actuarial services each year whereas the
cost to the large plan would be limited to pennies per year per participant.

(11) As a matter of fact, Congress In its wisdom. provided in Section 3042(a)
of ERISA (as amplified in the House-Senate Conference Committee Report
93-1280 page 361), that the actuarial services for small plans continue to be
provided by people with proven experience in the field using widely published
actuarial tables, at little or no cost to the client. This has been common in our
industry for 50 years. Congress provided that this continue. The Joint Board
for the Enrollment of Actuaries (controlled by actuaries) has countervened
this CQugressional mandate. Why is it not just as satisfactory to provide that
before the stockholder can take his benefit out of a plan, he must only furnish
a report from an enrolled actuary that the assets remaining are sufficient to
provide the benefits promised the common law employees?

(12) Most important decisions regarding actuarial matters are left to the
Joint Board for the Enrollment of Actuaries, which is Itself controlled by actu-
aries. Congress must look into the possibility of a conflict of interest created
when actuaries are permitted to establish regulations requiring unneeded use
of those services. This inflates the cost and at the same time increases the
profits of actuarial firms, at the expense of small business. It is a typical exam-
pie of Congress having hired -a fox to patrol the henhouse and must be changed.

(13) PS 58 rates now being used were promulgated in March of 1947, based
on insurance rates at that time. Everyone in the industry, as well as the Wash-
ington bureaucrats Involved In these matters, are fully aware of the fact that
insurance rates have come down 20 to 40 percent during those 30 years. Since
it is cheaper for small business to provide life insurance coverage under a
pension plan than any other way, this important segment of our economy, and
their employees, are being discriminated against unnecessarily. After thirty
years, it is certainly time to revise these rates so as to provide equity for small
business.

(14) In order to provide a quick solution to one of the more irritating aspects
of Erlsa, I recommend your calling the Chairman or other operating officer
of the Joint Board for the Enrollment of Actuaries to determine by what sub-
version of the English language they are able to change the clear mandate of
Congress as set forth in Section 3042(a) of Erisa as amplified in Committee
Report 93-1280, page 361. If upon studying this segment of the law, this Sub-
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committee interprets it as written, then obviously the Joint Board for the En-
rollment of Actuaries is in clear conflict with the law and should be Instructed
to correct their position. This would eliminate unnecessary expense and paper-
work, and remove other burdens from the backs of small business.

EXHIBIT A
MAY 16, 1977.

Mr. MORRIS GOULD,
Trustee, Pcnsion CouniPlors, Inc.,
Rocky ille CenPtre, N.Y.

DEAR MIs. GOULD: Recently you addressed a letter to Mr. Spencer, President
of Honeywell, inquiring as to how pension payments in excess of ERISA limits
could be paid from our Retirement Plan.

We have amended the Retirement Plan in accordance with ERISA so that no
more benefits could be paid from that trust than allowed by the law and
regulations.

Since ERISA would have, in effect, reduced the retirement benefits that would
have been paid from the plan without ERIS'", we created a new Supplementary
Retirement Plan through which the difference in benefits would be paid. This
plan has been approved by the Honeywell Board of Directors. It has not been
submitted to the IRS for qualification, nor is it intended that the Company
will do so. The cost of the plan is not funded through a trust, but benefits will
be paid If and when necessary from operating funds.

If you have any further questions on this matter, please feel free to contact
me.

Very truly yours,
EVERETT G. SHERMAN,

Manager of Beneftt Admnistration._



EXHIBIT 8

PENSION PLAN LIFE POLICY

list year deposit to auxiliary fund on various bases corresponding to single consideration required at retirement age for increase in monthly life income. 10 yr certain to pro.das $10 per $1,000 face
amount including monthly income produced by policy cash value)

1st year deposit

S. sum Basis G2 Basis H2 Basis 12 Basis F2 Basis K2 Bais 02
C.V." no. inc. to incr. 1958CS 1958 CSO 1958 CS0 1958 CSO 1958 CSO 1958 CSO Bass .2 Basis L2 Buis M2 Basis N2Female. age Rot t ret. from mo. inc. 3% centt 334 percent 4 percent 4 percent 4% percent 434 percent 4 percent 4 percent 5 percent 534 percentat i5m3 age age C.V. to $10 no :,m. terms. no. term. terms. no. terms, terms. int. only int. ony int only int. only

20 -------------- 65 601 3.32 1,752 8.48 4.64 7.35 3.94 6.36 3.34 9.95 863 7.47 6.45
21- ------------- 65, 598 3.30 1.255 8.91 5.065 7.75 4.31 6.73 3.67 10.46 9.10 7.91 6.35
22 --------------- 65 594 3.28 1,260 9.37 5.52 8.13 4.73 7.13 4.05 11.01 9.62 8.39 7.30
23 --------------- 65 591 3.26 1, 263 9.85 6.01 8.63 5.18 7.55 4.45 11.59 10.16 8.89 7.77
24 --------------- 65 587 3.24 1 267 10.36 6.55 9.11 5.67 8.00 4.90 12.20 10.74 9.44 8.28 lh
25- ------------- 65 53 3.22 1,271 10.91 7.13 9.63 6.20 8.48 5.38 12.86 11.36 10.02 8.32 -1
26 ------------- 65 579 3.20 1,275 11.50 7.76 10.18 6.73 9.00 5.92 13.56 12.02 10.64 9.40 0
27 --------------- 65 574 3.17 1.20 12. 3 8.45 10.78 7.42 9.57 6.50 14.32 12.74 11.32 10.04
23 --------------- 65 570 3.15 1,284 12.80 9.19 11.41 8.11 10.16 7.84 15.11 13.50 12.03 10.71
29 --------------- 65 565 3.12 1, 290 13.53 10.01 12.11 8.86 10.82 7.48 15.98 14.33 12.82 11.45
30 ..........---- 65 560 3.09 1, 295 14.30 10.88 12.85 9.68 11.52 8.60 16.91 15.21 13.66 12.24
31 --------------- 65 555 3.06 1.300 15.14 11.81 13.64 10.56 12.28 9.42 17.89 16.15 14.55 13.10
32 --------------- 65 549 3.03 1.306 16.04 12.83 14.51 11.52 13.10 10.32 18.97 17.18 15.54 14.03
33 --------------- 65 543 3.00 1,312 17.02 13.93 15.45 12.55 14.00 11.30 20.12 18.28 16.59 15.04
34 ............... 65 537 2.96 1,319 18. 09 15.12 16.47 13.69 14.93 12.37 21.38 19.49 17.75 16.15
35 --------------- 65 530 2.93 1,326 19.24 16.41 17.58 14.92 16.04 13.54 22.73 29.80 19.01 17.35
36 --------------- 65 523 2.89 1,333 20.50 17.81 18. 79 16.25 17.20 14.81 24.20 22.21 20.37 IL 66
37 --------------- 65 516 2.85 1,340 21.86 19.32 20.10 17.69 18.47 16.19 25.79 23.75 21.85 20.09
39 --------------- 65 508 2.80 1,349 23.37 20.99 21.56 19.30 19.38 17.73 27.55 25.46 23.50 21.68
39 -------------- 65 500 2.76 1.35? 25.01 22.79 23.15 21.03 21.41 19.39 29.45 27.30 25.28 23.40
40 ............... 65 491 2.71 1:366 26.33 24.77 24.91 22.94 23.12 21.23 31. u4 29.33 27.26 25.31
41 ............... 65 482 2.66 1.376 28. 4 26.95 26.87 25.05 25.01 23.28 33.85 31.58 29.45 27. 44
42 ............... 65 473 2.61 1,385 31.04 29.33 29.01 27.36 27.10 25.51 36.37 34.04 31.84 29.76
43 ............... 65 463 2.56 1,395 33.50 31.96 31.41 29.92 29.43 28.00 39.17 36.77 34.50 32.36
44--.............. 5 452 2.50 1.407 36.29 34.92 34.12 32.80 32.07 30.90 42.32 39.85 37.51 35.29
45 ............... 65 441 2.43 1,418 39.37 38.17 37.14 35.98 35.98 33.90 45.79 43.25 40.84 38.55
46 ............... 65 429 2.37 1,430 42.85 41.83 40.55 39.56 38.35 37.39 49.69 47.08 44.60 42.22
47 ............... 65 416 2.30 1. 444 46.34 45.99 44.46 43.63 42.18 41.38 54.14 51.45 48.88 46.43
48 .............. 65 403 2.22 1 457 51.33 50.65 48.37 48.20 46.51 45.86 59.12 56.35 53.70 51.16
49 ............... 65 389 2.15 1:472 56.33 56.00 53,98 53.46 51.53 51.03 64.85 62.00 59,26 56.62



SO' -------------- 65 374 2.06 1.487 62.51 62.13 59.87 59.49 57.33 56.96 71.41 68.46 65.63 62.3551 -------------- 65 359 1.98 1,503 69.49 69.23 66.75 66.49 64.11 63.86 79.01 75.97 73.04 70.9952 --------- ----- 65 342 1.49 1,520 77.71 77.55 74.86 74.71 72.11 7L96 87.90 84.76 81.73 78.7353 ----------- - 65 324 1.79 1,539 87. 54 87.47 84.58 84.51 81.71 81.64 9. 48 95.24 92.08 89.37S4--------------65 306 1.69 1.558 99.33 9.30 96.24 96.22 93.25 93.22 111.08 107.72 104.44 101.0455 --------------- 65 286 1.58 1.578 113.73 113.73 110.51 110.51 107.38 107.38 126.38 122.89 119.48 116.2756 --------------- 65 265 1.46 1,600 131.72 131.72 128. 35 128 35 125.06 125.06 145.37 141.74 )38.19 134.1057 --------------- 65 242 1. 34 1.624 154.68 154.68 151.14 151.14 147.68 147.68 169.47 165.68 161.97 158. 785 --------------- 65 215 L 19 1,6 52 135.00 185.00 181.26 181.26 177.61 177.61 201.11 197.14 193.24 189.3759 --------------- 65 186 1.03 1,682 226.17 226.17 222.21 222.21 218. 31 218. 31 243.83 239.63 235.51 231.4360- - - - 65 156 .86 1.713 284.61 284.61 280.36 280. 36 276.18 276.18 304.10 299.64 295.25 290.4256 ------------- 66 321 1.66 1,525 108.5! 108.51 105.43 105.43 102.44 102.44 122.13 118.76 115.47 112.9757 -------------- 66 300 1.53 1,547 125.85 125.85 127.63 122.63 119.48 119.48 140.56 137.05 133.62 130.195 --------------- 66 248 1.40 1.571 148.01 148.01 144.62 144.62 141.30 141.30 163.94 160.27 156.68 153.0659 ------------. 66 220 1.25 1, 600 177.42 177.42 173.83 173.83 170.31 170.31 134.79 190.93 187.16 183.4160 --------------- 66 191 1.08 1,630 217.26 217.26 213.44 213.44 209.69 209.69 236.30 232.23 228.23 224.3361 -------------- 66 160 .91 1,662 274.01 274.01 269.92 269.92 265. 89 265.89 295.05 290.71 286.45 282.2057 --------------- 67 300 1.74 1.471 103.21 103.21 100.27 100.27 97. 42 97.42 117.81 114.55 111.38 108. 2858 -------------- 67 278 1.62 1,494 119.97 119.97 116.3W 116.3 i 113.88 113.83 135.74 132.35 129.04 125.8659 ----------- - 67 255 1.48 1,517 141.22 141.22 137.97 137.97 134.81 134.81 158. 30 154.76 151.29 147.94o -------------- 67 226 1.31 1,547 169.68 169.68 166.24 166.24 162.87 162.87 188.34 184.61 180.96 177.3761 -------------- 67 116 1.14 1.578 208.29 208.29 204.62 204.62 201.03 201.03 228.76 224.82 220.95 217.1362 --------------- 67 165 .96 1,610 263.19 263.19 259.25 259.25 255.38 255.38 285.82 281.62 277.49 273. 4458 --------------- 68 307 1.83 1,419 98.03 98.03 95.24 95.24 92.52 92.52 113.64 110.50 107.44 104.4459----- -------- 68 235 1.70 1,442 114.14 114.14 111.20 111.20 108. 33 108. 33 131.02 127.75 124.55 121.4260 -------------- 68 261 1.56 1,467 134.77 134.77 131.67 131.67 128. 64 128. 64 153.08 149.66 14. 30 143.0761 -------------- 68 232 1. 38 1,497 162.24 162.24 158. 94 158. 94 155.72 155.72 182. 25 178. 64 175.11 171.6062 --------------- 6 201 1.20 1.529 199.67 199.67 196.15 19E. 15 192.69 192.69 221.66 217.84 214.09 210.4163 -------------- 68 19 1.01 1.563 252.96 25. 96 249.16 249.16 245.43 245.43 277.29 273.22 269.22 265.2959 --------------- 69 314 1.92 1362 92.57 92.57 89.92 89.92 87.34 87.34 109.16 106.14 103.20 100.32Go --------------- 291 1.78 1.387 108.05 108.05 105.26 105.26 102-54 102.54 126.02 122.87 119.80 11&8261 --------------- 69 267 1.64 1,412 127.84 127.84 124.88 124.88 122.00 122. o 147.34 144. 05 140.82 137.6462 --------------- 69 237 1.45 1,443 154.33 154.33 151.18 151.18 148.10 148.10 175.68 172.20 168.79 165.4463 --------------- 69 206 1.26 1,475 110.34 190.34 186.3 1816.9 183.68 183.68 213.83 210.14 20. 52 202 9664 --------------- 6 9 173 1.06 1,509 241.84 241,84 238.21 233.21 234.64 234.64 267.88 263.95 260.08 256.21

' The tables applicable aldse.nd inmflt pension plan annuity with option to increase "mottdy Note: Termination rate reflected Is 5 percent per year at aps to 30. decreasing thereafter by X-aumty where Issue ap and rrem4 8p are the sate as the issue age and retirement ap shwn percent for eech year ot age over 30 to 0 percent at age 65.
abve, o th Corresponding iaM in mntOy life iscmne, 10 yr certain.
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_MICHIOAN GENERAL CORPORATION,
Daeuce. Tci-.

SENATE FINANCE COMMITrEE,

Washington, D.O.
DEAR SIs: The purpose of this letter is to comment to the Senate Finance

Committee on my views regarding the "Prudent Man Rule," the regulation
of ERISA, and the difficulty of small- and medium-sized companies to secure
capital funds through the sale of stock and/or the sale of debt with or without
warrants and convertibility rights.

The vast boom in the American economy for the past 30 years has been fueled
by the availability of capital funds on a wide scale. Now such funds have been
severely limited to companies in the two following categories: (1) under $25
million in net worth; and (2) those enterprises with less than $100 million in
market value securities. This state of affairs is incredibly anti-competitive and
has a long-range debilitating impact on our economic system.

Since the 1920's, insurance companies have been loaning money on a major
scale to private industry in the United States.Many of these loans even today
go down to as low as $1 million. It is perfectly sound to lend $1 million to it
$5 million capitalized corporation-or it was before ERISA. If an insurance com-
pany's loan officer made a series of bad loans, all he could do was lose his job.
and some did. But most did not. American industry has had its ups and downs
but on balance no one can debate it has not been extraordinarily productive.
Under ERISA, however, both the loan officer and the trustees face severe puni-
tive risks. Hence, they will no longer loan $1 million to a company capitalized
at $5 million even though it truly is a "prudent" loan.

On December 31, 1969, my company, Michigan General Corporation, had a net
worth of $23,848,677, including $16,952,626 in intangibles, so our tangible net
worth was only $6,896,051. Despite that, five insurance companies led by Aetna
in June of 1970 loaned Michigan General $8.5 million in 15-year senior notes with
warrants attached. Because of the influence of ERISA, no such loan by any
insurance company or pension fund would be made today. Why? Because ERISA7
sets the pattern. Only a few, the brave and the large insurance companies, will
have the nerve to adopt a more lenient loan policy than that permitted by the
government for its pension funds. The destructive fallout of ERISA goes far
beyond the limitations on pension fund money, which in and by itself is un-
deservedly severe and damaging, especially to all young and growth-oriented
companies, however deserving.

Attached hereto is the breakdown between the common stock issues sold for
the first time to the public and common stock issues of those companies already
public. But the critical column is the one on the left. This decline is so pre-
cipitous and total that, if properly presented, no politician or economist could
possibly refute the long-run negative effects on our independent economic system.
Logic and conversation are important, of course, but those statistics reflect a
virtual wipe-out of common stock for new companies during a period of un-
paralleled prosperity which the United States has enjoyed since 1969 in spite
of two recessions, OPEC, two stock market debacles, inflation, two banking crises
and price controls.

Congress has unintentionally passed legislation which will have the likely im-
pact-of reducing the financial strength of all medium-sized and small business,
including those firms like the two which I have co-founded within the past 11
years: Tyler Corporation and Michigan General Corporation. Both of these com-
panies started with zero and have grown to the top 1,000, according to Fortune's
industrial list. We are the competition for the giant corporations of America. If
we had not been able to raise funds from the pension funds of Morgan Guaranty,
Prudential, Aetna, etc., our growth would never have taken place. This includes
the tremendous growth In employment in those companies 'hich we have
funded-all of this within the recent 11-year period.

Tyler Corporation was founded on January 81, 1966. The first three acquisi-
tions had a total of $4 million in sales. Last year sales of the corporation were
$300 million. Michigan General Corporation was founded on March 28, 1968, and
the sales for its first acquisition were $4,200,000. This company's sales have grown
to $169 million last year.

Neither company could be founded under today's rules. This limitation would
represent a tremendous loss, not only to the United States' economic system, but
to all of its citizens.
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Congress, in passing laws aimed at giant corporations, is trying to cure weak-
nesses in our economic system which affect less than 2 percent or 3 percent of the
total number of enterprises. The fall-out effect is tragic and somehow something
should be done to blunt the disastrous results caused by the 19 and 1976 Tax
Reform Acts as well as by the new law on pension funds.

I would gladly come to Washington to testify on this subject further either in
an individual conference or public hearing if in your opinion, that would be help-ful. ISincerely yours,

IRA 0. CORN, Jr.
Enclosure.

MEMORANDUM-JUNE 7, 1977
Subject: New Issues of Common Stock
Source: Research Department Investment Dealers Digest-Anthony Ricotta

(1) The issues set forth in paragraph two of this memorandum includes filings
under Regulation A of $500,000 In value and less, issues of common stock of com-
panies which go public for the first time, as well as new Issues of companies
already pubHc held. Common stock issues of companies going public for the first
time are shown in Column A. New isues by companies already publicly held are
shown in Column B. The total of both c ,umns Is shown in Column C.

(2) See the following table:

A B C

1969------------------------------------------------- 1,298 494 1,7921970 --------------------------------------------------------- 566 212 7781971 ............................................................. 1121972 ............................ -------------------------------- 4 739 1 3851973 ............................................................. 177 234 4111974 ............................................................. 55 99 1541975 ------------------------------------------------------------- - 24 208 2321976 ........................................................... 46 233 279

(3) The conclusion here is, of course, that equity financing has declined to
disastrous levels and American business will suffer severe consequences as a
result in the decades ahead. There are far fewer new companies entering busi-
ness because of lack of funding. American business, to fund its growth over
the past nine years, has had to resort to an incredible amount of debt financing.
Obviously, this cannot go on forever. The principal cause of this trend is the
sharp altering of the capital gains tax of 1969 and the unwillingness of Con-
gress to give individuals full tax credit for capital losses. If Congress is going
to continue the severe deterioration of the capital gains tax Incentive, then it
must consider offering some kind of alternative. And the one that would be most
fair would be to give individuals immediate relief when they suffer a capital
loss, much the same as corporations are given relief when they put money in a
new operation and it subsequently is liquidated at a loss because neither one
of these means of softening of the blow are available to the individual investor.
The result is that investors are looking only for safety. Enterprises are not
being organized with anything like the frequency or effectiveness of the period
from 199 and before.

IRA G. CoRN, Jr.
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APPENDIX B

PROPOsED IRA AmENDmxNTS

IND V U AL REnREMENT AcconiT/ANNuI PReoPS AMENDMENTS

(BY NORMAN H. TARVEB, CONSULTANT, PENSION LEGISLATION)

Enclosed are discussions of several suggestions-for amending the Internal
Revenue Code to make improvements in the Sections related to IRA ACCOUNTS
and IRA ANNUITIES.

The main part of the enclosed materials is related to suggestions for extending
IRA's to active participants In qualified plans. This part consists of three
subparts:

--(1) Suggestions by me for a two-tier system of contribution limits;
(2) Suggestions by John Rybka, a friend of mine, for a refinement of the

two-tier system in respect to higher compensated employees;
(3) Suggestions by John Rybka for an additional refinement of the two-

tier system in respect to non-vested active participants.
The remaining part of the enclosed materials consists of a series of 25 other

suggestions for improving the IRA section of the Code.
Some of these suggestions are related to Spousal IRA Combinations (Regular

IRA's plus Spousal IRA's) as introduced into the Code by the Tax Reform Act
of 1976.

Some suggestions are related to the Proposed IRA Regulations that were re-
leased as final regulations. If these suggestions cannot be made by amending the
Regulations, it is suggested that appropriate changes be made in the provisions
in the Code.

CONTRIBUTIONS BY ACTIVE PARTICIPANTS

Basic conulderationa
It is suggested that every individual taxpayer and spouse should be encouraged

to accrue during their income-earning years, savings of sufficient magnitude that
they will be able, throughout their retirement years, to maintain a standard of
living reasonably comparable to the standard that they maintained in their
income-earning years.

Included in such savings would be any contributions made by the taxpayer's
employer on behalf of the taxpayer for retirement purposes. And included in
the retirement pension would be Social Security. Personal savings, employer
contributions and Social Security together should provide the desired standard
of living.

Based on these fundamental principles, it is submitted that all the contributions
needed to accrue the retirement savings (other than Social Security) should be
deductible from gross income of the taxpayer or the taxable income of the em-
ployer. It is further submitted that it makes no real difference whether such
contributions are made by the taxpayer or by his or her employer or partly by
each, and that it makes no real difference which larty secures the tax deduction
Inrespect to such contributions.

However, because the encouragement that is provided for a particular taxpayer
through the tax deduction procedure is, in effect, a subsidy provided by the gen-
eral body of taxpayers, it is only reasonable that the encouragement should not be
granted beyond some reasonable limit.

Moreover, the encouragement should be in a form that is easy for all to under-
stand and practical in operation.
rapitai formation

The comment is sometimes made that to permit active participants to be given
lerjuimlon to deduct contributions to pension plans from gross Income would
result in too much "tax loss". I suggest that such deductions are not really a

(475)
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"loss" because the money that would have been used to pay Income tax is
actually put aside to accumulate as capital. It is true that this accumulation Is
in the private sector rather than in the public sector.

In order to achieve the so-called "tax loss", a taxpayer actually has to put
aside as savings considerably more than the amount of the "loss". If we assume
that his or her tax rate is 20 percent, then the taxpayer must put aside five times
as much as the "loss". In other words, five times as much as the "tax loss"
would actually be accumulating as capital in the private sector...

Savings put aside in IRA's or in contributions to qualified pension and profit-
sharing plans are long-term savings. The conditions and requirements that pertain
to such contributions mean that they are not used for short-term projects.

In view of the interest in Congress at this time in the question of accumulating
capital for use in the private sector, it is submitted that encouraging long-term
savings is an excellent procedure for doing so.

Encouraging savings for retirement purposes means that capital is accumu-
lated in the hands ofbanks, insurance companies, savings and loan associations,
mutual fund companies, ?redit unions, etc., which quickly finds its way into
housing, industry and other interests needing capital
Uncovered employees

An important objective of Congress ivhen It developed ERISA was to Increase
the number of workers participating in qualified plans. It is estimated that over
40,000,000 workers do not have pension Coverage. A large proportion of these
uncovered employees are employed by small corporate employers. However,
many of these Small corporate employers hesitate to establish pension plans for
their employees because of the size of the contributions needed and because of
the costs of administering pension plans. If employees could be encouraged to
make contributions to the plans, then it is believed that many more of the small
corporate employers would establish pension and profit-obaring plans.

Permitting tax deduction for employee contributions to qualified plans would
provide such encouragement.
Practical consideration .

With these thoughts in mind, I would like to submit the following suggestions
for granting tax deductions for contributions made by active participants in
qualified pension and profit-sharing plans.

(1) Instead of treating employee contributions to qualified plans as a form
of IRA's, it Is suggested that the procedure be to treat such contributions as
integral parts of the qualified plans. In other words, instead of revising Code
Sections 219, 220, 408 and 409 to permit employees who are active participants
in qualified plans to make contributions to IRA's (or LERA's), it Is sug-
gested that Code Sections 401, 402, 408, 404, 405, 410, 411 and 415 be amended
to accommodate such contributions.

(2) It is, of course, necessary to take into account the possibility that an
employee may be making contributions to both an IRA and a qualified plan.
The suggestion is that one limit should embrace both types of contributions.
For example, if the limit were 15 percent/$1,5 0 for an active participant,
then such limit would apply to the combined contributions to his IRA and
the qualified plan. This limit could be controlled by the IRS through the
forms (e.g. Forms 5498 and 5329) that he must append to his Tax Return.

(8) Also, it is necessary to take into account the contributions made to a
qualified plan by the taxpayer's employer. It is suggested that this should
be kept very simple so that no one needs to make any mathematical calcula-
tion. For this purpose, It is suggested that the employee's contribution limits
be as follows:

(a) In the case of an active participant, the limtt-would be 15 percent/
$1,5 00 for the participant's combined contributions to an IRA. and to
the qualified plan.

(b) In the case of a taxpayer who is not an active participant, the
limit would be 15 percent/8,000 for the taxpayer's contributions to an
IRA.

The theory in setting these two-level limits Is that, on the average, an
employer contributes less than $1,500 to a qualified plan on behalf of an
employee. For an employee In a low income bracket, an employer's con-
tributions are probably much less than $1,50 but such an employee is most
unlikely to be able to contribute anything like 15 perent/$150 anyway, so
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such limit is largely meaningless to such an employee. For an employee in
a high income bracket, an employer contribution of $1,500 i probably about
right on the average, so the differential of $1,500 between the two limits of
15 percent/$1,500 and 15 percent/$8,000 is about right.

Using these two-level limits keeps the mechanics very simple and, at the
same time, quite reasonable. No one has to make an actuarial calculation.
The IRS can easily control the deductions through the forms appended to
Tax Returns.

(4) It is suggested that incorporating provisions in the qualified plan
section of the Code for employee contributions to such plans is far simpler
and more satisfactory than incorporating what would amount to qualified
plan requirements into the IRA sections of the Code. Many of the restric-
tions that would need to apply to the employee's contribution are already
embodied in the qualified plan sections.

There would need to be some amendments of the qualified plan sections,
of course. For example, the following are some amendments that should be
included:

(a) Immediate vesting of all benefits arising from employee
contributions.

(b) No distributions from the employee's vested benefits arising from
employee contributions while the employee is a participant In the quali-fied plan (i.e. the vested benefit from the employee's contributions would
be "locked in" until the employee dies or terminates employment in thesame way that the vested benefit-from the employers contributions is
"locked in").

(c) Distributions from the two vested benefits would be made togetherin the same way at the same time and taxed in the same way. In otherwords, the total of the two vested benefits would be treated simply as
distributions from the plan.

(d) The Joint and Survivor Annuity settlement would be required
normally for both vested benefits at retirement.

(e) The special 10-year averaging method of taxation for lump-sum
distributions would apply to both vested benefits.

(f) The rollover privilege to an IRA would apply to both vested
benefits.

(5) It is suggested that Code Section 404(a) be amended to provide thatan employee may secure tax deduction for contributions up to 15 percent/
$1,5W0, subject to such limits applying to both c )ntributions to the qualifiedplan and to any Regular IRA or Spousal IRA under Section 219 or 220. Thislimit would not be reduced by any employer contributions because the dif.
ferentlal described earlier would take care of such an offset. (N.B. In con.Junction with this amendment, Code Sections 219 and 220 would need to beamended to raise the limits for Regular IRA's to 15 percent/$3,000 and forSpousal IRA's to 15 percent/$3,500 or some such figure.)

(6) It Is suggested that, if an employer so desires, a qualified plan could
be designed to require employee contributions as a condition of employmentor participation. The Code would be amended to permit required contribu-tions of some specific percentage of compensation (e.g. 5 percent) up to adollar limit of $1,500. If a taxpayer should already be contributing to an
IRA, he would have to cut back on his IRA contributions if the two typesof contributions would exceed the 15 percent/$1,500 limit. Such cutting backwould be the responsibility of the taxpayer and would be controlled through
the completion of a form like Form 5329.

(7) It is suggested that the qualified plan could permit optional contribu.tons by the employee In addition to any mandatory contribution. The op-tional plus mandatory contribution to the qualified plan plus any IRA con.
tributions would together have to be within the 15 percent/$,500 limit.

(8) Insofar as their status as an employee in a Keogh Plan is concerned,a self-employed person would not be able to take deductions In respect toemployee contributions. The 15 percent/$7,500 limit for self-employed persons
Is already sufficiently large.

Summary
Using the qualified plan route instead of the IRA or LERA route for contribu-tions by active participants, means the following:

(a) In general, the normal requirements for Qualified plans would-apply
to such contributions;

91-233 0 - ?1 - 31
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(b) There would be no problem with the discrimination question;
(c) The problem of an employee who has made a contribution to an IRA

and becomes an active participant-in a qualified plan In the same taxable
year, would be overcome;

(d) Borderline employers would be encouraged to establish pension or
profit-sharing plans for their employees Instead of establishing IRA plans;

(e) Section 408(c) would still be available for an employer IRA plan if
an employer does not want to establish a qualified plan;

(f) Allowing employees to secure tax deduction for contributions to a
qualified pla-T,-should prevent employees from opting out of the qualified
plan in order to contribute to IRA's.

COSTS OF PENSION PLANS AND OTHER FRINGE BENEFITS, 1975

Average Cost of Average
Average Cost of all annual pensions as annual cost

Cost of all Cost of all number of fringes as a compensa. a percent- of pensions
Class fringes r fringes per hours per percentage tics per age of per
of Industry hour year year of payroll employee -pYoll employee

Hospitals ............... $1.071 2,201.7 2,065.7 24.0 $9,173.8 2.5 $229.4Trade (Wholesale and
some retail).......... 1.341 2,756.7 ?,055.7 2L2 9,775.5 2.6 254.2

Department ators ...... 1 .055 2,230.4 2,055.7 28.4 7,853.5 2.7 212.1
Textiles, apparel ........ 1. 082 2,236.3 2,066.9 27.8 8,044.2 2.9 233.3
Pulp, paper, lumber,

and furniture --------- 1.637 3,383.5 2,066.9 32.7 10, 347.1 3.5 362.2
Electrical equipment ..... 1.869 3,863.3 2,066.9 35.0 11,038.0 3.8 419.4Printing eane

publishing ........... 1.778 3,674.9 2,066.9 32.2 11,412.7 4.1 467.9
Miscellaneous .......... 2.069 4,253.2 2,055.7 32.2 13,208.7 4.2 554.8
Fabricated metal ........ 1.827 3,776.2 2,066.9 35.1 10,758.4 4.4 473.4
Instruments and

miscellaneous ........ 1.771 3,660.5 2,066.9 34.8 10,518.7 4.4 462.1
Stone, clay, and glass .... 1.797 3 714.2 2 066. 9 35.1 10, 51.8 4.7 497.3
Machinery ............. 1.974 4,080.1 2,066.9 36.1 11,302.2 4.7 531.2
Transportatlon

equipment ----------- 2.240 4,629.9 2,066.9 39.9 11,603.8 5.3 615.0Food, beverages, and
tobacco .............. 1.848 319.6 2,066. 36.2 10,551.4 5.7 601.4

Banks, finance, trust .... 1.66 3 835.9 2,055.7 37.3 10,283.9 6.4 658.2
Chem c s It .......... 2.395 4,950.2 2, 06.9 42.2 11,730.3 6.5 762.5
Fiber, leather, plastic...- 1.901 3,929.2 2,066.9 40.4 9,725.7 6.7 651.6
Insurance ............. .1.895 3,895.6 2,055.7 35.2 11,067.1 7.0 774.7
Primary metal .......... 2.327 4,809.7 2,066.9 40.6 11,846.6 7.2 853.0
Public utilities .......... 2,392 4,917.2 2 ,055.7 37.5 13,112.5 8.7 1 140.8
Petroleum .............. 2.489 5,144.5 2,066.9 39.2 13.123.7 9.3 1,220.5
Manufacturing .......... 1.913 3,9U54. 0 2,066.9 36.1 10,952.9 4.9 636.7
Nonmsnufacturins ....... 1.958 4,025.0 2,055.7 34.4 11, 700.6 6.9 807.3
Industries ............. 1.952 3, M4.0 2,062.1 35.4 11,254.2 5.5 619.0

'Industries are listed In order of the size of the percentages of payroll contuibuted for pension purposes.
Source: Tables from the U.S. Chamber of Commerce study on the costs of fringe benefits In 1975 as published In BNA

Pension Reporter, Oct. 11, 1976.

Indfridual taxpayers grouped according t( size of adjusted gross income
Percernage of

Ipau pe belos
s ueted prose

Size of adjusted gross income: income luel
Under $5,000 ------------------------------------------------ 34. 2
Under $10,000 ----------------------------------------------- 61. 5
Under $15,000 ---------------------------------------------- 81. 3
Under $20,000- --------- - --------------------------.. 91. 3
Under $25,000 ----------------------------------------------- 95. 3
Under $30,000 ----------------------------------------------- 90 9
Under $50,000 ----------------------------------------------- 98 7
Under $100,000 ---------------------------------------------- 99. 3

Source. Based on table 1.1 of statistics of income 1972, Individual Income tax returns.
pub. 79 (1.75) Issued by the Department of the Treasury, Internal Revenue Service.

\
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO QUALIFIED PLANS AND IRA'S
[Basis: 1. Average employer contributions to qualified plans-5.5 percent of compensation. 2. Proposed limits for employee

contributions of 15 percentdl1,500 for active participants for qualified plans plus IRA, and 15 percentji3,000 for non-
active participanits for IRAI

Nonactive partikpants
Active participants (qualified plan plus IRA) (IRA only)

Amount of Amount of Total -
maximum Maximum average Average average Maximum

Annual employee employee employer employer enmploer employee
compon- CoX- contri- contri- contri- Total contri- contri-
sation bution button i bution bution I amounts buion 4 Amount Iution '

5,000. $750 15.0 1275 5.5 $1,025 20.5 1750 15.0
8000.:: 1,200 15.0 440 5.5 1,640 20.5 15.0000 .... 1,500 15.0 550 5.5 2,050 20.5 1,500 15.0

12,000 .... 1,500 12.5 660 5.5 2,160 18.0 1,800 15.0
14,000 .... 1,500 10.7 770 5.5 2,270 16.2 2,100 15.0
15,000... 1,500 10.0 825 5.5 2,325 15.5 2,250 15.0
16,000 .... 1,500 9.4 880 5.5 2,380 14.9 2,400 15.0
18,000 ... 1,500 8.8 990 5.5 2,490 13.8 2,700 15.0
2000 .... 1,500 7.5 1,100 5.5 2.600 13.0 3,00 15.0

,0.... 1,500 6.8 1,210 5.5 2,710 12.3 3,000 13.6
,20000.. 1,500 6.3 1,320 5.5 2,820 11.8 3,000 12.5

2, 0 1,500 5.8 1,430 5.5 2,930 11.3 3'000 11.5
2000... 1,500 5.4 1,540 5.5 3,040 10.9 3,000 10.73000.... 1,500 5.0 1,650 5.5 3.150 10.5 3.000 10.02000 .... 1.50 4.9 1,760 5.5 3,260 10.4 3,000 9.4

134000 1,500 4.4 1,870 5.5 3,370 9.9 3,000 8.8
000 . 1,500 4.2 1,980 5.5 3,480 9.7 3000 8.3

38000 .... 1,500 4.0 2,090 5.5 3,590 9.5 3,000 7.8
$40,000 .... 1,500 3.8 2,200 5.5 3.700 9.3 3,000 7.5
42,000 .... 1,500 3.6 2,310 5.5 3,810 9.1 3,000 7.1

$44000 .... 1,500 3.4 2,420 5.5 3.920 8.9 3,000 6.8
,46,000 .... 1,500 3.3 2,530 5.5 4,030 8.8 3,000 6.5
48,000 .... 1, 3.1 2,750 5.5 4,140 8.5 3,000 6.015 0,000... 1,500 3.0 2,750 5.5 4,250 8.5 3.000 6.0

100 1,500 2.5 3,300 5.5 3,800 8.0 3,000 5.075000... 1,500 2.0 4,125 5.5 5,625 7.5 3,000 4.0
10,oo.. 1,500 1.5 5,500 5.5 7,000 7.0 3,000 3.0

I As a percentage of compensation.
3 As a percentage of compensation. Average percentage of 5.5 Is based on tables ffom the U.S. Chamber of Commerce

stud on the costs of fringe benefits In 1975.
& Of average employee contribution and maximum employee contribution.

'Plus maximum employee contributions as aefpcentale of conpensation.
Of maximum employee conlibution to an IA.

INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS Fos ACTIVE PARTICIPANTS

(BY JOHN S. RYBKA)
Enclosed are my suggestions with respect to amending the Internal Revenue

Code to permit individuals who are active participants in a qualified plan to
establish Individual Retirement Accounts.

In essence, these recommendations are geared to provide a simple, understand-
able and administerable plan scheme to encourage all working individuals In
the private sector to save a portion of their earnings (tax-free) for their retire-
-ment years.
Congreaional intent

Given the premise that Congress Is still eager to encourage individual tax-
payers in the private sector to save for retirement during their income-producing
years, it would appear that the next most logical step in the area of Individual
Retirement Accounts (IRAs) would be to permit individqals to establish IRAs,
irregardless of whether they are active participants in a qualified plan or trust.

As implied by the meetings surrounding the passage of the Tax Reform Act of
1976 (Public Law 94-455), this concept of IRAs for active participants should
be one that is understandable to all, non-burdensome to employers, and of course,
practical in operation.
Major ca(fderation-decrimirnation

The recommendation that a two-level limit of 15 percent/$1,500 for active par-
ticipants and 15 percent/3,000 for those who are not active participants Is a
sound and equitable theory. However, the suggestion that employee contributions
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(both voluntary and mandatory) to a qualified plan be tax deductible is, un-
fortunately, discriminatory In favor of the higher-paid individual taxpayer. Given
the fact that lower-paid Individuals must rely on their earnings to purchase con-
sumer products, the possibility that these individuals will set aside earnings for
retirement is, in reality, purely academic.

However, on the other side of the coin, a higher-paid individual who would
be permitted to make tax deductible contributions to his or her employer's
qualified plan, most likely would take advantage of such a tax break, the main
reason being that this type of individual would have more disposable income.
I submit, therefore, that such a scheme Is none other than a tax loop-hole favor-
ing only the highly compensated individual.
Recommendatlon--IRA based on compensation

Keeping the concept of discrimination in mind, I would like to submit the fol-
lowing suggestions for granting tax deductions for contributions to an Indi-
vidual retirement savings program, based upon compensation, irregardless of
whether an Individual is an active participant in a qualified plan.

(1) Establish a two-tiered contribution limit scheme, whereby an individual
who Is not an active participant in a qualified plan may set aside and deduct
up to 15 percent of his or her compensation, with a maximum of $3,000 per
calendar year. If an individual is an active participant in a qualified plan, he
or she may also establish an IRA and deduct up to 15 percent of his or her
compensation, with a maximum of $1,500 per calendar year.

(2) In order to avoid discrimination in favor of the highly-compensated Indi-
vidual who is an active participant, the $1,500 tax deductible limit to the IRA
would decrease as the Individual's compensation increases above the $15,000
level. Thus, for each $1,000 of earnings above the $15,000 level, the tax deductible
contribution would decrease $100. So, for an individual whose Form W-2 shows
earnings of $30,000 or more, his or her contribution to an IRA would be $0. The
following chart shows this plan set-up:

IRA for actu' participants

Allooable
contribtd on

Allowable
contribution

iom ensation level:
1!,000-

$2,000 _.
$3,000 ............
$4,000 ............
$5,000 ............
$6,000 ------------------
$7,000 ------------------
$8,000 ..........--- ....
$9,000 ----------------
$10,000 -----------------$11,000.. . . . . . . .

$12,000 -----------------
$13,000 -----------------
$14,000 -----------------
$15,000 -----------------

$150
300
450
600
750
900

1, 050
1, 200
1,350
1, 500
1, 500
1, 500
1, 500
1, 500
1, 500

Compensation level:
$16,000-
$17,000 -----------------
$18,000 -----------------
$19,000 ----------------
$20,000 -----------------
$21,000 -----------------
$22,000 -----------------
$23,000 -----------------
$24,000 -----------------
$25,000 .... . ------------
$26,000 -----------------
$27,000 -----------------
$28,000-
$29,000 ----------------
$30,000 or more ----------

(8) It Is further recommended that as the individual's compensation exceeds
$15,000, it be rounded off to the nearest $100 so that the chart (above) may be
Interpolated to permit the following:

(a) A Form W-2 which shows $17,25.75 as earnings, would be rounded off
to $17,000 for purposes of determining the IRA contribution. In this particu-
lar case, then, n tax deductible contribution of $1360 may be made to an IRA.

(4) This plan scheme would accomplish the following:
(a) the possibility of a lower-paid individual being able to save for retire-

ment If she or he is so inclined;

$1, 400
1, 300
1, 200
1,100
1,000

900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100

0
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(b) less discrimination in favor of the higher-paid individual who can
easily afford to make contributions and who could take greater advantage of
the tax deduction;

(c) a simple scheme which can be understood by all; and
(d) a scheme which can be easily administered by the IRS.

(5) The obligation for determining how much the individual could contribute
to the IRA would be solely the responsibility of the particular individual. Neither
the employer nor the trustee or custodian of the IRX. account would be responsible
or liable for the individual's actions.

(6) Form 5329, Return for Individual Retirement Savings Arrangements, could
easily be revised by the IRS to show the two-tiered dollar limits and the inter-
polated chart for those individuals who are active participants in a qualified
plan and whose Form W-2 (wages and/or compensation) exceeds $15,000.

IRA's for the non-working spouse
The 15 percent/$1,750 limits of Code Section 220 should be amended. Since, at

present (actually, beginning in 1977) there Is an additional $250 that a working
individual can set aside for his or her non-working spouse, this basic concept
should be allowed to continue, no matter what a particular individual shows as
compensation or self-employment income. Thus, I recommend the following
changes:

(1) Although a self-employed individual may establish a Keogh plan (15 per-
cent/$17,500 limits), he or she should be permitted to establish an IRA for his
or her spouse, if that spouse is non-working. Given the present differential of $250
an IRA could be established, with annual tax-deductible contributions of not
more than $250 from self-employment income being made to the account. In this
particular instance, however, the 50:50 split required by Code Section 220 should
not be imposed upon the Keogh IRA. Rather, the entire- $250 would be owned and
controlled by the non-working spouse.

(2) For an indixldual-employee who Is not an active participant, a 15 percent/
$3,250 limit would be applied.

(3) For an individual-employee who is an active participant In a qualified plan,
a 15 percent/$1,750 limit would be applied. However, for each $1,000 that an in-
dividual's compensation exceeds $15,000, the $1,750 limit would be reduced by
$100, so that at the $30,000 compensation level, the individual would be permitted
to set aside up to $250 per year, it his or her spouse is non-working.

As a result, the interpolated chart described earlier would read as follows:

Allowable IRA Allowablespousal
contribution 15 IRA contribution

Compensation level percenl$1,500 15 potcentlh$,750

1,000-------------------------------------------------------......$150 $150
, .. _.............................................................. 300 300

s .000 .................... 
................................... 

5 450
4,000.. ..................................... ----------------- 600 600
15000-------------------------------------............-.-.. 750 750

1,2,000. 500 1,20
....0 .................................................. .... . 0- 5 0 1,3 5 0

5. 00 1500
s ... ....... ......................................... I:: : : : : :: : : : : : M 0,350

12,000 ............................................................. 1 , 750

3g,00o ................................................................ t'oo 1 s.0
$13 000----------------------------------------------------5... 00 1,750

14,000 .......................................................... 1,5 0
1s' :.W1 .............................................................. 1,4

S..1............................................ ,300 ,50
'M2 ................................................................ 1 0 , 450,000 ................................................................ 1100 1
0000 .---------------------------------------------- - 1,000 1,250

2,000---------------------------------------..........I,... 900 1,150
$2000-------------------------------------------------------------------ao1,050

F 23 00W0.......... ......................... ............. ............ 700 M5
S4,000-------------------------------------------------------......600 850
25.00-. -............... .............. ......... ......... .... 500 750

.000-------------------------------------------............400 65
7.0 .. . .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. . 300 ..50

000-------------------------------------------------------100.... 30
00.200 3W

000 0 rmWo -- - - - - - - 0 250
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(4) The 50:50 split it a Spousal IRA combination should be maintained. This is

because the contributions which are allocated to the non-working spouse's account

are owned and controlled by that spouse. As a result, upon the death of the work-

ing spouse, that portion under the control of the non-working spouse is not in-

cludible in the decedent's gross estate for federal estate tax purposes. It follows,
then, that any deviation from the 50:50 split in favor or the non-working spouse

would lie nothing more than all estate tax avoidance scheme on the part of the
working spouse.

Earlier In my recommendations, I made note that a Keogh IRA need not follow
the 50:50 split requirements of Code Section 220. The reasoning behind this re-
lates to the fact than a Keogh IRA; that Is, the $250 limit, would either increase
the $7,500 Keogh limit to $7,750 or be considered an entirely separate retirement
savings plan. In either case, the $250 would be owned and controlled only by the
non-working spouse. My intentions here are not to create a $7,625 Keogh limit
and a $125 Keogh IRA, totalling $7,750.

Obviously, since this Is only a preliminary draft, the details have not as yet
been finalized. However, if the concept is acceptable, then more work will have
to be done in respect to the estate tax consequences of a Keogh IRA if the 50:50
split requirement is not adhered to.

Conclusion
In conclusion, then, this scheme, which will permit tax deductible contributions

to be made to an IRA by an active participant, Is not only feasible, but very
practical and equitable. It basically accomplishes two major goals: while it en.
courages a middle- to lower-paid active participant to save for retirement, it is
equitable In that it does not afford a higher paid individual to take advantage of
the tax deduction.

According to the Tables from the U.S. Chamber of Commerce Study on the Costs
of Fringe Benefits in 1975; the cost of pensions to employers per employee as a
percentage of payroll (for all industries) was 5.5 percent. If we applied this
percentage to an Individual who earns $30.000 por year, we get $1,650; to an
individual who earns $10,000 per year, it is $550. Although the interpolated charts
(above) do not, dollar-for-dollar, make up the difference biwtween the two figures,
that is really not the point at Issue. In reality, it is quite obvious that an individ-
ual earning in excess of .$30,000 per year, economically speaking, is in better
financial position to make a contribution (whether or not it Is tax deductible)
than an individual earning $10.000 to $15,000 per year.

As a result, I strongly recommend a plan scheme which, at least, offers a tax
deduction to those who need it most-the lower and middle Income taxpayers.

ADDENDUM TO BRIEF SUBMITTED IN RESPECT TO INDIVIDUAL. RETIREMENT
AcCOUNTS FOB ACTIVE PARTICIPANTS

The following suggestions relate to the need for amending the Internal Rev-
enue Code to redefine the term "active participant" in accordance with a particu-
lar plan's vesting schedule.

It is intended that this addendum be incorporated into the original proposal
regarding "Individual Retirement Accounts for Active Participants".

Vesting and benefit accrual
As you know, one of the evils that Congress corrected whpn it enacted ERISA

was that of the treatment of a long-term employee who separated from service
of the employer prior to the time when he or she would be entitled to retirement
b-enefits. Generally speaking, a pre-ERISA employee's right to retirement benefit
became nonforfeitable at the time the individual was eligible to receive the
benefit, unless the IRS imposed earlier vesting to prevent discrimination in favor
of the prohibited group or in the event of plan termination.

Because of ERISA, pension rights-now become nonforfeitable (via vesting)
schedules at no less than specified rates during the employee's service career
with the employer. Of course, vesting per se will not render a retirement benefit
for an employee unless he or she is vested in a benefit which accrues year by year
during the employment period. ERISA imposes various alternative benefit ac-
crual standards to guarantee some uniform system of accrued benefit.

Long-termn vs. short-term employee

ERISA, in operation, clearly protects the long-term employee from a total
loss of pension benefits, should termination of employment, disability, death or
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early retirement occur. The problem, however, is in respect to the short-term
employee. Depending, of course, on the employer's vesting schedule, as found in
the plan, ERISA offers little or no protection for them.

Let's take a look at a typical situation. Assume an employee, who after one
year of service with the employer becomes an active participant (eligible) in a
non-contributory defined benefit or contribution plan. Assume further that the
plan calls for the 10-year vesting rule. In this particular situation, although
employer contributions may be accruing year after year, the employee will have
no vested interest in that accrued benefit until he or she has attained 10 years of
service (at which time he or she will be 100 percent vested in the accrued benefit).
As a result, termination from 1 to 9 years of service would render a retirement
benefit of $0.

Whatever vesting and accrual standards are used, there will always be a period
of time during which termination of service would result in a retirement benefit
of $0, even under tlh, IRS' 4/40 vesting rule. Obviously, 100 percent vesting upon
entry into the plan is an exception to this generality.

My point is simply this: 'Moving from one opportunity to another as many as
3 to 5 or more times within a 10- to 15-year employment period is not uncom-
mon. Result? A short-term employee not protected at all by ERISA.

It is quite possible, then, that an individual may be employed within the
private work force with various employers for many years, with little or no re-
tirement benefits being credited toward that individual's retirement years.
Solution to the short-term problem

Under the law and regulations as they presently exist, an "active participant"
in certain plans is not permitted to establish an IRA. Generally speaking, an
Individual is deemed an active participant in a plan for a particular taxable
year if :

1. In the case of a defined benefit plan, benefits are accrued on his or her
behalf, or

2. In the case of a money purchase plan, the employer is obligated to
contribute to the plan on behalf of the individual, or

3. In the case of a profit-sharing plan, the employer would be obligated
to contribute on the individual's behalf, if any contributions are made to
the plan.

Furthermore, the regulations state that an individual will be deemed an active
participant regardless of whether or not his or her benefits under the plan are
nonforfeitable (Prop. Reg. 1.219-1(c) (1) (ii) (A)).

3iy first proposal, extending IRAs to active participants, helps to ease this
inequity by use of a two-tiered IRA contribution limit of 15 percent/$,000 for
those not active participants and 15 percent/1.500 for those who are active
participants, Under the original proposal, the $1,500 deductible IRA limit would
decreaseas the indiviual's compensation rises above the $15,000 level, so that at
$80,000, the contribution to an IRA would be $0. As explained in the earlier brief,
the purpose of a decreasing IRA contribution limit for an active participant is
to avoid discrimination in favor of the highly-compensated individual.

Unfortunately, unless and until -the term "active participant" is redefined,
this so-called active participant IRA concept would discriminate in favor of the
long-term employee.
Discrimination and the long-term employee

If the two-tiered IRA system is accepted, a question which must be answered
Is still: "Who is an Active Participant?" If the same definition, as used in the
IRS proposed regulations, applies, then discrimination In favor of the long-term
(and probably the highly-compensated) individual would result.

As you can easily see, a younger individual who may possibly move to, say. 3
different Jobs within a 15-year period would, under the proposed regulations, be
deemed an active participant after entry into ea-ch p1dn. which in most cases
is one year. If we apply the two-tiered IRA system, this particular employee
would be entitled to establish an IRA and contribute up to 15 percent/$3,000
for his or her first year of service. But, upon entry into the plan, he or she
would be eligible to contribute a maximum of only 15 percent/$1,500 even though
he or she may or may not be vested in the employer's accrued benefit.
Redefine "active participant"

To alleviate any and all inequities, an'Individual should be permitted and en-
couraged to establish and maintain an IRA at the 15 pe-cent/$3,000 level until
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and at such time that an accrued benefit becomes vested. At this point, the 15
percent/$1,)0 limits should come into play.

If we go back to the first example in this addendum, an employee who is an
active participant in a non-contributory quali-fied plan would, after 5 years of
service, have no vested interest in the amounts allocated on his or her behalf. Yet,
under the original proposal and because of the existing, definition of "active par-
ticipant", this individual would be tied to the 15 percent/$1,500 limits.

Thus, to make the proposal more equitable, I submit that the term "active
participant" be re-defined so that an individual would be deemed an active par-
ticipant in a qualified plan at such time that he or she becomes vested in the em-
ployer contributions (no matter what schedule is used). By doing this, we at
least offer that short-term employee the opportunity to save for retirement-a
situation that does not exist under present law, because of a plan's particular
vesting schedule and because of the definition of active participant- as it now
exists.
Recordkeeping and reporting requirements

The employee, through various employee benefit booklets as well as the sum-
mary plan description, would be fully aware of the vesting schedule provided
for In his or her employer's plan. The IRS, by simply revising Form 5329, could
require the individual to check the appropriate vesting schedule "box" listed on
the return, and to reveal his or her employment (hire) date. Through this in-
formation, the IRS would be able to determine the exact status of the indi-
vidual's permissable IRA contribution deduction.

If needed, cross-checking could be accomplished by:
1. Revising Form 5500 Series to require the plan administrator to disclose

the type of vesting schedule used, or
2. Require that copies of Form EBS-1, which is filed with the Labor De-

partment, also be filed with the IRS, and
3. Reflecting on Form W-2, the years of service an employee has with

respect to that particular employer.
Summary

This addendum, therefore, proposes to do the following:
1. Extend the protection of employee benefits by ERISA to short as well

as long-term employees.
2. Redefine "active participant" in a qualified plan to mean one who has

a vested interest in an accrued benefit.
3. Extend the original proposal of 15 percent/3,000 IRS limits to in-

dividuals who are participants under a qualified plan, but who do not, as
yet, have a vested iMterest in a retirement benefit under the plan.

Employee becoming an active participant
Under Code Section 219(b) (2), no deduction is permitted in respect to a con-

tribution made in a taxable year of an individual in which he becomes an active
participant in a qualified plan, etc. This means that, even though the individual
is a participant for only 1 day in his taxable year, he loses 100 perecent of his
deduction. This is unduly harsh. I suggest that the Code be amended so that he
loses only the part of his deduction proportionate to the part of the taxable
year that he is an active participant.
Endowment contracts under IRA aooounts

Under Code Section 408(b), an endowment contract that meets the definition
contained in the last sentence of the section can be used as an IRA ANNUITY.
When such a contract is used, the premium for it must not exceed $1,500 and
the premium must be split into its "savings element" and its "cost of insurance
element" according to IRS rules. The savings element becomes the deductible
IRA contribution. This is no problem and is a procedure that has been used for
qualified pension plan business for many years.

Under Code Section 408(a) (3), it Is stated that no trust funds may be in-
vested in "life Insurance contracts". This Is generally Interpreted to mean that
contracts such as a "Whole Life Policy" cannot be used as Investment vehicles.
This Is logical and not objectionable. However, if an endowment insurance con-
tract can be considered to be an annuity contract under Section 408(b), it is
logical to conclude that an endowment should be considered to be an annuity
contract under Section 408(a).

To a degree, this logic seems.to be accepted because Section 408(e) (5) does
assume that an endowment insurance contract can be used under Section 408(a).
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However, instead of allowing the premium under such a contract to be split
as described in the first paragraph above, Section 408(e) (5) states that the
savings element must be treated as a rollover contribution. For an ongoing IRA
with annual contributions, it is illogical to treat part of the annual contribu-
tion as a rollover contribution. The effect of the restrictions in Section 408(e) (5)
is that an endowment insurance contract cannot be used under an IRA ACCOUNT
under Section 408(a).

It is suggested that Section 408(e) (5) be deleted from the Code and that the
introductory sentence of Section 408(a) be amended to read along the lines of
the introductory sentence of Section 408(b) so as to permit annuity contracts
and endowment insurance contracts to be used among the investment vehicles
available-under an IRA ACCOUNT. Or, alternatively, perhaps Section 408(a) (3)
could be amended to read as follows:

(3) No part of the trust funds will be invested in life insurance con-
tracts, except annuity contracts and endowment contracts that meet the-
requirements specified in Section 408(b).

ExcluBlon from income tax for IRA death benefit
Under Code Section 101(b), a death benefit arising out of a qualified plan is

entitled to a $5,000 exclusion from income tax (except in the case of a self-
employed person under a Keogh Plan).

It is suggested that a similar exclusion be extended to a death benefit arising
out of an IRA. This is somewhat analogous to extending the estate tax exclu-
sion to such a death benefit as was done by Section 1501 of the Tax Reform
Act of 1976.
Borrwang under an IRA annuity

Code Section 408(e) (3) provides that, If a loan is taken against ii7 IRA
annuity or if an IRA annunity Is used as security for a loan, then the IRA
annuity ceases to be an IRA so that the fair market value of it is considered
to be a lump-sum distribution subject to tax as of the beginning of the current
taxable year of the taxpayer.

On the other hand, Code Section 408(e) (4) provides that, if a loan is taken
against an IRA account or if an IRA account is used as security for a loan,
then an amount equal to the loan is considered to be a lump-sum distribution
subject to tax apparently as of the date of the loan. The remainder of the IRA
account continues to be accepted as an IRA.

There seenis to be no logical reason for this discrimination against the IRA
annuity.
IRS form 5498

Form 5498 is used by insurance companies, banks, savings and loan associa-
tions, mutual fund companies, credit unions, etc., to report to the IRS each year
on the transactions that have occurred during the calendar year under each IRA
on their books. Under the Proposed Regulations which were issued in February
1975, but not yet finalized, Section 1.408-1(d) (2) requires Form 5498 to be com-
pleted within 30 days after the close of the individual's taxable year, which
normally means by January 80.

The Tax Reform Act of 1976 has amended the Code by the edition of Code
Sections 220(c) (4) and 219(c) (3) so t'-k a carryback period of 45 days is
available for an individual to make a co.j, l 'tion to an IRA and have the con-
tribution counted for his or her preceding .- -able year. This means that a con-
tribution can be paid anytime up to and including February 14.

Complying with the January 30 deadline has been difficult because of the
time lag that occurs in passing a contribution payment made on-December 31
through the mails and accounting procedures. Now that the date has been changed
from December 31 to February 14, I suggest that the deadline date for comple-
tion of Form 5498 be moved to March 31 each year.

This would mean amending Proposed Regulation 1.408-1(d) (2) insofar as 1977
contributions are concerned at least. If the suggestion made to the IRS by Rep-
resentative Charles A. Vanik Is adopted and the 45-day carryback period is made
available administratively for 1976 contributions, then the change would be
desirable for 1976 contributions.
Mini IRA

Code Section 404(e) (4) permits a self-employed person to establish a Ktogh
plan under Which the contribution limit can be $750 or 100 percent of earned
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income, whichever is the lesser. Under this provision, it is possible for a person
who is a self-employed person on a part-time basis while normally a regular
employee of a corporation to set aside some or all of his part-time earnings as
savings for retirement.

I suggest that it similar provision be included in the Code to permit an em-
ployee who is participating in a qualified plan to set aside In an IRA his or her
part-time earnings from another source up to a limit similar to that for a
Mini.Keogh as described above.
Revocation of an IRA

In December, 1975, the IRS issued TIR1425, which stated that, if an IRA
started in 1975 was revoked on or before April 15, 1976, the full contribution
could be refunded without tax penalty. At the same time, the IRA stated that
"In general, the final regulations will provide certain rules having the effect
of permitting the individual who establishes but later revokes the account, an-
nuity or contract to treat for tax purposes the account, annuity or contract as
though it had not been established' To date, the IRS has not Issued final regu-
lations. Proposed regulations for IRA's were issued in February, 1975, but have
not been put out in final form.

It is suggested that the IRS issue the final IRA regulations or, if that is not
feasible, a new TIR along the lines of TIR1425.

Also, it Is suggested that, in such regulations or such TIR, th@ IRS defin what
constitutes a revocation and what circumstances can permit a revocation.
E-cees contributionts

Three sections of the Code deal with the question of excess contributions.
408(d) (4), 4978(a) and 4973(b). The latter two sections were amended by the
Tax Reform Act with the intention of clarifying the procedures and the applica-
tion of the 6% excise tax penalty. U-,fortunately, there still remains a lack of
clarity.

Appended to this memorandum is an excerpt from an IRA Manual which is
intended to describe the procedures for handling excess contributions. However,
I am not certain that the description is fully accurate.

I suggest that the three sections referred to above, be given further consider. -
tion with a view to making them cleL.-er.

-- PART xIv-E xcs CONTRIBUT1oSs

Tpee of Eceas Contributions
An excess contribution can occur in many ways, as we have described in

Parts IV and X. The following is a listing of the different ways:
In Part IV

(1) A contribution made within a taxable year of an individual may exceed
$1500 or 15 percent of the Individual's compensation or earned income. In this
case, the excess contributions the amount in excess of the lesser limit.

(2) An individual may become an active participant In a qualified plan, a
403(b) plan or a government retirement plan within the same taxable year of the
individual in which he or she made a-eontribution. In this case, the exces con-
tribution is the whole of the contribution.

(8) An individual may make a contribution within the same taxable-year in
which he or she attains age 70% or in a subsequent taxable year. In this case,
the excess contribution 1W the whole of the contribution.
In Part X

(4) A contribution made within a taxable year of a working spouse may ex-
ceed $1,750 or 15 percent of the compensation or earned income of the working
spouse, In such case, the excess contribution is the amount in excess of the
lesser limit.

(5) A contribution made !nto a Regular IRA or a Spousal IRA under a
Spousal IRA Combination, may be In excess of 50 percent of the total contrib.-
tIon for the Spousal IRA Combination. In this case, the excess contribution Is
equal to twice the amount in excess of 50 percent of the total contribution to the
Spousal IRA Combination.

(6) A working spouse may make a contribution to a Spousal IRA Combina-
tion within the same taxable year in which he or she attains age 70% or in a
subsequent taxable year. In this case, the excess contribution is the whole of the
contribution to the Spousal IRA Combination.
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(7) A working spouse may make a contribution to a Spousal IRA for his or
her non-workirg spouse within the same taxable year in which the non-working
spouse attains age 70% or in a subsequent taxable year. In this case, the excess
contribution Is the whole of the contribution for the Spousal IRA.

(8) A working spouse may become all active participant in a qualified plan,
a 403(b) plan or a government retirement plan within the same taxable year of
the working spouse in which lie or she has made a contribution to a Spousal
IRA Combination. In this case, the excess contribution is the whole of the con.
tribution to the Spousal IRA Combination.

(9) A working spouse may make a contribution to a Spousal IRA within the
same taxable year of the working spouse in which the nonworking spouse re-
ceives some compensation or earned Income. In this case, the excess contribution
Is the whole of the contribution for the Spousal IRA.
Penalty tax

If the excess contribution remains in the IRA and is not disposed of by one
of the methods described below, a 6 percent excise tax Is imposed in each and
every taxable year that the excess remains in the IRA. Such tax is payable by
the individual establishing an IRA annuity or an IRA account or by the working
spouse establishing a Spousal IRA Combination. An employee or a member for
whom arn account is maintained in an IRA plan is considered lo be such an
individual,

This excise taxIs not deductible from the gross income of the individual or
working spouse. The excise tax is imposed even If the assets in the IRA have re-
duced since the payment of the excess contributions. However, the excise tax is
not permitted to exceed 6 percent of the amount of such assets.

Refunding an cxces8 contribution
Under Types (1), (3), (4), (5). (6), (7) and (9) above, Code Section 408(d)

(4) provides that, if the excess contribution is refunded to the individual or the
working spouse on or before the filing date of his or her tax return, then no ex-
cise tax penalty is imposed.

However, ('ode Section 4973(b) (2) as amended by the Tax Reform Act seems
to override the terms of Section 40S (d) (4) tc, sone extent. If the contribution is
in excess of $1,500 (or $1,750), then apparently the excess over such dollar limit
is still subject to the excise tax penalty even though it is refunded on or before
the tax filing date. We shall have to wait the issuance of regulations to clear up
this point.

Under Types (2) and (S) above. ('ode Section 4973(b) (2) states that the full
amount of the contributions are considered to be "amounts not contributed",
providing the contributions are refunded under ('ode Section 40S(d) (4) to the
individual or the working spouse on or before the filing date of his or her tax re-
turn. If properly refunded, then no excise tax penalty is imposed.

No deduction is allowed for a refunded contribution or excess contribution.
of course., however. if the contribution or excess contribution has acqtired some
investment earnings while in the IRA, such earnings have to be included in the
gross income of the individual or working spouse for the taxable year in which
the earnings are received.
A poaible alternatirc diapnsition

Instead of refunding the excess contribution a% described above, some authori-
ties feel the excess may be applied to the allowable contributions of the next
taxable year. For example, if the excess contributions were made in the 1977
taxable year In lieu of having the excess, refunded to the individual in the period
before 1977 income tax return is filed, it is believed the Individual could Instruct
the life insurance company, the trustee or the custodian to retain the excess in
the IRA and to consider the excess as a payment on account of his or her contri-
butions for the 1978 taxable year.

If this procedure Is used, the individual may claim no deduction for the excess
in respect to the 1977 taxable year. However, the tax penalty described above
is avoided and the individual is able to claim a deduction for the excess in 1978-
provided, of course, the total contributions for the 1978 taxable year (including
the excess) do not exceed the 15 percent/$1,500 limitation or the 15 percent/
$1,750 limitation.
Delayrd disposition

If the excess contribution is not forthwith disposed of under either of the two
methods described above and instead is left in the IRA, the penalty tax of 6
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percent is imposed each and every year thereafter until the excess contribution is
disposed of. Moreover, if the excess contribution plus investment earnings are
later refunded, the contributions and earnings are considered to be a distribution
from the IRA and are included in the recipient's gross income as described in
Part XV. If such distribution occurs before age 591/2 of the individual or working
spouse, the distribution Is considered to be a premature distribution and subject
to an additional 10 percent tax penalty as described in Part XVII.

Except when the contribution exceeds $1,500 (or $1,750), an insurance com-
pany, trustee or custodian will not know whether an individual or a working
spouse has contributed an excess amount. Therefore, the onus is on the indi-
vidual or working spouse to inform the insurance company, trustee or custodian.
Failure to give such notice in sufficient time would cause the 6 percent penalty
tax to be imposed.

Reapplying excess contributions
Under Code Section 408(d) (4) there Is permission for an excess contribution

to be refunded to the taxpayer if it is refunded prior to tax filing date.
It is suggested that Section 408(d) (4) be amended to permit an excess contribu-

tion to be applied on account of the contribution payable In the taxable year next
succeeding the taxable year with respect to which it was paid. Such application
could be made by the insurance company, bank, savings and loan association, mu-
tual fund company, credit union, etc., on written instruction from the taxpayer.
Such reapplied contribution would have to lie considered to be a regular contri-
bution after it is reapplied and would be deductible If it (together with any new
money contributed) were within the 15 percent/$1,500 or 15 percent/$1,750 limits.

Such permission would provide a much simpler and more satisfactory method
of disposing of an excess contribution. Any investment earnings that haid accrued
to the excess contributions could be similarly applied. Such earnings are taxable
when pa!d out in the same way that accruals from contributions are taxable, so
there is no reason why such earnings could not be applied on account of contri-
butions for the nrxt ensuing taxable year.
Requirements for Apcusal IRA

The Tax Reform Act added Section 220 to the Code to permit the purchase of
Spousal IRA's. In order to define the restrictions and requirements applicable to
such IRA's, Code Section 220(a) in Subsection (1) and 12) states that the re-
quirements listed in Code Sections 408(a) and 408(b) are to be applicable to an
IRA account and an IRA annuity, respectively. Basically, this is logical but,
unfortunately, Sections 408(a) (1) and 40,(b) (2) state that the contributions
and premiums, respectively, are not to exceed $1,500; whereas, under Code Section
220(b) (C) the dollar limit is $1,750.

Presumably, this was a drafting error.
Contributions for apousal IRA combination

Under Code Section 220(b) (1). in order for a working spouse to obtain the
maximum deduction within the 15 percent/$1,750 limit, it is necessary for con-
trilbutions to be split exactly 50:50 between a Regular IRA and a Spousal IRA.
If more than 50 percent is contributed to either a Regular IRA or a Spousal IRA,
then Section 220(h) (1) (A) has the result of treating twice the amount of the
excess over 50 percent as an excess contribution subject to 6 percent penalty in
addition to being not deductible.

Since the whole purpose of Section 220 Is to encourage a working spouse to set
aside sving., for his or her non-vorking spouse, it does not seen reasonable that
the working spouse should be penalized for attempting to set aside as much sav-
ings for the non-working spouse as possible. Therefore. it Is suggested that Section
220(b) (1) be amended to permit the non-working spouse to secure (eductions for
contributions to a Spousal IRA for the non-working spouse for any amount up to
the full 15 percent $1.750.

Any excess over 50 percent contributed to a Regular IRA under a Spousal IRA
Combination coull lie treated as an excess contribution under Section 220(b)
(1) (A), but the contributions for a Spousal IRA under a Spousal IRA Conibia-
tion would not be so treated and. in fact, up to a full 100 percent of the 15 percent/
$1.750 could be contributed to the Spousal IRA without penalty.

The following table demonstrates the application of Section 220(b) (1) as it
now stands:
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Contributions Contributions
toregular IRA to spousal IRA

owned by owned by non- Total
working working deductions Excess

Total contributions spouse spouse permitted contributions

$1,750 .-......................................... $$50 1, 250 $1,000 $750
$1750 ........................................... 700 1, 050 1,400 350
$1,750 .. ......................................... 875 875 1,750 ............
$1,750 ........................................... 900 850 1,7O0 50
$1,750 ................................... ........ 1, 100 650 1,300 450
$1,750 ............................. .............. 1, 300 450 900 850
$1,750 ............................................ 1,500 250 500 1,250

Estate tax exclusion for spousal IRA

Section 2008 (originally 2208) of the Tax Reform Act amended Code Section
2039 by adding Subsection (e) which provides for an exclusion from estate tax
for the death benefit under an IRA purchased under Section 219. Unfortunately,
Section 2039(e) does not provide for a similar exclusion for the death benefit
under a Spousal IRA purchased under Section 220.

Right of 8?rtivorship under spousal IRA combinations
Under the Statement of the Managers following the Conference Committee

work on the Tax Reform Act of 1976, it was stated in connection with Section
1501 of the Act that an IRA account could be established for a Spousal IRA Com-
bination and that under Regular IRA for the working spouse and one for the
Spousal IRA for the non-working spouse. Although the IRA account cannot be
owned jointly, the Statement of the Managers does state that "each spouse could
have a right of survivorship with respect to the suhaccount of the other".

There appears to be nothing in Code Section 220 as added to the Code by the
Tax Reform Act that makes provision for either the two subaccounts or the right
of survivorship. I suggest that Section 220 should be amended to Include such
provision.

In addition, there seems to be no reason why the "right of survivorship pro-
vision" should not be available for other types of IRA's used for a Spousal IRA
Combination. For example, if two IRA annuities were established for the Regular
IRA and the Spousal IRA, it Is suggested that Section 220 should provide for a
"right of survivorship provision" to be included in each IRA annuity.

Existing IRA for 8poUsal IRA combination
If a working spouse has already established a Regular IRA under the terms of

Section 219 of the Code and wvishes t( establish a Spousal IRA for his or her non-
working sIpuse, Section 220 does not make it clear that he can use his existing
IRA.

It is suggested that ('ode Section 220 be amended to permit the use of an exist-
ing Regular IRA in conjunction with a new Spousal IRA, providing the Regular
IRA is amended as necessary to suit the provision of Section 220. For example,
the contributions to the Regular IRA would have to comply with the terms of
Code Section 220(b) (1) which, in effect, requires a 50 : 50 split in contributions
between the Regular IRA and the Spousal IRA (unless Section 220(b) (1) ts
amended as suggested elsewhere).

Rollovcr from qualified plan to an IRA
Code Sections 402(a) (5) and 403(a) (4) permit lump-sum distributions from

qualified phnns to be rolled over into Rollover IRA's. For this purpose, reference
is made to Section 402(e) (4) for a definition of "lump-sum distribution". This
IU fine except that Section 402(e) (4) contains a subsection (H) which states that
a participant must have a minimum of 5 years of participation in order to qualify
for a lump-sum distribution.

The basic purpose of Se.tion 402(*-) (4) is to define "lump-sum distribution" in
respect to the special 10-year averaging procedure for taxing a lump-sum dis-
tr-iution which v.is introduced by ERISA. Perhaps for that purpose the 5-year
participation requirement is justified.

However, there seems to be no reason for a five-year participation requirement
being applied to the rollover privilege, It is probable that Congress did not con-
sider this point when it used Section 402(e) (4) as a source of a definition of a
"lump-sum distribution".
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Rollover of properlyy" f:rom a qualified plan to an IRA
Code Sections 402(a) (5) and 403(a) (4) in Subsection (C) require that, if a

lump-sum distribution from a qualified plan consists of "property (other than
money)", such property is what must be transferred into the IRA. This require-
ment restricts the rollover provision considerably. For example, if an employee
terminating employment at retirement or earlier, received a lump-sum distribu-
tion in the form of stock or partly money and partly stock, he would not be able
to transfer the distribution to an insurance company to buy an IRA annuity
because an-ins.irance company cannot receive stock as a premium. Therefore,
if the employee wanted to convert his lump-sum distribution into a retirement
income, he would not be able to do so.

Public Law 94-267 in Section (d) (2) recognized this problem of converting
stock into money when the stock had been received and sold prior to the enact-
ment of Public Law 94-267. An employee, in event of such a sale, is permitted to
"transfer an amount of cash equal to the proceeds received from the sale or
exchange of such property in excess of the amount considered contributed by
the -employee".

It is suggested that Sections 402(a) (5) (C) and 403(a) (4) (C) be amended
to contain a similar provision for sale or exchange of property.

Rollover of death under a qualified plan
Code Sections 402(a) (5) and 403(a) (4) permit a lump-sum distribution that

is paid to an employee to be rolled over into an IRA. The two sections refer
to Code Section 402(e) (4) for a definition of a lump-sum distribution. Section
402(e) (4) (A) lists the events that cin result In a lump-sum distribution. In-
cluded in the list Is a distribution made "on account of the employee's death".
On the face of It, it would seem that a lump-sum death benefit could be rolled
over to an IRA by the recipient of it.

However, both Sections 402(a) (5) and 403(a) (4), as originally contained in
ERISA and as amended by Public Law 94-267 on April 15. 1975. contain the
words "the balance to the credit of an employee is paid to him". The result of
this wording is that a beneficiary receiving a lump-sum distribution is not en.
titled to roll it over into an IRA.

I suggest that there are situations where it would be quite desirable for a
beneficiary to be able to roll over the lump-sum death benefit into an IRA. For
example, the beneficiary may be working and more in need of a deferment to
retirement than in need of an immediate payment. An opportunity to defer re-
ceipt may be Just as Important to a beneficiary as to an employee.
Distribution restrictions on rollot'crs to IRA's front qua. fled plans

The enclosed memorandum was submitted to the IRS in January. 1976 in con-
nection with the Proposed IRA Regulations that were released by the IRS In
February but, to date. have not been Issued in final form.

The memrrandunu discusses the question of whether a lutnp-sum distribution
from a qualified plan can be transferred to an IRA account or an IRA annuity
after a terminating employee has attained age 70/2. It is concluded that the
Code would permit such a rollover, providing the lump-sum distribution is trans-
ferred to an IRA annuity under Code Section 408(b) and providing the annuity
contract provides for an immediate distribution in the form of annuity payments
(as a life annuity or as an annuity certain). It is also concluded that the Code
would not permit a lump-sum distribution to be transferred to an IRA ACCOUNT
after attainment of age 70%.

It is therefore suggested that the Proposed Regulations lie amended as de-
scribed in the memorandum. If it is concluded that the Proposed Regulations can-
not be changed, then it is suggested that an appropriate change be made in ('ode
Section 408(b).

DISTRIBUTION RESTRICTIONs ON ROLLOVERS FROM QUALIFIED PLANS

Lump-sum distribution
Under Code Section 402(a) (5) and 40.3(a) (4) permission is given to an em-

ployee terminating participation in a qualified plan to rollover a lump-sum dis-
tribution into an Individual Retirement Account (IRA account) or an Individual
Retirement Annuity (IRA annuity).

Under either of these Code Sections, the lump-sum distribution must come
within the definition contained in Code Section 4012(e) (4) (A), which means that
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It must become payable (I) on account of the employee's death, (it) after the
employee attains age 591/2, (iii) on account of the employee terminating employ-
ment. except in the case of a self-employed person, or (iv) after the employee has
become disabled.

It is to be noted that ('ode Sections 402(a) (5) and 403(a) (4)-A) both provide
that the lump-sum distribution must be paid to the employee. This means that
ii lump-sum death benefit referred to in Item (i) above cannot be rolled over
into an IRA account or an IRA annuity.

However, it should be noted that neither Section 402(a) (5) nor 403(a) (4)
contain a proviso to the effect ihat the lunip-sum distribution must be received
before the close of the taxable year in which the employee attains age 70%

Moreover, it should he noted that Section 402(a) (4) (A) does not contain a
proviso to the effect that the lunlp-sum distribution must be received before
,ge 70 . Item (ii) does state that the lump sum must be received after age
591A. but does not state that it must be received before age 701/..

Thus. insofar as the lump-sum distribution is concerned, it may be received
before the close of the taxable year in which the employee attains age 701,..

Tran sfcr to an IRA
A rollover contribution received under Section 402(a) (5) or Section 403(a)

(4) may be transferred under the provision of Section 402(a) (5) (B) (I) or
Section 403(a) (4) tB) (i) into an IRA account or an IRA annuity. Neither of
th(es latter Sections states that tie transfer must be made before the close of
the tax.ilie year in which the individual attains age 70h.

Deduction rctrictions
Code Section 219(b) (3) states that no deduction is allowed if a contribution

is made in a taxable year in which an individual attains age 70/2 or thereafter.
However, Section 219(b) (4) states that no deduction is allowed in respect to a
rollover contribution under Section 402(a) (5) or Section 403(a) (4), so the loss
of deduction under Section 219(b) (3).

It is to be noted that neither Section 219(b) (3) nor Section 219(b) (4) pro-
hibits the making of a rollover contribution after age 70l,. The Sections merely
say that no deduction is permissible.

Distribution fram an IRA account
Under section -0S(a) (6), the entire Interest of an individual under an IRA

account must be distributed (a) not later than the close of his taxable year in
which he attains age 70 . or (b) commencing not later than the close of such
taxable year. as (A p a life annuity for him or as a joint and survivor annuity
for im and his spouse, or (B) an annuity certain for a period not longer than
his life expectancy or the life expectancy of him and his spouse.

Thus, in the case of an IRA account, distribution must be made or com-
mence to be made before the close of the taxable year in which the individual
attains age 70 z. Therefore, because of this restriction, it would not be possible
to transfer into an IRA account, a lump-sum distribution received after the close
of such taxable year.

Distribution from an IRA annuity
Under Section 408(b) (3). the entire interest of an Individual under an IRA

annuity must he distributed (a) not later than the close of his taxable year In
which he attains age 701/, or (b) as, (A) a life annuity for him or as a joint
and survivor annuity for him and his spouse, or (B) an annuity certain for a
period not longer than his life expectancy or the life expectancy of him and his
spouse.

Comparing (b) In respect to a distribution from an IRA annuity with (b) in
respect to a distribution from an IRA account, It is to be noted that the restriction
that the annuity payment must commence not later than the close of the taxable
year in which the individual attains age 70% has been omitted from Section
408(b) (3).

Therefore. if a lump-sun distribution is received under Section 402(a) (5) or
Section 403(a) (4) after the close of the taxable year in which the individual
attains age 701/,, he may transfer such distribution into an IRA annuity, pro-
viding the distribution from the IRA annuity is in tile form described in JA)
or (B) under (b) above, even though such distribution commences after the
attainment of age 701/2.
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Proposed regulations J
Proposed Regulation Section 1.408-3(b) (3) In respect to an IRA annuity

simply states that distribution must be made as provided in Section 1.408-2(b)
(6), which Section Is in respect to an IRA account and require that distribution
be made prior to attainment of age 70% or commence to be made before such
age.

In view of the conclusion referred to above, it Is suggested that Proposed Regu-
lation Section 1.408-3(b) (3) in respect to an IRA annuity should not refer to
Section 1.408-2(b) (6) and that it should permit an annuity payout to commence
after age 701/2, providing the IRA annuity has been purchased by a lump-sun
distribution under Code Section 402(a)(5) or 403(a)(4) and providing the
payout commences not more than 1 month after the IRA annuity contract is
purchased.

Annual Ife annuity commencing a
ale 65 (with no minimum guaranteedperiod)

Accumulated
Starting age amount at age 65 Male Ferale

40 .............................................. $37,234 $9, 360 $8.341
45 ................................................... 58, 490 6,270 5.58850 ................................................... 37, 010 3, 962 3,530
55 ................................................... 20,958 2.236 1,99360.................................................. 8,963 947 844

At ages beyond 45, it is obvious from the above table that contributions of
$1,500 per year are going to produce inadequate retirement pensions for anyone
who can afford to set aside $1,500 per year.

Therefore, it is suggested that the limits of 15 percent/$1,500 for IRA's and
LERA's are too low and that they should indeed be raised to 15 percent/$2,000
if not to some larger limit. For this purpose Code Section 219 (b) (1) and pro-
posed Section 220(b) (1) (A) would need to be amended.

A comparison of the 15 percent/$1,500 limit for IRA's with the 15 percent/
$7,500 limit for self-employed persons under Keogh plans underlines the need to
raise the limit for IRA's. The pension benefits under a Keogh plan could be 500
percent of those under an IRA.
Increased deduction limits

The 15 percent/$1,500 limit for contributions and deductions was first proposed
in December, 1971 by President Richard M. Nixon and, subsequently, it was in-
cluded in Bills S. 3012 and 1H.R. 12272 submitted to the 92nd Congress. In due
course, that limit was included in the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974.

Because the Consumer Price Index has risen appreciably since 1971, Secretary
of the Treasury William E. Simon in October, 1975 when testifying before the
House Ways and Means Committee on Bill II.R. 10612, proposed that the dollar
limit should be raised to $2,000 and that it should be indexed to C.P.TI.

Most IRA's are started by individuals at ages beyond 45, which means that
they normally have fewer than 20 years to accumulate savings for retirement.
The following table (which is based on an insurance company's immediate an-
nuity rates) will give an indication of the retirement pension that can be expected
to be purchased by an annual contribution of $1,500 accumulated at 6 percent
compound interest to retirement at age 65.
Credit for past employment years

Contributions to an IRA at present may be made only prospectively in respect
to years following the establishment of the IRA. For an individual of high age,
this means he or she has few years in which to accumulate savings for retirement.
even though he or she may have many years of past employment during which
there was no participation In an IRA or a qualified plan.

It is suggested that provision be included in the Code to permit larger con-
tributions to be made by an individual starting an IRA at a higher age in order
to compensate for the years in which no contributions were made. For example,
the percentage of 15 percent could gradually be raised to, say, 25 percent for
ages higher than 45. for an individual starting an IRA over age 45. And, similarly,
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the dollar limit could gradually be raised over age 45 from $3,000 to, say, $5,000.
In each case, the percentage limit and the dollar limit would remain level through
to retirement at whatever limits were appropriate to the age at the commence-
ment of the IRA.

The table attached demonstrates the need for permission to make contributions
of larger amounts at high ages. The table appended demonstrates the proposal
for larger limits at high ages.

COMPARISON OF CONTRIBUTIONS AND BENEFITS

A. Corporate cmploycr pciaaion plan (401(a) plan)
Pension Limit. $75,000 per year or 100 percent of highest 3 consecutive years

earned income, whichever is lesser.
Assumption. Sufficient annual contribution made each year from starting age

to age 65, accumulated at 6 percent compound interest to produce an accumulated
amount ($701,050) to purchase a single life annuity from an insurance company
of $75,000 per year (based on current rates for a male). No cost-of-living indexing
included.

Accumulated Annual conti-
amount needed button needed

at age 65 for to pfoduce
pension of $75,000 accumulated

Starting ale (male) amount

30 ................................................ $701050 $5,910
40 .......................................................... ...... ... 701 050 12,015so ................................................................... 701:050 28,350
60 ........................... ......................................... 701,050 118, 80

13. Self-emnplojycd pcnnion plan (H.R. 10 plan)
Contribution Limit. $7,500 per year or 15 percent of earned income, whichever

is lesser. -
Assumptions. $7.500 contributed each and every year from starting age to age

(15, accumulated at E6 percent compound interest. Accumulated value at age 63 use
to purchase a single life annuity from an insurance company (based on current
rates for a male).

Annual life annuityAccumulated staring at ale 65
Startoig age amount at age 65 (male)

30 ...... ............ ...... ............................... $885. 910 $95,130
40 ........................................................ 436.170 46,800
s ................. ....................................... 185,050 19.810
60 ........................................................ 44,815 4,735

C. Inrliridtacl rctirmcrnt account (I.RA.i
Contribution Limit. $1,500 per year or 20 percent of earned income, whichever

is lesser.
As.-umptions. $1.500 contrinited each a:;d every year from starting age to age

65, accumulated at 6 percent compound interest. Accumulated value at age 65
used to purchase a single iife annuity from an insurance company (based on
current rates for a male).

Annual life annuity
Accumulated starting at ale 65

Startinl ae amount at ale 65 (male)

30. ...................... ..... ....... .. .. ,1 $19,02640 .......... ........._ _ _ . ................................ _ :8 .7.234 9.36050 ................ ....................................... 37. 0io 3, 962
60 .. ....................................................... 8963 947

91-9 33 0 - 71 - 32
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Percentage
of annual Annual dollar

Ale at establishment of the IRA compensation limit I

U jto age 44 ............................................................ 15.0 $3,000
..................... ... . ....................................... 15.0 3,000

46 .................................................................... 15.5 3,100
47 .................................................................... 16.0 3,200
48 ..................... .............................................. 16.5 3,300
49 ........................................... ................... 17.0 3,400
50 ........................ ........................................... - 17.5 3,500
51 .................................................................... 18.0 3,600
52 ................................... ............................ 18.5 3, 700
53 .................................................................... 19.0 3,800
54 .................................................................... 19.5 3,900
55 .................................................................... 20.0 4.000
56 ........................................... ...................... _20.5 4,100
57 .................................................................... 21.0 4,200
58 .................................................................... 21.5 4,300
59 ......................-............................................ 22.0 4,400
60 ...... ............................................................. 22.5 4,560
61 ......... .......................................................... 23.0 4,600
62 .............................-..................................... 23.5 4, 700
63- _. .......................................................... ..... 24.0 4,800
64 ............... ........................................... ....... 24.5 4,900
65 .................................................................... 25.0 5, DOC

This assumes that the limits in proposal 19 are adopted and that the individual is not participating in a qualified plan.
If he were participating in a qualified plan, the limits would be reduced as discussed in the main part.

Income earned on an cxces8 contribution
At present, if an excess contribution has earned some Investment income

while It was in an IRA, this income must be distributed front the IlA. This
procedure results in the investment income becoming taxable Income and, if
it is distributed prior to age 595 .,, it is subject to a 10 percent IK-1salty tax.
This seems to ire a lot of fuss and bother for not very much tax. in fact, its
many cases the cost of the procedure to all concerned would ausount to more
than the tax.

It is suggested that a much simpler procedure would be to treat the invest-
ment income on the excess contribution in the same manner as that suggested
in Proposal (7) for the excess contribution itself. That is to say, to allow the
Investment income to be applied on account of the next contribution, thereby
reducing the amount of the next cash contribution and the deduction available.

This may mean some tax less to the Treasury, but it would certainly mean a
savings in expenses for the Treasury and everyone else concerned.

403(b) Plans
In essence, a 403(b) plan (so-called tax sheltered annuity) has always been

a type of retirement savings much like an IRA. It Is true that the contribution
limits are calculated by a different formula. It is also true that technically a
403(b) plan is based on employer contributions. It is also true that the original
concept was that a 403(b) plan would be a substitute for a qualified pension
plan.

However, in practice, 403(b) contributions are almost always employee con-
tributions developed through a salary reduction agreement. By this sseans, em-
ployees are able to secure deductions for their contributions. Moreover, even
it the employer is making contributions to a qualified plan, an employee Is still
able to make contributions to a 403(b) plan and obtain tax deductions for them,
although the deduction limit is reduced because of the employer's contributions
to a qualified plan. In practice, a 403(b) plan Is really a type of IRA, subject
to different limits and different requirements.

Because a 403(b) plan Is like an IRA, I suggest that IRA's be not extended
to active participants in 403(b) plans.
Ercess accumulation, at age 701

The law provides that if the accumulation on hand at age 701/ Is not distrib-
uted sufficiently quickly, a tax of 50 percent of the excess accumulation i1
levied. It Is suggested that this is much too severe a penalty and that the tax
rate should be reduced to, say, 10 percent or 20 percent. See Code Section
4974 (a).

Moreover, the method specified in the proposed regulations for calculating
the amount of the excess accumulation is far too complicated. It is beyond the
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ability of an average taxpayer to understand. It is suggested that a much
simpler procedure could be developed for inclusion in the regulations. See Cme
Section 4974(b) and Proposed Regulation Section 1.408-2(b) (6) (v).

Joint and survivor settlement
In the case of an IRA plan established and maintained by an employer under

Code Section 408(c), such plan apparently Is considered tc be an "employee
pension benefit plan" under ERISA Section 3(2). As such, ERISA Section 205
becomes applicable to the IRA plan, which means that the basic method of
settlement at retirement must be a joint and survivor annuity.

Because an IRA plan must provide for the range of settlement options spelled
out in Code Section 408(a) (6), it is confusing and unnecessary to require a
Joint and survivor annuity to be the basic settlement. Therefore, it is suggested
that ERISA Section 215 be amended to exclude an IRA plan.

Because Code Section 401(a) applies to only a qualified pension plan and
because an IRA plan is not a qualified plan. Code Section 401(a) (11) is not
applicable to an IRA plan. Code Section 401(a)(11), therefore, does not need
to be amended.
mandatoryy lump-sum distribution

In order to fully develop the portability concept, it is suggested that the Code
be amended to require every qualified plan to provide the following two
provisions:

(a) In the event of termination of employment or termination of a plan,
a qualified plan must permit an employee to elect to receive a lump-sum
distribution, which he or she could roll over into an IRA or another quali-
fied plan.

(b) A qualified plan must provide for an employee becoming a partici-
pant to have the option of rolling over in that plan a lump-sum distribu-
tion received from another qualified plan or the value in a rollover IRA
that has originated from another qualified plan.

If the Code is amended as suggested to permit the appending of a LERA
provision into a qualified plan, such provision could be used to receive ,,,e lump-
.uni distribution or the value in a rollover IRA as referred to in (b) above.
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,...aaJ l. .,, Co-CM ,~ COMMISSION ON FEDERAL PAPERWORK L"
Sri Lt . VolC' 1111 TWENTIETH STREET. NW. Lou.
Orid C. AOMa~ff .. jima L
Qa goal" WASHINGTON, D. C 20562
Rtb*l 0. UeA[ I ttOTom ste

The President of the United States
The Speaker of the House
President of the Senate

Dear Sir:

In behalf of the Commission on Federal Paperwork,
pursuant to Public Law 93-556, 1 am submitting a report
with recommendations concerning the Employee Retirement
Income Security Act. It is among the several interim
reports the Commission will submit before completing its
final report in October 1977.

Since its enactment in 1974, the Employee Retirement
Income Security Act has become the subject of considerable
criticism because of the complex and duplicative paperwork
burdens it imposes on employers. The statute relies funda-
mentally on disclosure of private pension plan provisions,
funding, and management as evidence of adherence to the
minimum standards it mandates. Timely submittal of detailed
reports is thus an essential element of effective adminis-
tration of the law.

The Commission's objective has been to propose solutions
to paperwork problems of private pension plans that will re-
duce the complexity and cost of compliance with the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act. We estimate that acceptance
of the recommendations in this report can result in savings
to business of more than $357 million when first implemented
and of more than $283 million annually thereafter. The
Government could lower its costs by almost $50 million
initially and save about $5 million per year after insti-
tuting the improvements recommended by the Commission in
this report.

Respectfully yours,

Frank Horton, M. C.
Chairman
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I.
Introduction
On September 2, 1974, the Employee Retirement Income
Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) became law. ERISA was a
response by Congress to an increase in the number of
persons counting on private pension benefits; the growth
of pension plan assets as a factor in the economy; and the
disappointment of plan participants and beneficiaries by
the failure of underfunded plans to provide benefits as
promised.
This report reviews and makes recommendations to
eliminate excessive paperwork requirements in this very
necessary and laudable program. Recommendations'are
made to:

" eliminate unnecessary and duplicative reporting and
recordkeeping requirements;

* make more understandable the information
provided to plan participants; and

* simplify the complex and confusing procedures of
the program.

It is the belief of tbe.Commission on Federal Paperwork
that the recommendations contained in this report will
strengthen ERISA by:

" making the program easier to understand and more
effective for plan participants and administrators;

" removing unnecessary administrative costs borne
by plans and their participants, with first-year cost
savings for the recommendations in this report
totaling $74.5 million and about $283.2 million
annually thereafter; and

" making the program requirements clearer and more
manageable to remove 'paperwork exercises' from
the effective regulation of pension plans.

Growth of Pension Plans
The private pension industry has experienced rapid
growth and ensuing complexity in recent years due to sev-
eral developments. Employers increasingly have accepted
responsibility for the physical and economic well-being of
their retired employees. The tax structure offered
incentive by permitting employers to deduct contribu-
tions and thus reduce significantly the real cost of pension
plans. Government-administered retirement income
systems, such as Social Security and Railroad Retire-

'Public Law 93-406, approved September 2, 1974, 88 Stat. 829. 1
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ment, had been installed ini the 1930's, but these were
limited in coverage and benefits, and private pension
plans were seen by many as a needed supplement.2

Two special factors stimulated the growth of private
pension plans during and after World War II. Wartime
wage freezes generated interest in deferred compensa-
tion; fringe benefits could be granted in lieu of wage
increases. Then a Federal court ruled in 1947 that private
pension plans were a proper subject for collective bar-
gaining under the National Labor Relations Act.3

In 1940, there were less than 2,000 private pension plans in
existence. At the end of 1946 there were, in round
numbers, 9,400 plans which had been qualified by the
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) for tax deduction
purposes, covering 3.6 million employees. By the end of
1973, there were 369,000 qualified plans covering an
estimated 30 million employees.4 If the number of bene-
ficiaries is added to the number of plan participants, the
total of potential recipients in all active plans probably
exceeds 100 million.
Total plan assets have grown commensurately. Accord-
ing to one estimate, the book value of assets of all private,
non-insured pension funds increased from $33 billion in

2See House Report 93-533, October 2, 1973 [to accompany H.R. 2];
House Report 87-898, August 18, 1961 [to accompany H.R. 8723].

31nland Steel Co. v. National Labor Relations Board, 170 F. 2d 247
(1949), certiorari denied, 336 U.S. 960 (1949). The decision, by the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the 7th Circuit, was to the effect that pension
benefits were included in the terms "wages" and/or "other conditions
of employment," which under the law were subject to collective bar-
gaining.

'The IRS data cover pension, annuity, profit-sharing and stock bonus
plans that are determined to be qualified for tax-deduction purposes.
They do not necessarily reflect the total number of plans in existence,
since many plans are not the subject of advance determination, and
other plans are not subject to tax benefits. The Congressional
Research Service, in 1974, cited a Department of Labor estimate that
there were 1,800,000 private benefit plans, if welfare plans (relating to
accidents, sickness, etc.) and pension plans for the self-employed
(Keogh plans) were included. Excluding those two categories, the
number of pension plans was estimated at 350,000. The number of
employee participants in plans covered by ERISA was estimated at35
million. "Private Pension Plan Reform: A Summary of the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-406)," Con-
gresslonal Research Service, Library of Congress, September 19,

2 1974.
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1960 to $118 billion in 1972.1 A relatively few large corpora-
tions account for the bulk of assets and covered
employees. In the 1960-1972 period, total assetsof the 100
retirement plans reporting the largest assets increased
from $18 billion to $53 billion. The 100 largest plans thus
accounted-for 45 percent of the assets of all private, non-
insured pension plans.in 1972.6

Although the figures vary somewhat, depending on
source, definition of plans included, and time of estimate,
the magnitudes suggest the scope of the regulatory
problem.' The paperwork burdens associated with ERISA
derive from the complexities of the legislation, the large
number and diversity of plans, the detailed and exacting
reporting and recordkeeping requirements, and the
divided responsibilities for Government administration.
As is usually the case, the burden falls most heavily on the
small companies. Although there is some leeway in the law
for easing paperwork burdens, for the most part plans of
every size and description must comply with the record-
keeping, reporting, disclosure, and other requirements.
Types of Benefit Plans
Benefit plans covered by ERISA fall into two broad cate-
gories: welfare and pension. Welfare plans, sometimes
termed welfare benefit plans, confer such benefits as
medical, surgical or hospital care; benefits relating to
sickness, accidents, disability, death, or unemployment;
vacations, apprenticeship or other training programs; day
care centers; scholarship funds; and prepaid legal
services. Pension plans, also called employee pension
benefit plans, provide retirement income to employees or
make other arrangements for deferred income related to
employment.
ERISA identifies three basic types of pension plans:
1. Defined contribution plan, also called individual
account plan, in which each participant has an individual
account, and the benefits are based solely on what is con-
tributed to that account. This category includes what are
termed profit-sharing plans and money purchase plans.
The profit-sharing plans hinge contributions and benefits
on current and accumulated profits of the employer. In
money purchase plans, the amount of contribution Is.
determined in advance by a formula, such as a stated per-
centage of the participant's salary.

3

'"Survey of the 100 Largest Retirement Plans, 1960-1972," U.S.
Department of Labor, Washington, D.C., August 1974.

6See footnote 5.
7House Report 93-533, October 2, 1973 (to accompany H.R. 2].
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2. Defined benefit plan, generally, is a plan with tax-
deductible contributions that is not in the first category.
Funding here, as in the case of a money purchase plan, is
not dependent upon employer profits for the current or
prior year. The employee, at retirement, receives a pre-
determined income which must be calculated by an
actuary, as prescribed by law.
3. Excess benefit plan, is a plan maintained by employers
solely for the purpose of providing for certain employees
benefits that exceed limitations in the tax code on contri-
butions and benefits and, to that extent, are not tax-deduc-
tible.
ERISA also refers to "multi-employer plans," in which
contributions are made by more than one employer and
are maintained pursuant to collective bargaining agree-
ments with employee. organizations. Under such plans,
benefits are payable to a participant even if his particular
employer goes out of business or otherwise ceases to
make contributions.
In the case of welfare plans, the Secretary of Labor has
somewhat more authority to ease paperwork burdens than
in the case of pension plans. The Secretary may, by
regulation, exempt any welfare plan from all or part of the
reporting and disclosure requirements of Title I of ERISA;
or the Secretary may provide for simplified reporting and
disclosure upon finding that such requirements are
inappropriate as applied to welfare plans. The Secretary
has elected to exempt welfare benefit plans covering fewer
than 100 participants, and which meet certain other
requirements, from designated reporting and disclosure
provisions."
Comparable exemptions are not permitted for pension
plans; the Secretary is allowed merely to prescribe simpli-
fication of annual reports, and only when plans cover less
than 100 participants. Another provision allows him to
waive or modify requirements for detailed actuarial data in
annual reports if the interests of participants and bene-
ficiaries will not be harmed and if the information needs of
both the participants and the Government are not justi-
fied by the expense of compliance.9

'Code of Federal Regulations, Vol. 29, Chap. XXV, Subchapter C,
p. 369.

4 'ERISA, section 104(a)(2)(A).
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Divided Administration
The division of Government responsibilities for ad-
ministration of ERISA also contributes to the paperwork
burden. The Department of Labor (DOL), the Department
of the Treasury, and a new Government corporation all are
involved. In the DOL, primary responsibility for ad-
ministering and enforcing ERISA provisions has been
delegated to the Assistant Secretary for Labor-
Management Relations, who heads the Labor-
Management Services Administ-ration, a component of
which is the Office of Pension and Welfare Benefit
Programs.10 In the Department of the Treasury, the IRS
qualifies pension plans for tax purposes and carries out
other prescribed functions, working through the Office of
Assistant Commissioner for Employee Plans and Exempt
Organizations."
A separate unit, the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corpora-
tion (PBGC), was created by ERISA to insure plan par-
ticipants and beneficiaries against loss of benefits due to
complete or partial termination of -benefit plans. This
Government corporation, though housed within the DOL,
is managed by a board of directors consisting of the
Secretaries of Commerce, Treasury, and Labor, with the
latter serving as Chairman. Assisting the PBGC is a 7-
member advisory committee appointed by the President
from among persons recommended by the board of
directors.1"

The responsibilities of the Secretary of the'Treasury and
the Secretary of Labor come together in such regulatory
areas as participation, vesting, and funding. Thus, sub-
stantially identical requirements for minimum standards
that pension plans must satisfy-ae prescribed in separate
titles of ERISA for administration by both departments.z

,0The delegation of authority is set out in Secretary of Labor Order 27-
74, 39 Fed. Reg. 43136 (November 1, 1974). The administering office
previously was called Office of Employee Benefits Security. The
ERISA regulations of the Department of Labor are carried in Code of
Federal Regulations, Vol. 29, Cha;ter XXV.

"Temporary regulations on IRS pro:;edure and administration regard-
ing ERISA are carried in Code of Federal Regulations, Vol. 26, Chapter
I, Part 420. See 39 Fed. Reg. 34052 (September 23, 1974).

12ERISA, section 4002.
13ERISA, Part 2, of Subtitle B ot Title I; Internal Revenue Code of 1954,
Subchapter D of Chapter 1 of Subtitle A. 5
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The IRS would have to be involved, to a certain extent, un-
der any administrative arrangement, since it has an un-
avoidable duty to see that tax deductions for benefit plans
are in full compliance with the complex Internal Revenue
Code provisions. It has been qualifying pension plans ever
since tax deductions for such purposes were permitted by
law many years ago. 1

4 However, ERISA makes the IRS a
full-fledged partner with the DOL in the regulatory
scheme.
The divided administration of ERISA probably reflects
political rather than administrative necessity. Committees
of jurisdiction in the Congress in tax and labor/welfare
areas were active participants in the development of the
legislation, and the interests of both sides were accom-
modated. The Secretaries of Labor and Treasury were
directed by the statute to work cooperatively and to avoid
unnecessary duplication.15

Reporting and Disclosure Requirements
To convey a sense of the elaborate reporting and dis-
closure requirements in ERISA, their main provisions in
Titles 1, 11, and IV are summarized. The reporting burdens
fall primarily on employers, or plan administrators in their
behalf. Plan administrators must report and disclose to
three Government agencies: the DOL, the IRS, and the
PBGC; and to two private groups: employees and their
beneficiaries. In some cases, reports are mandated di-
rectly by law; in others, they are made if individually
requested or required by regulation.
To each plan participant and beneficiary receiving
benefits, plan administrators must furnish the following
information:

" Summary plan descriptions, written so as to be
understandable to the average participant,
within 90 days after becoming a participant or
receiving benefits.

" Modifications or changes in plan descriptions,
not later than 120 days after the end of the plan
year.

"For example, the Revenue Act of 1942,52 Stat. 798, contained detailed
provisions on tax benefits for trusts forming part of stock benefits,
pension or profit-sharing plans of employers for the exclusive benefit
of employees or their beneficiaries. Previous Revenue Acts, dating
back at least to 1928, provided for some benefits in this area, but with
much less detail.

6 15ERISA, Title Ill. section 3004.
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e Copies of statements and schedules for a
planned fiscal year and such other material as is
necessary to summarize fairly the latest annual
report, within 210 days after the plan fiscal year.

* Upon written request, a copy of the latest up-
dated summary plan description, plan descrip-
tion, annual report, bargaining agreement, trust
agreement, contract, or other instrument, for
which charges may be levied to cover the cost of
furnishing such documents.

* An up-dated summary plan description every
fifth year if amendments are made. Otherwise,
the submission is to be made every tenth year.

* If the Secretary of Labor so provides by regula-
tion, a statement of the rights of participants
and beneficiaries under Title I.

9 Upon a request in writing, a statement (not
more often than once a year) of total benefits
accrued and non-forfeitable (vested); pension
benefits, if any, which have accrued; or the
earliest date on which benefits will become
non-forfeitable.

Additionally, to each plan participant, but not specifically
to beneficiaries, plan administrators must furnish the
following information.

* A statement setting forth information contained
in registration statements which plan ad-
ministrators must submit under the applicable
section of the Internal Revenue Code.

* A report of benefits due, or which may become
due, when the participant requests it or ter-
minates service with the employer or has a one-
year break In service. The employer is to furnish
the necessary information to the plan
administrator for the purposes of this report. Not
more than one report in one year is required.

To the Secretary of Labor, plan administrators must fur-
nish the following information:

* Annual report for a plan year, within 210 days
after close of such year (or such other time as
the Secretary may by regulation promulgate to
reduce duplicative filings).

" Plan description, on a form prescribed by the
Secretary, within 120 days after the plan
becomes subject to this part of the statute, and 7
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an up-dated plan description, no more fre-
quently than once every five years, as the
Secretary may require.

* Copy ofthesummary plan description when it is
furnished to participants and beneficiaries.

* Modifications and changes in summary plan
descriptions, within 60 days after their adoption
or occurrence.

* Terminal and supplementary reports, as
prescribed by regulations of the Secretary,
when a plan winds up its affairs. A copy of such
report is to be filed m ith the PBGC. Terminal
reports in the case of welfare benefit plans are
to be filed if required by the Secretary but are
not mandatory in the law.

* Upon request of the Secretary, any documents
relating to employee benefit plans, including
bargaining agreements, trust agreements, con-
tracts, and other instruments.

Copies of plan descriptions, summary plan descriptions,
and annual reports are to be made available for inspec-
tion in the DOL's public document room in Washington,
D.C.
To the Secretary of the Treasury/IRS, plan administrators
must furnish the following information:

" A registration statement containing specified plan
information, within such period after the end of a
plan year as may be prescribed by regulation.

" Specified changes in plan status, including termina-
tion or merger or consolidation with other plans, at
such time as may be prescribed by regulation.

" An annual return stating such information as may be
prescribed by regulations with respect-to qualifica-
tions, financial condition, and operations of the plan.
In case of merger, or consolidation or transfer of
assets of a plan, an actuarial statement of valuation,
evidencing compliance with the applicable section
of the Internal Revenue Code.

The listing above is not exhaustive; it does not attempt to
identify every reporting requirement levied upon tax-
payers in connection with tax deductions for, or receipt of
benefits from, various types of benefit plans which may
qualify under the Internal Reverihie Code. Other sections
of the report give more detail on these requirements.
To the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation, plan

8 administrators must report, within 30 days after occur-
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rence, any so-called reportable event. Some nine events
ate listed in the law; they are concerned with changes
which may affect the financial soundness or stability of the
plans. The Secretaries or Labor and Treasury also are
directed to notify the PBGC when certain of these events
occur.

Commission's Preliminary Studies
ERISA paperwork has been the subject of many com-
plaints addressed to the Commission at its public hearings
and in correspondence. In January 1976, the Commis-
sion held a two-day hearing on ERISA (see Appendix A)
and directed its staff to make additional studies of the
paperwork problems. Tentative staff recommendations
were discussed in a two-day working session, held in
August 1976, with representatives of Government and
private industry experts, including pension attorneys,
certified public accountants, actuaries, and insurance
executives. (Appendix B.) Testimony was also received by
the Commission in Pittsburgh, Pa., October 14-15, 1976,
and in Miami, Fla., on November 19,1976. (See Appendix
C and D.)

ND9

91-933 0 - 77 - 33
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Roundtable discussions at the working session and sub-
sequent recommendations focused on the following
problems:

" The multiple filing dates required by the law and
regulations. Companies must file in some cases
according to tax year and in other cases according to
plan year. Some actions must be reported 30, 60, or
120 days before the fact; others must be reported 30,
60, or 120 days after the fact.

" Diverse reporting requirements for single-employer
plans and multi-employer plans.

" The amount and kinds of information needed byem-
ployees to permit them to evaluate their pension
plans.

o' Reporting provisions for IRA (In-dividual Retirement
Accounts for individuals not covered by another
pension plan) and Keogh plans (retirement plansfor
the self-employed).

o Means by which companies can more readily pro-
vide information required by administering
agencies.

The hearings and preliminary studies led the Commis-
sion to support several measures for paperwork reduc-
tion in the administration of ERISA:

o The concept of model plans for small employers was
endorsed, and the IRS was urged to work toward
adopting such models. In a news release dated
November 5, 1976, Commissioner Alexander
announced that model plans would be available
within a short time. The model plans are limited to
profit-sharing plans and money purchase plans and
are for use by employers who do not have any other
plans. If model plans were used by all for whom they
were designed, a first-.year saving of $81 million for
business and $50 million for the Government would
result and annual savings of $7 million for business
and $4 million for the Government thereafter.

@ A simplified recordkeeping method for computing
hours of service was recommended to the DOL. The
hours of service worked are the basis for deter-
mining the vesting of benefits for plan participants.
The simplified method was based on "elapsed-time,"
which would allow employers to convert hours of
service from weekly or monthly payroll records
rather than require hours of service on the basis of
days, weeks, months, or shifts worked. It accords
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with the sense o, the Commission's recommenda-
tion. Substantial savings will result, an estimated
$240 million per year to employers.

Approach In Report
In this report, the Commission examines additional possi-
bilities for ERISA paperwork reduction and makes recom-
mendations which are considered practicable. The report
does not question the basic objectives of the legislation,
nor does it attempt to recast the administrative organiza-
tion provided after years of study, deliberation, and com-
promise by the Congress. This is a limited-effort study
directed primarily to specific changes which can be made
rapidly by legislative and administrative action, with
sizable reductions in paperwork. The Commission is con-
tinuing its study of ERISA, as indicated in the last section
of this report.

11
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Glossary

Defined Benefit Plan - an actuarially determined plan
based on a certain percentage of an employee's salary.
Defined Contribution Plan - a plan in which employer's
contribution is based on a specified formula. Benefits are
based on the amount in the fund at the date of retirement
or other termination of employment.
ERISA - Employee Retirement Income Security Act of
1974.
IRA - Individual Retirement Account for individuals not
covered by another pension plan.
Keogh Plan - retirement plan for the self-employed.
Letter of Determination - issued by IRS stating whether a
proposed plan or amendment thereto meets the require-
ments of the Internal Revenue Code, 1954, as amended, to
qualify for favorable tax treatment.
Multi-employer Plan - a plan to which more than one
employer contributes and which is pursuant to a collec-
tive bargaining agreement.
PBGC - Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation, set up as
a tax-exempt corporation within the Department of Labor
to insure private pension plans.
Plan Termination Insurance - program sponsored by
PBGC to guarantee payment of pension benefits upon
retirement or disability.
Qualified Employee - an employee who has met the age
and service requirements necessary to participate in a
pension or welfare plan.
Qualified Retirement Plan - one which has met the test of
applicable sections of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954,
as amended, conferring deductibility upon the employer's
contributions to the plan and tax-exempt status for the
plan itself.
Single-Employer Plan - pension or welfare plan spon-
sored solely by one employer.
Vested Benefit - a nonforfeitable benefit which has
accrued to a participant.
WPPDA - Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act,
passed in 1958.

12
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11.
Legislative History of ERISA
Except for tax-deductibility provisions, the first Federal
legislation dealing with private pensions required
informing employees of benefits for which they might be
eligible under the plan provisions.1 The Revenue Act of
1942 permitted employers to deduct payments or contri-
butions toward a qualified retirement plan on behalf of
their employees, but the act excluded payments to plans
providing for the retirement of individual proprietors and
partners. In 1956, Representative Eugene J. Keogh of New
York introduced several bills designed to end this dis-
criminatory tax treatment, and in 1962, a law was enacted
which granted relief to the self-employed.2

In 1958, Congress passed the Welfare and Pension Plans
Disclosure Act (WPPDA),3 which required pension plan
administrators to maintain the financial integrity of
pension funds and to submit reports that were made
public. However, the law did not serve to prevent mal-
feasance on the part of employers and administrators,
despite subsequent amendments.
ERISA can be traced4 to the 1965 report of a committee
appointed by President Lyndon B. Johnson, which recom-
mended that Federal standards be imposed on the private
pension system. The proposed act was due, in part, to the
continuous flow of complaints from participants regard-
ing specific private pension plans - severe age and
service requirements before eligibility for a pension,
inadequate funding by employers, and termination of
plans without funds. The legislation was intended to
assure pensions to qualified employees and prevent the
diversion of pension funds for private purposes by the
employer or union involved.
The Presidential Committee report5 focused attention on
some of the substantive private pension plan issues and

'Internal Revenue Code of 1954, Reg. 1.401-1(a)(2).
2Self-Employed Individual Tax Retirement Act of 1962, Public Law 87-
792, approved October 10, 1962.

129 U.S.C., Sec. 141, et. seq.
'Monthly Labor Review, November, 1974; (Reproduced by the Library
of Congress, Congressional Research Service, October 31, 1975).

sPublic Policy and Private Pension Programs. A Fieort to the Presi-
dent on Private Employee Retirement Plans by Presiaont's Committee
on Corporate Pension Funds and Other Private Re'rement and
Welfare Programs. January, 1965. 13
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recommended specific Federal standards for vesting and
funding. In 1967, a comprehensive reform bill was intro-
duced in the Senate which called for a strengthening of the
WPPDA by establishing fiduciary, vesting, and funding
standards as well as a system of pension plan termination
insurance. The result was an omnibus, lengthy bill. The
following year, the executive branch submitted specific
recommendations regarding vesting, funding, and
termination insurance. Hearings were held in 1968, but it
was not until 1972 that any legislative committee in either
House favorably reported a bill.
The bill which eventually became ER ISA on September 2,
1974, was the product of several others. The principal
concepts were a combination of the original bill S. 3598,
introduced in the Senate on May 11, 1972 by Senators
Harrison A. Williams, Jr. and Jacob K. Javits; the Compre-
hensive Private Pension Security Act, S. 1179, introduced
on March 13, 1973, by Senator Lloyd Bentsen; and H.R.
1269, introduced in the House in the same year by Repre-
sentative John H. Dent. After revision, these bills became
the basis of ERISA: on theSenateside, asS.46 of the Labor
and Public Welfare Committee, and S.1 1791 of the Finance
Committee; and on the House side, H.R. 28 of the Educa-
tion and Labor Committee, and H.R. 124819 of the Ways
and Means Committee.
Added impetus for the legislation came on March 12,1970,
when the Senate appropriated funds for an investigation
of the United Mine Workers Pension Fund. The resolution
also mandated "a general study of pension and welfare
funds with special emphasis on the need for protection of
employees covered" (S. Res. 360, 91 Cong. 2d sess.). The
study was to be conducted by the Senate Subcommittee
on Labor.

On the House side, a pension task force established
during the 92d Congress under the direction of Chairman
John H. Dent and Ranking Minority Member John N.
Erlenborn was assigned a similar function. The House

"April 18, 1973(Senate Report No. 93-127).
'August 21, 1973 (Senate Report No. 93-383).
'September 25, 1973 (House Report No. 93-533); on Feburary 19, 1974
(H.R. 12906 - Title I).

'February 5. 1974 House Report No. 93-779); on February 21, 1974
14 (H.R. 12855 - Title II).
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focused its activity on expanded coverage of private
pension plans and increased benefits.
With mandates by both Houses, Congress began a com-
prehensive investigation and study of all aspects of the
system. The broad purpose was to determine the effec-
tiveness of the system in assisting workers to plan and pro-
vide for retirement of indeterminate length and uncertain
needs with some form of economic security where
pensions had been .promised by employers. Simul-
taneous studies were conducted by the White House and
executive branch agencies.
Congress was seeking answers to the following ques-
tions:10

* Were there adequate vesting provisions in plans for
employees who had not reached eligibility for
normal retirement benefits but had terminated
employment?

" Were pension funds sufficiently funded by
employers to meet the plan's liabilities?

" Was insurance necessary to protect workers in the
event of plan termination without sufficient assets?

" Were additional fiduciary safeguards necessary to
protect the security of plan assets?

" Was there need of a system of reporting to a Federal
agency to permit compliance monitoring of the law?

" Was there need to improve reports and disclosures
to participants to assure understanding of their
rights and obligations under the plan?

* Was there adequate regulatory jurisdiction by the
Federal government to oversee the administration
and operation of private pension plans?

Congress did obtain answers to these questions over a
three-year period by methodical and analytical investiga-
tions and studies. To define problems and assess appro-
priate legislative corrections, Congress utilized three
avenues. These were:
1. Statistical analyses of detailed data requested of and
furnished by private pension plans,
2_ Public hearings and exposure of individual and group
cases illustrating problem areas,
3. Consideration of views from labor unions, manage-
ment, the banking and insurance industries, accountants
and actuaries, U.S. Chamber of Commerce, National
Association of Manufacturers, and various governmental
agencies.

'"House Report No. 93-807, February 21, 1974 15
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During the legislative process, principally in the early
investigatory and formative stages, there were two com-
peting schools of thought as to the nature and extent of
remedial legislation necessary, if any. One advocated
stringent government controls. The other, equally
adamant, resisted any regulatory controls or expanded

16
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disclosure of plan administrations and operations. Some
voices of opposition predicted plan inflexibility, stunted
development, and even a collapse of the private pension
industry. As yet these fears have been unrealized.
It was apparent earlier that neither school of thought
represented a realistic view. In the view of Congress, there
was little doubt that private pensions required fuller dis-
closure to employees. This would not be incompatible
with desired flexibility and projected cost increases which
were indispensable. Congress deemed it essential that the
administrators exercise sound judgment and flexibility to
implement the legislative findings and final enactment. To
do otherwise would serve only to frustrate and negate
Congressional intent and impose undue hardship upon
the persons or entities financing or administering the
plan.11

The principal mechanism designed by Congress to assure
efficient and effective enforcement was the submission of
reports. The remedial thrust of ERISA is to prescribe mini-
mum standards for pension plans. Compliance is deter-
mined by agency review of reports to the DOL and the IRS.
ERISA mandates pension plans to comply with:

" Minimum vesting provisions to preclude denial or
loss of benefits where long years of employmer.t are
terminated prior to eligibility for benefits,

" Accumulation of assets at prescribed rates to meet
obligations due workers under plan terms,

" Plan termination insurance to cover unfunded,
vested benefits,

o Prescribed uniform standards and responsibilities
imposed upon plan fiduciaries,

" Disclosure of plan terms and detailed descriptions of
trust agreements indicating participant rights and
liabilities and plan assets, revenues and disburse-
ments, and

" Improved and expanded disclosure and communi-
cation to participants for comprehension of individ-
ual rights and obligations under a plan.

The law demands disclosure of pension fund financial
transactions and of the identity and conduct of adminis-
trator, trustees, and fiduciaries. A high degree of trust,
responsibility and accountability is imposed by ERISA
upon these individuals or institutions responsible for the
investment and disbursement of the hundreds of billions
of dollars in plan assets.

'Statemer-t beGorc Commission on Federal Paperwork Hearing, Wash-
ington, D.C., January 29, 1976, Mario T. Noto, Attorney. 17
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III.
Department of Labor
Reporting Requirements
Under the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act of
1958, prior to ERISA, administrators of certain employee
benefit plans were required to file reports-with the Depart-
ment of Labor. The act was applicable to administrators of
benefit plans affecting commerce except for government
plans; those of certain private, nonprofit organizations;
plans with fewer than 26 participants; and plans providing
workers' compensation benefits. All plans covered by the
act filed plan description reports (Form D-1), ani plans
with 100 or more participants filed annual financial reports
(Form D-2). Amendments and changes to plans were
reported on Form D-1A. Plans administered by foreign
corporations that covered employees working in the
United States also were required to file these reports.
The plan description report (Form D-1) contained infor-
mation on such plan characteristics as type of adminis-
tration, type of funding, fiscal year basis, type of employee
covered, and plan provisions. The annual financial report
(Form D-2) included a statement of assets and liabilities by
type as of the end of the plan's fiscal, policy or contract
year; receipts and disbursements made during the year;
number of plan participants; party-in-interest holdings
and transactions; and other financial information.
The Form D-2 did not require certification by a public
accountant, and the act did not specify or define the
qualifications of those preparing any actuarial data that
might have been reported. Reports under the act were
available for public inspection in Washington, and copies
were provided upon request at a reasonable charge.
Under ERISA, administrators of employee benefit plans
must provide to each plan participant and beneficiary the
following information automatically, without receiving
any special request:

e A summary description of the plan, sufficiently accu-
rate and comprehensive to inform the participant of
his rights ald obligations, written to be understand-
able by the average participant, and presented in a
format satisfactory to the Secretary of Labor.

e Timely notice of any material amendments to the
plan.

* A revised plan description, in the event of material
amendments, every five years. If there are no such 19
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amendments, the summary description of the plan
must be re-issued every 10 years.

" Information from the annual report showing assets
and liabilities of the plan, receipts and disburse-
ments from the plan during the year, and other infor-
mation needed to summarize the financial experi-
ence of the plan. The Secretary of Labor prescribes
the form of this report, which must be provided to
DOL within 120 days after the end of the plan's fiscal
year.

" A statement of accrued and vested benefits, upon
request but not more often than once a year.

* Information about their vested benefits to partici-
pants who terminate their employment during the
year.

The Secretary is authorized to require that plan adminis-
trators also provide each participant and beneficiary with
a statement of his rights under Title I of ERISA. The plan
administrator must permit inspection of the latest annual
report of the plan and provide copies for plan participants
and beneficiaries upon their written request and payment
of a reasonable charge. The Secretary may prescribe
special disclosure requirements for multi-employer plans,
and welfare benefit plans may be exempted from any of
the reporting and disclosure requirements of the law.
Unless they are exempted by the Secretary, employee
benefit plan administrators must file with the Secretary
Form EBS-1 (the plan description), as weli as the same
summary plan descriptions and notice of amendments
that are provided to participants and beneficiaries.
Administrators must also file annual financial reports
(Series 5500) containing:

* A financial statement prepared by an independent
qualified public accountant. Master reports may be
filed by banks, insurance companies, and similar
institutions.

" Information on the number of employees covered by
the plan; the name and address of each fiduciary; the
name of every person compensated by the fund, with
certain other information; and the reason for any
change in trustee, accountant, insurance carrier,
actuary, administrator, investment manager, or
custodian.

* An actuarial report in the case of every defined
benefit plan required to fund its obligations, except
those plans permitted to file simplified reports. The

20 actuary, who must be enrolled to practice before the
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Labor and Treasury Departments, must make an
actuarial valuation of the plan at least every third
year.
When benefits are purchased from or guaranteed by
an insurance carrier, the plan's annual financial
report must include a statement from the insurance
company for the fiscal year that includes the
premium rate orsubscription charges; the numberof
persons covered by each class of benefits; the total
amount of premiums received and total claims
paid; the dividends or other retroactive rate adjust-
ments; commissions, administrative service, and
acquisition costs paid by the carrier; the amounts
held to provide benefits after retirement; remainder
of premiums; and the names and addresses of
brokers, agents, and others to whom commissions or
fees were paid, their amounts, purpose, etc.

Terminal and supplementary reports to the Secretary of
Labor are mandatory for pension plans. They may be
required by the Secretary in the case of terminating
welfare benefit plans. The Secretary makes copies of the
plan descriptions, summary plan descriptions, and annual
reports available for public inspection in Washington.
Pension and welfare plans must keep the records on which
their reports are based for six years after the reports them-
selves are filed.

Amendments to Plans
Sixty days after a plan is amended, employers are required
to file an additional EBS-1 and to notify their participants
of the changes (ERISA section 104(a)(1)(D) ). DOL
requires that only the portion of the EGS-1 which relates to
the change be filled out. However, many employers indi-
cate that, to be sure of satisfying the requirements, they
will probably fill in the entire EBS-1. DOL states that these
additional, amended EBS-1 forms are simply made part of
the record. No specific action is taken.

In view of the fact that employees are notified of changes
in their plans, that an annual report containing the same
information also must be filed with DOL and IRS, and that
there is no specific use for thedata in the amended EBS-1,
it is believed that a notice of amendment filed with the
annual report should replace filing of an EBS-1 sixty days
after each amendment. This would not change the
requirement to notify participants of plan changes, nor
would it have any effect on the employer's decision to seek
a determination of tax status from the IRS. 21
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The estimated savings to business would be approxi-
mately $12 million annually.

Recommendation No. I
ERISA Section 104(a)(1)(D) should be amended to require
that notices of amendment(s) to pension plans may be
filed in connection with the annual report rather than as
additional EBS-I'a which presently are required within
sixty days of a plan change.

Summary Plan Descriptions
Employers must provide a summary plan description to
each employee every five years. ERISA section
104(a)(1)(C) requires the administrator of a plan to file
with the Secretary of Labor a copy of the summary plan
description at the same time that it is furnished to partici-
pants and beneficiaries.
The purpose of this provision of the statute was to permit
the DOL to review and compare the summaries with the
complete plan descriptions to assure their completeness,
accuracy, understandability, etc. Such reviews are costly,
duplicative, and virtually impossible to perform,
considering time and budgetary constraints.
Because DOL receives a copy of the complete plan
description and any amendments thereto, it is totally
duplicative to forward copies of the five-year summary
plan descriptions to the agency. Discussions with DOL
personnel indicate that they do not use such filings, and
that the costs of storage could be avoided.1

It is estimated that DOL storage costs of more than $1
million every five years may be saved for the Government
and that the savings to business would be approximately
$1.8 million in 1981 and $180,000 annually thereafter.
Recommendation No. 2
ERISA section 104(a)(1)(C) should be amended to
eliminate the requirement that a five-year summary plan
description be filed with the Department of Labor.

Annual Report to Participants
ERISA section 104(b)(3) requires that a summary of the
latest annual report - containing a statement of the value
of plan assets-and liabilities, receipts and disbursements,
and other information summarizing the plan's financial

1Statement made to Working Session on-ERISA (August 30, 1976,
Washington, D.C.) and subsequent meetings, by representative,

22 United States Department of Labor.
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and actuarial statements - be furnished to each partici-
pant. By law, this annual report is to be furnished to the
plan's participants within 210 days after the close of the
plan year.
In addition to the financial information which must be
furnished to the participant of a pension and/or profit-
sharing plan, the participant is also entitled, under
sections 104 and 105 of ERISA, to the following financial
information, upon written request:

" a complete copy of the annual report,
" copies of plan documents,
" statement of the participant's accrued benefits,
" a copy of the latest summary plan description (this is

in addition to the mandatory requirement that a
summary plan description be furnished participants
at stated intervals), and

" a copy of the complete plan description.
As shown on the following pages, the schedule of total
assets, liabilities, receipts, and disbursements, as speci-
fied by DOL ,provides very little information for plan par-
ticipants about the individual's status in the plan or tne
adequacy of the plan. (Figure 1.) Furthermore, such finan-
cial information is costly to duplicate and distribute.
Attached also are examples of simplified formats for
reporting information which the plan participants need to
know. (Figures 2 and 3.) We believe it is more important for
a participant to know the protections afforded him under
the law, and for the employer to certify that the protec-
tions are provided, than it is for the participant to receive a
listing of dollar figures which are usually meaningful only
to a pension specialist. Moreover, we believe that the par-
ticipant should be advised of his status in the plan.
Our recommendation would in no way change the require-
ment that more detailed information be provided on
demand of the plan participant. The participant should at
all times have access to detailed information concerning
his pen-on or welfare plan. We suggest that the following
is pertinent information required by and useful to plan par-
ticipants.

23
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Figures 1, 2 and 3

Figure 1 Illustrates the complex
Information that Is forwarded to participants at

present. Figures 2 and 3 present simpler
formats for providing participants

with Information that meets the ERISA
reporting requirements.24
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Figure 1
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Figure 2

RETIREMENT INCOME STATEMENT

IF YOUR EMPLOYMENT CONTINUES TO AGE 65 AS A PARTICIPANT IN THE
RETIREMENT PLAN

IT IS ESTIMATED YOU WILL HAVE RETIREMENT INCOME . . . MONTHLY

FROM THE RETIREMENT PLAN $ 198

FROM SOCIAL SECURITY $ 410

ESTIMATED COMBINED INCOME FOR YOU AT 65 $ 608

ALSO, IT IS ESTIMATED YOUR DEPENDENT SPOUSE WOULD
RECEIVE FROM SOCIAL SECURITY ON YOUR ACCOUNT $ 150
--MAY BE MORE IF YOUR SPOUSE HAS OWN COVERED
EARNINGS

IOUR 01 01 76 MONTHLY WAGE RATE BEFORE WITHHOLDING $ 803

AFTER 10 YEARS OF CONTINUOUS SERVICE, YOU ARE FULLY
VESTED IN THE PENSION BENEFIT EARNED, PAYABLE AT 65.
IF YOU ARE AGE 55 WITH 10 YEARS OF CREDITED SERVICE
YOU MAY ELECT EARLY RETIREMENT WITH A REDUCED BENEFIT.

THIS STATEMENT HAS BEEN PREPARED FROM COMPANY RECORDS WHICH SHOW-

BIRTH DATE 10 23 32 6 YRS. 12 MOS.
EMPLOYMENT DATE 1 14 69 CREDITED SERVICE
NORMAL RET. DATE 11 01 97 IN YOUR PLAN AS
BIRTH DATE SPOUSE 3 23 35 OF 1 01 76

YOUR ACTUAL RETIREMENT INCOME WILL DEPEND ON THE PROVISIONS OF
THE RETIREMENT PLAN AND THE SOCIAL SECURITY LAW IN EFFECT
AT THE TIME YOU RETIRE. THE ESTIMATED PENSION IS BASED
ON THE PENSION BENEFIT RATE CURRENTLY IN EFFECT, AND IS
FOR YOUR LIFE ONLY WITHOUT PROVISION FOR SURVIVOR INCOME.
THIS STATEMENT IS SUBJECT TO CORRECTION FOR ERRORS AND
OMISSIONS

IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS ABOUT THIS STATEMENT,
OR FIND ERRORS IN DATA, PLEASE SEE

YOUR SUPERVISn

26
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Figure 3

PREPARED ON 04/09/74 DIVISION 07 288
EMPLOYE 051588

RETIREMENT PLAN #60

PENSION ESTIMATE FOR JOHN 0. DOE

DATE OF BIRTH 06 21 26
DATE OF HIRE 07 Z3 73
PARTICIPATION DATE FOR THIS PLAN 07 23 73
YOUR ANNUAL SALARY $8,840.00

YOUR NORMAL RETIREMENT PENSION BEGINS WHEN YOU REACH 65. USING THE _
SALARY ABOVE AS YOUR AVERAGE EARNINGS YOUR INCOME AT NORMAL RETIREMENT
IS ESTIMATED AS FOLLOWS-

* FOR SERVICE FROM PARTICIPATION DATE TO NORMAL RETIREMENT - $139,69 PER MO.

* ESTIMATED SOCIAL SECURITY RETIREMENT BENEFITS -
-FOR YOU AT AGE 65 1330,00 PER MO.
-FOR YOUR DEPENDENT SPOUSE AT AGE 65 $165.00 PER MO.

TOTAL ESTIMATED RETIREMENT INCOME $634.69 PER MO.

* THESE ESTIMATES ARE BASED ONLY ON YOUR CURRENT EARNINGS. WHEN YOU
RETIRE YOUR ACTUAL EARNINGS AS WELL AS THE EARNINGS OF YOUR SPOUSE
PLUS FUTURE CHANGES TO SOCIAL SECURITY AND TO FEDERAL REGULATIONS
WILL DETERMINE YOUR ACTUAL BENEFITS.

27
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For defined contribution plans:
* account balance at the beginning of year;
e contribution on his behalf during the year;
e forfeiture allocated to the participant's account;
* profits/losses allocated to his account;
e account balance at end of year;
* vested benefits; and
* a statement of any loans which may have accrued

against his account
For defined benefit plans:

S

S

statement as to current benefits;
statement as to future benefits; and
statement. by employer that said employer is
required by law to fund said benefits and is using
acceptable actuarial assumptions,

For both defined contribution and defined benefit plans:
* where and how additional information may be

obtained; and
e what assistance is available from the DOL or others.

Recommendation No. 3
Employers should be required to provide simplified state-
ments of accrued benefits and vesting to employees in lieu
of the complex financial statements presently required.

28
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Iv.
Internal Revenue Service
Reporting Requirements
Through a new Office of Assistant Commissioner,
Employee Plans and Exempt Organizations, the Internal
Revenue Service determines the deductibility of con-
tributions to a private plan, the tax liability of benefits to
the retired or terminated plan participant, compliance with
the new funding standards created by ERISA, and the tax
exemption of the trusts or other funds holding pension
plan assets.
Primary administrative responsibility for the partici-
pation, vesting, and funding provisions of the new law is
also assigned to the IRS. In the usual case, when qualifi-
cation of a private pension plan is sought, all determina-
tion forms, Series 5300, must be filed with the IRS. In addi-
tion, the annual reports, Forms 5500, must be filed with
IRS as well as with the Department of Labor. The IRS also
qualifies for tax deductibility the special retirement
income plans for self-employed persons, known as Keogh
or H.R. 10 plans, and the Individual Retirement Accounts
authorized by ERISA.
Return for Individual Retirement Account
ERISA authorized a new kind of retirement income plan,
the Individual Retirement Account (IRA). Those individ-
uals who are not participating in a qualified private or
public pension plan are eligible for an IRA. IRS Form 5329
and 5498 must be filed each year by IRA participants with
their Federal personal income tax returns. Form 540'. is a
transmittal form for the 5498.
According to IRS records, Form 5329 and Form 5498
(Statement of Account for Participants in Individual
Retirement Savings Arrangement) are often confused. If
an account holder makes a contribution near the end of
the calendar year and the financial institution does not
post the contribution until the beginning of the new year,
there is a discrepancy between Form 5498, which the insti-
tution has sent to the IRA holder as a verification of his
account, and Form 5329, which the individual files with the
IRS. (See Figures 4 and 5.)

Figures 4 and 5

Comparison of Forms 5329 -end 5498
shows the similarity of Information requested

by the Internal Revenue Service. 29
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Figure 4

,.-5329 Return for Individual0 65329d a1-7 Retirement Savings Arrangement
w_(Under Sectl 408 or 409 of the Intelrnt Revenue Code) 0* Te Side W Fieu Is

la Attelh to F.r 104 1 Op" ta FDu.¢ I s;ie0ta

If you have established a retirement savings arrangement you must complete Part I and Part 11 and attach this
form to your individual income tax return, Form 1040. In addition: (1) if you claim a deduction on your Form 1040
for contributions to your retirement savings arrangement, complete Part III; (2) if you hail made Contributions in
excess of your allowable Ilmitation for this year or prior years. complete Part IV; (3) if you are not yet age 59%
when you receive a distribution from your retirement savings arrangement which is not due to a disability, a rollover
contribution to another plan or retirement savings arrangement, or the transfer of an amount to a former spouse
under a divorce decree, you must complete Part V; (4) if you are 70%/ or older on the last day of the year, see in-
structions to determine if you are reqlred to complete Part V

Addrs (Mumber d utO

€f o "am. ste m4 ZIP il

Ofyou arrot noequlIrdt tfli. Forn 1040cftk . . . ....... . . . . . . . . . .c.h.. .h

- Indisridetall andl Retaremenill Savle WSrmatle

I Type of lndlvildal" rortrrt savIngs arnentra:

(a) Q 1nidltdual retirement account
fb Indinldea retUrMent annat

Ino) o p d e toratnnt bonds
2 Wrt you donr aiy part of tie year en atuva psrtepen In a quakfId pan on. pint sl'anng or stock bonus.

plan. including a quallid Kioeigh (HR 10) plan. or wre you covered undara section 403(b) anr u ty orUstod al
account or under a gotnaien Mrnimtv plan ~te i n Social Seciirity or Railroad Retiremfent Acts
volunteerr tireiand" militry reservists a ecift 6ristruehoo tor b1o 2)... . . . . . p na Q]Y"[ Na
If "Yes," you are flltafwd e deucllon for your tP71contnbutas to your Indivdual reflrment arrangement.

under pow t pl 'r", I dcian t I f" effled tise rnbn, osiudre eoeefrny1 t ,chdulo 14 Natae,na. a Iat ton - .My
.r e........era.ii. a it tot. e. .. m ad on.e.... .. . . . . .. . .by a pat. e oth.er s.a e t ief.. . .. e d... soi.. s saa a ii i.. . .. . abee

soe%0- a*otovr ha I t.-a

.........c....... ec a lets tcr ......ar ......... ...... I cr. a .....

.......... -aro ....... *I m a...... ....
I ~ ~ ~ e 5329wbui"a
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Fa- U 10 This Pae Is Not Open to Public Inspectio ha 2
Yourch Cop S of Form .8 ...
Year Social SecuritH mbe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

3 If fild by surolinl spo as 0r benee tcy of an widvidu who created this rerMe.t is S1rarsenfnt check her u C)
and enter 0mie mnd s cia Muitry number of individual for whom the arrangement was jsbtluld so

4 Indicate Your aeP m6 Of the *Rd Of the yost (It YOU ceked item 3 do not compete this iem):
(a) Q] Under ae 59%o
(b) Q Ag 59%, t701A
(9) 0 Over aea 703A (f YOU ChiAc ken (01 completely Part Vl below)

5 (a) if, during the year. you mvred a ltbutton Of your artjm account fmm a quolifled pension, protf-
shing of tock bmt plat. becins eitiler (i) you terloloeted erl oyment or (il) your employer
hntilnated tle plan, ard you trenamfortu rolled over) such distrlbuion to your arngeimeant, chli her .... E3

(b) If you chocked Ca) did you d sfr the entro amount o tie 4.Osiluin (la any amounts you con.
tuibui to t" qualified yl 54-ui IMlrlrMroctMn) to yo ur rrogaemert within 6O deyc Of receitof such
distrbutlon (or 12176 If ()(h) epr lm and you received such diltribution pro to 11/276)? . . . Yes f] no

(c) It (b) wa "Yes." complete l Ones (I) through (I) bel M i5 WT
(,) Dote of transfer to frfangan n .............. . . .
(91) Data dstrtWbIo wae made to you from the plen. . . . . .._._._._._I
(Wi) Kame of trust44 or Invuriance tompiny to which the transfer was made (if bonds w purchased atbl "Bonds") I-.,-

(d) () j(,ci'; eiea' ,ap .. . .
ymld sharing orli beauhs Wies baess the star was lemiald op you. iwnc
lM reerve such amount on or after July 4. 1974 but por to Jarumry 1.1 M8
(B) tlrnsfer such amount, reduced by the amou.t of the Income tao paid on the distrlibutlo on

y)r 2974 or 1975 Income tax return, to. ar 4ngament and
(C) ilsaim f refun of suc h tx p40 (Chock "Ye' Vy It (A). ( ) a d (C) ALL aPPly.) . Yes No

(h) If (d(,toI 'Yes.' end you he ro ~ sene uch rotund 0. credit for macil tao paid enter [MO ayTo
(A) ODae reund 0. credit receved ........ . . ....
(O) Osts rftund or amount of credit wec contibuted to your retbreon cavings arnroueat

"do See Oefinlon C In tha Ilnauctione concerned rolloolt contrbutlons.

* I. during the year, yea transferred any funda from one retired ent a cvus errangement to another rat i ll
mant ca prg arraoemert, ante. the date of trasfer hare ................
Ceutllo Suh a trenfer ima be a taable dalstrton.

7 it. do ng he So '*O Q er It thbi .W s emN %M i Ol aI pMhtdW tbarWiee e Socls 4edee e Ws er 5sesed cop l NO
jer rontimit marinl a arril oM a idpd ay pvt ot prw ainlnes as maotor a b&% tled b .OI ........ 0
Kota See "luctoons for the tax constoutc of auch tramui;ns.- Coniptatlon of Allowabl DeductiohM 11e1t1ered ber1 e pmohined beisocton we v i 4M75. do eat triple Pt IN er Pat

Ir the hoilrermeord an s w amet wth Whieh u atod Into such b.nesawnleo.)
S Wages. tipe and other compaesetlon from Form 1040 (A a joint return do not include compembo!" *! I! a).

(S defnition 8 hit the u leructwore hfr the meaning of compensation.)c..o... .
- - lh4 ta 1 C hchen -0I loer 0 yes ae 70A of ar a. asmeid 1" Is Gs 2. SW tool....
10 Amount paid by you or on your behalf uder il your retirement aevin llrranmenirion (do rot tfecilo cny

amouolm Whih wera conldered sa "rololor ceOrributiors." a" i S and 6, of the pu ae price of any
I ividUal retirement bonds redeemed wrIn 12 martha of their dar e ofiurchase (bue Ino irocho ) or We
Insurance prte of yew, eidoeamord p ostlenm ie repeaed 0n Form 4 6). . . .

II Alowa ble deductloi. lesser Of One 9 orine o0 enter hele and a Form 1040. ine 40*1 ...... b.
mmr Talto XOh [ C m-€otribat r.

12 Tax on excess contr ucilon (ss Part IV ofthe Specit Instructlons if Part ill, line 10 e Iceedt One II). Enter
tea from, workshsiet hewo and on Fores 2040, IUne 61 ... .. .i. I

i i Tax on Premature Distribitts

1I To an preimahtre distribution (tee MI V of the Spockc Inotructilr if ye scev a disibutio fronm
you rem avnp vr~en~ta be"~ Wua hishe attakwad ae SO). Enter tax frm workhost hem) and
an Form 1040. line 57 .................. . . . . I

Tax o Undilbute Retlrment Accseats and Anoitlfes
(See lneulne beore eepl Or. Pia)

14 Tax baud on current y e distrib,,lon method, sea wowhehet in Inrtrctions
15 Tax based on agregate distrbution methods. see wMoe in Instuctilon ..
16 Tax due, lssa" of line 14 or 15 .ew here d and 0or0.m 1040, i your t fr We 62. On tle dotted ne to I

the left of the Umo 62 entry space wrte "4974 too," and ~ thw Ore .rr . ....... . 0- 1/ /
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Figure 5
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Section 6058(a) of the Internal Revenue Code requires, in
part, that every employer maintaining a funded deferred
compensation plan ". . . shall file an annual return stating
such information as the Secretary or his delegate may by
regulations prescribe with respect to the qualification,
financial condition and operations of the plan; except that,
in the discretion of the Secretary or his delegate, the
employer may be relieved from stating in its return any
information which is reported in other returns." (Emphasis
added.)
In discussion relating to this study, Commission staff con-
sidered the possibility of eliminating Form 5329 by
allowing the taxpayer to attach Form 5498 (which is similar
in purpose to the W-2) to his Form 1040 and indicating his
allowed income tax deductions for IRAs on line 40(b). A
proposal to consolidate the two forms was made in 1976 at
an IRS Tax Forms Coordinating Committee meeting but
was tabled.

IRS agreed that there can be discrepancies between the
5329 and the 5498 which can be confusing to taxpayers.
However, the IRS believed there was a need to continue
the Form 5329 for the reporting of special excise taxes and
income taxes on contributions. IRS intends to study the
entire issue of reporting contributions because of the
provision, effective January 1, 1977, for contributions up
to 45 days after the close of the year to be considered ex-
cludable from income for the preceding year.
The IRS proposed immediate elimination of the require-
ment to file tlie 5498 and the transmitting Form 5499 with
IRS Service Centers. The Commission is in agreement
with this proposal. This would result in an estimated
annual saving of $420,000 to plan sponsors.
Recommendation No. 4
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue should eliminate
the requirement to file Forms 5498 end 5499 with the IRS
service centers.

Eliminating Forms 5504, 5501, and 5505
Form 5504, "Statement in Support of Deduction for
Payment to Defined Benefit anJ Defined Contribution
Plans," is submitted to the Internal Revenue Service to
support employer deductions for contributions to pension
and/or profit-sharing plans.
The information requested by Form*5504 is mandated
pursuant to Treasury Regulation 1.404(a). This requires
that a statement be filed which indicates the total amount 33
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paid by the employer to the retirement plan, the dates of
each payment, and the contribution limitations imposed
by law.
The Commission does not question the need of IRS for
this information. It is the Commission's understanding
that IRS requires the information in order to select for
audit the qualified retirement plans. However, Form 5504
may not provide the required audit information. For
example, if an employer has two defined benefit plans
which have different years - say, July to June and
January to December - the number of total employees
shown on the separate Forms 5504 covered by the plan will
not match the number reported on Form 5501.
In addition, an employer can incur a liability during a
taxable year but make a contribution up to the date of filing
his tax return. The deduction claimed on anemployer's tax
return would then not be reconcilable with Form 5504.
In reviewing these discrepancies, IRS offered to consider
the elimination of forms 5501 and 5505, as well as the 5504.
It does not have the resources to perform audits at this
time and thus does not use these forms which are also
audit forms. The elimination of forms 5501, 5504 and 5505
would save businesses approximately $11.2 million per
year. (See Figures 6, 7 and 8.)
Recommendation No. 5
Because the IRS does not have the resources to perform
audits, and because discrepancies may appear between
the 5501 and the 5504, the Commission recommends the
elimination of Form 5504.

Recommendation No. 6
Tie Commission endorses the IRS proposal to eliminate
Forms 5501 and 5505.

Figures 6, 7 and 8

Elimination of the Internal Revenue
Service forms shown In these

figures Is recommended by the
Commission of Federal Paperwork.34
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Figure 6
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Figure 7

Statement In Support of Deduction for Payments to 2755504 Defined Benefit and Defined Contribution Plans
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5 Limitabon on amount deductible under money purchase plan:
(a) Cotnbutions and limitaton under money purchase plan-

Cl) EnrpWloyar contributons paid for the year . . . . . . . . .
(M) Contributlon carryover from prior year . .. . . . . . . .
(Il) Total coitfrbutn subtr to limitations, (i) plus (Ii) . .. . . . .
(I) Normal cost (currentyear'a service costs) . . . . . . . .
(v) Credft aid gans . ....... .......
(W1) lkal lmit on deductions, (iv) less (v) . . . . . . . . .
(vip) Minimum contributions requred under section 412 o larger than (iv) . . . . .
(rl) Deducthile contrkbton, larger ot (vi) or (vi) bu

t 
not to exceed (6i)

(tx) Deduclible contributions carried forward, (m) n ss (vi) . . . . . . .
(r) Was the plan fully funded as of the end of the yer? ................

(1) Were all employer contrbutrons to this plan with respect to the taxable year paid during such year, or by
not lafar than the time for filing the tax return (rcludi ig extensrons)f ..... . .....

(e, Gene the date of the %lst Payment made cher the cloto ofte teaxable year ...... . .

.0 Y" No

-0 .Y-h 0:]8

* Umitation on amount deduct le lo 00 -qua fied plans under sacion 404(aS:
(a) Total amount contributed to the plan . .....................
(b) To? amount of (a) that was reported on the participants' rots w-2 and alto aonforleitabla to the,

patlipants d s a o . ........
(c) Total amount deductie laser of (a) or (b) . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

General Instructions
A. Who Must Fiit-Eery employer

declaiming a deduction for the taxable year
licer tonthrutions made for employee other
that self-employed idvn,,als to a defined
benefit or a defined orlntibutron plan.
whether onr not such pln is qualfied, must
iale Form 5504.

Employers who are members of multi-
amployer plans as defined rn sect iont 434(f)
Iro pot required to fil Form 5504 with
Neeacf to such plans.

Each employer of a -oarlled group of
coeporatons or of common controlled
bede of businesses (swctrorra 414(b) and
(c)) must fila a Form 55&t as an anach.
maM to the Form 5500. 5500-C. or 5500-
K filed for the controled group Of corpo.
rationt or the races or busineees under
common control. However, 4f a consoi-
dated income lax return (undar section
1501) It fled for a controlled group of cor

poralems, only one Form 5504 must be
tilad fur such controlled group.

a. When to IFlle.-This form Is to be
completed and filed as an attachment to
Form 5500, 5500-C or 5500-K whichevr
*s applcabre.

C. Employer Name and Idetftiiatlen
Number-The name and employer rdeni-
fecateon number (EIN) must agree with ehe
name and FIN shown on the forn 5500.
SOD0-C or 5500-K to which this form is
attached,

Employers of a control group of cot.
poratrons and common conteolled trades or
businesses sectionn 414(b) and (c)) must
furnish the name and the FIN of the plan
administrator as they appear on the Form
550, 5500-C of 500--I to whreh the
Form 5504 . altached.

D. Plan Identtcaalo.-To ataure, the
correct rentiftcution of your plans. care
mast be taken to provide valid numbers
and names for each of these entifies. They
are croe referenced and correlated in tha

1 asee. ...owlaran - I I i a1- It I les s

maestar fIlet of the Internal Revenue Serv.
ice. The plan number for each plan that
you hast On this form should correspond to
the plan number you used n repenrtn on
this plan on Form 5500, 5500-C or
5500-K.

Specific Instructions
3(b). On lines (b)(,), (3i and (im). show

the amount of deduction claimed for the
current year and indicate what portion of
the d educton is attrutatlis to I's various
plan years.

2(a) and (b). Enter the plan name and
plan number as they appear or the Form
550M. 5500-C or 5500-K to thrch thrs
form is attached.

4a)(). The primary hrmrtation is the
biesee 15% of compansation of all yarnKr-
pants. The secondary lrmitation applies
when credit carryovers are used to de-
flamin the amount of the allowable
deduction. Se ect re 404(a)(3).
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Statement Is Sipport of Deduction for Payments
Made 01 Behalf of Self-Employed Individuals to
Defined Benefit ad Oeflied Comibtion Plat

• Attach to Form 1500, 5500-C or 5500-K
and file only wdh Intenal Rvenu*e Service.

1@J75

This Form is
NOT Open to

Publc lnspecWon

IEmnp~flole lctcaemoenatnho

I lieaoysra nau sar
Corr,lutalion of Allowable Deduction for Employer Contributions Made on Behalf of Sell-Employed Individuals

(If more than one pes is involved, combine omoonts for all plans and anter result on one form only.)

I Employer contribution made to the plan for sole proprietor or partners ... . ._._._...
(a) Enterdales paid 0

R Less amount allocated to life insurance proteckron (the term insurance premium) ...
3 Net contrlbutions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

4 Earned incone of sore p oprefator and of all participatin partners but not in cess of $50,000 for
sola propronlor or for any oe partner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

9 15% of fina 4. (Sole proprietor. if 15% of line 4 is less ther $750, enter lesser of amount on lire 4 o
$750 Partnerships. 4i any Partner's earned income is less than $5,000. see instructons I _ I .

* Allowable deduction (lesser of lines 3 or 5). Sole prot retore, enter here and on line 408, Form 1040 .
7 Did the annual eddit,on w1fh respect to any on participant exceed the lesser of $2S,000 or 25% of

Such participant's compenseton .. . . .. D Yes p No
I Plan TormanITe of Pl

(a)sn Nname'tof plan (b) Plain (Checkelppfhcblecolumn)
a) Na s...tolen number (,) .iftrd 0I Dolu od

Benefit CoalnibuTeen

A

) Complete only fi you are not required o file Form 5501
Total number of itnloyeies Sncludna Sel p, _d

General Instructions
(Solc Ion Refer 51ces r to hai
Irie los Ricenue Code)

AL Who Must File.-eary solo proprti
for or Oernersh'p who has contrf,butd 10
ose or mole KoOgh plans musl le Form
5505 as an anachmelot 1o either Form
5500, 5500-C or 5500-K vohenrrca is
opplocable

A sell empinyed mnd.dul is an 'od,
toodual or parfryr who has eatned income
as d sbed in .nstfvl onC. from an un
incoroorald Irate, business or profeisson

0. Amount of Allowable DeduclO.-
The o"eall I1m,lar.on as shO n on Ina 5
ophl'as to f1e o&rega le met ontrbulons
trde on yor behalf to all plans

"fotr.butonS Weads Aler Close Of Your
'y lj -you may claim a dtuclon

bufOns rimate ttar the close of
- yjelr and Oy Ihe due dl of

inclodna atelesonl) for

Contributions Adlocable to Insurance Pro
t1o0,o -For pulPosts ol deftrmdn,ng the
amount ordueble wtr respect To control
buttons on behalf of a sell employed indh
vc.l0,a. amounts ollcaNle TO the purchase
of l0e, c ,dOr,t, healln. or Orher insurance
pfoleton Shall not be laken lo account
The amount A ooilr lOurJ.n allocabli to
'nsurancO shall be an amount equal 1. a
rlesonable not premium call for such
aiout of insurance for the appropriate
perod A'ler deducting thIe amourf allca
bli to insurance protection on I-ne 2. report
On 1-r 3 Only the net Contribution

C arrived Income-Earned income
meas net eurArns from sell employment
eI F. rIsplt Ito Iradoe or b usnests n which
4rsoral orCOeS "i- actually renderad

Georal" Y sI I arm)lCyed Person may treat
his ,T shaiee of fe nlat profit 0 1ma
lrade or buslins ass earned lcome acen
thOugiJ both personal SrIoCeS And caplal
are materal income procucng raCIO's

Income fOm Deoosif o Of CIFerfn Prop
emIn -for retirement plan purposes
earned nComln udes Roans (Oter than
gsl from The sole or exchange of a cpotoal

assi) and not earnings derowed from the
sae or other f.spos,on 'of, the transfer of
interest ,n, or the licensing ot te use of
prOOety otherr thrn 0od wll) by an 111
v-dual whose persoa41 efforts created the
property

The net ernns from sell employment
aft the sama as those ihown on Schodule
SE (Fo-n 1040) far Sfrmloyttd ld,
vcdua s or those hown on Schlule K.
Fom 1065 for arch partner of a
partnership

For a more detailed elplanati.n of
earned income see section 401(c) and the
,e•ulnal o0 her crund er

Specific Instructions
5 if he etaed mc me of one or more

partnil %S les than $5 000, corpute n
srmounl focr eacr parnr and "trer the
ftoal o, le S For prlleros .wh earned in
Come of 5000 or O more lIe am rt Io be
,nclued on 1,h 5 r f sc rrdh ;od
roos For a pnoiar -1r less than
$5 0 taned incoml IO amount to be
included or 1 rt S I the llessr of $150
0o the 4amut of earmed income

a - .A . 1. e,, 5505 ilrl
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Consistency of IRS Determinations
During the Commission's examination of ERISA reporting
requirements, a common grievance was expressed
concerning the lack of standardization throughout IRS
district offices in making plan determinations. District
offices determine whether a plan meets the minimum
standards established by ERISA. Without common guide-
lines, plans which are acceptable in one district office may
have to be completely rewritten to satisfy another district
office. Problems arise when a professional (whether
attorney, certified public accountant, or pension
consultant) has clients in different jurisdictions and
cannot use standard, IRS-approved language in an
employee benefit plan.
IRS recognizes need for consistent guidelines within the
national and district offices and is now completing a
checklist for use by district offices to standardize the
criteria applied in making determinations of approved
employee benefit plans.
Recommendation No. 7
The Commission endorses the efforts of IRS to develop a
checklist for standardizing criteta used In determina-
tions of the tax status of employee benefit plans.

39
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Coordination of Labor
Department and Internal
Revenue Service Activities

Title III of ERISA provides for the joint and respective
responsibilities of the Department of Labor, the Internal
Revenue Service of the Department of the Treasury, and
the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation.

'The dual jurisdiction of DOL and IRS was discussed as
follows in the ERISA conference report:1

One of the thornier problems confronted by the
conferees was the question of arranging a workable
administrative andenforcemont structure that would
incorporate the historic role of the Internal Revenue
Service with respect to qualified plans as well as the
broader role visualized for the Labor Department in
terms of safeguarding the interests of participants
and beneficiaries and applying its expertise in
connection with collectively bargained plans and
matters impinging on the field of labor relations. By
carefully assigning specific functions to each
agency, the Senate bill tended to create a dominant
role for each agency and minimize the degree of
overlapping. The House bill, on the other hand,
c, 3ated extensive overlapping by assigning dupli-
cate functions, particularly in the areas of the IRS
and the Labor Department. However, unlike the
Senate bill, the House bill made a deliberate effort to
solidify and mutualize the labor and tax interest in
pension plans by adopting comparable labor and tax
titles to the bill.
The final conference agreement represents an effort
to adopt the framework of the House bill while also
adopting the Senate approach of clearly defining the
dominant roles of each agency. Very generally, IRS
plays the dominant role in the initial stage of qualify-
ing a plan and administering the participation, vest-
ing, and funding standards. The Secretary of Labor
takes the dominant role in protecting the interests of
participants and beneficiaries in this connection and

'U.S. Congress. Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare.
Legislative History of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974. 94th Cong., 2d Session, Committee Print. US. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C.,1976, Vol. III, p. 4710. 41
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also in the subsequent compliance stage. The Secre-
tary of Labor is also given a precise regulatory role
with regard to certain aspects of participation,
vesting, and funding which are impressed with a
collective-bargaining or labor interest. In addition,
the Secretary of Labor is provided the dominant
administrative and enforcement role in the areas of
disclosure and fiduciary standards, but with respect
to prohibited transactions - as well as certain
matters relating to qualification of actuaries - there
is to be what is tantamount to joint regulation.
Obviously, such an elaborate interweaving of juris-
diction will require the utmost cooperation and
coordination between the two agencies in order to
avoid exposing the plans to unjustified administra-
tive burdens ...

In addition to explicit language concerning jurisdiction,
the law acknowledges the necessity for effective
coordination by creating a Joint Pension Task Force of the
staffs of the Committee on Education and Labor and the
Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Repre-
sentatives, the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare
and the Committee on Finance of the Senate, and the Joint
Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation.
In the main, the statutory mandate has been followed, but
coordination to reduce the paperwork burdens of ERISA
could be improved.

Merger of Form EBS-1
with Forms 5300 and 5301

ERISA requires the Department of Labor (DOL) and the
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) to share responsibility with
respect to qualified private pension plans. Pursuant to
section 104(a)(1 )(B) of ERISA, the administrators of quali-
fied plans must file a plan description with the DOL on
Form EBS-1 within 120 days after a retirement plan has
been established. Additionally, information must be filed
with IRS on Forms 5300 or 5301 if advance approval, from
a tax standpoint, is sought for retirement plans.
Neither the Internal Revenue Code nor Treasury Regula-
tions require that a retirement plan of any type seek
advance approval from IRS. However, it is expected that
most pension professionals will seek advance approval
from the IRS in order to assure that their clients will enjoy
current tax deductions for contributions made to a retire-

42 ment trust, that corresponding current income will not be
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taxable income to plan participants, and that the trust will
be granted tax exempt status.
After a request for determination has been received by
IRS, and upon the submittal of Forms 5300 or 5301, the
Service issues "Letters of Determination" pursuant to
sections 401 (a), 403(a) and 405(a) of the Internal Revenue
Code. When advance approval is made, under section
3001 of ERISA the IRS must notify the DOL of its finding
and also furnish, upon request, information needed for
proper administration.
As noted in Figure 9, the information required in the EBS-1
and the IRS Forms 5300 and 5301 is very similar. The basic
justification for maintaining two forms has been the fact
that employers may not necessarily apply for a deter-
mination of tax status, and therefore DOL requires a

43
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separate form. In practice, however, most employers are
expected to apply for advance determinations. Moreover,
separate forms caus. difficulty for employers because the
same information is collected in different formats; filling
them out is not merely a simple matter of transferring data
from one form to another.
Initial discussion with DOL and IRS centered around the
possibility of combining the Formrs EBS-1 and the 5300.
However, it was found that:

* each agency had reasons for maintaining informa-
tion in its own specialized format.

" the Department of Labor has a need to provide infor-
mation to the public.

" the Department of Labor does not have an estab-
lished computer system for processing information
received on the EBS-1.

" it is feasible for the IRS to collect the information
required on the EBS-1 and forward it to the Depart-
ment of Labor on a reimbursable basis.

" this would allow the Department of Labor to con-
centrate its resources on specialized retrieval
systems.

" IRS indicated a willingness to have DOL collect the
information required on the 5300, if DOL cannot
accept information from IRS.

Elimination of the dual and duplicative information
requirement would result in an estimated savings of $12
million to business each year, while Government costs
would be increased by $180,000 annually.
Recommendation No. 8
To eliminate duplication In Information on the Form EBS-
1 and Forms 5300 or 5301 requested from pension plan
sponsors, the Department of Labor and IRS should come
to an agreement to have one agency collect Information
and forward it to the otheragency on a reimbursable basis.

Figure 9

Figure 9 illustrates the duplication among Forms
EBS-1, 5300, and 5301. Shadedareas

on the EBS-1 form of the Department of
Labor Indicate comparable questions

on the 5300 and 5301 forms of the
Internal Revenue Service.44
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Figure 9
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Figure 9 (continued)
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Figure 9 (continued)
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Figure 9 (continued)
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Standardization of Filing Dates
Section 104(a)(1)(A) of ERISA requires that the annual
report for a plan year be filed with the Secretary of Labor
within 120 days after the close of such year. Section
5057(a)(1) of the Internal Revenue Code states: "Within
such period after the end of a plan year, as the Secretary of
the Treasury or his delegate may by regulations
prescribe, the plan administrator of each plan to which
ERISA applies shall file a registration statement with the
Secretary or his delegate."

In accordance with Title I, the Department of Labor-
requires that Form 5500 be filed within 210 days of the end
of the plan year. Title II permits the Secretary of the
Treasury to require that an employer file Form 5500 within
210 days of the end of the employer's taxable year.
Implications of the lack of standardization can be
illustrated by the following example provided to the
Commission: 51
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Confused Corporation has a taxable year ending
December 31, 1975. Their defined benefit plan,
Confused Pension Plan, has a plan year ending June
30, 1976.
By July 31,1976, Forms 5500 and 5504 must be filed
with the IRS for the previous taxable year end
(December 31, 1975). By December 31, 1976, Form
5500 and Schedule A must be filed with DOL f6r the
previous plan year (June 30, 1976).

In the case of the hypothetical Confused Corporation,
there can be as much as a 13-month lag in filing the infor-
mation with IRS because a 1975 plan year ending June 30,
1975, has a filing deadline 7 months after the taxable year,
so that Form 5500 is not filed until July 1976.
Recommendation No. 9
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue and the Secretary
of Labor should come to agreement on a single filing date
for the 5500 series. Statutory requirements for filing of the
Form 5500 should be modified, if necessary, to provide for
a single filing date.
Recommendation No. 10
The Secretary of Labor and the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue should Jointly re-examine filing date require-
ments for all pension plan Information and Institute
changes to assure that as much Information as possible is
submitted on the same date.
Computer Tape Filing of Form 5500
Annual returns/reports of employee benefit plans (Form
series 5500) are required by both IRS and DOL under
ERISA section 103(a)(1 )(A). This report, which covers five
pages in the case of plans with one hundred or more par-
ticipants, contains both financial and statistical infor-
mation.
Much of the information required for the Form 5500 is
contained in the computer files of corporations and could
readily be provided to IRS and DOL in the form of
computer tapes. This would save the costly and time con-
suming task of filling out the form.

Figure 10

The chart depicts the multiple filing
deadlines required for the various reporting

forms which are filed with the Department
of Labor, Internal Renue Service, and

Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation.52



Deadline 1st Year

* 5300/5301

Summary Plan Description .

Notice of Reportable Event -- '--

EBS-1 (Original)----------

EBS-1 (Amendment) . .

W-2 P

1099R

990-T ...

PBGC-1--------- .

5500 or 5500-C or 5500-K

Summary of Latest Annual Report

5504 or 5505

5501

...'''- o.....

! !BGC 
"

1

2-.

*Fifed On date of application

Notice to
Participants and
Beneficiaries

TP&B

-, IRS

---------. 

DOL
......... P&B
---- PBGC

Assume: ABC Corporation has a taxable year ending 12-31. Their defined
contribution benefit plan has a plan year ending 1-31. An amendment
is adopted on 7-1. Individual vested participants did leave the plan (]09QR).
The trust has unrelated business income in excess of l1000 (900-T).

Form No.

C.)
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Precedents exist for computer tape usage for IRS. Form
W-2 is reportable on f-,agnetic tape or disk pack, as indi-
cated in IRS regulations 31.6011(a)-7(b)(2):

Permission for use of magnetic tepe-(i) Form W-2. In
any case where an employer is required by the
regulations under this part to submit a copy of a
Form W-2 as part of a return or together with an infor-
mation statement, such requirement may be satis-
fied by submitting the information required by such
form on magnetic tape or by other media, provided
that the prior consent of the Commissioner or other
authorized employee of the Internal Revenue
Service has been obtained.

This form of application also is allowed for Forms 1087,
1099 and W-3 under IRS regulation 1.9101-1. Not only is
tape usage permitted by IRS, it is encouraged, as shown
by instructions for filing Form W-3:

We encourage employers and other payers with
computer capability to use magnetic tape or disk
reporting for filing information returns...
Employers find tape or disk reporting allows
economy, efficiency and flexibility.

At this time, the Commission cannot estimate the savings.
that would accrue to business or the Government from
adoption of this recommendation.
Recommendation No. 11
The Department of Labor and the Internal Revenue
Service should permit the use of appropriate computer
generation and Interface techniques for report printing
and filings, in lieu of tiling Form 5500.

IRS-Labor Communication
Plan administrators often have questions when filling out
the Form 5500. Presently, administrators have a choice of
calling either agency or both to obtain an answer. Com-
plaints received by the Commission indicate that people
have exnerienced problems due to conflicting instruc-
tions from the two agencies.
The cause of this problem can be illuminated by a review
of relevant provisions of the Act. The first two titles are
important in this case. Title I, as one author has pointed
out, consists of:

... a labor law provision repealing and replacing the
Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act with a
comprehensive labor law providing for reporting and54
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disclosure, participation and vesting rules, funding
requirements, fiduciary responsibility standards,
and administration and enforcement.

He goes on to describe Title II as consisting of:
... a massive amendment to the Internal Revenue
Code establishing new qualified plan requirements
corresponding to the requirements set forth in Title I,
restructuring the Internal Revenue Service with
respect to plan supervision, and establishing new
procedures.

2

Therefore, ERISA gives similar jurisdiction to two
agencies with different basic functions and different per-
spectives on pensions. When answering questions about a
common Form 5500, they are bound to give conflicting
answers at times. We recognize that the agencies have not
had sufficient time to promulgate the regulations
necessary to prevent such conflicts.
One pension expert suggests that a joint IRS-DOL office
should be established to answer questions about the Form
550. Plan administrators could call this office, be referred
to the proper technical person and, if necessary, take part
in a multi-party conference call set up with experts from
both agencies.

2Bildersee, Robert A., Pension Regulation Manual. (Boston: Warren,
Gorham & Lamont, 1975), p. 15 55
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Presently IRS uses a referral system to technical experts.
Also, there is precedent for IRS-DOL cooperation in
ERISA itself. The act, section 3004(a) and (b) states:

Whenever in this Act or in any provision of law
amended by this Act the Secretary of the Treasury
and the Secretary of Labor are required to carry out
provisions relating to the same subject matter (as
determined by them) they shall consult with each
other and shall develop rules, regulations, prac-
tices, and forms which, to the extent appropriate for
the efficient administration of such provisions, are
designed to reduce duplication or overlapping
requirements, and the burden of compliance with
such provisions by plan administrators, employers,
and beneficiaries.
In order to avoid unnecessary expense and duplica-
tion of functions among government agencies, the
Secretary of the Treasury and the Secretary of Labor
may make such arrangements or agreements for
cooperation or mutual assistance in the perfor-
mance of their functions under this Act, and the
functions of any such agency as they find to be prac-
ticable and consistent with law....

As a result of discussions with IRS and DOL, it is our
understanding that an agreement of understanding has
been reached to encourage field offices to answer ques-
tions relating to the respective jurisdictions of the two
agencies. We endorse and encourage this effort.
Recommendation No. 12
The Commission endorses and encourages the agree-
ment of understanding reached by the DOL and IRS to
answer questions arising out of their dual jurisdiction and
recommends regular review of the adequacy of the
existing arrangements.
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VI.
Additional Areas of Concern
The foregoing text represents the work completed during
this phase of the Commission's ERISA activities. Below is
a discussion of areas in which the Commission is present-
ly working and in which continued effort is suggested.

Exemption from Reporting
Insurance Commissions and Fees
Under ERISA section 103(e), if some or all of the benefits
under the plan are purchased from and guaranteed by an
insurance company, insurance service, or other similar
organization, a report from such company, service or
other similar organization must be filed that covers the
plan year and states:

" Premium rate or subscription charge, the total
premium or subscription charges paid, and the
approximate number of persons covered by each
class of benefits.

" Total amount of premiums received and claims paid;
any dividends or retroactive rate adjustments,
commissions, and administrative services or other
fees, etc.; and amounts held to provide benefits after
retirement.

" Basis of the premium rate or subscription charge,
total of premiums or subscription charges received
from the plan, and a financial report of insurance
company, service or other organization - to be
provided if the insurance organization does not
maintain separate experience records covering the
specific groups it serves.

The objectives of section 103(e) are, first, to disclose to
plan sponsors the amount of premium dollars used for
commissions and fees instead of held to provide benefits
for plan participants; second, to allow the plan adminis-
trator to determine the investment(s) which offer the
safest maximum return on investment(s) utilized in the
accumulation of plan assets.
The reporting requirements which would call for dollar
figures present many problems to the insurance industry.
The most significant are: once a policy is issued, com-
missions that flow from premiums are accumulated with
the records of the agent; the flow of commissions into an
agent's account doos not necessarily coincide with the
payment of premium; compilation of the required data in
usable form may require either an extraordinary outlay of

91-933 0 - 71 - 36
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dollars to develop a major computer program or manual
collection of the data.
Therefore, on August 3, 1976, DOL issued new regulations
specifically relating to these reporting requirements. Sec-
tion 2520.104-45 of the new regulations grants a "tem-
porary exemption from reporting insurance commissions
and fees for plans with fewer than 100 participants."'
An alternative method for the reporting of insurance com-
missions and fees would be to require insurance com-
panies, insurance services, or other similar organizations
to furnish current rate schedules which are normally kept
by the insurance company and which are directly
applicable to the insurance contract(s) of a given plan.
Rate schedules should be in a format which will allow the
plan sponsor to equate the dollar amount of commissions
and fees to the dollar amount of pemiums paid for any
given type of insurance contract(s) which the plan(s) may
have in force.
Commission staff have attempted to obtain rate informa-
tion from state insurance commissions but have been in-
formed that it is considered contractual information
between the agent and the broker. We believe it is in the
disclosure spirit of the law that this information be
provided to employers and participants, as the cost of
commissions is ultimately passed on to the plan sponsor.
Recommendation No. 13
The Department of Labor should work with the Commis-
sion on Federal Paperwork to consider the least burden-
some method of collecting Insurance commission Infor-
mation.

Three Percent Transactions-
Section 103 of ERISA requires that all transactions ex-
ceeding thTee percent of plan assets be reported on Form
5500. The purpose of this requirement is to trace major in-
vestments. The three percent rule does not fulfill this pur-
pose in many cases, however.
When plans are part of a trust, the reporting requirement is
difficult to fulfill because transactions may not be at-
tributable to an individual plan. For small plans, the three

Federal Register, Part II, Department of Labor, Office of Employee
Benefit Security, Employee Retirement Income Security: Annual

58 Reporting Requirements, pp. 35523, 35524, (August 3, 1976).
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percent rule could entail payments made for supplies or
accounting fees reported as plan expense and thus not
disclose an investment transaction.
Although the substantive question of the point at which a
transaction becomes major is beyond the scope of the
study, we do believe an evaluation should be made of this
requirement.
Recommendation No. 14
Congress and the Secretary of Labor should work with the
Commission on Federal Paperwork to consider alter-
natives to achieving the purpose of the current three per-
cent reporting requirement of ERISA In a less burdensome
manner.
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Appendix A

Highlights of the Washington, D.C., Hearing,
Commission on Federal Paperwork, January 29-30, 1976

Representative John N. Erlenborn, 14th District, Illinois,
testified that the Employee Retirement Income Security
Act of 1974 (ERISA) was a unique congressional project
intended to protect employee pension benefits, not
regulate them out of existence. The act did contain sev-
eral weaknesses with regard to the gathering of data to
study and evaluate the administration of private pension
plans. However, regulatory actions have compounded
these inherent faults, creating an intolerable burden on re-
spondents while causing many plans to reevaluate their
future existence.
For example, the Department of Labor's (DOL) original
Form EBS-1, intended to obtain a description of the
various pension plans in use, was too lengthy, not
computer compatible, and called for essay-style
esponses which would have been impossible to process

efficiently. Costing approximately $700 per respondent to
complete, this form was only one of a series to be issued.
Also, in direct opposition to congressional intent, the DOL
included a section in its Form 5500 for an accountant's
opinion, which could have lead to the termination of many
smaller pension plans. Again, this requirement would have
been extremely expensive to meet and represented a
needless exercise in paperwork as the DOL could not have
possibly read each of the two million opinions that would
have been filed each year.
Congress reacted to this situation with two separate
House subcommittes holding hearings on the matter. As a
result, the DOL stated that it would develop a simplified
reporting format for pension plans with fewer than 100
participants and that an accountant's opinion would
probably not be required from these plans. Continuing
congressional oversight of legislative intent is vital to the
administration of any program. However, an inordinate
amount of congressional time has been spent on the over-
sight of ERISA, with full-time staff members being
assigned to monitor the act's progress.
Representative John H. Dent, 21st District, Pennsylvania,
stated that it is purely accidental if there is any

60 relationship between statutory provisions enacted by
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Congress and bureaucratic regulations developed to
implement them. Federal agencies have no incentive to
reduce paperwork because their budgets and staff are
justified by the number of forms that are generated, not the
quality of information that is received.

Representative Charles A. Vanik, 22nd District, Ohio, said
this has resulted in a huge paperwork burden on large and
efficient organizations and an almost intolerable burden
on smaller businesses. Federal agencies must accept the
challenge to gather sufficient enforcement data with the
minimum of red tape.
Recommendations made by the Representatives for
reducing the paperwork burden imposed by Federal
reporting requirements included:

" Expanding the role of Congress and respondents in
the drafting of proposed regulations;

" Providing Congress with the authority to review and
veto proposed regulations which do not conform
with statutory intent;

" Including a Paperwork Impact Statement as part of
each congressional committee report;

" Placing greater emphasis on audits instead of
traditional reporting methods; and

" Lengthening of the frequency between information
requests.

Mr. James D. Hutchinson, Administrator, Pension and
Welfare Benefit Programs, Department of Labor, stated
that the unrealistic time period provided for the im-
plementation of ERISA's provisions was a major factor in
its subsequent problems. Also, the act's statutory
language was so complex and exacting in certain in-
stances that it had to beincluded verbatim in the filing in-
structions to ensure that respondents provided the correct
information. This action, however, only served to increase
the dilemma among private pension plan administrators
as to exactly what data was being sought. The joint
jurisdiction exercised over ERISA by the DOL and IRS has
also created administrative confusion. For example,
qualified pension plans must meet separate filing re-
quirements of both agencies, However, non-qualified pen-
sion funds and all welfare plans are solely responsible to
the DOL.
Mario Noto, former staff member, Committee on Labor
and Public Welfare, U.S. Senate, testified that future
legislation of such complex nature should provide respon-
sible Federal agencies with enough time to establish
proper administrative mechanisms before becoming 61
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effective. Also, Federal agencies do not require less infor-
mation than is statutorally required because of the appre-
hension that Congressional intent will not be fulfilled. One
method to avoid proliferation of reporting requests would
be to amend statutory requirements to stagger filing after
a certain mandatory period. Informal consultation
between the requesting agency and the appropriate Con-
gressional oversight committee could also accomplish
this goal. If acceptable, this action could lead to the
development of an adequate data base during the initial
years of an act's enforcement which would only need to be
periodically updated thereafter.
Max Weil, President, Max Weil Associates, New York, N.Y.,
stated the present method by which regulations are
proposed and finalized is the single most important cause
of the current paperwork burden. It is natural that Federal
agencies defend forms and regulations that they have
developed and attempt to retain as much of their original
content as possible. Furthermore, the Federal Advisory
Committee Act makes it difficult for Federal officials to
meet informally with respondents and discuss their
problems-. To alleviate this situation, public advisory com-
mittees should be established that are responsible to the
appropriate congressional oversight committee, not the
administrative Federal agency. These advisory com-
mittees should be involved in the total rulemaking process
and review all proposed tormsand regulations before they
are published in the Federal Regster.
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Appendix B

PartIcIpants In Working Session for Pension Plan -
Administrators, Washington, D.C., August 30-31, 1976

Commissioner Donald C.
Alexander
Internal Revenue Service
Washington, D.C.
Verne Arends
Northwestern Mutual Life

Insurance Company
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Irving Baldinger
American Benefit Plan

Advisor, Inc.
Los Angeles, California
Wayland Coe
U.S. Department of Labor
Washington, D.C.
Robert E. Covington
U.S. Department of Labor
Washington, D.C.
Andrew H. Cox
Ropes and Gray
Boston, Massachusetts
James M. Dawson
James M. Dawson
Associates
Manchester,
New Hampshire
Peter I. Elinsky
Peat, Marwick,
Mitchell & Co.
Washington, D.C.
Joel M. Forster
Ernst & Ernst
Washington, D.C.
Charlie Gardner
Prudential Life Insurance

Co. of America
New York, New York

Ueoff Gilbert
Ernst & Ernst
Washington, D.C.
Andrew R. Graham
Sybron Corporation
Rochester, New York
Milstead L. Grant
Internal Revenue Service
Washington, D.C.
Cynthia B. Hendrickson
Robert S. Carnachan &

Associates
Glendale, California
George Holmes
U.S. Department of Labor
Washington, L'.C.
Marion Holmes
Cummins Engine Company
Columbus, Indiana
George L. Huffman, Jr.
A. S. Hanson, Inc.
Chicago, Illinois
Robert L. Jones
M. B. Hariton & Company
Washington, D.C.
Alan Longstaff
Prudential Insurance Co.

of America
New York, New York
Stephen Paley
Shefferman, Paley &

Rothman
Washington, D.C.
Marion E. Patoukas
Avco Corporation
Greenwich, Connecticut 63
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James E. Reese
Philip Vogel & Company
Dallas, Texas
Donald A. Rowcliffe, Jr.
Chicago District Council

of Carpenters Pension
Fund

Chicago, Illinois
Dianne Schweizer
U.S. Department of Labor
Washington, D.C.
Ira M. Shepard
Committee on Labor and

Public Welfare
U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C.

Carlton R. Sickles
Carday Associates, Inc.
Washington, D.C.
Sol J. Upbine
Arthur Andersen & Co.
New York, New York
Christopher H. Wain
Prudential Life Insurance

Company
New York, New York
Hank Westfall
U.S. Department of Labor
Washington, D.C.
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Appendix C
Highlights of the Pittsburgh, Pa., Hearing,
Commission on Federal Paperwork, October 14-15,1976

Steven Marom, Senior Advisor, Employee Benefits Plan-
ning, Gulf Oil Corporation, stated that the Gulf Oil Cor-
poration, like other responsible employers, supports the
aims of ERISA. Protecting pension'plans and keeping
employees informed as to their benefits is not only a
worthwhile goal, but also sound business practice. An-
drew R. Graham, Pension Trust Administrator, Sybron
Corporation, Rochester, N.Y., testified that, through its
various disclosure requirements, ERISA has attempted to
legislate comprehens-Lon of the intricacies of the pension
system. This cannot be done. Such an attitude fails to
recognize the real needs of plan participants and the
differences between the various types of pension plans.
Instead, the emphasis should be placed on increasing"communication" with participants according to their par-
ticular needs.
On the other hand, Thomas Duzak, Director of Pensions,
United Steelworkers of America, testified that
respondents experiencing difficulties in meeting ERISA
disclosure requirements probably had a poor plan to
begin with. ERISA should be given the opportunity to
complete at least one full-reporting cycle before even con-
sidering technical amendments to the act, he said.
Max Weil, President, Max Weil Associates, Inc., New York,
N.Y., stated that Congress must bear the responsibility for
the various paperwork problems created by ERISA. The
act failed to acknowledge the various administrative needs
and differences between small and large pension plans.
Furthermore, the division of regulatory authority between
the IRS and the Department of Labor has doubled the
regulatory and paperwork burden respondents must bear
while tripling their administrative costs.
For example, recent interpretations of ERISA have stated
that pension consultants who receive a commission from
the sale of life insurance to a client are considered
fiduciaries and cannot render administrative services to
these clients. Granted, the original intent of ERISA was to
prevent certain conflict-of-interest situations involving the
fiduciaries of larger pension plans. However, never in the
legislative history, nor in the investigations preceding
ERISA, have consultants to smaller pension programs 65
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been accused of improprieties. If they are forced to
choose between administering or selling such plans, the
small private pension system will be faced with disaster.
Basic to the overall problem is the manner in which
Federal laws and regulations are proposed and instituted,
Mr. Weil said. ERISA was designed around what in-
dividuals thought the problem was, without the input of
professional pension practitioners. Next, ERISA
requirements were implemented before effective ad-

--ministrative procedures could be developed or
respondents could adequately understand their reporting
responsibilities.
In order to prevent this situation from recurring, Federal
agencies should be prevented from instituting any regula-
tion with an effective date earlier than 180 days after its
promulgation in final form. Furthermore, the Federal Ad-
visory Committee Act should be amended to provide each
congressional oversight committee with a public advisory
committee comprised of members of the particular in-
dustry that they regulate. Moreover, Federal agencies
should be required to submit their proposed forms and
regulations to these advisory committees before their
publication while also allowing them to participate active-
ly in the total rulemaking process.
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Appendix D
Highlights of the Miami, Fla., Hearing,
Commission on Federal Paperwork, November 19, 1976

Bob Blair, Transnational Financial Planners, Inc., Albany,
Ga., testified that each of the Federal agencies responsi-
ble for enforcing ERISA's provisions has a different view of
the function of pension programs. However, few of the
agency officials realize the real reason why pension plans
are established. In fact, they often forget that they should
be encouraging employers to establish retirement
programs. Instead, they concentrate on technicalities
which may discourage the creation of new plans and
promote the termination of existing pension progrms.
For example, the vesting schedule established by ERISA is
much better than the ones previously in effect. However,
the IRS, DOL, and Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation
have chosen to discard it in favor of one of their own.
Before ERISA an employer contributing $10,000 per year
into his company's pension plan would pay out 3.5 percent
to 6.5 percent during its first year. Now, however, he must
pay between 9.5 percent to 12.0 percent during the initial
year. As a result, the employer may have to terminate the
plan. Yet, the IRS and DOL will not allow employers to
cancel their plans because of ERISA-related costs.
Therefore, they must justify their actions on other
grounds.
Smaller retirement programs especially are affected by
ERISA's provisions and the regulations created to enforce
them. For example, the DOL and IRS now propose to pre-
vent pension plan consultants from administering plans or
providing services to plan sponsors if they also receive a
commission from the sale of qualified plans, even though
they acknowledge that the consultant does not function as
a trustee or serve as a fiduciary. Many small businesses
must rely on consultants to perform administrative duties
in order to reduce their costs. If these regulations are en-
forced, many small pension plans may have to be
cancelled because they will be unable to absorb additional
costs.
Charles W. Bisset, Vice President, Citibank, New York,
N.Y., stated that the real burden of complying with Federal
data demands is not having to complete a specific form.
Instead, it is the accumulation of unclear filing instruc-
tions, seemingly useless reporting procedures, and ex- 67
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pensive record retention requirements. Although the pur-
pose of these reporting and disclosure requirements is
worthwhile, many of the forms used to enforce ERISA's
provisions are poorly designed. For example, the filing in-
structions for ERISA Form 5500 are vague and, at times,
conflicting. As a result, regulators may find it difficult to
use the information that they are gathering from
respondents. To correct this situation, instructions should
be precise and included on the form itself. This would help
to eliminate much of the confusion that pension plan
sponsors now have in complying with ERISA's provisions.
Many respondents presently face conflicting or
duplicative reporting-requirements because of the dual
administration exercised by the IRS and DOL over ERISA.
The Commission's recommendation that they seek to
eliminate the collection of redundant data is a step in the
right direction. For example, a plan sponsor could com-
plete'the EBS-1 for the IRS and attach it to the Form 5300
or 5301. The same EBS-1 could then be filed with the DOL
when required. Furthermore, the DOL and IRS should
coordinate their filing dates to avoid needless duplication
and burden on the respondent. Moreover, both agencies
should determine the specific tasks that they are to per-
form. This goal can be partially achieved by the develop-
ment of better forms and instructions explaining exactly
what data is being sought and the issuance of regulations
in a more timely and coordinated fashion.
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APPENDIX I)

(From the Washington Post, May 15. 1977]

WIDENING PENSIONS' IVESTING

(By Nancy L. Ross)

More than one-third of all the shares of Kaiser Aluiinumi & ('hcii'al Ipr-
chased ill 11)75 were Itought lo: tile trust department f ,oe Itank. Mraiian Guar-
anity Truist Co. of New York. III that samne year. 114lle oif 11(0 lielsil f01 uos that
previously had invested ill fledgling businesses (lid so.

This is all extreme example itf concentration if lIan assets itii Iltile-(hiil stocks
int tile one hand and the drying uip of this source (if vcntor calpitl fill- the

Xeroxes of tomorrow oil the other. loth are unintendtti results it the l'esitn
Reform Act of 1974.

Last week. a Senate Filnance SulicooInittee held hear gs on a bill to rellidy
this situation by preventing a pension laloainger from tolying liii ire than 5 petr
telt of any Company's itustaziding stick ( there are i iinil s now t aint by I:er-

lhfttill hiin to invest u1p to 2 per c--nt of a fitd's assets ill siimall iiew c llitriiies,
something improtbaide uiider current rcgulatimis.

While the bill was gret-ted eittisiastical ly ty venture 'aiiit:tlists. 'l'reasuryand T~altor departmentt tlicials expressed fear stit-. Iceoay hor fitlll imialg'er.
could endanger workers' lienctits.

The ('ion'entratiii octierre. as" a1 direct cIiisevtltitiiie if Ilh I-miloy' ]lt ire-llt-lt le-time Secllrity Act's "'rdciit mau'' rule, %\lii(li h'e-:istl the iltlity
for fund toalagers mahiig ItalI ivestoicnt dec isions. \\'tit' tIlt Ii tell atiooatl
Fotndatioi of 1-h ilt yet. Be1ntlit Pllis sirvcycti *tasi, i tri istot's lit year. 64
per cent if ht-iin stated the;- were unwilling g tIi i ne+:t illa tli 'Itiing tilt blIIn-chi
securities.

As tet lill's author, Seit. Lloyd IBentsen I ).-Tex. I, it it. ''Nit tine is gi ii g tohiring a stit against t unatiger ]tcaslle the stock of' (Atltq' - or IBM
welit dowii the ltte. but they iiight if he hat In'estc ill \'iilgi-t ('pr"

Puilic and li\vatte -lliistiii fumls are tlig litiss tl;ay. Witli ;Issi(ts il excessof $445 bilii, Itity at-c sitntnl titt I mi ti rcitnritil 11ks. hu the fulls are
managed by ;i vcry snmIll illttinlet if institititmls.

Some 15 Iaiik tu'uLt tlci'oi-tilicmits. 12 ilistio Mi- ('0lmtiatiiis aItl a uliit 24 tlrivate
Iillic'tal llil,gt'rs citit'tt lloe ithall I1) l t-i- celii (if IIt lpesion si t s ill thisi'ioititry.. Ald tliy 'telit1 ito invest ill I'erhals tie snle 2i11) 411- 31t0 savill-itits, a'-
cording tit Iientsei.

For distance. (etirgetow I'nivt-rsity Law S-lit nit. \%Ii i d Ill 'qtid last year.
stated that ill ithe same year Milrgali I;liranty's trust dt'mtillpt elit itught 38.5per ('(it (if tile Kni.,i-i' stok., it tls( Iitgli , 1hit \ct 25 it it :h pci' (ceJt tie
shar-'s tradled of Itotlac(h. Internatinal NitkvI. r'iotwnt /i-ht1di l at-ti mtlanu-
facturer's Maoilmen A nid it sol tne tilt of 'vt-ry t.glit shla i s tif Philip+ Morris
adl Schluberger's traded in 1975.

Between 1973 and 1975, there were 12S ittasi i tt 31.,,rga we. tile t-stliil k trust deltarim llt-lit. accilllltt-t fort" tltirt' 5 ltli. -I lieu' ct-itt (of tilt. toti I soiles aiit]
plurehases of Big l I rdt issues. (ll It 16 -cttsitis. 31 iolgall it'c.illit (I fti' lalior1lu1u 20 per cent, ac((ruing to the Go rgetown stuy.

li intrducing fit' li.sion hn Ilit-l n t Act iif 1977. I tilitsi-ln w:ir-ned tmt the
hitt-ltial for lhlnipulatioll of tile nitri-hitI Ihy htr- ,i'nslillitill s toilli lstillt ill'a very- stlhistaitiml redc'titit ittr stick poits- . . t tie t(, ijllitjil tif t'itllilless
All-er itn workers aid i-etirv es,"

lie said, "If o1e of this 'cr3,, smitall grotuI of linsiili tintmi ,ers diides to sell
it majpr ilvestllelit on a litof n ews all(I oti le htlaliiages aIttlil]it to follow, they
find that tle 'gate' suddenly gets very narrow."
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He has proposed tax penalties to limit investment by a pension fund with

more than $1 billion in assets to 5 per cent of a company's outstanding stock.
Those with more than 5 per cent already would not be affected. At the same time,
pension managers would have tile option of investing up to 2 per cent of a plan's
assets in new companies with less than $25 million in capitalization without
being subject to the prudent man rule. Insurance companies and inutual funds
currently are subject to similar regulation.

Besides protecting the safety of pension assets and preventing excess economic
concentration, the Pension Investment Act aims to promote greater liquidity in
the stock markets and to encourage investment in small, growing companies.

A panel of representatives of venture capital organizations testified that, prior
to ERISA's passage, approximately 100 pension funds put up money regularly for
fledgling businesses. According to Stewatt Greenfield of Charter Oak Enter-
prises in Darien, Conn., zero pension dollars were received by tile 70-odd venture
capital firms in the country in 1974 and 1975. In 1916, approximately four funds
put up $5 to $6 million.

Another unintentional result of ERISA has been the high rate of plan termina-
tions. Laurence N. Woodworth, assistant Treasury secretary for tax policy,
testified that 24,347 pension plans were ended during 1975 and 1976. That was
approximately three times as many as in the years prior to ERISA. At the sanle
time, only 30,000 new plans were set up in each of those two years, or just about
half as many as in the two preceding years.

One-fifth of the plants were terminated because of the economic and nuisance
burden of ERIS., although Woodworth said the real percentage may le higher.
(By giving "adverse business conditions" as a reason rather than ERISA,
trustees feel they will incur less enmity front disappointed beneficiaries, lie said.)

Both Woodworth and Assistant Labor Secretary Francis X. Burkhardt sup-
porte(l legislation that would eliminate duplicative filings to their respective
departments. They also backed a ompaniom bill to split adminlititration of
ERISA so that vesting and finding wouhl be taken care of by the Internal
Revenue Service, while fiduciary responsibility and prohibited transactions
would come under Labor's wing. The practical effect of these changes would be
to reduce costs and delays, especially for small pelision llans.

But William J. Chadwick, a former ERISA administrator now in private
law practice, called the existing dual administration "neither efficient nor effec-
tive." There are now 40 federal laws and 20 agencies concerned with ERISA. lie
cited the "absurd" instances where the Labor I)epartment and the Securities
and Exchange Commission have argued in court ott opposite sides in pension dis-
putes. "This makes the government look stupid," he said.

lie cited the case of Daniel v. International Brotlierhood of Teamsters. A
Chicago court held that a participant's interest in a non-contrilutory pension
plan, such as profit-sharing. constituted 't se(-urity and would therefore lie sub-
ject to the antifraud jirovisJns of the Securities Exchange Act. On appeal last
April, the 'EC argued it (lid constitute a security while the Labor Department
argued the particilmnt's share did not.

Chadwick favors a more cmulrehensive solution, perhaps including a separate
government agency for pension plans. Such a bill is pemidimg before a House
subcommittee.
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